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ERRATA.

Lib. J. Nott 77. to page 191. Section IV. last line but 7, instead of

Europe, the, read Europe. The, &c.

Lib. 3. Note 77. to page 191. Sect. V. 8. last line but two, after legist*'

twrt, insert infavour of the Crown by 3. Hen. 8. C. 39. and, &c.

Lib. 3. Note 212. to page 295. a. in line 3, after possession, insert, er

•vested in right.

Lib. 3. Note 249. to page 290. b. III. instead of Sir Francis Moore,

read Sir Orlando Bridgman.

Lib. 3. Note 294*. page 337. b. wants mark of reference from the

text, on the subject of Surrenders.

Lib. 3; Note 346. to page 391, a. wants a mark of reference from the

text, where mention is made of the penalties ofpremuxire.

To the Binder.

The Table of Heads, and the Table to the First Pare

of the Institutes, to be placed at the End of the

Second Volume.

NOTES



NOTES

ON THE

FIRST PART

OF THE

INSTITUTES

OP THE

LAWS of ENGLAND.

Chap. I. Fee simple. Sect, i,

i al (!) O IRThonias Smith and Dr. Cowell find fault with Littleton f Note I.I

J »3 for this explanation of fee; but without the least reason.

Though fee, in its general acceptation, signifies land holden, as dis

tinguished from land allodial; yet in our law, it is most frequently

used in a particular sense, to denote the quantity of estate in land,

which is always the fense of the word when we say, that one is tenant

orseised infee. Therefore Littleton is not merely justified in writing,

thatfee is the fame as inheritance; for if in describing who is tenant

in fee simple, he had explained the word otherwise, he would have

misled the student. The censure of Littleton would have been

spared, if the difference between attempting to give the etymology

oifee and its general fense, and professing only to explain a parti

cular use of the word, had been attended to. See Smith's Common

wealth of Engl. b. 3. c. 10. Cow. Inters, verbum Fee, and Wright's

Ten. 149. In this last book Littleton is well defended. Lord

Coke's comment onset is very full to the fame purpose. See

post. 1. b.

(B) *(i)Aa



Lib. i. Cap. i. Of Fee simple. Sect. i.

[Note 2.] (i) An annuity of inheritance is held to be forfeitable for trea- [2.4.1

son as an hereditament, 7. Co. 34. b. yet being only personal, it is

not an hereditament within the statute of mortmain of the 7. E. 1.

ft. 2. nor is it intailablc within the statute di donis. See post.

2. a. b. & 20. a.

[Note 3 . ] ( 1 ) Therefore on a covenant to stand seised, an use will arise for [_ 1% D.J

an alien. Godb. 275. But by a3 of law, as by descent, he cannot

even take for the benefit of trie King. 7. Co. Calvin's case, 25. a.

Post. 31. b. and 1. Ventr. 417. See in Dy. 283. b. the cafe of a

seoffment to an alien and another to uses.

sNote 4.1 C2) f" tne purchase is made with the kings tieince, it seems that

*■ J he may hold. See 14. Hen. 4. 20. How the law is, where an alien

purchases in the name of a trustee, see King and Holland, Styl. 20,

&c. All. 14. and 1. Ro. ABr. 194. See also 13. Geo. 3. c. 14.

which enables aliens 10 lend money on land, &c. in the West-Indies.

sNote '.] -(3) ^ut not before office, except in case of the alien's death.

3 Adj. 5. Co. 52. b. Before office, recovery by an alien tenant i*

tail will bar remainders. Adj. Gouldlb. 102. 4. Leon. 84.

f Note 6.] (+) If an al'en purchases a copyhold, it is said that it shall es

cheat to the lord. Dy. 2. b. in rrurg. but see 1. Mod. 17. and

AU. 14.

[Note 7.] (7) But 32. H. 8. e. 16. s. 13. makes void aH leases of houses

or shops to an a^len being an Artificer or hzndicrafismiin. This law,

however contrary it ma"y seem to good policy and the spirit of com

merce, still remains unrepealed; but in favour of aliens, it has been

construed very strictly. See 1. Sid. 309. I. Saund. 7. 2. Show.

135. 3. Mod. 04. 3. S.ilk. 29. In the latter book a lease to an

alien artificer is said to be forfeitable to the king at common law ;

but for this extraordinary doctrine no authority is cited. As to the

capacity of aliens to take personal chattels, see 2. Ro. Rep. 93.

[Note S.] (8) Contra 1. And. 25. N. Bendl. 36. See in Cro. Cha. 8. a

case where administration to an intestate alien was granted to his

nephews and nieces, who were also aliens, and part of the estate

consisted of leases for years.

i Note 9.] (9) If 'his be the common law, ought not its severity to be cor

rected by the legislature ? To deny the right of taking a house for

habitation to aliens not being merchant!, is like forbidding all other

foreigners to come and reside here. See 7. Ca Calvin's case, 17.8.

where lord Coke seems to express himself without distinguishing

between aliens being merchants and other aliens.

sNote 10 1 (IO) Tenant in tail is guilty of murder, and before conviction

L- - -1 levies a fine. It was a question, whether the sine should bar the

istue for the lord's benefit ; and the court inclined to think that it

should; but no judgment was given. 1. Wils. 2. Part 220.

[Note I I.I . f1^ FitzheiDert argues strongly, that a noncompos may plead

J his disability to avoid his own acts as well as an infant. Fitz. Nat.

Br. 202. See post. 347. a. & b. much curious learning on the sub-

# . " jest*



Lib. t- Os. Fee simple. Sect., r.

ject, and also 2. Blackst. Com. ed. 5. p. 291, where the progress of

the opinions on this subject is critically stated.

(1) Adjudged ace. in Chancery. 2. Vern. 385. and 3. Atk. 72. [Note 12.]

But the doctrine must be understood with various limitations.— 1.

Though the husband cannot convey to the wife immediately, yet he

may give to a trustee for her benefit, and the gift will be good.

Therefore he may convey land to her by way of use, as by en-

feoSng or covenanting with another to stand seised, or surrender

ing a copyhold estate, to her use. See post. 112. a. 4. Co. 29.—

2. According to some books, by custom of a particular place, as of

Yoi k, the wife may take by immediate conveyance from the husband.

Fitz. Prescription 61. Bro. Custom 56.-3. The husband may give

to his wife by last will; because such gist cannot take effect till his

death, when the coverture is determined. Post. Sect. 168.—4! It

seems that a denatio mortis causa by husband to wife may be good*

because that is in the nature of a legacy. 1. P. Wms. 441. Hojv

the wife may give her separate personal property to her husband,

fte 2. Ves. 669.

(4) Ace. as to churchwardens, Finch's law, 8vo. ed. 178. See [Note 13.]

Keilw. 32. a. But by 9. Geo. 1. c. 7. they .are enabled to purchase'

a workhouse for the poor ; and by custom, in some places, as in

London, the parson and churchwardens are a corporation to pur

chase lands. Cro. Jam. 532.

(1) The several reports of the cafe cited by lord Coke in the [Note 14.]

margin differ very much. According to Noy and Moore, it was

held by all but Popham, that the remainder was good, though the

bastard was not born till after creating it; and Rolle represents the

case as if the opinion had been for the remainder. But Croke

agrees with lord Coke, and writes, that a majority of the judges held

the remainder void; though indeed it appears by his report, that the

party at length- claiming as lawful ifjue, it became unnecessary to

decide what would be the effect of a remainder to an unborn bastard.

'The only modern case I meet with on the subject is one, in which

lord chancellor Macclesfield inclined against such a remainder, even

though to a child en centre fa mere. 1. P. Wms. 529. However*

the doctrine doth not seem fully settled. If the objection against

the limitation to a bastard not in ejje is uncertainty of description, it

must certainly fail where he is described by the mother only; and

even where the father is named, it may sometimes be possible to

ascertain him also sufficiently, as well where the limitation pre

cedes, as where it follows the bastard's birth. See Bro. Grant. 17.

?. Ro. Abr. 43. 44. But if the objection is ^policy of law, which, for

the encouragement of marriage, creates a disability of providing fof

illegitimate children before they are born, then lord Coke's doc

trine is true in its full extent. See Cro. Eliz. 510. Which of these

is the true principle of objection, is left to the judgment of the

learned reader.

(4) Ace. Scamler's case, and 1. Ro. Abr. 731. J. and CrO. Eliz. [Note is-)

636. But the case in March. 43. is contra ; and there rhr. justice

Jones affirms, that Scamler's case was also contra. However, in

Cro. Cha. 556. lord Coke's doctrine seems admitted where the of-

£ce is not granted so as to be exerciseable by a deputy,

* (Bi) (J) Aec
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[Note 16.] (5) Ace. II. Co. 4. a. W. Jo. 264. 2. Lev. 245. and Cas.

temp. Talb. 99. but contra where it has been the usage so to grant,

W.Jo. 311. Hardr. 2^7. 2. Ventr. 188. and it is said that the ,

king may so grant without any usage. March. 42. 4. Mod. 280.

Dy. 295.

[Note 17.] (7) But it seems, that this doctrine is now become inapplicable;

for there is no longer any legal establishment for profesied persons

in England, and our law never took notice of'foreign proseffions. Se«

post. 132. b. 2. Ro. Abr. 43. C. Wright's Ten. 28. 1. Salk.

162.

[Note 18.] (l) 9mce fir Edward Coke's time, the rate of interest has been s 4. a. J

gradually reduced to 5 per cent. See 21. Ja. 1. c. 17. iz.Cha. 2.

c. 13. and fz. Ann. st. 2. c. 16. But a greater rate of interest is

still allowable in Ireland and our Plantations. It has been doubt

ed whether the 12. Ann. did not extend to money lent on lands

in Ireland or our Plantations, where the mortgage is executed in.

Great-Britain ; but the 14. Geo. 3. c. 79. declares all such securi

ties made previously to that act to be valid, notwithstanding the

f •. •' 12. Ann. where the interest is not more than the established rate of

the particular place; and that allsuture securities of a like kind shall

also be valid, where the interest is not more than 6 per cent. It is

impossible' in the compass of a note to cite the numerous cases on

the statutes of usury. One of the most remarkable for the great

learning and variety of the arguments is that of the earl of Chef- ,

[ 1- ' terfield and Janssen, j. Atk. 301. and 2. Ves. 325.

[Note 10.1 (0 Contra Keilw. 118. and Palm. 174. Also in 1. Ventr. 393. [4. b. ]

it is argued by North attorney-general, that -vesture of land means

all the profits. But 4. Leo. 43. and Ow. 37. are with sir Edward

Coke. Indeed his interpretation is conformable to the use of the

word in some ancient deeds, and seems warranted by 4. E. 1. st. I.

f. 4. and 13. E. 1. st. z. c. 25. f. lo. It also appears most agree

able to the derivation of the word, which is from •vestio. See Cow.

Interpret, ed. 1727. voc. Vestura and Vesture. Note, the difference

taken in Palm. 175. between vesturam terra, primam vesturam ter-

ttr, and primam <vesturam terra from one quarter to another ; and be

tween such grants by the king, and those by a fulijecl. As to pre

scribing {otsola vestura, see post. 122. a.

[Note 20.] (2) Ace. post. 122. a. but see contra by lord ch. j. Holt, in i'.

Salk. 637. The truth is, that the authorities on this subject are

very numerous, and seem contradictory. Some agree with sir Ed

ward Coke; according to others, one having a several fishery must

be owner of the soil ; and again some hold, that a several fishery

and the soil may be in different persons, but that they shall be pre

sumed to be in the same person till the contrary is pleaded. Besides

the books cited in the margin, see 17. E. 4. 6. b. 10. H. 7. 26.

Bro. Præcipe 33. and Dav. 55. b.

rNote2i! (0 Contra isio the garden, Keilw. 57. Mo. 24. Dal. in N. \ C. b. 1
11 Ulc ,J Bendl. 29. But see ace. post. 56. a. and b. Plowd. 171. 2. Co. L J

3». 2. oaund. 401. S. p. adj. ace. in case of a devise. 3. Leon.

214. and Cro. Eliz. 89. See ace. 2. Cha. Cas. 27. See further

Liu. Rep. 6. where the court held that the devise of a meffuagt

' was
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[ 6. a. ]

was not sufficient to pass two acres four miles distant from the mes

suage, though occupied with it. In Keilw. 57. a difference is taken

between mejsuage and domus; and it is there said, that messuage ex

tends to the curtilage, though not to the garden,hvx. that demus only • >

comprehends buildings. Also in some of the cases cited, particu

larly that from Plowden, the grant was of a mejsuage with the ap

purtenances; on which latter word some stress seems to have been

laid.

(4) This differs from the common acre, because each perch [Note za.]

usually contains 16 feet and an half. In some places the custom is

to measure by a perch of 24 feet, and in others by one of 20 feet.

See Crompt. on Courts, 242. ■ :

{j) Here fold-course seems to be understood for land used as a [Note 23.)

sheep-tvali ; but the word has various other fenses. Sometimes it

signifies land to which is appurtenant the sole right of folding the

cattle ofothers. Sometimes it means merelysuch right of folding. It

is also used to denote the right of folding on another's hnd, which

is called common of saldage. See in W. Jo. 375. and Cro. Cha.

432. a cafe, in which common ofsaldage was claimed ; and 2. Ventr.

139. one in which the right of folding the cattle of others is pre- . . •,

scribed sor. ■*

(3) See further as to hereditament, ante 3. Plowd. 58. Mo. 176. [Note 24.j|

3. Co. 2. Dy. 323. b. pi. 30. With the word hereditament lord

Coke ends his laborious enquiries about the names, by which

things will pass in grants and other conveyances. His etymologies

and explanations of the several words are certainly open to many

observations, besides the few made by the editor of this edition.

But the omission on his part proceeds from the nature of his under

taking, which confines him to narrow limits. To supply his una

voidable deficiencies in this instance, and for the fake of recom

mending assistances which are too much neglected, he refers the

student to the Glossaries which are so peculiarly adapted for the

libraries of such as study English law, history, and antiquities. Of

these a good list is given in a tract by Dr. Thomas Barlow, intitled ' '

Directions for the Study of Englijb History and Antiquities, and pub

lished in 1742 by Dr. Taylor, with his Commentary on the De-

cemviral Law lie inope Dehitore in paries di/Jecando. To this list

of Glossaries should be added, Du Fresne's Glossary ad Scriptores

■ Med. et Insm. Latin ed. Par. 1733, the Glosjarium No-vum by Char-

pentier, ed. Par. 1766, the Glossary by Dr. Kennet, at the end of

his Parochial Antiquities, that at the end of Wilkins's Leg. Anglq-

Saxon. and Lye's Dict. Sax. & Gothic. Latin, ed. 1772.

(4) Sec Cro. Eliz. 347. Cro. Cha. 442. Noy 145. In all [Note 2?.]

of these books it is said, that in the case of conveyances to uses the

possession of deeds appertains to trie feoffee or covenanter, and not 10

cestui cue use ; and the reason given is, that it was so at common

law; and the statute of uses, though it transfers the legal estate to

ctstui que use, doth not transfer the deeds. But this doctrine seems

questionable. '■

(6) See furthsr as to boekland and folkland. Reliq. Spelm. 12. [Note 26.]

39. and Dalrymp. Feud. Prop. 9. In this last book the very spi

rited writer attempts a new distinction between^ the two kinds of

( B 3 ) land,
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land, and to mew that fci/aW or thane land vim feudal, and that

folk or rcveland v, as allodial.

[Note 27.] (1) But according to the modern cafes, it is the infamy of the T^. b.l

crime, and not of the punijhment, which disqualifies from being a *•

witness ; and therefore persons stigmatized by an infamous punish

ment, such as being set on the pillory, are admissible witnesses, un

less the punishment was inflicted for forgery, perjury, or any spe

cies of the cpmen falfi, or any other crime of an infamous nature,

See further on this subject, Gilb. Law of EviJ. 142. the Law of

Nisi Prius, 1st ed. 413. and 1. Wils. part 2. p. 18,.

[Note 28.] (2) But now it is fettled, that all persons professing to believe

in a God, though neither believing in the Old or New Testament,

may be witnesses, if sworn according to the ceremonies of their

own religion. See in 1. Atk. 19. 2. Eq. Cas. Abr. 307. and 1.

Wiis. part 1. p. 84. the great case of Omichund and Barker, in

which lord chancellor Hardwicke, assisted by the two chief justices

and the chief baron, determined that the deposition of one who was

of the Gentoo religion should be read in evidence.

sNote 2Q 1 W There are many exceptions to this rule, as well at common,

T ■ . law, as under acts of parliament. See Gilb. Law of Evid. 135,

Law of Nisi Prius, 1st ed. 435. See further as to admitting or

«- refusing the evidence of the wife or husband against each other, in.

Cas. B. R. temp. Hardwicke, 265. Rep. of Cas. B. R. temp.

ILirJiv. 140. 1. Atk. 451. 2. lvcl. 62.

sNote 10 1 (7) ^ut ^i* objection fails where the debtor, previously to his

? ■ examination, has paid the money borrowed, there being, as it is-

said, no remedy to recover the money back again; and therefore

in such a ca'e his testimony hath been received. See the addit,

refer, supra in marg. letter [i] and Cas. B. R. temp. Hardw. 26$.

and Gilb. Law of Evid. 127.

sNote i! 1 (') Besides 'the books already cited on the. subject 9s evidence, r_ „ 1

r ' • * see Duncombe's Trials per Pais in the chapter on evidence, the La-w L/ "4

if Evidence, and the title Evidence in the several Treatises on the

Pleas of the Crown, and in the several Abridgments of Law and

Equity. As to the book intitled the Theory of Evidence, it is in

cluded in the La-w of Nifi Prius. The writings of the civilians on

evidence ,< rs. very numerous ; and the curious reader may fee an

account of ihem in Buderus's edition of the Bibliotheca Jurisfelecla\

by Strwvius. Amongst the most admired of their professed writers

on the subject are Menochius de Prejumptionibui, Mafcardus de Pro-

bationibus. Everhardut de Teflibus et fide Injlrumentorum, and Fari-

sjaciw de Tejtibus. Struvius's Bibliotheca Juris will be found very

useful to the diligent student, by introducing him to a knowledge

of the principal books on the law of nature and nations, the civil

and canon law, and the laws of most of the countries in Europe,

and of the characters of the several writers. \t is to be wished,

that we had a Bibliotheca Juris Anglicani, written on the fame cri

tical and enlarged plan. Such a work has been attempted by Mr.

Gatzsrt, a German writer who has lately publilhed at Gottingen,

a book entitled Commentatio Juris Exotics Historico-Litteraria dt

Jure Go:nmitni.Aitglia;. Bat though Mr. Gatzert, when the disad

vantage
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vantage of his being a foreigner is considered, has really done won

ders; yet it is not to be conceived, that such a work can ever be

executed with the requisite judgment, accuracy, and nicety, until

the task is undertaken by one of our own country, who hath been

jegularly trained in the.study of the Engisti law, and is familiarly

acquainted with ail the writers on our laws, constitution, and

history.

(2) In the Second Institute, sir Edward Coke seems to think, [Note 32.J

that the clause of teste rue ipfa was first introduced into the king's

grants in the time pf Richard theyJrW; but, Mr. MaJox dates tlje

use of it much earlier, and gives an instance in the reign of

Richard the first. See 2., Inst. 77. and Mad. .Form. Anglic. Dis- f-

sen. p. 32.

( 3) The cases in 3. Leon. 33. and z. Ro. Abr. 66. pi. 13. are [Note .,•%

contra. That in Cro. Eliz. 902. and 917. also seems contra on die "'*

first reading ; though, on examination, the question appears to have

been rather on the manner of pleading the deed, than on the ope

ration of it. But in Car. Rep. 123. there is a cafe of the 21. and

22. Eliz. in which the two chief justices and the chief baron certi

fied to the chancellor, that a lease was good in law, though the

lessee was named in the habendum only; and the cafe in Allen 41.

is also with lord Coke.

r l -j (2) This title was. given to Henry by Pope Leo X. in conse- [Note 34. 1

\J' D.J quence 0f tne king's publishing his book, in defence of the seven

sacraments, against Martin Luther, and dedicating it to the pope.

•Coll. Eccl. Hist. v. ii. p. 1 1. to 17.

(5) Tbongh Henry, the 8th and Edward the 6th had both used [Note 35.I

the title of king of Ireland, yet pope Paul the 4th, dislembling no

tice of it, conferred the same title as a nt-iv ci.e upon Philip and

Mary, in order that the. world might deem their use of the title

merely the effect of his power. Heyl. Hist. Reform. 69, 70.

TO n "? (i) If the father in this cafe is to be supposed a natural-bcrn [No e ^6.1

I * "-* subject at the birth of the issue, the child would now be also a na- *

turai-hcra subject by force of the 7. Ann. c. 5. and 4. Geo. 2. c. 21.

tut the children of persons attainted of, or liable to the penalties of

treason, or in the service of a foreign state in enmity with Great-

. Britain, are excepted from the benefit of this provision. See the

25. Ed. 3. st. 2. which declares, that at common law, the children

ot the king, wherever born, may inherit. The fame statute enables

children born abroad to inherit, if at their birth both their parents

are within the king's allegiance, and their mothers pass the sea

with the licence of their husbands. Amongst the MSS. in Lin-

coln's-Inn library, there is a very learned dialogue between two

serjeants on the 25. E. 3. See lib., no. 80. See also post. 128. b.

129. and Cro. Cha. 601.

(2) In the cafe of Collingwood and Pace, the court denied this [No:e 3s.}

to be law; and held, that the sons of aliens were inheritable to

each, other. See in 1 Sid. 193. and 1. Ventr. 413. the very

elaborate speech by lord chief justice Hale, on giving the judgment

of the court. Also now by the 1 1. and 12. W. 3. c. 6. natural-

(B 4] born
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born subjects may derive a title by descent through their parents,

though aliens ; but the 35. Geo. 2. C. 40. confines the benefit of

the former statute to such heirs as shall be living and capable of

taking at the death of the person last dying seised, unless such heirs

happen to be daughters, and there is afterwards a son or another

daughter, for which cafes the statute makes a special provision.

[Note 38.] (5) The principle, on which it has been adjudged that the chil

dren ofan alien may be heirs as between themselves, though not to

their father, seems to reach the case of children born after their

father's attainder. See the cases cited in n. 2. supra.

[Note 39.] (7) Brooke questions this doctrine; from which it seems as if he

thought it reasonable, that the circumstance of the case, instead of

the choice of the issue, should determine who is the father. See

Bro. Abr. Bastardy, pi. 18. and Palm. 10.

[Note 40.] (8) See 1 1, and 1 2. W. 3. c. 4. which disables persons educated

in the popish religion, or professing it, from inheriting, but in respect

of themselves only, if they do not conform within 6 months after the

age of 18; and provides, that till they do conform, their proteilant

next of kin shall enjoy. By the same statute papists are disabled

from taking lands by purchase, which should have been mentioned

before. For cases on the construction of tliis statute, see 1 Stra.

267. 2. P. Wms. 3. 6. and 132. 3. P. Wms. 46. I- Atk. 526.

528. 2. Atk. 210. 3 Atk. 155. 457. 2.Ves.3o8. 1. Wils. part.

1. p. 176. Rep. Cai. B. R. temp. Hardw. 149. Cas. B. R. temp.

Hardw. 91. and "Vin. Abr. De-vise, I. 7. pi. 4. and 5.

{Note 41.] (10) It is said, that though the party has only a term of years,

still such things will go as accessary to the land. See Wentw. Off.

Ex. ed. 1676. c. 5. p. 75.

[Note 4.2.1 (') But in such a case the manner of proceeding on the writ TO U 1

dt centre inspiriendo is not the fame, as where the party remains a \ *J

widow. In the case in Cro. Jam. 685. the wife was married to a

second husband, when the writ de -venire inspiciendovw sued. There

fore, instead of ordering her into the sheriff's custody, and to be

kept by him till delivered of the child, as the practice is if the

party is a widow, the court permitted the wife to remain with

her husband, on his entering into a recognizance, that she should .

not remove from the house they then inhabited, and that some of

the women returned by the sheriff should see her every day, and

that three or more of them should be present at her delivery.

[Note 43.] (*) T-his i'a reason, why the aftual heir should home his writ

notwith standing the wise's marrying a second husband, but is

foreign to the beir apparent'1 not having the writ; and therefore I

■presome has been placed here by mistake.

r v t -j (3) See further on the writ dt ventre iuspiciendo Aiscough's Case,
tl . . 44- J tyjos. 391. & 2. P. Wms. 591. in which the lord cha. King, on a

petition, granted the writ, though the persons applying were only

tenants in tail ; and note the special manner in which he ordered

the
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the writ to issue, and what he said as to the execution of it. fat

Moseley's report, a case ofpersonal estate is cited, in which the then

master of the Rolls, in conformity to the reason of the common law,

directed that the master should appoint two matrons to inipect a

woman. Some perhaps may think this a great stretch of power.

I cannot conclude this note, without suggesting the necessity of an

act of parliament to regulate the proceedings on the writ dt •ventrt

injpicituda. If the writ was to be strictly executed, it would be an

intolerable grievance. On the other hand, if our courts of justice

mould, without authority from the legislature, change the established

form for the sake of softening its rigour, it would be a dangerous

precedent, and something very like the exercile of a dispensing

power.

(4) According to many authorities, heir may be nomen collec- [Note 45.]

ti<vum, as well in a deed as a will, and operate in both in the fame

manner as bein in the plural number. See 2. Ro. Abr. 253. See

also 1. Ro. Abr. 832. K. pi. 1, a. Godb. 155. T. Jo. tu. Cro.

Eliz. 313. Robins. Gavelk. 95, 96. Burr. 4. part v. 1. p. 38. &

Vin. Abr. Devi/e, U. a. pi. 13. Sc Parolt, H.

(7) But a fee will pass to a corporation aggregate without the [Note 46.]

wordsuccessors, and sometimes to a corporation sole. See post. 94.

b. and Vin. Abr. Estate, L.

so. a. 1 (0 The reason U, because a chantry priest was a corporation [Note 47.]

" '" " ^ sole, which regularly could not take in succession chattels real or *

personal, in possession or action, though a corporation aggregate may.

Ace. post. 46. b. 4. Co. 65. Hob. 64. But by custom, lume chat

tels will go in succession to a sole corporation, a' in London, where

the chamberlain is a special corporation for taking bonds, which

has been frequently adjudged a good custom. Cro. Eliz. 464.

6S2. 4. Co. 64. b. Also in some instances, particularly of chat

tels in ailion, the laV is the fame iviticut a custom. See 1 . Ro. Abr.

515. pi. 3. 5. and Vin. Abr. Corporation, L. As to the king's

taking the ancient jewels of the crown, which are a kind of heir

looms, it is not to be considered as an instance of a. sole corporation's

taking chattels in succession, but r.ither as one of a personal chattel's

descending like a thing of inheritance. See post. i&. b.

(2) But in this cafe, the children must be understood to be [Note 48.]

parties to the grant; for it is said, that otherwise they can only

take, where the limitation is to them by way of remainder. Cro.

Eliz. 10.

1"

(3) Ace. Cro. Eliz. 121. 334. Ow. 152. Lord C. J. Hale [Note 49.)

adds, that the father takes the wholefee simple.—Hal. MSS. But if

. the limitation to the children be a remainder, then the children

born after may take. See Wild's cafe, 6. Co. 18. b. where will be

found several other distinctions on this subject. See further 1. Ro.

Rep. 254- See also Vin. Abr. De-vise, Y. a. I am the more fre

quent in my reference to mr. Viner's Abridgment, because it tends

to facilitate the use of that immense body of law and equity; which,

notwithstanding all its defects and inaccuracies, must be allowed

to be a necessary part of every lawyer's library. Jt is indeed a

most
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•moll useful compilation, and would have been infinitely more so, if

the author had been less singular and more nice in his arrangement

and method, and more studious in avoiding repetitions. These

faults, in great measure, proceeded from the author's error of

judgment in attempting to engraft his own very extensive Abridg-

• ment on that os mr. serjeant Rolle, whose work, though most ex

cellent in its kind, and in point of method, succinctness, legal pre-

• cision, and many other respects, fit to be proposed as an example for

other abridgments of law, was by no means calculated for the ex

cessive enlargement from 2 vols. to 23 vols. in folio. It is not to

be wondered at, that an incorporation of works so widely different

in-proportion as well as execution, should produce much confusion and

disorder in the effect. Mr. Viner's labours would probably have

advanced his reputation as a compiler much higher, if he had not

attempted an union so unnatural.

[Note 50.] .(2) The reason is, because the devisee is to pay the money at sp. fo.l

all events, and he may die before he repays himself out of the

estate; in which case, he would be a loser by the devise, if he was

not to have a fee. But if the will directs the payment to be out

of the profits of the land, then the devisee cannot lose by the will,

and therefore only an estate for life passes. Cro. Cha. 157. Most

of the cases relative to this point are abridged or referred to In

Vin. Abr. Devise, S. a.

(Note 51.] (7) Ace. post. 94. b. But according to some authorities it is

otherwise, if only the head of the corporation is capable, and the

body is dead in law, as in the case of an abbot and convent. Post.

94. b. See, however, contra 1. Ro. Abr. 832. pi. I.

[Note 52.] (3) Here beirs being a word of limitation, none can take under I" j q_ jl

it but by descent; and the land being ga-velkind, the descent is to *■ " J

-all the sons, who are as much heirs xosucb land, as the eldest son is

heir to land descending according to the common law. The

custom ofga-velkind extends to estates tail; and so irresistible" is the

customary descent both of gawelkind and borovgb english land,

according to some authorities, that even in the cafe of estates tail,

it cannot be changed by express words directing a dcfcentjicandun

curfum communis- legis. Dy. 179. b. pi. 45. See Robins. Gavellv,

94. Mr. Robinson's book on Gœvclkind is a very excellent la-w-

irtatifi, and generally comprehends every thing relative to his

subject; but in this part of it he is rather short in his explanation';

for though he takts notice of the custom's applying to estates tail,

yet he neither mentions the case from Dyer, nor hints whether «?-

press words are as insufficient to exclude the custom from estates

tail, as they certainly are to controul the descent of estates in fee.

Perhaps the author's silence might proceed from his doubts on the

subject. See further the case of tanistry, Dav. 31. a, & 36. b. In,

that case it was resolved, that the customary descent was interrupted

by the grant of an estate tail; but then the judges proceeded on a

principle quite consistent with the general doctrine in Dyer. They

held, first, that the custom of tanijtry only applied to lands goine

with the ebiesry or seigniory, from which the lands in question had

been severed by the grant of the estate tail; and secondly, that the

custom of tanisiry was not inherent .1: the land, like the customs of,

gayslkind,
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gavelkind and borough-english, but merely ptrjhnal to the eldest and

most worthy, and therefore became extinguished for ever, when the

land was conveyed to Mother person, that is, the heir at common

law.

( 4) Ace. Rob. Gavelk. 117,118. and the authorities there cited. (Note C3.J

The reason seems to be, that though the subject of the gift is cus- ' *

ternary land, the heir at common law ;s presumed to be meant, unless

words ar added to describe the customary heir. But ifsuchspecial

words are used, the presumption fails; and then it is said, that

though the subject of the gift is cemmon-law land, yet the customary

heir (hall be preferred. On this principle, lord ch. Gowper, in a

cafe before him, declared, that if one, having borough-englijh land

and also lands at common law, devises the latter to his heir by the

custom of borough-englijh, this will be a sutficient description of the

youngest son, though not heir at common law, and though the de

vise is not of the customary, but of the common law land ; and that a

like devise to gaveliind heirs would entitle ail the sons. 2 Vern.

732. and Prec. in Ch. 464. But fee further on this latter subject,

post. 24. b. where lord Coke writes, that to take by purchase under

a limitation to the heirsfemale, the person claiming must be both

heir and female. See also the note, in which it is attempted to

justify lord Cuke for that doctrine, and to explain the qualifications,

with which it ought to be understood.

[IO. b.1 (0 In the preceding page, lord Coke begins his comment on [Note 5 4.J

that part of Littleton which describes the course of descent by the

common law of England; and this seems to be a proper place for

referring the student to some valuable writings published since

lord Coke's time on the fame subject. See Hal. Hist. C. L. c.

11. Wright's Ten. 174. Gilb. Ten. 2. Dalrymp. Feud. Prop.

4th ed. c. 5. p. 159. and Blackst. Law of Descents. To the first

and last of these books it is that we principally call the attention

of the student; though it must be confessed, that in all of them, the

history of the law is so learnedly and critically traced, and the

'feudal principles, on which it chiefly depends, are so clearly un

folded, that a subject in itself dry and abstruse, becomes not only

plain and intelligible, but even agreeable and interesting. Mr. R.

Robinson's Discourse concerning the Law of Inheritances in Feesimple

is another treatise on the same subject, which should not be pasted

over without notice. Many parts of it are ingeniously written :

' tut unfortunately the author has chiefly exerted his talents in in

venting a new kalendar of consanguinity, the explanation of

which employs a very considerable part of the work; and by

always referring to this, and by introducing a number of arbitrary

terms, which are only intelligible as he explains them, he involves

his subject, before too' much embarrassed with difficulties, in still

greater perplexity.

(2) Harpur having a son and 4 daughters, •viz. A, B, C, and- D, {Note 55*3

devises to- the son in tail, remainder to B. and C. for life, remainder

5roximoconsanguinitatis et sanguinis of the devisor; and Easter 17.

'am. by twojustices against one, the remainder vests in alt the daugh

ters when the Jon dies without issue. But afterwards, Mich. 10. "Jam.

per totam curiam, /'/ vests in the eldest daughter only, and not in all

the daughters; I. because proximo; 2. because an express estate is li

mited
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miteJ to twa os the daughters.—Periman and Pierce^-Hnl. MSS.

See S. C. in Palm. n. and 303. z. Ro. Rep. 256. Bridgm. 14.

O. Bendl. 102. ic6.—Lord chief justice Hale also gives a note

On the words, proximus de sanguine t/el consanguinitate ; in whick,

after citing from Ratcliffe's cafe, 3. Co. 40. that on the stat. 21.

j/* . H. 8. the father or mother shall be preferred in administration to

the son, as next of blood before the brother, he adds, Nota, ruled

that in administration, the sister os the half bloodstall be preferred in

administration before the son ofthefister of the lubole blood; but •when

they are in squali gradu, the lifter of the •whole bloodstall be pre

ferred befire thefifter of the half blood. M. 23. Cba. and M. 1 650.

B. R. Brolvn's cast. Hal. MSS. See further as to proximus de

sanguine in Dy. 333. b.

[Note 56.] (O In Ratcliffe's cafe, 3. Co. 4.0. the reasons given for exdud- [l I . 4,1

ing lineal ascent are, first, that fathers and mothers are not of

the blood of their children ; secondly, that the exclusion is agreeable

to the Jewish law, as prescribed to Moses by God himself; and

thirdly, that it ten is to avoid that confusion and diversity of opi

nions in the cafe of descents, of which the .allowance of lineal as

cension by the civil law is said to be the occasion. Lord Coke

himself controverts the first of these reasons, by the words of

Littleton in the Section here commented upon, and by the cafe of

administration, in which the father or mother is preferred as

nearest of blood to their children, and also by the cafe of a re

mainder to the son's nearest os blood, under which description the" -. - "J

father is entitled to take by purchase. But as to the two other

reasons, lord Coke rather appears to adopt them. However, neither

ofthem seems satisfactory. The inference from God's precept to

Moses is unwarranted, unless it can be shewn, that it was promul

gated as a law" for mankind in general, instead of being, like many

other parts ofthe Mosaical law, a rule for the direction of the Jewish

nation only. Besides, by the Jewish law, the father did succeed to

the son in exclusion of his brothers, unless one of them married

the widow of the deceased, and raised up seed to him. See Blackst.

Law Tracts, v. I. p. 182. 8vo ed. and Seld. de Succes. Ebræor.

c. 12. there cited. The argument from the supposed confusion

and uncertainty, which might arise, if lineal ascent should be

permitted, is not less liable to objection ; because lineal ascent

mii;ht be governed by the same rules as lineal descent ; and what

is the difference between the two, that sliould create more con

fusion and uncertainty in the one cafe than in the other? Our

modern writers account for our law's disallowance of lineal ascent

in a very different way; and according to them, it in a great

measure originated from the nature of ancient feudal grants,

which, like estates taile, being confined to the first feudatory and

his descendants, necessarily excluded his father and mother, and

all paramount them and also his collateral relations. How this

rule in prailice became extended so as to exclude lineal ascent

, universally, without confining it to the cases to which the feudal

reason for the rule is applicable, and yet at the fame time is so con

strued, as to let in all collateral relations, and even the father

himself collaterally, and by the medium of others, is not now very

easy to explain, though this has been attempted. See Wright's

Ten. 180. and Blackst. Law Tracts, v. 1. p. 183. 8vo ed. Sec

also a learned note on the subject in Littleton avec Obser-vat. par

M. Houard,
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M. Houard. This edition of Littleton is in 2 vol. 4to. and was

published at Rouen in 1766.

(2) See Tab. 5. 1. de succejfwne ah intesinto; but neither in this, [Note 57.J

nor in any other part of the 1 2 Tables, do I fee any thing to

exclude lineal ascent; and as I have not met with any book on

the Roman law in which such an exclusion is mentioned, I con

clude, that lord Coke is mistaken in his idea of our laws conforming

to the law of the 12 Tables. The mother was indeed excluded ;

but it was not because the law of the 1 2 Tables did not permit lineal

a/cent, but on account of her sex, that law preferring the agnati,

or those related through males, and excluding the cognati, or those

related through females. See Inst. 3. 3. Princ

b.l (3) Grandfather,father, andson; grandfather dies; fath& is bound [Note 58.]

in an obligation or 'warranty, and dies before entry. Held, that the

son is not liable, because he shall make himself heir to the grandfather.

24. E. 3. Hal. MSS.

(4) Here lord Coke is silent as to the right to the intermediate [Note 59.]

profits from the death of the father. In the cafe of Basset and

Basset, lord ch. Hardwicke held, that a posthumous son, claiming

under a remainder in a settlement, was, by construction of the

jo. and 11. W. 3. c. 16. which preserves remainders for posthu

mous children, where no estate Is limited to trustees, for that pur

pose, intitled to the mean profits. See 3. Atk. 203. But in the

fame cafe, lord Hardwicke seems to have taken it for granted, that

on a descent the mean profits belong to the uncle ; for he di

rected, that the profits of the estate descended should be accounted

for by the uncle, only from the birth of the posthumous son. See

post. 55. b. where lord Coke puts the cafe of a daughter's being

Intitled agair I a posthumous brother to corn sowed before his

birth; which seems to (hew, that lord Coke did not consider the

posthumous cnild as intitled to any mean profits on a descent. See

also Wils. Rep. vol. 2. p. 526. where lord ch. j. De Grey, in deli-

liveringthe opinion of the court of C. P. on a question whether a

festhumous son was actually seised, denies that the posthumous son

in the case of a descent, can be intitled to any profits received

before his birth, and cites 9, H. 6. 25. as an authority in point.

al 0) Quire ofthis cafe oszvarranty ; for though the lien of-warranty [Note 6o.J

* descends from him 'who makes the 'warranty, to the heir at common

Lew, and it cannot defend to the special heir, because it is a thing

in gross, yet the benefit of a warranty, being once annexed to

land, jhall go in divers cafes as incident to the land to the special

heir or assignee. Thus a gift of borough-english, ivith a ivarranty,

shall go to theyoungest son •with the land. Hal. MSS.—See ace. 2.

Ro. Abr. 743. where it is said, that the father may vouch on such

a warranty to the uncle. In Gilb. Ten. 1 8. there is a reference to

lord ch. j. Hale's note on this part of lord Coke, from which it

appears that lord ch. bar. Gilbert had seen lord Hale's MSS. notes.

(3) The son makes lease for life, and dies; the uncle releases to the [Note 61.I

lessee for life in tail en condition, ami dies. Quire, tubo jhall enter

for
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for the condition hrohn, at the reversion in see doth not descend to ibt

father? Hal. MSS.

[Note 62.] (7) Eut sometimes a man can only have immediate inheritable

blood from one parert, as where his father or mother is an alien or

person attainted; and this it seems suffices to enable children to

inherit from the parent, who confers the inheritable blood, an 1 also

to inherit to each other. See ace. ante 8. a. n. 2. and the follow

ing note by lord Hale on lord Coke's next passage, where he men

tions, that according to ancient authors the issue of an attained fa

ther cannot inherit to the mother. Thisjeems not to he la-iu. A

female btretrix takes an alien to bujland, and they bai/e issue : the issue

Jhall inherit to the mother. Post. Seit. 1 14. andsol. 33. a. for detuer

esnvife being alien or attainted. Hal. MSS. To the fame purpole

is what follows, being a note on sol. 8. a. ante, where lord Coke

asserts that the children of an alien cannot inherit to each other,

thpugh he allows that the children of one attainted, if born before

the attainder, may. Quære of this; for itseems the blood of the mo

ther Justices to make them inheritable one to the other, and this ivas the

principal reason in Hobby's case. Hal. MSS. Also lord Hale, in ano

ther note in sol. 8. a. ante, abridges the cafe of Bacon and Bacon

from Cro. Cha. and cites Slepheni's cafe in the dutchy as another

cafe of she fame kind, and then there is the note following, set

note that be cannot be heir to his mother, because Jhe is an alien. Huf-

hand denizen takes -wife an alien, or 'wife takes husband an alien, and

they have issue. Itsetmj the istue shall inlet it to thefather in thefrst

ease, to the mother in thesecond. Ergo videtur, that ifalien hath ifut

fy denis.cn fwosons, oneson /ball inherit to the ether, because the mother

is a denizen ; andso in the cafe of a person attainted, having istue aster

attainder ; and this ivas one of the reasons ofHobby's cafe. Hal. MSS.

This doctrine is agreeable to lord Hale's argument when he gave

judgment in Collingwood and Pace, cited ante so. 8. a. n. 2. and also

confirms the observation hazarded in n. 5. sol. 8. a.

[Note 63.] (2) But here lord Coke must be understood to speak of two dis- s 12. b.

tinct conveyances in fee; thesrst passing the use as well as the

possession to the feoffee, and so completely divesting the feoffor of

all interest in the land ; and ihesecond regranting the estate to him.

For if in the first feoffment, the use had been expressly limited to

the feoffor and his heirs, or if there was no declaration of uses, and

the feoffment was not on such a consideration as to raise an use in

the feoffee, and consequently the use resulted to the feoffor, in either

case he is in of his ancient use, and not by purchase. Adj. ace 3.

Lev. 406. and 2. Salk. 59. and fee ace. post. 13. a. and 22. b.

What shall be a purchase, and break the descent, so as to entitle the

paternal heir to a preference over the maternal heir, particularly in

the cafe of a devise to the heir, the student may inform himself by

the authorities cited in Vin. Abr. Heir, W. 1.2. to which add Bat-

tey and Treviilian Mo. 278. Hinde and Lyon 3. Leon. 64. 70.

and Dy. 124. Hainsworth and Pretty Cro. K.iz. 833. 919. Brown

and Taylor Cro. Cha. 38. Clark and Smith j. Salk. 241. and 1.

Lutw. 793. Smith and Trig 8. Mod. 23. and 1. Stra. 487. Rat-

cliffc's case 1. Stra. 267. Martin and Strachan i.Wils. Part 1.

.p. ..66. and Hurst and the..earl of Winchelsea Bur. 4. pt. v. 2. p.

879. "In this last cafe, a feme covcrt'by force ofa power appointed

0/ will to her heir in fee, but charged the land with debts and le

gacies;
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gicies ; and it was adjudged in B. R. that the heir took by descent,

and that the appointment had no other operation than making the

estate subject to the debts and legacies. One leading principle,

which this and the other authorities seem clearly to establish is, that

whenever a devise gives to the heir the fame estate in quality as he

would have by descent, he shall take by the latter, which is the title

most favoured by the law ; and that merely charging the estate with

debts or legacies will not break the descent. This is only one of

the many useful propositions, which might be extracted on the sub

ject as the result of the long list of cases before cited, if this was the

proper place for a discussion so nice and difficult.

{3) The better reason seems to be, that the use being the fame [Note 64.J

as it was before the seoffment, it is the old use which continues.

As to an use's ensuing the nature of the land, see I. Co. xvj. 2.

Co. 58. and Bac. Read, on Stat. Uses, 8vo ed. 508. in which

latter book the author controverts the generality of the doctrine,

which certainly ought to be understood with many restrictions, and

considers at large the differences between uses and the land itself,

or rather, as he expresses himself, between uses and cases of pos

session. Lord Bacon's Reading on the Statute of Uses is a very

profound treatise on the subject so far as it goes, and shews that

he had the clearest conception of one of the most abstruse parts of

our law. What might we not have expected from the hands of

such a master, if his vast mind had not so embraced within its com

pass the whole field of science, as very much to detach him from

professional studies ? It may be proper to observe, that all the

editions of lord Bacon's Reading on Uses are printed with such ex

treme incorrectness, that many passages are rendered almost unin

telligible, even to the most attentive reader. A work so excellent

deserves a better edition.

(3) Nota, it <was grant and release; but ratio libri is, because the [Note 6c.l

husband ivas not charged, except during the coverture, and by reason of

that the discharge doth not extendfarther. Hal. MSS.

(4) 7. H. 6. 3. by Cotlesmore. If lord takes tenant to 'wife, and [Note 66.1

dies having issue, 'which dies tuithout issue, the seigniory is revived,

and the tenancy /hall go to the heir of the part of the mother. Hal.

MSS.

(5) But if the eldest son purchases land, and it descends to the [Note 67.]

youngestson, and he dies luitbout heir of the part of the father, it Jhall

descend /» the heir on the part of the mother; because they have one and

thesame mother. Hal. MSS.

(7) A. infeoffs B. attainted of treason to the use ofC. the king Jhall [Note 68.]

have the land discharged of the use. Hal. MSS. and Pimb's case,

M. 27. Eliz. is cited from Moore. See Mo. 196. But note, that

according to Moore, J?, at the time of conveyance to him, had

only committed treason, and was not attainted till after; and it was

by relation to the time ofcommitting the offence, that the case was

construed to be the fame as if the conveyance had been to a person

actually attainted. The doctrine in Pimb's case sounds peculiarly

harsh;
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harsh; for first the legal estate in the land was given to the queen

by a conftruSive relation, and then (he was deemed to hold the land

disch.Tg(?d of the use, because the king cannot be a trustee How

ever, it is but justice to mention, that the cafe being represented

to queen Elizabeth, she, much to her honour, granted the land to

ttfiuique use by patent. As to the king's holding land discharged

os all uses and trusts where the legal estate vests in him, and the

sense in which that doctrine is to be understood, fee Vin. Abr.

Vjes, C. where most of the authorities on the subject are stated or

referred to.

[Note 69.J (8) But if the party appears on an appeal, and the plaintiff counts,

and the defendant it convicled by -verdiil or confession, it is all one.

Hal. MSS.

[Note 70.] (1) Nota, if one be attainted by outlawry or confrffion ofa felony, |I ■?» D.J

which is precedent to the fenffment of the party attainted, the feoffee

may stifff the attainder by traverse to thefelony or to the time of the

felony. Bui if he be attainted by verdict, it seems, that he cannot

falsify by tra-verfe to the felony ; but he may traverse the time of the

felony, for that is not material ; for if he he guilty on another day, the

jury ought tofind him guilty. Hal. MSS. which cites 3. Inst. 230.

sNote »I.l ( 2) 7*4. tamrn Mich. 20. Jac. C. B. Johnson andMorris, that it/hall

escheat. Hall. MSS. which also cites 11. £.4. 1. and 21. H. 7. 9.

See further on this subject, Godb. 211. and Mo. 283. which are

with lord Coke. But the case of Johnson and Norway, in Winch.

37. which seems to be the fame as that cited by lord Hale, is

against the donor, though it is not mentioned in Winch, that the

jud.-es finally decided the point. See also contra lord Coke, the

case of Southwell and Wade, in 1. Ro. Abr. 816. A. pi. 1. and S.

C. in Poph. 91.

TNotc "2 1 (3) &"* 'ft&* landpurchased by the middle brother was holden of

the eider brother, tuho /ucepts homage of him, the land /hall descend to

theyounger brother by 13. E. 1. Avoiury 235. Hal. MSS.

[Note 73.] (2) See in Robins. Gavelk. an elaborate dissertation on the \_ 14* a,J

origin, antiquity, and universality of partible descents. The author

pursues his subject amongst the Jews, Greeks, and Romans, and

afterwards amongst most of the modern nations in Europe, and

then proceeds to enquire into the state of our own law of descents

before the Conquest. See page 20. See also lord Hale's learned

researches into the history of the law of descents in his Hist, of the

C. L. c. 11. p. 206.

rfjote 74.1 (3) The exclusion of the half blood by our law is variously ac

counted for. Sir Martin Wright considers it as a consequence of

the rules established for restricting the succession to the descendants

of the first feudatory, in conformity to the strict notion of feuds.

See Wright's Ten. 184. where the exclusion of lineal ascent is ex

cused on the same principle. See also Blackst. Law Tracts, v. 1.

I>. 213. 8vo ed. where the feudal reason is explained more at

arge, though the author admits that the practice goes much fur-.

ther than the principle will warrant. Others there are, who insist,

that the true reason, why the brothers of different venters cannot

inherit
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inherit to each other, is the aversion our Saxon ancestors had to

second marriages, which they are said to have deemed at best but

a permitted fornication. But this unfavourable idea of the votu

iterata was not peculiar to the Saxons, or any other descendants of

the ancient Germans. See Tayl. Elcm. Civ. L. 294.

(;) But daughters by different femes, though they cannot in- [Note 75.]

herit to each other, may inherit together to their father, because

the descent is immediate from the father. See R. Robins. Disc,

on Inlier. 2d ed. p. 37. and Bro. Abr. Descent, pi. 20. and 1 Ro.

Abr. 627.

(6) So brother os half-bloodstall not have error on fine levied by the [Note 76.J

elder brother, though, if there had not been such fine, the land •would

descend to him. Hal. MSS.—Nota, if A. purchases a reversion ex

pectant on an estatefor life, and dies -without issue, regularly his bro

ther of the half-blood stall not be heir to him ; because though when

there is a mefneseisin, he ought to make himself heir to him who is last

duallyseised; yet when there is not such a mesne seifin, he ought to

make himself heir to Km in whom it first vests by purchase. Yet see

M. I . Car. C. B. Cro. no. 1 6. Hodgekinson and Wood. A. having

issue B. a fin by one venter, and C. by another, devises to B. and the

heirs male ofhis body, remainder to the heirs male of the body of the de

visor and to the heirs male of their bodies, remainder to the devisor's

right heirs, and dies. B. dies without issue. Ruled, that C. shall take ,

as heir male of the devisor, because it is quasi an entail according to

Littleton,fed. 30. But itseems, that thefee shall descend to him,since

it is a void demise of the fee simple, and dtib not vest by purchase in

the eldestfin, but by descent. Hal. MSS.

[14. b.l (4) Yet the remainder was in the elder brother to give orforfeit. [Note 77.]

14. E. 3. 30. Hal. MSS,

(j) See Dy. 10. b. 1 1. a. Finch, 8vo. ed. 21. and 2. And. 146. [Note 73.J

Note, that lord Coke must be undcrltood to mean uses before the

stature for transferring uses into possession, or uses not executed by

the statute; for uses within the statute are legal estates.

(6) So of a copyhold before admittance. 4. Co. 22. b. Hal. MSS. [Note 79.J

Sec ace Dy. 291. b. Finch, 8vo. ed. 21.

15. a.1 (2) Adj. ace. Mo. 12;. But it. is said to be otherwise, is the [Note 80.]

lease is of a ccpjhold, unless made bysurrender. 3. Leon. 69. and

4* Leon. 38,

(3) Yet in pleading, it stall not besaid seisin in demesne. Defend- [Note 81.J

ant avows, because I. S. vjas seised in his demesne offee and granted

rent; plaintiff' replies, that a long time before thesaid I. S. leafed to him

foryears. Jt is not a pita without traversing the seisin in demesne,

T. 9. Car. B. A. Weedon's cafe. Hal. MSS.

(4) See accordingly, though the lordfeist tie fond in fe:agt as gntxr- [Note 82.]

dian in chivalry. w.AJJ'.f). 34- Aff'. IO. See 12. £liz. Dy. 292.

so as to copyholder or tenant at will, square of tenant by fujerance.

Hal. MSS.—In Jcnk. 242. it is said, that the entry of a devisee for

years will make a pojscssipfratrii. See Vin. Abr. Descent, S.. pi- 34.
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See further on this subject in the case of Newman and Newman,

Wils. vol. 2. p. s 1 6.

[Note 83.] (5) Nota, M. 24. Car. B. R. between Ames and Cooke, ruled that

infuch caseseistn ofrent doth not make posl'cslio fratris. Hal. MSS.—

See S. C. ace. All. 88 S. p. adjudged ncc.Trin. Term. 1657. be

tween Piper and Masters, MS. Rep. by Glyn J.

[Note 84.]

a*am

( 7 ) So it is, iffather males lease for life, and afterwards recover*

~sainst him by default, and di:s, and the eldestson enters, against whom

the lejjee recovers per quod ei deforceat. 8. Ajf. 6. Ifwife recovers

dowerLby erroneous judgment against the eldir brother and dies, thesister

(hail have error ; and if/he reverses the judgment, jhe Jhall h-Jd against

the brother. 7. //. 5. 4. Son barred by safe verd'Si in mortd'auncestor ;

thesister jhall have attaint and reverse the judgment ; but afterwards

the brotherjhall enter. Kelw. l\g. b. Hal. MSS.

[Note 85.] (l) Ififwasanadvo-wfon in gross. Butseisin of a manner is good [15. b

fejinofadvowfon, common, 13c. appendant or appurtenant. 18. H. 6.

24. Hal. MSS.

[Note 86.] (3) Accordingly adjudged in parliament H. 16. Car. Cro. n. 4. Lord

Gray's cafe, which was a barony by writ ; and there agreed, that where

s lord Cray being baron by writ is created Earl of Kent to him and his

heirs male ofhis body, and he has ijjue two sons by several venters, anJ

the eldest has issue a daughter, the barony jhall go to the daughter, and

the earldom to the younger brother, and doth not draw the barony to it.

But ifit was afeudal title of honour, as of the earldom of Arundel or

barony of Berclay, there poflesiio fratris jbould hold well; because the

title is annexed to the laud.—So ofan office ofdignity, and ea ratione

the office of high chamberlain of England defended to the earl of

Linfey of the whole blood, and departedfrom the line male ofthe^ earl of

Oxford; and adjudged accordingly in parliament. Hal. MSS.—See

lord Gray's cafe at Urgz in Coll. Proc. on claims of Bar. 195. and

the cafe about the omce of lord chamberlain, in fame book, 173.

and W. Jo. 96.

[Note 87.] , (4) Nota, by the common law, the king is a corporation, and pur

chases made by him aster assumption osthe crown vest in a politic capa

city. Hence, if an usurper purchases lands, and the right heir resumes

the cro-wn, hejhall have the purchases, et e converse an ujurper stall

have the pur bases made by a rightful king so long as he has the crown.

So it happened in the cafes of H. 4. //. 5. H. 6. £. 4. R- 3. H. 7.

But nota, punhafes made before accession of the crown, or dejeentsjront

collateral ancestors after accession of the crown, vest in a natural capa

city, and tlircfore in the re-ademption os the crown by Edward 4. thert

was aspecial ail to give to the king all the posiistions of Hen. 6. B:it

Juch lands are qualified and affeHed differentlyfrom those ofother persons.

' Vhry willpass by letters patent only, and without livery ; and the grants

ofthem stall not be avoided by nonage, et similiter. As to acquisitions

. by conquest by the king of England, they are annexed to his crown as his

purchases are, as Ireland, Man, Berwick, Calais, and the New Planta

tions, the ancient territories of Normandy, Aquittaine, Anjou. And also

'many ether lands, which descended in England from collateral ancestors,

though in their original vested in a natural capacity, yet partly by at

tainder, partly by lung continuance united to the crown, partly by occupa-

6 tion,
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tion, were in some manner annexed to the crown, and will go with it.

Yet see Rot. Parl. 13. R. 2. n. 32. dux Lancaflriæ creatus dux

Aquitaniæ cum mero et misto imperio tenend. dc rege ut regc

Franciæ.^-Hal. MSS.

[l6. a.J (l) So it is, though he be ar. alien, as happened in the cafe of king [Note 88.1

"James. The reason is, because the king is a corporation. Hal. MSS.

. (2) See this subject very fully and learnedly considered in the [Note 89.]

case of the dutchy of Lancaster, Plowd. 2 1 2. in which it \va^ held that

a lease of dutchy land was not avoidable by reason of the nonage of

Edw. 6. and in the case of Wiilion and Berkley, Plowd, 223. in

which a remainder to the king and the heirs male of his body was

held to be an estate tail within the statute de donis, in the fame manner

as if the limitation had been to a subject, and not to be a fee simple

conditional. See further 7. Mod. 78.

J.I0. O.J (-2) Barer, by writ takes grant of the fame barony by patent. This [Note OO.l

determines bis barony by writ. Otherwise it is, if the barony by writ

was suspended. II. Co. Lord Delaware's cafe. Hal. MSS.—But

thc.,doctrine of extinguilhing a barony by writ by acceptance of a

patent-barony seems questionable; for it supposes a right to sur

renderee barony by writ. See in Show. Parliam. Cas. 1. Lord

Purbeck's cast, in which the house oflords adjudged, that the dignity

©f.a visepunt could not be surrendered by a sine.

(3) This doctrine is certainly tnrs with respect to baronies by [Note 91. 1

writ; because, as Lord Coke observes, the blood of the person sum

moned is not ennobled, till he takes his seat in parliament. But the

«se of nobility by letters patent is different, for by them the crea

tion is perfect, and the blood is ennobled without sitting; and there

fore, in lord Binbury's case, the court of king's bench held that a

peerage claimed under letters patent is not triable by the record of

parliament, but must be questioned by pleading non coneej/it. See

the King and Knollys, 1. L. Raym. 10.

(4) Nota, as to precedence ifforeign dukes, earls, &c. it differs tjt, [Note qz.1

■though they have not voice in parliament. But a Scotch or ir:jh earl *

summoned, to parliament here is as an English earl, as the earl of Angus.

See the cafe of the dutches of Suffolk. II.il. MSS.—See further as to

precedency in general, 4. Inst. 361. and Prynn on 4. Inst. 323.

'and as to the precedency of Irilh peers, see a tract by the late earl

■ofEgmont.

(6) But in some books if is said, that if a woman noble by birth [Note 03.I

marries one of inferior nobility, (he shall be styled by the dignity of

Ler second husband. Dutchess of Suffolk's case, Ovv. 82. Sec

S. C. O. Bendl. 37.

(7) It has been supposed that a man may be noble daring the [Note 94.]

£se as another. 52. H. 6. 29. by Dariby.

(8) As to the degree os baronet, it is parcel of tin name; and there* r j^ote -. 1

fve capias against I. S. or I. S, knight, where he is baronet, cannot take

i. S. baronet. Noy. n. 382. Sir Richard Lutye 's cast. Tr. I©. Cur.

A R. Cro. »; 6. Sir fie/try Ferrer'1's cafe. The king cannot create

(C z) *t dig-
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a dignity with a mrstie between "baron and baronet!. 9. Jac. 1 2. Co.

n. 51. Hal. MSS.—See Noy. 87. Cro. Gha. 371. and 12. Co. 81.

[Note 96.] (1) As to the form of a count or declaration, and all other parti- ("jy.

culars concerning it, fee Com. Dig. Pleader C. The whole of lord *■ ' '

chief baron Comyns' work is equally remarkable for its great va

riety of matter, its compendious and accurate expression, and the

excellence of its methodical distribution ; but the title Pleader seems

TO have been the author's favourite one, and that in which he prin

cipally exerted himself.

[Note 97.] (1) See further on the Antiquity and dignity of serjeants at law,

Blackst. Com. ah ed. v. i.p. 24.. and v. 3. p. 26. and the books

there cited, particularly Fortese. De Laud. Leg. Ang. c. 50.

Spelm. Gloss. 335. Pref. to 10. Co. z. Inst. 214. Dugd. Orig.

Jurid. and a trad by the late mr. serjeant Wynn, which was print

ed in 1765. To these add Waterh. Comment, on Fortese 136,

137. and 547. to 563. where the author is so full and explanatory

on the fame subject, that what he has collected may very well be

deemed a treatise upon it. Mr. Waterhouse, though a very prolix as

well as extravagant writer, one who too frequently exhausts himself,

and disgusts his readers, by tedious, useless, and ill-timed digres

sions, appears to have been a man of considerable learning; and

his collections, relative to the antiquities of our law, may sometimes

be resorted to with great advantage, and may very much facilitate

the labours ofmore judicious and able enquirers.

sNote o8.1 (j) Vide the diversity between count and pica in some cases. In

debt for rent the plaintiff Jhall count, that he lea/ed without Jhewing

seistn arseisin in demesne. 21. H. 7. 26. So in Formedon, quod I. S.

dedit. 3. £,3. 35. 5, B. 3. 16. 3. E. j. 59. 15 ff. 4. 17. But

in counting desent in writ cs entry, he ought to plead seisin, and in

pleading a gist in taile be ought to alledge seisin in demesne. 18. H.

6.24. 15. E. 4. 17. Hal. MSS. See further on pleading seisin

in demesne, post. 17. b.

[Note 99.] (2) And yet in 34. H. 6. 34. one pleads, that the king was

seised in his demesne as of fee of an advowson in gross.—See also

26. E. 3. 64. b. where in a writ of right of advowson by an abbot

against the countess of Ormond, the plaintiff counts, that one R.

was seised in his demesne as of fee and right, and it was held good.

If a church be impropriate, the impropriator may plead seisin in

bis demesne as of fee. Plowd. 503.

TNote IOO.l (3) Advowson assets. Recovery in valuefor advowsonJhall be ltd.

*• J for every mark [the churchis worth by the year]. 8. £. 2. Recovery

in value, it. Hal. MSS. The words between the brackets are

added from Fitzh. Abr. As to an advowson's being assets and

valuable, fee post. 374. b. and the note there given on the subject.

sNote 101 1 (7) OJ*"de balliva parci vel hundredi mt demesne, yet the esplee*

1 "" 'S Jhall be laid. 7. B. 3.63. 8. E. 3. 55. Ctrody not demesne. 17.

£.2. Nuper obiit 12. Tithes whether demesne, D^: 85. One grants

a rent charge, the grantee brings annuity, and declares ofa grant vir*

tute cujus suit feisitus in dominico fuo ut de feodo. Bysome this it

tlecling to have it as a rent charge, 3. E. 6. Dy. 65. But r-Jtm

contra
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contra and the pleading good in substance. M. 43, 44. Eliz. B. R.

Case os Dean of Rochester. Noy n. 1 62. M. 11. Car. B. R. Cro.

n. 24. Sprint and Hickes, 2 Bulst. 148. Hal. MSS. The Dean

of Rochester's cafe is in Noy 37. 2. And. ic6. & Ow. 73*—A

man entitled to a road pleads seisin of it in dominicosuo ut deseodo et

injure. 3. H. 6. 7. In nati-vo babendo esplees alledged, and yet

the count for the villein only de seodo etjure. 39. H. 6. 32.—Where

a reversion depends on an estate for years, there pleading either

seisin in demesne as of fee, or seisin as of fee, will be good; but if

the reversion be on an estate of freehold, only seisin in demesne

can be pleaded. Plowd. 191. a. See accord. Dy. 101. in Qul-

pepper's case. It is said, that a reversion or remainder belonging to

the king's tenant in capite formerly entitled the king to wardship,

though the statute 17. E. 2. de prerogative! r/f«, cap. I. speaks of

lands of which the tenant dies seised in dominico J'uo ut de seodo.

Stanf. Prærog. 8. a. Plowd. 11. See further as to pleading seism

in demesne, ante 17. a. n. 3. Stanf. Prærog. 8. a. 14. a. Doc-

trin. Plac. 287. & Com. Dig. Pleader C. 35.

(5) But note that this diversity doth not hold in the case of a [Note 102.]

rectory; for in Holland's case, 4. Co. 75. the pleading was adnu-

dietatem reQorice, whereas it should have been ad reftoriam medietatis,

and yet it was taken by the court to be the fame in effect.

(1) Accordingly in Smith's case, 10 Co. 135. b. it was agreed, [Note 103.3

that quare impedit prasentare ad medietatem ecclejite, shall only be

when there are two several patrons and two several incumbents of

distinct parts of the fame church ; but in that case the court implied

as much, because the count alledged a seisin de advocatione medutatis.

In Windsor's case, Cro. Eliz. 685. where the count was of the ad-

venuson os tivo parts, the court held the declaration to be bad; but

then it was, because by other parts of the declaration it appeared,

that the church was entire, and that there was but one incumbent,

and consequently that the plaintiff's title was to tivo parts of tie

advoixfon, and not to an advo-wjbn os tivo parts.

(4) See ace. Cro. Eliz. 519. Hob. 323. and W. Jo. 6.—The [Note 104.1

king jhall besaid to be in, in point os reverter, and jhall avoid leases

by tenant in tail. Plowd. 552. Tr. 2. Car. Rot. 730. and adjudged

H. 3. Car. Hutt. n. and Crook n. \-Jir Thomas Holt's cafe. A. tenant

for life, remainder to B. hisson and heir apparent in tail, remainder to

A.'s right heirs. A. grants rent charge to C. and his hejrs, A. and

B. levyfine to the use os A. and his heirs, A. infeojss D. and dies hav

ing issue B.\ and ruled, that D. Jhall hold charged,for by the fine he

has a fee consolidated in him; which quære. For M. 10. sac. B. R.

Bidstr. ». 3 5 . in Errington's cafe. A. and B. his 'wife tenants in tail

special, remainder to the right heirs of A. have ijjue a son ana a

daughter ; the son by indenture makes lease for 40 years to commence

after the mother's death, the father being dead; the son dies without

iJJ'ue ; the daughter levies a Jine to I. S. the mother dies ; and although

this lease is partly derived cut of thefeesimple, and by thefine 1. S. had

a consolidated fee, yet, because the daughter was not liable to the lease,

cui/equently the conusce Jhall not be liable to the lease so long as the tail

1 continues. Fid. M. 6. 'sac. B. R. n. 23. Nedhapi's cafe. Tenant

in tail, remainder to the king, is attainted of treason. The king Jhall

not be in, in point osremainder, but as long as the tail continuesJhall b*

(C3) im
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in under tenant in tail, and subjecl to his charges, andso it differs from

Walsingham's ca/e, nubere the king had 'the re-verjien. Paradinc's

ease. Hal. MSS.—See sir Thomas Holt's cafe in Hutt. 96. and

Cro. Cha. 103. and Errington's cafe in 2. Buillr. ,(2. As to

Nedham's cafe and Paradine's cafe, I take them to be the fame,

and the reader will find it reported by the name of Poole and

Nedham, Yelv. 149.

[Note 105.] (1) In Plowd. 11. Snundcrs arguendo fays, that one may have fl8. D,J

land by purchase three ways, by bargain or gift for money, by gift

without any recompence, and by way of remainder,

(Note 10$.] (2) The abbot os Fountains of the order of Cistercians It-fore the

council of Lateran makes afeoffment, and the land escheats to him after

the council of Lateran. It Jeems, tha! he Jhall no! be charged tvith

tithes, because it is not a purchase. Quære, M. 7. Jac. B. R. Dicison

and Waller, Hal. MSS. It was decreed by the general council of

Lateran in 1215, th-.t the privilege of exemption from tythes, erw

, joyed by the Cistercians and other religious orders, should not ex-,

tend to lands purchased aster that council. Nc eccafione pnin/egiorum

fuorum eccltsia; ulterini pragraicntur, decernimus, ut Jc alicnis tern's et

a modo acquirendis, iSc. decimas peifol-vant, &c. Gibl. Cod. 1st ed,

2- v. p. 700, 7QI . This explains the cale cited by lord Hale.—An

escheat in appearance participates of the nature both of 3 purchase

and a descent ; of tinsformer, because some act by the lord is r quisite

to perfect his title, and the actual possession of the land cannot be

gained till he enters or brings his writ of escheat; of the latter, be

cause it follows the nature of the seignory, and is inheritable by the

fame persons. Butsricllj speaking an escheat is a title neither by

purchase nor descent. It mould be considered, that though the

ford must do some act to put himself into the aflualpcf/ejjion; yet

his title to take pefleffion commences immediately on the want of a

tenant, and this title is vested in him without waiting for his own

deed or agreement, and as much by mere ail ofla-iu as the title of

an heir is in the cafe of a descent; and therefore both titles are

equally excluded from being purchases. On the other hand, escheat

is not a title by descent ; for the lord takes in his capacity of lord

of the seignory of which the land escheated was holden, and not as
heir or by right of blood. Nor is it any objection to this wayvovf

considering the title by escheat, that the land escheated will be tnhS-

ritable in the lord as land by purchase, where he has the seignory by

descent; for the reason of this is, not that the escheat is either z,

purchase or descent, but because the escheat follows the seignory,

from which the right to it is derived, us an accessary to its prin

cipal. According to this view of the subject, instead of distributing

all the several titles to land under purchase and descent, it would be

Tnore accurate to fay, that the title to land is either by purchase^

to which the act or agreement of the party is essential, or by mere

act of law, and under the latter to consider first descent, and then,

escheat, and such other titles not being by descent, as yet like them,

accrue by mere act of law. Sec on this subject Black!!. Comment,

ed. 5. v. 2. p. 241. and 201.

[Note 107.] (5) See ace. 12. Co. 104. where it is said that afterwards, the

heir
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heir of the person, in honour os whom the tomb is erected, (hall

have the action.

(6) Heir-looms by custom cannot be alienated by devise. See [Note 108.]

post. 1S5. b. and i. Vern. 273.

(7) However, personal property may be devised or limited in [Note 109. J

Arid settlement to one for life, with remainder to sons and daugh

ters in tail, so as to be transmiflible like heir-looms; but the goods

will be the absolute property of the first tenant in tail, and be con

formable to all the other rules concerning executory devises, and

cannot render the property unalterable longer than lives in being,

and 21 years after. For cafes of heir-looms by devise and settle

ment, see Gower and Grosvcnor, Barnard. Ch. Rep. 54* Wyth

and Blackman, 1. Ves. 196. Duke of Bridgewater and Egerton,

2. Ves. 121. Boon and Comsorth, 2 Ves. 277. and Trassord and

Trafford, 3. Atk. 347.—See further on the subject of heir-looms,

Blackst. Com. 5th ed. v. 2. p. 427. and Vin. Abr. lleir-locm.

E. Q a I (2) Where the gift was special to one of the heirs of his or her [Note no.l

^* * J body by a particular person, the course of descent was in some de- J

gree changed by the having issue; for after issue had, by construction

of law the land became descendible to all the heirs of the donee's

body, whether they were the donee's issue by the person named in

the gist, or by any other person, and also liable to the curtesy or

dower of a second husband or wise. See ace. Pain's case, 8 Co.

35. b. and Berkley's cafe, Plowd. 247. and the next note. Lord

Coke infers, that this was the common law from that part of the

statute de donis, or of Westminster the second, which enacts, thatfrom

thenceforth neither the s.coml hulband nor the issue of a lecend mar

riage shall have any thing in the case of such a conditional gist.

Nee habcat de C/ttero secundus <vir hujusmodi mulieris ali tui-i in tene-

mentojic data per conditionem poji mortem uxoris fit per legem Angliie,

nee exitus de j'ccuudo viro et muliere J'ucceJJionem htereditariam. That

at common law the having of issue thus enlarged the course of de

scent, where the gift was of an express conditional see to a man and

woman and the heirs of their two bodies, all the authorities agree;

but it is said, that the issue of a second marriage could not inherit

where the gift was in frank-man iage, which was an implied condi

tional fee to the- donees and the issue between them ; and yet at the

fame time we are told, that in this latter case the second husband

might have curtesy. See 2. Inst. 336. It will be difficult to give

a reason, why a gift to husband and wise and the issue between

them should be so distinguished from a gift in frank-marriage, or

why the husband should have curtesy, where the issue by him could

not inherit. See the next note, where lord Haie seems to doubt this

doctrine.

(3) Isg'st be to hujliand and I'.-se and the heirs of their bodies, the [Note III.]

issue by tie second marriage inherits. 8. Rep. Paine's cafe. It seems,

that a gift in frank-marriage goes to the heirs beliveeii the donees only ;

but a gift to hujband and ivifc, and to the heirs of their bodies, goes

to the heir of the body of the survivor for ivant os issue bitzveen them.

Vid. tarn en Plowd. Comment. 251. Hal. M.">S.—Lord Hale must be

here understood to speak of gifts at common law.—See the preced-

.'ing note.

(C 4) (4) In
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[Note 112.] (4) In 1. Ro. Abr. 841. it is said, that if land had been given

to one and his heirs males of his body, and afterwards he had issue a

male and afemale, and afterwards the male died, the female mould

have inherited the land. 18. E. 3. 46. 18. Ass. 58. are cited a9

authorities to prove this to have been the common law in respect to

fees conditional. But lord Coke's doctrine here is centra, and ser

jeant Rolle refers to it as being so; and in respect to estates in tail

male it has been long settled, that a female cannot inherit by con

veying her descent through a male. See post. 25. a. and b.

sNote lii.l (5) ^n *n<"her book lord Coke says, that z. formedon in descender

lay not at common law. See 2. Inst. 33. But this seeming contra

diction may perhaps he reconciled, by observing, that in the latter

book lord Coke is commenting on that part of the statute di dents,

which gives a formedon in descender notwithstanding alienation by

the donees, where the gift was to husband and wife, and to the issue

between them, or in frank-marriage. In such a case the alienation

by the donees certainly bound the issue at common law, and con

sequently before the statute they could not have a formedon in de

scenders But in the case here put by lord Coke the wife only was

the donee, and her alienation was merely by deed, which during

coverture was insufficient to bind either her or her issue. However,

it is proper to mention, that according to some authorities the writ

of mortd'ancestor was the proper remedy for the issue at common

law, and that the only case, in which the issue could have aformedon

in descender before the statute, was, where by reason of some special

circumstances he could not have an assise of mortd 'ancestor. To

illustrate this the following case has been given. A man hath issue

a son by one wife, she dies, and he marries again, and land b given

to him and his second wife and the heirs of their bodies, and they

have a sen, and afterwards they both die, and then a stranger abates.

Here it is said, that the son by the second wise cculd not have

mortd'ancestor, because one point of that writ is to enquire who is

next heir to the slither, and the son by the first wife is the heir to

the father; and therefore, that formedon in descender lay at common

law for this special case, because otherwise the son by the second

wife would have been without remedy for the freehold. See

Plowd. 239.

[Note 114.3
( 1 ) But lord Coke in another book says, that though such alie- fig, b 1

nation bound the issue, yet it did not bar the king's possibility of re-

verter, as it would that of common persons. See the earl of Corn

wall's case cited post. 370. b. and in Holt's case, 9. Co. 132. b.

[Note 115.] (3) But in Godbrlt's report of Franklin and Cooper, it is said

to have been resolved, that tenant in tail might stand seised to an

use expressed, but that an use could not be averred. Lord Bacon

also gives it as his opinicn, that an estate tail may he to uses fince

the statute for executing uses, and controverts the reasons for doubt

ing it before. Bac Law Tracts, 8vo ed. 347. See a great number

of authorities on this subject in Vin. Abr. Uses C.

[Note 116.] (1) See in W. Jo. 96. and Collins's Claims of Bar. 183. an ac

count of the original grant and intail of the office of carl mar/ball,

by Crew chief justice in hi; argument ot the case about the oflice of

grtat ebamkrlatn of England. In this last case the right to the

great
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great chamberlain's office was contested between an beir male claim

ing under an intail 9. Eliz. by one ot" the Fere family, who was then

seised of the office in fee, and the heir-general claiming under the

limitations of the original grant from the crown. Crew chief jus

tice spoke in the house of lords for the beir male; but a majority of

the other judges, amongst whom was Doderidge, gave their opinion

for the heir-general, upon the principle, that this high office, like a

title of honour, was inherent in the blood of the first grantee, and

incapable of alienation.

(2) But if the tail be barred by collateral ivarrantie, detinue [Note II". I

lull liefor the charters. Hal. MSS See 9. E. 4! 52. b.

(3) There are many titles of dignity without any place. Hal. [Note 1 1 8.1

MSS.—In the King and Knollys, 1. L. Raym. 13. lord chief justice

Holt fays, that naming a place is not essential to the creation of a

dignity, and mentions the earldom of Rivers as an instance. But

it has been held, that if the king grants a dignity to one and the

heirs male of his body, without naming any place, the grantee shall

have a fee conditional, and not an estate tail, as he would have isa

place had been mentioned. See 12. Co. 81. where this was ad

judged in the case of a baronet. However, though dignities and

titles of honour having relation to some place are intailable by the

crown as tenements within the statute de donis, yet neither the do

nee nor his issue can bar the intail, by sine, recovery, or any other

means, as may be done in the case of other intailable things. See

lord Purbeck's case, Show. Parl. Cas. 1. and Collins's Claims of

Bar. 293. in which it was adjudged, that the surrender of a dig

nity to the crown by sine was void.—Note, that in lord Purbeck's

case his counsel distinguished between ancient honours, as being seo-

dary and officiary and having relation to a place, from modern dig

nities, as being merely titular and personal, notwithstanding the for

mality of naming a place in the creation ; and from thence infer,

that the latter are not within the statute de donis.

(4) See the case of the earl of Stafford and Buckley, 2. Vcs. 170. rv

in which lord chief justice Hardwicke held, that an annuily in see, L"ote "^J

granted by the crown out of the j±\ per cent, duties payable for ex

ports and imports at Barbadoes, was merely a personal inheritance,

and not intailable within the statute de donis. According to a manu

script note of the same case, lord Hardwicke, in giving his opinion,

said, that an annuity out of the revenue of the post-office or excise

favours no more of the realty than money.

(5) Two things seem essential to an intail within the statute dedo- rjjote l20i

nis. One requisite is, that thesubjecl be land or some other thing of *■ ■'

a real nature. The other requisite is, that the estate in it be an inhe

ritance. Therefore neither estates pur autcr <vie in lands, though

limited to the grantee and his heirs during the life of cestui que -vie,

nor termsfor years, are intailable any more than personal chattels;

because as the latter, not being either interests in things real or of

inheritance, want both requisites; so the two former, though in

terests in things real, yet not being also of inheritance, are deficient

in one requisite. However, estates pur autre -vie, terms for years,

and personal chattels, may be so settled, as to answer the purposes of

an
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an intail, and be rendered unalienable almost for as long a time, as Too

ifthey were intailable in the strict fense of the word. Thus estates *•

pur autrevie may be devised or limited in strict settlement by way of

remainder like estates of inheritance ; and such as have interests in

the nature of estates tail may bar their issue and all remainders over

by alienation of the estate pur autre -vie, as those, who are strictly

speaking tenants in tail, may do by fin? and recovery ; but then the

having of issue is not an essential preliminary to the power of ali-

• enation in the cafe of an estitc pur autre vie limited to one and the

heirs of his body, as it is in the cafe of a conditional fee, from which

the mode of barring by alienation was evidently borrowed. The

manner of settling terms for years and personal chattels is different:

for in them no remainders can be limited; but they may be intailed

by executory devise or by deed attrust, as effectually as estates of in

heritance, if it is not attempted to render them unalienable beyond

the duration of lives in being and 21 years after, and perhaps in the

case of a posthumous child a few months more; a limitation of time,

not arbitrarily prescribed by our courts of justice, but wisely and

reasonably adopted in analogy to the case of freeholds of inheii-

tance, which cannot be so limited by way os remainder as to post

pone a compleat bar of the intail by sine or recovery for a longer

space. It is also proper to observe, that, in the cafe of terms of

years and personal chattels, the vesting of an interest, which in rea

lity would be an estate ta.il, bars the islue and all the subsequent limi

tations, as effectually as sine and recovery in the case of estates in-

y tailable within the statute de donis, or a simple alienation in the case

of conditional fees and estates pur outre vie; and further, that if the

executory limitations of personalty are on contingencies too remote,

the whole property is in the first taker. Upon the whole, by a series

of decisions within the last two centuries, and after many struggles in

respect to personalty, it is at length settled, that every species of

property is in substance equally capable of being settled in the way of

intail ; and though the modes vary according to the nature of the

subject, yet they tend to the same point, and the duration of the in-

tail is circumscribed almost as nearly within the fame limits, as the

difference of property will allow. As to the intail ofestates pur ou

ter vie, see 2. Vern. 184. 225. 3. P. Wins. 262. I. Atk. 524. 2.

-Atk. 25 9. 376. 3. Atk. 464. and 2. Vef. 681. As to the intail of

terms for years and personal chattels, sec Manning's case, 8. Co.

04. Lampett's case, 1®. Co. 46. b. Child and Bailey, \V. Jo. 15.

Duke of Norfolk's case, 3. Cha. Cas. 1. a case in Carth. 267. and

one in 1. P. Wms. 1. See also Fearne's Ess.iy on Coming. Rcm.

and Exec. Dev. 2d ed. p. 122. to the end. Mr. Fearne's work is so

very instructive on the dry and obscure subject of remainders and

executory devises, that it cannot be too much recommended to the

attention of the diligent student.—Note, it was resolved in the 40.

Eliz. that the statute de donis doth not extend to the Isle of Man;

because the statute is general, and the Me of Man is natspecially

named. Sec 4. Inst. 21-4. 2. And. I ij. and 2. Vef. 550. bee alia

ante 9. a. where the following note by lord Hale in respect to the

case of the lfle os Man, there mentioned by lord Coke to have been

adjudged in 40. Eliz. mould have been introduced; though as it

partly relates to the statute de donis, it may come in here without

any impropriety.—Now, William earl of Salistuiy got Manfrom tbi

-.Sjcats, and gt. anted if to 11'illiam Scrccp. lien, 4. claimed it by cen-

cuejl
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questfrom hint, granted it comiti Northumbrian, and on his attainder

granted it to Sir John Stanley and his heirs ; and in this cafe ruled,

I. That Man is not parcel of England. 2. 1hat it is bound bystatutes-

ef England wherespecially named, otherwise not. Therefore thestatutes

de donis, of uses, of wills, not in force there ; and it descends to the

eeieirs of Ferdinands, and net of his brother William earl of Derby.

Ha!. MSS.—As to the intail of copyholds, fee post. 60. a.

(2) But devise to one et hæredibus legitime procreatis is tail. H. [Note I2|.j

43. El. C. B. rot. 1408. Moor cafe 711. but contra by ail executed.

7. Rep. 41. b.-~-Donner's cafe. If lauds be limited by deed to the use of

I. S. and hæredum mal'culorum iuorum legitime procreatorum, re

mainder over, it is a fee simple; but if it be hxredum maseulorum dc

fe, or in Ex^li/b, the heirs of him lawfully begotten, especially where

there is a remainder over, it is tail. 7. Rep 41. Bedell's cafe. Dor

mer's cafe H. 38. £/iz. B. R. rot. 739. Hal. MSS.

(3) 10. E. 3. 19. Adjudged accordingly. Hal. MSS. But it is [Note 122.]

held, that, where the words were in pojterum procreandis, sons born

before shall be excluded on account or" the peculiar force of in poster

rum. Adj. M. 26. Eliz. B. R. 3. Leon. 87,

(1 ) Where the estate in the premises Jhall be corrected by the haberr- [Note I23.J

dum, if there happen to be a clause of warranty, 2. E. 2. Feoffhients

94. Dedi Adama: d_- 13. unam carucat. cam C. filia mea in liberum

maritagium, habendum Adama: ethivedibussuisficiend. forinsecura

fervicium ; and warranty to Adam et hxredibus fuis in perpetuum.

dftcr the death of Adam and his wife, their issue bring mortd'an-

ecstor ; and ruled, that it doth not lie, but formedon, because taile,

10. E. 3. 25. Sciatis me dedisse bdmundo et Alicia; filiæ mcæ et

haeredibus luis in liberum maritagium, habendum ct tenrndumdic-

tis E. et A. et hærtdibus fuis in liberum maritagium. Isthe gift be

before the statute de donis, it is onlyfrank-marriage; if after the sta

tute, it is tail with fee expectant. Yid. 10. //. 6. 16.—ig.H. 6 74.

Gift to A. and if he dies without heir of hs body reverter to the doncr,

it is not tail ; but if it was by devise, it is tail.—Hal. MSS.

(2) The resolution in 8. Co. 54. b. is, that here the words heirs [Note 124.J

cf the body in the habendum qualify the word heirs in the premises,

and therefore that there (hall be an estate tail without any fee expec

tant. See ace. Mo. 26. In the cafe in Cro. Jam. 476. and 2. Ro.

Rep. 19. 23. such words were adjudged to passtail and fee expectant.

But the cafe was attended with circumstances particularly sliewing an

intention to pass both; for there was a reservation of tenure to the

lord paramount, which could not be if only an estate tail passed to

the donee and the reversion had remained in the donor, for then the

tenure must have been of the donor. Also there was a warranty to the

grantee and his heirs. However, the court intimated, thru their

opinion would have been the fame, if these special circumstances

had not occurred. See further as to the operation of the habendum

in explaining and qualifying the premises, post. 183. and the note on

lord Coke's doctrine against abridging the latter by the former, post.

Z99. a. See also Vin. Abr. Grants I. K. L. M. and N,

(3) In a note in 1. P. Wms. 57. lord keeper Wright puts the cafe [Note 125]

pf a gift by deed to one and his heirs, and if he die without istue,

remainder
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remainder over, and holds, thit the latter words restrain the former,

and convert the fee into a tail.

[21. h.]

[Note iz6.1 (4) 7. E. 3. 64. Landgiven to husband and ififf, and the heirs of

the body of husband, and if the husband and ifife die without heirs be

tween them lawfully begotten, remainder over. It is only a tail gene

ral in the husband. Dy. 171. Devise to A. and the heirs male of his

body, and if he die without heirs of his body, remainder oner, it is

tnly tailmale.—Vid. M. 9. Jac. inter W'a'fop aud Derby. Devise to

A. infee, and afterwards by the fame ifill devise of the fame land to

B. infee, they arejoint-tenants. Vid. 13. A'. 2 britj 645. Landgiven

to thefather and the beirs ofhis body, remainder to his son in tail. It

seems, theson has election to claim by descent or purchase. (It seems the

remainder is void, because included in the first estate ) Hal. MSS.

[Note 127.] (7) Dedi et concessi Johanni White in liberum maritagium Jo

hanna; siliæ mex habendum dicto Johanni cum hæredibus fuis in

perpetuum de capitali domino feodi ; and warranty to him and his

heirs. Ruled, that it is neither tail norfrank-marriage, but fee sim

ple only in the hujband, and nothing in the wife. As. 23. and 24. El.

C. B. Webb and Porter. Vid. contra 32. E. 1. taile 25. but 4.5. E.

3. 20. agrees. Hal. MSS.—See ace. the fame cafe in Ow, 26. and

Godb. 18. The fame cafe is cited in Mo. 643. pi. 888.

[Note 128.] (i) 14. E. 2. Aid 1. Reversion granted by two in frank-marri

age. Vid. 4. E. 3. 4. 26. E. 3. tail 27. Hal. MSS.

[Note 129.] (z) But fie the contrary of this Pasch. 40. Eliz. C. B. lord Bar

clays's cafe, n. 1 1 . and all the books here cited prove, that it is at

leafi an estate tail, although no tenure, and it is accordingly adjudged

17. £.3.65. Vid.//. 43. El. B.R. rot. 140. between lord Barclay and

■the countess tf Warwick. Hal. MSS.—See S. C. in Mo. 643. Cro.

Eliz. 635. and 1. Ro. Abr. 750. but the point of Frank-marriage is

not reported in the two latter books.

[Note 130.] (3) 13- H- 4- Me/he 74. 30. £.3.24. Gift infrankmarriagt

salvo forinseco scrvitio^W, andthe donee /ball hold in chivalry. Hal.

MSS.

[22. a. J

[Note 131.] (2) Lord Coke seems to lay too much stress on Littleton's use of

nota, i3c. and other words of a like kind. In the edition by Lettou

and Machlinia, iSc. is frequently omitted, and item is very often put

where the other editions have nota, and vice versa. This shews,

how very uncertain it is, whether any peculiar force ought to be at

tributed to such words. Indeed where they really come from Lit

tleton himself, they must in general be too slight a foundation for any

considerable inference.

[Note 132.] (3) The issue in tail attainted in vitapatris ; after the death ofthe

father the donor cannot enter, but the issue ispardoned may enter, and

hold vspecial occupant,subjeit to the charges ofthefather. 20. A/T. 61.
.—Hal. MSS. J J y M

[Note 133.] (4) In the cafe ofRichards and lady Bergavenny, 2. Vern. 325.

_ the court held a limitation to lady Bergavenny and such heir of her

body as should be living at her death, with a remainder oveo to be

an
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an estate tail. But see further on this subject ante sol. 8. b. n. 4.

where several authorities are referred to in order to enable the stu

dent to find in what cafe heir in the singular number ought to be

construed nomen colleclivum.

s 22. b. ] (3) Casos Com. Bedford M. 34, 35. Eliz. Poph. n. 8. Ftoffment [Note 134.]

to the use oftheseofforfor 40 yean, remainder to B. in tail, remainder

to the right heirs of tbtseoffor. It is the old reversion, and theseoffor

may devise it ; far the use returned to the seoffor for tuant ofcmsde

ration to retain it in thefeoffee till the death oftheseoffor. Hal. MSS.

*—See the carl of Bedford's cafe in Poph. 3. Vid. 27. £.3.8. 4. H.

6. 20. ifl.Aff. 2. 9. E. 3. 14. 10. E. 3. 48. Lands granted by J.

by finefor the life ofA. remainder to A.'s right heirs, it is a reversion

in A. and be maygrant it. Hal. MSS. Dy. 237. Fine to hujband,

its that which he and his ivife have of his gift, which render to the

connsrfor life, remainder to the right heirs of the hujband. It is a

•t'eid remainder, and the 'wife survivor Jhail have it fjr life.

Hal. MSS.

(4) Where heir /hall be purchaser Vid. sol. 9. b. II. H. 6. 13. [Note 135.J

De-vise to B.for life, remainder to C. in tail, remainder to the next

heir of the devisor and the heirs ofhis body, it is a purchase in the heir.

•Quire there if it had been heirs— Archer's cafe, 1. Rep. 66. b.

Devise or conveyance to A. for life, remainder to his next heir male,

and to the heirs male if the body ofsuch heir male, /'/ ;'/ a purchase in

the heir, because in the singular number, and the limitation is applied

to it.--Fid. 1. Rep. 104. She/lie's cafe. Use limited for life to A.

remainder to Ihe heirs male of the body of A. and the heirs male of the

body of such heirs male. It is a limitation, and A. has a tail executed.

But if the ancestor takes estate for years , remainder limited to the heirs

male of his body, it doth not vest in the ancestor. Accord, hie sol. 13.

Hodgkinj'ons cafe. Hal. MSS.—See Hodgkinson's cafe from lord

Hale's MSS. at the end of n. 6. ante 14. a.

23. a. j (1) See further on this subject the several books cited ante 12. [Note 136.]

b. in n. 2. to which add Prec. in Cha. 222. 319. and Plowd. 545.

and note f. in the Knglilh translation of Plowden. It may be an

useful hint to observe, that the Knglilh edition of mr. Plowden's

Commentaries, which most deservedly bear as high a character as

any book of Report1; ever published in our law, has a great number

«f additional references and some notes ; and that both of these are

generally very pertinent, and (hew great industry and judgment in

the editor.

(2) And therefore gift in tailsaving the reverfion t»nend' de ca- [Note 137.J

pitalibus dominis feodi per scrvitia debits is veid, and the dent*

jhall hold of the donor, as he holds over. 6. E. 3. 28. 45. E. 3. 27.

a. E. 4. 5. 4. //. 6. 20. Champernon's cafe. Vid. 27. H. 8. 18.

—Hal. MSS.

(3) But if tenant by chivalry males gift in tail rendering rent [Note 1 38.]

only, the tenure shall be chivalry, but the rent accumulative. Vid.

hie 52. Dy. 52. Ktilvi. 125.—Hal. MSS.

(4) Qu.-ere of this cafe, for the new reverfion ft held in chivalry. [ Note 139.]

FU. if. H. 6. 21. by Balth. B. holds of A. in chivalry, andgives in

tail
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tail to C. who makes lease to R. for life and dies. The issue of C.

shall be in ward to A. not to B. the donor.—Hal. MSS.

[Note 140.] (6) And therefore after thefourth degree the issue pall haveforme-

don and count of a gift in frank-marriage ; but the warranty and

acquittal are gone. 12. H. 4. 9. Vid. 10. E. 3. 25. 4. E. 3. 5.

Attorninent by donee in frankmarriage.—Hal. MSS. ,

[Note 141.] (1) Nota, by the intent os Littleton in some cafes before the fourths 23» I

degree safesfrom the donor there may be intermarriage, and yet the

landshall be holden quit till it be passed. A. gives land infrankmar

riage -with the daughter of hisfijler, the issue of A. and the donee may

intermarry after the fourth degree, yet tbe fourth degree pall not be

passed quoad the tenure. Vid.pag. sequent. A. gives to the daugh

ter of N. in frankmarriage, C. and the ijj':u of N. may intermarry,

because they are in quinto gradu consanguinitatis, yet tins is only the

first degree quoad the privilege of tenure. Hal. MSS. There is

something apparently wanting in the state of lord Halc's latter cafe ;

for it is not exprelted who C. is, and how C. and the issue of tV.

are related in the fifth degree. But this accidental omission may

be easily supplied, and the doctrine will be equally intelligible by

only supposing the consanguinity to be as lord Hale's cafe re*

quires.

£Nbte 142-] (3) A G. and A. an in the fourth degree per utramque)

legem, N. and K. are in thefourth degree by the

canon laiu, but in the eighth degree by the ciiiil

law. N. and C. are in thefourth degree by the

canon, in the fifth by the civil lavj. Vide prt>

computatione graduuni consanguinitatis juxta

utramque legem Caus. 35. quæst. 5. pars 2. ia

Decret. Juxtajura canonica.~\. Afcendcntiiun

et descendentium qnot sui.t persona:, do quibu»

quæritur,computatisinterr.icdi:s,prima dempta,

tot sunt gradus inter eas. II. Pro collateralibus. Collatcralium in.

line .i xquali quoto gradu quis distat a stipite communi, toto distant

inter fe vel sibi attinent. Coilateralium in linea ina:quali quota

gradu remotior distat a communi stipite, toto inter fe distant.-—

Juxtajus civile.—I. In linea recta ascendentium et descendentium,

quot suut personæ, de quibus quæritur, computatis irttermediis, Una

dempta, tot sum gradus inter eas. II. Collatcralium. 1. In linea

squali, quoto gradu qui distat a communi stipite, toto duplicato dis

tant inter se, vel sibi attinent ; nam quælibet persona facit gradum.

2. In linea inæquali, quot sunt personæ, stipite dempto, tot sunt

gradus.—Nota in contractibus matrimonialibus compu'.atio canonic»

est recepta, et hoc per decretalem Innocentis tertii in concilio gene-

rali.—Hal. MSS.

[Nate 143.] (2) Thefolio-using passages from the canon law are in Hal. MSS. J* £A% a.

—Extrar. de consang. et aifin. c. 9. Vir qui a stipite quarto gudu

mulieri, quæ ex alio latere distat quinto, licite copulatur Nota an-

tiquitus usque ad septimam generationem nulius de fua cognatione

ducat uxorem. Decret. 2. Causa 52. quæst, 2. can. 11. Sees in con--

cilio generali sub Innocentio 30 prohibitio copulæ conjugalis quar-

tum consanguinitatis etamoiutis nor. excedat, viz. in collate ralibus j

fed in directe afeendentibus prohibetui contractus niatrimonialis ia

insinitum.

(3) A
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infinitum. Extrav. de consanguinitat. &c. can. 8.—See further

as to the prohibition of marriages for affinity or consanguinity in

Tayl. Elem. Civ. L. 314. Inst. Jib. 1. tit. 10. Dig. lib. 23. tit. 2.

Cod. lib. 5. tit. 4. Nov. 74. Gibs. Cod. Jur. E:clcsiast. Angli

can, ill ed. v. 1. p. 494. Burn. Ecclef. L. tit. Marriage. Vm.

Abr. Marriage E.

\2if b. I (2) Andseesuchspecial btir is in by descent, and shall have his are, sNote Iaj. 1
J 24. E. 3. 60.—Hal. MSS. **'J

(3) .<£ hath issue ason and a daughter. The daughter marries B. [Note 145.]

end has issue t-.vo daughters. A. devi/es to hisson ; but if he die with

out issue my land shall go to my right heirs of my name -and poste

rity, and dies. Thefin dies without issue. Ruled, that the landstall

not go to the uncle, for though os his name, he is not heir,for the issue os

the daughter is heir. H. II. Jac. C. ft. Counder and Clcrke, Mo. 863.

and Hob. 29. Hal. MSS.—See the fame cafe in 1. Browr.l. 129.—

This cafe of Counder and Clerke is apparently cited by lord Hale

in confirmation of lord Coke's position as to the necessity of being

heir as well as female, in order to take by purchase under a limita

tion to the heirfemale ; and it is observaMe, that there is not one

word in lord Hale's note intimating the least disapprobation of the

doctrine. However, it so happens, that in more modern times the

propriety of this doctrine has been questioned by very respectable

persons, who have treated it as equally unsupported by re.ison and

authorities of law. But perhaps this censure of lord Coke may

have been too hasty ; and it may be doubted, whether there is a

passage in all his works, more capable of standing the severest test

of modern criticism. Therefore the remainder of this note (hill be

employed in the defence of lord Coke's doctrine, and in explaining

the qualifications with which it ought to be understood; and for this

purpose it {hall be formally examined, first as a reasonable rule of

construction, and secondly by the authorities and determined cafes.

When land is given to the heirsfemale ofthe body of one, either not

having any preceding estate, or not having a preceding estate of

freehold, the words cannot be construed as giving an inheritable

quality to an estate already vested and limiting the course of de

scent, but necessarily must operate on the first taker as a deferiptit

person* and name of purchase ; and lord Coke's doctrine means no

thing more, than that thole claiming under such a detention shou d

fully answer to it, and consequently that such as have only hdfoi

the description should be excluded. Now it is to be considered,

that the description consists of tivo parts, one requiring that the do

nee should be heir, the other that the donee should befemale ; and

is being heir without beingfemale will not give a title, why on the

Other hand should being female, without being also heir, be suffi

cient ? It is not a solid objection to lord Coke to fay, that his con

struction is strict, literal, and sounded on a rigid adherence to the

proper and technical sense of words ; because it is reasonable to

presume in favour of the established sense of all words, unless there

are other words or some special circumstances to shew a different

fense in the mind of the person using them, and lord Coke appa-

. rently intends to put a cafe in which neither occur. But it has'been

observed, that where beirsfemak cf the bedy arc words of Imitation,

a female
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a female may take by descent especial heir, though not heir gem- s o* \

ral; and it is afleed, why should not the fame person be equally "- •

capable of taking by purchase ? This objection is plausible, but not

unanswerable. Where heirsfemale of the body are words of' limita

tion, they are necessarily used to regulate the fucrejjton in a. special

manner, which object of the donor cannot be attained without a

continual exclusion of heirs general when they happen to be males ;

and this establishment of a new kind of heirship is a ground for

presuming that the donor by heirs means, not those who are so by

the general \zw of descent, but those who are so according to the

special course of descent he professes to introduce. But where heirs

female are only words of purchase, they are used to describe who

lhall take the estate at one particular time and-in one instance, and

establishing a neiu course of succession is not the object in view; and

it not being so, the ground of presumption, which governs the

former cafe, is wanting. But it may be insisted, that, in the case

put by lord Coke, heirs female of the hotly have a double effect, and

after operating as words of purchase, operate a second time as

words of limitation, and being allowed to point at an heirspecial in

their latter application, ought to have the fame construction in the

former; for insuch a cafe it would be strange to suppose, that heirs

female were used in two different senses. This is refining on the

objection made to lord Coke's doctrine, and placing it on a stronger

light than it hitherto appears to have been urged. But even in this

shape the objection would not prove any thing absurd in lord Coke's

gexeral doctrine, and would only shew that he had chosen an improper

example for its illustration, and that he should have stated a cafe

in which heirsfemale can only operate as words ofpurchase, as where

, a gift is made to the heirs female of the body of A. and their heirs, or

the heirs of their bodies. So much for the propriety of lord Coke's

doctrine independently of authorities; but if it is compared with

them, it will appear still mere defensible, and by them it is even,

applied to the fame sort of cafe as is stated by him. The necessity

of being actually heir in the strict fense of the word, to take by pur

chase under that description, appears by authorities of three kinds.

—The first order of cafes consists of those, by which it has been.

settled, that if land is given to A. for life, with remainder to the

heirs, or heirs of the body of B. and A. dies before B. or B, is at

tainted of felony and after.vards dies before A. the remainder be

comes void. In the former cafe it is so, because B. being living

at the determination of the particular estate, no person can then

answer to the description of his heir, for non eft hares •viventis. In

the latter case it is so, because B.'s attainder, by corrupting his

blood, prevents his having an heir. Now in both these cases there '

is as much reason for departing from the rigid sense of the word

heirs, and presuming in favour of an heir apparent in thefirst case,

and of such person as would be heir if there was not an attainder in

the second, as there is for presuming in favour of an heirspecial

in the case of a gift to the heirs female ; and yet the doctrine is so

fixed by authorities, that the judges of modern times have not yet

deviated from it even in the cafe of last wills, except when induced

to adopt a less strict construction by lome additional words strongly

expressive of using heirs in especial fense, as where land is devised

to the heir male os A. now living. See post. 378. Hussey's case,

Bro. Abr. Done 61. the cafe of James and Richardson Pollexf. 457.

that of Burchett aud Durdant 2. Vents. 311. Darbison and

Bcaumoud
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Beaumond in Vin. Abr. Devise U. b. pi. 5. but more accurately

in 1. P. Wms. 229. and Fortesc. Rep. 18. and that of Frogmorton

and Wharrey Wils. vol. 2. part 3. page 125. and 14.4.. Sec fur

ther Vin. Abr. Remainder I.—Another scries of authorities, con

formable to lord Coke's doctrine, consists of cafes, in which it has

been agreed, that where beir is a word of purchase, the heir' at

common laiu shall take Gavelkind or Borough Englijh land, unless

the customary beir is expressly mentioned, though if used as a word

of limitation, the customary heir shall take without being named.

See Bro. Abr. Distent 59. See also ante 10. a. and n. 4. there,

and the case of Starkey and Starkey, Trin. 19. G. 2. in the Exch.

5. N. Abr. 404. This rule in respect to customary land is a very

cogent argument Jcr lord Coke in point of authority ; for the pro

perty, which is the subjeil of the gift, furnishes a very colourable

pretence for preferring the customary heir; and the peculiar descent

of the land byforce of the custom in the person who thus takes by pur

chase is precisely the same sort of argument for the customary heir,

as those who differ from lord Coke draw from the special descent

by force of the gist where heirs female of the body are words of

limitation. On a nice comparison it will be found, that the analogy

between the gift of the customary land to heirs, and the gift of

common law land to heirs female of the body, is almost perfect; for

in both cafes the words operate first as words of purchase and then

as words of limitation ; and as in the latter cafe the heir female by

purchase must be the heir at common law, and the heir by descent

must be a special heir, according to the course os descent prescribed

by the donor, so in the former case the heir by purchase is the heir

at common law, and the heir by descent is the heir special according

to the custom.—But the authorities of the third kind are those,

which occur in respect to gists to heirs male or female, and there

fore apply more closely. Of these the earliest is John Farring-

don's case, 9. H. 6. 23. and 1 1. H. 6. 12. in which one question,

was, whether a great-grandson could take by purchase under a re

mainder devised' to the testator's next heir male and the heirs male

of his body, the great-grandson's mother, who was the testator's"

beir general, being alive when the estates precedent to the re

mainder determined. The case was argued twice, but there is an

adjomatur in the Year Book, and what was the opinion of the

court is not any where mentioned ; but there is reason for sup

posing, that it was against the remainder ; for in 20. H. 6. 44.

Newton, then a judge, though he had before argued as counsel

for the remainder in Farringdon's cafe, lays it down as clear law,

that if land is given to A. for life, remainder to the right heirs

male of the body of B. to hold to them and their heirs Tor ever,

the son of a daughter of B. being his heir, may take notwith

standing he makes out his description through a female ; and

Fortescue, chief justice, assents to the position. This construction

of heirs male of the body as words of purchase, being attended to,

will be found almost necessarily to be a clear authority with lord

Coke ; for it shews, that as words of purchase they describe males

being also heirs general, whereas as words of limitation it is agreed

they have a different import, and signify such males as shall be

heirsspecial according to the particular course of descent marked

out by the donor, though they do not happen to be heirs general',

which distinction is the whole amount of lord Coke's doctrine.

But the next authority, which is in Bro. Abr. Done 61. applies

( D ) more
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[Note 145.] more directly. There lord Brooke, after mentioning the dif-^v. b.l

ference taken by Ellerker in Farringdon's cafe between descent L

and purchase, adds in confirmation of it, that by Hare, mailer of

the Rolls, an antient apprentice, there is a difference ketiveen a

gift in possession to a man and his heirs fimale, (Sjc. and a gift t»

a stranger the remainder to the heirs females of another, for tbert

heirs in deed must be ivhcn the remainder falls, and otherwise the

remainder is -void for ever. The seme doctrine is in Plowd.

Quær. 87. and 133. and the very learned author illustrates it by

a cafe, the some as that stated by lord Coke. In i^u/rre 87. the

words of the book are, If a remainder is appointed to the right

heirs female of the body of I. S. ivho dies, hairing a son and daugh

ter, the remainder stall be void; because the daughter cannot have

it, in regard that she is not heir though ste be female. The next

authority is' Shelley's case, which arose between the second son

of Edward Shelley and a posthumous son of Edward's deceased

eldest son. One point was, whether the second son could take

by purchase, under a remainder to the heirs male of Edward's

body, and the leirs male of the bodies ofsuch heirs male, in which

case his estate would not have been devested by the birth of the

posthumous son of his brother, the eldest son having left a daugh

ter, who at Edward's death was his heir general. Judgment was

given against; the second son; but from the report of lord. Coke

and More, it seems not to have been absolutely requisite to have

decided whether the second son could take by purchase; for the

judges held, that on account of the preceding use for life to Ed

ward, the remainder operated as words of limitation, though Ed

ward died before the use to him could arise, and that so the second

son took in course and nature of a descent, till the birth of his

brother's posthumous son, who then became entitled. See

Mo. 140. and 1. Co. 106. However, lord Dyer in his report of

the caie places th: remainder in both points of view, and besides

observing that bv descent the second son could only take the re

mainder till the birth of his elder brother's posthumous son, also

soys, that he could not haie it as a purchaser, because he ives nos

heir of the body cs his father, for the daughter of the eldest Jon xvos

heir general, and the second son uas not heir male cs the body os

b:s father unless he itras heir as •Kelt as mate. These words from

lord Dyer, when it is considered th;it he was one of the judges

on whose opinion Shelley's case was decided, and that they are

introduced to explain the reason of the judgment, are very strong-

evidence, that the judges in Shelley's case gave their sanction to>

lord Coke's doctrine in the/W/ extent of it, that is, in the case of

a gift where heirs male of the body were both words of purchase and

of limitation ; and lord D ver's authority ought to have the greater

weight, because he is not contradicted by any other report of the

some case ; not even by lord Anderson, who was counsel for the

second son, for he only takes notice of lord Coke's account of the

reasons of the judgment, by observing that they were not men

tioned in court. See 1. And. 71. Accordingly mr. serjeant

Rolle cites Shelley's case as having determined the point. See

2. Ro. Abr. 416. F. pi. 5. Asoenhurfl's case. Mich. 7. Jam.

is the next authority, ind in th.it land was devised to executors

till 500'/. should be raised for the preferment of the testator's

three daughters, and afterwards to his right heirs males for ever,

and one Beard was found by special verdict to be the heir male j

but
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bat the court of king's bench held that he could not take the re

mainder, because the three daughters were the heirs general, and

in Easter 17. James the judgment was affirmed in the exchequer

chamber. This cafe is the stronger, because it arose on a will,

and the testator, in the devise to his heirs male, mentions his heirs

general, which no doubt was urged as a circumstance to lhew that

the testator meant a special kind of heir, and might have war.

ranted a departure from the strict fense of heir without overturning

lord Coke's general rule. See Hob. 34. and Palm. 50. Counden

and Clerke already stated from lord Hobart at the beginning of

this note, is another cafe where a devise to heirs male could not

take effect, because the heirs general were females ; and this

judgment appears to have been also affirmed on error in B. R. See

Jenk. Cent. 294. There are several modern determinations

to the fame purpose. In Southcott and Stowell, which was ad

judged about the 29. of Cha. 2. one having two sons covenanted

to stand seised to the use of the eldest in special tail male, re

mainder to the heirs male of the covenantor, or according to one

report of the cafe the heirs male of his body, and for want of such

issue to his own right heirs. The eldest son dies leaving a son and

daughter ; the covenantor dies, and then the son of the cove

nantor's eldest son ; and the question was, whether the second son

or the daughters of the eldest son should have the estate. Tha

court determined in favour of the second son, because the grandson

survived the grandfather, and being heir general as well as male

could take either by purchase or descent on his death, and there

fore it was immaterial whether an estate for life arose to the co

venantor by implication or not ; but it was agreed by the whole

court, and even by the counsel for the second son, that if the

grandson had not survived, the second son could not have taken

by purchase, because his nieces would have been heirs general,

and consequently he could not have been complete heir. See

1. Freem. 216. 225. I. Mod. 226. 237. 2. Mod. 207. and

3. Kcbl. 704. In 1695 lord keeper Somers, in the cafe ot Starling

and Elrick, decreed against one, who claimed to take by purchase

under a devise to heirs male, because a female was the heir general.

See Prec. in Chanc. 54. The cafe of Ford and lord Ossulston,

which was determined in Mich. 7. Ann. by the king's bench, is still

stronger ; for in that one Ford having issue three sons and a daugh

ter, and also a brother, devised to his three sons successively in

tail male, with remainder to his own right heirs male for ever,

and the three sons being dead without issue, the whole court held,

that the brother could not take as heir male, 1. because a devise to

heirs male operates as a limitation to heirs male of the body, and

the brother could not be heir male of the devisor's body : 2. be

cause the remainder to the heirs male were words of purchase, and

by purchase the brother could not take as heir male, his niece be

ing the heir at common law; and so jealous was lord chief justice

Holt of departing from the established doctrine, that notwithstand

ing the special circumstances in the cafe of Pybus and Mitford,

which will presently be stated, he doubted the authority of that

case. See 3. Salk. 336. n. Mod. 189. and Vin. Abr. DcvifeU.

b. pi. 2. in marg. The doctrine was thought to be so firmly set

tled by this last cafe, that in 1722 lord ch. Macclesfield, in Dawcs

and Ferrars, which was a cafe similar to that of Ford and Ossulston,

interrupted the counsel for the person claiming as hdr malt, by fay-

(Da) ing
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(Note 145. ] ing that he would not suffer the bar to dispute ivhat nvas the land-mark s 2A. b.l

tendfoundation os the law, adding, that in the case of Ford and lord *■ '

OJJulflon the point had been determined on trials at bar in every court

in Westminster Hall, and appeared to be so very plain a ease, that in the

king's bench the plaintiff's own counjil -ivould not ask aspecial verdict.

See 2. P. Wins. I. and Prec. in Chanc. 54.. However it was not

thought proper to acquiesce in this opinion of lord Macclesfield,

and a bill of review being brought to reverse his decree, lord ch.

Hardwicke directed a case for the opinion of the king's bench :

but the four judges of tbat court followed lord Macclesfield, and

the person under whom the claim was made not being heir general,

they, in February 1743, certified, that he could not take by the de

scription os right heir male. See the certificate in Vin. Abr. Devise

W. b. in a note on pi. 13. Such is the 1 ill of grave authorities

which confirm lord Coke's doctrine as to the necessity of being

'very heir, in order to take by purchase under the description of heir

male or heirfemale, whether os the body or not; and if they wanted

aid from his name, it will scarce be denied by the coldest of his ad

mirers, that his private opinion on a point of law he had so fully

considered, will even in these times, when perhaps we are too apt

to decry those ancient authors whose writings are still the grand

sources of information and instruction, be no mean addition to their

weight. However it must be confessed, that there are some cafes,

in which the doctrine has been deviated from ; but all of them, ex

cept one, are determinations since his time, and besides, most of

them may rather be deemed exceptions to lord Coke's general rule,

than proofs of its non-existence. The earliest of these is a case in

the time of Elizabeth, and cited by lord Hale in Pybus and Mitsord,

I. Ventr. 381. Asonofthe testator's brother was admitted to take

under a devise to the testator's heir male, though he left three

daughters; but the reason was, because the testator introduced the

devise with taking notice that his brother had left a son, and that he

himself had three daughters who were his right heirs, and he also

gave the daughters zoool. on condition not to trouble the heir. In

this case the special intent ot heir male is so marked by the other

words, as clearly to take it out of the general rule; and that lord

Hale meant to cite it as an exception appears from his faying, that it

is not inconsistent with Counden and Cleric. See 1. Ventr. 3^2.

Bowman and Tata, 1. Cha. Cas. 145. is another case which was

determined on special circumstances ; for the son of a second mar

riage was allowed to take a rent charge under a limitation to heirs

male by a second wife, though not strictly heir, there being a son of

the first wife, because the settlement was apparently made as a pro

vision for the issue osthe second marriage. The case of Pybus and

Mitsord, adjudged 36. Ch. z. is liable to a similar observation. One,

who had isiue two sons by two different wives, covenanted to stand

ieifed to the use of the heirs male of his body by his second wife.

The point determined by three judges against one was, that an use

arose to the covenantor for life, and that so the limitation to his

heirs male on the body of his second wife being a remainder in

tail special executed in him, his son by the second wife took by

descent as special heir; but Hale, chief justice, held, that the son

of the second wife, though not heir-general, might have taken by

j ur. hale, and according to Vtntris, Wild, justice, was of the fame

opinion, theugh another book mentions, that in this respect all

the three other judges differed from lord Hale. See 1. Freein. 370,

371-
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371. But the reasoning of lord Hale (hews, that he did not mean

to shake Coke's general doctrine, and that he founded himself on

the special penning of the deed; and he distinguished it, by ob

serving that the limitation was to the heirs by the second wife, and

that the covenantor had taken notice in the deed that another was

his heir general, there being a proviso, that if the son by the first

wife should, after the death of the son by the second wife, and

within five vears after attaining 21, pay !2col. for the covenantor's

younger children, the uses should cease ; and for these two rea

sons he thought the deed sufficient to describe a special heir. See

Pybus and Ventr. I. Mitford 372. 1. Frcem. 35 1. 369. Raym.

228. 1. Mod. 121. 159. 3. Keb. 129. 239. 316. 338. and 2. Lev.

75. in which last book the cafe is most fully stated. In Wall and

Baker Trin. 8. W. 3. the circumstances were still more special ;

for according to lord Cowper's state of the cafe the testator expressly

directed, that if bis heir jhould be a female bis heir male should pay to

his heirs female 12 I. a year out of bis lands; words manifestly im

plying, rhat by heir male was meant a special kind of heir in con

tradistinction to the heir general. See I. Stra. 41,42. Hitherto

lord Coke's general rule as to being both heir and female to take

by purchase seems unirapeached. But it must be owned, that there is

a cafe in which the doctrine, after a very solemn dilcussion, received

a most severe attack from a judge of the highest authority. This

happened in the famous cafe of Brown and Barkham determined by

lord chancellor Cowpcr; who held a younger brother to be capable

of taking as heir male unde: a devise to the heirs male of the bndy

of the testator's great-grandfather, though the daughter of an elder

brother was heir general, and instead of sounding his decree on special

circumstances, which were not wanting in the cafe, molt ex

pressly denied lord Coke's distinction between descent and pur

chase. See Prcc. in Cha. 442. 461. Gild. Rep. 116. 131. and

1. Stra. 35. But lord Cowper's decree, notwithstanding nis high

character, was not acquiesced in; for in November 1741 the '

fame cafe was brought, by bill of review, before lord chancellor

Hardwicke, who indeed decreed in favour of the fame person,

but was far from following lord Cowper in his reasons. He ad

mitted lord Coke's distinction to have been long ago established,

and professed to determine wholly on the special circumstances,

without the least intention of impeaching the general rule. In

giving judgment he divided the cafe into two questions : ill. whe

ther it was an established rule, that ho who claims as heir male

by purchase must be general heir as well as nearest male descend

ant; 2dly, whether the apparent intent of a testator to the con

trary may not create an exception to the general rule. According

to a very good note of the case lord Hardwicke's words on the

first question were these : j4s to the first of these questions, it can-

tut be denied, but that the distinction betiueen an heir male of the

body to take by descent, ivho is the nearest male descendant of the

forty claiming through males, and to take by purchase, tubn must

be heir aj lucll as a male descendant os the body, has been long ago

established. The statute de donis established the first, and the second

has been laid den-.-n by lord Coke in hit comment upon Littleton, and

is taken from his argument in Shelley's cafe and Dyer's report of

thai cafe, and he has been followed by feme later authorities. Lord

Couuper argued strong/y against this rule ; but as his argument it

well knoxvrt and very common, 1 stall not now take notice of it.

( D 3 ) if
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If this doSrine had been res Integra at the time of his decree, er I" 24.. b. 1

•was so now, I am Jo fully convinced of the unreasonableness of it

that I would never ejlahlijh it. But when a rule of law has long

prevailed, it ought to be supported, though it be net striclly agree

able to natural reason ; for in many instances it is more matcria.

that the law is settled than how it is settled. But as I think that

1 this cafe may be determined without determining this question, I

Jhall leave the rule unimpeached, and found my decree on the se

cond question. He then proceeded to consider the second question,

and after stating several authorities to shew there might be ex

ceptions to the general rule, he pointed out the particular cir

cumstances which \.- relied upon in the case before him, and on

account of then only affirmed lord Cowper's decree. Lord Hard-

wiclce's guarded manner of expressing himself on this last case

amounts to a full acknowledgment of the general rule, and is the

strongest authority to prove its existence, because he avowed his

dislike of it.—Upon the whole, it is submitted to the learned

reader, that the general rule of being heir general to take as

heir male or female by purchase may be defended as a reasonable

rule of construction, where the words merely operate as words

of purchase, and more particularly if the superadded words of

limitation are to heirs general, as where land is given to the heirs

female of the body of one and the heirs of their bodies ; that the

authorities before and in the time of lord Coke fully warranted

him in advancing the rule in its full extent, that is, where the

words operate as words both of purchase and limitation ; that the

rule has been confirmed by many cafes since lord Coke's time ;

and lastly, that as lord Cowper's opinion is the single direct au

thority in any printed book against the rule, and it has been acted

upon and acknowledged in several subsequent cases, it ought still

to be observed, where the construction rests singly on the words

heirs female, and they stand unexplained by any other words Or

circumstances.

[Note 146.] (l) It >s very unusual to create an estate in tail female, and I s 2 C. &• 1

have seen an argument, in which it has been attempted to prove,

that the law of England will not allow of a descent through females

only, even in the cafe of estates tail; but other authors as well as

Littleton and Coke menuanfucb descents, nor did I ever hear any

authority cited to support the contrary doctrine. See Plowd.

Quær. 87. and 133.

[Note 147.] (z) Ifhusband and wist are divorced*, vinculo, they are only te- s 2 C, b.J

nants far life ; for the law doth not presume, that they will marry

again. 7. H. 4. 16. 3. H. 6. 43. Hal. MSS.

[Note 148.] (4) Here it cannot be tail, for the uncertainty which of them he

•uiili marry firsts But if a gift was to A. and B. a feme Jo/e and to

the heirs of their bodies, remainder to A. and C. afeme sole and to the

, heirs of their bodies, it is tail. Hal. MSS.

[Note 149.] (1) In pleading seisin of such an estate in husband and wife, it s 26. {1.1

shall be alledged, that they were seised together and to the /jeirs of*- " ■*

the body of :he oi ife in her right ; and not that they were seiled of

thefreehold crftt^aiL Per Fitzherbert, 27. H. 8. 21. b.

(?)
Vid.
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( j) Vid. Heb. case 113. page 84. Gift to husband and wise for { Note 150-]

their liiiet, and after their decease to the heirs if the body of :be

husband procreand' super corpus os the wise, is tail only in the huj-

band, and the wife hath only for life ; and it is the fame with hæ

redibus of the husband de corpore os the husband on the wise pro

creand'. Skeie and Oxenbridge. So Tr. 6. sac. B. R. Repps and

Bonkam. Land limited to husband and wife for their lives, and after

their decease hæredibus os the body os the -wise by the histand

to be begotten ; it is tail only in the ivse. But it was agreed, that

if it had been to the heirs which the husband should beget on the

hody ostlx wise, or to the heirs of the body of the wife and cf the

body of the hustand to be begotten, it had been tail in both.—8. R. 2.

tail 32. Gift to the hustand and wife and io the heirs of the bodies

issuing, and if the wife obierit sine hæredibus yet tail in both.

12. E. 3. Variance 77. 9. E. 3. 64. ibid 93. Laud given to

husttnd and wife and to the heirs of the body of the husband, and if

bustvtd and wife obierit sine hæredibus inter eos procreatis, re

mainder over; yet it is tail general in the hustand only.— Land given

t* the husband and wife and to the heirs of the hist md of the body cf

his wife tc be begotten ; it is only tail in the hustand. Hie set. 29.

Ye', ifgist be to the hustand and wise and to the heirs of the bod) cf

■the vise by the hustand to be begotten, the tail is only in the wife.

His heirs appropriate in the first cafe, of the body in thesecond case.

—Hal. MSS. But where the gift is to the wife only,^ and to the

heirs of the body of the husband, then the tail is not in either, of

which lord Hale gives the following cafe as an instance.—Nota

P. 1651. Sir Leventhtrpe Franch's cafe. Land given to the wife

for life, remainder to the heirs of the body of the hustand on the

hody of the wife to be begotten. Ruled, that it is not tail executed

omnino in the wife, but a contingent remainder in the heir of the

hustand's body, it being limited to the heirs of the hustand''s body ;

and that as the wife died in the life of her hustand, the remainder

was void. Hal. MSS.—The fame cafe is reported by the name

of Gossage and Tayler in Stil. 325. but there the remainder is dif

ferently expressed ; for it is not to the heirs of the bodies of both in

direli terms, but it is to the use of the heirs to be begotten upon

the body of Susanna by Leventhorpe her hustand ; which most pro

bably were the words of the remainder; for Glyn's argument in

favour of the wife's hiving an estate tail appears to have been

founded on the remainder's not pointing expressly to the heirs of

either.— After Sir Leventhorpe Franck's cas?, lord Hale puts a

eiutre, and then adds—V. 3. E. 3. Formedon 8. Land given .to

I. S. et uxori fuæ quam poitea desponsaverit et hæredibus dc :or-

poribus eorum ; the wife takes nothing, because nos known at the

■time; but it is a tail in the hustand. J'ct nota, liæ edibus de cor-

poribus ; if the wife had taken an estate, it had been a tail in both.

Hal. MSS. According to this case the tail is in the husband,

though the wise takes no estate and the tail is expressly to the heirs

of the bodies of both. But this is more than was contended for by

the counsel for the wife's estate tail in Gisfage and Tayler, who ad

mitted the contrary to have been settled by the case in Dy. 99.

pi. 64. and by Lane and Pannell, which is in 1. Ro. Rep. 238. 317.

and 438. See also contra post. Sect. 352. and the cafe of Frog-

morton on the demise os Robinson against VVharrey in VVils. vol. 2.

page 125. and 144. where on a surrender of copyhold lands to A.

whom the surrenderor intended to marry, and to die heirs of their

( D 4 ) two
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two bodies, it was adjudged, that the wife took for life with a

contingent remainder to the heirs of the bodies of her and her

husband.

[Note 151. ] ( 1 ) So gift to A. and the heirs which her hulband shall beget of s 26. b.

her body is tail in the •wfe; andyd it is not Jaid her heirs nor heirs

of her body. 41. E. 3. 24. Hal. MSS.

[Note 152.] (2) Nota, in Littletons cafe the fin takes By purchase, and in

Mandevile's ca/e he takes by purchase jointly •with the mother. But

if the gift had been lo Roberge and to the heirs of her body by the

hi/band begotten, or to the heirs of her body and of the body of the

husband begotten, it seems tail only in the wife. Quære, and vid.

12. H. 4. 102. by Tbirningc, Lilt. fed. 352. and I. Rep. Shellie's cafe.

104. Hal. MSS.

[Note 153.] (3) And therefore though Maud had b'.en of the half blood, she

Jhould haze taken. Hie Hodgkinfon's cafe cited sol. 14. feel. 6.

M. 30, 31. EliX. B. R. Morris and Maule W. Vid. //. 3 1. W.

n. 23. Hal. MSS.—See ante sol. 14. a. n. 6.

[Note j 5 4.] (4) Where one named after the habendum Jhall take.—H. 13. Jac.

Brpokes and Brookes. In customary grant by copy, one not named in

the premises, being named in the habendum, may take a present efiate.

Venit I. S. et cepit de domino, habendum to him and his •wife

is good.—In frank-marriage a •wife jhall take, though named only in

the habendum. YYic fed. 17. 4. E. 3. 4. 5. E. 3. 17. Brief

703 —So it seems in render by fine to B. habendum to B. and C. his

•wife. 8. E. 3. 31. 24. E. 3. 58.—Sc by a deed by way of remain

der, a stranger to the deed, though not named in the premises, Jhall

take. Wicfol. lil.feil. 283. 8. E. 3. 50. But other-wife regu

larly one jhall not lake a present interest jointly •with another, unless be

be party to the dieJ and named in the premises. 8. B. 2. Feoffments

hie sol. 378. feel. 721. 3. H. 6. 18. 27. 16. E. 2. Ass. 371.

Trin. 16. Jac. rot. IC89. Greenivood and Tyler. Hob. 314. But

if by died indented or poll A. grants the manor of S. habendum to B-

et hserfiiibus, it is good though he •was not named in the premises.

Hal. MSS.—See the cafe of Brookes and Brookes cited by lord

Hale in Cro. Jam. 434. and 2. Ro. Abr. 66, 67. and Vin. Abr.

Grant K. a. in which two last books there are many other cafes

relative to the fame subject. See further ante 7. a. where lord.

Coke write;, that if A. gives land to hold to B. and his heirs it is

geid, though he is not named in the premises ; to which lord Hale

adds—But gift in the premises to A. habendum to A. and B. is void

as to B. M. 25. Eliz. Oiv. Fid. ante 6. a. Plonud. Comment. 156.

Tbrcgmorton's cafe. Hal. MaS. See also ante where lord Coke de

scribes the office of the habendum, on which lord Hale gives the fol

lowing annotation—// is not necessary to repeat the thing granted, it

being sufficient that it is named in the premiles. H. 44. Eliz. B. R.

Hill aud Giles adjudged. One not named in the premises Jhall not

take by the liab'ndum, unless, First, in cafe offrankmarriage, bic

Jest. 17. Secondly, in caj'e os grant by copy. T. 15. sac. B. R.

Brookcs's case. Cro. Jam. 454. Thirdly, in case of a remainder.

Lease to husband and luij'e habendum to the ly.fbandj'cr 10 years; the

•wij'e tairs nothing. T. 31. El. Mo. So lease of the feite of a redo y

find all tithes appertaining to it habendum the file cum pertin'/iw

• >0 years,
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20 years, the tithes pass only al nvill. H. 28. El. Mo. 222. Carye's

cafe. Grant to A. and B. habendum to A. for years, remainder to B.

for years, is good; but lease of tivo acres to A. and B. habendum one

acre to A. for years, the ewer to B. for years, is bad. T. 4. Eliz.

Vid. Heb. 172. Hal. MSS.—See contra to this last cafe, Mo. 26. >

by Brown arguendo. For other instances of differences between the

premises and habendum, particularly where the former has been joint

and the latterseveral, fee Mo. 43. 247. 880.

s 27. a.l (0 l"tt gift to A, and his heirs of the body of B. his <wife, <who is [Note ICC.]

' J dead, is tail. 1 z II. 4. 1. Rationem diversitatis quære,for the

secondJon is his heir of the body of thefather. Hal. MSS.

(5) In the cafe on the title to the earldom of Oxford decided in [Note 156.]

parliament 1 . cha. 1. the judges held, that a limitation of the earl

dom to Aubrey de Vere and his heirs males, being by act of par

liament, was sufficient 10 raise a fee simple descendible to males

only. See W. Jo. 100.

(6) Lord Hale adds the following instances ofspecial limitations. [Note 157.]

King Henry the Third dedit manerium de Penreth et Sourby Alex

andra regi Scotiæ et hæredibus suis regibus Scotia-; and Alexander

having daughters, of nuhich one ivas married to the Earl of Hunt, died,

not having any heir king of Scotland, et ea de causa King E. I. re

coveredseisin, and the coheirs of Alexander tvere excluded. Lib. part.

E. I. 134. 308. The hspiral of Saint Katharine txjas founded by

aueen Eleanor, ivife of Hen. 3. reserving the patronage sibi et rcginis

Angliæ pro tempore existentibus, et eo titulo regina Philippa uxor

E. 3. habet patronatum. Claus. 7. E. 3. parte 2. m. 2. Hal.

MSS.

\ 27. b.l (2) See ace. 2. Inst. 302. But yet he cannot have action of [Note 158.J

waste against another, for he cannot count ad exhæredationem ; and

it is said, that tenant in tail loses his action of waste, if he becomes

tenant in tail after possibility cf issue extinct pending the writ. See

Bro. Abr. Waste pi. 14. 59, 60. 2. Ro. Abr. 825. pi. 5. Mo. 18..

and post. 53. b. Note also that it is said, that though such tenant

is not punilhable for waste, yet if he cuts down trees, they are not

his property. 4. Co. 63. As to this difference between being dis-

puniihable for waste in felling trees and having the property in

them, fee 1. P. Wms. 528. See also 2. P. W'ms. 241. where it is

said by the court, that if tenant for life cuts down timber, it be

longs to those who at the time of its being severed were seised of the

first estate of inheritance.

j" 28. 2.1 (7) CordalPs cafe Cro. Eliz. 315, is to the contrary; for there [Note 159.]

land was devised to A. for life, remainder to his first and other sons

in tail male, remainder to the heirs of A.'s body, and according to

Crolce, who mentions the cafe as reported to him by lord Coke, it

was resolved that A.'s estate tail was not executed for the possibility

of the mean estate's interposing, but was so disjoined during A.'s

life, that his wife could not be endowed. But fee Cas. B. R. temp.

Hardw. 1 7. where lord Hardwicke says, that Cordall's cafe has been

several times denied to be law.

(8) Sic nota remainder supported, tuitbout particular estate, by the [Note 1(30. J

possibility
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fvisibility that ijjht may be torn. But ifsuch tenant levies a fin*,

miu this remainder is defrayed, because tie estates are confounded.

Hal. MSS.—Here it is proper to add, that there is a difference

between subjoining the inheritance to the particular estate by the

fame conveyance as limits the intermediate contingent remainder,

and an accession of one to the other by a distinct and subsequent act or

conveyance; for in the latter cafe the contingent remainder is de

stroyed, though not in the former. See ace. Purefoy and Rogers,

2. Saund. 380. It has even been adjudged, that in the latter cafe

the descent of the inheritance on the person having the particular

estate will destroy the contingent remainder, where the descent has

hemsubsequent to the commencement of the particular estate. See

Kent and Harpeol, 1. Ventr. 306. T. Jo. 76. . Hooker and Hooker,

Cas. in B. R. temp. Hardw. 13. But a descent ofthe see on tenant

for life will not hurt the contingent remainder, where the particu

lar estate and the descent take place at thejame time, and are de

rived from the same person; as where land is devised to A. for life,

remainder over on a contingency, and at the devisor's death the re

version descends upon A. as his heir. See ace. Archer's cafe, 1. Co.

96. Plunkett and Holmes, 1. Lev. n 1. and Boothby and Vernon,

9. Mod. 147. The cafe of Wood and lngersole, Cro. Jam. 260.

seems contra; but see the observation on the last case in T. Jo. 79.

and Pollexf. 481. It would be a great omission not to apprize the

ftudent, that the subject of this note is fully gone into by mr. Fearne

in his Essay on Contingent Remainders. Sec page m to 118 of

the second edition, where the author most learnedly and ingeniously

states the several distinctions, explains the reasons on which they de

pend, and endeavours to reconcile all the cases on this nice sub

ject.

sNote 16 I.I (0 Husband and ixiife tenants inspecial tail; the husband <was at- f -C |j

tainted of treason, or levies fine •with proclamations ; the husband dies «■

having issue by the ivise : the issue cannot inherit, andyet to many pur

poses the wife surviving is tenant in tail after possibility, for ifshe

makes leasefor 2 1 years according to the statute, it shall bind the cenu-

see, or if it is for three lives, it shall not be a forfeiture. H. 22. Jac.

Rot. Crocker and Kelfey. Hob. Rep. Melton's cafe. fid. 9. Rep.

Beaumont's cafe. It seems, she cannotsuffer recovery aster. Quære.

Vid. this cafe of Beaumont afterwards debated. H. 13. Cba. B. R.

in Baker and Willis Cro. Cba. 476. The case of Crocker and Kel

fey is in W. Jo. 60. Hutt. 84. Cro. Jam. 688. Bridgm. 27.

2. Ro. Rep. 490. 498. 1. Ro. Abr. 843. pi. 3. and O. Bendl. 139.

143. Beaumont's cafe is in 9. Co. 138. b. and Melton's cafe is in

Hob. 254. Note, that in the cafe of Crocker and Kelfey, the

question was on the operation of a lease for 2 1 years not warranted

by the 32. H. 8. the ancient rent not having been reserved; but the

issue in tail having levied a fine during the wife's life, it was ad

judged that the lease was good ; but it seems to have been agreed,

that the wife, notwithstanding the hulband's death, was tenant in tail

so as to be capable of making leases within the statute. Indeed

this latter point had been adjudged in a former case, which is in

Godb. 102. See too 4. Leon. 57. As to theformer point, besides

the books already cited, see 2. Sid. 62.

[Note 162.] (3) But entT is not always necessary to give seisin in deed; for (" 2Q.

if the land is in lease for years, curtesy may be without entry or *■

even
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even receipt of rent, the possession of the lessee for years being

deemed the possession of the husband and wife. See the cafe of De

Grey and Richardson, 3. Atk. 469. Lord Coke's doctrine about

seisin for z. post'esjio sratris is the fame. See ante 15. a. In n. 4.

there the cafe of Newman and Newman is cited, from Wilf. vol.

2. p. 516. but no hint being given of the point adjudged, it may

be proper to add here, that in that cafe the court construed the pos

session of a mother to be a possession for an infant her son as his

guardian by law, she being next of blood to whom the inheritance

could not descend, and held it a sufficient seisin to exclude the

daughters by a former 'venter.

(4) Whether it le an advowfim in gross or appendant. A. seised of [Note IOJ.J

a manor, to which an advewsen is appendant, dies, having ijjue a

daughter, who takes husband and dies before entry into the manor. It

seems, that the husband Jhall not be tenant by the curtesy os the ad-

itrwson, nor os the rents incident to the manor, because he had not sei

sm os the principal. Hal. MSS.

(j) According to Perkins, the husband shall have curtesy in an [Note 164.]

advowson, though he suffers the ordinary to present by lapse on an

avoidance in his wife's life-time. Perk. Sect 468. But such a

case is not within lord Coke's reason for allowing curtesy os an ad

vowson without seisin in deed; nor do I find any authority to support

the doctrine, besides Mr. Perkins's name. That indeed, on ac

count of the learning and ingenuity displayed in his Profitable Book

on the laws of England, ought in general to have considerable

weight; though one, who wrote soon after Mr. Perkins, describes

him to be a man that imritelh os diverse titles ofour Jaw rathersub-

ttlly than soundly. Fulb. Paral. 40. a. See also a more particular

character of Mr. Perkins in Fulb. Prepar. 28. a.

(6) Here an use before or not executed by the 27. H. 8. must be [Note 165.J

meant ; for an use within that statute is a legal estate. See ace

2. And. 75. 147. and by lord Coke himself in Cro. Jam. 201. See

allo 1. New Abridgm. 660. But though in strictness of law-

there cannot be curtesy of trusts, yet since lord Coke's time our

courts of equity have allowed curtesy both of trusts and of other

interests, which, though in laiv mere rights and titles, are deemed

estates in equity, and made to conform to many of the rules and

consequences incident to estates in laiv. See in 1. Atk. 603. the

case of Cafhborn and Jnglilh, in which lord ch. Hardwicke decreed

curtesy of an equity of redemption. See S. C. more fully reported in

Vin. Abr. Curtesy E. pi. 23. However, a wise in point os benefit

may have a truit of inheritance, which may bj so declared as to

prevent curtesy, as by directing the profits during the wife's life to

be paid for herseparate use ; for in such a case the intention to ex

clude the husoand from curtesy is manifest, and he cannot have an

equitable seisin. 3. Atk. 715. It is also proper to remark, that

though curtesy out of a trust is allowed, yet dewer has been refused ;

a paitiality not easy to be reconciled with reason, however settled by

the current os authorities. But as to this see post. 3 1. b.

(7) Mr. Perkins makes a quo-re, whether, if a woman seised in [Note 166.]

see makes lease for life, reserving rent to her and her heirs, the

husband shall not have curtesy in the rent during the lease; but he

seems
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seems to admit, that the hulband (hall not have curtefy of the

land itself, unless the lease determines before the wise's death.

Perk. Sect. 467. See post. 32. a. where in a like case lord Coke

fays, that the wife shall not have dower. But isa rent is incident

to a reversion expectant on an estate tail, the hulband (hall have

curtefy of the rent till the tail determines. Post. 30. a.

[Note 167.] (0 S" nota till ijsue the bustand cannot use the title of bis wife's L^9" ■>

dignity; but afterwards be may. So adjudged by Hen. 8. in the cafe

of H'imby, ivho claimed the title of lord 7alboys in right of his <wife.

Hal. MSS.—This annotation shews, that in t"he opinion of lord

Hale a title of honour admits of curtefy. But lord Coke, after

stating two precedents, one ofcurtefy in a title of honour, and ano

ther of curtefy in an office of honour, avoids making the least in

ference, and professedly leaves the reader to his own judgment;

from which reserve it may be conjectured that he had his doubts.

In fact, the point had been several times controverted in lord Coke's

time. About the year 1580 Richard Bertie claimed the barony of

Willoughby in right of his lady Catherine, dutchels of Suffolk,

he having had issue by her. The claim was referred by queen

Elizabeth to lord Burghley, and two other commissioners, as was

also a claim of the fame dignity bv Peregrine Bertie, the son and

heir of the duchess of Suffolk by Richard Bertie. At one time

the precedents urged for the hulband were thought to make an im

pression on the commissioners; but finally they made a report in

favour of the son, who was accordingly admitted to the dignity in

the life-time of his father. See Coll. Proceed, on Claims of Ba

ron. 1. to 23. But notwithstanding this case, two other claims of

a like kind were made within a few years after, the first about

1586 by sir Thomas Fane, in right of his wife Mary, the daughter

and heir of Henry lord Bergavenny, and the second about 1604

by Sampson Lennard, in right of his wife Margaret lady Dacres.

Of the event of the former claim, I do not find any account;

but as to the latter it appears, that king James referred it to com

missioners, and that lady Dacres dying before any decision, the

affair was compromised in 161 2 by the king's granting precedency

to the husband as eldest son of lord Dacres. The letters patent

giving this precedency recite, that the commissioners badfound ba

ronies on the like right conferred on the husband in several fami

lies, and in this particular barony of Dacres three several precedents.

There are other expressions equally remarkable for a studied am

biguity, such as leave undecided whether *the pretension to the

wife's title was deemed a claim offavour or of right from the

crown, and appear calculated to avoid an adjudication ofthe point ;

and in this unsettled state of things, it is not surprising, that lord

Coke should be so cautious of advancing any positive doctrine on

the subject. I cannot learn that there have been any claims of

dignities by curtefy since lord Coke's time, and from the want of

modern instances of such claims, and from some late creations, by

which women have been made peeresses, in order that the families

of their husbands might have titles, and yet the husbands them

selves continue commoners, it seems as if the prevailing notion was

against curtefy in titles of honour. However I have not yet dis

covered, whether this great question has ever formally received

the judgment of the house of lords.— For the particulars of

Wimby's

V.
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Wimby's cafe cited by lord Hale, fee Coll. Claims of Bar. 1 1 . 44.

and 72.

(2) Lord Coke means, that the husband shall not be tenant by [Note 168.J

the curtesy of the seigniory, it being suspended during the ivbole time

of the marriage by the lease of the tenancy to the wife. See further

as to the effect ofsuspension on curtesy in Perk. sect. 459, 460, 461,

462.

(3) The husband could not havecurtesy in respect of xhzsec, be- [Note 169. ]

cause that was defeated by the son's recovery in the formedon ; nor

in respect of the tail, because the wife's feossment before the mar

riage had discontinued the tail, and consequently there could be no

fciiin of it during the marriage. This seems to be the rationale of

the cafe put by lord Coke.

(5) Vid. Pafch. 9. E. 1. rot. 4. Si habuit exitum, qui auditus [Note 170.3

suit clamare feu vocem edere infra quatuor parietes; qahpuer non

suit visa nee auditus clamare ab hominibus masculis, licet per fœmi-

nis nominatus suit Johannes. Therefore husband not tenant by the

curtesy. H. 5. E. I. rot. I. Wighorn. Hal. MSS.—I cannot guess

what lord Hale's view could be in citing this record, unless it was

to shew that anciently in the case of curtesy the having male issue

born alive could be proved by men only; which mult be confessed to

have been a most unaccountable peculiarity.

[jO. a.l ('^ On the other hand, curtesy by the custom of Gavelkind is [Xote 171.1

subject to several disadvantages; for it is only of a moiety of the

wife's land, and it ceases if the husband marries again. See Robin

son Gavelk. b. 2. c. 1. where the learned author suggests, that lome

hai'e doubted, whether there is any such variance between the com

mon law and the custom, and therefore undertakes to prove it by

authorities on record.

(2) Se ifit ivas a rent de novo granted in tail, and the •wife dies f Note 172-1

•witbiut i£ue, tht husband /hall be tenant by the curtesy. Hal.

MSS.

(4) 4. E. 2. Cui in vita 15. 34. E. 1. ibid. 30. 10. E. 3. 11. [Note 173-]

22. //. 6. 24. Is husband intitled to be tenant by the curtesy aliens

and retakes ejlate to hint and his ivise, by ivbicb the ii'ise is remitted,

he pall not be tenant by the curtejy. Contra if it luas before isjue had.

9- H- 7. 1. Vid. T. 7. Jac. Ley n. 1 1. Sparrey's cafe. Hal. MSS.

~See Ley's Rep. 9.

(5) Pat. 1 1. H. 3.m. 3. Cum consuetudoetlex Angliæsit.qudd si [Note 174.}

aliquis desponsaverit aliquam hajreditatem habentem, et ex ca pro-

1cm habuerit, cujus clamor auditus suerit infra quatuor parietes, et

vir supervixerit uxorem, habebit tota vita sua custodiam hæreditatis

uxoris, licet ea hæredem habuerit ex primo viro, qui plenæ æta-

tis est ; praxeptum est, quod eadem lex observetur in Hibernia.

Hal. MSS.—The fame extract from the patent roll of 11. H. 3. is

given in Hal. Hist. C. L. 180.

Ip- D.l (2) Mr. serjeant Hawkins makes a quære of this, observing that [Note 1 75.]

the fee and freehold were in the wife, and that the wife os an ideot

shall
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(hall have dower. Hawk. Abr. of Co. Littl. 42. It has been also

remarked, that there is not any concourse of titles between the king

and the husband; the husband's tide by curtesy not being consummate,

till the death of the wife, when the king's title determines. See

Plowd. 264. Engl. ed. in a note by the Editor. However, note the

reasoning in Plowden. See also 8. Co. 170. where it is adjudged,

that though in the case of ideotcy the office forsome purposes has

relation to the time when the ideot's estate commenced, yet the king

is only intitled to the profits from the finding of the office; which,

as it may have some influence on the point of curtesy, is proper to

be attended to.

[Note 176.J (4) If dijseisce enters on diffeifir's bsir, and makes feoffment on con

dition, and enters for condition broken, and the beir enters, the right it

revived. Vid. 19. H. 6. 43. Hal. MSS.

[Note 177.] (7) Nota, in tenancy in dower the wife Jhall be said to be in by the

husband. 36. H. 6. Dower 30. But tenancy by the cunesy is in the

Post. 5. E. 1. Entry 66. Hal. MSS.

[Note 178.J (8) The following note is by the editor of the eleventh edition

of lord Coke's Commentary.— (The reason why the law gave the

wife dower will appear, if we consider how the law stood anciently ;

for by the old law, if this provision had not been made, and the

party at the marriage had made no assignment of dower, the wife

would have been without any provision, for the personal estates even

of the richest were then very inconsiderable; and before trusts were

invented, which is but lately, the husband could give his wife no

thing during his own life, nor could he provide for her by will, be

cause lands could not be devised, unless it was in some particular

places by the custom, till the statute of Hen. 8.)

[Note 179.] (2) Claus. 26. H. 3. m. 15. Mulier rntione tenurae in dotemT-IT,

non debet venire coram julticiariij ititicrantibus ratione, communis

summonitionis. But yet she jhall be attmdant to the heirfor a third

fart of the services, for which he is attendant over. Tenant in

frank-marriage in thefourth degree dies; his issue endows his mother;

she shall be attendant as the issue is, and Jhall not hold acquitted. So

if A. gives to B. in tail rendering during his life 5 s. and afterzuardt

IO s. the ivife of B. enJv.vtd Jbidl hold of the heir by a third part

cf IO /. But if there be tenant by 5 s. and me/he hold over by 10 s. and

tenant dies without heir, his iv.fe jhall be attendant to the mefne only

for the third part of 5 s. Keiho. 124. 1 29. Hic/i/. 46. lease by te

nant in tail, avoided by the i/Jiie yet revived against tenant in dower.

Hal. MSS.

[Note 1S0.] (4) Lesseefor lifesurrenders to him in reversion on condition, and en

tersfor the condition broken ; yet the wife of the reverfionershall be en

dowed. Noy n. 284. Ormond's cafe. Hal. MSS.—See Noy

■ 66.

[Note 181.] (6) 17. E. 3. 65. hlcfol. 42. Vid. 6. E. 3. 43. contra. Nota

the cafe 5. E. 3. Pouch. 249. A. gives in tail to B. his eldest son

•who dies, the wife cf B. is endowed of the third part of the whole.

A. dies, his wife brings dower against the wife of B. she vouches the

beir of her husband by reason of the reversion, and adjudged that be
J " shall
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stall ivarrant. But quære ifjhe Jhall recover in 'value the third part

es tie whole er only the thirdpart of tivoparts. Itseems only the third

part of tivo parts, by reason of the eviction. Therefore quære if in

this cast the feifin of B. be not fully avoided. Suppose that the wife

ef A. bad first recovered during her life the wise of 3. cannot de-

tnand dower except of the tivo parts 'which <wert in the hands of the

bar. Hal. MSS.

[31. b.] (3) If tenantfor life makes a feojmtnt in fee and dies, the wife [Note 182.J

J stall mt be endowed. 3. H. 4. 6. 14. H. 4. 13. Tet if tenant at

•mill makes feoffment and dies, his wife Jhall be endowed. Cited by

Jem 9 Cba. to have been adjudged 34. Eliz. in Mostly and Taylor.

HaLMSS.—Sec W.Jo. 317.

(3 a) That there cannot be dower of a trust, fee Forrest. 138. [Note 183.]

2. Atk. J25. See further 2. P. VVms. 700.

(;) Pat. 1. E. 1. m. 17. Pncsertim cum hujusinodi mulieribus [Note l&j.]

caflra, qua; fuerunt virorum suorum, et qua; sunt de guerra, vd

etiam homagiact servitia aliquorum, qua; suntde guerra, in dotem

non debuerunt, nee consueverunt aslignari, ideo salvis nobis calms

« homagiis prædictis, &c. Hal. MSS.

(6) WA. a whole manor reseised, because it <was caput baroniæ, [Note 185. j

thvgh astigned by the hujband. Claus. 20. H. 3. m. 20. pro uxore

Roberti Fitzwalter. Hal. MSS.—But this doctrine must be under

stood to be applicable only to baronies by tenure, of which it is said

there is not any now remaining except Arundel; and therefore

creating a person baron by a title taken from a principal mansicn-

Jiouse in his possession will not make the house caput baronize, and so

exclude the wise from dower out of it, because such a barony is

merely titular, and a titular barony cannot have caput baroniev.

Adj. in lady Gcrrard's cafe, 1. L. Raym. 72. and other books.

See Mad. Bar. Angl. 10.

(7) Vid. 24. E. 3. 28. 59. Tenant in tail has issue A. and B. and [Note 1S6.]

leasts to A. for years and releases to him and his heirs with war

ranty, and A. takes C. to ivife and dies having isjue D. tenant in tail

dies, D. dies, and C. recovers dower against B. Adjudged. Hal.

MSS. '

(9) Nota anciently a woman alien was net dowable; but byspecial [Note 187.]

act of parliament not printed Rot. Parl. 8. H. 5. n. 15. all women

aliens, who from thenceforth (desores au avant) should be married to

Englijhmen by licence of the king, are enabled to demand their dower

aster the death of their husbands, to whom they JhouLi in time to come

be married, in thefame manner as Englijh women. But this ail did

not extend to those married before, and therefore in Rot. Parl. 9. H. 5.

n. 9. there is aspecial ail of parliament to enable Beatrice countess of

Arundel born in Portugal to demand her dower. Hal. MSS.—See

tec. 1. Ro. Abr. 675.

}2t 2 1 (3) B*1 ft" affigr.'ient is good, though tithes of the thirdyard- [Note 188.}

0 '* land be ajfigned. M. 9. Jac. C. B. Kettlcbfs cafe.—Hal. MSS.

(4) 2j. E. 3. 46. ButsheJhall be endowed of rent reserved in tail [Note 180]

>
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so long as the tail continues. 10. E. 3. 27. He sol. 30.—Hal.

MSS.

[Note 190.] (5) P- 8. Jac. C. B. n. 23. Fulg'eam's cafe Nay n. 280. Whitley

and Best a proviso in the writ osseisin qudd tenens non expellatur.

Butfee 27. H. 8. Is tenant foryears le received and his term is al

lowed, cesset executio durante termino. Yet the law 'vests the aBual

ftjjcffion in him who recovers; and nota btrt Jhe shall recover damages

according to the value of' the rent. P. 22. Jac. C. B. P. 16. E. 3.

—Hal. MSS.

[Note IQI.l (6) Ties demand of land and common pro omnibus averiis, without

faying eidem spectant', is good after verdict, and stall not he intended

common -without number. P. 9. Car. B. R. Preivet and Drake Crook

n. 3.—Hal. MSS. See Cro. Cba. 300. W. Jo. 315.

[Note 102.1 (7) But fl>e stall not have emblements. Dy. 316. — Hal.

MSS.

[Note 193.] (8) Vid. 1. H. 5. 1 1. 17. E. 3. Iffeoffee improves hy buildings,

yet dower stall be as it was in the feifin if the husband. 17. H. 3.

Dower 192. 31. E. 1. Vouch. 2.S3. For the heir is not bound to

warrant, except according to the value as it -was at the time of the

feoffment , and so the wife would recover mere against the feoffee than

he would recover in value, •■which is not reasonable.—-Hal. MSS.

See further Hugh. Comment, on Orig. Writs 196.

[Note I94>] (9) IS. E. 4. 29. Vid. ace. Noy n. 433. and n. 467. Powel and

Wctkes in cafe of divorce causa adulterii. Yet dower lies. Vid. ace.

10. E. 3. 15. in cafe of divorce ex voto castitatis. Yet this infeme

cafes dissolves the marriage extunc. 45. E. 3.—Hal. MSS. See

Powel's cafe ace. Godb. 145. But according to Rolle's report it

was adjudged, that the divorce for adultery was a bar of dower.

1. Ro." Abr. 6S1.

[Note 195.] (10) Dy. 107. JfTere issue is joined en rconciliation after elope

ment, advantage stall not le had except of one elopement.

Vid. Lib. Parl. 30. E. 1. John Comov'j grant of his wife.

Noveritis me tradidisse et dcmifiile fpontanca mea voluntate domino

Willielmo Paynell miiiii Margarctam uxorem meam; et concede,

quod Margareta cum pnedicto Willielmo remaneat pro voluntate

ipsius V> illielmi. Afterwards William and Mary Iyved together, and

John died. Ruled 1. that this was a void grant : 2. that it did

not amount to a licence, or at hast was a void licence : 3. that after

elopement there stall not be any averment, quod non suit adulterium,

though William and Mary after the death cf John intermarried. So

ste wits tarred of dower. Nota they produced a sentence cf purgation

of adultery in the ecclesiastical court yet not allowed against such pre-

sumption. Hal. MSS. Sec Comcy's grant of his wife at length in

2. Inst. 435. and in marg. of Dy. ed. 16.S8. sol. 106. b. See S.

C. cited in 1. Ro. Abr. 680. See further Vin. Abr. Dower P. and

R. Hugh. Comment. Orig. Writs 190.

[Note 196.] (1) Nota if thesheriff doth not return per metas et bundas, ;/ ;W//,

unless certain doles are assigned hy name. M. 44, 45. El. C. B. Huf-

band makes leajsfir years and dies, the heir fays to the wife, I endow

vou of the thirJ part of all the lands whereof your husband was

seised.
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seised. Ruled, I . This is a good endowment, '.hough not by metes and

hounds. Otherwise -where the sheriff assigns dower, 2. This assign

ment shall bind the lessee, and they shall hold in common. Tr. 1 65 4 . B.

R. Coush and Lambert. Hal. MSS. See further as to assignment

of dower post. 34. b.

(2) Where the wise shall hold charged. First, 19. E. 3. Quare [Note 197.]

Impedit 1 54. Husbandseised of the manors of A. B. and C. to which

several advowsons are appendant, grants th: next avoidance of the

three advowsons and dies. The heir assigns the manor of J. to the wife,

nvitCthe advowson os A. which becomes void. The grantee pall pre

sent, for assignment of common right is of the third part of every ma

nor and the third presentment of every church. Otherwise if the dower

had been assigned to ter ad ostium ecclesiæ. Secondly, if the hus

band had granted a rent charge, then in the former case the wife shall

hold it discharged,forshe may distrain in the other two manors, andsot

thefame reason the wife of the heir shall not have dos de dote. But

thirdly, is be had granted a rent out ofthe manor ofA. and this manor

had been assigned, she should hold charged. 5. E. 2. Avowry 206.

Husband'sJcoffee grants rent charge to the wife, the husband dies, the

third part of the land charged is assigned in dower. The rent shall be

apportioned, andshall not. Issue wholly out of the residue. Hal. MSS.

See further Vin. Abr. Dower D. a.

(4) Vid. quoad damages in dower. First, what shall be said to be a [Note 198.J

dying seised. Husband makesseoffment to the use of himselffor life, re

mainder to hisson in tail, and diesseised: the wiseshall not have damages,

because he doth net dieseised osthe inheritance, which descends to theson.

T. 6. Car. And thereforefinding that the husband dies seised •without

saying ofwhat estate is ill, M. 5. Car. Bromly and Littleton. Se

condly, How the enquiry shall be ofthe dying seised and damages.

Ifjudgment be by confession or default, a nvritstall issue to deliverseisin and

inquire ofdamages; but if it be by verdiil, thefamejury shall inquire of

the dyingseised and damages; but if it be omitted, it may be supplied

by writ osinquiry. Thirdly, what the damage shall be. Nota be

fore theslatute of Merton no damages in dower, and by thatstatute the

wife shall haiie damages, viz. the value of the third part de tempore

mortis usque judicium, and by the statute of Gloucester 6. E. i.e. 1.

tests as well as damages. Therefore the judgment quoad the land may

le affirmed in writ of error and thejudgmentfor damages be reversed,

because they arej'evcral in their nature, 22. E. 4. 46. and error lies af

ter judgment for seisin and before judgment for damages. T. 24 C3r.

B. K. Dudney and Clyde. The damages in dower are 1 . the value de

tempo. e mortis: 2. damna occasione detentionis dotis, which art

. usually assessedseverally. But is they are mixed together by the verdid,

yet it is good. T. 5. Car. C. B. Havies's cafe, 'fudgment to recover

Jeifin by default, and writ to enquire of the value ; the jury assess the

falue to the taking nf the inquisition, and judgment given for them,

and affirmedgood in writ of error; so that the judgment intended bv the

statute of Merton is not the first judgment but the secor.d. T. 1 649.

Thynne and Thynne. Hal. MSS. See in Barn. Not. 2d ed. p. 234.

Penrice's cafe, according to which damages should be computed

only to the awarding of the writ of i.iquiiition. .but Walker and

Kevil I. Leon. c6. and the case cited by lord Hale, are centra.

(E) (x) V
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[Note 199.] (1) Is'the tenant .comes the first day, and acknowledges the action,

and avers that he ivas at all times ready to render dower, the de

mandant may take judgment immediately, and then there stall only be

recovery osseifin et nihil de misa. quia venit primo die. But is the

demandant would have damages, ste may aver, that ste requested her

dower and the tenant did not endow her, and then the judgmentfor

damages and value stall wait till the issue is tried. N. Entries

Dower injudgment 4. Hal, MSS.

fNote ZOO.] (3) Ratio istius casus videtur, because the ivise ought to account to

the heirfor the in-hole. But is the heir he in ward in chivalry and

the nvardstip is granted to the wife, or is the ivise has estate for

years, and after tk; fears expired or the full age she brings don/er, it

ferns that the heir stall not be charged pro tern pore, because ste has a

good estate to her own use. The reason is, because the statute os Glouces

ter, that every one stall renderfor his time, doth not extend to this cast.

H. 8. Jac. C. B. Casus Archiepise. Ebor. Hal. MSS.

[Note £01.] (5) Sic nota, the wife has election to be endowed of the last seisin;

and therescre if husband and wife levy fine and take back estate to the

hisband in see, the wise stall have dower os the second Jeifin ; but

otherwise it is in the cafe of a husband in'.itled to he tenant by the cus

ses; ut videtur. Hie. sol. 30. a.—Hal. MSS.

[Note 202.1 (8) Philips in his reading holds, that if the wife be attainted, and

then the husband purchases land and aliens it again, and then the wife

is pardoned,ste stall have dower of the land which was purchased arid

aliened during the timeste was not dowab/e. And he cited MaumfieleTs

cafe adjudged 28. Elizabeth. In that cafe a jointure was conveyed to

the wife before the coverture, and during the coverture the husband

purchased ether lands and aliened them again and died, the land which

the wife had in jointure ivas evicted, and the ivise had dower os the

land which was purchased and aliened by her husband at the time

ivhen jhe was laired of her action of dower. So if wsc elopes, and

husbandpurchases lands and aliens them, and then the wife is reconciled,

Jhe stall have dower of those lands. MS. Comment, on Litt. penes

editorem, supposed to have been written before the publication of

lord Coke's Commentary.— See the list of readers of the Middle

Temple in Dugd. Orig. Jurid. by which it appears that Mr. Philips

was autumn reader in 38. Eliz.—See further Plowd. Qua;r. 181.

and 204..

,i

sNote ioi."\ (l0) ^'^ M- 9- and 10. E. I. eoram rege Rot. 24. Ebor.

A. contracts per verba de præsenti with B. and has issue by her, and

afterwards marries C. in facie ecclefiæ. B. recovers A. for her hus

band bvsentence os the ordinary, andfor not performing the sentence be

is excommunicated, and afterwards enfeosfs D. and then marries R.

in facie ecclesiæ, and dies. She brings dower against D. and reco

vers because the scojfmcnt was per fraudem mediate bet-ween the sen

tence and thesolemn marriage, fed reversatur coram rcc;e et concilio

quia prædictus A. non suit feisitus during the espousals between him

and L'. Nota, neither the contract nor the sentence iva< a marriage.

Quoad marriage infra annos nubi'es, nota infra Sect. 104. It it

only sponsalia de futuro quoad other purposes. Dy. 105. 313. 369.

47. E. 3. Action sur le statute 37. Whether husband shall have

trespass de tali uxore abducta. Hal. MSS.

(11) Nota
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a

(11) Nota obiter. When A. per juiieium ecclesiæ recuperaflet [Note 204.]

aliquam in uxorem, vel in divortium celebratum inter A. & B.'

hit •wife, and Jbe is married to C. et postca ad prosecutionem A.

sententia divortii reversatur by appeal, a writ direBed to the Jbciff

/kail issue out of chancery on thesentence there certified. Claus. 19. H.

3. m. 1. pro Willelmo de Trcyor, Clause. 20. H. 3. m. 9. pro Wil

lelmo de Dauntefy. Clau<". 21. H. 3. m; 17. pro Roberto de Hal-

sled. And vid. M. 9. and 10. E. 1. ubi iupra. Et cum eundem

Willelmum, si in malitia sua ulterius perseverasl'et, ad executionem

dictæ sententiæ regia potestas tenebatur compulisse, si a loci dioce-

sano fuisset super hoc requisitus. Hal. MSS.

"j (6) 'the reason it, because post carnalem copulam the husband can- [Note 205.]

' "• not be professed without the consent ofthe wife. Extrav. de conver-

sione conjugatorum cap. 2. et per totum. Nee e converse. Hal.

MSS. See New Abr. Marriage E. 3. Vin. Dower K. and Treat,

on Dow. in Gilb. Law of Uses 401.

(7) Vid. 15. H. 3. Prescription 57. Custom of the town os Salop, [Note 206.]

that the •wife shall have a moiety os socage, but if the husband has

focoge and chivalry the wife shall have only a third part. Hal. MSS.

(10) Accordingly adjudged that fie cannot 'waive. H. 24. Eliz. [Note 207 ]

Rot. 15 15. C. B. P. 43. Eliz. Davers and Selby T. 30. Elite. C. B.

Rot. 157. Hunt and Gilbert. Hal. MSS.—See the former case in

Cro. Eliz. 825. and the latter in Mo. 260. 1. Leon. 133. Gouldfb.

108. Cro. Eliz. 121. and Sav. 91. See further on the subject in

Robins. Gavelk. 179. and Hugh, on Orig. Wr. 160.

(11) By the custom of some places the wife shall have the whole [Note 208.]

of her husband's lands in dower. SeeFitz. N. Br. 150. p.

J(i) Post affidationem et carnalem copulam sent quasi husband [Note 209.]

and wife, and gift by him to the wife is void. 1 6. H. 3. Feoffments

nj. 13. is. 1. ibid. 113. Hai. MSS.

(2) This explanation of affiance orfponsalia is conformable to the [Note 2ro.l

sirid sense of the word amongst the civilians and canonists ; but

onr law books, as Mr. Swinburne lon^j ago observed, use affiance

and marriage promiscuously for one and the same thing, and lord

Coke apparently supposes Littleton by affiance to mean marriage;

for lord Coke fays that dower ad oslium ever is after marriage,

without professing to contradict Littleton. See Swinb. on Spousals. 2.

Perk, sect.- 442. ...

(3) But though dower ad oslium cannot be till after marriage, [Note 211.]

yet it seems that sech endowment cannot be made at any time after,

but must be immediately after. See Perk. sect. 442. where the time

of assigning dower ex asjhnsu patris is so explained. But mr.

Perkins adds a case, in which, according to some ancient books,

dower ex asj'enfu patris made 8 weeks after the marriage was held

good. Perk. sect. 443. See further Hugh, on Orig. Wr. 167. and

note p. in 2. Blackst. Comment. 5th edit. 134.

(4) Vid. 9. H. 3. Dower 190. Dower ad ostium ecclefiae ofa [Note 21*.]

( E 2 ) moiety
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moiety cf all lands which he has or may have. He purchases lands

afterwards, and the dowergoedfor them, Hal. MSS.

{Note 213.] (1) Vide contra adjudged supra. Hal. MSS. See Lambert's

cafe, ante jz. b. n. i. See S. C. in i. Ro. Abr. 682. X'. pi. 3.

and Sty. 276. in both of which books the cafe is so explained as to

make it consistent with lord Coke's general doctrine as to the man

ner of assigning; for according to them the cpurt held, that the

assignment of the third part in common would have been bad, if the

wife and heir had not by mutual assent waived the assignment by

metes and bounds, and that it would have been error if the sheriff

had so assigned.

(Note 214.] (3) *4- H. 3. Dower 1S9. A man endows his •wife of all the

lands which his mother then had in dower ; the mother and husband

dye; the wife brings a writ cf dower ad ostium ecclefiæ and reco

vers. Sic nota, that the nuife may have aclion or enter. MSS. Com.

on Liu.—See ace. post. 3 j. b.

[Note 2IC.] (5) \fthe Jheriff redacts to certainty by metis and bounds, though

the demandant refuses, yet she may afterwards enter. 1 o. Eliz.

Dy. 278. Hal. MSS.

[Note 21 6.1 (9) Sutfee 2. H. e. 13. The heir assigns dower of lands of which

the husband was seised; but the wife not dowable : she is tenant in

dower. 30. E. 1. Briefe 884. If wife be endowed, and afterwards

exchanges with the heirfor other lands which were the inheritance of

the husband, she shall besaid to be tenant in dower of the lands so taken

in exchange, and her entry shall be said to be by the husband. Per

omnes justiciaries. Hal. MSS.

[Note 217.] C10^ P- 33- Elix. Wcntworth's cafe. J conditional assignment of

rent doth not bar dower. Hal. MSS.

[Note 2 1 8.1 (0 This cafe of assignment of dower by one of two or more

jointenants must be underssood to be, where the husband has been

solely seised during the coverture, and afterwards conveys or de

vises the land to two jointly and dies ; for the wife of a jointenant

is not dowable. See post. Sect. 45.

[Note 2IQ.1 iz) 9" E. 3. 38. Husband and wife are jointenants cf land, of

which the wife es I. S. is dowable: the husband alone 'assigns; it is

good, and pall bind the wife. 7. H. 6. 33. Hal. MSS.—See Perk.

lect. 399. and Keilw. iz8. b.

sNo;e 210.] (6) Wherea deed ought to be shewn. Fid. 12. H. 7. Xt. 9. It.

7. 15. 9. E. 4 53. 4. H. 7. 10. 14. H. 8. 18. 18. H. 8. 9.

F. hi. B, 210. E. in formdon. Dr. LeyJultPs cafe 10. Rep. Where

a thing camiot pals without deed in respelt cf the nature osthe things,

a.< herbage common in gross, &c one ought to Jbcw deed. So in re-

fpt '? of the quality of the lessor, as count ar plea of demise of abbot

ivi.'h consent of convent T. 36. Eliz. Goffe and Thurston, mayor an/

tomnonalty P. 5 Jac. B. R. Garstons and Kcnton, master and fel

lows of a cdhre. P. 9. Jrre. L+d-Narfh's-ca/i £. K. But yet

count in ejeclment of ctemile by husband and wife is good without

shewing deed, tbvugb wife cannot demise withiut died, as it seems.

Dp.
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Dy. 91. 'when erne declares on a deed, luhere it is not necessary. Count

irejectione firmæ on demi/e per scriptum indentatum without jhevj-

ing, and yet good. M. 42, 43. El. B. R. Hall and Mather; and it

Jeems, that defendant JhaU not have oyer. Count in debtfor rent on

demise of the reversion in scriplis hie in curia prolatis, yet the other

shall not have oyer of'1'he lejlament. 165 1 Fittou's cafe. A. covenants

•with B. to stand seised to the use of C. hisson: the son may plead

this deed •without Jhevjing it, because the estate is executed by the sta

tute. H. II. Car. B. R. Crook n. 12. Stockman aud Hamp/on,

M. C. J ac. C. B. So it seems, if it was •with the party himself.

M. 6. Jac. C. B. Debt on obligation by commissioners of bankrupt

good •without shewing deed. H. 6. Car. B. R. Crook n. 5. Gay

and Fielder. Hal. MSS. See further on /hewing of deeds and

oyerin Com. Dig. Pleader O. P. Wils. vol. 1. part 1. page izi.

voL 2. page 1. and Sheph. Touchst. 73. but moil fully in Vin,

Abr. Fails, M. a. to M. a. 32.

(7) Where to plead nontst saelum. Dy. 1 12. In case of sigil- [Note Ml.J

Inm avulfum before issue, one may plead won est factum. 7. H. 6. 18.

Is a deed besuspicious by rasire or avulsion osseal, the party en oyer

osdeed may demur, and put it into tjiejudgment os the court, or plead

non ell factum. T. 40. EL B. R. Rot. 202. Obligation with

condition to save harmless against Tracey with a blank : a sranger

after delivery fills up the blank •with a christian name by consent of

the obligor ; yet adjudged to avoid the deed, because material. But if

the addition is not material, as the addition of a county, and it be by

a stranger, it doth not avoid the deed, though is by the party himself

it doth avoid it. Vid. H. 43. Eliz. Cam. Scacc. the ca/e of Fox

and Murkham. Vid. Noyso. 1 12. n. 487. A. 3. and C. are bound

jointly and severally : the seal of A. is torn off; in debt against B.

he may plead non est factum. But if A. B. and C. covenant seve

rally, and the seal of A. is torn off, it •will not avoid against the

ethers. 5. Rep. 23. Fidt where by rafure of the deed the interest is

lost. Where a thing may pas •without deed, as in cafe offeeffment or

lease, though the deed be rased, the interest continues. H. 10. Car,

B. R. Crook n. 8. Miller and Man-waring. But if lease by abbot

and convent be interlined by lessee, the interest is destroyed. H. 9.

Eliz. rot. 1056. Bend!. As-den and Michell. Hal. MSS.—See further

as to pleading non estfailum to a deed Sheph. Touchst. 74. and Vin.

Abr. Fails, N. a. and as to rafure and alteration of deeds and.

breaking off seals Sheph. Touchst. 68, 69. Vin. Fails, T. to Z.

and Com. Dig. Fait, F.

(5) Nota, if dean and chaptersal a deed, it it their deed imtne- [Note 22.2.1

diately; but is at the same time they mtikc letter os attorney to deliver

it, this is not their deed till delivery. T. 21. Jac. B. R. rot. 662.

Hayward and Fulcber. Hal. MSS. As to the former point, lee

ace. Dav. 44. 2. Leon. 97. and Cro. Eliz. 167. and as to the latter

point the cafe cited by lord Hale in W. Jo. 170. and Palm. 504.

according to which the court was divided in opinion.

(6) The obligor seals obligation, etnd throws it upon the table rvTote 22. 7

'without other circumstances ; this is net a delivery. But if he- throws

it towards the obligee, or if the obligee immediately takes it, and the

tbligor fays nothing, it is a delivery. M. 29. and 30. Eliz. Rot.

(£ 3) 636.
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636. Staunton and Chambers. Hal. MSS.—See S. C. in Ow. 95.

Cro. Eliz. 122. Dy. ed. 1688. so. 192. b. in marg.

("Note 224.] (i) Rent granted by parol out of the fame land oswhich Jbe is dew-

able, bars; not if out of other land. I. Mar. Dy. 91. Siurge's cast

Hal. MSS.—SeeCro. Eliz. 128. But though a collateral satisfaction

is not pleadable at law in bar of dower, yet acceptance of a term of

years, or ofa sum of money, or of any other kind of collateral sa

tisfaction, in lieu of dower, is a good bar in equity. See Lawrence

and Lawrence 2. Vern. 365. and note that lord Somers's decree

against the wife in that cafe, which was afterwards reversed by lord

keeper Wright, and finally in the house of lords was objected to,

not on account of any doubt of dower's being barrable in equity

by a collateral satisfaction, but merely because the devise to the

wise was not expressed to be in satisfaction of dower. See further

as to bar of dower in equity by collateral satisfaction 1. Eq. Cas.

Abr. Dower B. and 9. Mod. 152.

[Note 225.] (3) But quære whether a court of equity will not confine her to

one, and compel her to elect which she will have. See the refe

rences in note 1. supra, and the cafe of Visett and Longdon cited

in Jordan and Savage New Abr. "Jointure, B. 6.

[Note 226.] (5) But though this may be true at law, yet it is now fettled,

that a trust estate, being equally certain and beneficial as what is

required at law, or evui an agreement to settle lands as a jointure,

is a good equitable jointure in bar of dower. See the cafe of Jor

dan and Savage reported in New Abr. Jointure, B. 5.

[Note 227.] (6) 10. Eliz. Dy. 266. Hal. MSS.—But though a devise can

not at law be averred to be in satisfaction of dower, if the will is

silent, yet sometimes our courts of equity have been induced by

Ji ccial circumstances to consider sucii devises as a satisfaction; and

it has therefore been decreed, that the wife should make her elec

tion to waive her dower and accept under the will, or to waive the

will and take her' dower. In Lawrence and Lawrence 1 Vern.

463. lord chancellor Somers made such a decree; because he in

ferred an intention to give in bar of dower, from the testator's

having devised the residue of his •whole estate to another. But

this decree was reversed by lord keeper Wright, and the reversal

was afterwards affirmed in the house of lords, and this is said to

have settled the doctrine. 1. Eq. C?as. Abr. Denver, B. pi. 2. and

see ace. Prec. in Chanc. 133. Vin. Abr. Devise, T. c. pi. 45.

2. Atk. 427. 3. Atk. 8. 436. See also the case of Broughton

and Errington adjudged in Dom. Proc. 8th March 1773. How

ever, notwithstanding the doctrine on which thecase of Lawrenceand

Lawrence was finally decided, and the frequent recognition of that

cafe, devises have been since frequently deemed a satisfaction of

dower, on account of very strong and special circumstances; as

where allowing the wife to take a double provision would have been

quite inconsistent with the dispositions of the will. On this latter

principle lord chancellor Northington is ssid to have decided for a

satisfaction of dower in the cafe of Arnold and Kempstead, which

was heard in July 1764, and lord chancellor Camden in the

cafe of Villarcal and lord Galway, which was heard soon after the

former cafe.

(7) Though
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(7) Though Jhe be within age ut videtur y£* cannot waive. Hal. [Note 2j8.j

MSS.—The important question, whether a jointure on an infant

before marriage may be waived, was not quite settled till the case

of Drury and Drury, which was heard before lord chancellor

Nort'rington in Hilary I. Geo. 3. The points determined by lord

Northington in that cafe were, 1. that the statute of 27. H. S.

which introduced jointures, extends to adult women only, infants

not being particularly named; and therefore that notwithstanding

a jointure on an infant, stie may waive the jointure and elect to

take dower: 2. that a covenant by the husband that his heirs,

executors, or administrators lhall pay the wife an annuity for her

life in full for her jointure and in bar of dower, without expressing

that it (hall be charged on any particular lands or be secured out

os lands generally, ii not a good equitable jointure within the sta

tute : 3. that a woman being an infant cannot by any contract pre

vious to her marriage bar herself of a distributive shnreofher hus

band's personalty in case of his dying intestate. From this decree

by lord Northington there was an appeal to the house of lords, and

after hearing the juices seriatim on the question, whether a jointure

on an infant could be waived, on which they were divided in

opinion, the decree was wholly reversed. See the printed cases

in the house of lords of the year I 762. Before Drury and Drury,

the on\yjudicial opinions as to the effect of a jointure on an infant

were sir Joseph Jekyll's in Cray and H'illis against its barring, and

lord Hardwicke's in Seys and Price and in Harvey and AJbtey to

the contrary. See Vin. Dower, Q^_ 4. pi. 18. Barnard. Ch. Rep.

j 17. and 3. Atk. 607.

(2) But videtur, that after the third part set out by the Jherissst}i [Note 210.1

n/ay enter immediately before the writ returned. Yet as to- the da

mages the writ ought to be returned, because another judgment is to be

given. M. 19. Jac. B. R. Howard versus Cavendish, Vid. 10.

£liz. Dy. 172.—Hal. MSS.

(l) Nota Pasch. 1653. B. R. Ruled, I. Grantee of wardjhip of [Note 230.!

the body cannot ajign dower; but grantee or committee of wardjhip

of land may, though it be by court of wards.—2. Yet court cfwards

cannot affign dower by commijston, but it ought to be by writ de dote

aflignanda out of chancery. Accord. M. 35. 36. Eliz. C. B. cafe

of viscountess Boudon—3. But lesseefor years of land by the guardian

cannot affign dower.—4.. But if the king leases the land during mino-

'ifnr, •rity of the heir rendering rent, "whether he be a committee to assign

dmver dubitatur. Videtur quod non, but there ought to be dedimus

vel committimus custpdium : 2. E. 3. 13. Hujband of ward in

right of his wife, and dower against the husband only. Nota H. 8.

Jac. C. B. Nicholson and Gower. I. After full age and before

livery, dower lies against the heir, and cannot be aj/igned by the king.

2. Judgment in dower against the hejr in wardjhip Jhall bind thf

heir, but not the guardian.-~Hal. MSS.

(2) For voucher in wardship in dower.— 1. If the heir be in [Note 331.1

wardjhip ofguardian in chivalry, though he be in wardjhip of many,

there ought to be voucher cf all having the heir in -wardship, because

every one may make defence, and every one jkall lose proportionab/y.

But several writs lie again/I several guardians. 16. E, 3. Briefc

£57.—2, If the heir be in wardfiip cf one or many guardians in
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sotage, one may •vouch the heir in wardship or may 'vouch at large as

itJams, and not as in wardship, because the guardian has the land

only to the use of the infant.—-3. If the heir he in wardship of the

demandant in chivalry he ought to vouch in wardship of the demand

ant; but ifhe be in wardship of the demandant in socage, there it is

in the cleclion of the feoffee to vouch in wardship of the demandant.

Registr. Judicial. 54. But he may plead in bar and pray that she

shalt be endowed de pluis beale as -well as guardian in chivalry.

. 21. E. 3. 2-8. 25. E. 3. 21.—4. But if A. having 4 acres in

socage and 2 acres in chivalry makes feojj'ment of 2 acres of socage

tuith <u arranty and dies, the heir within age, and dower is brought

by the wife of A. against the feoffee, dubitatur if he may vouch the

heir in ward/hip of the guardian in chivalry only, or ought to vouch.

in wardship of the demandant and of guardian in chivalry, or if hi,

shall only plead in bar that she may endow herself de pluis beale.

But whether the voucher be in wardship of guardian in chivalry only,

or osguardian in chivalry and demandant guardian insocage, the guar

dian Jhall turn all the loss on the demandant as it seems. Reg. Ju-

dir. 54. 21. £.3.28. 25. £.3.51.—Hal. MSS. There is an

obscurity in the third part of tills annotation by lord Hale, which

the editor on translating found himseif unable to remove. See

further on the subject in Hugh, on Orig. Wr. 166.

[Note 232.] (6) Where judgment shall be against heir and where against [39- a'J

Vouchee.— I. Where the heir of the husband is vouched as having

assets in thefame county, and the demandant acknowledges it, judgment

shall befor the demandant against the heir, and that the tenant shall

go in peace if he has assets in the fame county, and if not judgment

against the tenant, and for him over in value. But if it is agreed

that he has not assets in thefame county, but only in a foreign county,

thenjudgment shall be against the tenant, and for him over in value.

6. £.3. II.— 2. If he has asteti for part in the fame county, vide

conditional judgment for 'that part. 2. E. 3. Vouch. 213. 25. E. 3.

52.-3. If the tenant vouches the heir ofthe husband having assets m

thefame county, and the voucher it counlerpleadcd, or if the demandant

dedit the ajffets, &c. then it seems judgment shall be for demandant,

immediately against the tenant, and for him over in value. But it.

seems, that the demandant may pray conditional judgment, if the heir.

counterpleads the assets with warranty. Quære and vide 1 6. E. 3.

JVouch. 85. 3. E. 3. Judgment 165. 18. E. 3. 38. 55.-4. But if

tenant vouch I. S. who vouches the heir of the husband having assets

in thefame county,still no judgment conditionalJhall be given. 1 8. E.

3. 36. Contra 2. E. 3. Vouch. 213.—Hal. MSS. See further

Hugh. Orig. Wr. 163.

sNotCSH.1 (3) Dower de la pluis hale, being merely a consequence of te- \ -\r\ J)l

1 nures by knights service, is virtually abolished by the statute which Ljy* *J

converts such tenures into socage. See 12. Ch. 2. c. 24.

[Note 234.] (3) S- C> acc* ty' H°- D- antl N- Bendl. 55. But Dyer observes, [ 41. a. 1

I *t*J yet nota that the land aliened before the treason committed was not

fuhjeil to any forfeiture or efheat; and adds, that Brown serjeant

suit valde iratus proplerjudicium preediSum. Also in Sav. 54. there

is a cafe of attainder of the hustand for treason, in which two

judges for the reason mentioned in Dyer were inclined to Vavisour's

opinion; but the case of sir Jchn Gates's wife being cited, th«

court
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court held that the demandant was not entitled to dower. In this

latter cafe the wife afterwards had dower ; but then it was allowed

to her on account of the reversal of her husband's attainder. See

3. Infi. 315.

(4) Here lord Coke expressly makes dower ex cstensu patris, as [Note 235.3

■well as the dowers at common law and ad ostium cccltsiœ, liable to h%

defeated at common law by the husband's treason or felony. Ante

37. a. But some have inclined to thir.k, that the 5. & 6. E. 6. c.

11. which so far repeals the 1. E. 6. c. 2. and revives the common.

law as to take away the wife's dower in case of treason by the huf-

band, doth not extend to dower ex ajstnsu patris.. This will appear,

from the following extract from a valuable manufcript, which has

been already cited—dtseam that dower ex assensu pa,tr\fi shall not he.

lost by thestatute os^. E. 6. by attainder ofthe husband,for treason ; for

the wise is in Ly thefather and not by the husband, and ifallion be

hrougbt for the land, it shall Le against the husband and wife. Contra

ofdower ad ostium eccieiix. Quære tamen oftheformer cafe ex as

sensu patris. MSS. Comment, on Litt. pen. Edit.—In Plowden's

Queries 1S1 a like question is started as to the effect of the huf-

band's attainder of felony on dower ex astenfu patris before the 1.

E. 6. c. 2. changed the common law, and saved the wife's dower;

but mr. PIcwden argues against the wife. See further ante 35 b.

where lord Coke mentions, that according to some opinions the wife

lost dower ex affenfu patris, if after assent the father was attainted of

treason or felony.

(5} In Winch 27. there is a loose note of a case, in which, not- [Note 236.J

withstanding the I.E. 6. c, 2. for preserving dower in cases oftrea

son or- felony by the husband, Winch inclined to think, that attainder

of the husband for felony prevented the wise's dower, where the

wife of a copyholder fer life was dowable by custom. But the rea

sons of this opinion, whicli {esms strange, do not appear.

ÆI. b. 1 (0 Who (hall be occupant.—A. makes lease to B. for one hun- [Note 237.J

dred years, and afterwards ousts him and makes lease to C. for the life

ef D. B. re-enters, C. dies: B. Jhall not be occupant against bis

will,for so bis term would be drowned. H. 6. Jac. C. B. Raivltn's

cafe. Lessee for another's life makes lestee at 'will, who continues in.

pesestson after the death of his lessor : he is an occupant. If A, lessee

for another's life, makes lestee for years, who is pestested, and A. dies, ,

it ferns that lessee for years shall be occupant against his own will,

though he deth not enter; but if the lesseeforyears makes lease at will*

and then A, dies, lestee at will shall be occupant, though he claims to

the use of the lessee foryears, or though lesseeforyears enters on lestee at

will and claims to be occupant. But riding over the ground to hunt or

hawk doth net make an occupant. Vid. Dy. 328. H. 15. Jac. B. R.

Rot. 356. Stcllicorn and Hayes, and M. 10. jac. Bulstr. n. 6.

Chamberlain and Ewer, A. lesteefor lift of B. makes lease to C. for

20 years, rendering 5/. C, makes lease to D.for 10 years, rendering

3/. A. dies : D. is occupant, yet he shall pay the rent of 3 /. to C. and

C. shallpay the rent of 5 /. to D.for D.'s term is preventedfrom merg

ing by the intervenieaf reversion in C. but D. has the freehold in rever

sion expeelant on C.'s term and the rent incident to it. Hal. MSS.—

See Stcllicorn andHayes in 2. Ro. Rep. 123. and Cro. Jam. 554. and

Chamberlain
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Chamberlain andEwer in 2. Bulstr. II. 2. Ro. Abr. 15LE.pl. 3,

4. and Palm. 42.

[Note 23S.] (2) In some books it is asserted, that there cannot be an occu

pant of estates created by law, without distinguishing between a

. . general and a special occupant. Cro. Eliz. 58. 1. Bulstr. 135.

2. Ro. Rep. 123. Probably the assertion was meant to be confined

to the former, for as to the latter the authorities seem decisive in

favour of the heir's taking as special occupant if named in granting

over curtesy or any other estate created by law. See 27. Ass. pi.

31. Plowd. 28. and 556. and Palm. 32. But even the doctrine

against general occupancy of estates created by law comes merely

from persons arguing as counsel, who neither explain why it should

not be, nor cite any authorities except 15. E. 3. Fitzh. Abr. Scire

facias pi. 17. which appears foreign to the purpose.

[Note 239. ] (3) Lord Hale adds, nor of a copyhold. Hal. MSS—See ace. 2,

L. Raym. 1000. and the reason why in 6. Mod. 66. As to things;

lying in grant, lord Coke in mentioning them must be understood

to mean general occupancy only ; for he writes in another place,

that if heirs are named in the grant of .1 rent pur outer vie, they

shall take, though formerly this was doubted. See post. 388.

Dy. 186. ed. 1689. in marg. 1. Bulstr. 155. Mo. 625. 664. and

Godb. 172.

[Ncte 240.] (4) Vid. M. 44, 45. Eliz. B. R. Salter's cafe. Rent granted lo

one, his executors and administrators pur auter vie, and the gran

tee dies ; it shall not go to the administrator as special occupant, but

determines by the death unless there has been an assignment. Hal.

MSS. See S. C. in Cro.Iiliz. 901. Noy 46. Yelv. 9. and Mo.

664. See also S. P. ace. 2. Ro. Abr. 151. G. pi. 3. However,

some have thought that executors and administrators if named in

the grant might take an estate pur auter -vie, though afreehold, even

before the 29. Ch. 2. c. 3. and 14. G. 2. c. 20. by which they are

: now intitled. See 3. Atk. 466. The authority relied on is

Dy. 328. b.

[Note 241. ] (5) The title by general occupancy is now universally prevented

by the 29. Ch. 2. c. 3. s. 12. and the 14. G. 2. 0. 20. s. 9. The

first statute enacts, that estates per auter vie shall be deviseable, and

if not devised, chargeable in the hands of the heir as asset1! by de

scent, where the estate falls on him as special occupant; and if he

is not entitled to such, shall go to the grantee's executors or admi

nistrators and be assets. On this statute a doubt arose, whether it

operated further than by making such estates deviseable and assets for

debts; and in one cafe it was adjudged, that the administrator took

the surplus of such estates after payment of debts, if not devised,

for his own benefit, as in the place of a general occupant: See 12

Mod. 103. This gave occasion to the second statute, which ex

pressly makes the surplus in case of intestacy distributable as perso

nal estate. See further as to occupancy 2. Blackst. Comment. 258,

ftn elaborate argument by lord chief justice Vaughan, Vaugh. 187.

Vin. Abr. Occupancy and Estates, R. a. 3. Com. Dig. Estates, F,

and New Abr. Estatefor life, B,
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a> 1 - (i) I. E. 3. 15. Vid. 41.^2. A. tenantfor life, remainder (Note 242. ]

tt B. in tail, remainder to C. in fee ; A. enseoffs B. and bis wife and

their heirs ; B. dies without iffue ; nona there is a forfeiture, and C.

may enter. Hal. MSS-

(6) A. leases to B. till A. makes I. S. baily ofhis manor : adjudged [Note 243.}

afreehold. H. 37. El. Butler and Ridgely. Vid. I. Rep. Bredon's

cafe. Rent granted to A. for life ifB. or C. Jhallfo long live. But if

there be an e/iate with such conditional limitation, it ought to be pleaded

with the limitation, and continuance Jhall be averred; for otherwise it

fails. Vid. Dy. \c)i. Hal. M$S.

' (7) But feoffment to the use of A. for life, remainder to the use of [Note 244.]

B. his executors and ajjigns, till ten pounds Jhould be levied out of the

profits, ruled to be a chattel. Hal. MSS. '

(9) Y&csctl. 283. But if termorfor years devises his house gene- [Note 245. 'J

rally without shewing what estate, the whole term passes. 14. Eliz.

Dy. 307. Hal. MSS.

(11) Vid. 8. E. 3. 3. A. lessee for life makes lease to B. and C. [Note 246.]

em condition that if they die leaving A. then the landJhall re-vert to A.

without determining any ejiate certain in the grant. All the estate pasts

under the condition,for in præcipe A. was not received on default of

ti.andC. Hal. MSS.

b.1 (1) Mr. Barrington calls this a supposed statute, because the in- [Note 247.]

tervention of the commons is not mentioned j and the introductory

part seems to justify the observation ; for the stile is like that of an

ordinance of the king in council, the words being that the king

■ cum prulatis nobilibus et peritis et alii; fibi affifientibus deliberationem

kabuit et traclatum ; de quorum unanimi conjilio ordinavit. See ob-

servat. on Ant. Stat. 2I ed. 206. However the 23. E. 3. appears

to have been always treated as a statute, and Fitzherbert, in his

commentary upon the writ founded upon it, calls it by that name,

Fitz. Nat. Br. 167. B.

(2) That is, ifthe lease was for the life of the lessee it would be [Note 248. ]

a discontinuance for life, and the tenant in tail would thereby raise

in himself a new reversion in fee, and the release by passing such new

reversion in fee to the discontinuee, would merge his estate for life

and make it a fee executed ; which enlargement of the estate for life

would, proportionably enlarge the discontinuance for life, and so

make it a discontinuance in fee as much as the first conveyance by

the tenant in tail had been for that estate. See further on this sub

ject, post. Sect. 620.

(4) There is an important difference between the deeds of femes [Note 249.}

covert and infants. Those of the former are always void ; but those

of the latter are sometimes void, and sometimes only voidable. As

to the distinction between void and voidable in the cafe of deeds by

infants, fee a cafe in Burr. 4. part 3. sol. 1794, in which the court

held a conveyance by lease and release by an infant to be voidable

only. Sec further post. Sect. 259.

a.J (1) And in cafe of corporation aggregate, as dean and chapter, the [Note 250.]

lease is void against the dean who maka the lease, M. 13. Car. B. R.

Lloyd
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Lloyd and Gregory. But it is otherwise in the ease os asole corpora

tion, for there it is void only against the successor. M. 44. Eliz. C.

B. Sounders's cafe. Hal. MSS.,—See the observation on the case

of Lloyd and Gregory, poll. 45. a. As to conveyances by corpo-

-rations before the restraining statutes, see post. 44. a. and 103. a.

JNote 251.] (a) This assertion has been controverted, as repugnant to the

feudal notions of alienation, and inconsistent with any reasonable

construction, of the statute quia emstores terrarum. Wright's Ten.

155. Dalrympl. Hist. Feud. Prop. 80. and Sulliv. Lect. 418. In

fact the history of our law with respect to the powers of alienation

before the statute of quia emptores terrarum is very much involved

in obscurity. See Bract, lib. 2. cap. 19. where the author inquires,

Ji ills, cut datum est, rein datam ulterius dare posset. See also Bract.

lib. 2. cap. 5. and Staundf. Prajrog. cap. 7.

[Nott 252.] (3) Nota, farfissure asferjeanties aliened without licence, itseems

that it was the ancient taw. Vid. Roger Hoveden 783. It was

one of the articles inter capitula coronæ R. 1. de serjantiis alienatis,

andjo it still continues. Claus. 7. Johann. m. 1 1 . precept to seise scr-

jantias theinagia et dengagia tent, de honore Lancaster alienat. post

primam coronation. H. 2. Vid. T. 7. E. 1. coram rege Gilbertus

<te Clare comes Gloucester impeachedfor alienation made to his father.

Yid, 24. E. 3. j l.special custom to alienate 'without licence. Videttir

per Rot. Parl. 29. E. 3. n. 18. quoad other tenures than ferjanties the

frrragati<ve began in the time ofEdward thefirst. Nota, itseems, that

thestatute, of quia emptores takes away licences and pardons of alie

nations in cafe of tenure of afubjetl. Yetsee 14. H. 4. 4. recordare

longum for custom of the honour os Gloucester, and Rot. Parl. 38. H.

6. n. 29. pro ducatu Cornubiae uhisucb a custom Rot. Parl. 8. E. 2.

nj. 7. in scedula pendente dorso. " Accord est et assen so per ar-

" chevesques evesques abbes priorcs countes et barons et autres

" du realme in parlement le roy summons a Westminster octab.

" Hill. 8. E. 2. que eux desormes nul fine demandront ne pren-

" dront des frankhomes, pur entrer terres et tenements que font de

" letir fee, iffint totes voyes que per del feoffments ils ne soient pas

" eloignes de leur services ne leur services dedits." Hal. MSS.

From lord Hale's observing, that the crown's right of seizure for

alienation of ferjanties without licence still continues, it seems, that

his note on the subject was written before the 12. Cha. 2. c. 24.

which converts tenures by knight service into socage and takes

away fines of alienation. See post. 43. b. n. 2.

[Note 253.] (4) Nota pro carta de libertatibus.—Carta regis Johann, pro-

clamata 19. Junii 17 Johann. apud Runimede, Pat. 17. Johann. m.

33. dorso. Carta de libertatibus sub H. 3. magna scilicet de liber

tatibus, et minor five de foresta, proclamantur 8. Maii 9. H. 3.

prima pars clauf. 9. H. 3. m. 14. dorso interrupt, et cancell. Matth.

Paris sub anno 1227. pag. 336. but afterwards confirmed by H. 3.

Rex confirmat " omnes libertates, &c. contentas in cards quas feci-

" mus cum roinoris ætatis essemus tarn in magna carta quam in car-

" ta de foresta," Cart. 21. H. 3. n. 4. confirmatur per stat. Marlbr.

cap. 5. et tune primum devenit statutum, viz. 52. H. 3. Hal.

MSS.—See a most accurate history of the magna charta of king

9 J°ha
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John and that of Hen. 3. in the introductory discourse to mr. justice

Blackstone's valuable edition of the charters.

[ Al. b. J (2) Fines for alienation are taken away as well from the king as {Note 254-]

from all others by the iz. Cha. 2. chap. 24. But the statute faces

fines for alienation due by the customs of particular manors, other

than fines for alienation of lands holden of the king in capite.—See

further on the subject of alienation 2. Inst. 65. 501. Vin. Abr. tit.

Alienation. Sulliv. Lect. page 159. and 418. and the book cited in

sol. 43. a. note 2.

[44.. a. j" (l) Vid. 29. Eliz. Case os the lishop of Chester, who had ait- [Note 255. ]

cienlly used to have a counsel who had a see. This grantable by the

bishop -with consent os dean and chapter. Nota, though it bt not an

office of time -which, &c. yet grantable, is of mctjp.ty, as in the cafe

cf the bijhop of Gloucestersounded within time os memory. M. I. Car.

C. B. Crook n. 8. Cook and Young. Vide that it is holden, that

though it be a new office, yet if necefary and the fee is reasonable, bt-

mg confirmed it shall bind thesuccessor ; and vide the grant os ancient

office andfee, with the addition of a newfee, which notwithstanding

seems good, because the office is antient. M. 2. Car. C. B. Crook a. 7.

Gee's ease. Is it had been usual to grant an antient office to one only, a

grant to two is not good. But if it has been once granted to tvso or

granted in reversion before thestatute I . Eliz. then it jhall be intended to

have been usually so granted, andsuch grant to two or in reversion Jhall

bind the successor. T. 8. Car. B. R. Crook n. z. Walker and Lamb.

M. 8. Car. B. R. Crock n. 19. Toung and Steelt concerning the offi

cial and commissary of the bijhop os Lincoln and the register efthe bi

shop of RocheJler. Hal. MSS. Ley 75. is contrary to Gee's cafe

cited by lord Hale.—See further as to the grant of offices by eccle

siastical persons, New Abr. Offices, D. See also in Burr, part 4.

vol. 1. page 219. the cafe of sir John Trelawney and the bishop of

Winchester, in which the court held, that an office and fee which ex«

isted before the 1st of Eliz. are not within the restraint of that sta

tute, but that they may be granted as before the statute, and that

the utility or necessity of the office is not more material since than

it was before.

(2) Quoad leases by husband and wise. Husband and wifeseisedto [Note 256. ]

them and the heirs of the body 0fithe husband make leasefor time lives,

rendering the antient rent ; hvfband dies : this Jhall not bind the wife,

Adjudged, becaife theJlatute J'peaks of the wife's inheritance. H. 14.

Eliz. C. B. n. 5. D. D. liufiand and wifejointlyseised by purchase

to them and their heirs ; the husband alone during the coverture makes

lease, rendering the antient rent : dubitatur if it Jhall bind the wife,

because the proviso, which requires the wife's joining, Jpeaks only of

husband seijed in right of hij wist, finitur per compositionem. M. I.

Car. C. B. Crook'n. 15. Smith and Trinden. Hal. MSS.

(4) Vid. 7. Eliz. Dy. 246. Lease for zoyears to begin at n-xt [Note 257. 1

iiuhaelmas stems good. Hal. MSS.— See further as to the time

when such leases mould begin, and the difference between/ran the

day of making and from the making. New Abr. Leases, E. rule 2.

and post. 47. b.

[ 4.4.. O. j . (l) Feme covert tenant for life; reversion in tail; husbandsurren- [Note 258. ]

ders ; tenant in tail leases for three lives ; the wfe dies. Adjudged,

that
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that this is a good lease to bind the issue. Sydenham and Cops cited by

Popham. Mo. 783. Hal. MSS.

[Note 259.] (3) But if tithes have been usually Ut to farm, they cannot be

' leafedfor life to bind thesuccessor ; but they may be leasedfor 2 I years,

rendering the antient rent, and it pall bind thesuccesor. Mo. 778. T*.

2. Jac. B. R. Adjudged in Denny's cafe, and the rent goes •with the re

version. Nota, it was the cafe of the precentor of Paul's. Hal.

MSS.—See New Abr. Leases, E. rule 5. where many authorities

are cited to prove this difference between leasing tithes for life and

for years, and that in the latter cafe the lease will bind the successor

because he may have debt for the rent, which will not lie for him on

a freehold lease. But the distinction is no longer of any impor

tance; for the 5. G. 3. c. 17. makes leases of tithes and other in

corporeal hereditaments by ecclesiastical persons, whether for lives

or for years, as good as if the leases were of corporeal heredita

ments, and gives action of debt to the successor, for rent reserved

on freehold leases.

[Note 260. 1 (4) Lease by the king during vacancy os bishoprick will not enable.

P. 19. Jac. B. R. Denny's cafe. Vid. Dy. 271. Hal. MSS.

[Note 261.] (6) Prebend makes lease for years, reserving the running os a colt,

rendering rent. A new lease, rendering thesame rent, without reserv-

. . ing the running os a colt, adjudged %ood'; because quoad this it is neither

reservation nor txception. But is lease be os a manor except the woods

rendering rent, and after the expiration of it there is a nen.v lease ren

dering the same1 rent without such exception, the second tease is bad.

T. 18. Jac. B. R. cafe ofprecentor of Paul's. Hal. MSS.

[Note 262.] (7) Vid.for Loses by bishop tenant in tail,l3c.—A. seised in tail os

a manor, oswhich three acres parcel of the demesnes had been usually

demised at 5 s. rent, and the residue not, demises the three acres and also

the manor habendum for 2 I years, renderingfor the three acres and all

other the premises therewith demised 5 /. andfor the manor 5 /. This is

good to bind the issuefor the three acres, but not for the residue. H. 37.

E!iz. Tanseld and Rogers.—The bishop of G. seised os a manor, of

which one tenement was usually demised for life at e,s. rent and the

manor usually at \os. rent, makes lease os the tenementfor three lives,

rendering 5 s. and afterwards leases the vjhole manorfor three lives to

another rendering rent, and dies. Ruled I . That the reversion os the

tenement passes by the lease of the manor. 2. And therefore that the

lease of the manor quoad the tenement shall not bind the successor, be

cause then there would be six lives in being for the tenement, and the

lessee would be dtspunijhable ofwase. 3. Itsccms, that the lease of the

manor is also voidable, because the rent issues also out of the tenement.

(Quære es this,for here the rent as well far the tenement as for the

manor is reserved on thesecond lease, so that though the tenement Jhould

be evicled the intire rent for the manor would continue). 4. But it

was agreed, that the lease of a copyhold manor usually demised, or of a

manor consisting of demesnes copyholds and services usually demised, is

good to bind thesuccessor. 5 . The lease is only -voidable by thesuccessor ;

and therefore if he accepts the rent, it is good against him. M. 20.

Jac. C. B. Bishop of Gloucester agahist Wood, M. 5. Car. C B.

Sheir and Penter on Uase by the bijhop of Exeter. Hal. MSS.

(8) Prebend
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(8) Prebendsimple or prebend with office, as is precentor, is enabled [Note 263.]

by thestatute 32. //. 8. Adjudged Bro. Leases 62. M. 36, 37. Eliz.

fFatfon and Major. T. 18. Jac. ca/e of precentor of Paul's. HaL.

MSS. . ,

(9) Nota, these disabling statutes extend only to their own posses- [Note 26+.]

sions. The archdeacon of Ely 12. Eliz. makes lease sur 50 years,

•which after thestatute 1 3. Eliz. is confirmed by the bijhop and dean and

chapter. Ruled, that this is a good lease to bind lhesucceffor, though aster

the statute I . Eliz. and though confirmed aster the statute 1 3 . Eliz.

H. 37. Eliz. Rot. 882. sir Edward Dennye's cafe. Hal. MSS.

(2) Nota the statute 13. Eliz. chap. 10. quoad tenements in cities [Note 265.]

is altered by the statute 1 4. Eliz. chap. 1 1 . which permits leases of

them for 40 years; and therefore it has been ruled, that covenantsfor

renewing leases of messuages in cities are not prohibited by the statute

18. Eliz. chap. II. which only restrains leases against the statute of

13. Eliz. Hob. cafe 352. Crane and Taylor. Hal. MSS. See

Hob. 269.

(4) Nota, lease for three lives by bijhop, not warranted by the [Note 266.]

statute, is not -voidable against himself, but shall bind him. M. 44,

4J. Eliz. C. B. D. D. ». 32. Saunders's case. And it is not void,

but only -voidable against the successor, for if he accepts the rent the

lease is good against him. M. 8. Car. C, B. Crook n. 21. Owen

and App-Rees. But lease by A. dean ofB. and his chapter not -war

ranted is void immediately against A. himself. Adjudged so, because

the corporation is aggregate. M. 13. Car. B. R. Lloyd and Gregory.

Hal. MSS.—The cafe of Lloyd and Gregory is reported in Cro.

Cha. 502. W. Jo. 405. 1. Ro. Abr. 728. and z. Ro. Abr. 495.

But none of these books mention the point to which lord Hale •

cites the cafe. See New Abr. Leases, H. where several authorities

besides that of lord Coke are cited to (hew, that a lease by a cor

poration aggregate, though not warranted by the statutes, is good

for the time of the person who was head of the corporation when

the lease was made. See also ante 43. a. n. 1.

(7) And therefore where the declaration in ejeclment was of a [Note 267.]

joint demise of A. and B. and on the evidence it appeared that they

•were tenants in common, the plaintiffsailed. M. 3. Jac. Blakasper's

cafe. Noy n. 43. Hal. MSS. See Noy 13.

( i ) Heretofore some made a difference between leases by infants [Note 268.]

with reservation of rent and those without, and thought that the

former were only voidable, but that the latter were absolutely void.

New Abr. Leases, B. But in a late case this distinction was de

nied, and it was said, that leases whether with or without rent, if

made by deed, are voidable only. Burr. 4. part v. 3. page 1806. T

(2) But if livery is made on such a lease, perhaps it may be [Note 269]

sufficient to pass a freehold to the lessee during the life or incum

bency of the lessor. See New Abr. tit. Leases, L. 2.

1

(3) But vid. Noy sol. 143. n. 635. Lease from three years to [Note 170.]

three years till the expiration oftenyearsshall be a lease for nineyears,

and
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and the laiv rejects the last year, because not computed by three.—Hal.

MSS. See New Abr. tit. Leases, L. 3. page 433.

[Note 271.3 (0 See 2. Blackst. Comment. 5th edit. p. 142. It is there [46. a. J

observed, that it appears by mr. Maddox's collection of ancient in

struments in his Furmulare Angl'uanum, that the law against leases

for more than 40 years, if it ever existed, was soon antiquated ; and

several instances of leases for a longer term, as.ea.rly as the reign

of Richard the Second, are referred to.

fNote 272.1 (2) fit videtur, that the rccoverershall have toast. 27. //. 8. 7.

Keihu. 108. But reverfioncr being received in default oftenant for

life, no judgment against tenant fir life, if a good bar pleaded. Hal.

MSS.

[Note 273.] (4) Vid. 27. H. 8. 7. 2t. H. 7. 25. Grantee esrent chargesir

years mightfalsify recovery against terre-tenant. Hal. MSS.

fNote 274.1 (5) Vid. 24. E. 3. £4. Ifparceners be of two acres, and one leasts

one acre, which on writ ofpartition is allotted to the other, the lease is

■wholly avoided. Hal. MSS.

[Note 275.} (0 Vid. 21. E. 3. Grants 58. Appropriation without licence, £4.6. b.1

and ea de causa /'/ seems a difapproprittion. Hal. MSS.

{Note 276.] (2) But 'flt >was leaJe m præsenti by tenant in tail, and the iffue

before entry levies f.nes, the conufee stall not avoid the lease, for the

lease was onlv voidable, and the landpasses in degree of reversion. Vid.

Dj. 51. 7. Rep. 9. earl os Bedford's cafe. Hal. MSS.

(Note 277.} (3) Vid. tarneti one Evans's east, in which it was adjudged that

the wife shall have the rent. Cited by Houston. 16. J ac. Qoærte

and vid. 7. H. 6. 2. T. 16. J?.c. Blaxtcn and Heath. 2. Poph. -

n. 3S. Ha!. MSS.—By z. soph, lord Hale means the additional

cases at the end of Popham's Reports. See Poph. 125. For

Biaxton and Heath, fee Poph. 145.'

[Note 27S. J (4) Ifpart of a term be granted by hvfiand on condition, itseems

that the condition is goiie by his death. Quære. A ward changes the

property ofsuch a. term. Dy. 183. Hal. MSS.—See the cafe ia

Marg. Dy. 183.

. [Note 279. ] ( 5 ) Vide Husband csvj.se termor may have petition os right alone.

37. Ass. pi. I I. Is' hi-Jband is guardian in right of bis vise, dower ~

lies agaiv.fl th: husband akne ; for there can be no voucher there against

the ward^s right. 2. E. 3. 13. 15. 47. £. 3. 9. Hal. MSS.

{Note 280. ] (6) Vid. 50. E. 3. Judgment for h»fband in quare impeditfor

the- wife's advowfon ; the husband dies ; the wife presents. Hal.

MSS.

[Note 281.] (8) Vid./Jr date and day of the date hie sol. 6. a. and the note

there. Hal. MSS.—In sol. 6. a. lord Hale gives the following

note. Dat- and day of the date the same in point of computation.

5. Rep. But in point os interest date is taken inclusive, day of the

date
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etafe exclusive in many casts. T. 9. Jac. B. R. Bulstr. n. 177. A.

on the second of August I. Jam. makes an obligation to B. and aster-

luardi on the fame day B. releases all ailions usque datum scripti :

the obligation is discharged, because date is delivery. Otl.eri.vise, if

it had been to the day of the date. T. 9. Car. B. R. Rookc and Rich

ards. Condition ofobligation to stand to an award,so that it be made

iritbiitfour days after the date : a good award may be made thefame

day; andso itseems if it be day of the date. M. 1653. Street's

cafe. Stile's 382. Obligation dated 2. January ; release dated 1. Ja

nuary of all a-iions usque diem hujus præfentis temporis, but deli

vered 3. January : præsens tempus is tht date, andso the obligation

flood. P. 7. Jac. Hal. MSS.—See further as to the difference

between date and day of tht date, Com. Dig, Estates, G. 8. Bar

gain and Sale, B. 8. Temps A. and Vin. Abr. Estate, Z. a. Time,

A. and Wils. vol. 1. part 2. page 165. and the next note.

(9) Vid./or commencement of least, M. 10. Jac. Rot. j%. Hob. [Note 282.]

cast 32. Moor and Musgrave. A. by indenture dated 4. May 10.

Jac. to hold from the feast of the annunciation last past for the

term of 21 years next ensuing the date hereof fully to be complete

Mid ended. In cje. -Intent plaintiff counts on this lease, as a least to

hold from the feast for 21 years extutic prox. sequent, and agreed

to be good. Butfee T. 24. Car. B. R. Cornish and Ca-jjjiy. Lease

by indenture of 15. of March 15. Car. to have and to hold from and

after the day of the date of these presents for the term and time

of seven years from henceforth next and immediately ensuing,^*//

commence in computationfrom the deli-very, and in point of interestfrom

tht date. Stiles 1 18. HaL MSS.

(10) For mifrecital a lease shall commence immediately. 6. Rep. [ Note 2S3.J

bistfop os Bath's cafe.— Tht earl of Oxford by deed dated' 10. Feb.

a7. H. 8. demises to A. for z\ years; and afterwards by indenture

.reciting that he by indenture dated 10. Feb. 28. H. 8. had demised to

A. for 2 1 years, demises the fame land to B. habendum for 3 1 years

from and after the expiration surrender orforfeiture of the said lease.

It -was ruled, that B.'s lease should commence in computation imme

diately, because A.'s lease ivas mifrecited. H. 10. Car. B. R. Crook.

n. 8. Miller and Mantuaringe. But if in cafe of such a mifrecital,

the habendum befrom and after the demise and indenture made to A.

and it is notsaid the said demise, then thesecond lease shall commence

after the true lease not-withstanding the mifrecital. M. I. & 2. P.

& M. Rot. 648. Mount and Hodgktn, Bendl. n. 71. Hal. MSS.

—See Cro. Cha. 397. and N. Bendl. 38. See further as to the

commencement of leases and the effect of misrecitals in that respect,

Sheph. Touch. 272. New Abr. Leases, L. and Vin. Abr. Estate,

Z. a. and Grant, R. 4.

\~j. 2. J (1) Lord Coke confines the rule to common persons, because [Note 284.]

the king may reserve rent out of an incorporeal inheritance ; the

reason of which is, that he by his prerogative can distrain on all

the lands of his lessee. 4. New Abr. 192. & 339.

(2) The cafe of a lease by deed is put, because in general things [Note 285.]

incorporeal will not pass without deed. Post. 48. a. 49. a. 169.3,

and ante 9. a.

(F) (3) «•
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[Note 286.] (3) 12. //. 4. 17. Vid. supra /o/. tf\.b.lhe case ofthe prtctntor

of Paul's, according to which rent on lease for years of tithes it inci

dent to the reversion. • Hal. MSS. See ante 44.. b. n. 3.

[Note 287.] (4) That the common law did not allow debt for rent on free

hold leases whilst they continued is certain, though the reason is not

quite so clear. See 3. Blackst. 233. It has been accounted for

by suggesting, that the remedies by cejjavit and distress were

deemed sufficient securities for the rent and services. See Gilb. on

Rents 93. and Gilb. on the Action of Debt in his Cas. in L. and

Eq. 370. But it may be proper to observe, that the cesfavit seems

to have been first given by the 6. E. 1. c. 4. though the lord's right

ofseizing the land for subtraction of services, which continued till

it was taken away by the 52. H. 3. c. 22. was a remedy in some

respects similar, and furnishes occasion for the same observation.

See 2. Inst. 295. and Wright's Ten. 197. Note that the 8. Ann.

c. 14. now gives debt for rent on a lease for life; on whicJi statute

mr. serjeant Hawkins queries, whether it doth not extend to leases

of incorporeal hereditaments. Hawk. Abr. of Co. Litt. 73.

[Note 288.] (6) And after the particular estate determined, distress may be

madefor all arrears. 10. £. 4. 3. Hal. MSS.

[Note 28g.l (7) Lease for years by indenture, and lessee covenants to pay 5/.

a year; this is a reservation. Dy. 276. H. 6. Car. B. R. Croat

n. I. Drake and Mtatday. But if there be reddendo rent and the

lessee covenants to pay tivo capons, there it seems to be only covenant.

M. 40. 41. Eliz. Eruerten's cafe. Hal. MSS.—See Cro. Cha. 207.

and Hardr. 326.

[Note 290.] (8) Rent, reserved to him and his assigns during the term, or to bint

his executors and assigns during the term, determines by the lessor's

death. T. 2. Car. B. R. Noy n. 412. 12. Co. n. 20. and Hill. 32.

Eliz. Richmond's cafe. Hal. MSS.—See Noy 96. 12. Co. 35.

and Cro. Eliz. 217.—But notwithstanding the cafes here cited by

ford Hale, it was adjudged, whilst he was chief justice of the king's

• bench, that the words during the term are of themselves sufficient

to carry the rent to the heir, if the lessor is seised in fee, and he

concurred in the judgment. See the case of Sacheverell and Fro-

gatt East. 23. Cha. 2. in 2. Saund. 367.

[Note 291.] (9) Rendering rent to him bis heirs executors and administrator!

good, and it pall go to the heir. Drake's cafe supra. Rendering rent

to him or his successors good, and the successor Jhall have it. 5. Ret.

Hal. MSS.

^Note 292.],, (11) But deer kept in a private inclosure may be distrained.

See 3. Blackst. Com. 8. where the case of Da\is v. Powel C. B.

Hil. 11. G. 2. is cited.

[No'.e 293.] (12) Some have thought, that a horse, on which one is ruling,

may be distrained for damagescasanl. 2. Keb. 596. I". Sid. 4^0.

But the opinion was extrajudicial, and may be questioned; for 1.

Ro. Abr. 664. A. pi. 4. and the case of 7. E. 3. Fitzh. Abr.

Avowry 199- are directly contra. See also n. 13. infra, and Cro.

Eliz. 549, 5 96. Some also have inclined to think, that horses

drawing
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drawing a cart loaded with corn, though one is riding in the cart,

may be distrained for rent, and for that purpose may be severed

from the cart, if the peison distraining doth not chuse to take the

cart with the corn as well as the horses, all of which as it seems

are equally liable to the distress. See 2. Keb. 529. 596. 1. Vent.

36. and i. Sid. 422. 440. in which latter book the reporter makes

a query, whether the man's being on the cart should not privilege

the whole team.

(13) Isferrets and net$ in a •warren be taken damage season t, /'/ [Note 294-]

is good. But if they are in the handt of a man, they cannot be dis

trained any more than a horse on -which a man is ; nor can they be

distrained, ifthey are out of the -warren. 2. E. 2. Avvwry 182.

7. E. 3. ibid. 199. Hal. MSS.—See Vin. Abr. Distress, A.

(14) If A. brings yarn to bis neighbour's bouse to <wcigh, it cannot [N°te 295'J

be distrained by tie lord. Ney n. 298. Burley and Read. Vid.

1 j. E. Jvo-zvry 216. Hal. MSS.—See Noy 68. and S. C. in

Cro. Eliz. 549. and 596. For other cafes in which things the pro

perty of strangers are privileged from distress for the fake of trade

and commerce, fee Francis and Wyatt, 4. Burr. v. 3. p. 1498. In

that cafe the question was, whether a person's chariot, which stoo5

at a common livery stable, could be distrained for rent due from

the keeper of the livery stable ; and the court after two arguments

appearing to be strongly inclined in favour of the distress, tho

owner of the chariot afterwards declined bringing the question to

a third argument, which had been ordered by the court,

(16) But now by the 2. W. and M. c. 5. sheaves or cocks of [Note 296.]

corn, or corn loose or in the straw, or hay in any hovel, stack or

rick, or otherwise on dp land, may be distrained for rent on demise

lease or contract.

(17) Sheep are equally privileged with arueria caruca, and can- [Note 297-]

not be taken, ifany other distress can be found. See further 2. Inst.

133, 134. and the case cited in n. 18.

(18) But it has been adjudged, that beasts of the plow may be [Note 298. J

taken for the poor's rate under the 43. Eliz. because the remedy

given by that and other statutes for compelling the payment of par

ticular rates or sums of money, though called a distress, is in

tffeel an execution. 4. Burr. v. j. p. 579. See ace. Saund. on 22.

X-'h. 2. against conventicles 39. which is referred to in Cora. I?ig,

Distress, C. but not cited in the case in 4. Burr.

(1) At common law corn growing could not be distrained, be- [Note 299.]

cause it adheres to the freehold, j. Ro. Abr. 666. H. pi. 4. But

now by the 1 1. G. 2. c. 19. landlords are empowered to distrain,

all sorts of corn, grafs, or other product growing on the estate de

mised, and to cut and gather them when ripe.

(2) If they escapefor ivant of inclosure by him "who ought to repair, [Note 3CP- ]

they are not distrainable. Adj. 14. Eliz. Dy. 3 17. The lord cannot

distrain beasti ivbich escape, 'when they are gone out of the land, though

they are <witbin view. Vid. 41. E. 3. 26. 14. H. 7. 8. zo. //.

7.10. IC.Æ7.17. 2. £.4.6. Hal. MSS.—See the next note.

(Fa) (3) Thin
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[Note 301.] (3) This doctrine has been objected to as too general; and se

veral distinctions are taken, the sum of which seems to be, that isa

stranger's beasts escape into another's land by default of the owner

of the beasts, as by breaking the fences, they may be distrained

for rent immediately without being levant or couchant ; but that rr"

they escape there by defaclt of the tenant of the land, as for want

of his keeping a sufficient fence, then they cannot be distrained for

lent or service of any kind till they have been levant and couchant,

nor afterwards by a landlord for rent on a lease, unless on notice

the owner of the beasts neglects to remove them ; tho' it is laid,

that such notice is not neceslary where the distress is by the lord

of the fee for an ancient rent, or by the grantee of a sent charge.

See this subject argued upon at large in the case of Jump and

Cruwes, 2. Lutw. 1573.

[Note 302. ] (4) And now by the n. G. 2. c. 19. f. to. persons distraining-

for remi.:may impound the distress on any convenient part of the

- land cafegeable with the rent.

[Note 303.] (5) Vid. 30. E. 26. where defendant pleads, that hesound the cat

tle lans nul manner de sertr.ure ne serrure n'autre engine. Hal.

MSS.

[Note 304.] (6) For one cannot distrain thesame day the rent grows due ; but it

must be the day after. 21. H. 6. 40. Vid. 14. H. 4. 31. Hal. MSS.

-•-By the 8. An. c. 14. rent may be distrained for after determi

nation of the lease :n the fame manner as before, if the distress is

made within six kalcndar months afterwards, and during the conti

nuance of the landlord's title and the possession of the tenant from

whom the arrears are due.

[Note 305.] (7) See further as to distress 3. Blackf£i?ommenv. 6. & 145.

and in the several Abridgments titles Distress and Replevin, and also

Gilbert's Treatise on the Law of Replevins. See also" 2. W. k M.

c. 5. 8. An. c. 14. 4. G. 2. c. 28. & 11. G. 2. c. 19. These

statutes have made great alterations in the ancient law of distress,

particularly by empowering persons, who distrain for rent of any

kind, to fell the distress for payment of the rent in arrear, if the

tenant or owner fails to rcplevy with sufficient security within five

days after" taking of the distress and giving the tenant notice of

the cause. This improvement of the remedy by distress was first:

introduced by the 2. W. & M. c. 5. with respect to rents due on

demise or contract, and afterwards by the 4. G. 2. c. 28'. was ex

tended to rents feck, rents of aflise, and chief rents. Before these

two statutes, the temedy by distress was very imperfect ; for the

distress was merely taken nomine pafntt to compel satisfaction, and

could not be sold or used for the prosit of the person distraining,

except in case of the king and in some sew other instances. Moll

of the other changes, made bv the statutes since lord Coke's time,

have been incidentally hinted at in the preceding notes.

[Note 306.] (9) Nota this diversity. In pleading a lease one ought tosay, that

the Isjor ixas seised and demised; but .in count in debt for rent it

is gmd without alledging seisin. 20. £. %. Bair. l xz. 21. H. 7. *2.

Hal. MSS.

x (11) Et
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(11) Et videtur, that by purchase osthe land, that is turned into [Note 3C7. ]

a lease in interest, ivhicb before <wat purely an estoppel. Vid. tamen

P. 3. Car.C. B. Creoi n. z. IJham and Morris. Hal. MSS.—See

Cro. Cha. 109.

(j2) Vid. 4. H. 6. 7. If disseisee makes lease for years hy index- [Note 308.]

lure lo dis/iisor, he stall not have ajjise during this lease. Hal. MSS.

(13) 30. E. 3. si. Vid. 14. H. 6 22. per curiam. But isit [Note 309.]

be estoppel by matter osrecord, as byfine, &c. it continues after. %. E. 4.

Hal. MSS.

(3) But since the introduction of uses and trusts and the statute [Note 3 to.]

of 27. H. 8. ibr transferring the possession to the use, the necessity

of livery ofseism for passing a freehold in corporeal hereditaments

has been almost wholly superseded, and in consequence of it th.o

conveyance by feoffment is now very little in use. liesore the sta

tute of uses equitable estates of freehold might be created through

the medium of trusts without livery, and by the operation of the sta

ture legal estates of freehold may now be created in the fame way,

Tbpse who framed the statute of uses evidently foresaw, that it

would render livery unnecessary to the passing of a freehold, and

that a freehold of such things as do not lye in grant would become

transferable by parol only without any solemnity whatever. To*

prevent the inconveniences which might arise from a mode ofcon

veyance so uncertain in the proof and so liable to misconstruction and

abuse, it was enacted in the fame session of parliament, that an estate

of freehold should not pass by bargain and sale only, unless it was

by indenture inrqlled. See 27. H. 8. c. |6. The objects of this

provision evidently were, first, to force the contracting parties to

ascertain the t?rms of the conveyance by reducing it into writing;

secondly, to make the proof of it easy by requiring their seals to it,

and consequently the presence of a witness ; and lastly, to prevent

the frauds of secret conveyances by substituting the more effectual

notoriety of inrollment for the more ancient one of livery. But the

latter part of this provision, which if it had not been evaded would

have introduced an almost universal register of conveyances of the

freehold in the cafe of corporeal hereditaments, was soon defeated

by the invention of the conveyance by lease and release, which,

sprung from the omission to extend the statute to bargains and sales- ,.

for terms of years ; and the other parts of the statute were neces

sarily ineffectual in our courts of equity, because these were still left

at liberty to compel the execution of trusts of the freehold though,

created without deed or writing. The inconveniences from this

insufficiency of the statute of inrollments are now in some measure

prevented by the 29. Ch. 2. c. 3. which provides against conveying

any lands or hereditaments for more than three years, or declaring

trusts of them, otherwise than by writing. See post, j 2 1. b.

(5) 43.^10. 18. #.6. 16. 4- m.akei charter offeoffment to [Note 3U.J

uses to B. and 3. being on the land 4. fays, I am content you (hall

have this house and land according to the deed made to you; it is

Itot livery, because it imports only a/sent and is suture. H. 6. J ac.

Maund's cafe. Ley n. 3. Hal. MSS.—See Ley 2.

. (l) Charier offeoffment habendum a die datus, Ruledt I. If [Note 31 a. J

( F 3 ) livtrj
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livery be made the same day secundum sormam cartæ, it is void.

2. If it -lisas after the day by thefeoffor himself, it is good. 3. If

there be letter ofattorney to deliver fei/in in the deed, or it vaas at the

fame time, and it is delivered after the day, yet it is not good, because

tit authority was given at a time when it vjos a void charter. But

4. If Utter if attorney be made after the day, and livery is made ac

cording to the deed, it isgood. Hob. 314. Green-wood and Tiler. T. 3.

Car. Owen and Price. C. B. H. 3. Jac. Rot. 216. B. R. Henningt

and Pauthorden. So there is a diversity between thii and a grant of

a reversion haber2amfrom a day to come,for attornment aster the day

doth not aid the g ant. 2. Res. 55. Buckler's cafe. Hal. MSS.—See

Cro. Jam. 563. aud 153.

[Note 313.] (2) Adjudged, t bat feoffee being* absent cannot take livery, nor

feoffor being absent make livery, by attorney by parol. T. 1 659. Gre

gory and Badboume. But a leaseforyears may be delivered by attorney

by parol, as has been often adjudged. Hal. MSS.

[Note 3I4.] (3) Vid. 8. E. 2. Feoffments III. Livery by the lord of any part

of the manor without going to it ; but contra if not parcel. Ha}.

MSS.

[Note 315-] (4) Nota the cafi of 38. Ass. 2. A. makes feoffment to B. within

the view, and afterwards carries her, and aftenvards claims to tbt

use of the -wife ; it is a good execution of the livery. 38. E. 3. 1 1.

Vid. 42. E. 3. Feoffments 54. Livery good, though the land is not

within virtu, Hal. MSS.

[Note 316.] (6) H. 22. Car. B. R. HinaVs cafe. M. 4. Jac. B. R. Sparks

and Darcy. 37. Eliz. Brown's cafe. Charter offeoffment of lands in

the hands of the king with letter of attorney to make livery, and after

wards thefeofforsues ouster maine, and the attorney makes livery ; it

is good. 25. Eliz. Feoffment on condition which is broken } feoffor makes

charter offeoffment and Utter of attorney to deliverfeifin, the attorney

enters and makes Uvery; it is good. Dick's case. Hal. MSS.

[Note 317.] (7) P. 40. Eliz. B. R. A. tenant for years', the reversion it

granted to B. for life, remainder to C. in Hail, remainder to D. infee ;

. .D. by deed infeoffs A. and one E. and makes livery : it was ruled to

.'i$e void, because there was not anysurrender, and A. was in possession

and could not take by livery, Edes and Knotsford. A. tenant for

years, remainder to the kingfor years, remainder to B. infee ; B. enters

and ousts A. and makes livery ; it is good, notwithstanding the me/he

remainderforyears to the king ; but it would have been otherwise, if

the king's remainder had beenfor life. Hal. MSS.

[Note 318.3 (8) But nota, if lessee consents, livery is good, though he be upon

the land. Tr. 40. Eliz. Shephard and Gray. A. makes leaseforyears,

and afterwards makes charter offeoffment with letter of attorney to

enter and take possession andseisinfor him, andsuch seisin andpossession

to deliver ; the attorney makes livery with the consent of the lessee, he

being in the land; and it was ruled good. P. 1 65 1, rf'egg and Fil

lers.— Lessee for years consents, that feoffor shall make livery, and

ester-wants goes cut cf the country, leavingservants on the land\ the

feoffor enters and makes livery ; it was ruled good. But it was ruled,

that if lessee be absent, livery by lessor by confers ofservants is void,

they
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they being upon the land. T. 7. Jac. C. B. n. 45. D. D. Blatkleacb

and Small. But is A. be lessee of White Acre by one demise and of

Black Acre by another demis of thefame lesjbr ; or is there be lessee of

' White Acre and Black Acre by one demise, and he makes lease for

years of Black Acre, and lessor entert on Black Acre and makes livery,

though A. be on White Acre it it good. 2. Rep. Bettifvjortb's cafe.

Hal. MSS.

[49. a. J (i) Where land shall pass by one way or the other at common [Note 319.3

law.—Termorforyears makes charter offeoffment by the -word dedi,

•with Utter of attorney in thefame deed to deliverseisin, and afterwards

livery ii made, yet it is a forfeiture, and the term shall not besaid to

passfirst by the delivery of the deed, as it seems. Dy. 362.—Grant to

a tenant at vjill shall enure as a confirmation. Dy. 269.-29. Eliz.

B. R. Leonard's cafe. If A. makes lease for years to B. and after

guards makes charter of feoffment to B. being in possession viith the

ivords dedi et concessi, veith letter ofattorney to deliver seisin ; before

livery, be may use the deed as a confirmation in fee, and after livery

as a feoffment. And there it vjas also agreed, that if by indenture in

consideration os money A. bargains and fells to B. vjith letter of attor

ney, and the deed is inrolled, it is a good bargain and sale.— 17. Eliz.

Lesseefor life and he in remainder infee make charter offeoffment, and

letter os attorney to make livery, vuhich is made accordingly, it is good,

and the remainder shall not besaid to pass by delivery of the deed.—

Where one (hall have election to take by statute or common law.

Vid. Dy. 302. Grant of reversion to a brother averred to be pro

fraterno atnore.—2. Rep. fir R. Heyward'siwsc. Demist or con

cern" taken either as lease or bargain andsale. 7. Rep. Bedell's cafe.

Grant to a son. T. 15. Car. B. R. entered H. II. Car. Rot. 459.

Father gives and grants to his son and his heirs, hahendum after the

death of thefather ; and no consideration of blood or marriage is men

tioned in the deed : an estate pall not arise by way of use. Nota vi-

detur, that there vias a letter ofattorney in the deed. P. 1 65 7. Jack-

Jon's cast. A. by indenture for love and affeelicn grants to B. a rent

in esse, h abend urn to B. for life, remainder to the use of C. in tail,

remainder to the use of A.'s right heirs, and alteminent tvas made,

but not till after the death of A.; and it being found that B. ivas

cousin, it ivas ruled, that an estate should arise by vjay of use -without

attornment.—Where one may elect one way or the other by statute.

—Vid. 7. Rep. Bedell's cast. If father in consideration os money

bargains andfells to hisson, there ought to be an inrollmcnt. But if

A.for natural love to hisfan, and also for money grants to theson, tht

landshall pass vjithout inrollment, because the consideration os love is

expressed. M. 1649. Watts and Dicks, B. R. Hal. MSS.—See

further as to electing in what way an estate shall pass, Yelv. 1 24.

the cafe of Crossing and Scudamore, 1. Ventr. 137. and 1. Mod.

175. and Barker and Keat in 2. Mod. 249. See also Vin. Abr.

Vfes, B. a. and the observation in Hawk. Abr. of Co. Litt. 83.

(4) For thisfee 2. Rep. 56. Buckler's cafe. Fine by disseisee ex- [Note J 20. \

tinguishes his right, andshall enure to the disseisor. But see this denied

M. 13. Car. B. R. Crook n. 7. Fitahrrbert's cafe. Hal. MSS.—

See Cro. Cha. 483. and S. C. W. Jo. 397. In this last book it

15 said, that the judges did not deliver any opinion on the point.

See further W. Jo. 317. Cro. Cha. 305. and Gouldlb. 162,

( F 4) (6) Vid.
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[Note 321.] (6) Vid. 5. Rep. Peryman's case. Hal. MSS See e. Co. 84.

In Peryman's cafe the jury found, that in the manor of Portchester

there was a custom, according to which all alienations of lands

within that manor by writing feoffment or last will were void, un

less presented to be a good custom. In the same case mention is

made, that by the custom of Lidsord Castle in Devonshire a free

holder of inheritance cannot pass his freehold except by tirreniier

into the lord's hands. As to this latter kind of custom, in conse

quence of which the estates subject to it have been caWfd. -customary

freeholds, see post. 59. b. and Blackst. Law.Tracts, Svo. ed. vol. i.

P- H4-

[Note 322.] (5 ) Nota, if the leasefor years 'with the remainder over he by deed, \a.Q. b.

the deed ought not to It: delivered till livery made; for otherwise the

livery is bad. H. 2. Eliz. Hdyar's cafe. Vide Bendl. n. I go. Hal.

MSS.—See N. Ben. 85. and S. C. Mo. 14. 1. And. 8.

[Note 323.] (l) Vid. 11. Eliz. Dy. 283. Cestui que use of three acres ly [50. a.

three several feoffments it one county makes cbartar offecjsmcnt of all

and livery in one cf the acres, it is pursuant to the statute and passes

all. Hal. MSS.—The statute meant is the 1. R. 3. c. 1. which

empowers cestui que use to make effectual feorFments and conveyances

against his feoffees in trust ; and the cafe cited was of a feoffment

before the 27. H. 8. for transferring uses into possession. It is

stated, that the livery was made by attorney, and that was the

cause of the doubt ; it being said, by some, that the statute of R. 3.

ought to be construed strictly, and to be confined to conveyances

made by the cestui jpr use in his own person. Sec Bro. Feoffment to

Uses, 28.

[Note 324.] (2) Vid. Dy. 246. 22. H. 6. 10. If a manor extends into tv.'O

counties, livery in that part of the manor vjhich is in one county, doth

not pass that luhich is in the other county. Sa it is voith rejpett to dis

seisin. Hal. MSS.—But rar. Perkins holds, that livery of parcel

of such a manor in one county will pass the parcel in the other

county. Perk. sect. 227. However, he admits, that if one be dis

seised of two acres in different counties, entry into the acre in one

of the counties, though made in the name of both acres, will not

extend to the acre in the other county. Perk. sect. 2251.

[Note 325.3 (') It is observable, that Littleton expresses himself concerning \ cq, b.

an exchange as of a transaction between two; and in a late case*-^

the court held, that an exchange in the strict legal sense of the

werd cannot be between three, the principles of it not being appli

cable to more than two distinSl contracting parties, for want qf the

mutuality and reciprocity on which its operation so entirely depends.

For, 1. The consideration of an exchange and of the implied war

ranty incident to it is the receiving something with warranty from

thefame person, to whom something with warranty is given ; but if

there could be three distinct parties, each would give to one and

receive from another. 2. The implied condition of re-entry is,

that re-entry may be made on him whose title fails; but if there

could be three parties to an exchange, then each person would be

liable to re-entry for the fault of another's title as well as of his

own. See the case of Eton College in Wilson, v. z. part 3. page

483. and post. n. 1. in 51. a. andn. 2. in 51. b.

(2) But
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(2) But now by force of the statute of 2,0. C. 2. ,c. 3. a writing [Note 326.]

is necessary, if the exchange is of freeholds, or of terms for years

being for more than three years.

(4) But in one of the books cited by lord Coke, the opinion is, [Note 327.]

that both of the things exchanged ought to be in esje at the time qf

the exchange. See 9. E. 4. 21.

jl.a.l (0 Here_/W persons are named as parties to an exchange. But [Note 328.]

this is not irreconcileable with the opinion mentioned in note 1. qf

sol. 50. b. that an exchange cannot be between more than two

di/Hnit-partics ; because though sour persons are nameJ, yet they

constitute only (w dijl'uiQ parties ; for in point of interest the two

join-tenants are the conveying parties on the anc side, and the two

tenants in common are the conveying parties on the ' other, and

consequently there is the fame reciprocity as if the transaction was

between two persons only. The fame observation applies to any

number of persons, if so conjoined in the mutuality of giving and

receiving in exchange, as to make only two distincl relative parts.

(2) See 2. Inst. 269.—But if the king makes exchange-, it seems [Note 329.]

that k (hoyld be by writing recorded; because he can neither give

nor take land without matter of record. See Lane 3 1 . 60. V in.

Abr. Z. c. A. d. B. d. '

1. b.l (2) **ee ante 50. b. n. 1. and 3. and the case of Eton College [Note 330.]

there cited. In that case one reason given, why an act of parlia

ment was not suffered to operate as an exchange, was the want of

that word in the act.

(3) Contra in surrender or partition. i\. H. 4. 61. Hal. MSS. [Note 3 3 1.J

—But fee the cafe of Zouch against Parsons, 4. Burr. v. 3. page

1806. where lord Mansfield in delivering the opinion of the court

seems to incline strongly .in favour of construing an infant's .sur

render, if made by deed, as voidable only. In Zouch and Parsons

it became necessary to consider what was the true ground for Hold

ing the acts ot' infants as •voidable only, whether the solemnity os the

instrument, or thesemblance os benefit to the infant on the face ot" the

deed. As to thesormer ground, the court thought sit to approve

of or. Perkins's distinction, according to which all such grants,

fists, or deeds of an infant as do not take eff'e3 by ciehiien of bit

and are iioid, and those which do are •voidable. See Perk. sect. 1 2.

But <he court decided the case principally on the latter ground, and

held a leas: and release by an infant to be voidable, .because the

Consideration of the conveyance and other circumstances mewed,

that the act was right and proper, and apparently not in the least

to his prejudice. See further as to the deeds of infants, ante 45. b.

note 1. and post. 171. b.

2. a, J («) I" another place lord Coke cites a passage from the Miroir, [Note 332.3

which excludes both infants and femes covert from being attornies.

Post. 1 2 8. a. But that is quite reconcileable witii the doctrine here ;

for there publick attornies for prosecuting suits at law are meant,

whose office cannot be properly executed without considerable

knowledge and discretion ; but here lord Coke in the first part of

the sentence confines himself to private attornies to deliver seii'm,

*

'
which.
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which is an act so merely ministerial that it may be done by the most

ignorant. See the cafe of Hearle and Greenough in 3. Atlc. 695.

and t.Ves. 298. One question in that case was, whethersa power

of disposing of real estate could be well executed by an infant feme

covert of the age of 19; and lord ch. Hardwicke determined against

the execution of the power, 1. because he thought in general, that

such a power could not be well given to an infant, the disability of

infancy being stronger than that of coverture; 2. because in the

particular case it did not appear, that the power was intended to

be given during infancy, the power being given notwithstanding

coverture, without the least notice of infancy; and 3. because it was

a power coupled with an interest, the infant having a trust in

equity for life, together with the trust of the inheritance subject to

the power.

[Note 333.] (3) Adjudged accordingly of livery to me feoffee. T. 1 65 1. B. R.

Trotman's cafe. Vide M. 31, 32. Eliz. C B. Trevilltan's ca/e.

A. seised es tivo acres makes lease osone acre to B. foryears, and aftcr-

'wards makes charter of feoffment of both acres and letter of attorney

to B. and C. conjunctim et divisim to make livery ; B. makes livery

in one acre and C. in another, and adjudged good. Entered M. 30, 31.

Eliz. Rot. 2908. Vide Bendl. n. 15. M- 32, 33. Eliz. 1868.

Hal. MSS.

[Note 33 4-] f.4) Vet x\&t if lessee for years makes feoffment and livery, though-

lessor be on the land, it seems to be a forfeiture. Dy. 362, 363.

14. H. 7. Hal. MSS.

[Note 335.] (6) IfA. brings præcipe of C.'s land against B. and recovers, and

C. is made sheriff, and habere facias seisinam comes to him, he may

return the special matter on account of the mischief. l$.Ji. 4. 15.

7. H. 6. 33. Hal. MSS.

*

[Note 336.] (7) So it is eflivtry by the lord. H. 4. E. 6. Mo. n. 41. Tre

villian's ca/e supra. Hal. MSS.—See note 3.—By the case of li

very by the lord, it is meant, that if tenant makes feoffment of his

tenancy and the lord as attorney makes livery, it shall not extin

guish his seigniory. Mo. 11.

[Note 337.] (9) Vid. II. H. 4. 3. Ifthere be feoffment on condition and letter

of attorney to make livery accordingly, and livery is made absolutely,

it is void and a disseisin. So e converso 12. Ass. 24. 26. Ass. 39.

—H. 38. Eliz. B. R. Pofb. n. 2. S/aning's cafe. A. seised of the

manors ofB. and C. and also of a mill in possession osI. S. byforce of

a leaseforyears makes charter offeoffment, ivith letter of attorney to

enter into thesaid manors, and all other the said lands and tenements

and seisin thereof to take, and after such possession and seisin taken,

such seisin and possession to deliver, &c. according to the form and

effect of the deed. The attorney makes livery-in the manors of C.

and B. tut not of the mill, nor doth I. S. attornit: Ruled, that the mill

doth not pass, but that the livery of the manors vuas well executed.

Hal. MSS.

sXote 3?S.l (2) Vife these diversities, A. makes letter of attorney to B. C.and [._ t,

D. conjunctim & divi'lim to make livery. If tivo make livery it is <.->

void, tcaufe tt i: neither conjunctim ;;«r divilim. 27. H. 8. 6. But

* '/
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is *ne makes livery in me parcel, and another in another parcel, it it

good. M. 31, 32. Eliz. Trevillian's cafe. But if tivo make livery

in prejince of the third, he not saying any thing, it seems good. Dy. 63.

But if authority he to fix or any tivo of them to do an ait, there if it

be done by three it it good. 5. Rep. 91. Hoe's cafe. So where one

devised, that bis executors or any one of them might fell his land, and

made three executors, and one died, and the other t<wo fold, it was

ruledgood; fir it is notsostrict as conjunctim et divifim. M. 37, 38.

Eliz. C. B. the cafe of Townstnd and Whales. But if warrant be

bysheriff to three bailiffs conjunctim & divifim, execution by two it

good, because it is the execution of justice. M. 44, 45. Eliz. King and

Hobbs. Hal. MSS.—See ante 52. note 3. to which part this note

more properly belongs. See also infra note 6.

(3) So such attorney may deliverseisin with assent of lessee foryears, [Note 330.1

he being on the land. Adjudged P. 1651. B.R. Weggand Fillers.

Hal. MSS.—See ante 48. b.

*

(6) If A. and B. join-tenants in fee make charter of feoffment to [Note T40.1

C. and D. with letter of attorney to deliver seisin, and B. or C. dies,

it is good as to thesurvives. ,M. 32, 33. Eliz. W. 68.

(7) Vid. letter os attorney to deliverseisin after the feoffbr's death [Note341.J

in 40. A£. 38. Nota by devise or byspecial custom authority may be

treated executory after the party's death. Lease to A.for life, remain

der to B.for life. 'A. dies, videtur, that livery cannot bt made to B.

P. 31 . Eliz. B. R. W. n. 4. Pierce and Lever/age, Hal. MSS.

(9) But it stems that livery cannot be made till the new mayor is [Note 34Z.I

made. Hal. MSS.

[ C 3« S. J (2) On writ of waste in lands, one cannot ajjign waste for cutting [Note 14-Vl

entrees, because for that the writ Jhould bt in boscis. Tr. 6. Eliz.

More n. 200. Hal. MSS.

(3) But the hare suffering them to be uncovered, without rotting the [Note 344.-1

timber, is not waste. P. 9. Jac. C. B. Knoll's cast. Converting two

chambers into one, or e converse, cr converting an hand-mill into a

horse-mill, is waste. H. 4. J ac. C. B. Graves's cafe. Hal. MSS.

(4) But if an house built de novo was never covered in, it is not [Note 345.!

waste to abate it. 4.0. As/. 12. Vid. 21. H. 6. 46. 26. E. 3. 26.

Dy. 36. Hal. MSS.

(5) It is said that a tenant for years during his term may take [Note 346.I

away chimney-pieces and even wainscot if put up by himself. See

1. Atk. 477. and 3. Atk. 13. and note there the distinction taken

as to fixtures between the several cases of heir and executor, of te

nant for life and him in remainder, and of landlord and tenant.

(7) 12. H. 4. 5. Hal. MSS.—The 6. An. ch. 31. which was [Note 34-.I

at first temporary, but is now made perpetual, enacts, that no ac

tion shall be prosecuted against any person, in whose house any fire

slull accidentally begin, with a proviso that the act shall not defeat

any agreement between landlord and tenant. See post. 53. b. and

n. 5. there.

(8) V -L.
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[Note 348.] (8) If B. lejfet ef warren by charter er prescription ploughs the

land, it is •waste, Contra if it be only land sored with conies, and

not a legal warren. P. 40. Eliz. C. B. Moyle's cafe. C. C. n. 21.

and T. 40. Eliz. *. II. Vid. Noy n. 312. Mayle's cast. Stepping

and digging coney-burrows not waste in a warren. Hal. MSS.—

See Noy 70. 1 ^

[Note 349-] ( K>) Beech and white-thorn may be timber by the custom ef the

countrys and it is waste to cut them. M. a. J ac. Palmer's cafe.

Hal. MSS.

[Note 350. ] (11) But cutting up of quick-sets is not •waste, if it preserves the

spring. M. 9. Jac. C. B. Palmer's cafe. Cutting ofa/h under the

growth of 20years net waste. M. 41, 42. Eliz. C. B. HaJ. MSS.

(Note -351.] (l) Nota, though mines be open at the time, one cannot take timber | C 1« D.

to u/e in them. T. *6. Jac. Darcye's cafe. Hutt. 19. Heb.n. zd&.

Hal. MSS.

fNotc 3c 2.] (3) Because he it bound to repair, though he doth hold the bank.

46. E. i- Waste 91. Vid. T. 6. Eliz. Me. n. 173. Hal. MSS.

sNote ?C3.1 (4) Tenant cannot make rails, where 'nine were before. Dy. 332.

Hal. MSS.

[ Note 354.] (7) Fine to the use ef A. for life, remainder te B. in fee, with

.powerfur A. to make leases for three lives; A. makes lease accordingly,

and the lessee commits waste ; A. and B. shall join in waste. T. 4.

Car. C. B. Sacheverell's cafe. Hal. MSS.

[Note 355.] (10) Waste amongst tenants in common.—A. makes lease te B.for

years ef two parts of a mestuage ; B. commits waste. It was ruled

shot waste lies, and shall be assigned in the intirety, but that the reco-

.<uery should be ■es evly two parts of the damages and oftwo parts ef

the place wasted. P. 3C.bliz. Poph. n. t. Warnsord's cafe. Hal.

MSS.

[Note' 356.] (11) Some have thought, that at common law waste did not lie

against tenant by the curtesy. See 2. I nil. 301.

[Note 357.] (5) But though action of waste doth not lie in this cafe on ac- [ CA. a.

count of the intermediate remainder for life, yet a ccurt of equity

will interpose fey injunction to prevent waste. See 3. Atk. 95.

and 210.

[Note 358.3 (10) // ought to be to the value ef 40*/. at least. Noy n. 18.

'There and Thomas. Hal. MSS.—See Noy 4.—As lord Hale makes

so frequent a reference to Noy's Reports, it may not be amiss to ap

prise the student, that though the book is known by the name of

that very .learned lawyer, yet there is not the least reason to suppose,

that such a loose collection of notes was intended by him for the

public eye. In an edition of Noy's Reports penes editorem, there

is the -following observation upon them in manuscript. A simple

cclieflien ofscraps of cafes made by serjeant Sizefrom Key's loose papers,

and imposed upon the world for the reports ef that mile prerogative

felkw Noy. This account of Noy's Reports, which was probably

written
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b.]

■written soon after the first publication in 1656, though expressed in

terms inexcuseably gross, contains an anecdote not altogether useless.

( I ) Bui is lessee covenants to repair and doth not repair, waste will [Note 359.]

not lie. 20.'£. 3. 43. 21. H. 6. 6. Dy. 198. Hal. MSS.

(i) 21. H. 6. 37. Leaseforyears with proviso that lessor may en- [Note 360.]

ter at his will is a lease at will. Per Past.—21. H. 6. 37 . A. grants

to B. that be maysow A.'s land, which is done accordingly ; yet A.

shall have the emblements, because B. hath not an interest. Per Past.

Hal. MSS..—See ace. as to the former cafe, 14. H. S. 12. and by

Yelverton justice in Litt. Rep. 235. and Hetl. 128.

(3) See further as t6 the manner in which an estate at will may [Note 361.]

be created by ait of the parties, or arise by act of law, Vin. Abr.

Estate, S. b. arid T. b. Com. Dig. Estates, H. 1. 2. In 4. Burr.

v. 3. page 1609. it is said, that in the country leases at will in the

strict legal notion being found extremely inconvenient, exist only

nationally. But this observation I presume means, not that estates

as will may not arise now as well as formerly, but only that it is na

longer usual to create such estates by express words, and that the

judges incline strongly against implying them. See 2. Blaclcst.

Comment. 147.

(4) 9. E. 3. 24. it according to Littleton's diversity, andso is the [Note 362.]

1 1 . H. 4. 90. But lessee at will in such case os entry ofthe lessor be

fore sowing Jhall not have the costs of plowing and manuring. Hal.

MSS.—See S. C. ace. in Bro. Abr. Emblements, pi. 7. and Tenant

by Ccpie, pi. 3.

(5) But if lessor covenants that lessee for years Jhall have the em- [Note 363.]

blements which are growing at the end of the term, there the property

ofthe corn is well transferred to the lessee, though it be not severed

during the term. Hob. case 175. Grantham and Hawlcy.— Hal.

MSS. See Hob. 132.

( 1 ) Is lesseefor life ofa hop-ground dies in August before severance [^Ote 3"4- J

es the hops, the executor Jhall have them, though growing on ancient

roots. Adjudged M. 13. Car. B. R. Crook n. 13. Latham and

Atwood. Hal. MSS—SeeCro. Cha. 515.

(2) A. seised in fee sows the land, and devises to B.for life, re- [Note 365.]

ntainder to C. infee, and dies before severance. Ruled, I . The exe

cutor of A. Jhall not have the emblements. 2. IfB. dies beforeseve

rance, his executorJhall not have them, but they Jhall go to him in re

mainder. But, 3. if the devise had been only to B. and B. had died,

there the executor of B. Jhould have had the corn, though B. did not

sow. M. 20. Jac. C. B. n. 22. Spencer's cafe. Winch. 51. M. J.

J ac. C. B. Stele and Arnold. Vid. Hob. 132. Hal. MSS.—See ,

ice. as to the first point, Cro. Efiz. 6l. Yet it seems agreed, that

executors (hall have the corn growing as against an, heir. See

H6b. 132. 3. Salk. 160. 1. Ventr. 187. 3. Atk. 16. the opinion

of Siund. eh. ]. in Lill. Pract. Reg. tit. Emblements, and the year

books cited in Com. Dig. Biens, G. 2. It is not easy to account

for this distinction, which gives corn growing to the devijee, but

denies h to the heir; though it has been attempted. See Gilb.

Law of Evid. 25c.

(3) Whether
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[Note 3^6.] (3) Whether executor of tenant in dinutr Jballpay rent on thestatute

esMerton, vid. Keihu. 125. Hal. MSS.—This annotation by lord

Hale requires explanation. By the statute of Merton 20. H. 3. c. 2.

the widow may devise the corn on the lard she holds in dower,

which, as some of our most ancient writers have thought, (he could

not do before ; but the statute saves customs and services due in

respect of the land which the widow held in dower. Now in the

cafe of Keilway it is asserted, that under this statute the wife's exe

cutors may retain the land till they clan reasonably carry the corn

out of the land; ani this I apprehend gave occasion to the query,

whether the executors (hall not pay rent. See 2. Inst. 8o, 81.

[Note 367.] (5) But it is said, that if the land <was sown before the marriage^

the ivise Jball have the corn. I. Ro. Abr. 727. si. 17.

[Note 368.] (7) In Skcle and Arnold, M. 5. jac. C. B. n. 5. D. D. the court

•was divided en the point, whether the luife Jbould have the emblements ;

but it tvas adjudged, that Jhe Jbou/d not. But in P. 26. El. C. B.

n. 4. E. E. in Breuster's cafe, it ivas adjudged, that the ivise Jball

have them. Hal. MSS.—See Skele and Arnold in j. Ro. Abr. 727.

pi. 16. Nov 149. and Dy. 316. a. in marg. and further on the

subject in the books cited Vin. Abr. Emblements, pi. 16. and Com.

Dig. Biens, G. 2.

[Note 369.] (g) gee ante 11. b. and n. 4. there in respect to intermediate-

profits, where an estate vested is devested by the birth of a post

humous child. To the observation in that note it may be useful

to add, that there is an important distinction as to mefne profits be

tween real estate and personalty. The law will not permit the

freehold of land, except in certain special cases, to be in abeyance;

and therefore where an estate is to arise on a contingency, the free

hold must vest in some person in the mean time, either in the heir

or some other person who takes subject to the contingency ; and

that person, whoever he is, has the right to the mefne profits for his

own benefit, unless they are otherwise disposed of by express provi

sion of the parties, as in the cafe of trustees to preserve contingent

remainders, who are generally directed how to apply the profits

they receive, or by act of parliament, as by the to. and 11. W. 3.

C. 16. which preserves contingent remainders for posthumous chil

dren, where there are nouruUccs for that purpose,, and gives such

children the estate in thefame manner as if they were born in the

life-time of the father, and is therefore^construed to carry the profits

from the father's death. But the cafe of personalty is different, for

the right to that may be in suspense and contingency, and generally

during the time it continues ib the profits accumulate till the vest

ing of the capital happens, and then are added to that and belong

to the fame person. See 3. P. Wms. 305. 2. Atk. 473. and Fearn,

on Coming. Reni. 2d. ed. 173.

[Note 370.] (11) According lo some of the antient authorities, the disseisor

shall have the emblements, if the disseisee's entry is after severance.

See many books cited on this subject in Vin. Abr. Emblements, 54,

The more modern case? are with lord Coke, See Dy. 31. j.

Dal. 30. Mo. 24. and 1 1. Co. 5 1. b.

[Note 371-1 (13) Vid. 11. H. 6. 28. by Qottes. lessor's granting a rent charge

d»b

$
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detb not determine his will, nor are the lejsee's cattle distrainable.

tfbetber the -will be determined, iflejsor cr lejfee be outlawed,see 9. H.

6. 20. 5. Rep. 116. Hal. MSS.— Rolle makes a quetre on the

. cafe of the rent charge. The doubt seems reasonable, for the lease

at will and the rent charge clash with each other. If the grantee

has the remedy by distress, that makesthe tenant's chattels liable

to seizure for money not due by his contract. On the other hand,

if the grantee of the rent charge cannot distrain, he is left without

that remedy, which by the grant is expressly given to him. See

I. Ro. Abr. 860. As to the cafe of outlawry, fee Vin. Abr. Estate,

Z. b. pi. 1. In 1. Ventr. 248. one of the books cited, lord Hale

fays, that outlawry is not a determination till seizure.

(14) Nota, if lejfee at will is ousted by a stranger, be may reenter [Note 372.]

tmd continue tenant at will; but if be accepts of a new lease from a

stranger astersuch ouster, it has been holden, that his re-entry 'will not

re--vest the estate in the antient lessor. Hal. MSS. See Vin. Abr.

Estate, A. c.

(15) So if lejfeesays, that he "Mill not hold any longer, it is net a [Note 373.]

determination of the will, unless he waives the possession. 20. H. 7.

Keilw.6$. Hal. MSS.

(16) If there is tenant at will rendering rent at Michaelmas, and [Nott 3 74.J

lessor determines the will before Michaelmas, bestall not ha-ve any rent.

But it has been holden, that if lejfee at any day before the rent-day

determines bis will,yet lessor stall ha-ve the rent incurring the next day

estersuch determination of the will. Per Fenner and Williams ; Tel-

■verton contra M. 3. Jac. Carpenter and Collins, Yel<v. 73. 20. H. 7.

Keilw. 65. /'/ accord, iflejsor doth not enter before the rent-day. Hal.

MSS.—See All. 4. in which book there is an opinion by Rolle

conformable to that of Fenner and Williams. Also in 1. Sid. 339.

it is said to have been agreed by the court, that island be leased

at will, and the rent is reserved half-yearly or quarterly, the lessee

cannot determine his will two or three days before the rent-day,

because that would be a fraudulent determination.

sc6. a.1 (2) On special damage atlion on the case lies for not repairing, as [Note 375.J

well as for a nuisance in the highway. P. 1657. C. B. Adjudged

18. £.4. Hal. MSS.

[JO. D.J (2) Also an action on the case will lye for damages arising from [Note 376.}

the neglect to repair.' See Fitzh. N. Br. ed. 1730. p. 296. note a.

sc7 al (0 Aclion on the case doth mt lie for permisti-ve waste. 5. Rep. [Note 377.]

0/* J 13. b. Hal. MSS—The case cited by lord Hale is that of the

countess of Salop, who brought action on the cafe against her tenant

at will for negligently keeping his fire, that the house was burnt ;

and the whole court held, that neither action on the cafe nor any

other action lay; because at common law and before the statute of

Gloucester action did not lie for waste against tenant for life or

years, or any other tenant coming jn by agreement of parties, and

tenant at will is not within the statute. But the doctrine that no

action lies should be understood with some limitation; for if tenant

at will stipulates with his lessor to be responsible for fire by neg

ligence or for other permissive waste, without doubt an action will

o lie
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lie on such express agreement. The same observation holds witft

respect to- tenants for life or years before the statute of'Gloucester ;

tor though the law did not make them liable to any action for

waste, yet it did not restrain them from making; themselves frable by

agreement. It may be of use here to add something; on the pro--

gress of the law as to the accidental burning; of houses, so far as

regards landlord and tenant. At the common law lessees werer

not answerable to landlords for accidental or negligent burning ;

for as to fires by accident, it is expressed in Fletrr, thasorfuna ignis

•del bujusnodi eventus inofinati omnes renentes excufant ; and lady

Shrewsbury's cafe is a direct authority to prove, that tenants-are

equally excuseable for fires by negligence. See Fletet, lib. I. cap. i*.

Then came the statute of Gloucester, which, by making tenants for

life and years liable to waste without any exception, consequently

rendered them answerable for destruction by fire. Thus stood' ther

law in lord Coke's time; but now by the 6. Ann. ch. 31. the an

cient law is restored, and the distinction introduced by the statute

of Gloucester between tenants at will and other lessees is taken- away ;

for the statute of Ann exempts all persons from actions fox accidental

fire in any house, except in the case of speciaf agreements between,

landlord and tenant. See ante $3. a. and' note 7. there, and 53. b.

and note 5. there. So much relates to tenants coming in' by aft

or agreement ofparties. As to tenants of particular estates coming

in by aej oslanu, as tenant by the curtefy, tenant in dower, and.

also before the statute for taking away military tenures, guardian

in chivalry, these, or at least the two latter, being at common law

punishable for waste, were therefore responsible for losses by fire ;"

unless indeed they were answerable for wafle voluntary only, and

not for waste pe'rmijjive, which is a distinction I have not yet met

with in any book. If then tenant by the curtesy and tenant in

dower were by the common law responsible for accidental sire, it

may some time or other become necessary to determine, whether'

they are within the statute os queen Ann. The statute in expres

sion is very general, the words being, that no action shall be pro

secuted against any person in whose house any fire shall accidentally

begin ; and it seems calculated to take away att actions in- cases of

accidental fire as well from other persons as from landlords. Note,

that it has been doubted on the statute of Ann, whether a cove

nant to repair generally extends to the cafe ofstrer and so becomes

an agreement within the statute ; and therefore where it is ratendevf

that the tenant Hull not be liable, it is most usual in the covenant

for repairing expressly to except accidents by fire.—Note also,

that the distinction whfcft is taken as to waste at common law be-

. tween tenants coming in by ail of law and tenants whose estates

accrue by a?I ofparties, will not universally hold ; for tenants by

statute-merchant and statute-staple, though they come in by process

tf law, are not punishable for waste. 6. Co. 37. Perhaps the

reason of this may be, that it is in the power of debtors to prevent

the commencement of these estates, or to determine them by

paying the debts for which creditors have such estates, and also that

the tenants of such estates are accountable for all profits they

make beyond the amount of the debts due to them.

[Note 378.] (2) Tit if aslranger cuts trees, the tenant at willstall have aSioii,

asstall also the lestor, regard being had to theirseveral losses. 2. tt.

+ 12. 19. tf. 6. 45. Hal. MSS.

<3) L*0h
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(3) Lessee at will makes leaseforyears, and the lessee enters. Ruled [Note 379. J

on solemn argument, I. That it is only a djj/ci/in at election, and not

prima facie, z. That admitting it to he a disseisin, the lessee at will

is the disfeisor, and has gained thefreehold, and not the lessee for years.

Pasch. 9. Car. B. R. Blunden and Baugh. Hal. MSS.—See'S. C.

in W. Jo. 315. Cro. Cha. 302. Litt. 297. -372. and 1. Ro.

Abr. 661. See also mr. Atkins's cafe in 4. Burr. vol. 1. p. 60.

in which the curious doctrine of distiifn by eleilion is most elabo

rately explained.

(4) A. lessee for 20 years makes lease to B.for ten ; B. continues in [Note 3^°*]

possession aster expiration of the lease for ten years, and commits waste.

A. may hwve either trespass or acliun on the cafe, because he is charge

able over in waste. P. 6. Car. B. R. Crook n. 7. West and Treude.

Hal. MSS.—See Cro. Cha. 187. and S. C. W. Jo. 224.

'lj. D.J (1) But In his count in debt against lessee at will, he ought to stew [Note 38 1.]

that he entred; but etherwi/e it is as to lejjee for years. 18. H. 8.

I. Dy. 14. — Debt lies against copyholder for his rent. Adjudged

M. 10. Car. B. R. Hitcham's cafe. Hal. MSS.— Hitcham's cafe

is in |. Ro. Abr. 374. P. pi. 1. and 374. Qj.pl. 3. But from

Rolle's report of the cafe, and from some subsequent authorities it

seems doubtful whether debt will lie for rent against a copyholder,

particularly unless the lord has conveyed away the manor, and so

loll the remedy by distress. See Carth. 92. and Gilb. Ten. 3d

Lond. ed. 308.

(2) As to holding over, fee 4. G. 2. c. 28. by which every te- [Note 382.]

rant for life or years, or other person claiming under or by collu

sion with such tenant, who (hall wilfully hold over after determina

tion of the term, and demand made in writing of delivery of the

possession by the landlord or him in reversion or remainder, is made

liable to the payment of double the yearly value of the lands de

tained. This statute only took in cafes in which the landlord gave

notice to quit, and therefore the deficiency was supplied by tiie

I I. G- 2. c. 19. which extends the provision for double rent to the

holding over after the tenant's giving notice to quit. See a cafe on

this latter statute in 4. Burr. v. 3. page 1603. See also 6. Ann.

c. 18. s. 1. against holding over by guardians or trustees of infants,

and by husbands seised in right of their wives, and by all others

having particular estates determinable on any life or lives.

(5) V '^e biir accepts rents from him, he is tenant at •will to the [Note 3S3.]

beir. 1 o. E. 4. 18. Tenant for years surrenders, andstill continues

pofesston, he is tenant at sufferance or dist'eifor at election. Dy. 62.

Hal. MSS.

(6) And ifguardian in such case dies seised, the entry of the beir [Note 384.]

tolls. 7. H. 4. 42. per Cul. Hal. MSS.

jS. Jl. J 0) Nota, these words ad voluntatem domini are material to ex- [Note 385.]

press copyhold; for if these words be omitted in pleading, it stall be

intended, that the estate is a customary freehold. M. 7. Car. B. R.

Crook n. 7. Hug4/es's cafe. Hal. MSS.—See Cro. Cha. 2 19. See

further as to customaryfreehold, post. 59. b. and note 1. there.

( G ) (2) This
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[Note 386.] (2) This author, whom lord Coke cites on several occasions, ac

cording to sir William Dugdalc, wrote a took on tenures of the king,

but did not perfect it. Dugd. Orig. Jurid. ist ed. 56. 1 imagine,

that this book is the work referred to by lord Coke; but whether

it is in print, or lord Coke cites it from a manuscript, I have not yet

been able to learn.

[Note 387.] (4) See ace. Cro. Cha. 367. But the lord' may take a surrender

out of the manor, because that may be done out of court ; and Co

may the steward if there is a special custom, or according to latter

authorities without. See 1. Salk. 184. and post. 59. a.

[Note 388.] (c) Asteward de facto is sufficient.—The ting constitute] A. and

B. stewards of a manor by patent sub sigillo scaccarii ; A. holds

courts ; and though the appointment ought to have been sub magr.o*

sigillo, and both ought to home holdtn the courts, jet it was rided,

that grant by one was good. So it is as to the lord's clerk or an under

steward. P. 22. Eliz. Scacc. Hal. MSS.—The doctrine in this

cafe seems confirmed by the cases and authorities cited in Vin. Abr.

Steward, F. G. J. K. and Com. Dig. Copyhold.'C. 5. Note also

particularly what is expressed in Co. Copyhold, sect. 45. in respect

to the law's not being nice in examining the imperfections of the

steward's authority, where his acts are ordinary and necessary, and not

of a judicial kind.

[Note 389.} (3) Guardian inJbcag,t may grant copies in his own name, tror can V r 8. b.l

tie heir held courts during the interest of the guardian. T. \. Jac. *- "^ *■*

Rot. 883. C. B. Shopland and Ridler. Noy n. yj%. Clare's cafe.

Hal. MSS.—See rhe former case ace. in Cro. Jam. 55. 98. 1. Ro.

Abr. 499. pi. 4. Ow. j 1 5. Godb. 143. 4. Leon. 158. See also

ace. 2. P. Wins. 122.

[Note 390.] (4) Custom lo grant copies in reversion after estatesfor life. Ruled,

that dominus pro tempore may makesuch grants ; and they will hind,

though theparticular estate doth not determine during his interest. P. 4 1.

Eliz. B. R. n. 27. C. C. Guy and Key. Hill. 26. Eli?.. Sir Peter

Carew's cafe. More 147. Vide tamen H. 14. Eliz. ibid. 95. the

east of Com. Oxon. contra. Hal. MSS.—Accord, that the lord/r#

tempore may grant in reversi6t!, where reversions are grantable by

copy. Sec Cro. Eliz. 66. 2. P. Wms. 122. and the cafe of Lade

and Barker in 2. New Abr. 6S4. See also the subject enlarged

upon in Gilb. Ten. 3d Lond. edit. 204.

[Note 391.] (5) Ifcopyholder surrenders to difeifor to the use of I. S. difeifor

may admit him, if the surrenderor be a copyholder infee ; but otherwise

it is, ifhe be only copyholderfor life, as it stems,for it is a new grant.

P. 41. Eliz. B. R. Martyn and Rew. Hal. MSS.—See Gilb. Ten.

3d Lond. edit. 20r.

[Note 392.J (6) If heir before assignment of dower grants copies, it will not

bind the wife. P. 28. Eliz. B. R. Rous and Ai/ois. Hal. MSS

See further as to the persons by whom copyhold estates may be

granted, in Vin. Abr. Copyhold, G. and Com. Dig. Copyhold, C. 3.

(Note 393.] (7) what thing destroys the -custom of granting a copyholds

O.-.e is lesseefor life or tenant in tail of a manor; 0 copyrdd escheats ;

% and
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and lejjte or tenant in tail makes lea/tforyears ofthe copyhold. Though

quoad himself the custom is gone, yet quoad the istue or rcverfioner the

custom is not gone. So it is in cafe of a husbandseised in right os his

•wife. P. 38. Eliz. B. R. Conejby and Rufkey. And accordingly

agreed per curiam P. 1650. in Cremer and Burnet. but vid. contra

M. 14. Car. B. R. Crook n. 22. in Lee's cafe. Copyholder surrenders

■ to the use of the lord, luho makes a lease ofthe manor and of this tenement

by name. Ruled, that the tenement is still grantable by copy ; for it

pases tuitb the manor, and so continues demisable. Tr. 10. Car. Crook

n. 4. Lee and Boothby .-*-The king is seised os a copyhold manor, the

copyhold escheats, and the king makes leafs for years. Ruled, that

though the lease is good, yet after the term the copyhold is grantable by

copy, because the grant doth not inure to a double intent in the cafe of

the king. P. 1 650. Cremer and Burnet. Hal. MSS.—See Conesby

and Rufkey in Cro. EHz. 459. Cremer and Burnet in Sty. 266.

and 2. Ro. Abr. 196. pi. 34. and Lee's cafe in Cfo. Cha. 521.

W. Jo. 449. and 1. Ro. Abr. 498. pi. I. See also the observations

on the two latter cases in Vin. Abr. Prerogative, G. c. pi. 3, 4. See

further on the destruction of copyhold estates in Com. Dig. Copy-

bold, B. 3. and L. and Vin. Abr. Copyhold, R.

(9) Tithes are grantable by copy. P. 43. El»2. B. R. Sands and [Note 394. |

Drury per curiam. Hal. MSS.-*-See as to the case here cited by

lord Hale, Vin. Abr. Copyhold, E. pi. 1 . See also as to things

grantable by copy, Vin. Abr. ubisupra, and Com. Dig. C. 1.

l59* ***J (0 P^ceners of copyhold cannot make partition without the Lrd's [Note 39C.I

licence. P. 41. Eliz. B. R. Fuller and Terry. Hal. MSS.—The

some case is in 1. Ro. Abr. 509. pi. 1, z. but the points there are

different.

(2) Ifcopyhold is granted to A. and It. tuhe art admitted, A. may [Note 396. ]

release to B. -without fine orsurrender. Adjudged P. 19. Jac. entered

H. 16. Rot. 735. C. B. Wase and Pretty. So he may releaje condi~

tion. T. S. Jac. But if he release to dijjjeisor, it is holden void; but

he may release all his right to him -who is admitted. M. C. Car. C. B.

per curiam. Hal. MSS.—See ace. Wase and Pretty in Winch. 3.

and s. p. aec. by the court in Hetl. 150. See further as to the ef

fect ofa release on a copyhold, Vin. Abr. Copyhold, Z. a. and Com.

Dig. Copyhold, I. i.

(3) But according to Rolle, though livery is not made, the [Note 397. ]

' feoft'men t is a forfeiture, if there be a letter of attorney to de

liver seisin, because then the feoffee may at any time perfect the

conveyance ; and he thinks, that lord Coke ought to be understood

with this distinction. 1. Ro. Abr. 508. pi. la, 13. However, the

distinction in Rolle may be doubted, for the criterion of forfeiture

of a copyhold by alienation seems to be the aiiual paffing of an un

lawful estate to the lord's prejudice, and in the case of the feoffment

no interest can pass till livery ; nor is it strictly true, that the feoffte

may at any time perfect the conveyance, for it is possible, that be

fore livery the fedffbr may revoke the power of attorney, or the

attorney may die or refuse to execute hu authority. See further

On this subject, 3. Leon. 109. and Godb. 269.

(4) The plural number- is here significant; for a lease for one [Note 398. ]

( G 3 ) year
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year is not a forfeiture, such lease by copyholder being, as lord_

Coke in another place writes, warranted by the general custom ot

the realm. 4. Co. 26. See also ace. 9. Co. 75. b. W. Jo. 249.

and Litt. Rep. 233. See also 1. And. 192. and Mo. 272. and 679.

by which it appears that it was once doubted, whether to warrant

a lease for one year without the lord's licence a particular custom

was not necessary.— The following annotation is by lord Hale.

Vid. as to forfeiture by lease or alienation. A. is lefjee of a manor

forfiveyears; copyholder grants bargains andjells bis copyhold to A.

and his heirs. Ruled, that this amounts to a full surrender ; and if

after the term he who hath thefee of the manor admits A. or his heir,

it amounts to a new grant. T. 21. Jac. C. B. Hostel and Hamerton.

—Copyholder infee makes lease for a year, andso de anno in annum

during the life of the copyholder except one day at the end of every

year ; and this was adjudged to be a forfeiture ; andso ifit 'was by

covenant, for it amounts to a lease for two years, and the exception of

a day doth not aid the cafe. Vid. 10. Jac. B. R. Bulstr. n. 201.

Hamlen and Hamlen. T. 10. Jac. ibid. n. 232. Luttrell and Weston.

—Copyholder makes lease by indenture for one year, andsame day by

another makes another leasefor one year to commence after the former,

and j'o a third lease by a third indenture for one year after thesecond,

and then surrenders to the steward to the use of the lord. Ruled, 1 .

Though this be by several indentures, and two days interpose between

the end of one lease and the beginning of another, it is a forfeiture.

2. The covin is apparent, though it was not found. 3. Though he

surrenders to the lord not having notice, the lordstall be adjudged to

be in point offorfeiture, andstall avoid the leases. M. 7. Car. B. R.

». 15. Mathew and Whetton. Hal. MSS.—Sec the first cafe cited

by lord Hale in Winch. 66. W. Jo. 41. and Hutton 65. though

in these books the name is different. See the second case mt

1. Bulstr. 189. the third in 1. Bulstr. 215. and the fourth in Cro.

Cha. 233. W. Jo. 249. and 1. Ro. Abr. 508. pi. 10.—It is ob,

servable, that according to the third case cited by lord Hale a mere

'covenant that the lessee shall enjoy for a second year is a forfeiture ;

but the second case and other authorities are to the contrary ; be

cause, though in general a covenant amounts to a lease, yec it seems

harsh to give such a construction, where a lease amounts to a for

feiture, and the intention of the parties may have effect by way of

agreement. See Cro. Jam. 311. and 2. Keb. 267. See further as

to leases by copyholders and forfeiture on that account, New Abr.

tit. Leases, I. 6. ' Vin. Abr. Copyhold, G. c. H. c.

[Nott 199-] (6) Nota, by Rollesurrender into the hands of thestrward, though

tut of the court, is good without custom. M. 24. Car. B. R. Baker

and Denham. Hal. MSS.— See ace. 1. Ro. Abr. 500. pi. 3, 4.

Leon. ill. l.Salk. 184. Some make a distinction between stew

ards by deed and stewards by parol, and think, that only the former

can take surrenders out of court. Godb. 142. and 1. L. Raym. 159.

But this distinction has been frequently denied, and indeed seems

unsupported by any good reason. Cro. Jam. 526. Com. Rep. 85. :

(Note 400. ] (1 ) M. 9. Jac. C. B. n. 5. D. H. Wilde and Francis. ^Adjudged £ C O .

accordingly, and the admittance is tenendum, but not ad voluntatem

domini. Hal. MSS.—Vid. ace. ante 49. a. and note 6. there, and

also the books cited in Blackst. Law Tr. 8vo ed. v. 1. p. 144.

From these authorities it appears, that estates held by copy efcourt-

roll,
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roll, but not at the -will of the lord, have been deemed freehold

estates as well by others as by lord Coke, and in order to distinguisti

them from the ordinary kind have been denominated customary free,

holds. In consequence of the prevalence os this notion, a conside

rable number ofsuch tenants some few years ago claimed a right

of voting asfreeholders at *.h; election of knights of the mire. This

gave occasion to a short but most excellent treatise on the subject,

in which the learned author traces the origin of lands held in this

peculiar way, and proves by the most clear and forcible arguments,

t'lat, thoucrh these tenures in some respects resemble freeholds, they

arc in truth nothing more than asuperior kind of copyhold. Soon

after the publication of this treatise, the doctrine inserted in it re

ceived confirmation from an act of parliament, declaring, that no

person holding by copy ofcourt-roll should be entitled to vote at the

election of knights of the shire. See filackst. Law Tr. 8vo ed.

t. 1. p. 105. and 31. G. 2. c. 14.

(2) Copyholder for life surrenders to the use ofD. the lord accepts [Note 40I.]

the surrender and admits D. for his life nssho diet. Adjudged, that

the surrenderor Jhali not hat>e the land, but the lord, for he nuho sur

rendered had not ans reversion. But if copyholdersurrenders to the use

cf B. there on B.'s death the surrenderor jhall have, for he hath the

remainder. M. 6. Car. B. R. Crook n. 10. King and Lord. Hal.

MSS.—See Cro. Cha. 204.. and S. C. 1- Ro. Abr. 504. 2. Ro.

Abr. 462. See 9. Co. 107. Vin. Abr. Copyhod, P. 6. Mod. 63.

1. Salk. 188. and Gilb. Ten. 3d Lond. ed. 257.

(6) Nota ruled, that ailioam the case doth not lie against the lord [Note 402.]

ivbo refuses to admit, but the remedy is to compel! him in chancety.

P. 13/jac. B. R. Crook n. 1. Ford and ILjiins. Hal. MSS.—

See Cro. Jnm. 368. and S. C. Mo. S42. 2 Buistr. 336. But it

is snid to have been adjudged, that though surrenderee cinnot have

action on the case against the lord for refusing to admit, yet the

surrenderor may. 3. flulilr. 217.

(8) See Vin. Abr. Copyhold, W. b. See also rauch curious learn- [Note 403.]

ing on this subject in the case of the earl of Bath an! Abney in

4.. Burr. vol. |. page 206. In that case the court held, that the

executor of a copyholder, for a long term of years, was compellable

to be admitted and to pay a fine. The great point ofthe cafe was,

whether a line became due on every change of the tenant, or on

change os the estate only,

s60 a. 1 (') '' WhatJhal1 &* " reasonable fine. Two years and an half [^Ote 404.]

*■ -* of racked rent adjudged unreasonable; and a year and an half is

sufficient. T. 6. Car. B. R. Crook n. 8. Doiu and Griding. Tivo

years value of racked rent adjudged unreasonable. 2. He, -who ivould

take advantage of a forfeiture for non-payment of a fine uncertain,

ought to assess a reasonablefine, and prefix & day and place •within the

manorfor payment of it. Other-ivi/e non-payment is not a forfeiture.

3. If it be doubtful, ivhether the fine be reasonable or not, non-payment

is not a forfeiture. M. 6. Jac. C. B. »■ <• D. D. Willowe's cafe.

Vide tamen, for if in truth it be reasonable, non-payment at the day

prefixed has been held a forfeiture. M. 1650. Parker's cafe.—Custom,

she: copyholdershall pay a fine of tivoyears rent or under, held good.

M. 10. Jac. B. R. 2. Bulstr. u. 23. Allen and Abraham. But

M. 36, 37. Eliz. A. B. n. 148. in Green and Bury, it -was ruled<void

(G3) for
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for the uncertainty. Hal. MSS.—See the first case in Cro. Cha. 196,

the second in 13. Co. 3. the third in ?. Bulstr. 32. and the fourth

in 2. Ro. Abr. 265. pi. 1. Note, that in the case in which two

years rack rent was deemed an unreasonable fine, the admittance

* was on an alumina: and not on a descent, and that on a dt/cent two

years value is generally understood to be reasonable. See Rep,

temp. Finch 464. See further on the quantum cf fines, tit. Copy

hold, in Vin. Abr. X. b. Com. Dig. H. 4. and New Abr I. 3,

and the cafe of the carl of Bath and Abney in 4. £urr. vol. \.

page 206.

[Note 405.] (2) Vid. hie sol. 59. a. A. surrenders to tht use of 3- clearly the

land is bound by the surrender, but B. bath nothing in tie land till

admittance, M. 8. Car. I}. R. Burgein and Spurling. But if tin

surrenderee dies, his heir Jball be admitted. If the lord accepts rent of

B. it is a good admittance. M. 24. Car. B. R. Baker and Denham,

jf.surrenders to the use os B, 'who before admittancesurrenders to the

use os C. and C. is admitted. Ruled, that C, takes nothing, for B.

nuho surrenders hath net any interest to surrender till admittance. 24.

Eliz. Alderman Dixe's cafe. M. 6. Jac. B. R. m. n- 6. Wilson and

Woodhall. But yet it hath been ruled good, for the admittance of C.

Jball be implied to be an admittance os B.prsl, and so there shall ba

priority. M. 24. Car. B. R. Baker and Denham. P. 41. Eliz. C. B.

Colchin and Colchin. Vid. T. 15. Jac. B. R. 2. soph. 5. Hal.

MSS.—See the first cafe in Cro. Cha. 273. $c 2,83. and 1. Ro,

Abr. 473. & 500. the second in Sty. 145. the fourth case i:i Yeiv.

I44. the fifth in Cro. Eliz- 66?. and 1. Ro. Abr. 499. pi. 1. Seo

further as to the subject of the cases in this annotation, Com. Dig,

Copyhold, F. 11. and Vin. Abr. Copyhold, U. W. V. and Q^b.

[Note,406. J (3) // has often been adjudged accordingly ; and in such case sur.

rendtr is not a discontinuance, but there may be a bar by custom either-

by surrender or recovery, but not •without custom. M. 5. Car. C. B,

Crock n. 4. ?. 37. Eliz. Clan and Turner. P. 1651. B. R. Frankly*

and Myn. Hal. MSS See the cafe of M. 2. Cha. in Cro, Cha,

42. See also post. 60. b. and note 1 , & 2. there.

[Note 407.] (1) See 2. Vcs. 603. -the case of Carr and Singer, in which

three judges against YVilles chief justice held, that where copyholds

are intailable, and the custom has not prescribed any mode of bar

ring, the intail may be barred by surrender. But Willes chief jus

tice thought, that in stich a pase recovery was the proper mode.

Note the three ways of barring intails of copyholds mentioned in

this cafe ; namely, recovery, surrender, and forfeiture and regrant.

[Note 408. ] (4) But trespass Uts not against the lord for cutting trees. Hill.

10. E. 1. R.ot. 3. Cafus prioris of Anthony. But uvw the lain is

(banged. Hal. MSS.

[Nose 409.] (2) In Cro. Cha. 597. there is a cafe, in which it was pleaded, [ 6 1 . a,]

that the eultem was to surrender by a knife, and therefore thr.t a

surrender by the verge was void. This custom bejpg alledged be

fore the council of the marches of Wales, they proceeded to

try it. On moving {his matter in the king's bench, a prohibi

tion was granted, because the custom was only triable at the com

mon law ; but it is not mentioned, what the court thought of the

operation of the surrender,

(1) But.
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b.]
(1) But a patent is necessary to the tmking of stewards of the [Note 410.]

king's manors. See further title Stewards of Courts in Vin. Abr.

F. and Com. Dig. Copyhold, R. 5.

(1) But vide Trin. 7. Car. B. R. Rot. $73. Adjudged M. 8. [Note 41 1.]

Crook n.fj. Burgoin and Sfurling. A. surrenatrs to thesteward out

of court to the use as B. an condition, and before the next courtsurren

ders to the steward to the use cfG. insee; the condition it performed,

and then be surrender! to the use es D. insee by the hands of the stew

ard; and at the next court all are present. Ruled, that C. studl have

the land, for by the surrender the interest it bound, but the estate doth

not pass till presentment, but remainedsully in A. audso thesurrender

to C. is good, •whin the surrender to B. is avoided by performance of

the condition before the court. Hal. MSS.—-See note 2. in 00. a.

See also as to the commencement of the surrenderee's cfate Jef-

fereys's cafe in Wi'.s. vol. 1. part 2. page 13. In that cafe one

having surrendered to the use of his will devised a copyhold to

miss jeffL-reys in fee ; and ihe being attainted of felony and hanged

before admittance, the question was, whe:her her interest in the

copyhold was such as to intitle the lord by forfeiture. The whole

court inclined against the lord, but did not give an absolute opinion.

(1) Formerly it was a question, whether waste permissive was a [Note 452.]

forfeiture by the rentral law in respect to copyhold estates, and ac

cording to a cafe in Nov aspecial custom is necessary. Noy 51.

But the principal authorities arc with lord Coke. See Ow. 17.

1. Ro. Abr. 50a. pi. 16. and the cafe of Eastcourt and Weekc^ in

I. Lutw. 799. t. Freem. 516. and i. Salk. 186. In this last cafe

the causes of forfeiture were making a lease without licence and

want os repairs, and it appears to hnve been agreed by all, that

fermigive waste was a forfeiture ; and the great point was, whether

after the death of one of two coparceners, who were seised of the

manor at the time of the forfeiture, it was not too late to enter and

take advantage of it. Three judges held, that it was because ac

cording to them lease and waste do not operate like alienations by

fine recovery or feoffment with livery, which are immediate for

feitures and extinguilh the copyholder's estate without any act by

the lord, but are only forfeitures at the election ofthe lord in whose

time they happen, and unless he enters the copyholder's estate con

tinues ; and they thought, that the righe of election was not in its

nature either divisible or descendible, and therefore that in the case

ofcoparceners all must join in the election, and if one of them dies

it is too late to make it. But Powel justice differed. He assented

to the distinction between forfeitures operating by immediate extin

guishment ofthe copyhold and forfeitures at the lord's election, and

agreed that waste permissive was of the latter kind ; but then he

thought, that the lease for years without ^icence was as much an

extinguishment ofthe copyhold as an alienation for a greater estate;

and he seemed to be of the same opinion as to waste voluntary.

Note, that Powel took another distinction between waste voluntary

and waste permissive, and said, that if waste permisstve it repaired

before the lord's entry, the forfeiture is purged, and advantage can

not be taken of it. Note also, that in the fame cafe Treby ch. j,

doubted, whether lord Coke's doctrine, that if there be two co

parceners of a reversion, and waste is committed, and one ot them

dies leaving a daughter, the aunt and niece shall join in waste, is law.

(G4) See
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See ante 53. b. and 1. Lutw. 803. This observation osTreby

ought to have been mentioned before.

sNote 413.1 (2) Bat the court of chancery will sometimes relieve against a

forfeiture for waste, and compel the lord to re-admit, on receiving

satisfaction for the injury he has sustained. Such relief is particu

larly given, where the waste is committed, through ignorance, or

where the waste is merely permijsi've, and there has not been an ob

stinate perseverance in neglecting to repair after notice. 1. Cha.

Cas. 95. and Prec. in Chanc. 568. Another instance, in which re

lief against forfeiture for waste is said to be proper, is where the

lestee ofa copyholder commits waste without his direction or privity.

Toth. Cha. 237. But in this latter cafe it may be doubted, whcT

tlicr the waste is a forfeiture. See Mo. 49.
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Chap. i. Homage. Sect. 85.

'(0 TT is scarce possible to have a just and proper idea os our [Note I.I

law of tenures, the greater part of which is founded on

principles strictly feudal, without the aid of some previous informa

tion concerning the origin of fends in general, and the time and

manner of their introduction into this country. This interesting

subject seems to have entirely escaped the attention of lord Coke;

for though he writes so learnedly and minutely in explaining the

nature of each tenure, and its fruits and incidents, yet there is not

any thing like an historical illustration with the least reference to

the general doctrine of feuds, or to the means by which they were

established in England ; a silence the more unaccountable, because

the subject exercised the pens of several cotemporary writers; and

the great antiquary of our English laws, sir Henry Spelman, had

actually published the first part of his Glossary, in which he dis

courses largely on feuds, near two years before the first edition of

the Commentary on Littleton. To supply the deficiency here im-,

puted to lord Coke, as far as the compass of an annotation will

allow, it shall be attempted to state shortly some of the principal

opinions which occur on the subject, and to refer to some of the

books in which they are respectively advanced or controverted.

As to the first institution of feuds, some writers deduce them

from the earliest ages of the world, and suppose, that the idea of

giving land on the terms of doing military service for it, which it

must be confessed was the grand principle of the feudal syltem,

must have been common to the most ancient nations, when they

emigrated to form new settlements, and was the natural result of

such a situation. See Niell. Djsputat. Feud, cited in Voet ad

Pandect, lib. 38. Digres. de Feud. 1, Gen. 47. But this opinion

Jus
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has been generally disapproved of as fanciful, and founded on a \(ja. a.l

narrow and incomprehensive notion of feuds, and depending on re- <•

semblances too faint and remote to warrant a just comparison. Itter.

de Feud. Imper. c. I. s. %. Spelman. Posthum. 2.

Others think, that they discover the otigin of feuds in the institu

tion of patron and client by Romulus on the first founding of the

Roman state. Zasius Epit. Feud. &c. cited in Itter. de Feud. Im

per. c. 1. s. j. But the (lightest examination (hews this connection

, to have been widely different from that between lord and i>ajsaii

the latter merely arising from land, and, according to the strict and

pure notion of f:uds, being ever accompanied with services of a

military kind and also with a jurisdidion; which circumstances are

quite foreign to the former, and seem of themselves so essentially

to distinguish the two, as to render the labour offeeking for other

differences wholly unnecessary. See Bodin. de Repub. lib. 1. c. 7.

Crag. Jus Feud. lib. 1. Dieges. 5. et Duck.de Us. Jur. Civ. c. 6.

Others again have suggested, that the grants of forfeited land*

to the veteran soldiers of Sylia, Julius Caesar, and the Triumvirs

in the latter times of the Roman republick, gave rise to feuds. But

it has been sensibly observed by a very ingenious writer, that such

lands were given, not on the condition offuture but as rewards for

past military services, and after the deration of them were of the

nature of other Roman estates. Sullivan's Lectures 251. See also

Clark. Connect, of Roman Saxon and English Coins 440.

Some compare the coloni et glebte aafcripiitii, of which there is

such frequent mention both in the Theodosi.in code, and in that of

Justinian, with feudatories. But nothing can be more strongly

marked than the distinction between the two, for the former were

adstricted to the soil, were employed in cultivating it, and in per

forming other rural services for the owner, and in men approached

nearer to slaves than to free-men soldiers and feudal tenants. See

Itter. Feud. Imper. cap. 1. sect. 3. 5.

One civilian of the first character seems to deduce fiefs from

the procurators fradiorum, the emphyteuticarii, and others of a

similar description, who are well known to the Roman law. Cujac

Observ. lib. 8. c. 14. and De Feud. lib. 1. princip. But it should

be recollected, that the procurators prœdiorum were properly only

bailiffs and servants to the owners of the land, and that the re, -

phyteuticarii were merely occupiers of land under contracts of

hiring ; and therefore one may differ from the great author of this

opinion, without forgetting the respect justly due to so high an au

thority. In truth, the possessions of the former do not appear to

have been like any fief, and those of the latter at the utmost only

some near to a resemblance of fiefs of the pradial and improper

kind, such as outfocage tenure, and ether deviations from tlie ori~

ginal feudal establishments. Consequently it is not in the least pro

bable, that pure and genuine fiefs, which were the price ot' military

service only, and gave rise to the great system of tenures, should

be the offspring of such parents.—The fame observation may be

applied to the pradiaftipendiaria, which some writers cite from the

books of the Roman law as instances of fiefs, but which were, as I

apprehend, only a species of the emphytcufts, or land let to hire.

Sec Itter. de Feud. Imp. Cap. j. sect. 3. 5. Heinecc. Syntagru.

Antiq. Rom. lib. 3. tit. 3. f. 13. and the wordftipendiaria in the

Lexicons of the Roman Law.

As to the foldarii, who were the companions and followers of the

princes
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princes and chieftains amongst the ancient Gauls, and are by some

writers considered as feudal vassals, their attachment was inde-

pendant of land ; and this of itself is sufficient to shew, that the

conection was not the fame as that which is the result of tenure.

However, it may be proper to observe, that a like sort of union

between the princes of the ancient Germans and their comites is

agreed by those who refer the origin of fiefs to a much later

period, to have been one of the many causes which accelerated the

progress of siefi. Itter. de Feud. Imper. cap. j. sect. 4, 5.

Another opinion as to the beginning of fiefs is, that the use of

them may be dated from the time of the emperor Alexander Se-

yerus, who about the middle of the third century granted out large

districts taken from the enemy on the frontiers of the Roman em

pire to the duces limitanei and others of his officers and soldiers,

tinder the conditions of military service, and on those terms de

clared the land transmissible to heirs. Seld. Tit. of Hon. 2d ed.

c 1. f. 23. p. 332. Duck, de Us. Jur. Civ. lib. 1. c. 6. Itter. de

Feud. Imper. c. 1. s. 3. and Clarke's Connect. Rom. Sax. and Engl.

Coins, 4.40. These grants and some few others of a like kind,

which are attriHuted to succeeding Roman emperors, give the sem

blance of probability to the conjecture of those, who consider the

feudal establishments so common in the subsequent times, as mere

imitations of these examples and extensions of the fame policy ;

and it must be owned, that they at least seem to justify Mr. Selden,

jn observing, th&t/eme use of fiefs may very properly be referred to

the time of Alexander Severus.

But that opinion, which seems to have the most probability and

is adopted by the generality of the best writers, particularly those

of the present timesj attributes the origin of the feudal establilh-

ments principally to the northern nations, which in the fourth and

fifth centuries over-ran the western part of the Roman empire, and

at length out of its ruins formed the principal of the various states

and governments, into which we now fee Europe divided, Many

reasons might be adduced in favour of this opinion, and to evince

that pursuing the history of these nations from their first successful

irruptions into the Roman empire is the only true way of exploring

the source of the feudal institutions; but this is not the place for a,

minute discussion of a subject so extensive and difficult.

?3* [See this note continued at the commencement of Mr. Butler's

notes, beginning 191. a.]

b. 1 ( 1 ) Nota, in ancient times by hommes or men, homagers, whom tve [ Note 2.]

now call freeholders, tvere intended; as in- grants that be and his men

Jhould be/ree/rom toll. 14. H. 6. 12. 12. Aff. 35. 33. E. 3. 88.

31. E. 3. Barr. 261. Ha!. MSS.— In the famous controversy,

which began between Dr. Brady and others some few years before

the Revolution about the origin of the House of Commons, one

point in dispute was the sense of the words homines and liberi te-

nentts as used in writs of summons to parliament before the reign

of Henry the third and in other ancient records ; the doctor endea

vouring to confine the word to the king's tenants in capite, and his

competitors on the other hand being as strenuous to comprehend with-

in the description of homines any free iubjedts of the king, and within

that of liberi tenentes all freeholders in general, whether they held

immediately of the king or not. See voc. Liberi homines in the Gloss,

at the end of Brad, Introd. to English Hist. Tyrr. Biblioth. Politic.

300.
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300. 308. 322. 326. 352. 369. 537. and lord Lyttelt. Hen. 2.

8vo ed. vol. 3. p. 337. However, Mr. Tyrrel allows the word

homines to be equivocal, and to vary in the fense according to the

occasion on which it is used.

[Note 3.] (1) According to this position, ofwhich the truth is undeniable, s O^-

all the lands in England, except those in the king's hands, are

feudal. This universality of tenures, if not quite peculiar to Eng

land, certainly doth not prevail in several countries on the continent

of Europe, where the feudal system has been established, and it

seems, that there are some few portions of allodial land in the

northern part of our own island. In France they still have their

franc-aleu, which is the name by which allodial land is distinguished,

as well as their fiefs; and in some provinces, such as Provence Lan-

guedoc and others, which not having any coutume or system of cus

tomary law, adopt the written or Roman law, the country is so far

from being wholly feudal, that all inheritances are presumed to be

quite free from feudal dependance till the contrary is proved, and

therefore are called franc-aleu fans litre, that i-, tree without the

possessors being obliged to prove them so. Instit. Droit Franc, par

Argou, 1. 2. c. 3. Decis. Nouv. par Denisart, tit. Franc-aleu and

Droit-ecrit. Even in Normandy, from which country our ances

tors borrowed at least some pans of our law of tenures, and where

the feudal policy with its utmost rigors is supposed to have been

so early and so completely introduced, a remnant of allodial land

is still to be found, and tiieir reformed costumier expressly divides

their estates into franc aim and tenures. L'ttlet. par Houard, v. 1.

p. 196. and Cout. Reform. Norman, par Berrault, Art. 102. The

German and Dutch lawyers make the like distinction with respect

to lands in their countries ; and they must almost necessarily have, a

considerable proportion ot allodial land, as the rule of their courts

of justice is to presume in favour of it, whenever the quality of the

Jand appears doubtful. Heinecc. Elem. Jur. Germ. lib. 2. tit. 1.

f. 35. Dar. Inst. Jur. Priv. German, sect. 705, 706. and Voet ad

Pandect, lib. 38. Digres. de Feud. sect. 4. As to Scotland, lord

Stair expresses himself rather ambiguoufly on the subject; for he

fays that there remains little of allodial land in Scotland, but in a

few lines after observes, that the glebes of the clergy, which seem

to come nearest to allodials, are more properly mortised, or, as we

fliould call them, mortmainfees. Sta. Inst, b, 4. t. 3. f, 4. However,

other respectable authors rank the manses and glebes of the Scotch

clergy amongst things allodial ; and write as if they thought, that

the law of fiefi had not yet pervaded the Orkneys. Erflt. Princ.

Law Scot. 126. Ess. Brit. Antiq. 19.

[Note 4.] (3) Vid. as to the homage by the king of England to the king of

Francefor the Julchy of Aquitain, &c. It iuas douiled, whether the

homage ought to he liege ; but at length it iuas rejbli/ed, that it jhould

be litge; andfor that purpose writs patent were made by the king of

England, fettling it in this way, viz. that the king ofEngland duke of

Guyen Jhould hold his hands between the hands of the king of France,

and he who Ihculdspeak for the king ofFrance jhould address his words

to the king of England duke of Guyen, andJhould fay thus, Do you re

main a liege man of the king of France, my lord who is here, as

duke of Guyen and peer of France, and promise to bear him faith

and loyalty? fay yes; aud that thesaid king duke ami hisfucceflan

tiakcs
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Jules of Guyen Jhntldfay yes ; and that then the king of France Jhould

receive the said king of England and duke to thesaid homage andfaith

and ivitb a kisssaving his right and the other's. I. Pars Pat. 5. 11.

3. m. If)*—For the homage done to the pope by king John, fee M. Paris

237. Hal. MSS.—For a full account of the circumstances which

attended Edward's homage for Guienne, &c. fee 1 . Tind. Rap. sol.

ed. 412. See alsoFroiss. 1. 1. c. 25. and 4.. Rym. Feed. 383. to 390.

there cited, and Du Fresn. Glos. voc. Homaginm. Mr. Tindal in a

note on Rapin observes, that liege or full homage is done with head

bare and sword ungirt, as if that was the thing which chiefly dis

tinguished homage ligeum from homage non ligeum. But in truth

thuformality was incident to both, and the difference between the

two was of a more essential kind, and Philip de Valois of France

and our Eward the Third knew this, or probibly there would not

have been so much difficulty in adjusting the ceremony between

them. Homage ligeum was without any saving or exception of the

faith due to king or other lords ; but homage non ligeum had such

an exception. The former properly came from the subjett to the

sovereign ; the latter from one subject to another. The former ge

nerally and in strictness included allegiance as a subject, and could

not be renounced ; though sometimes, when done by one who was

himself a sovereign prince as a mark of feudal dependance in re

spect not of his -whole dominions, but only of a part of them, it

was not understood with so much latitude ; but the latter never

imported any thing more than a connection in the way of tenure,

which the bomager might at any time free himself from by re

nouncing the land he was invested with. See Du Fresn. Gloss,

voc. Homnium et Ligeus, and Spelman. Gloss, voc. Homagium et

Ligantia.

b. 1 (4) Infant casts effoin of being in the king1s service for another. [Note 5.]
J 21. E. 3. 33. He pall dosalty. 24.. E. 3. 63, 64. Hal. MSS—

In casting an essoin de fervitio regis, the eflbinor, that is, he who

casts the essoin for the absent person, must swear to the truth of the

essoin ; which explains the object of the cafe cited by lord Hale.

See z. Inst. 314. See further as to the swearing of an infant,

post. 158. a.

1. J (1) Arguments from inconvenience certainly deserve the greatest [Note 6. ]

attention, and where the weight of other reasoning is nearly on an

equipoise ought to turn the scale. But if tne rule of law is clear

and explicit, it is in vain to insist upon inconveniences ; nor can it

be true that nothing which is inconvenient is lawful, for that sup

poses in those who make laws a perfection which the most exalted

human wisdom is incapable of attaining, and would be an invincible

argument against ever changing the law.

(3) Lord Coke's translation of the word gents is erroneous ; for [Note 7. J

as mr. Madox justly remarks, though the Roman word gem signifies

sometimes a nation, and sometimes a family, and gents is Romanich

or bastard Roman, and derived from gens, yet like many other Ro-

mamck words it acquired a new import, and according to that de

notes men or persons. See Mad. Bar. Angl. 167. and Hist. Excheq.

in Pref. p. 13.

D. J ( 1 ) This express saving of the faith due to the king was formerly [Note 8. J

of
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os consequence, being calculated to prevent that entire dependauce

of the tenant on his immediate lord, the idea of which in times

when the feudal institutions were in their full vigour, operated very

strongly, and tended to depress the authority of the sovereign. See

a sensible note on this subject in Liu. par Hooard, v. i. p. 114. and

izi. In another place lotd Coke cites an instance of an informa

tion on the part of the crown against a bistiop, for receiving ho

mage from his tenants without any saving of the faith due to the

king ; but it doth not appear by the extract which lord Coke gives

of the record, how this contempt of the royal authority was pu

nished. See ante 65. a.

[Note 9.] (2) Vid. F. N. B. 257. Husband alone doth/tally before the hav

ing of issue. Nota, before iffut tie avo-wryfor homage Jhall he on the

husband and 'wife, and not only on the luise. 29. E. 3. 15. But

after ijjke the avovury for homage Jhall he on the husband. But till

the lord have notice of the having issue, he may avo-vo upon both.

7. E. 4. 27. The hujband only jhall do the homage, quia si dominus

adiret prælium, vir consecuturus eflet eum, non mulier. 13. E. 1.

Avo-wry 234. Hal. MSS.

[Note 10.] (1) Lord Coke in another place, where he explains for what f 07

purposes a parson hath a fee and for what an estate for life only,

says, that he may receive homage, and cites Bro. Abr. temps E. 1.

Encumbent 19. But the book referred to agrees with the doctrine

here.

[Note 11. ] (*) This seems to be the fame as is now called 17. E. 2. st. 2.

and is printed in our statute books by the title of Mo.ius faciendi

homagium adfidelitatem. But mr. Madox with reason observes, that

it is not a statute, but only a precedent of the form of doing ho

mage. Mad. Bar. Angl. 27 a. A like remark is made by mr.

Barringion. See Observat. on Ant. Stat. ad ed. p. 159.

[Note 12.] . (J) See post. 100. b.—The statute of 12. Cha. t. c. 24. which [ 6J

was mads to free the subject from the burthen of knights service,

and the oppressive consequences of tenures in capite, amongst other

provisions wholly discharges all tenures from the incident of ho

mage ; not because homage itself was any grievance, but because,

though not -wholly, yet it was more properly an incident to knight's

service, which the statute abolishes. But whifit homage continued,

it was far from being a mere ceremony, for the performance of it,

where it was due, materially concerned both lord and tenant in

point of interest and ad-vantage. To the lord it was ofconsequence,

because till he had received homage from the heir he was not in-

titled to the wardship of him and of his land ; unless the lord had

the seigniory for life or years only, in which case he could not

take homage, and therefore was allowed wardship without. Do

minus (as Magna Charta expresses it) non habeas custodiam ejut nee

terreefua, antequam homagium ceperit ; which words it is said im

port, not that the lord could not iiave the wardship of the heir un

less he had actually received homage from the ancestor, but only

that he could not have it till it was received from the heir. Sei

9. H. 3. cap. 3. and 2. Inst. 10. To the tenant the homage was

scarce of less importance ; for anciently every kind of homage

when received, but not before, bound the lord to acquittal or war

ranty,
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ranty, that is, both to keep the tenant free from distress entry or

other molestation for services due to the lords paramount, and to

defend his title to the land against all others ; though in subsequent

times this implication of acquittal and warranty became peculiar to

homage auncestrtl. See post. sol. too. a. 101. a. a. Inst. 1 1. Such

being the effect of homage, it was necessary to provide the means

of compelling the tenant to do and the lord to receive it ; and ac

cordingly our law gave the remedy by distress for the former pur

pose, and the writ it capiendo htmagio for the latter. Post. 105. a.

2. Inst. II. However, when it was settled, that implied acquittal

and warranty were only incident to homage auncestrel, the writ de

catifidn bomagio fell into disuse ; fof it did not lie in the case of

other homage, the reason of the law, which gave it to the tenant

that he might intitle himself to acquittal and warranty, having

Ceased with respect to that, and homage auncestrel being very rare,

if not entirely worn out, in the time ot lord Coke. See 2. Inst. 11.

—See further on the effect of homage in Littlet. parHouard, v. 1.

ft. 519. Mad. Baron. Angl. 269. and Sulliv. Left. 128. particu-

arly the latter book. See also as to homage in general, Spelm.

Gloss, voc. Hominium, and Du Frefn. Gloss voc. Hominium et faf-

falaticum, and post. 68. b.

(2) Tenant at will mould be added to the exception. See post. [Note 13.]

93. Also according to 5. H. 5. 12. and 10. H. 6. 13. tenant for

years is not compellaWe to do fealty ; but Littleton, Sect. f32. is

expressly with lord Coke. See too the other authorities cited in

the margin, and an observation on the 10. H. 6. 13. in Kitch.

on Courts, ed. 1592. sol. 132. a.

( 1) In some countries on the continent of Europe homage and [Note 14.}

fealty are blended together so as to form one engagement, being

so intire that one cannot be without the other; and therefore fo

reign jurists frequently consider them as synonymous. But lord

Coke, notwithstanding his saying that fealty is a part of homage,

apparently doth not mean to confound them ; for in our law, whilst

both continued, they were in some respect distinct; aud though

fealty was an incident to homage and ought always to have ac

companied it, yet fealty, as lord Coke himself tells us, might be

by itself, being sometimes done where homage was not due and

would have been improper; and in the two next Sections Littleton

strongly marks the difference between the two. In short, by out

law homage was inseparable from fealty, but fealty was not so

from homage. See ante 67. b. post. 1 50. b. 151.8. and Wright's

Ten. 55. note (o) and Du Frefn. Gloss, voc. Hominium et Ft- >

delitas.

(2) This is not strictly accurate; for the words So help mt God [Note 15. ]

and thesaints, which constitute the oath, and are therefore of the

essence of fealty, were not comprehended in the form of homage,

nor were the words I ivill lawfully do to you the customs andservices

which I ought to do to you at the terms ajstgned. Another difference

between the two in point of expression was, that the person doing

fealty did not say, / become your man, words so significant of the

nature of the engagement by homage. Also in fealty there is not

any exception of faith to the king or other lords, which seeming to

be intended as a qualification ofthe peculiar words of homage, /

become
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becomeyour man, might perhaps on that account be thought unne

cessary in fealty.

[Note 16.] (3) See ante 65. a. and note 1. in 66. b. and post. n. 1. in 68. b.

—In note 1. of 66. b. it is observed, that it doth not appear by

the extract from the record os the bishop of Exeter's cafe, what

punishment was inflicted on the bitiiop for receiving homage with

out the exception of faith to the king. Eut this was a mistake, fjr

the extract mentions the suit to have been for 1 0,000 1, and so

dr. Sullivan states it to have been; though in his book no autho

rity is vouched. See Sulliv. Lcct. 129. It is observable, that there

is a want of reference to authorities through the whole of the some

ingenious book ; a deficiency very much to be lamented, as it ren

ders that work, which is particularly valuable fur the copiousness os'

the author's historical deductions in respect to fiefs, much less useful

than it would otherwise be.

[Note 17.] (5) Vid. fealty done by attorney. Patricks de Graham miles

regis Scotia; sacramentum fidelitatis fecit regi Angliæ in nomine*

ipsius regis Scotiæ pro omnibus terris de Penreth Tindal et Sourby.

Parl. E. 1. 137. Hal. MSS.—This amongst us isa singular instance

of fealty by attorney, and certainly by our law was an irregularity ;

for even in Bracton's time, homage could not be done by attorney,

and much less could an oath be taken in that way. See supra.

However, in fume countries they are not so strict, particularly in

Prance, where both homage and fealty may be done by proxy,

if the lord gives his consent, and by the custom of some of tne

French provinces without* See tit. Foy ct Homage, in Denis. Nou-

vel. Decis.

[Note 18.] (j) The form of the clJ oath of allegiance may be seen in the

books cited in the margin ; but it has been changed by several sta

tutes made since the Revolution, and thejf indulge quakers with

signing a declaration of fidelity instead of taking the oath. See

Burn's Justice tit. Oaths, and Com. Dig. tit. Allegiance. In lord

Halt's History of the Pleas of the Crown, there is a very learned

disseitition on the old oath of allegiance, in whish his lordship ex

plains how it differs from the oath of fealty to the king by reason

of tenure. He also discourses largely on the subject of homage, ;.ni

points out the several distinctions between bomagium simplex, he-

tnagium ligeum, and bomagium mixtum. See I. Hal. Hist. P. C. 61.

to 75. This curious part of lord Hale's works did not occur, till

it was too late to give the benefit of it to the notes in the Chapter

of Homage.

[Note 19.] (4) Mr. Lambard, who published the first edition "of the Anglo-

Saxon Laws, informs his reader, that those called Edward the

Confessor's, were printed from two manuscripts, and that one of

them was very ancient, but the other not so old ; and it appears,

that this strange talc, about king Arthur's consolidating the whole

island of Britain into one kingdom, was not in the more ancient

manuscript. See Lamb. Archaionom. 124.3. A> learned writer

on British antiquities, who appears to have taken great pai»s to

point out the real transactions of Arthur, though .1 warm advocate

for great part of his history, doth not profess to vouch for this tradi

tion concerning him. See Whitak. Manchest. 410 ed. v. 1. p. % 1.

IS) The
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(e,) The law with respect to fealty continues the fame as when [Note 20.]

lord Coke wrote; for it is not varied as I apprehend by the 12.

Ch. 2. c. 24. or any other statute made since his time. But it is no

longer the practice to exact the performance of fealty. In the Cafe

ofcopy holders, it is become a thing of course on admitting them to

enter a respite of fealty ; but with respect to such as hold by other

tenures, it is never thought of. However, it may not be amiss to

remember, that the title to fealty still remains; that it is due from

all tenants except tenants by frankalmoigne and such as hold at

will or by sufferance, and if required must be its ehJ on every

change of the lord, it differing in this respect from homage, which

except in special cases is only due once ; that the receiving of it is

at least attended with the advantage of preserving the memory of

tenures, which though perhaps sufficiently dune in the case ofcopyholds

by the admittances and by the payment of fines and quit- rents and

continual render of other services, may be very necessary in cafe*

where fealty is the only service due ; and lastly, that the law for

compelling the performance of fealty has provided the remedy by

distress, which is an inseparable incident to aU services due by te

nure, and in the case of fealty cannot, as it is said, be excejfive.

See ante 68. a. and post. 103. b. 104. a. b. 152. b. and Kitch ed.

1592. so. 70. b. and 131. b. 2. Inst. 107. and 4. Co. 8. b.—See

further as to fealty, Sulliv. Lect. 68. where the oath of fealty is

learnedly commented upon, and the words fidelitas et facramentunt

in the Gloss, by Spelman and Du Frefne.

(7) In a former place, a doubt is expressed as to the book by [Note 21. J

Ockam to which lord Coke so frequently refers. See ante 58. note

2. But on looking into the Dialogue of the Exchequer I hnd the

passage here attributed to Ockam verbatim in the chapter quidfit

Jiutagium, which lord Coke himself cites a little above in this page ;

from which it seems very plain, that by Ockam's book lord Coke

means that Dialogue. Mr. Madox, who first published the Dia

logue of the Exchequer, thinks, that it was written or finished soon

after the 24th year of Hen. 2. and that Richard bishop of London,

and son of Nigell, who was bishop of Ely and treasurer to Hen. 1.

was the author; and this opinion he supports with his usual learn*

ing and accuracy. See Dissertat. Epist. ad sin. Mad. Hist. Exch.

What was lord Coke's reason for attributing this Dialogue to

Ockam, it is not easy to guess.—Note, that there seems to be

great confusion in most books, when the Black Book the Red Book

and the Dialogue ofthi Exchequer are mentioned ; and this proceeds

from the want of a settled distinction between the three. Even

bishop Nicholson, to whose labours all who study either onr history

cr the antiquities of our laws are so greatly indebted, expresses him

self with inaccuracy on the subject of these three books. He writes>

as if he took the Black Book.and. the Dialogue to be the fame ; for

writing of the former he fays, Mr. Madox, who has given us a cor-

re3 edition of this treatise, is of opinion that Richard Nigelli filius,

&c tuas the author. Nichols. Engl. Histor. Libr. 2d ed. p. 21c.

But this Is a misconception of mr. Madox's words, the sum of his

account being, that the Dialogue is both in the Red and Black

Book, but is only a part of each, and that though Alexander de

Swereford was compiler of the Red Book, not he, but Richard son

of Nigel was author of the Dialogue. As to the name of the com

piler of the Black Book, mr, Madox is wholly silent. Another

(H) thing
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thing proper to mention is, that- it seems uncertain whether the

Slack and Red Book, are not in point of contents the fame. Mr.,

Hearne, who first published a copy of the Black Book, thinks, that

they partly differ and partly agree in their contents, but he doth

not write quite positively, of pretend to fay, that he had seen th«

two originals in the Exchequer. Hearn. Lib. Nig. ed. 1771.

Vræf. 17. As to mr. Madox, he is silent on the subject.

[Note zz.] (2) T. xi. E. 1. Rot. 26. Ebor. coram rege. Eight acres [ 69. I.]

make an oxgang in thefields of Iioncnsier. Hiesol. 5. a. Vid. Seld.

Tit. Hon. pars 2. c. $./. 4. In Cranfteld48 acres make a yard-land,

and 4 yard-lands make a hide ; so that oxgang yard-land and hide or

pl&w -land are altogether uncertain according to the diversity ofplacet.

Hal. MSS.—See further infra and also ante 5. a. and note 11.

there. In sol. 5. lord Hale gives the following note 00 the uncer

tainty of the word oxgang.—Breve de una bpvata marisci is ill.

13. E. 3. Brie/e 241 . Hal. MSS.—See infra a like case as to the

uncertainty of mirgata.

[Note 23.] (7) Nota quoad preceptum de militibus faciendis variatim fe

habet census communis militaris. Omnes laid qui tenent integrum

feodum militis siant ciilites. I. pars Claus. 9. H. 3. m. 24. dors.

Claus. 16. H. 3. m. 4. dorso. Postea siant milites qui habent 15 I.

per annum vel feodum militis. Rotulo respect, militix- 40. H. 3.

tempore E. 1. Qui habent viginti librat. siant milites. Roi hun-

dredi 3. E. I. Et Ac continuavit usque 2. E. 2. et pollen. Sed

dem.um qui habent 40. libr.it. terra: siant milites. Claus. 6. E. 2.

m. 27. Et sic continuavit usque 17. regis Caroli. Vid. Rot. Parl.

18. H. 6. n. 43. 28. H. 6. n. 12. and Vid. Claus. 6. E. 2. m. 27.

19. E. 2. m. . 9. E. 3. ra. 17. Hal. MSS.—Before and in the

time of Charles the first it was apprehended, that the king might

lawfully compel all men, who were of full age and serfcd of lands

to the value of" 40!. a year, either to take upon them the order of

knighthood, or to pay fines for being excused. An attempt to ex

ercise this power, which lord Coke himself allows to have been a

prerogative of the crown, was one of the many expedients used by

that unfortunate prince to raise a revenue without the aid of par

liament ; and it terminated accordingly, for it was the occasion of

a statute, which provided against the future exercise of any such

power. See 16. Cha. 1. c. 20. 2. Inst. 593. Blackst. Comment,

ed. 5. t. 1. p. 404. and v. 2. p. 61. and Barringt. Ant. Stat.

zd ed. 144.

[Note 24.] (1) 4. E. 2. Avowry 200. Viginti virgatæ terr* faciunt unura £6o. b.

feodum niilius. M. 13. & 14. E. 1. Rot. 17. Glouc. Quadraginta

carucat. terrx faciunt unum feodum militis. 8. E. 3. 49. Duode-

cim carucatæ et 'dux bovatjc terræ faciunt unum feodum militis.

Vid. apud Mattb. Paris inVitis 23. Abbatum sol. 131. Abbas

Sancti Albani debet regi sex milites. Et ibi rccenlentur numcri

liidarum ad quodlibet seodum militis. Alibi quinque, alibi sex»

alibi Jeptem hid* facjiun feodum militis. Hal. MSS.—'See further

a; to t lie contents os' a knight's fee, poll- 76. a. and 83. b. an j j.

Inst. 596.

[Note 25.] {a) Vid. Seld. Tit. Hon. pajte 2.c. 5. s. 26. ubi authoritas ao-

thoris iibri modi tenendi parl. et ista opinio de certa proportions

oiinui valoris scodi militaris, baroniæ, et comitatus, opdmc refutan

2 tur.
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tur. Vid. infra 83. b. Hal. MSS.—The modus tenendi parliamen'

turn, according to the title as given in lord Coke's preface to his

ninth book of Reports, imports to be an account of the manner of

holding the English parliaments in the time of Edward the Con

fessor, and that it was approved of by the first William, and con

formed to in his time and iii that of his successors. To this modus

lord Coke frequently refers as to a most undoubtedly genuine piece

of antiquity ; and in his fourth Institute he tells us, that Henry the

Second after having conquered Ireland sent a transcript or this

w.oduj into that country as a model for parliaments there ; and

that in the reign of Henry 4. this transcript, which is known

by the name of the Irijb modus, fell into the hands of sir

Christopher Preston, and was then exemplified by infpeximus under

the great seal of Ireland. But notwithstanding all this, the reasons

of mr. Selden and mr. Prynne, of whom the former supposes it to

have been an imposture of the time of Edward the third, and the

latter makes it an invention as late as the 31. H. 6. seem to furnisli

insurmountable objections against the authority of the English modus ;

and so convinced of their force was an able advocate for the exist

ence of the commons as a constituent part of parliament before the

49. Henry 3. that he candidly gives up its antiquity, though if it

could have been defended, it would have decided the controversy in

his favour, for it expressly mentions citizens and burgesses as well

as knights of the fliire. See 4. Inst. 12. Seld. Tit. Hon. zd ed.

part 2. c. 5. s. 26. Pryn. on 4. Inst. 1. and Tyrr. Biblioth. Polit.

270. 406. However, d,r. Popping bishop of Meath, who in 1692

first published the Irijb modus, feebly endeavours to defepd the anti

quity of the supposed transcript in the time of Hen. 2. and two

other writers deservedly 9/ great credit seem inclined the fame way.

See Molyn. Case of Ireland, and Harr. Edit, of Ware's Hist, and

Antiq. of Ire. 84. Mr. Selden mentions, that in his time there

were many copies of the English modus; but I am not aware, that

any .one is in print.—As to lord Coke's account of the computa

tion of reliefs by the yearly revenue, which lord Hale observes to

have been also refuted by Selden, fee post. 83. b.

(3) Vid. fa-pissime temporibus H. 2. R. t. Johann. H. 3. [Note 26.3

1 . E. z. Scutagium pro exercitu regis in Ireland, Wales, Poiiiou, Bre-

tagne, hormandy, Gafcony, &c. though territories of the king. Quoad

tuitagc nota. Though in some cases the Jubjecl ivas chargeablefor de-

Jena of the realm, yet .dearlyfor foreign invasion nine were charge

able hut by tenure, and therefore service of chivalry vias called io~

rinsecum servitium. Rot. parl. 20. E. 3. n. 13. 21. E. 3. n. 16. 44.

25. E. 3. n. 23. 5. R. 2. n. 67. t&e. I. #. 5. n. 17. 5. H. 5. pars

z. ;/. 9. The first thing requisite to cscuage was the proclamation and

summons ofservice, -which prefixed the day and place of rejtde/vous of

the army, and commanded the lords, i5c. nominatim and ethers by

proclamation quod ad diem et locum veniant ad regem cum equis et

ar mis et toto servitio regi dc-bito, which is called iammoaiao iervitii

vcl summonitio exercitus. Claus. 1. E. 2. m. z. Claus. 3. E. 2. m. 1.

Claus. 7. E. 2. m. 14. et s.cpillime alibi. Vide pro scutagiis captis

occasione diverfarum expeditionum. Tempore H. 2. scutagium

bis assessum ante annum quintum, tertium scutagium 7. H. 2. pro

exercitu Tholosie duas marcas, quartum pro eodem exercitu unam

marcam, quantum 18. H. 2. pro exercitu Hiberniæ 20 s. sextum pro

extreitu Qalioway 2«s. Tempore Richardi primi, priraum scuta-

( H 2 ) gium
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gium pro exercitu Walliae anno securido ad ios. secundum anno

sexto ad 20 s. pro quolibet seodo pro redemptione regis, tenium 8.

R. i. pro cxercitu Normanniæ ad 20s. Tempore Johannis anno

primo icutagium assess-im ad duas marcas, secundum anno tertio

pro evcrcitu Normanniæ ad duas marcas, tenium consimile pro

tdr.fimtli, quartum consimile pro corwmili, quintum consimile pro

conlimili, sexnim consimile pro consimili, septimum consimile, oc-

. tavum anno duodecimo regis pro Hibernia duas marcas, nonum

anno decimo tertio pro exercitu Wal'.ne ad duas marcas, decimum

pro exercitu Scoriæ, undecimum anno decimo sexto Johannis pro

ex rcitu Bretaniæ ad tres marcas fed non solutum. Nota tempo-

rihus Henrici tertii scutagium Lmlowici duas marcas anno secundo,

Byhiim 105. anno quinto, Montegomery duas marcas anrio octavo,

Bedford duas marcas anno octavo, Kerry duas marcas anno decimo

tertio, Bretanny 40s. anno decimo quarto, Pictaviæ 40s. annd de

cimo quinto, Elam 20 s. anno decimo sexto, Gascoigny 40s. anno

vicesimo secundo, Guyen 40s. anno vicesimo nono, Walliæ 40s. anno

quadragesimo secundo. Hal. MSS.—For a more particular ac

count of the scutages assessed in the several reigns mentioned by

lord Hale, fee Mad. Hist. Exch. chap. 16. where the whole subject

of escuage is fully explained from the records. See also post 72. a.

and b.

[Note 27.] (2) Lord chief justice Hale in a manuscript treatise on the Jura ["70. .]

Coron.-r, gives it as his opinion, that the bistiops do not hold their '

possessions per baroniam, and that they sit in the house of peers by

custom and usage, and not as barons by tenure. But the propriety

of this doctrine has been ably controverted by a writer of very great

eminence new living. See Warburt. Alliance bctiutcn Church and

State, 4th edit. 149.

f Note 2S.] (1) Vide pro asiisa armorum.—27. H. 2. Quicunque habet s" «-» j

seodum unius militis, habeat loricam cassidem clipeum et Ian- ^ * ' "^

ceam. Quicunque liber laicus habuerit in catallo vel redditu ad

valentiam lexdecim marcarum, habeat loricam lanceam clipeum et

cassidem. Quicunque liber laicus habuerit in catallo ad valentiam

decem marcarum, h'abeat haubergellum et capelet ferri et lanceam.

Omncs burgenses, et tota communia liberorum hominum, habeanr

wanbais, et capelet ferri, et lanceam. Et si quis hæc arma haben*

obierit, arma sua remaneant hacredi ; et fiat inquisitio de his, qui

has habent facultates, et faciant eos jurare ad iita arma liabcnda

et ad e.i tenenda in servitio regis. Hoveden 614. This ajji/e con

tinued til! the time of king John, and then -was a little altered. And

thti ojjiie made in the time of king John luas repeated and again corn-

handed, and men lucre compelled to besworn to it. Claus. 14. H. 3.

Hi. J.dorso. CommiJJioners <were assigned to cause men to be /worn

and efstsed to arms, as toey tverejhvorn in the time of king John, in

thisfJim. Quilquis habet seodum militis integrum, habeat loricam ;

- qui nabet dimdium feodi militis, habeat haubergellum; qui habet

catalla ad valentiam quindecim marcarum, habeat loricam ; qui- •

habet catalla ad va.entiam decem marcarum, habeat haubergellum ;

qui habet catalla ad valemiam decem librarum, habeat capellura

krreura perpunctum ti lanceam ; qui habet ad valentiam viginti

sohdorum, habet arc im et Ugittas. In qualibet villa sit unut

conilabularius, in quolib r. burgo/A/rw, ad qorum summonitionem

onmes ad arma juruti in waida lua conveniant jA imbreviandum

distincte
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distincte nomina et arma singulorum, ita quod singuli habeant

prompta sua arma ad defensionein regni. Thisajjife,as it /cans, continued

till the z6. of Hen. 3, And then another ajjlfe 'was ordained. In Claul.

26. Hen. 3. pars 2. m. 10. ma/.y artiJej are ordained, •which differ

littlefrom thesalute of ll'iaton. Am.n st others there is this article.

Singuli vicecomites, cum duobtis militibus ad hoc ailignatis, fnciant

cives, burgense?, liberos homines, vilhinos, et alios a quindeciai

ad sexaginta annos, afiideri et jurari ad arma secundum quanit-'

taiem terrarum et catallorum, scilicet, ad quindecim libraia terria,

unam loricam urum capeilum ferreum gladium culteilum er.

equum ; ad decem librata terra, unum haiibt-rgellum capeslum

ferreum gladium larceam et cukcllum ; ad qliinquc librata terra-,

unum perpunctum captlkim ferreum gladium lanteam et culteilum ;

ad quadraginta solidos et amplius ad quinque 'librata, gladium

arcus sagittas et culteilum; qui minus habet quam quadragirta

solidos, falcem gisarmas et cultellos et alia minuta arn;a ; ad ca-

talla sexaginta rharcarum, unam loricam capeilum glaJ.um et

equum ; ad catalla quadraginta marcarurn, unum capeilum haube'r-

gdlum gladium et cukcllum ; ad catalla deerm marenrum, gbidium

culteilum arcum et sagittas; ad catalla quadraginta solicjorum et

infra decem marcas falces gisarmas et alia minuta arma. Omhes*

item alii, qui poiTunt habere, arcus et sagittas habeant. In sih-

gulis civitatibns ct burgisjurati ad arma sint intendentes major!,'

vel ballivis ubi nen sunt majores. In singulis villis nhis conlH-

tuantur unus vel duo constabularii' secundum numerum inhabi-

tantium. In fingulis verd hundredis unus capitalis conllabularius,

ad cujus mandatum omnes jurati ad arma de hundredo conveniant,

et ei sint intendentes ad faciendum ea qua: spectant ad conser-

vationem pacis. ' Omnes verd constabularii capitanei intendentes

/int vicecomiti et duobus militibus pnedictis, ad venier.dum ad

mandatura eorum, et faciendum per præcepta eorum ca quæ

/pectant ad conservationem pacis noltræ, &c. Andfe two knights

inert ajjigned in every county to perform the premises. The next ajjji

cf arms -was in the 13. cf EJ-m. I. iy thestatute s/"\Vinton, -which

commands, that every one Jhall he sworn to armor according to the

<valuc of their lands and goods, 'viz. from lands of 15 pounds and

cbattells of 40 marks, ad liaubergel um capeilum ferreum glauijm

culteilum et equum ; from land cf 10 /. and goods cf 20 marks, ad

haubergellum capeilum ferreum gladium et culteilum ; from land cf

§1. ad gladium culteilum et capeilum ferreum ; from 40s. to land

of $1. ad gladium culteilum arcum ct sagittas; et qui minus, juratur

ad gisarmas cultellos et alia minuta arma'; et qui minus habuerit

quam viginti marcas bonorum, habcat gladios cultellos et alia

minuta arma; et omnes alii arcum et sagittas; et in quolibet hun

dredo duo constabularii eligarstur ad faciendum visum armorum.

This ajpfe tuas observed in the times of Edward the \Jl .and Edward •

the T.d. In 9. E. 2. thestatute cfWinton -was put into execut..n lub

peena sorisfacturx omnium bonorum et catallorum pro prima vice,

ct sceunda vice sub peena captionis terrarum in manus regis et im-

prisonaniento- corporum ; and it was also commanded, qudd citra

festum, &c. in forma prædicta armati parati sint ad proficiscendum '

com rege versus Scotos cum vidualibus necessariis pro quadraginta ■"

diebus, iuorum et aliorum de partibus suis fumptibus providthdis. .

Vid. Claul". 9. E. 2. m. 25. dorso. This aj/ift received some changi ■'

"about the 8. of E. 3. and in Claus. 8. E. 3. m. 3. dorso, there is the'

folltnuing precept. Prodamationem facias, quod omnes de balHva

(H3) tua;
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tua, qui habent quadraginta llbrata terras vel redditus, licet milites ["« , a

non flint, equitatura et armis competentibus juxta statum suum, viz. *-'

unusquisque eorum pro se et altero ad minus ; et omnes, qui habent

viginti iibrata terra', cum equitatura et armis pro seiplis ad minus

faciant sibi provider! ; et illi, qui minus habent, asiideantur juxta

statutum Wintoniæ. But in progress of time tie statute of Winttn

fell into disuse, and commissions issued to array men juxta flatus sui exi-

gentiam et facultates. Vid. Claus. 43. E. 3. m. 24. et saepiflime.

This commission tvaj afterwards regulated and confirmed in parliament.

Rot^parl. c. H. 4. n. 24. And now thestatute ofWinton it repealed

by the 21. jam. chap. 28. But this doth not relate to militaryservice,

and it only a certain military provision for the peace of the kingdom,

and concerned burgesses andsockmen as well as tenants by knight's firm

vice. And according to this difference, the commijston of array extend'

id both to tenants by knight'sservice, and others ; but the writ wbicb.

is called summonitio servitii, rcfpecled tenants by knight's service only.

And as to this latter, l . It is to be observed, that theservice -was esti

mated by the number offees 5 andso be, ivbo held per baroniam vel

comitatum, was attendant only according to the number of knights

fees by which the barony or earldom was held, as clearly appears in

Selden's Titles of Honour, part 2. cap. 5. feel. id. where it is men

tioned, thai the barony de Veteri Ponte was holden by 5 knights fees,

and that Clifford, who had married one of the coheirs, acknowledged

the service of two knights and an hols. 2. Onsummons of the army

on service at .. place and day certain, every knight by himself or his

deputy came itjorc .h: constable and mar/hall, and presented the number

if his fees and the j erfus by whom they were to be perfor.ned and their

names, which were registered before them. 3. He, who held by a

whole knight's fee ought to perform bis service by one k.ight, or by

himjlf in person, or per duos lervientes five armigeros, ivbo in va

lue are equal to a knight. S(ld. ubi supra. So he, who held by the

inoiety of a knight's foe, might pirferm all the Jervice either 40 days

per servientem or 20 days prr seipiiim vel militem. And so it was

done by the albot offaint Alban, who heldfix knights fees efthe king,

and performed the service per duos milites galeatos et lege militari

decenter armatos eloilo armigeros, four ofwhom were cquites cum

lincis et ferreis armis muniti, and two wtre ballistarii; and they;

were prcjcnted to the constable and marshal, and in constjbuiariis po-

siti, that is, listed in theirseveral companies. And note, that hi mi

lites et iervientes were at their own proper expences in goins, staying

for 40 (lays, and returning. Note also, that the 40 days an accounted

from the day prefixed for the assembling of the army in the destined

place, wherever it stall be, whether in the kingdom or out of the king

dom ; and the day and place of the assembly of the army were pre-.

fxed in the writ de l'ummonitione servitii. Observe, that great fiats

were frequently imposed on those, who were deficient in doing theirser

vice on the summons of the army. Vid. Claus. 27. H.. 3. parte I.

m. 12, Thomas de BircTay was fined 60 marksfor default ofservice

in.transsretando cum rege. Claus. 16. E. 2. m. 36. The barons tf

toe exchequer were commanded'to compound with the drchhistopi, bi

shops, religious men, and others,for the remission of their service in the

next, army summoned at Newcastle on the vigil of St. 'James next en

suing, and 'to take for a fine forty pounds for every fee, and so pro

rita. "By Pat. 13,. E. 2. it was directed that twenty pounds should be

taken for a fine on evjfy set of a inirht who should make default.

Vid. Fines 7. E. 2. in. 4, 5. On the summons offetvice for the

army
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b.]

army of Scotland, it was proclaimed, thai ecclesiastical persons and <wo-

menshould do theirservice at the day, or come before A. and B. aud

/iay a fine, viz. twenty marks for everyfee. So observe, that they

iiitre not fines imposed, but voluntary fines. Hal. MSS.—In reading

the preceding annotation by lord Hale, it is very requisite to attend

to the distinction between the two subjects of it. The first part of

the annotation, which states the progressive changes in the affise of

arms between the 27. of Hen. 2. and the 21. of jam. 1. and refers

to the commissions of array during the fame period, is applicable

to the general military service all the king's subjects are liable to

for the internal defence of the realm. The remainder relates to the

performance of that particular military service, which was due by

reason of tenure, and might be required on foreign expeditions.

With respect to the latter it may be sufficient to add, that military

service by tenure was wholly abolished by the 12. Cha. 2. c. 24.

which in express terms discharges all estates from services on voyages

royal/, and that long before this statute it had fallen into disuse, as

appears from there not being any instance of assessing escuage since

the reign of Edward the second. As to the former, lord Hale ends

his historical deduction about the a Hi fe of arms and commissions of

array with the 21. of James; but the reader will rind the fame

subject very accurately continued to the present times, together

with some particulars relative to the previous period not adverted

to by lord Hale, in an admired work, to which we have such fre

quent occasion to refer. See 1. Blackst. Comment. 5th edit. 41 j.

It is observable, that lord Hale avoids taking the least notice of the

great contest between Charles the first and the long parliament

about the king's power over the militia, which arose in consequence

of some commissions of array issued by him, and was the immediate

prelude to the civil wars in his reign. Of the arguments used by

each party on this occasion, there is a very full account in Rullj-

worth. See 4. Hushw. 655.

(i) But though formerly our kings did actually fit in the court [Note 20.1

of king's bench, and the law still intends that the king is present

there, yet the judicature belongs to the judges only, as lord Coke

elsewhere observes. 4. Inst. 73. See further on the subject

3. Blackst. Comm. 5th ed. 41. and Mad. Hist. Excheq. sol. ed. 58.

64. 68. and 553.

(2) From the whole os lord Coke's observations here and in his [Note 30.]

preface to his eighth book of Reports, it seems to have been his

opinion, that the court if common pleat was not only a distinct court

at the time of making the Magna Charta of the 9th of Hen. 3.

but also existed as such before the Conquest. But according to mr.

Madox, whose inquiries, into the subject were certainly more minute

and particular, the origin of the court of common pleas is of a much

later date. He so far agrees with lord Coke, as to admit, that the

Magna Charta of Henry the 3d rather confirmed than erected the bant

or common pleas, and that such a court was in being several years before

the Magna Charta of the 17th of king John, though it was then first

madefiationaiy. But in other respects lord Coke and mr. Madox:

differ widely ; for the latter thinks, that for some time after the

Conquest there was one great and supreme judicature called the

curia regis, Which he supposes to have been of Norman and not

Anglo-Saxon original, and to have exercised j urisdiCtion over torn-

(H4) mn
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pion as well as other pleas ; that the common pleas and exchequer

were gradually separated from the curia regis, and became jurisdic

tions wholly distinct from it ; and that the separation of the common

fleas began in the reign of the first Richard, or early in the reign

of John, and was completed by Henry the third. See Mad. Hist.

Excheq. sol, ed. 63. and the chapter on the division of the king's

courts 539. See further 3. Blackit. Comment, yth ed. 37. 4. Inst. 99.

Lamb. Archeion. ed. 1635, p, 24. to 34. and the books cited in

Pryn. on 4. Inst. 52.

[Note 31] (1) The Magna Charta of king John provides, that escuage \n%, b.l

/ball not be imposed except by isle consent of parliament; but

some respectable writers think, that it was an arbitrary payment

before. Blackst. Comment. 5th ed. v. 2. p. 74. Wright's Ten.

1?8. 133.

[Note 32.] (3) Vid. Claus. 26. H. 3. part 2. m. 10. dors. Rex vicecomiti.

Prajcipimus, quod de omnibus feodis rr.ilitum qua? tenentur de te-

nentibus de nobis in capite, qui brevia nostra non tulerint de ha.

bendo seutagio fuo, et similiier de feodis militum qua: tenentur de

wardis in manu noili a, scuugium nostrum colligi facias, ita quod

habeas ad fatisfaciendum, &c. Hal. MSS.

[Note 3J..J (4) According to mr. Madcx's account it seems, that the lord,

though he did not go in person, or fend a deputy, was entitled to

escuage from his tenants, if he paid or was duly charged with

escuage to the king; and perhaps lord Coke did not mean to inti

mate the contrary. Mad. Hist, Excheq. sol. ed. 469. See however

note 5. infra.

[Note 34.] (j) Itstems, that if A. held land of the king by 4 knightssets, and

Jl. before the statute of quia emptores had created divert mefnalties

and rescr-v.d 20 knightsfees, and A. had dune the iing's service, he

Jhould have had the escuage qf 20fees. Et if A. did not do the king's

service, the king jhould have had the efuage of ^fees, and also of 20

fees, or at leajt of 16. Vid. Rot, Parl. 8. m. 4. dor so, et lib. Farl.

1 4. E. 2. petitioncs magnatum inde. Claus. 16. H. 3. m. 17. Rex

vicecomiu Cornubiæ præcepit, qudd nullum distringat nisi pro tqt

feodis, quod regi teneiur reddere. Hal. MSS,

[Ncfe 35.] (?) From this and the next preceding Section it seems, that, [73, a.]

notwithstanding Littleton's expressing himself in other places as if

efuage was a distinct tenure or service, he did not consider it as such.

Escuage must be either certain or uncertain, and Littleton expressly

writes, that being the former it is focage, and being the latter it is

knights jeri/ice. This tends to confirm the propriety of the ob

servation by mr. Madox, who will not allow escuage to be a tenure

or service of itself, and insists, that, wherever it was payable, like

homage and fealty, it was a mere incident to tenure. See note 2. of

sol. 64. a. However, a late learned judge was not satisfied with

considering escuage in this limited way, and endeavours to shew,

that though in general escuage uncertain was a fine or sum of

money payable as a commutation for personal service ; yet antienUy

a payment in money, bearing a certain proportion to the escuage

assessed from time to time on tenants by knight's service, and on

skat account called escuage, was sometimes a service originally re

served,
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served, and then escuage was itself the tenure, and so denominated

to distinguish it from tne genuine and proper tenure by knight's

service. See Wright's Ten. 121. to 127. But this distinction,' it

is allowed, is not hinted at by Littleton ; and it is even conjectured,

that in his time it might be lost in the gtneral notion of escuage, to

which only mr. Madox meant to apply his animadversion on Little

ton and Coke for considering it as a tenure. See further 2. Blackst.

Comm. 5th ed. 75.

f^. a.J (1) It is very clear, that escuage was due for service out ostit [Note 36.]

realm, which was the reason of its being cMedfervitium sorinfecum ;

but I do not find it precisely ascertained by any writer, whether

it could be claimed on all foreign expeditions, or whether it was

confined to expeditions into particular countries. When indeed on

the creation of the tenure the personal service, in lieu of which

escuage became payable, was expressly limited to certain places,

there could be no room for doubt ; but the difficulty is to know,

what the construction of law was, when knight's service was re

served generally. Littleton mentions only Scotland, other writers

add Wales; but in general both are named merely as instances.

Lord Coke observes as much, and fays, that elcuage was also due

on expeditions into Ireland, Gascony, Poictou, &c. if the tenure <wat

to go into those countries : bat tnere 13 a lhortncis in this manner of

expression, which leavi-s an obscurity ; for the words do not explain

what the rule of law was, when 1:0 phes was named. See ante

sol. 69. a. One ancient author absolutely restrains escuage to

Scotland and Wales, and in direct terms excludes all other territo

ries. Old Ten. tit. Efuage. But of this restriction it is sufficient

to fay, that the records concerning escuage, which mention Ireland,

Normandy, Poictou, Brotagne and Thoulouse, as well as Scotland

and Wales, are full evidence to the contrary. See the records

cited by lord Halo in note 3. of sol. 69. b. aud also Seld. Notes

on Hengham, izmo. ed. 114.

ji b.l (0' 'ne office of high constable became extinct in the reign of [Note 37.1

* '■* Henry the eighth by the attainder of SrafFord duke of Bucking

ham, in whom it was hereditary ; and since his death there hath

not been any permament high constable, the practice having uni-

' formly been to keep the office vacant except on particular occa- '

sions. Inconsequence of this it hath frequently been a subject of

great controversy, whether during the vacancy of the office of

high constable, the jurisdiction incident to the court of chivalry can

be exercised by the earl marshal only. Lord Coke's manner of •

stating sir Francis Drake's cafe imports, that an appeal could not

be prosecuted against him for want of a high constable ; and dr.

Duck, in his excellent treatise on the use and authority of the civil

law, say>, that the judges being consulted by Elizabeth were of

that opinion. Duck, lib. 2. cap. 8. pars 3. f. 16. In the reign

of Charles the first the lord keeper and judges of the king's bench

were advised with on a like occasion, and held that the earl marshal

could not take an appeal without a high constable ; and accord

ingly the king appointed the earl of Lindsey twice to the office ; ■

once to try an appeal by lord Rea against mr. Ramsey for treason

committed in Germany ; and a second time to try au appeal by

the widow of William Wise against William Holmes for the murder

9s her husband in the island of Terra Nova it) America. See
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Rushw. vol. 2. p. io5. 112. and Duck ubi supra. Hitherto only \ja, b.l

the right of the carl marshal to criminal judicature had been de- L'

nied; but in 1640 the hoase of commons went further, for they

resolved that the earl marjhal can tnake no court •without the consta-

lie. See Ruihw. vol. 3. page 1056. However, notwithstanding,

this declaration of the law by the house of commons, the court of

Icing's bench soon after the restoration distinguished between the

several branches of jurisdiction belonging to the court of chivalry,

and held, that as to matters relative to arms and honour the court

ipay be before the earl marshal only, but that as to matters of or

dinary justice touching life and limb there must be a high constable

as well is an earl marshal. 1. Lev. 230. But in a subsequent

case before the house of lords, the counsel arguing against the earl

marshal insisted generally, that by himself' he could not hold any

court ; though it doth not appear from the printed report whether

the judgment, which was there given against the jurisdiction of the

earl marshal, was founded on that proposition, or on the other points

of the cause. Such is the state of the authorities against the judi

cature of the earl marshal without a high constable. See dr. Oldis's

cafe, Show. Parliam. Cas. 58. On the other hand, many strong

arguments, drawn from the practice immediately after the attainder

of the last hereditary high constable down to the latter end of the

reign of James the first, as well as from the opinions of judges and

otliers of high name, have been urged in its favour. These are

well digested in a letter written soon after the Revolution by dr.

Plutt to lord Somers whilst he was attorney general, and appear to

have been collected by his desire. See Hearn. Disc, of Emin.

Antiq. 2d edit. vol. 2. p. 250. One authority much relied on by

dr. Plott is an opinion of the lord keeper, the master of the rolls,

and a great number of the privy council in the 20th of James the

first, who after a solemn hearing declared, that the earl marshal

had all the powers of judicature without the high constable during

the vacancy of that office. Upon report of this to the king, he

issued his commission under the great seal to Thomas earl of Arun-

del the then earl marshal, which, after reciting that the earl mar

shal had delayed to proceed in some causes before him on account

of doubts of nb authority, contains the following strong declaration

of his judicial power. We held itft, fays the king, in a cafe ofso great

•weight to proceed •with extraordinary deliberation, and hawing now

6ctb by ourself and the •whole body of our council received ample satis

faction by many and clear proofs, that the constable and marjhal •wen

joint judges together, and several in the -vacancy of either, •we do

hereby aulhorije -will and command you our earl marshal, that from,

henceforth you proceed in all caases •whatsoever, •whereof the court of

constable ought properly to take cognisance, as judicially and definitively

as any constable or marshal of this realm, either jointly orseverally,

heretofore have done. A more explicit recognition of the earl mar

shal's jurisdiction could not be penned, nor one more full and un

reserved ; for it declares his judicial power to extend to all causes

•whatsoever of •which the court of the constable and marshal ought pro

perly to take cognisance, without one exception. How It happened,

that so soon after this solemn hearing and declaration concerning

the earl marshal, the lord keeper and judges of the king's bench

should adyise the king; that lord Rea's appeal could not be taken

without a high constable, seems very extraordinary and unaccount

able. To attribute their advice to that jealousy of jurisdictions

conforming;
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conforming so much to the civil law, which our judges of the courts

of common law sometimes may have indulged to an. illiberal ex

cess, would be unjust ; because we are not now possessed of the!

reasons assigned for the opinion thus given to the crown ; and 6rf

the other hand, the fame want of information greatly lessens it*

weight and authority. Having thus exhibited a view of the con

troversy about the earl marshal's judicial powers, it may be proper

to apprise the reader, that there is not the least intention of ad

vancing any opinion in respect to it, further than by observing

upon the distinction between the cases of honour and arms, and thole

of life arid limb, so far as it is founded on the i. Hen. 4. c. 14.

Though that statute provides, that all appeals to be made of things

done out of the realm Jhall be tried and determined before the constable

and marshal, yet it is apparent from the other parts of the fame

statute, that it was made, not to declare or regulate by •whom the

judicature of the court of chivalry mould be exercised, but <wbcn

appeals should be brought there and -when in the courts of common

law, and further to put an end to the bringing appeals in parlia

ment ; and therefore it seems wholly unwarrantable to lay any stress

on the statute's incidentally mentioning constable as well as mar

shal, who as all agree are joint judges, when both offices are full.

As to the mode oftrial in the case of appeals in the court of chi

valry, some have apprehended, that it is ever by duel, if the party

appealed elects that mode, and the,. appellant is not priviledged

from the duel by age, sex or profession. But this, though it mas

he very true in respect to appeals in the courts of common law, is a

mistaken notion as to appeals in the court military; for there duel

is only the ultimate trial ; and never resorted to unless there is a

want of sufficient testirriony to prove the offence, and even then it

is said to be in the discretion of the court to grant Or refuse the duel.

See Rushw. v. 2. p. 113. In lord Rca's appeal against Ramsey

in the 7. Cha. I. being the last in which the duel was directed,

the day of combat was prorogued ; and in the mean time the king

signifying his desire of not having the affair decided by duel, the

court met . rid ' ommitted both the appellant arid appellee till tiiey

should give security to the satisfaction of the king not to attempt

any thing against each other, and immediately afterwards was dis

solved by a revocation of the commission which, had been granted

for trial of the appeal. Rushw. v. 2. p. 127.—Before we leave this

subject, it may not be amiss to hint the necessity of having the

criminal jurisdiction of the court of chivalry, which is really of im

portance, duly regulated and reformed. From the preceding ac

count it appears to be doubtful who can lawfully act as the judges ;

arid besides, the watit of a trial by jury may be deemed a reason

able objection to the forth of proceeding ; and iri consequence of

these two circumstances the criminal jurisdiction of the court of chi

valry hath long been in a dormant state, and is likely to continue iri

it, unless the legislature applies a remedy. This it would be easy

to effect ; for nothing more would be necessary, than to ascertain

who should constitute the court in cases of appeals, to abolish the

present mode of trial, and to substitute in its room the trial by

jury on a plan like that, which has already been adopted by statute

in respect td, the criminal jurisdiction of the admiralty court. How

ever, it must not be taken for grantedj that this court is the only

jurisdiction for the trial of crimes committed in foreign countrie;;,

or that without resorting to it, there would be ail absolute defect

of
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ofjustice in the cafe of all such crimes. For, I. the 33. of Hen. 8. ' ■

c. 23. provides, that treason mispriiion of treason and murder, in

whatever place committed, whether txitbin the king's dominions or

•without, (hall be triable before commissioners of oycr and terminer

to be appointed for that purpose ; and this statute, we are told,

stands unrepealed as to murder, and hath accordingly been some

times put into use. 2. As to treasons and misprilions of treason

committed out of the realm, they by the 35. H. 8. c. 2. are triable

either before the king's bench or commissioners. See. 1. Hal. Hist.

PI. C. 283. It \i also provided by the 26. of H. 8. c. 13. that the

crimes made treason under1 that statute, or being so before, if com

mitted out of the realm, (hall be indictable before commissioners and

tried in the king's bench; but it is doubtful whether this statute is

now in force. See farther as to the high constable and earl marshal, '

post. 106. a. and 391. b:—Note as to escuage, it is expressly taken

away by the 1 2. Cha. 2. c. 24. and had fallen into disuse long be-

sore ; for there is no instance of parliament's assessing it since the

reign of Ed. 2. See ante 72. b.

(Note 38.] (l) The aids pur faire fitz chi-valier et pur file marier are ^-{"76. 3..1

prtssly abolished by the 1 2. Cha. 2. c. 24.—.They were incident *•'

to socage as well as knights service. 2. Inst. 233. See further as

to aids, Wright's Ten. 40. 145. and 2. Blackst. Comment. 63.

[Note 39.] (1) Rot. Parl. 11. H. 6. n. 57. Simile pro ducatu Cornub. \njA a.]

Rot. Parl. 18. H. 6. n. 42. Rjley's escheat m. 4. and c. E. 1. '

Rot. 20. Nota, as to the ancient honor of Pcverel, the tenure of that

is in capite, but some ne zv additions to the honor are netso. P. 7.

Jac. Ley 7. Clarke's cafe. Vid. tamen P. 17. Jac. Churche's cafe,

Ley 52. for there it ivas found, that tenure of the honor of Pemerel is

tenure in capite, as to the manor of IVoodham Mortimer. Hal. MSS.

—-By a tenure in capite in this note, lord Hale means a tenure of

the king ut de corona in contradistinction to a tenure of him ut de

honore. In the time of lord Coke it was the fashion to denominate

the former a tenure ut de persona regis; and as to the latter, it was

not allowed to be a tenure in capite. But mr. Madox very justly

animadverts on lord Coke and his cotemporaries, as well for

calling any tenure of the king a tenure ut de persona by way of dis

tinction, as for not allowing a tenure ut de honore to be a tenure in

capite. He observes, that all tenures of the king are of bis person,

and that in order to distinguish accurately between lands originally

holden immediately of the king and tljose holden immediately of him '

in consequence of the escheat of an honor or barony, we mould

call the tenure of those of the first description a tenure ut de corona,

and that of ihesecond a tenure ut de honore. Further he insists, that

tenure in capite of the king is holding immediately of him without

the interposition of any msr.e lord, and consequently that a tenure

of the king ut de honore is equally in capite with a tenure ut de co

rona, though in other respects there certainly are very important

differences between the two, such as render it highly necessary to

preserve a distinction. See Mad. Baron. Angl. 163.

[Note 40.] (2) Grandfather cnfiojss the father and his son in fee, and dies. [-78. 4«

Thefather being offull age pall sue livery os the third part ofa

moiety. Trin. 8. Jac. Ley 21. Crav.Iey's ca/e. Bat iffeoffment be

to daughter and her husband, they ought tosue Lvery of the ix)holc,for ■

Utb -
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both are children within the statute. M. 9. Jac. Ley 41. Bacon's

case, et ibid. 43. Cher's case. Hal. MSS.

(3) Laids are given to husband and -wife and the heirs of the huf- [Note 41.]

hand. Husband and -wife join in a fine come ceo to the use os the

hkjland and --wise, and to the heirs of the body of the husband, remain

der over. The husband dies. The -wife Jhall not sue livery, because

it <was originally a purchase to the husband and -wise, andJhe had not

a greater estate asieriuards. T. 15. Jac. Ley 51. Menfield's cafe.

Hal. MSS.

, I (2) Lord Coke's manner of expressing himself on the operation [Note 42. ]

"J of tne preamble in the construction of statutes is very observable.

Instead of saying generally, that the preamble should controul the

enacting clauses, or of limiting precisely how far it shall have that

effect, which would have been attempting to make a line where

one cannot be drawn, he cautiously says, that it is a good mean to

find out the intention. The authorities referred to in 4. New Abr.

645. will serve to explain by instances, what fort of influence the

preamble ought to have in expounding statutes. See also Hatt. on

Stat. 53.

(3) It seems more- proper to consider twelve as the age of dis- [Note 43.]

cretion for -women ; for lord Coke himself a few lines lower states

that to be their time for agreeing or disagreeing to a marriage.

See the note as to the age at which infants may make a will of

personalty, post. 89. h..

(1) But now the agreement after twelve drfourteen would not [Note 44.]

be binding on the infant, if the marriage was without banns or by

licence and -without consent cs parent or guardian, and the infant was

not a widow or widower ; for the 26. Geo. 2. c. 33. makes all such

marriages void. In reading this statute, it should be attended to,

that the clause frr annulling the marriages of infants without the

consent of parents or guardians is restricted to marriages by licence;

so that the marriage of an infant without such consent may still be

good, where banns arc regularly publiihed, unless a distent is openly

declared by thj parent or guardian in the church or chapel at the

time of publiiliir.g, in which latter cafe the statute makes the

banns void. As to marriages without either licence or banns, wh'ch

are usually termed clandestine, they are universally annulled by the

statute. Note that Scotland is excepted out of the 26. Geo. 2.

c. 33. In consequence of this, so much of the act as was calcu- -

lated to defeat the marriages of minors without the consent of

tarents or guardians, hath been frequently evaded by going into

cotland to be married there and returning into England imme

diately afterwards. Indeed the validity of such marriages was

once questioned ; and though in general marriages are governed by

the law of the country in which they are celebrated, yet it was

doubted, whether the lex loci ought to be applied to a case accom

panied with circumstances so strongly marking the intent to evade

the law of England. See Burr. 4. part vol, 2 pa^e 1079. But

this point seem* now fully fettled in favour of the Scotch marriages

by a.late-decision of the court of arches, whi.cii was afterwards con

firmed in the court of delegates. However it may not Le amiss to re

collects that there have been persons of authority who will not allow

such
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such cases of apparent evasion of the law of any country to fall

within the principle on which the lex loci is indulged. There is a

strong passage to this effect in the works of a Dutch author,

whose writings on the civil law are much esteemed. Ego ita ex*

ijtimo, fays Huber, after putting a cafe in which the law of one

Dutch province against the marriages of minors without the consent

of guardians was evaded by running away into another province

saving a different law, hanc rem manisefte fertinere ad cuerfionem

juris noftri, a. idea non magistratus heic obligates ijure gentium ejuf-

modi nuptias agnefeere et rasas babere. Multoque magisstatucndnnt

est, ens contrajus gentium facere mideri, qui ci-vibus alieni imperiifua

facilitate,jus patriis legibus contrarium.fcientes i-olentcs impertiuntur.

See the digression de conflillu legum diverfurum in diver/is imperiis

in rfuber. Prælect. Jur. Rom. page 538. In this digression the

reader will find a very informing dissertation on the lex loci, and

the principles by which the application of it ought to be regulated,

expressed clearly and illustrated by a variety of cafes, more parti

cularly such as relate to testaments, marriages, and contracts in

general. See also the printed Argument jjgainst Slavery in the

case of Sommersett the Negro, which was determined in B. R. Trin.

1 1. Geo. 3. p. 67. to 75. It is there attempted to prove by prin

ciples of reason as well as by authorities, that the lex loci is not ap

plicable in the instance of stawery, and that though a negro is

brought from a country in which he was legally a slave, yet he

ceases to be so and gains his freedom to all intents, the moment

his master carries him into one where domestic slavery is not per

mitted.

[Note 45.3 (2) See ace. Swinb. on Spousals 34. But though the rule,

which where one of the parties is under the age of discretion makes

the contract of marriage equally voidable by both, is admitted with

respect to ailual marriages, yet the civilians and canonists are not

agreed, that it holds as to contracts of marriage per <ucrha de pre

sent's without solemnization. Some think, that such contracts have

the full effect of a contract per verba de prafenti on the person who

is of the age of discretion, and that it is only in the power of the

younger party to assent or dissent on attaining the age of discretion.

But according to others, both parties are in the fame situation, and

as it can only have the force of a contract per verba dej'uturo as to

the younger party unless it is ratified at the age of discretion, so in

the mean time it shall not have a greater effect on the elder, and

consequently unless the contract is ratified by both when the younger

. party attains the age of discretion, it will not avoid the subsequent

marriage of either. Swinburne adopts this last opinion. See

Swinb. on Spous. 36. But this doctrine of reciprocity vfh'ere pne

of the parties is an infant or under the age of discretion, jio\vever

true it may be in its application to actuafmarriages or to contracts

of marriage per verba de prafenti, must not be considered as ex

tending to other contracts with an "infant, not even contracts of

marriage per terba defuturo; for in thepi the person pf fullage

may, it is said, be bound at all events by our law, and yet as to the

infant the contract may be voidable. Accordingly in tjjie case of

Holt and Ward the courts held, that' if a man of full age enters' into

a contract ofmarriage with a woman 9s ie per verba de fiitttro,-and

afterwards marries another woman,' an' jction on the case lies against

him for breach of his promise. See 2. Stra. 8cjp. fc 03.7, §t %. C.

in
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in Fitz-Gibb. 17;. 275. 1. Barnad. 208- 247. 333. 2. Barpad.

12. 173. 176. As to the cft'ect of the 26. of G. z. c. 33. oppre-

tontra&s of marriage, fee note 4.

(4) It seems that precontraSl is now no longer a cause for dis- [Note 46.}

solving a marriage in England ; for it appears impliedly taken away

by 26. G. z. c. 33. which enacts, that there (hall be no suit in the

ecclesiastical court for compelling the celebration of marriage by

reason of any contract, whether per irerba de prajenti pr per -uerba

de futuro, entered into after the 25th of March 1754. It is ob

servable, that the statute mentions contracts of marriage byfuture

as well as those by present words ; but notwithstanding this, it js far

from being clear, that matrimony could ever be compelled in the

ecclesiastical court on a contract of the former kind otherwise than

by admonition, and probably it was included in the statute merely

from caution. See 2. Sira. 938.

(1) The 15. G. 2. c. 30. annuls the marriages of all persons, [Note 47. J

who, after being found lunaticks on inquisition by commission under

the great seal, or afeer being committed to the care of trustees by

act of parliament, shall marry without the chancellor's declaring

them of fane mind. Before this act there could be no doubt as to

the validity of the marriages of lunaticks, where it could be clearly

proved, that they were married in their lucid intervals. One

should think, that there could be as little room to doubt their inca

pacity of contracting marriage whilst in an actual state ot" insanity,

if our books were not remarkably silent on the subject, and it was

not also said, that by our law an ideot a nativitate, in whom the

general incapacity of making contracts appears to form as strong

an objection as occurs in the cafe of a madman, may consent

to marriage. This doctrine, as to idcots, however strange it may

appear, is mentioned as a point adjudged in one cafe, and seems

confirmed by allowing dower to the wife of an ideot, and by ques

tioning the right of an ideot's husband to courtesy merely, where on

account of an office finding the wise's ideotcy and the descent of

land to her after the marriage, it is apprehended that there is a

concourse of titles between the king and the husband. See 1. Ro.

Abr. 357. and ante sol. 30. b. and note 2. there. By the Roman

law, persons continually mad, lunaticks except during the intervals

of sanity, and ideots, were all equally incapable of marriage. See

Bronwer. de jur. connubior. lib. 2. cap. 4.

(1) The word bigamy is frequently used to describe the crime [Note 48.]

of marrying a second wise during the life of the first; but the pro

per name for this offence in our law is polygamy, and with us a

bigamist is a man who either marries a widow or after the death

of his sirst.wife marries a second time, in consequence of which he

formerly could not claim the benefit of clergy. This denial of

the benefit of clergy to bigamists was in consequence of s>me an

cient papal constitutions and canons of councils against admitting

bigamists into holy orders ; a prohibition, which, however spe

ciously defended by texts of scripture, wholly Originated siom the

injurious policy of the church of 'Rome in discouraging the mar

riages of the clergy, and led the way to the complete establish

ment of celibacy amongst them. See Levit.'c. 21. v. 13, 14.

I. Tim. c. 3. V. .12. Siimma Concil. per Myand. so.'. 4. a. 119. a.

168.
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168. b. 230. b. Bingh. Antiq. Christ. Ch. b. 4. c. 5. Tayl. Elem.

Civ. L. 295. and the word Bigamus in the index to the Corp. Jur.

Canon ed. Pithæor. However, the exclusion of bigamists from

the benefit of clergy was not entirely accomplished till the council of •

Lyons ended the doubts which before prevailed, by positively de

claring bigamists omni pri-vilegio clericali nudatos. It appears, that

this constitution was immediately received in England; for the statute

of 4. E. 1. de bigamii takes notice of it, and explains how it (hould

be construed, by directing that it should be understood to compre

hend bigamists before, as well as those who became so after. See

4.E. i.e. 5. 2. Inst. 273. 2. Hal. Hist. PI. C. 372. 2. Hawk.

PI. C. b. 2. c. 35. f. c. and Barringt. .on Ant. Stat. 2d ed. 73.

When the benefit of clergy, by being allowed to all who could read,

was extended to laymen as well as persons in orders, the reason for

ousting bigamists of clergy in great measure ceased; but notwith

standing this, the exception of bigamy continued till it was taken

away by the statute of Edw. 6.—The pointing out exactly the ap

propriated fense of the word bigamy in our law was the more ne

cessary, because very sensible writers have been inattentive to it.

We find a remarkable instance of this in the quarto edition of the

Statutes, the editor of which, in a note on the 4. E. 1. c. 5. refers

to the 1. Jam. 1. c, n. as making bigamy a felony.

[Note 49. ] (2) In the famous cafe of Astiby and White, in which the ques» [8 1 . b.l

tion was, whether an action on the cafe would lie against a return

ing officer for refusing a vote at the election of a member of par

liament, one objection made to the action was, that it was of the

first impression ; and the words of Littleton, in explaining why an

action could not be maintained on the statute of Merton against

a guardian for disparagement, were much relied upon by judge

Powys as an authority directly in point. But lord chief justice Holt

answered this objection by citing many instances of allowing new-

actions ; and therefore in this particular judge Powell concurred

with Holt, though they differed on the principal question. See

2. L. Raym. 944. 946. and 957. It might also have been observed,

that Littleton is only stating- the opinion of others, and that he

concludes with a quære; and further, that in the cafe put by him

the question was merely, whether the proper remedy was by aSlion

or by entry. However, it must be confessed, that the novelty of an

action may frequently be fairly urged as a strong presumptive ar

gument against its lying ; more particularly, where the right, which

is the foundation of the action, is admitted, and the mode of re

lief is the only thing controverted, as was the cafe in Ashby and

White.

[Note 50.] (1) See ante 76. a. Lord Coke there cites a passage from r O _ _1

Domesday-book, in which reliefs are mentioned ; and from this early L «S" *■*

use of the word, and from the terms of a law of Edward the Con

fessor, and of two laws of Canute, some have inftrred, that reliefs

were known to the Saxons. This circumstance is/inoch. relied on

by those who insist, that feudal tenures were established in England

before the Conquest; and therefore sir Henry Spelman, who sup

ports the contrary opinion, is very full in his observation on this

part of the subject. The sum of what he advances is, that Domes-

■ day-book at the utmost only proves the use of reliefs after the

Conquest, which is not denied; that the supposed law- of Edward

the
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the Confessor is either not genuine or belongs to William Rufus ;

that beriot, which is the word used in the original language of the

laws of Canute, is improperly translated relies; and lastly, that

however it might suit with the policy of the Normans to assimilate

reliefs to heriots, there were the most essential differences between

the two. According to sir Henry Spelman, the heriot was paid out

of the goods of the deceased possessor of the land, the relief by the

heir, out of bis own purse ; the heriots at all events, the relief only

in cafe of talcing up the lands in succession. These two of the dif

ferences taken by Spelman are particularly st.ited here ; because

they apply to heriots and reliefs as they are now distinguishable.

See the Treat, on Feuds in Spelm. l'osthum. 31. It is obiervable,

that Bracton marks the distinction between reliefs and herio's very

strongly, and in terms partly corresponding with the idea osSpel- ,

man ; for after treating at large on reliefs Bracton adds, est ^uidem

alia præstatio, qtut nomnatur herietium, et qua.' nullam comparationem

babeat ad reliijium ; scilket, ubi tenens, liber V'l servus, in morte

suit dominum suum, dc quo tenuerii, rrspicit dt meliori averiosuo, <ucl

de secundo ntehori, secundum diver/am locorum co.isuetudinem ; quit

quidem præsatio ma^is fit dc gratia quam dcjuie, el quit hartditatem

' non coiitingit. See Bract, hb. 2. cap. 36. so. S6. a. See further

as to heriots, post. 185. b,

(2) See ace. Ley on Wards and Liv. sol. ed. \f. W. Jo. 133. [Note 51.]

The distinction is not merely nominal; for lord Coke in another

place assigns it as a reason, why a relief is not within the limitation

of 50 years prescribed by the 32. H. 8. c. 2. in the case of avowry

Or conusance forsiit orservice. 2. Inst. 95. Note, that in the book

last cited forty years are mentioned as the limitation in the 32. H. 8.

but nir. Russhead in his edition of the Statutes fays, that in the re

tard the time is fisy years.

(3) But it is said, that if the relies is claimed, not by reason of [Note 5*.J

tenure, but by custom, there must be a prescription for the distress

to warrant it. See W. Jo. 133.

(5) This annuity is therefore called creation-money, and the grant [Note 33. J

of it usually expressed, that it was assigned in order to enable the

grantee the better to sustain his newly-acquired dignity. Mr.

Madox gives us various instances of such annuities; and it appears,

that they were not confined to earls; for one of the letters patent

in his book is a grant of 10 1. a year by Hen. 6. out of the crown,

revenues in Cumberland to fir Thomas Percy on creating him baron

of Egremont. See Mad. Baron. Anglic. 142. In Dyer 2. a. no

tice is taken of an annuity of this kind, and it is there said to be

so annexed to the dignity as not to be alienable. See further as to

creation-money, Camd. Britann. ed. 1772. p. 125.

(2) So in the case of the king, thefather /hall have the custody tf [Note CA.l

the body and the marriage. 7. J ac. Our. Ward. Ley n. 2. Union's

cafe. Hal. MSS.—See Ley 1.

(i) By the 12. Cha. 2. c. 24. tenure by knight's service, whe- [Note 55.]

ther of the king or of a common person, together with all its op

pressive fruits and consequences, as also those of socage in capite, is

wholly taken away ; and every such tenure i» converted into free

( I ) and
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and commonfiic age. The fame statute enacts, that all tenures which

should afterwards be created by the king, should be in free and

common jlcage only. Nothing can be more full in expression than

this act; for besides generally abolishing tenure by knight's service,

and the consequences peculiar to that tenure zndfi.age in cepite, it

descends into particulars with a redundancy of words, which can

ouly be accounted for by the extreme anxiety to extirpate com

pletely the evils the legislature had under contemplation, for which

purpose it might be deemed most safe to attack them in every

shape. We have already observed in some former notes, that

homage escuage and the aids pur file marierr and pur fiairefilz cbi-

valier are expressly mentioned. It remains to add, that the sta

tute, after taking away the court of wards and liveries,. enumerates

wardships, liveries, primer seisins or ousterlemains, values and for

feitures of marriages, and sines feisures and pardons for alienation,

and sweeps away the whole. But the act preserves rents certain,

heriots, suits of court, and other services incident to common so

cage, and fealty ; and also sines for alienation due by the customs

of particular manors, unless such sines are for lands in capite. Re

liefs for lands, of which the tenure is converted into common

socage, are also saved in some instances ; for the clause which pre

serves rents certain, provides that such relief stiall be paid in refipetl

effucb rents, as is paid on the death of a tenant in common socage.

from this clause it seems, that there can be no relief out of lands

which the statute changed into socage, unless where a quit rent is

also payable; and the reason of thus expressing the act will appear

by considering, that a year's rent is the relief for lands holden by

common socage, and consequently is never due out of lands which

are not subject to a rent, unless by special custom, or express re

servation. See post. Sect. 12&

[Note 56.] (1) Mr. Somner disapproves of this etymology, as not large s86.il'J

enough to comprehend all the services os' the tenure by socage,

which may be, and Ibmetimes are, totally unconnected with the

plough. According to him, socage is derived from the Saxon

word foe, which signifies liberty or privilege, and with agium added

to denote the agenda or service imported a free or privileged te

nure ; and this derivation is preferred by a writer of great judg

ment. Somn. Gavelk. 133. and 2. Blackst. Comment. ;th ed. 80-

However sir Martin Wright, though he confesses the ingenuity of

mr. Somner's derivation, endeavours to jullify Littleton's, and

thinks that the objection to it is obviated, when it is considered,

that in the cafe of socage-tenures plough-service was the most an

cient and usual reservation ; to which observation one may add,

that the propriety of a denomination is not always the proper test

of etymologies. Wright's Ten. 143. It seems indeed, that both,

derivations have their share of probability, which is as much as can-

be expected on a subject so very uncertain.

[Note r/-\ ] C2) This explanation of Thane-land and Rcvc-land is opposed

by sir Henry Spelman, who investigates the subject very minutely-

See Spelm. Posthum. 38, 39. In a foimer note we had occasion

to hint at sir John Dalrymple's opinion on the fame subject, and on

the nature of the difference between bock-land and folk- land. See

ante 6. a. note 6. Since the writing of that note, a tract, intitled

A Djcojrfie on the Bock-land and Folk-land ofiiht Saxons, hath been

printed,
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printed, the professed object of which is to examine and confute the

notions advanced by sir John Dalrymple. This tract, being at

present only distributed amongst the author's friends, is difficult to

be procured, and is mentioned here for the fake of such readers as

may be curious to explore this dark and controverted subject. See

further Fearn. Legigraphic Chart of Landed Propert. ante 6. b»

7. a. 58. a. and 2. Wintak. Hist. Manchest. 154.

I'J si ) According to Fitzherbert, such a tonure was Anight'sservice. [Note 58. ]

This he infers from the form of a writ of livery sued out by an heir

on attaining his full age, where he held of the king as of an honor

in the king's hands by the service of rendering the rent of ten

shillings a year towards guarding the callle of Dover; and Fitz

herbert endeavours to account for the tenure being knight's ser

vice, by suggesting, that the service might anciently have been,

guarding the castle, and that in modern times tlve king might take

a rent in lieu of castle-guard ; which taking of a rent, fays Fitz-

heibert, would not alter the nature of the tenure. Fiizherb. Nat,

Br. 256. However, this opinion of the reverend judge is not de

livered absolutely, but is accompanied with a quære; and indeed it

seems very liable to exception. For— 1. The form of the writ

relied upon appears quite consistent with socage in capite; suing of

livery by the heir at full age having been incident to that tenure

as well as to knight's service in capite, unless the heir was under

fourteen at the death of the ancestor. See ante 77. a.—2. The

p-opriety of the writ, in the cafe to which it is applied, may be

suspected; for suing of livery by the heir, except in some few spe

cial cases distirijjuilhed by a kind of prescription of which lord Coke

speaks doubtfully, was confined to tenure in capite, or, to use the

phrase preferred by mr. Madox, at de corona, whereas the writ in

Fitzherbert represents the tenure to have been ut de honote. See

ante 73. a.— \. Fitzherbert's reason for considering the tenure as

knight's service scorns unwarranted by the terms of the writ. He

supposes the service reserved to be castle-guard, and the rent to be

merely takep by the king as a commutation in money ; but the

writ exprvssly states the rent to be thj service.—4.. If Fitzherbert,

by saying that the king took th'j rent for the castle-guard, means

that the latter was so changed into the former, that the castle-guard

could no lunger be demanded, then his idea of the tenure's conti

nuing to be castle-guard and in chivalry, is contradicted by sir

William Capell's case cited in lord Coke's report of Lutterel's

case ; for in that the court held, that by such a perpetual change of

the service the tenure was converted into socage. See 4. Co. 88. a.

—j. The authority of Littleton is clearly against Fitzherbert's

notion ; and according to the opinion of the former, a case, jn

which the service reserved was a yearly rent in money for guard of

the castle of Dover, was adjudged early in the reign of Charles the

first. See Litt. Rep. 47. However it (bould not be concealed, that

in this last cafe the court seemed inclined to think, that underspscial

circumstances tkere might be a change of the castle-guard into rent

by consent of the king and his tenant without altering the tenure,

where evidence could be given of the manner in which the change

was effected.

J (1) Here the word heir is significant; for it seems to imporr, [Nosj co.l 1

that guardianship in socage can be ot heirs ouly. However, though

( I 2 ) it
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it was always clear, that guardian in chivalry could only be on a

descnt, yet some have doubted whether wardship in socage might not

be where the infant was in by purchase. This point was agitated

so late as the z8th and 29th of Charles the second, when the court

held, that guardianship in socage was equally confined to a descent

with guardianship in chivalry. 2. Mod. 176. Vin. Abr. Guar

dian, I.

[Note 60.] (2) Mr. serjeant Hawkins supposes an elder brother to purchase s88i b.j

land, and the land to descend to his younger brother being under *"

1 4 ; in which cafe the infant's paternal and maternal relations are

equally of the blood of the first purchaser, and therefore equally

capable of inheriting to them ; and then mr. serjeant asks, who

shall be guardian in socage. Hawk. Abr. of Co. Litt. Perhaps

there may be some difficulty in solving this question. If Littleton's

rule be understood striclly, there cannot be any guardian in socage

in such a case, unless the next friend is a father or mother or other

lineal ancestor, or of the half blood ; for all of the other relations

may by possibility succeed as immediate heirs to the son. But if

the next of blood on either side may be guardian, the mother's

blood must be preferred, because they are the most remote from the

succession.

[Note 61.] (3) Guardian per cause de zvard is, where one infant in ward

ship is guardian of another infant, in which cafe the wardfiiip of the

sirit infant intitles his guardian to the wardship of the second. But

it seems, that only guardian in chivalry and in socage could be

guardian /vr cause de <ward. See 2. Ro. Abr. 35. 40. and

Vaugh. 184.

[Note 62.] ' (5) This point appears to have been adjudged contra in lord

Coke's time, though it is not taken notice of by him. See Swan's

cafe, 2. Ro. Abr. 40. Ow. 128. Mo. 635. Cro. Eliz. 825. and

2. And. 171. However, ::s lord Coke here decides against the half

blood, the question was revived after the Restoration; but the c:ise

did not produce any opinion of the court. T. Jo. 17. The rule

as expressed by lord Coke certainly excludes the half blood ; because

he extends it to all possibility of descent. But if the judgment in

Swan's cafe was right, the rule should be confined to all possibility

oT immediate descent.

[Sote 63.] (6) Lord chancellor Macclessield very much disapproved of the

rule os our law, which gives the guardianship in socage to the next

of kin to whom the land cannot descend. He would not allow the

exclusion of the heir to the land to be founded on reason, but

deemed it the offspring of barbarous times and the effect of a cruel

presumption. Therefore, when he was applied to on a like prin

ciple, for an order to remove a lunatick from the custody of mr.

justice Dormer, who was the lunatick's uncle and next in remain

der to him, but had with the consent of the nominal committee of

the lunatick's person taken care of him for many years, and treated

him with the greatest tenderness," under these circumstances his

lordship refused to make such an order. 1. P. Wms. 260. See

also 9. Mod. 142. and Cary's Rep. 137, 138. But notwithstand-

.■ . .■• ing this censure by one most deservedly of high authority, the rule

us our law in respect to guardianstlip in, socage, considered as one

settling
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fettling the right by nearness of blood without regard to personal

qualifications, which was the point of view in which lord Coke and

thole he follows extolled it, is surely very defensible; for it gives

the custody of the infant's person to those, who in point si nearness

cf blood have equal pretensions to the trust, without the fame temp

tation in point of interest to abuse it. However, in justification of

the Roman law it should be remembered, that their order of suc

cession made it impossible to adopt a distinction like that of our

law in the case of guardianship in socage; for by the Roman la*',

the relations both ot the father'?, and mother's blood, being in equal

degree, were equally capable of inheriting; and the emperor Jus

tinian having wholly destroyed the distinction between the agnati

and cognati, there could not he. proximity of bl.od without proximity

to the succession. Novell. iS. c. 4, 5. Such being the difference of

the two laws in point of succession, it" is rather unfair to make a

comparison between them in point of guardianship. Besides, near

ness of blond alone is at best a very exceptionable rule for settling

the right of guardianship. It must frequently give a title to those,

who are in every respect the least qualified for a trust so delicate

and important. Nearness of blood ought to be greatly regarded ;

particularly in the cafe of parents, whole title by nature is so strong,

that to wrest from them the custody and education of their chil

dren, except when there is any gross misconduct or the most ap

parent incapacity, would be very inhuman indeed. But personal

qualities, situation of life, interest in the succession, and other cir

cumstances, whether operating for or against, should also be at

tended to; and hence arises the necessity of a discretionary power in

the choice of guardians. On this principle in many countries in

Europe the father is now intrusted with the power of assigning

guardians for his children by testament, and for want of a testa

mentary guardian, some great magistrate or judicial officer is au

thorized to nominate ; and in other countries guardians are wholly

dative by a magistrate. Groenweg. de Leg. Abrogat. lib. 1. tit. 15-.

Voet Comment, ad Pandect. 1. 26. 1, 2, 3. I. Strah. Dom. 264.

Stair's Inst, of Law of Scotl. 3d ed. 46. In esfeU, our law, as

changed by statutes and regulated by the modem practice of the

court of chancery, conforms very much to these modes of prescrib

ing who shall have the guardianfliip. But this subject will be more

fully opened in the succeeding, notes.

(9) Lord Coke should not be understood to assert that a guar- [Note 64.]

dian by nature is not accountable for the profits .of the infant's

estate ; that being a doctrine, which seems inconsistent with the na

ture of every other kind of guardianship except guardianfliip in

chivalry. It is therefore presumed, that lord Coke's meaning was,

that the father shall be deemed guardian in socage ; because in that

character the law makes him accountable to the son for the valut

as bis marriage as well as for the profits of his lands; whereas in

the character of guardian by nature, he is only accountable for the

latter.

(11) Ante 74. b. Though guardianship in chivalry is now [Note 65.]

taken away by act of parliament, it may be useful to recollect some

general things concerning it; and for the ease of the student in that

respect, the following particulars, selected principally from the

Chapter of Kaights Service, are brought into one point of view.--

(1 3) . Guardianship
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Guardianship in chivalry could only be where the estate vested fgg. fo,

in the infant by descent.—All males under 21 at the ancestor's death L

were liable to it; but notfemales, unless they were then under 14.

w—It extended, not only to the person of the infant, but also to all

such of the infant's lands or tenements as were within the guardian's

seigniory; and if the king was guardian in respect of a tenure in

tapite, then to the whole of the infant's estate, of whomsoever

holden, whatever the tenure, and whether lying in tenure or not.

—If the infant heir held lands by knights service of several lords,

each lord had the wardlhip cf the land within his seigniory ; and

as to the body, the wardship of it belonged to that lord, os whom

the tenure was most ancient, he being styled the lord by priority ,

and the others lords by posteriority. But this must be understood

with an exception of the king; for if any lands of the infant were

holden of the king by knights service in capite, he was intitled to.

the wardlhip both of the infant's body and all his lands held of the

crown in capite, or of others by knights service.—It continued over

males till twenty-one, over females till sixteen or marriage.—When

it determined, if the tenure was of a fubjeQ, the heir might enter

on the lord immediately ; but if the king had the wardlhip, then the

heir was not intitled to take possession of the land without suing ta

the crown for livery, which was a process both nice and expensive.

See ante 77. a.—It had a preference with respect to the custody

of the infant's body over every other species of wardlhip, except

Only that of the father where the infant was his beir apparent ; even

the mother being excluded.—It intitled the lord to make a (ale of

the marriage of the infant, subject only to the restriction of not

disparaging; and if the infant refused the marriage tendered by

the lord, or married after such a tender and against the lord's con

sent; in the former case, the infant was liable to the payment of a

sum equal to the value of the marriage, that is, to the profit which

the lord might have made by the sale of it ; in the latter case, the heir

female paid the same sum as for a refusal, but the heir male was

charged the doable vahie.which was called a forfeiture of marriage ,

The guardian in chivalry was not accountable for the profits made

of the infant's land during the wardlhip, bi)t received them for his

own private emolument, subject only to the bate maintenance of

the infant. At least it doth not appear in any work we have seen,

what means were provided for. enforcing the guardian out of the

profits of the estate in wardship to support and educate the infant

»n a style and manner soitable to his rank and fortune.—Lastly,

guardianship in chivalry, being deemed more an interest for the

profit of the guardian than a trust for the bcncf.t of the ward, was

saleable and transferable, like the ordinary subjects of property, to

the best bidder, and if not disposed of was transmissible to the lord's

personal representatives. Thus the custody of the infant's person,

as well as the care of his estate, might be devolved upon the molt

perfect stranger to the infant, one prompted by every pecuniary

motive to abuse the delicate and important trust of education,

without any ties of blood or regard to counteract the temptations

of interest, or any sufficient authority to restrain him from yielding

to their influence. This explication of the nature of wardship in.

chivalry, general as it is, may well excite a strong idea of the hor

rid evils necessarily incident to it. On the first reflection it is na

tural to wonder, how it happened, that a species of guardianship so

constituted on principles repugnant to the voice t)f nature, so

founded in iahunjauii), so retarding to the progress of science and

2 " literature
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literature amongst persons of high bir;h and with great hereditary

estates, and so seemingly replete with mischiefs both public and

private, ihould, in a country distinguished for continual struggles

to preserve the valuable and 10 annihilate the oppressive ports of

its conltitution, be patiently endured for several centuries after the

Conquest, and even remain unrelormed by any effectual checks

to soften its rigour, till it was wholly uken away at the Restoration. ,

Perhaps however on further consideration of the subject, the wonder

m:iy in some measure cease ; for the facility of evading guardian

ship in chivalry, which could only be on a descent, may account

both for its being so long submitted to, and for its producing con

sequences less extensively pernicious than seem almost necessarily

incident to it. Various modes of preventing the defeat were prac

tised. One was enseoffing the heir in the ancestor's lisc-time;

and another was enseoffing strangers on condition to pay a sum,

far exceeding the value of the land, at a time so fixed as to cor

respond with the heir's coming of age, who might then enter for

breach of the condition. See rtat. Marlehridge J2. Hen. 3. c. 6. and

z. Intl. 109. When these modes were declared to be fraudulent,

and therefore checked by the statute of Markbridge, a third, still

more sit to attain the fame end, succeeded ; for uses and trust; being

invented, and guardianihip in chivalry being only of legal estates, it

became the falhion to make feoft'ments to uses, as we'd for prevent

ing wardstiip, as for avoiding reliefs and forfeitures, and indirectly

exercising the power of devising ; and thus the heir taking only

the use of the land on a descent instead of becoming legal tenant,

he of course escaped being in wardlhip. This evasion continued in

practice till 4. Hen. 7. when the legislature thought proper once

more to interfere in favour of the lord, and made the heir os tesiuf

$m use equally liable to wardship in chivalry with the heir of one

dying seised of the legal e:!ate. Sec 4. Hen. 7. c. 17. Ante 84. b.

and 2. Inst. 1 10. Indeed for some time aster 4. Hen. 7. there seem

to have been no other means of preventing wardstiip in chivalry,

than the ancestor's making a lease for life with remainder to his

their apparent in see. But this protection of wardship in chivalry

was soon followed by a great diminution of its profits ; for, in the

succeeding reign, the statute of wills gave the power of devising so

as to deprive tiie lord of the wardstiip in tuatbirdi of the land

holden by knights service ; in which contracted state this odious

species of guardianship was fullered to languish, till k was intirely

abolished by the famous statute of Charles the second, together

with the other oppressive appendages of military tenures. 2. Inst.

f 10, ill. The curious reader may fee further on this subject in

Smith's Commonwealth, Engl. ed. b. 3. cap. 5. Staunl. Pracrog.

4. Init. 188. Ley on Wards and Liv. et ante paffim in the Chap

ter of Knights Service and the books there cited, the titles Garde

and Guardian in the Abridgements, Crouipt. Jurild. of Co. 112. a,

10 125. and Mad. Excheq. sol. ed. 221.

(12) Many of our books, especially some of modern date, are very [Note 66.]

indiscriminate, when they mention guardianihip by nature. Some

times the father is styled guardian by nature of his beir apparent

for the time in giaeral terms, such as at first appear t.0 intimate,

that by our law no other ancestor, except the father, not even the

^pother, is intitled to the guardianship in that right; and accord

ingly lord chief baron Comyns makes this inference from the lan

guage of the books, though as we conceive too hastily. See Com.

(1 4) " Dig.
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Dig. Gardian, C. 3.00.38.8. 6. Co. 2 2. b. there cited. Atfgg^l

other times we are told, that, the father being dead, the mother '-

may have a writ of trespass quare ci.nsanguinc.,m et btertdtm cepit\

which imports, that she may alio be guardian by nature other heir

apparent. But then the silence in one book as to other ancestors,

and the express exclusion of the grandfather in another book with

out the necessary explanation, tend to an opinion, that all ancestors,

except the father ai.d mt trier, are realiy excluded. Ante 84. b.

6. Co. 22. b. However in another place we find, that no such

opinion was intended to be conveyed; and we are informed, that

the grandfather and other ancestors may be guardians by nature of

their heirs apparent, as wrll as the father and mother; tho' being

liable to be postponed to others, where the father is not, both they

and the mother have a title distinguishable from bis in point of

inferiority. 3. Co. 38. a. Further, some modern books do not

confine guardianship by nature to heirs apparent, but denominate

the father and' mother the natural guardians of all their children;

and sometimes even the parents of illegitimate issue seem to have

been treated as their natural guardians. 1. Ves. 158. 2. Atk,

15. 70. 9. Mod. 117. Sometimes also the guardianship offemale

children under sixteen, as given to the father and mother by the

statute of Philip and Mary, is said to be jure naturæ. 4. & 5. Phil,

& Mar. c. 8 and 3. Co. 38. b. This various and indefinite man

ner of, expreflion concerning guardianship by nature must create

the most distressing confusion in the minds of students; and for

their benefit therefore, we shall attempt to rescue the subject from

a part of the obscurity in which it is involved, by offering some

few distinctions calculated to reconcile the seeming contraiiety of

the books, so far as they are capable of being made consistent

with each other. 1. It seems, that not only the father, but alio the

mother and every o.her ancestor may be guardians by nature, tho'

with considerable differences, such as denote the superiority of the

father's claim. The father hath the first title to guardianship by

nature, the mother the second ; and as to other ancestors, if the

fame infant happens to be- heir apparent to two, as to both a pater

nal and a maternal grandfather, perhaps in this equality of rights

priority of possession of the infant's person may decide the pre

ference, according to the general rule in icquaiijure melior ,ff con-

ditio pojjidentis. But this difference merely respects the ord. r of

succession to guardianship by nature. But whilst the tenure by

knights service continued, there was another differenee, which

more strongly marked the superiority of this guardianship when

claimed by the father ; for he was intitled to the custody of the in

fant's person, even against the lord in chivalry; but the mother

and other ancestors were not allowed to have the fame preference.

It is by this last diversity that lord Coke in another place reconciles

the books, which appear to exclude the mother and all other an

cestors except the father from guardianship by nature ; it being

observed by him, that they only apply to cases, in which the right

to the infant's person was in contest with the lord in chivalry,

3. Co. 38. b. Ratcliffc's cafe. 2. According to the stria language

of our law, only an heir apparent can be the subject of guardianship

by nature ; which restriction is so true, that it hath even been

doubted, whether such a guardianfliip can be of a daughter, whose

heiiship, though denominated apparent, yet, being liable to be su

perseded by the birth os a son, is in tjjeS rather of .the jprtjumptmt

kind,
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kind. 3. Co. 38. b. Ante 84. a. Therefore when guardianstiip

ly nature is extended to children in general, or to any besides such.

as are heirs apparent, it is not conformable to the legal fense of the

term amongst us, but must be understood to have reference to

some rule indcpendant of the common law. Thus when in chan

cery the father and mother are styled the natural guardians of all

their children born in marriage, or of any of their illegitimate issue,

we should suppose those who express themselves so generally, to

refer to that fort of guardianship, which the order and course of

nature, as far as we are able to collect it by the light of reason,

seem to point out, and to mean, that it is a good rule to regulate

the guardianship by, where positive law is silent, and it is in the

disereiion of the lord chancellor to settle the guardianship. So too

when lord Coke fays, that the custody of afemale child underyfx-

feen, to which the father, and after his death the mother, is intitled,

by the provisions of the statute of the 4. & 5. Philip and Mary,

is jure nalurtt, we should understand him to mean, not that such a

custody was a guardianship by nature recognized by our common,

law, but merely that it was a. statutory guardianship adopted by the

legislature in conformity to the dictates of nature, and upon princi

ples of general reasoning. But though what our law calls guar

dianship by nature is thus confined to the heir apparent, yet we

must not from thencs conclude, that parents have not a right to

the custody of their other children ; for our law gives the custody

of them to their parents till the age of fourteen by the guardianship

of nurture ; which species of guardianship, though it differs from

that by nature not only in name but also in duration and some other

particulars, as will appear by the next note, is founded on a like

conformity to the order of nature. It being thus explained, who

are intitled to the guardianship by nature, and what infants are its

objects, we shall conclude with some few other particulars concern

ing it.—This guardianship continues till the infant attains the age

of tu-enty-ene.—The books inform us, that it extends no further

than tne custody of the infant's person ; a peculiarity we did not

sufficiently advert to, when we were writing a preceding note, which

in the last sentence is unguardedly expressed, as if receiving the pro

fits ot lands might be part of the office of guardian by nature. See

ante note 8. Carth. 386. Ante 84.—It yields as to the custody of the

person to guardianstiip in socage, where the title 10 both guardian

ships concur in the fame individuals, as they nccesarily do in the

cale of father or mother, islands held by a socage tenure descend

en the heir apparent being an infant, and may in the case of other

ancestors; the reason of which is explained elsewhere. See note 8.

But guardianship in socage ending at fourteen, we presume, that

after that age the father, or other ancestor, having a like title to

both guardianships, becomes guardian by nature till the infant's

age of twenty-one. See Carth. 384.—Lastly, the father may dis

appoint the mother and other ancestors of the guardianstiip by na

ture, by appointing a testamentary guardian under the statutes of

Philip and Mary and of Charles the second, which will be the lub-

ject of a subsequent note. See infra, note 14.

(13) Here we shall bring into one point of view some few gt- [Note 67.

rural things relative both to guardianstiip by socage and that by

nurture

Guardianstiip bysocage, like the one in chivalry, springs wholly

out
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out of tenure. Therefore the title to it cannot arise, unless the |

infant is seised of lauds, or other hereditaments lying in tenure,

ho'.den by socage. Ante sol. 87. b.—Like guardianlhip in chivalry,

it is deemed to take place on a descent only ; though some have ar

gued to the contrary. Ante note 1, sol. 87. b.—The title to thii

guardianship is in such os the infant's next of blood, as cannot have

by descent the socage estate, in respect os which the guardianship

arises, by descent, without any distinction between the ivhole and

balf\>\aoc\. If there are two or more in equal degree, he w.io first

gains possession of the heir, shall have the custody of him ; except

where they happen to be brothers or filters, or to be the infant's

lineal ancestors, the law preferring the eldest in the former cafe, and

the father or other male anceltor in the latter. But if the infant

derives lands by descent both ex parte paternd, and ex par/e maurnd,

in which case it may be poffiblp not to find any next of kin inca

pable of inheriting to the infant, the next of kin on either side, first

seising the infant, is intitled to the custody of his person, and the

custody os the lands coming ex parte paternd goes to the maternal

heir, and so vice inrjd. as to the lands coming ex parte maurnd.

Should however the infant derive lands by descent in such a way,

as lets in both the paternal aud maternal blood successively to tiie

inheritance, but with a preference of the former; as where the in

fant derives lands by descent from a brother who was the first pur

chaser, and there is no next of kin but such as may inherit from

the infant, it seems unsealed, who should have the guardianship—

If the person intitled to be guardian in socage is himself under

custody of a guardian, the latter is intitled to the custody of both ;

to the former in his own right, aud to the latter pur cause de <u>ard,

that is, in right of his wardship of the former.—Being wholly for

the infant's benefit, and not in any respect tor the guardian's prosit,

it is not a subject either of alienation forfeiture or succession, as

wardship in chivalry was ; and consequently if the guardian in

socage becomes incapable or dies, the wardlhip devolves upon the

person next in degree os kindred to the infant, not being inheri

table to him. l'itzhetbert indeed in his Natura Brcvium cites

two cafes of Edward the third ; in which guardian in socage grant

ed the wardsnip to a stranger, and the grant was awarded good.

le. N. B. 143. P. The fame author too in his Abridgement gives

another cafe of the fame reign, according to which a lease

of guardianlhip in socage was pleaded. Fiizh. Abr. Garde 161.

But possibly these cases import, only that a guardian in socage may

place the body of the infaut under the custody of another, and that

such placing will be a good answer to an action for ravilhment of

the ward ; not that the guardianship itself may be transferred by

bargain and sale. However, should these ancient authorities not

b'.-ar the former construction, they seem sufficiently answered by

the dejirine and practice of later times ; for in them, the acknow»

ledged qualities of guardianship in socage being, that it is a personal

trust wholly for the infant's benefit, and neither transmissible by

succession nor devisable, arc not consistent with its being as

signable ; and we have lord chief justice Vaughan's authority for

saying, that even in his time common experience proved the contrary.

See Plowd. 293. Vaugtu 1S1. See too post. 90. b. note 1.—It

extends not only to the person and socage estates of the infaptj but

also to his hereditaments not lying in tenure; and even to his copy

hold estates, unless there is a special custom for the lord's appointing

a guardian
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9. a.]

a guardian of them. Ante 87. b. and Egkton's case, 1. Ro.

•Abr. 40. Sec also Hutt. 17. and 2. Lutw. 1 181. But whether the

guardian in socage is intitUd to take into his custody the infant's

fcrfonal estate, we have not yet been able to ascertain by any ex

press authority. However, we are inclined to think, that personalty

is included, except where by the custom of a particular place it hap

pens to be liable to a different custody ; our idea being, that the

custody of the infant's person draws after it the cuilody of every

species of property, for which the law hath not otherwise provided.

This idea receives some countenance from the instances of copjholds,

and of hereditaments not lying in tenure; for including which, it wilt

be difficult to account by any other reason, than the on« we give

for including personalty. It is also strongly confirmed by the man

ner in which the 12. of Cha. 2. c. 24. regulates the powers of the

guardian which it enables a father to appoint. After authorizing

such guardian to take the custody of the infant's personal estate, as

Well as of his laniis tenements and hereditaments, it provides, that he

may bring such aiiion or aH-.ons in relation thereunto, as by law a

guardian in common soettge might do : words almost necessarily im

porting, that the ptrjo.ial estate is equally an object of the custody

of guardian in socage with the infant's real property Yet we mull

apprize the reader, that there is an expreslion of lord chief justice

Vaughan in his Reports, which conveys or seems to convey a dif

ferent opinion ; for, speaking of the guardian under the statute of

Charles the second, he says, this new guard.an hath the custody, mt

only of the lands descended or left by the fa.h.r, iut of lands and goods

any *vaay acquired or purchased by tee infant, -which tht guardian in

socage had mt. Vaugh. 1 86.—It is superseded both 'as to the body

and lands, if the father exercises his power of appointing a testa

mentary or other guardian according to the statute of 12. Cha. 2.

See chap. 24.—Regularly it ends, when the infant, whether male

or female, attains fourteen; though some say, that this must be un

derstood cr.tly where another guardian, either by election or the in

fant or otherwise, is ready to Succeed, and that the guardianship in

socage continues in the mean time. Andr. 313.

As to guaidianship by nurture, it only occurs where the infant is

without any other guardian ; and none can have it, except the fa

ther or mother. 8. ii. 4. 7. b. fir. Guard. 70. 3. Co. 38.—It

extends no further than the custody and government of the infant's

person, and determines at fourteen in the cafe both of males and

females. Ibid.—Lord chief baron Comyns refers to FIcta, as if

according to that ancient book grand, cithers and great grandfathers

night be guardians by nurture. Com. Dig. v. 3. p. 421. But the

passage cited doth not point at (Km species of guardian, it describing

the patria petestat in general, and being apparently borrowed from

the text of the Roman law; nor will it bear the least application to

guardianship, as our own law regulates it.

(14) The direct object of the 4. & 5. Ph. & M. was to prevent [Note 68.]

ibe taking away or marrying maidens under sixteen against the

consent of their parcn:s. But the statute prohibited it in terms

which implied, that the custody and education of such females should

belong to the father and mother, or the person appointed by the

former. It is observable on this statute, that though the title is

confined to maidens being inheritors, and the preamble speaks only

of such a« be heirs apparent, or have real or personal estate, yet the

enacting
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enacting part mentions maidens under sixteen generally. For other ("8sl. a.l

cafes on this statute besides Ratclisie's, fee Poph. 204. Cro. Cha. *■ '

4$5. 1. Sid. 36Z. 2. Mod. 128. 3. Mod. 84. 168.

[Note 69.] (15) There is now another statute in respect to the appoint

ment of guardians; -for the 12. Cha. 2. c. 24, after taking away

guardianstiip in chivalry, enables the father by deed or will attested

by two witnesses to appoint, who (hall be guardians of his children

after his decease. The substance of this parliamentary regulation

is, I. That the father (hall have the power, though under liuenty-

1 one. 2. That he snail have it as to all his children under twenty -

. one and unmarried at his decease, or born after. 3. That he may

appoint any persons, except popilh recusants. 4. That the ap

pointment may be either in possession or remainder. 5. That he

may appoint the guardianship to last till twenty-one, or lor any less

time. 6. That the appointment shall be effectual against all claim

ing as guardians in socage or otherwise. 7. That the guardian so

appointed shall have ravishment of ward on trespass, and recover

damages for the ward's benefit. 8. That such guardian shall have

the custody of the infant's estate both real and personal, and have the

same actions in relation to them as a guardian in socage. 9. Tiiat

the statute shall not prejudice the custom of London or any oilier

city or corporate town.—For cases on the construction of this sta

tute, fee tit. Guardian in Vin. Abr. and Com. Dig. and the conti

nuation of the latter book. The nature of this new kind of guar

dianship, which the statute professedly models after that in socage,

except as to duration, is particularly discussed in Bedell and Con

stable, Vaugh. 177. and in lord Shaftesbury's cafe, 2. P. Wms. 102,

Gilb. 172.

[Note 70.] (16) Another species of customary guardianship is, where by the

special custom of a manor the lord names, or is himself the guar

dian of an infant copyholder. See 2. Com. Dig. 399. The nature

of this guardianship depends wholly on the custom of the particular

manor; and though it is not expressly saved by the 12. Cha. 2.

yet it has been held, that the father's appointment of the custody

of his child under that statute will not extend to copyhold estates.

Church and Ciidmore, 2. Lutw. 1181. 3. Lev. 395. and Com-

berb. 253.—But besides the several kinds of guardians enumerated

by lord Coke, and those we have already mentioned in addition,

there are sour others which still remain to be noticed.

The first of these is guardian by election of the infant himself.

But the right of making such an election only arises, when, from

a defect of the law, the infant finds himself wholly unprovided with

a guardian. This may happen to be the cafe, either before four

teen, when the infant has no property such as attracts a guardian

ship by tenure, and the father is dead without having executed his

power of appointing a guardian for his child, and there is no mo-

. - thcr ; or a/ter fourteen, when the custody of the guardian by socage

terminates, and from the want of the father's appointment there

is no other ready to succeed to the trust, and to take care of the

infant or his property. Lord Coke only takes notice of such an

election, where the infant is underfourteen, and as to this omits to

state how and before whom it should be made, nor have we yet

met with any prior or cotemporary writer who supplies the defect.

Ante 87. b. As to a guardian zherfourieen, it appears from the ending

of
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of guardianship in socage at that age, as if the common law deemed

a guardian afterwards unnecessary. However, since the 12. of

Cha. 2. enabling the father to appoint a guardian to his children

till twenty- one, it has been usual for want of such a guardian

to allow the infant to elect one for himself; and according to

one . book, this practice seems to have prevailed in some de

gree before the Restoration. Phil. Tcnend. non Tollend. 199.

Such election is said to be frequently made before a judge on the

circuit. 1. Ves. 375. But we do not conceive this form to be

essential. The last lord Baltimore, when he was turned of eighteen,

having no testamentary guardian, and being under the necelsity of

-having one for some special purposes relative to his proprietary

government of Maryland, named a guardian by deed. This mode

was adopted by the advice of two eminent barristers; for though

one of them at first doubted, whether the administration of the go

vernment of the province was not devolved upon the crown during

the infancy, yet he afterwards retracted this idea, and concurred

in thinking, that the guardian named by the infant might act as

lord proprietor. Indeed it seems as if there was no prescribed form

of an infant's electing a guardian after fourteen, any more than

there is before ; and therefore election by parol might perhaps be

sufficient, though it would be wrong to trust to a mode so unso-

lemn. But we do not wonder at the deficiency ; because guardian

ship by election of the infant is of very late origin, it being,

we believe, not only unnoticed by any writer before lord Coke, ex-

cept-Swinburne, but there still being no cafes in print to explain the

powers incident to it, or whether the infant may change a guar

dian so constituted by himself. Swin. Testam. ed. 1590. sol. 97. b.

Even lord Coke, we fee, though professing to enumerate the dif

ferent sorts of guardianstiip, and though he had before mention

ed this latter one, omits it here ; whence it may be probably con

jectured, that, in his lime, it was in strictness scarcely recognized

as legal.

The second is guardian bv appointment of the lord chancellor.

How this jurisdiction was acquired by him is not easy to state. The

usual manner of accounting for it appears to us quite unsatisfactory.

See Gilb. Eq. Rep. 172. Saying, that his jurisdiction over ideots

and lunatics is undoubted, furnishes an argument against his hav

ing any over infants ; for he derives the former from a separate

commission under the sign manual, but there is not any such to war

rant the latter. The writs of ravishment of ward and de reHo de

cuftodid prove as little : for were not these returnable in the courts

of common law; or, though they had not been so, how doth a ju

risdiction to decide between contending competitors for the right of

guardianship, prove a power of appointing a guardian, where it

happens that one is wanting ? The writs de cuftode admittendo, in

the Register, only relate to guardians ad litem. Reg. Br. Orig.

198. a. The assertion, that the appointment of guardians belonged

to the chancellor before the erection of the court of wards, remains

to be proved ; or at least we, after a diligent search, do not find

any authority in print. The passage referred to in Fleta and the

doctrine in Beverley's case 4. Co. by no means warrant the use

made of them ; for in neither is any notice taken of infants.

Though the cafe of infants, as well as of ideots and lunatics, ihould

be admitted to belong to the crown, yet something further is ne

cessary to prove, that the chancellor is the person constitutionally

delegated
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delegated to act for the king. It is no wonder, therefore, that sOQ a 1

lord chancellor Hardwicke took occasion to disapprove of compar- L ' 'J

ing the court's jurisdiction over infants with that over idecL. and

lunatics. 2. Atk. 315. As to the writs relative to the appoint

ment and removal of guardians in the Register, they merely ri-iate

to suits : which is cf very different consideration from general puar-

dians. See Index to Reg. Brev. Ori^. tit. Custoaes. Nor will it

answer the purpose, to attempt including guardianship in the idea

of trusts, which are the peculiar objects of equitable jurisdiction, as

it mutt be seen, that this is an overstrained refinement; for though

guardianship in the common acceptation os the word trust may be

properly so denominated, yet it ns surely is not so in the technical

fense in which our lawyers use the word, and Chancery exercises

a jurisdiction over truth ; for, in this latter, trusts arc invariably

applied to prrperty, especially real estates, and not to the persist

However, we mult not be understood by these remarks to contro

vert the p efent legality of the jurisdiction thus exercised in Chan

cery over insr.ncs ; our intent being simply to shew, that such ju

risdiction is not, ai far as yet aspeers, of ancient date; and thar,

though it is now unquestionable, yet at first it seems to have been an

usurpation, for whicn the best excuse was, that the case was not

otherwise sufficiently provided for. Our conjecture, as to the late

commencement of this branch of jurisdiction in Chancery, is

strengthened by some precedents, which have been obligingly com

municated to us by a respectable gentleman in the Registers office.

According to these, the first instance to be found of a guardian ap-»

pointed by the chancellor, en petition -without bill, was in 1696, in

the case of Hampden. But since that time, the court os chancery

hath exercised the power of appointing guardians, without its being

once called into question. Therefore in the case of lady Teyoham

against mr. Lennard, which was heard on an appeal to the lord*

in 1724, the counsel for the respondent very properly stated it b a

thing fixed, that the lord chancellor was intrusted with that part^

of the crown's prerogative which concerned the guardianship of

infants. 1. Brown Cas. in Parl. 544. Under the same idea too,

the last marriage act refers to the chancellor for toe appoint

ment of a guardian to consent to marriage, where the infant is)

without a guardian and the mother is not iiving. 26. G. 2. c 35.

s. n.

The third kind of guardian, not hitherto mentioned, is guardian

by appointment of the ecclfeastical court. The right of appointing

guardians for the personal estate, and, if there is no other guardian .

by tenure or otherwise, for the person also, is, we understand,

claimed by the ecclesiastical court. Swinburne takes notice of such

a guardian ; but confines his observations, on the appointment and

his extent of power, to the custom within the province of York.

Swinburne on Testam. lft ed. 99. b. In a case, first before the

king's bench in lord Ilase's time, he admitted the right of the ec

clesiastical court to appoint a curator of the personal estate; and

aster his death the court inclined to the fame opinion. 2. Lev.

162. T. Jo. 90. In another case soon after, the court of king's

bench allowed the right as to the infant's portion, but denied it ■

over the person. 3. Keb. 384. In the next case on the subject,

the question as to the right was largely debated on a plea in pro- •

h-bition. This alledged that by the common law used and ap

proved in England, if any person by his will devises any goods to

hit
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his children, the Ordinary, before whom the will is proved, hath

used to commit the custody of the sons and their portions tiil four

teen, and of the daughters and their portions till twelve, except

where they are in the custody of any other by reason of any tenure,

or by the father's appointment ; and if any person detained such

infants or their portions, the ordinary hath also used to compel the

delivery of them by ecclesiastical censures. 2. Lev. 217. But on

a demurrer this plea was overruled, and the prohibition ordered to

stand ; the latter being founded on the libel in the suit in the eccle

siastical court, which had stated the right in a more exttnfi-ve way ;

for the libel was, that by the ecclesiastical law, every person having

the tuition of any infant under age, by the will of the father or

firjudicem competently, ought to have the custody of the infant and

soit in the ecclesiastical court for the detainer. After this cafe we

find nothing on the subject for a long time. But, in a case of the

late king's reign, Lee justice casually takes notice of the ecclesias

tical court's appointment without objection, saying, that the course

cf the spiritual court is, that if the infant is under seven years,

they chuse a curator, but if he is seven he chuses. Fitzgib. 164.

However, in a loose note of a still la'er case, lord chancellor Hard-

wicke is made to fay, that only guardians ad /item can be appointed

by the ecclesiastical court. 14.. Vin. Abr. 176. pi. 7. in a note.

In another case, the report of which is more to be relied upon, the

fame respectable judge reprobated it, as a presumption in the ec

clesiastical court to appoint a guardian of the per/in and estate, and

declared their appointment of any, except when a suit was depend

ing, to be an interference with his power as chancellor; and so

displeased was he in the instance before him, as to conclude with

recommending to the attorney general, to consider, whether a f*»

i-.'arranto would not lie against the ecclesiastical court. 3. Atk. 631.

Under a like apprehension of the subject, the late chief justice of

the king's benen, in mils Catley's case, spolce of the appointment

by the ecclesiast-cal courts as confined to guardians in /item, and

therefore as perfectly insignificant. 4. Burr. v. 3. p. 1436. These

authorities b-.-ing brought before the reader, we shall leave him to

his own judgment, with this further information only, that, in the

warm debates in parliament about the last marriage act, this species

of guardianship is said to have been incidentally discussed.

Thifourth kind of guardian, not yet enumerated, is the guar

dian ad /item. Bat of this special guardian it may suffice for the

present purpose to observe, that the power of appointing such is in

cident to all courts ; and that the king may, as it is said, by let

ters patent appoint a guardian to prosecute or defend for an in

fant in suits generally, though such appointments have been long

out of use. F. N. B. 27. L. See further as to guardian aJ lite. it

post. 135. b.

In the preceding notes about guardianship, we have purpose!/

confined ourselves to the subject exclusive of the royal family.

Their case is too delicate to warrant our touching on the subject

without better materials than we are at present possessed of. There

fore we can only refer to the arguments in the case on the king's

right in respect to the education and marriage of his grand-chil

dren, which was referred to the judges in the reign of George the

first. See Fortesc. Rep. 401. ic post. 133. b. note 1.

(1) S. p. ice. ante 17. b. post. 120. a. S. p. ace. as to guardian

by
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by nurture. Cror. Jam. 99. In another work lord Coke extends [Sq. "I

the doctrine so far, as to lay that the infant shall present, whatsoever ' ' ' ^

bis age may be. 3. hill. 156. But some suppose the guardian to

have the right of presenting in the name os the infant. Others

again admit the right of the infant in general, but add, that if the

infant be of such tender years as not to have any discretion,

then the guardian should present for him. See Vin. Abr. Guardian,

Q^ pi. 2. But the law seems now settled in the full extent of K,rd

Coke's opinion by a determination of lord chancellor King. In *

cause before him an advowson had been conveyed to trustees on

trust to present such person as the grantor his heirs or assigns should

by deed appoint ; and en the principle that an infant of any age

may present, his lordship confirmed an appointment by an infant-

heir, though it appeared that the child was not a year old, and that

the guardian guided the child's pen in making his mark, and put

ting his seal. 2. Eq. Cas. Abr. Infant, B. pi. 3. Vin. Abr. Colla

tion, A. pi. 10. Wats. Clergym. L. ed. 1740. p. 140. See also

3. Atk. 710.—However, though this decision may remove all doubtst

about the legal right of an infant of the most tender age to present,

still it remains to be seen, whether the want of discretion would

induce a court of equity to controul the exercise, where a pre

sentation is obtained from an infant without the concurrence of the"

guardian.

[Note 72.3 (2) But against a testamentary or other guardian, whose autho

rity doth not determine till the infant is twenty-one, or being a fe

male attains that age or marries, the infant cannot have action of

account before ; for the rule of the common laiv is, that account:

(hall not lie whilst the guardianfliip continues. However, in equity

the infant may by prochein amy sue his guardian for an account

during the minority. 2. Vern. 342. 2. P. W'ms. ng. I. Ves. 91*

3. Atk. 625.

[Note 73.] (3) Therefore a guardian cannot be charged in account as a re

ceiver; because then he would lose his colts and expences ; these it

is said being in general allowed only to guardians and bailiff,, and

not to receivers. Post. 172. a.

[Note 74.] (4) The rule seems expressed too generally ; lord Coke elsewhere"

telling us, that a receiver, who is one of the three denominations of

accountants known to our law, cannot charge for costs and ex

pences, except in some special cases in favour of trade and mer

chandise. Post. 172. 1. Freem. 378.

[Note 7J.] (5) The rule is the fame as to trustees, though for their greater

security it is usual to insert special provisions in the instrument

creating the trust. 2. Cha. Cas. 2.

[Note 76.] (6) But the hire is not the only or principal ground, on which the

carrier is liable ; for factors, though they also receive a reward, are

not so, except for negligence or by reason of a special undertaking.

The great cause os the laws charging the carrier is the public

employment he exercises. l. Ld. Raym. 917. 1. Salk. 14.3.

12. Mod. 48/.

s^Note 77.] (7) This is by the common laiv or general custom of the realm ;

and
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and to recite it in the declaration, as is sometimes the practice both

with respect to inn-keepers and carriers, seems not only unnecessary

bat even rather improper; because it tends to confound the dis

tinction beiweenJpecial customs, which ought to be pleaded, and

the general custom of the realm, of which the courts are bound to

take notice without pleading. Accordingly it seems admitted in

several books, that describing the defendant to be a common carrier,

without any thing more, is sufficient. Hob. 18. I. Sid. 245.

Hard. 4S5. 3. Mod. 227. Wilf. v. 1. part 1. page 281.

(9) This doctrine was denied by the court in the great cafe of [Note 7S.]

Coggs and Barnard ; and it is now understood, that acceptance of

goods to be kept generally is merely an undertaking to keep them

as the party receiving keeps his own. 2. L. Raym. 911.—In

Coggs and Barnard the action was for so negligently carrying some

hogsheads of brandy that one of them was staved; and on motion

in arrest ofjudgment, the court held that a sufficient consideration ap

peared in the declaration, though it was wholly grounded on a

special undertaking to carry safely, without stating, either that the

defendant was to have hire, or that he was a common carrier.

(10) Lord ch. j. Holt thought this reason insufficient, and justly [Note 79'.]

as it seems. Other bailees have a property, that is, a special and

limited one ; and what hath the pawnee more > The only difference

is in the degne; the pawnee's property, though not absolute, being

rather more enlarged, and for some purposes a beneficial one. 2. L.

Raym. 916. Com. Di<». tit. Mortgage, and Vin. Abr. tit. P.i-iu.i.

Bit whatever the difference rnay be in Doint of property, it is be

come immaterial so far as regards the use made of it by lord Coke ;

because now gen*,al bailees of goods are not deemed any farther

chargeable for the loss of them than pawneesj

(1) In th? cafe here stated, the not informing S. what was in the [Note 80.]

chest is relied on as the material circumstance ; but the modern doc

trine would make it unnecessary to resort for aid from it, as accord

ing to that B. would not be chargeable, thouf^a he had known the

contents of the chest. However, there are cases which turn upon

the giving of such information. All. 93. 1. Ventr. Z58. Carth.

4$6. 1. Stra. 14;. Law of Nisi Prius ed. 1775. p. 71.

(2) Here lord Coke joins losses by shipwreck and lightning and [Nots 81.]

other like inevitable accidents with thole by stealing ; bu: other

authorities mike a distinction, and according to them, neither car

riers nor masters of ships" are responsible for losses by aXs cfGvd or

of the king's enemies. 2. Bulst. 2$o. 2. L. Raym. 918. Vin. Abr.

lit. Master of a Ship, B. pi. 12.

(3) The old doctrine about bailment will be found a"t large in [NoteSz.]

Soutbcote's case, which is cited by lord Coke in the margin. For

the modern doctrine; li'e strident lhould consult the famous case of

Coggs and Barnard already cited. Lord chief justice Holt's argu

ment in that case, as reported by lord Raymond, particularly me

rits attention ; it being a most masterly vie-v of the whose subject of

bailment. Another important case connecte'd with the same subject

is that of Lane and Cotton; in which three Judges against Holt held,

that act on on the case will not lie against the Master of the General

Post-dike for the loss of a letter with exchequer bills in it.

(K) I*.
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11. Mod. 472. See further the following bocks, which are cita

tions from a note by the editor of the nth edition.—21. E. 4. 55.

4. E. 3. 6. 2. H. 7. 11. Palm. 548. W. Jo. 179. Grot, de Jur.

Bell. 1. 2. c. 12. f. 13. PufFend. de Jur. Nat. 1. 5. c. 4. s. 6, 7.

and Dom. Loix Civ. 1. 1. t. 5. f. 2. t. 6. s. 3. t. 7. s. 3.

[Note 83.] (6) There is a great abundance of irreconcileable opinions in

our books about the earliest age at which a will may be made of

personal estate. Here lord Coke states 18 to be the age; though

the reasons and authorities in favour of that time do not appear.—

Others mention 17, that being the age at which an administration

during the luinority of an executor determines. 1. Vern. 255.

2. Vern. 558. But this opinion was probably founded on an idea,

that our spiritual courts make no difference between the time for

acting as an executor and the time for making a will, which is

clearly a mistaken notion. However, it receives some countenance

from the decisive manner in which a late chancellor of the first au

thority mentions 1 7, and the ambiguous terms in which he speaks

of an earlier age. 1. Ves. 303. 3. Atk. 709.— According to

others 15 is the age for males, if the party can be proved of suffi

cient discretion ; but we are not informed why, and therefore little

respect is due to this opinion, if that can be deemed one, which in

fact was nothing more than a loose dirtum. 2. Vern. 469.—Others

doubt, whether any time before 21 is not too early; because none

can be administrators till they have attained that age. 1. Vern. 326.

The reasons usually assigned for not granting administration to any

person under 21 are, that an administrator being created by statute

his age should be according to the common law, and that the statute

of distribution requires the security of a bond from an administrator,

which an infant cannot give. See the books cited in Vin. Abr.

Executors, L. 3. pi. 6. This latter reason against an infant's being

administrator is the most forcible ; but both seem equally inappli

cable to the other point ; the power of making a will of personal

estate not being derived from or regulated by any statute, and the

civing of a bond being foreign to the case of a testator.—In Per-

kinsyiar is said to be the age for making a will of personalty ; but

though this is the time mentioned in the old as well as the new edi

tions pf his book, yet, as Swinburne well observes, it appears to be

an error of the press by omiflion of the figure x, and most probably

xiiii. was the age intended. Perk. sect. 503. Swi.ib. Testam.

part 2. sect. 2. Off. of Ex. cap. 18.—The last opinion on the sub

ject, and that most to be relied upon, distinguishes between malet

and t.malis, making the testamentary power to commence in the

former at 14, and in the latter at 12. At these ages the Roman

law allowed of testaments, and the civilians agree that our eccle

siastical courts follow the fame rule ; and to them we ought princi

pally to resort for information on .testamentary subjects ; because

these being so peculiarly of spiritual conusance, they speak more ex

tripode jundico, to use the phrase of a great author, than our com

mon lawyers. Swinb. on Testam. part 2. sect. z. Godolph. Orph.

Leg. 276. 2- Strab. Dom. 11. liar. Justin. Inllit. 1. 2. t. 12.

f. 1. But the doctrine is not sustained by the authority of civi

lians only. Some respectable books, written by common lawyers,

mention 12 and 14 for the fame purpose; prohibitions have been

refused by the king's bench, when applied for to restrain the eccle

siastical courts from allowing wills made at such early ages; and

there are instances, in which the doctrine hath been recognized and

adopted
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adopted by the court of Chancery. Off. of Ex. cap. 1 8. Sheph.

Touchst. 403. T. Jo. 210. 2. Show. 204. Comb; 50. Prec. In

Cha. 316. Gilb. Eq. Rep. 74. Mos. 5. To conclude this point,

it may be added, that as on the one hand the rule of the eccle

siastical courts, in holding 12 and 14 to be ages at which males and

females according to the difference of sex first have the power of

making wills of personalty, seems now well established ; so on the

other hand it is in some degree consonant to the doctrine of our

common law; for though that is silent as to the age for wills of

personalty, these being the subjects of a different law, yet it adopts

the fame standard of 12 and 14 for other purposes, and so far deems

them the ages of discretion, as to give infants of those ages the

power of choosing guardians, and to presume that they are doli ca-

faces in respect to crimes. 1. Hal. H. P. C. 22.

1.j (1) That is, whether he took the profits as guardian; for if he [Note 84 3

assumed to take them in that character, he mail answer for them ac

cordingly, though he was not guardian dejure.

(4) This reason requires some explanation. It is not, that cbosts [Note 85.]

in aeJion are in their nature incapable of transmission to executors;

for the contrary is known to be law, and some instances of it are

here given ; but it is, because in the case of a chose in c.ilion, so pe

culiar as a right of presentation, the law favours the king more than

the bishop's executors, and therefore gives the king, as having in

his custody the temporalties of the vacant bistioprick, that presenta

tion, which executors in general are entitled to when they are op

posed to an heir. See post. 388. Bro. Abr. Presentation 34. Wats.

Clergym. L. ed. 1747. p. 72. But then it may be asked, why the

king should not have a like preference, in the case of the bishop's

being entitled to a wardfliip by knight's service in right of his fee

and dying Lesore reducing it into possession by seisure. The answer

may be, that the law distinguishes between an interest both ofprofit

and'trust, as wardship by knight's service is, and one merely os trust,

IL'ch as a presentation. The law gives the former to the bishop's

executors, for the benefit of his personal estate. It gives the latter

to the king ; because the presentation to a vacant church cannot

lawfully be sold ; and as the bishop's personal estate cannot derive

any prest from the presentation, the law deems it more proper to

follow the temporalties of the fee to which the advowson belongs.

In a subsequent part of the Commentary, where it is said, that the

bishop's executors shall not present, because nothing can be taken

for a presentation, lord Coke seems to hint at something of this

kihJ. Post. 388. a. However, as a like reason might be urgei

against executors in favour of an heir, it is most safe to rely on the

right of the king as settled by authorities and long practice.—This

preference of the king's title by prerogative is cartied so far, that

even presentation and institution in the lite time of the bishop will hot

prevail, unless there bath been also an induction. Vin. Abr. Pre

sentation, C. a. E. a. Wats. Clergym. L. ed. 1747. p. 73.

b.1 (1) Fitzherbert cites two authorities, which make guardianship [Note 86.]

in socage grantable. F. N. B. 143. P. But Littleton's opinion

militates strongly to the contrary ; for if such a trust is so personal as

hot to be transmissible to executors, why stiould it be so to granges 1

Accordjrgly in the arguing of a modern case it seems to hive been

( K 2 ) taken
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taken for granted, that guardianship in socage cannot be assigned ?

Gilb. Eq. Rep. 177.

[Note 87.] (2) Littleton must be understood to mean, that at common law

account did not lie against executors; for in his time it did lie under

several statutes against an executor in general, though they were

deemed not to extend to the executor of guardian in socage. See

the next note.

[Note 88. ] (3) This rule of the common law, which did not allow of actions

of account against or for executors, had some exceptions. The

latter part of the rule did not extend to the executors of merchants ;

and the kin* was not within either part. F. N. B. 117. 11. Co.

90. a. It should also be remarked, that though at the common

law executors in general were not compellable to account, yet if

they consented to settle an account, they were liable to an action of

debt for the balance. F. N. B. page 267. of 4to. ed. inlordHale's

notes.

[Note 89.J (4) The 13. E. 1. c. 23. gave an account to executors ; but this

being construed to. describe immediate executors only, other statutes

were made to extend the remedy to the executors of executors and

. to administrators. 25. E. 3. st. 5. c. 5. 31.E.3.C. 11. 2.11^.404.

Ante 98. b.

{Note 90] (5) Ace. Cott. Abr. Ree. 131. But now by 4. Ann. c. 18. s. 27.

actions of account lie against the executors and administrators of

every guardian bailiff and receiver.

[Note 91.] (0 But here we must understand Littleton to be speaking of asgi, b

relief due on the descent of a see simple in fee tail in posps/ion ; for

if only a remainder or reversion expectant on an estate lor life de

scends on the heir, the relies is not leviable till the death of the te

nant for life. Keilw. 83. b. Kitch. ed. 11592. so. 146. b. As to

the descent of a remainder or reversion expectant on an estate tail,

• it seems doubtful whether a relief is payable at any time in respect

of such a descent. Keilw. 84. a.

[Note 92.] (2) Abjuration, according to the ancient use of the word, had the r., J

effect of an attainder; because it was necessarily accompanied with L '

the confession of a felony. But this kind of abjuration is not now

in force ; the privilege of sanctuary, of which it was consequential,

having been taken away by a statute of James the First. See

. 21. Jam. c. 28. s. 7. 2. Inst. 629. and 2. Hawk. PI. C. b. 2. c. 32.

'However, the word abjuration is still in use in our law forsome pur

poses. For—1. -Some statutes, in order to secure the established

religion, require persons convicted of certain kinds of recusancy to

abjure. the realm, on pain of being adjudged guilty of a capital

felony; and the word in this sense is similar to the ancient abjura

tion, and is attended with a like effect. 35. Eliz. c. 1. and 2. 13.

—2. In order to secure the succession of the crotun as settled at and

f since the Revolution, other statutes make all persons who refuse to

take the oath prescribed for abjuring the Pretender and his descend-

ants, liable to various penalties and forfeitures ; but this kind of

abjuration differs both in objeS and efftcl from the ancient one.

13. W. 3. c. 6. 1. An. st. i.e. 22. i.G. 1. st. 2. c. 13. 6.G. 3.

c53.

(1) Te-
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(1) Tenure at ivill should be also excepted. See the next Sec- [Note 93.]

tion and ante 67. b. note 2. 68. b. n. 5. However, even to tenure

at will fealty may be incident by the custom of a manor ; and so

generally, if not universally, it is to copyhold tenures. 10. H. 6. 13.

20. H. 6. 3. Kitch. on Co. ed. 1592. sol. 132.

(2) The reason is plain. Socage relief, being a year's rent, [Note 94.]

cannot be calculated, if an annual rent is not payable. See ante

85. a. note 1. But as by custom, or by express reservation on creating

the tenure, a payment wholly different from and unconnected wita

the yearly rent may be due for relief; so it may be presumed, that

by the same means a relief may be payable, where there is no yearly

rent ; because the relief is ascertained, without reference to a yearly

rent, in both cases equally. See Kitch. on Co. ed. 1592. so. 103.

Here it may not be amiss to advert to some other differences be

tween the several kinds of relief payable by socage-tenants. 1. The

proper socage relief, that is, the relief incident to the tenure by so

cage by the general custom of the realm, is a year's rent, and con

sequently can never be payable, except where there is an annual

rent ; but the improper secage-relief, that is, the relief due either by

special custom or by express reservation, may be mare or less than

the annual rent, or may be payable, where there is no annual rent.

2. The socage-relief by common laiu is only payable on a descent

and by a natural person ; but the two other reliefs may be due,

where the tenant comes in by purchase, or where he takes as Ajole

corporation by succession. Ante 84. a. 2. Ro. Abr. 5 17, 5 I 8. 3.1s

the relief ciaimed is one at common laiu, it is presumed to be due,

till th.- contrary appears; that i% unless it can be proved, that the

relief hath been released, or that the tenure was reserved with an

express exemption from relief. 3. Lev. 145. Vin. Abr. Evidence,

A. b. 28. pi. 5. But if the relief be claimed by special custon or

special reservation, the onus prohandi must necessarily fall upon the

lord, 4. If the relief is by the commo.i laiu, it is merely a fruit in

cident to theservice; but if the relief is by express reservation, it is a

part ofthe service. This distinction, however nice it may appear,

may be deemed an tssentlal one. Relief, when only an incident to

the service, is not within the limitation of 50 years prescribed for

seifin of it by the 32'. H. 8. c. 2. as hath been observed in a former

note; nor will acceptance of rent estop the 16rd afterwards from

claiming such a relief. Ante 83. a. note 2. Cro. Eliz. 885. But

the law seems to be to the contrary in both these particulars, where

the relief is part os theservice. $. If the relief is by the cemmen

laiu, or by special reservation, the remedy by distress follows of

course; but it is said, that for relief by special custom, distress is not

warranted without a prescription. W.Jo. 133.—These differences

between the three kinds of socage-reliefu lie scattered in the books ;

and thus bringing them into one point of view may be useful. The

learned reader will judge of their propriety. The diligent student

may add to their number. See further Co. Copyhold, chap. z.

Survey Dial. 4th edit. 95. and the case of Hungerford and Havy-

land in W. Jo. 132. z. Built. 323. Latch. 37. 94. 129. 2. Ro.

Rep. 370. O. Bendl. 180.

{3) It may be proper to conclude this Chapter of Socage, by [Note 95.]

pointing out the several changes made in the tenure of socage by

the statute of the 12. Cha. 2. c. 24. so often mentioned. I. It takes

away the aids purjtle marier and pursuresttz chivalier, which were

( K 3 ) incident
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incident to all socage-tenures. 2. It relieves socage in capite from

the burden of the king's primerseisin and ofsines of alienation to the

king ; to both of which socage in capite was equally liable with te

nure by knigbts service in capite, though not so to nxardjbip. 3. It

extends the father's power of appointing guardians by deed or will,

which by the 4. and ;. Phil, and Mar. (the first statute conferring

such a power) was restricted to female children, to children of both

sexes, and thus supplied the means of still further preventing guar-

ejiansliip in socage.—In all other respects the tenure in socage ieems

to be under the fame circumstances, and attended with the fame

consequences, as it was before the Restoration. But the statute of

Charles the Second goes further than the mere alteration of so-

cage ; and having thus reformed and improved this favourite te

nure, in the next place provides for the extension of it throughout

the kingdom. This the statute effectually secures, by converting

into socage all tenures by knights service, and by taking from

the crown the power of creating any other tenure than socage in

future.

[Note 96.J (3) Here bishops are styled fuiFragans in respect of their relation [" qa, a.]

to the archbishop of their province ; but formerly each archbishop

and bishop had also his suffragan, to assist him in conferring orders

and in other spiritual parts of his office within his diocese. These

in our ecclesiastical law are called suffragan bishops, and resemble

the chorepiscopi or bishop: of the country in the early times of the

christian church. How this inferior order of bishops may be elected

and consecrated is regulated by the 26. H. 8. c. 14. but notwith

standing this statute, it is not usual to appoint them.—They should

not be confounded with the coadjutors of a bishop; the latter being

appointed in case of the bishop's infirmity to superintend his juris

diction and temporalt.es ; neither of which was within the interfe

rence of the former. See fully on this subject in Gibs. Cod. 1st ed.

v. 1. p. 155.

[Note 97.] (5) This is a mistake; for the statute, by which precedency is

principally regulated, gives the brthop of Durham place between

the bishop of London aud the bishop of Winchester. See 3.1. H. 8.

c. 10. s. 3.

[Note 98. ] (6) The office of king's almoner is usually given to the archbi-

shup of York, with the title of lord high almoner.

[Note 99. ] (3) In general a. corporation aggregate cannot take or pass away [04. b.J

an interest in land, or even do any acts of importance, without deed;

but there are several exceptions to the rule. See ante 66. b. Vin.

Abr. Grants, D. a. Corporation, K. Com. Dig. Franchises, F. 12,

13, 14. New Abr. Corporation, E. 3.

[Note 100.] (4) Contra 1. Ro. Abr. 832.—Also in the following annotation

by lord Hale, which he gives at the bottom of sol. 8. b. several

authorities are cited to the contrary. Vid. 7. E. 3. 41. 11. H.

4. 84. Gift to abbot and monks possethfeesimple. If an abbtt makes

lease reddendo rent nobis, /'/ enures to the successor. 20. H. 6. 8.

Land granted to the abbot of S. and his heirs is only for life. 9. H.

5. 9. Hal. MSS.—ote further the authorities cited in Vin. Abr.

£jjaie, L. pi. I.

(5) Ace
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(5) Ace. anlc 8. b. But some take a distinction between dc- rvrote ,0I i

scribing a sole corporation both by his natural and politick name, *■ ' *

and describing him by his politick name only ; and it has been re

solved, that a visitatorial power, granted to the bishop of Ely over

Trinity College, Cambridge, in the latter way, ought to be con

strued as a grant to the bishop of Ely for the time Icing, and there

fore extended tasuccefors. This point was adjudged in Dr. Bent-

ley's cafe. See 2. titra. 913. i'itz. Gibb. 308. 312. 1. Bar-

nad. 453.

Of. 3.1 (1) Various kinds of deans, besides deans of chapters, are [Note 102.]

known to our law ; and it requires more divisions than one to dis

tinguish them properly. Considered in respect of the difference of

office, deans are offix kinds. 1. Deans of chapters, who are either

of cathedral or collegiate churches ; though the members of churches

of the latter fort may more properly be denominated colleges than

chapters. 2. Deans of peculiars, who have sometimes both juris

diction and cure of souls, as the dean of Battel in Sussex; and some

times jurisdiction only, as the dean of the Arches in London, and

the deans of Bocking in Essex and of Croydon in Surrey. 3. Rural

deans. 4. Deans in the colleges of our universities, who are officers

appointed to superintend the behaviour of the members and to en

force discipline. 5. Honorary deans, as the dean of the Chapel

Royal at St. James's, who is so styled on account of the dignity of

the person over whose chapel he presides. As to the chapel of St.

George, Windsor, there being canons as well as a dean, it is some

thing more than a mere chapel, and, except in name, resembles a

collegiate church. 6. Deans of provinces, or, as they are some

times called, deans of bishops. Thus the bishop of London is dean

of the province of Canterbury, and to him as such the a.rchbishop

sends his mandate for summoning the bishops of his province, when

a convocation is to be assembled ; which perhaps may account for

calling the dean of the province dean of the bishops. What the

other part; of his office are, the books we have been able to con

sult do no: explain ; nor do they mention whether there is a demi

for the province of York. See Lyndw. Oxt". ed. 317. Gibs. Sy

nod. Anglican. 17. Ante 94. a.—Another division of deans, aris

ing from the nature of the office, is into deans ofspiritual promo

tions and deans of Ay promotions. Of the former kind are deans

of peculiars with cure of foals, deans of the royal chapelr, and

deans of chapters; though as to these last a contrary opinion for

merly prevailed. Perhaps too rural deans "may be added to the

number. Of the latter kind are deans of peculiars without cure of

souls, who therefore may be and frequently are persons not in holy

orders.—In respect of the manner of appointment, deans are, 1.

Elccli've, as deans of chapters of the old foundation ; though they

are only so nominally and in form, the king being the real patron,

which will appear from the next note but one. 2, Donative, as

those deans of chapters of the wii foundation, who are appointed

by the king's letters patent, and are installed under h;s command

to the chapter, without resorting to the bishop either for admission

or for a mandate of installment ; if that mode of promoting^.//

prevails in respect to any of the new deaneries. See the next note

but one. Deans of the royal chapels are also donative, the king ap

pointing to them in the fame way. So too may deans of peculiars

without care of souls be called; as the dean of the Arches, who is

( K. 4 ) appointed
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appointed by commission from the archbishop os Canterbury ; but I or. a.]

this must be understood in a large fense of the word donative, it l

being moll usually restrained \c\spiritual promotions. 3. Pres.uta-

ti-je, as feme deans cf peculiirs with cure of fouls, and the deans of

some chapters of thew-it; foundation if not of all. Thus the dean

of Battel is presented by the patron to the bishop ofChichester, and

from him receives institution. 'I hus too the dean of Gloucester is

presented by the king to the bishop with a mandate to admit him.

ar.d to give orders for his installment. See the next note but one.

4. By -virtue of arotber ols.ee, as the hifhop of London is dean of

the province of Canterbury, and the bishop of Sr. David is dean of

his own chapter.— Again in respect of the manner of holding, deans •

are so absolutely or in corr.mendam. But this division applies only to

spiritual deaneries—In thus pointing out the several denominations

of deans we have attempted a more comprehensive as well as a

nicer general discrimination and arrangement, than the books usually

resorted to fun ish ; though to them we are indebted for most of the

materials, and to them we refer the student for a competent idea of

the nature of each kind of deanerv. See Decauus and Deanery in

Spelm. Gloss. Cow. Dist. Ayl. Par'erg. Nels. Rights of the Cl'crg.

Burn. Eccles. L. and the Index to Gibs. Cod.

[Note 103.] (2) But the name of chapter is not confined to cathedrals, the

prebendaries and canons of collegiate churches being also styled

chapters ; though rather improperly, as we have before hinted.

[Note 104.] (j) The new deaneries and chapters to uA/bishopricks are c:gl;t ;

namely, Canterbury, Norwich, Winchester, Durham, Ely, Rocnel-

ter, Worcester, and Cariiile. The new deaneries and chapters to

new bilhopricks are five ; namely, Peterborough, Chester, Glouces

ter, Bristol, and Oxford. See Will. duticdr.

[Note 105.] (4.) In this account of the old and new deaneries, many particu

lars, relative to the manner of coming to the possession of them, are

omitted; and therefore we (hall add some general things historically

in respect to both. As to the old deaneries, it will be very difficult •

to trace the subject, with any tolerable degree of precision, higher

than the reign of king Jo;m, or to ascertain what was the legal

mode ef constituting deans of chapters before. If our ancient

chronicles are to be depended upon, nothing could be more variable

than the practice for several reigns after the Conquest. Thus in

the church of York, we find sometimes the archbishop collating to

the deanery, sometimes the king conferring, and sometimes the

chapter electing ; and it is probable, that a like uncertainty pre

vailed in other cathedrals. See Drake's Antiq. York 557. to 565.

I. Will. Surv. Caihedr. 64. At length however after many strug

gles the elec.i-ve mode of constituting deans, as well as bisliops, ab

bots, and priori, was established throughout the kingdom ; for king

John by a charter of the 16th of his reign grants, ut dc catero, in

u/iiaiersij et fingulis ecclejiis et mrnajleriis cathedralilus et cowventua~

lil us totius regni nojlci Anglicc, liber* fint in perpttuum eletlioncs quo-

rumeunque pralatorum majorurn et minorum; ami deans of chapters

clearly fall within the description of minor prelates. Sec king John's

charter in 1. Coll. Eccles. Hist. Append. No. 33. and as to the

word pralatas, consult Lyndw. Oxf. ed. 41. and 217. But not

withstanding the strong terms in which the freedom of canonical

election
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election is provided for by this charter, and the repeated confirma

tion of it by various statutes, the election of a dean by the chapter

is by long practice converted into a mere form, and the king is in

reality as much the patron of the old, as he is both in name and

substance os the new deaneries. For two centuries past at least,

the king's conge d'ilire, which by the charter of John must precede

ever) election of a prelate and was in use long before, hath been

invariably accompanied with the king's letter miji-ve, as it is styled,

recommending a particular person, whom the chapter of course elect

their dean. In the case os the old bijhopricks, which are filled in

the same form, the election of the person named by the crown is se

cured by a statute of the 25th of Henry the eighth, which com

pels the chapter to yield to the recommendation by the pains of a

framuniri, and if they refuse authorizes the king to appoint a bi

shop by letters patent. See post. 1 14. a. But no such statute hath

been yet made in respect to the old deaneries ; and therefore the

right of the crown over them rests wholly on the charter of king

John and the subsequent practice. Here then it may be asked,

how the crown, without the aid of a statute, can enforce its claim

of patronage ; and what are the means, by which the nomination

would be made effectual if the chapter should disregard the royal

recommendation, and persevere in a free exercise of the right of

electing ? This question may be resolved, by considering, that

even the charter of king John requires the king's confirmation of

the choice made by the chapter; and therefore by refusing to con

firm he may always prevent the effect of their election. Nay it

hath been said, that the election is so wholly a ceremony as not even

to be essential, and that even before any act of parliament to dis

pense with it the king might nominate to the old bishoprics by

letters patent, without resorting to the chapter for the form of their

concurrence ; and the old deaneries are within the fame reason.

See the case os Revan O'Brian in Cro. Jam. 552. Palm. 22. and,

2. Ro Rep. tot. 130. and s. c. cited in F. N. B. 4-to ed. 396.

note (a.) This doctrine, it mult be owned, notwithstanding the

positive terms in which it was asserted, and the reverence due to

the judges by whom it was recognised, seems as repugnant to the

letter of king John's charter, as the mode of electing in con

formity to the letter mi/Jive certainly is to the genuine spirit and

intention. But the latter having the sanction of a practice too an

cient to be now drawn into question, it can be os little use to deny

the former; and according'}' in the reign of Charles the first we

find some instances, in which the king actually appointed to some

of the old deaneries by letters patent without the least appearance

of opposition on the part of the chapter. See Rym. Feed. vol. 8.

part 3. page 166. vol. 9. part 1. p. 82. To fix the time when

the letter tnijp-ve, in re/pect either to the old deaneries or the old

bifhopricks, first came into use ; to explain how from a mere re

commendation it grew into a royal mandate; and more particu

larly to determine, whether it operated as such before the Refor

mation, or whether that, in consequence of the assertion of the king's

supremacy, was the xra of implicit obedience to it ; might be both

curious and useful. Probably the letter mij/i've was not generally

used, to controul the freedom of election, till after the time of Ed

ward the first. At least mr. Prynnc, hostile as he was to canonical

election, he deeming it an usurpation to the prejudice of the roya|

prerogative, give1, us a conge d'elire of Edward the first for the

election
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election of a bishop, which concludes with a recommendation to the [q C. a.l

chapter in general terms to chuse a person duly qualified; but he ^

takes no notice of its being accompanied with a litter mi/five ; a

circumstance which, had it occurred, would scarcely have escaped

his observation. See 3. Pryn. Ree. 1255. The earliest precedent

of such a letter we have hitherto met with since the charter os king

John, is of the year 1347, when Philip de Weston is said to have

been elected to the deanery of York on exhibiting a letter from

Edward the third. Drak. Antiq. York, 563. Another instance of

a letter missive relative to the same deanery occurs in 1 544. ; Henry

the eighth signifying it to be his pleasure that dr. Wooton should

be elected, and the chapter electing him accordingly. Drak. An

tiq. York, 565. and Append. 8 1. These few facts may give some

■ idea of the gradation, by which the crown hath possessed itself of

the complete patronage of the old deaneries. We are not prepared

for a more ample discussion; and if we were, this would not be the

proper place for a subject so extensive.—As to the deans of the

wu foundation, though the king nominates by letters patent, yet

some, if not all, of the new deans of cathedral churches are new

deemed fresentative and not donative, the practice being to present

the letters patent to the bishop for institution and a mandate of in

stallment. It hath indeed been a question, whether they are do

native or presentative ; for the understanding of which we shall

sliortly state the principal facts on which the cafe, so far as relates

to the deanery cf Gloucester, depends. The new deaneries were

erected by Henry the eighth under powers given by act of parlia

ment, which also authorized him to make statutes for their regula

tion by letteri patent or 'writing under the greatseal. In the charter

for founding the deanery of Gloucester, being one of the new

foundation, the king reserved the nomination of the deans to him

self, and directed, that the deans and chapters should be governed

according to such rules and statutes as the king should appoint by

indenture. The king afterwards by commissioners named for the

purpose formed a body of statutes, amongst which one required,

■ that the king should upon every vacancy nominate a dean by let

ters patent, and that he should be presented to the bishop, and

being instituted by him should be admitted by the chapter. The

commissioners signed these statutes ; but they were neither under

the great seal nor indented ; and on account of this deviation both

from the act of parliament and the commission, they were consi

dered as invalid, and powers were given by other acts to Mary

and Elizabeth successively to form other statutes. Plowever no

thing final being done under these powers, some of the statutes

framed by Henry the eighth's commiflioners, for want of others

more regularly made, were adopted, but the particular statute

which made the deanery /resentative, was never practised aster the

Restoration ; and only in one instance before, the deans being con

stituted by mere grants from the crown. In this state of things

came the 6. Ann. c. 21. which established such of the statutes of

the cathedral and collegiate churches founded by Henry the eighth,

en had lecn usually received and praclsed in the government of tbt.

same respectively since the Restoration, and were not inconsistent with

the constitution of the church of England or the laws of the land.

But this act, made to remove doub;s, created a very important

one ; which was, whether the act confirmed the whole body of sta

tutes where any of them had been practised, since the Restoration,

or
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or only such statutes or parts of statutes as had been individually

received. Amongst other cafes which depended on the solution of

this doubt, one was the mode of constituting the dean of Glouces

ter; for if receiving a part of Henry the eighth's statutes necessa

rily was followed with a confirmation of the whole, then the ca

thedral church of Gloucester being under this predicament, it was

become essential to conform to the particular statute, which re

quired a presentation of the dean to the bilhop, though that form

had hitherto been disregarded. It being of importance to have

this point settled, the crown in 1720 referred it to sir Philip Yorke

and sir Robert Raymond the then attorney and solicitor general,

who were os opinion, that it was intended by the act of queen Anne

to confirm the whole body of statutes where any part had been re

ceived, and therefore that in the cafe of the particular deanery of

Gloucester a presentation was become necessary ; though they al

lowed the question to be one of great doubt and difficulty. See

Burn. Eccl. L. tit. Dtans and Chapters. To this opinion was added

the form of a presentation ; and it is presumed, that the deanery

of Gloucester hath ever since been treated by the crown as pre/enta-

tive. Probably too under the fame sanction the example may have

been followed in respect of such other of the new deaneries, as at

the time of the act of queen Anne were in the fame circumstances ;

that is, had statutes of doubtful authority from Henry the eighth or

any of his successors, some of which between the Restoration and

the act of Anne had been usually practised, though not the particu

lar one directing a presentation of their deans* But whether this

construction of the act of Anne hath ever been judicially recognized,

we cannot inform the reader. As to those new deaneries, which

had statutes requiring a presentation, and usually complied with

after the Restoration, there cannot be the least doubt of their being

legally presentalive. But if there are any of the new deaneries, the

rules and statutes of whose churches are wholly silent as to pre

sentation, it is most likely that they always have been donative, and

still continue so ; and we guess, that the church of Westminster

may fall under this description, it being collegiate, and not for any

other purpose subject to the jurisdiction of any bistiop.—From this

detail about appointing to deaneries of the new foundations, it seems

that lord Coke was fully justified in styling all of them donative;

for it is said, that none of the charters for founding the new

deaneries mention presentation, and that the subsequent statutes

prescribing it were equally liable to the objection of informality as

those of the church of Gloucester, and there was no act for esta

blishing them in lord Coke's time. On the other hand, bistiop

Gibson might be equally warranted in calling all the new deaneries

fresentative, if we except the collegiate church of Westminster ; be

cause in 1713, when the first edition of his book on Ecclesiastical

Law was published, they were become so by the operation of the

act of queen Anne. This distinction of time did not strike the

bilhop, though a writer in general well informed and much to be

relied on, when he animadverted on those, who like lord Coke de

nominated the new deaneries donative. 1. Gibs. Cod< 197.

What we have hitherto observed, as to the manner of constituting

the old and new deans, must be confined to England; those of Wales

and Ireland being under different circumstances, and therefore re

served for a separate consideration. Of theyiar Wellh cathedrals,

fwo are without deans; or rather the dignities of bishop and dean,

unite
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unite in the same person, the bishop being deemed quasi decanus,

and having, it is said, both an episcopal throne and a decanal stall

allotted to him in the choir. The cathedral churches of St. David's

and Llandaff are of this kind. St. Asaph and Bangor, the other

two Welsh cathedrals, have the dignity of dean distinct from that

of bishop ; but the patronage os both deaneries is in the respective

bijhofs, they being neither elective by the chaster, nor donative by

the crotun. See Ect. Thesaur. ed. of 1742. and Will. Parochial.

Anglic. In respect to Ireland, as we are informed, before the Re

formation the deaneries cf the cathedral churches there were elec

tive by the respective chapters, under a conge a"Hire from the

crown, in much the fame manner as the eld Englijh deaneries. But

since the Irish act of the 2 J of Elizabeth, c. 4. s. 1. which takes

away the election of bishops in Ireland and declares them wholly

donative by the king, and hath never been repealed as the English

statute of Edward the sixth to the same effect was, the form of

electing to the old deaneries hath been also discontinued, and the

king appoints to them by letters patent as to bishopricks. This

change, so far as regards the Irish old deaneries, not having yet

had a parliamentary sanction, its legality depends on a notion, that

the patronage of deaneries as well as of bishopricks was an an

cient right of the crown, that the election by the chapter was a

mere ceremony, and that the statute for putting an end to it in

the cafe of the bishopricks was a provision of caution and not one

of necessity ; and this notion, little consonant as it may appear to

some of the facts we have stated in our historical account of the old

English deaneries, is not only supported by practice since the reign

of Elizabeth, but seems to have been judicially recognized and

acted upon in the cafe of the Irish bishoprick already cited from

Croke James and other books. See ante 96. b. in the notes.

. Such, we are told, is the state of the patronage of the Irish old

deaneries in general; but it must be added, that the right of the

crown over one or tiuo of them, which either are or are supposed

to be under peculiar circumstances, is denied by the chapters.

Suits on this subject have been depending between the crown and

the chapter of St. Patrick, one of the two cathedrals of the arch-

bishoprick of Dublin ; the crown claiming the deanery as a royal

donative, and the chapter insisting that the dean is tleSi-ve by them

on a conge d'elire not from the king, but from the archbijbop of

Dublin, and that it is so in the true sense of the word, and not in

name only, like our English deaneries of the old foundation. See

in 17. E. 3. 40. a cafe in which the deanery of York is pleaded

to be elective in this form. One amongst other grounds, on which

the chapter are said to defend their tide, is, that the deanery was

founded by -an archbishop of Dublin. See War. Irel. by Harr.

vol. 1. p. 302. But it seems, that both this fact and the inference

from it are denied on the part of the crown. We have also heard,

that the chapter of Kildare, which is another of the Irijb eld deane

ries, claim a right of electing their own dean in the fame way. As

to the Irijh new deaneries, we are told that all of them are un

questionably royal donatives. The only one, about which there

hath been any contest, is the deanery of Dromore, the collation of

which was some years ago claimed by the bishop under letters pa

tent from King James the first ; but the patent not being warranted

by the king's letter, on which it passed, the crown prevailed. We

shall close this note about the old and new deaneries of cathedral

and
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and collegiate churches, with some general observations on the va

rious modes of constituting them. From the inquiries we have

made into the subject, it seems to us that the right to appoint such

deans and the mode must generally depend almost wholly upon char

ters u/age or ails ofparliament, and very little on arguments drawn

from the nature of the office or from founderjbip, however common

those topicks may be. The former indeed can scarce have influ

ence on any case, which may arise as to the appointment of deane

ries. What is there in the nature of the office, which is inconsist

ent with its being elective, prefentati've, donative, or collative, or

which renders either of those modes so incongruous as to be con

trary to any principle of our law ? What is there in the office,

which imports, that the patronage should necessarily be in the crown,

though it usually is ? The facts we have stated shew, that in Eng

land some deaneries are nominally elective under the royal conge

d'elire, and the rest really prefentati've er donative by the crown ;

and that the only two deaneries of the Welsh cathedrals are col-

lative by bishops. Nay, if it can be proved, that election under a

conge d'elire from a bijbop, instead of one from the king, is an esta

blished mode of appointing to any deanery in Ireland, we do not

see any legal objection to it merely as a mode, howeverstngular it

may be. The argument from foundership will also for the most

part be found inconclusive. Several of the English old deaneries

were certainly endowed by bishops, either with their own private

possessions, or by dismembering those of their respective sees ; and

yet all are elective under a conge d'flire, not from bistops, but from

the king. 1. Stilling. Eccles. Cas. 341. But should a case ever

happen, in which there is neither charter usage norstatute prescrib

ing a rule, then some general principle of law must be appealed to

for a direction ; and in such a case, which is barely a possible one,

founder/hip seems to be the true and indeed only criterion of the title

to the patronage and right of constituting. It is scared, the reader

will think, that we have dilated too much on the modes ofconstituting

deans of cathedral and collegiate churches; but as there is little of

digested matter upon the subject in other books, this may excuse us

for detaining him so long here. For the different instruments and

other forms made use of in appointing deans both of eld and ».w

chapters in England, fee 2. Ought. Ord.—Note, that on promotion

to a bishoprick, deaneries, as well as other spiritual preferment, be

coming void after consecration, and in consequence of it> the king

being by prerogative intitled to the next turn, therefore in this par

ticular instance the English deaneries of the old foundation are not

even nominally eleitive.

(3) It seems, however, that it is not now the practice of the [Note ic6.1

crown to exert this right of incumbering bishops wiili pensions and

corodies. Should the student wish for any particular information

concerning either, whether belonging to the king or to a common

Eerion, tliey not being peculiar to the former, the more ancient

ooks muit be resorted to; as those of modern date, except bilhcp

Gibson's Codex, either wholly pal's over the subject, or treat of it

very slightly. See Fitz. N. B. 230. to 232. and title Corody, in

Fitz. Abr. Bro. Abr. Aih. Prompt, and the Index to Gibs. Cod.

(1) This observation on general or publick statutes points at t-iuo [Note 107]

portant rules distinguishing between them and particular or pri-

('

important

vutt
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•vote statutes.—According to the first, which relates to their several

degrees of notoriety, the judges may and ought to take notice of

public acts without pleading; but private acts, must be pleaded. But

there are some exceptions to both parts of this rule. See Law of

Nisi Prius, ed. of 1775. p. 222. and 1. Sid. 209.—Thesecond rule

imports a difference in the mode oftrial; for the existence of s. pub

lic act must be tried by the judges, who are to inform themselves in

the best manner they can ; but a private act may be put in issue,

and shall be tried by the record. See Hal. Hist. C. L. 15. and

Corn. Dig. Parliament, R. 5.—A third difference, which hath been '

taken between a general and a particular act, is, that the latter will

not bind strangers, though it is without a saving of their rights.

However well founded this last difference may be, it certainly is

usual in modern private acts, to insert a special saving clause, ex

plaining how far the rights of strangers are intended to be affected.

—Afourth difference relates to offering statutes in evidence to ajury ;

for it is said, that a public act, printed by the king's printer or other

person authorized by the cronvn, is good evidence to a jury ; but that

of a privalt act, there must be either an exemplification under the

great seal, or a copy sworn to be compared vAth the parliament roll.

Some authorities however do not correspond with this last differ

ence ; and others except out of it private acts concerning a whole-

county. Sec Vin. Abr. Evidence, A. b. 1. Law of Nist Pri. edi

1775. p. 22j. 1. Stra. 446. It mould also be remarked, that

there is a difference between proving private acts 16 a jury, and

proving them on the issue of nul tie! record, which never goes to a

jury; nothing less than an txemplification under the gredt seal being

sufficientin the latter cafe. 2. Salk. 566. For these and other

differences between general and particular statutes, fee further in

Vin. Abr. Statutes, D. E. 2, 3. and Hatt. Treat, on Stat. cap. 2.

p. 1 1 . Though the book last cited is published with the name of

fir Christopher Hatton, lord chancellor to queen Elizabeth, some

doubt whether he was really the author. Nichols. Engl. Histor.

Libr. 2d ed. 192. However it is at all events a treatise well worth

' consulting. As to the different forms of statutes, besides th« Prince's

case in 8 Co. see Pryn. on 4. Inst. 13. Hal. Hist. Com. L. 13.

Vin. Abr. Statutes, A. Com. Dig. Parliament, R. 3. and the Pre

face to Ruffhead's edit, of Stat.

[Note io3 1 (0 Here lord Coke explains the king's sower of granting li- [ 99' a,J

cences to alien in mortmain, notwithstanding the old statutes against

such alienations, on a principle which makes the licence rather the

waiver or remission of a forfeiture, than a dispensation. The licence

being considered in the former way, it is attributing to the king

no greater power as lord paramount, than subjects, being mesoe

lords, may exercise in respect of the forfeitures to which they are

entitled on alienations in mortmain. In other words, it is constru

ing the statutes so as not to bring the case of a licence within them ;

and consequently dispensation became unnecessary. It should also

be remembered, that the king's power of granting such licences

seems recognized by a statute of Edward the third. See 18. E. 3.

st. 3. c. 3. However, the pretended power of suspending statutes

by regal authority, without consent os parliament, being declared

illegal at the Revolution ; and it having been usual to grant licences

to alien in mortmain in a manner, which imported an exercise of

suspending or dispensing power, that is, with a non cbstante of the

statutes
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statutes of mortmain and quia emptores; under these circumstances

a jealousy of any thing, in the least connected with an assumption

of dispensing power, might have influenced many to have con

founded such licences with dispensation ; and therefore it was deem- ,

ed prudent to give them a parliamentary sanction. See 7. and 8.

W. 3. c. 37. It is observable, that the statute made for this pur

pose authorizes the king to grant mortmain licences, without any

regard to the person of whom the lands were held ; and declares,

that they (hall not be subject to any forfeiture. Before this last act

the king's licence only prevented the forfeiture to himself; and if

there was any mesne lord, he might take advantage of the mort

main statutes, notwithstanding the royal licence. See Fitzh. Nat.

Br. Z2i. O. But the act of William seems to be expressed so, as

to extend the operation of the king's licence, and to render it ef

fectual universally, by preventing a forfeiture to other lords as well

as to the king himself. Another thing deserving of notice is, that

the statute is quite silent as to the writ of ad quod damnum ; which

anciently was thought an essential preliminary to the licence, in or

der that the king might know what prejudice would arise to him

self or others from granting it. Fitzherbert indeed tells us, that

in his time it was become a common practice to purchase licences

to alien in mortmain without suing an ad quod damnum, and in

stead of it to add to the patent, granting the licence, special words

to signify that it should be good without any writ. But he adds,

that it seems dubious, whether such patents were good, if they

turned out to be prejudicial and disadvantageous to the king or

others. See Fitzherbert N. B. 222. D. Whether since the sta

tute of William writs of ad quod damnum previous to licences from

the crown to alienate in mortmain are necessary, may deserve

consideration ; for which purpose it may be material to enquire,

what the practice hath been.—Since writing the former part of this

note, we are well informed, that writs ot ad quod damnum have

not been usual on granting mortmain licences since the statute

of William.

100. b.J (1) There is not any thing in the 12th of Charles the second, [Note 109.]

which in the least varies the tenure in srankalmoigne, it being ex

pressly saved by the statute. See 12. Cha. 2.c. 24. s. 7* Indeed

had the saving been omitted, we do not see, how any of the other

provisions in the statute could have affected this tenure ; and there

fore it is presumed, that the saving was merelv the effect of au

abundant caution. The statute adds, that it sliall not subject te

nures in srankalmoigne to any greater or other services ; but what

was intended to be guarded against by these latter words is not very

obvious.

lO^. a. J (1) The statute of 12. Cha. 2. having taken away all tenure fa [Note 110. J

homage in general words, without any exception either express or im

plied of homage auncejlrtl, the latter, though not particularly named,

yet as being one species of homage, was virtually included. See

12. Cha. 2 c. 24. s. 1, z. But most probably it had expired be

fore the statute ; for lord Coke doubted, whether even in his time

there was any relique of this tenure. Ante ico. b. An early ex

tinction of homage auncestrel is easily accounted for, by recollect

ing, that a double prescription, one in the lord's blood and another in

tile tenant's, or a privily of succes/lon time out os' mind, which wa-s

6 niucii
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much the fame in effect, was essential to homage auncestrel ; and

consequently, that if one alienation cither of the seigniory or the

tenancy had been made within time of memory, the homage aun

cestrel was destroyed, and it became simple homage. In a former

note we had occasion to make a general observation on the reason

for discharging tenures from homage, and on the advantages anting

from it, whilst it remained, both to the lord and tenant, particularly

to the latter, where the homage was auncestrel. Ante 67. b. note I.

We have only to add heie, that though amongst us homage of

e-very kind, so far as it relates to tenures, is now wholly at an end,

yet so intimately blended are the various branches of one system,

and in subjects of jurisprudence so dependant is a knowledge of

the present state of things on a reference to the ancient one, that

the remnant of tenures in this country can never be duly com

prehended, without the aid of a general outline, as well of homage

and its effects, as of the other perished parts of the fame venerable

structure.

fNote III.J (0 Generally the service ofgrandserjeanfy was of such a kind as [iO^ "•,

necessarily to be tuithin the realm ; butjbme services, which amount

to grand serjeanty, might be due cut o/the realm as well as -within,

and both Littleton and Coke give us instances of such reservations.

See Sect. 153. b. here, and post. 106. b.

[Note 112] (*) Here lord Coke shews, that escuage, though usually an in- [lOO. v,\

cident to knight's service, is not always so; that is, that knight's

service may be without escuage. On the other hand, escuage, if

uncertain, which we must understand it to be when mentioned gene

rally, cannot be without knight's service. To express this in fewer

words, escuage is inseparable from knight's service, but knight's

service is not so from escuage. This tends to confirm what we ob

served in a former note, that escuage ought to be considered rather

as an incident to the tenure by knight's service, than as a distinct

tenure. However, it at the fame time seems to point out the rea

son for calling some tenures by knight's service tenures by escuage;

because such a denomination distinguished that species of knight's

service, to which escuage was incident, from cornage, castle-guard,

and such other tenures by knight's service as were not liable to

escuage. We think this a more satisfactory way of justifying Lit

tleton against the censure of mr. Madox for using the term of te

nure by escuage, than resorting to the distinction suggested by sir

Martin Wright ; who, as we have formerly hinted, attempts to

prove, that though generally escuage was an incident to tenure by

knight's service, yet sometimes it was a tenure of itself. Ante 73.

note 2. But still we must confess the justice of mr. Madox's ani

madversion, so far as it applies to the calling homage and fealty te

nures ; because the former being incident to every species of

knight's service, except where the tenant was exempt frem it by

professior, and the latter bting an incident to all tenures except te

nures at will or at sufferance, it could answer no purpose of discri

mination thus to denominate any tenure. Jn fact, it was not the

practice to call any tenure a tenure either by fealty or by homage,

except in the cafe of homage auncestrel ; and though Littleton be

gins his account of tenures with homage and fealty, yet we may

very well suppose his previous explanation of them and escuage, or

at least of the former, to have been made merely as an introduction

va
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to the description of knight's service. We should not be thus

prolix in observing on a controversy, which is more verbal than

any thing else, if it was not for the fake of convincing the reader,

that however properly mr. Madox guards against confounding the

incidents of a tenure with the tenure itself, still it would be an in

justice both to Littleton and Coke to impute any such misconcep

tion to them; and therefore, that so far as mr. Madox's animad

version hath this tendency, respectable as his writings are, it ought

to be rejected. Indeed it is highly improbable, that grave and

learned authors, like Littleton and Coke, to both of whom, parti

cularly the former, the whole doctrine of tenures was so much more

familiar than it can possibly be in modern times, when the practice

in respect to tenures is confined to a very narrow circle, and we are

mere theorists as to the greater part of the subject, should adopt an

error so fundamental.

[07. a. J (2) This passage seems rather to imply, that wardship and mar- [Note lni

riage were not incident to tenure by carnage, when it was of the

king, and therefore called grand serjeanty. But this was not the

meaning of Littleton, as appears from a subsequent Section, in

which he is more explicit, and expressly tells us, that all tenures

by grand serjeanty were liable both to ward and marriage. See

Sect. 158.

(5) Particular respect is due to the opinions of ancient times [Note 114]

on the subject of tenures ; but in the instance of the cafe here

mentioned to be put to the judges, their resolution seems so incon

sistent with the nature of grand serjeanty, as described both by Lit

tleton and Coke, that it m;iy bs allowable to doubt the propriety

of the opinion. Littleton states the doing the service to the king in

proper person as a thing essential to grand serjeanty ; and lord Coke

enumerates it amongst the special properties of this tenure, with the

exception only of performing the service by deputy when the tenant

himself is incapable. Ante 106. b. But if this be so, how can a

service, expressly reserved to be done by any person, fall within

the description ? It is observable indeed, that Littleton recites the

opinion of the judges without the least approbation; and that even

they themselves, when pressed to declare what the relief ought to

be, whether c/. as for a tenure by escuage, or a year's 'value of

the lands as for a grand serjeanty, avoided answering ; from which

hesitation it seems, as if they were not disposed to adhere to their

first opinion in all its consequences. On the other hand, if the

tenure in question was not grandserjeanty, but mere knight' 1 service,

it tends to prove, that thougu the personal service, in lieu os which

escuage was payable, was in general due only on foreign expeditions,

yet by special reservation it might be due luithin the tealm. How

ever, reserving service in war witlfin the realm was a thing so un

usual in practice, that the service, for which escuage was a commu

tation, was called fervitium formfecum ; a denomination which, ac

cording to lord Hale, is sounded on the circumstance of its being

due out of the realm. Sec ante 69. b. note 3. In a former note

on escuage, we adopted lord Hilc's opinion as to the reason of call

ing knight's service fervitium fsrinjecum ; because we thought his

conjecture a probable one. Ante 74. a. note 1. But the reader

should recollect, that others explain the denomination in a different

wav. Ante 74. b.

(L) (6) On
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[Note 115.] (6) On many occasions it may be of importance thoroughly to

understand the phrase of infra, or, as according to classical style it-

ought to be, intra quatuor maria ; for there are various subjects, as

well of the laiu of nations, as of municipal lawn, which are necessa

rily connected with it. Of the former kind are the fea-.domiriio»

claimed by our king and its incidental rights ; especially the right

of salutation by striking of the flag and lowering the top-sail to our

ships of war; a ceremony, which, however it may be construed by

foreigners as a mere cmj-limentr is considered by ourselves as a

recognition of sovereignty. Of the latter sort are the doctrine con

cerning essoins de ultra man, and all those cases which turn upon

the alligation^ of being beyondsea; as questions of legitimacy, of out

lawry, and on the statutes of limitation particularly may. But not

withstanding the necessity of knowing, for such a variety of pur-

po.cs, what is the fense of the term of being within thefourfeat',

we do not find the subject sufficiently enlarged upon either by lord

Coke, or indeed scarce any other writers deserving of being called

original ; except mr. Selden, who is very copious upon it ; and sir

Philip Medows, who, though not so favourable to our claim oisea-

dominion, nor so generally known as the former, is well in titled to

notice. See Seld. Mar. Claus, lib. 2. per tot. but more particu

larly in cap. 1. and 24. and Medows's Observat. concerning the

Dominion, &c. of the Seasr in a small tract, which was published in

1689. In this scarcity of information on the subject, it may be

aeceptable to the reader to be assisted in his enquiries by a stjort

but pointed view of the subject; for which purpose we shall first

mention the origin of the phrase of the fourfcas, and explain its

most general and extended fense.

The appellation of thefourseas takes its rife from the four parts I" j OT. t

into which the sea encompassing Great Britain, by reference to the

four cardinal points of the globe, is divided. All these parts taken

together are sometimes called the Britijhfeat ; but considered sepa

rately each varies in its denomination with the coasts of the island.

To the West our sea is by ancient writers called Vergivian, not

only including the sea between Great Britain and Ireland, but ex

tending over the Atlantic ocean, which washes the western coast of

the latter; and this western part of our sea is subdivided; for so

much as runs between England and Ireland is called St. George's^

Ckannel, or the Irijbfta; and the sea on the west coast of Scotland

is sometimes named the Caledonian, Deucaledonian, or Stottijb sea,,

and sometimes the North sea. On the North side of our island

there is also the ScoUiJb or North sea. To the East we have the

German ocean, which is bounded principally by the opposite coasts-

of Germany and the United Provinces. Lastly, to the South there,

is the British Channel, or sea, as some denominate it ; which runs,

along the French coast, and comprehending the Bay of Biscay, ends-

with the northern coast of Spam. See Sold. Mar. Claus, lib. z.

cap. 1. and the introductory account of the British ocean prefixed

to the description of Ireland, in Camd. Britan. Such is the descrip

tion of the four seas, as we have it principally from mr. Selden.

-But it mould be observed, that the description is framed with a

view to the whole island of Great Britain, as in mr. Selden's time

it became united under the government of the fame king ; and not

■to England as distinct from Scotland, according to the sense of our

English law-books b:fore the reign of James the first; for in them

the four seas were understood with more restriction, and to be those

which
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which encompassed England only. See Medows's ObserV. on the

Domin. of the Seas, n. Seld. Mar. Claus, lib. 2. cap. 31. and

Justice's Treat, on Sea-Laws, isted. 165. Another thing, very

necefiary to be attended to, is the very large and comprehensive

terms of the description, so sex as they regard the West and North

parts of the British seas ; the former seeming to reach to the eastern

ihore of the continent of America, and the latter to be in some

measure without any certain limits. Even the two other parts do

not seera to be marked ont with that slice precision, the want of

which, as the reader will readily conceive, may under some cir-

cumsta»ces be the cause Of considerable embarrassments, both in

transactions with foreign states, ami in the exercise of judicial an-

thority amongst ootfolves. See Seld. Mar. Glaus, lib. 2. c. 3-6,

31, 3.2. The difficulties arising from this uncertainty will be belt

understood, by considering what the extent of the phrase of the sour

feat is in some particular instance?. But this illustration (hall be

attempted in another place, where ford Coke gives the opportunity

of resuming the subject. See pott. 244. a.

[lo8. a.] CO Toe rewire by gfraad serjeanty ftiH contirmes, though it is [Note 116.]

so regulated by die 12. of Cha. z. as to be made in effect/rar and

common fote*t, except so far as regards the merely honorary part of

grand serjeaniy ; for the first part of the statute, which destroys the

incidents to tenures by knight's service, of which grand serjeanty

Was the highest species, is expressed with a generality fWHcient to

reach grand serjeanty ; but then a proviso follows, by which the

honorary services of this tenure are expressly saved. It is observa

ble, that the proviso for this purpose is penned with art inaccuracy*

which leads to a very mistaken idea of the incidents to grand ser

jeanty. The honorary services are preserved with a cautious ex

ception of several burthensome properties, such as marriage tvard.

shit and voyages royal; to which are added rjeuege and the aids put

fairt fitz. ciivaler it file maricr, though the/e latter wore certainly

quite foreign to grand serjeanty. See ante ioj. b. From this un-

distingutfhing mode of expression, and from ttte confusion and re

dundancy so conspicuous in most parts of the statute, we are in

clined to infer, that those, who attribute the framing of it to lord

chief justice Hale, found themselves on a I cose report, very inju

rious to the memory ofthat sltining ornament of hisprot'cÆon. See

Gilb. Eq. Rep. 176.

(zl In a former note we mentioned Mr. Madox's disapprobation [Note ii^.j

of calling any tenures of the king by lucy of distinction tenures ut dt

pirfind. We shall here explain his reaions for rejecting the phrase

more fully. The phrase seems uanerrfary ; .for that of ut de ctronh

fully an(\vers the lame purpose of dillirrclton. It also seems injudi

cious, and to tend to an erroneous idea of tenures ; because it sup

poses, thatyi/,v<r tenures are not of the person, whereas in truth ati

ere, and none car. hold feudally of an inanime.tr thing, or otherwise

than of a man's person. Mad. Baron. Angl. 167. This is the

fubilance cs mr. Madox's objtctioni to the phrase 5 and wb fliil

•tfiink, that in Uriel propriety ot speech, his aiStn;adversion on those

who use it, is juttisinble. However in jui'.ice to lord Coke il

Jhou!d be remembered, that he was not tie inventor of the phrase ;

mr. Madox himself tracing its origin to the laitcr end of the icigri

of Hccry the eightln

(La) (3) Mr.
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[Note 118.] (3) Mr. Madox is not less adverse to thus distinguishing tenure

in capite from tenure ut de honore, than to the distinction of ut de

persona; nor are his reasons less convincing. Tenure in capite, in

its genuine fense, signifies a tenure of another_^«* media, that is,

immediately and without the interposition of any mesne or inter

mediate lord ; and therefore when an honor or other seigniory came

into the hands of the crown by escheat or otherwise, its tenants

were as much tenants in chief to the king, as those who were so by

original grant from the crown. In proof of this mr. Madox selects

from ancient records a great variety of instances between the 8th

of Richard I. and the aoth of Henry VI. in which tenures ut de

bonore are exprestly styled tenures in capite; and as mr. Madox adds

no instances of a later time than Henry the eighth and queen Eliza

beth, in which the words in capite are omitted, it may be conjec

tured, that the error complained of by mr. Madox originated soon

after the time of Henry the sixth. Mad. Baron. Angl. 181. The

design of excluding tenures ut de bonore from the description of te-

ti'ues in capite was to distinguish those estates which were held of the

king by a tenure originally created by the king, from those held

of him by a tenure commencing by the subinfeudation of a sub

ject; between which there were many differences in point of in

cident very essential both to the lord and tenant. Mad. Baron.

Angl. iz. But it mould have been recollected, that the distinction

aimed at was already marked, with equal sufficiency and more cor

rectness, by denominating tenures of the first sort tenures ut de co

rona, and those of the second tenures ut de bonore. The influence

of this mistaken notion of tenancy in capite is very evident, as well

throughout the statute of Charles the second for taking away the

oppressive fruits of knight's service and tenure in capite, as in those

grants from the crown, which in the tenendum are expressed to be

ut de honore et n.n in capite. See Mad. Excheq. sol. ed. 432. But

great as this error about tenure in capite may be, lord Coke is ex-

cuseable for conforming in his language to it ; because before his

time it had been adopted by the legislature. Sec 37. H. 8. c. 20.

i. 2, 3, 4. 1. E. 6. c. 4. 1. 1, 2, & 3. and Mad. Baron. Angl. 233.

[Note 119-] (4) The first book of mr. Madox's Baronia Anglica is principally

employed in explaining the nature of an honor. He objects to the

propriety of the statutes of Hen. 8. referred to by lord Coke ; and

as they only create titular honors, and therefore cannot give a just

idea of the nature of the genuine honor, which is a land barony,

blames lord Coke for his reference. Mad. Bar. Angl. 8, 9, lo.

. and 236.

[Note 120.] (s) See Mad. Baron. Angl. 238, 239. where the learned author

observes on the inaccuracy of language in the 12. Cha. 2. about

tenure in capite. The title of the act expresses, that it was made

for taking away tenure in capite; and the first enacting clause pro

ceeds on the fame idea. But had the act been accurately penned,

it would simply have discharged such tenure of its oppressive fruits

and incidents ; which would have assimilated it to Jrce and common

fecage, without the appearance of attempting to annihilate the /'»•

dehblt distinction between holding immediately of the king, and

holding of him through the medium of other lords. See ante

note 3.

(0 The
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sloS. b.l (') The tenure of petit serjeanty is not named in the 12. of [Note 121.]

Chi 2. but the statute is not without its operations on this tenure.

It being necessarily a tenure in capite, though in effect only so by

socage, livery and primer seisin were of course incident to it on a

descent ; and these are expressly taken away by the statute from

every species of tenure in capite, as well socage in capite as knight's

service in capite. See ante 77. a. But we apprehend, that in other

respects petit serjeanty is the fame as it was before ; that it conti

nues in denomination, and still is a dignified branch of the tenure

by socage, from which it only differs in name on account of its re

ference to ivar.

(4) Mr. Madox cautions his readers against this derivation of [Note 122.}

bereugb. Mad. Firm. Burg. 2. His reason, we presume, was, that

borough was a word far more ancient than the practice of sending

burgesses to parliament. However it is possible, that some boroughs

might be denominated towns, till they were allowed to chuse re

presentatives in parliament ; and that they acquired the name of

boroughs from the circumstance of having that privilege. If any

towns did become boroughs in this way, it in some degree accounts for

lord Coke's explication of the word, though it will not wholly justify

him as an etymologist.

(2) This implies, that un'ess a borough is corporate, it cannot be [Note 123.]

a city. But if this was lord Coke's idea, it is not quite accurat? ;

for though in general the description may be true, )et it is not uni

versally To. Westminster is a city and also a borough, so far at least

as the lending members to parliament can intitle it to that denomi

nation ; HnJ yet it certainly is not corporate. Mr. Madox mentions

Westminster as a borough not corporate; and we ourselves have seen

papers in the archives of t;ie dean and chapter of Weltminiler,

which confirm his idea. Maj. Firm. Burg. 49, This fact is

material to another purpose. Westminster not being corporate, and

yet having, as we apprehend, first lent members to parliament in

the reign of Edward the sixth, is an inilance, that the inhabitants of

a town may acquire the right of having representatives in parliament

•within time os legal memory without being incorporated, and there

fore seems inconsistent with the doctrine of lord chief justice Holt

on this subject in Astiby and White. See 3. Pryn. drev. Parl.

sect. 7. p. 188. 1.. Will. Notit. fjarl. 7. and 21. of tne preface.

Car Rights of Elect, part 2. pige 233. 1. Stop's Survey Stripe's

ed. of 1720. p. 8. and 10. of the second appendix, and 2. Dougl.

Hist, of Cas. of Controv. Elect. 296, 297, 298. It is with great

pleasure that we cite mr. Douglas's work, as it affords the oppor

tunity of congratulating the student on the accession of a collection

of excellent reports on the law of parliamentary election, accompa

nied with an instructive historical preface, and very judicious anno

tations. This is the only work of the kind, except one lately pub

lished from mr. Glanville's manuscript ; and they are both particu

larly valuable, on account of their tendency to dijjuse the knowledge

of a branch of law, which before was too n.uch confined to the nar

row circle of a few favourites in posseffion of the practice.

(3) This is rather an unapt example of the truth of lord Coke's [Note 124. J

position ; for Westminster, as we have already stated, is not a bo

rough incorporate. Sec supra, note 2. As to Weltminiler'* being

( L 3 ) a city.
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a city; it became so by express creation, and not singly by mnking it

the see of a bishop, however sufficient that of itlHf might have

been; the letters patent, which erected the bishoprkk, ordaining,

qi&d tola villa ncstra Ifestmonasterii extunc et deinteps in perfeluum

Jit csvitas, ipjamque ciiiitalem 11 estmoniflciii -iscari. See tnt: letters

patent in i. Burn. Reform, page 246. of the Appendix.

[Note 1:5.] (i) The latter part of this etymology is justly exploded ; but it [1 JO. a.]

is some excuse for lord Coke, that it did not first come from him,

it being to be found in preceding authors of eminence. See Lamb.

Archei6n in the chapter of Parliament,, and 1. Whit!, on Parlia

ment 174. A learned writer of the present time suggests, that per

haps parliament may be a compound of parly and mint, two Celtick;

words, {he former answering to par/er in French, and the latter sig

nifying attendance, and both together importing the same as greet .

talk amongst the Indians of North America. Barringr. Obi', on

Ant. Stat. 2d ed. 56. But though we do not doubt that there are

two such words in the Celtick language, we are scarce more satis

fied with this derivation, than with that expressed by lord Coke.

The opinion adopted by mr. Lambard seems far the most probable ;

and this is, that parlament is not a compound word, but simply de

rived from the French verb pnrler, with the addition of ment in the

termination ; which mode of converting verbs into nouns as well as

into adverbs is common in the French tongue. Lamb. Archeion in,

the chap, of Parliament. A like practice prevailed in the formation

of the Roman language ; and thence the true source of derivation

for testamintum, and other similar Latin words ; though an injudi

cious desire to render them more significant and expueffive ot the

qualities of the subjects to which they are applied, than their true

deduction would warrant, gave birth to a forced and fanciful kind

of etymology, like that now so properly rejected in the instance of

the word parliament. This false taste in respect to etymology is of

a very ancient date ; nOr were lord Coke and his coternporaries

lT)cr« chargeable with it, than some of the most admired and pure

Classical writers of antiquity, not excepting even Cicero. See Me-

riag. Jur. Civil. Arncen. cap. 39. particularly in his observations

on the word tcjlamentum, and Tiiyl. Elcm. Civ. L. 7. It seems to

have originated from not attending to the real office of etymology,

and confounding it with the definition of the subject to which a

word is applied ; two things quite distinct in tlreir nature, though

it frequently happens, that they reflect light on each other.

[Note 126.} (2) F°r a history of the origin and constitution of the parlia-

■ ment in Scotland before the union of the two kingdoms in the reign

of quetn Ann, and of the change made by the establishment of one

parliament for Great Britain, see the Treatise on the Laws of

Election sor Scotland, with which mr. Wight hath lately obliged
the public. - v ..'.... 1 ■ ■ •

<..

[Note I2"-l (3*) ^r- Lambard guesses, that the word parliament was intro

duced here soon after the Conquest.' He cites Westminster the first,

as the most ar.cicnt statute in which he had observed the word to be

f\ used; theugh from a passage in the statute of Edward the second,

■£ -" mentioning parlaments in the times ot that' king's progenitors, he

infers, that the word had been adopted several reigns bejore. Lamb.

Archeion cap. Parliament, and Westm. 1. j. E. 1. and ArtkuH

h . Cl«i
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Cleri g. E. 2. One of mr. Prynne's arguments against the great

antiquity of the modus tentndi parliamentum is the frequent use of the

word parliament ; he insisting, that it was never applied to denote

the great council of the nation in any of our ancient records or writ

ings prior to the reign of Hen. 3. See Pryn. on 4. Inst. 2. See

further Brad. Introduct. to Engl. Hist. 71.

(4) In the controversy about the origin1 of the Common: in par- [Note 128. ]

liament, mr. Tyrrel contends, that anciently commune conftlium some

times denoted an assembly distinct from parliament, and one com

posed ot" fewer persons ; and particularly, that the commune conftlium,

mentioned in the clause of king John's Migna Cbarta about as-

felling escuage, wiiicft enumerates only archbishops, bishops, ab

bots, counts, and the greater barons, was of this sort. Tyrr. Bib-

Iioth. Politic. 311. 314.

(j) Lord Coke in another place repeats the expression, that/sr [Note 129.]

maiten of law the judges are the king's counsel. Post. 304. a. But

he omits ^xplainin.;, wnetier they are so called, on account of their

judicial opinions in the king's courts, of their opinions in parlia

ment, whon advised with by the lords, or any extrajudicial opinions

the king may be intitled to demand from them. As to the latter,

they were not favoured by lord Coke, as appears by his behaviour

in the great cafe of Commendams in the reign of James the first,

when the king severely reprimanded the judges for disobeying his

mandate to po;lpone proceeding in a cause concerning the prero

gative till they were consulted by him. Though lord Coke was

deserted by the other judges, who asked pardon for having remon

strated against the king's command ; and though the privy council

decided, that the command was agreeable to law; yet lord Coke

bluntly refused either to retract or apologize. See lord Coke's life

in the Biograph. Britan. One thing much relied on by those who

justified the king's order, was the oath cf "the judges, which is

printed in the statute book as a statute of Edward the third, and ex

pressly requires them to counsel the king in bis business. See 18. E. 3.

Aat. 4. But what is thus called a statute lord Coke denies to be

•one, and indeed very properly ; for it has not the least resemblance

of a statute, being simply the form of an oath. 3. Inst. 146. 224.

However, it must be admitted, that there are various instances of the

king's consulting the judges, and of their giving their opinions ex-

Jra-judicially. Several of these instances are referred to in the Re

ports of lord Fortescue, who endeavours to shew, that even in the

case of ship-money the extra-judicial opinion first given was con

demned, not because it was extra-judicial, but because it was grossly

contrary to law. Fortesc. Rep. 386. 369. Rushw. vol. 3. Ap

pend. 212. Some instances of such consultations have happened

ince the Revolution, particularly some few years after in sir John

Fenwick's " cafe, and in the reign of George the first, when it was

made a question whether the education and marriags of the prince

of Wales's children belonged to the king or to their father, and still

more recently in the cafe of admiral Byng during the last reign.

See Fortesc. Rep. 385. But however numerous and strong the pre

cedents may be in favour of the king's extrajudicially consulting

the judges on questions in which the crown is interested, it is a right

to be understood with many exceptions, and such as ought to be

exercised with great reserve ; lest the rigid impartiality so essential

(L4) to
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to their judicial capacity should be violated. The anticipation cf

judicial opinions on causes aSuaily depending should be particularly

guarded against; and therefore a wile and upright judge will ever

be cautious, how he extra-judicially answers questions of such a ten

dency. So far one may venture to qualify the right ; because even

the house of lords have declined taking the opinion of the judges for

a reason of this fort, though their attendance on that assembly is con

fessedly for assisting the lords in matters of law. See Fortesc. Rep.

384, 385. But it would be a presumption in us, if we were to be

more particular on a subject of so much delicacy, by attempting to

mark the bounds to a right, the extent of which we do not find

clearly ascertained by precedent or authority. See further on this

subject Fost. 199. 241.

[Note 130] (6) The statutes of Edward the third cited by lord Coke in the

margin require a parliament to be holden once every year ; but it

seems doubtful, whether they were meant to limit the duration of

each parliament, or merely the intermission of holding parliaments.

The 16. Cha. 2. c. 1. which directs, that the fitting of parliaments

shall not be discontinued above three years, is certainly for the latter

purpose, and therefore still continues in force, notwithstanding the

modern statutes for making parliaments first triennial and after

wards septennial, these being for theformer purpose. See 6. W. &

M. c. 2. 1. Geo. 1. c.38.

[Note 131.] (0 Another thing essential to a good custom is, that it be rea- si 10. D._

sonable ; which doctrine, together with the other general rules con

cerning culloms, is well explained and applied in the famous Irish

cafe of Tanijfry reported by fir John Davies. See Dav. 3 1. b.

[Note 132.] (2) This doctrine, about the restriction of customs to places of a

particular denomination, will appear more satisfactory, by consider

ing the reason of having some restraint, and the nature of that,

which lord Coke points out as the established one. The policy ofsome

restraint is founded on the uncertainty and confusion which would

ensue from an infinite diversity of customs, if every place, however

small and inconsiderable, should be allowed to set up special cus

toms in direct opposition to the general custom of the realm. On

this principle the privilege of having special customs, derogating

from the ctfmmon law, is in general denied to inferior places, such

us upland towns, not being either cities or ioroughs, and hamlets ;

though it is allowed to larger or more important districts, such as

counties, manors, hundreds, honors, cities, and. boroughs. Thespecial

cafes, hinted at by lord Coke as an exception to this restraint, seem

to be those, in which the custom tends to advance, some right recog

nized by the common law. Thus a town's having a church, being

a right at common law, a custom for a way to or repairing the

church operates by rendering the exercise of that right more effee -

tual. See Robins. Gavelk. 32. & 225. However, the case os

dower by cufiom, mentioned by lord Coke in the Chapter on Dow

er, seems to be an instance within the exception, without being

within the reason of it. Eut of this example lord Ccke writes

doubtfully ; for, after inferring from the text of Littleton, that cus

tomary dower may be within a town, he observes, that it is safer to

alledge it within a manor. See ante 33. b.

(3) But
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(3) But this extension of Borough English to the collateral line [Note 133. ]

must be specially pleaded. See Robins. on 'Gavelk. 38. 43. 93. and

in the Appendix.

(4) See ace. as to estates tail in Gavelkind land, though ex- [Note 134.]

pressly limited to the heirs male of the body at common law, Dy.

179. b. See also ante sol. 10. a. note 3. But as Borough English

may be extended by special custom, so may it be restrained; and

therefore the customary descent may be confined xofeesimple. See

Appendix to Robins. Gavelk. and March 54. there cited.

II. a. J (1) Accord, ante 30. a. All the differences between curtesy [Note 135.]

and dower of gavelkind land and the same estates at common law

are minutely explained and commented upon in mr. Robinson's book

on gavelkind. Sec page 155. and 159.

(3) But now by the 29. Cha. 2. c. 3. a will of lands devisable by [Note 136.]

custom is not good, unless it is in writing, and signed and attested

in the lame manner as a will of lands devisable by statute. See post.

III. b. Nuncupative wills of personalty, except those of soldiers in

actual service and mariners at sea, are also newly regulated by the

fame statute.

(5) But it was formerly much controverted, whether a rent [Note 1 37.]

charge in ejfe, issuing out of such lands, and having commenced

ivilbin time of memory, was within the custom of devising ; and it

was not settled to be so, till the case of Randal and Jenkins in the

time of lord Hale. See I. Mod. 1 12. and Robins, on Gavelk. 79.

to 84. As to rents service, they of course followed the nature of the

reversion or seigniory, to which they were incident ; nor was there

any doubt as to the custom's extending to other rents, if they had

existed immemorially,

1 1, D.J (1) The testamentary power over land was certainly in use among [ Note 1 38.]

our Anglo-Saxon and Danish ancestors; though it seems to have

been rather adopted from the remnant of the Roman laws and cus

toms they found here, than brought from their own country : for

as Tacitus, writing of the ancient Germans, fays, fuccefons Jut

cuiquc liberi it nullum testamentum, Spelm. Pofihum. 21. 1 27.

After the Norman Conquest, the power of devising land ceased,

except as to focage lands in some particular places, such as cities

and boroughs, in which it was still preserved ; and also except as

to ttrms for years or chattel interests in land, which, on account of

their original imbecility and insignificance, were deemed personalty,

and as such were ever disposeable by will. This limitation of the

testamentary power proceeded, partly from the solemn form of

transferring land by livery of seisin introduced at the Conquest,

which could not be complied with in the case of a last will ; partly

from a jeahufy of death-bed dispositions; but principally siom the

general restraint of alienation incident to the rigors of the feudal

system, as it was established or at least perfected by x\x first William.

See Wright's Ten. 172. In the reign of Edward the first, the lla-

tute of Quia emptores removed in great measure this latter bar to

the exercile of testamentary power; that is, in respect to all free-

hs/ders, except the king's tenants in capite. But the two fuimcr

obstructions llill continued to operate ; though iudeed this was in
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name and appearance only ; for soon after the statute of ih/ia emp-

torcs, feofFments to u/es came into fashion, and, last wills were

enforced in Chancery as good declarations of the use; and thus

through the medium of uses the power of devising was continually

exercised in ejfee? -and reality. But at length tnis practice was

checked, not accidentally, but designedly, by the 27th of Hen. 8.

which, by transferring the possestian or ligal estate to the use, neces

sarily and compulsively consolidated them into one, and so had the

.effect of who.ly destroying all distinction between them, till the

means to.evade the statute, and, by a very strained construction, to

make its operation dependant on the intention of parties, were

invented. However, the bent of the times was so strong in favour

of every kind of alienation, that the legislature, in a few years after

having interposed to restrain an indireS mode of pasting land by

last wills, expressly made it devisable. This great change of the

common law was effected by the statutes of the 32. and 34. of

Henry 8. which taken together gave the power of devising to all

having estates in fee simple, except in join-tenancy, over the <wboU

of t\vt\rsocage land, and over two- thirds of their lands holden by

knights strvice. The operation of these statutes was further ex

tended by the conversion of knights service into socage in the 12.

Cha. 2. But still copyhold lands, and also, as the best opinion ieems

to have been, estates pur autre -vie in freehold lands, remained unde-

visable. On the one hand, they were not devisable at common lav.' ;

because they came within the description of real estate. On the

other hand, they, or at least the former, are not within tbestatutex

of Henry 8. these requiring, that the tenure should be socage, which

a copyhold is not ; and that the party should have an estate in see

simple, which is more than a tenant pur autre vie can be said to

have. See as to copyhold lands 2. Ro. Rep. 383. and as to estates

pur autre vie in freehold lands Cro. Eliz. 804. Mo. 625.

1. Saund. 261. 1. Salk. 619. This defect of provision in the

statutes of wills is now supplied as to estates pur autre vie by the

29. Cha. 2. c. 3. which makes them devisable in the same manner

as estates in fee simple. Eut no provision is yet made in respect to

copyhold estates ; and therefore the power of devising is now indi

rectly exercised over these by an application of the doctrine of uses,

similar to that which was anciently resorted to in respect to freehold .

lands ; for the practice is to surrender to the use of the owner's last

will 5 and on this surrender, the will operates as a declaration of

the use, and not as a devise of the land itself. See 2. Ro. Rep. 383.

2. Atk. 37. Gilb. on Uses 36. From this deduction it appears,

tha the testamentary power is novi exerciseable, either directly or

indirectly, over land of every tenure now in use, and also over

every lort of interest in land, which, not being settered with intails,

can be transferred by alienation taking effect in the owner's life

time.

fNote 139-] (3) But a statute made since lord Coke's time, requires a num

ber of forms, besides veriting, in a will of lands or tenements de

visable by the statute of viills ; for by the statute against frauds and

perjuries a will of lush property is void, unless it issignedby the

testator, or by some person for him in his presence and by his di

rection, and is also attested and subscribed in his presence by three

witnesses. See 29. Cha. 2. c. 3. Also by the last- mentioned sta

tute the fame forms are required, as well in devises by custom as in

those
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those of estates pur autre vie. But these regulations do not extend

to copybtild estates and terms for years ; the stature of frauds and

perjuries, so far as it regulates devises of land, being expressly

confined to the three former kinds of devises. As to copyholds, a

devise of them operates only as a declaration of uses on the sur

render to the use of the will; and therefore if the form required;

by the surrender, which is usually nothing more than a testamen

tary declaration in writing, is observed, it is sufficient without any

witness ; and even a nuncupative will of copyholds was an effectual

declaration of the uses, where the surrender was silent as to the

form, till the 29. Cha. 2. required all declarations of trusts to be in

writing. See 2. Atk. 37. and Barnad. Ch. Rep. 9. In respect

to terms for years, they, falling within the description of personal

estate, are disposable by will accordingly. But this must be under

stood with some distinction. Thus if they are terms, not in grosi,

but vested in trustees to attend the inheritance, they so follow the

nature of the latter, that if the owner devises the land generally by

a will not so attested as to pass the inheritance, not even the trust'

of the term will pass. See 2. P. Wms. 236. Also as to terms in

grrfs, though a testator being possessed of such may transmit them

by the same unsolemn kind of will as other personalty, yet he can

not create them by. will, without observing all the forms essential

to a devise of real estate ; because the interest, in right of which,

the testator creates the term, is real estate, and creating the term is

a partial devise of it. Besides appointing new forms of executing

wills of real estate, the 29. of Cha. 2. prescribes how devises shall

be revoked.

(4.) Whilst the power ef devising depended wholly on the sta- [Note I40.]

tates of Henry the eighth, it was frequently of importance to resort

to the custom of devising, as being most beneficial for the devisee.

The power by custom might be larger than the statutory pcw:r ; tr»e

former sometimes enabling to devise the •whole, where the latter

could only be exercised over ttui parts. 2. Sid. 153. There was

also an essential difference between the two powers in the mode of

execution; for a will in writing was conceived to be necessary to a

devise under the statutes , but a nuncupative will might be sufficient

under the custom. 2. Sid. 154. But tdcse differences do not now

subsist any longer. As on the one hand the 12. of Cha. 2. by com

municating to all freehold lands the qualities of ths tenure by com-

ino'i focage, has rendered the power of devising the •whole under

the statutes of Henry the eighth universal; so on the other hand

the 29. of Cha. z. against frauds and perjuries, requires the fame

solemnities of writing, signing, and atteilation to a devise by cus

tom, as to one under the statutes. See ante noic 1. and note 3. of

preceding page. The two powers of devising being thus aflimi-

lated, and made for the most part commensurate, it can seldom hap

pen, that it snould be necessary to call the power by custom in aid ;

though it is poffible, as where the custom enables an infant of four

teen, or a feme covert, neither of which is capable of devising un

der the statutes. As to the infant, fee 37. Hen. 6. 5. Perk. sect.

704. 2. And. 12. 5. Co. 84. and as tp the feme-co-vert 5. Com.

Dig. 14. where it is said, that by the cuflom of London lhe may

devise to her husband, but without citing any authority.

12. a.] (0 This was tlse point adjudged in sir Edward Gere's cafe; [\T„.tc 1 4.1. J

and
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and though, as the -whole of the land is now devisable, the doctrine

of that case is no longer of consequence in respect to the extent and

exercise of the power of devising, yet it may be material for other

purposes; for it comprehends a general rule, settling how an act

shall operate, where it may take effect in two ways, that is, either as

the execution of a power derived from interest, or as the execution

of a power not arising from interest, hat specially reserved. In the

great cafe of Commendami the doctrine is well explained by lord

Hobart, and finely applied. Hub. 160.

[Note 142.] (2) The distinction here made, between a feofFment to the use os

a last 'will, and one to such uses as the feoj'or jhould appoint by last

■will, seems extremely subtle. However, lord Coke reports it as

adopted by the judges in sir Edward Clere's cafe ; and, according

to Moore, the fame point was adjudged in Battey and Trevilian.

Mo. 278. But theo as to the former of these cases, the opinion on

this point must have been extra-judicial, the feofFment having been

to such uses as Jhould be appointed by will, and not to the use os the will

itself; and as to the latter cafe, it went off finally on another point.

The reasoning in support of the distinction will be found post. 271. b.

and more at large in Mo. 516.

(Note 143.] . (6) Ace. post. 187. b. It is agreed in the books, that a wife

may, without her husband, execute a naked authority, whether given

before or asier coverture, and though no special words are used to

dispense with the disability of coverture ; and in the case put by

lord Coke the devise gives no more. The rule is the fame, where

both an inienst and an authority pass to the wife, if the authority is

collateral to and doth not flow from the interest ; because then the

two are as unconnected, as if they were vested in different persons.

Rep. temp. Finch 346. As too a feme covert may without her

husband convey lands in execution of a mere power or authority, so

may she with equal erFect in performance of a condition, where land

i< vested in her on condition to convey to others. W. Jo. 137, 138.

The reason, wily in these instances the wife may convey without her

husband, seems to be, that he can receive no prejudice from her

acts, but a great one might arise to others, if his concurrence

should be essential. Yet if the legal estate of lands is vested in a

married woman on trust for another, some hold, that she cannot pass

it to ecstui que trust, unless the husband joins ; and therefore that if

she makes teoffment or sine without him. the first will be void, the

latter voidable. This was the opinion of judge Jones in the cafe of

Daniel and Upley ; but the judges Whitlock and Dodridge dissent

ed from Jones, and held, that the husband's joining was not any

more requisite than in the other cafes. W. Jo. 137. Perhaps

however Jones's opinion may be most conformable to strictly legal

doctrine; and his thus distinguishing a trust from a power and a

condition may be accounted for. Trusts are properly the subjects of

consideration for the courts of equity only; and though in them the

legal estate is made subservient to the trust, yet the courts of law

take notice of trusts for very few purposes ; nor will it be easy to

find an authority for departing from any rule about the effect of

legal conveyances, merely in respect of their being a performance

of trusts. See further as to acts by a feme covert without her hus

band, under the titles Baron and Feme, Executor and Administration,

in the Abridgements.

(1) There
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112. b. 1 ('^ There is a great contrariety in the books, on the effect of [Note 144.]

* ■* two inconsistent devises in the fame will. Some hold with lord Coke

that the second devise revokes the first. Plowd. 541. Others think,

that both devises are void on account of the repugnancy. Ow. 84.

But the opinion supported by the greatest number of authorities is,

that the two devisees (hall take in moieties. The authorities for

and against lord Coke's opinion are well collected and arranged in a

note in the English edition of Plowden. See page 541.— Also

amongst those who think that both devises (hall operate, there is

fome difference as to the manner in which the two devisees ought to

take. In some of the old books it is said generally, that there shall

be a jointenancy. But according to the modern opinion, and, as it

seems, the best, there will be a jointenancy or a tenancy in common,

according to the words used in limiting the two estates ; by which

we presume it is meant, that if the two estates given by the will

have the unity or sameness of interest in point of quantity essential

to a jointenancy, the devisees (hall be join-tenants, but otherwise

shall be tenants in common. See 3. Atk. 493.

(2) The distribution here meant probably was giving money to [Note 145.]

the church to have masses for the testator's soul ; a superstition very

common in the time of Littleton, and then not inconsistent with any

law. Afterwards indeed uses and trusts of land for such purposes

were restrained by the 23. of Hen. 8. c. 11. commonly called the

statute of superstitious uses, though not ivhslly, the statute allowing

them if they were not appointed for' more than twenty years, and

without any limitation of time in the instance of cities and towns

corporate having customs to devise in mortmain. But now. we ap

prehend, that, independently of the sta-ute of Henry the eighth,

devises of this kind could not have effect : for either they would be

void by the mortmain stamtes, or, when not within the reach of any

of them, would be deemed superstitious by our courts of equity ;

which would therefore direct the money to be applied to some use

really charitable, at the court's discretion ; or, should the determined

cases not be thought strong enough to warrant the exercise of a dis.

cretion so larje, would consider the devisee as a trustee for such as

would be intitlcd if there was no devise. See the casesreferred to

in Vin. Abr. Charitable U/es, D.

[ j -}m jl (z) What my lord Coke advances in this and the preceding folio, [Note 146. ]

■* about the effect of a will devising that executors shall sell iand, is

open to a variety of observation.—He first supposes, that such a de

vise passes no merest or estate to the executors, but merely a po-wer

or authority ; and thence he infers, that, like common naked autho

rities, it will not survive. Bat these positions seem at least contro-

vertible, having been expressly contradicted by decisions since lord

Coke's time : and though both should be admitted to be true in

po:nt of latv, they wou'd not avail in a court of equity; as this ju

risdiction, notwithstanding the extinction os the power at law, would

compel its execution in favour of those for whose benefit the power

was given. As to the power's not surviving for want of an in

terest, lord Coke himself, both here and in other places, concedes,

that if ene devises lands to be fold by his executors, an interest will

pass. See post. iSl.b. 236. a. Now such a devise so resembles

devising that executors- stall fill the land, as to give the distinction

made between them the appearance ai too curious and overstrained

a refine-
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% refinement; siich as rather consist* in the formal arrangement of F j . „ *

words, than of any thing substantial. But the subtlety of the dis- L • ■**

tinction is not the only objection to it ; lord Hale, whilst he was

chief baron of the exchequer, referring to a cafe, in which it was

adjudged against the distixiction. Hardr. 419. However, it has

been adopted in cafes sine: the first publication 0/ the Coke upon

Littleton. Thus in the cafe of Lovell aud Barnes, in the 1 2th of

Charles the first, though the judges held that such a power of sell

ing given to ttuo executors survived, yet they disavowed founding

themselves on the will's passing an interest. See W. Jo. 352. and

Cro. Cm. 3S2. Nay, even in a cafe of much later date, lord chan

cellor King acted, as if he deemed the distinction settled at law ;

for he directed the heir to join in a sale, in which his concurrence

would otherwise have been unnecessary. See Yates and Compton,

2. P. Wms. 308. In respect to the operation of such a devise,

considered as mere authority, the strict notion about naked po-iuirs

is certainly with lord Coke; and some of the old books, besides

those cited by him, very much favour its application to the cafe of

executors. Dy. 119. ed.' 1688. the cafe in marg. and Mo. 61. But

there are some respectable authorities die other way : for Perkins

is of opinion, that the power of selling may be exercised by the

surviving executor; and Brook infers the fame doctrine to be the

point adjudged in a cafe of Edward the third ; and further it was

held accordingly, by thrae judges in the reign of Charles the first,

on a reference to them out of chancery. Perkjus sect. 550. Bro.

Abr. Devi/e 50. aud the case of Lovell and Barnes, Cro. Cha. 382.

W. Jo. 352. This latter opinion seems most likely to conform to

the meaning of a will in cafes of this sort; for it can scarcely be

imagined, that a testator, when he entrusts bis executors with a

power of felling land, lhould mean to have those, for whose benefit

he directs the sole, disappointed by the death of one os the persons

invested with an authority, which the survivor is equally capable of

executing. Perhaps too it may be possible to justify the opinion,

by proving a power of selling thus given to executors to be some

thing more than the case of a naked power. Where a naked power

is vested in two or more nominatim, without any reference to au of

fice in its nature liable to survivorship, as an executorstiip is, it

without doubt would be a contradiction of the general rule to allow

the power to survive. But where a power ot selling is given to

. , executors, or to persons nsminatim in that charaQer, it is not wholly

irreconcileable with the rule to deem a surviving executor a person

within the description ; for by the death of one executor the whole

character of executors becomes vested in the survivor, and the

power being annexed to the executors ration* ojjicii, and the office

itself surviving, why should not the power annexed to it also sur

vive, as well as where it survives by reason of being coupled with

an interest ? This manner of accounting for the opinion, that a

power of selling annexed to an executorihip may survive, is only a

conjecture, hazarded for the fake of reconciling a particular case

with a general rule ; the reasons which influenced thole who adopted

the opinion, not appearing in any book we have seen. However,

the conjecture is agreeable to the manner in which lord Hale, in a

manuscript note on a Coke upon Littleton we have been savoured

with, is represented to have considered the power's surviving when

given to tuo executors, as in the cafe of Lovell and Barnes. The

words of the note are thtse : Haiti chits larott Jajt, it is Jo, because

they
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they insert to sell by reason officii ; yet the lavu stands, that authorities

sttall not fur-vive ; and perhaps it had been otherwise, if he had ordered

his land to befold by A. and B. not being named executors, and one of

them had died,for thatseems to be a personal trust. The conjecture

also receives great countenance from some books, in which it is

said, that such a power of selling given to executors (hall pass to

their executors and adminillrators; for if an authority, not being

coupled with an interest, becomes transmissible in the way of succes

sion in instnitum till executed, by reason of its being given to exe

cutors, much more may it survive for a like reason. Kelw. 44.

2. Brownl. 194. If indeed the doctrine in the books we refer to is

well founded, it will prove a power of selling land given to execu

tors capable both of transmission and survivorship. But whether lord

Coke's notion of the power's not surviving, or the opposite one,

most conforms tostrielnest os lava, is not now of any great impor

tance ; as such a power, though extinct at lavj, would certainly be

enforced in equity. This has long been the practice of our courts

of equity; these rightly deeming the purpose, for which the tes

tator directs the money arising from the sale to be applied, to be

the substantial part of the devise, and the persons named to execute

the power of felling to be mere trustees ; which brings the cafe

within the general rule of equity, that a trust shall never fail of

execution for want of a trustee, and that if one is wanting the court

shall execute the office. The relief is administered by considering

the land, in whatever person vested, as bound by the trust, and

compelling the heir, or other person having the legal estate, to per

form it. There are many printed precedents of thus executing not

only powers actually extinct at law, or supposed to be so, but alfa

such as, in point of law, either for want of the will's naming by

whom they should be executed, or because those named had died

before the testator, never could exist or take effect. Some of these

precedents are as early as the reign of Charles the first. See Loc-

■tpn and Locton 2. Freem. 136. and 1. Cha. Cas. 179. Garsoot

and Garsoot 1. Cha. Cas. 35. Gwilliam and Rowel Hardr. 204.

Pitt and Pelham z. Freem. 134. i.Cha. Rep. 283. and 1. Cha.

Cas. 176. T. Jo. 25. 1. Lev. 304. See also Max. of Eq. 57.

and Vin. Abr. Devise, Qi.e. and S. e. Nor do the courts of equity

appear ever to have confined this relief, as they certainly do many

kinds of aid, to persons of particular and favoured descriptions,

such as wife, children, or creditors ; for though in some of the old

cafes, the persons relieved were of one or other of these descrip-.

tions, yet in others nearly of the fame time the parties are not stated

to have fallen within either of them; and we have not heard of any

cafe, in which relief has been refused on that account. See Locton

qnd Locton already cited, and the case of Tenant and Browne

cited in 1. Cha. Cas. 180. The reason of not favouring particular

persons in this instance will appear evident, when it is considered,

that testamentary povvers to sell are deemed to be in the nature cf

trusts, and trusts are executed in equity for all persons indiscrimi

nately.—Lord Coke next takes for granted, that if there is a devise

to A. for life, and that aster his decease the lands /hall be fold by tbt

testator's executors, they cannot sell the reversion, but must wait till

the death of the wife; and the cafe cited from Bro. Abr. Devise,

pi. 1. countenances this opinion. But in one report judge Haugh-

ton argues, that the words aster the decease of the tenant for life,

mean only to mark the determination of hi* estates, not to limit the

time
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timeforsale, and therefore, that a sale may be in his life-time ; and

in another judge Clench expresses himself almost to the same pur

pose. 2. Bulst. 125. Godb. 46. There is also a cafe against lord

Coke in 2. Leon. 220. and the point is doubted in Cro. Cha. 382.

—See further in respect to such devises, Vin. Abr; K. e. to S. e."

[Note 148. ] (2) The statute mentions formedons in remainder and reverter, si I C. 2.1

and limits them to fifty years ; but omits formedon in descender.

Nor is the latter deemed to be comprehended within the clause of

the statute relative to writs of right ; for a formedon is not in the

strict fense a writ of right ; though it certainly is in the nature of

one, the mere right being equally triable in both. Accordingly, in

the cafe cited by lord Coke from Dyer, three judges held, that a

formedon in descender was not within the statute. The other judge

doubted. See also the additional cafe in the margin of Dy. ed.

1688. sol. 278. a. But as the 21. Jam. 1. c. 16. requires forme

dons of every kind to be brought within twenty years after the

descent of the title, this defect of the former statute is now of no

consequence.

[Note 149.] (4) The reason is plainly this. The limitation in the 32d of

Henry the eighth is wholly referable to seisin ; the statute requiring

a seisin within a certain time, according to the nature of the writ ;

that is, sixty years for writs of right, fifty for possessory writs found

ed on an ancestor's possession, thirty for possessory writs founded on

the party's own possession, and so on. Now the limitation being*

, thus dated from a seisin, it would be absurd to extend the statute to

actions, in which seisin, not being issuable, can never become the

subject of evidence or trial.

[Note 150.] (5) This was the point adjudged in sir William Foster's cas*

cited by lord Coke in the margin ; and there is a much earlier ad

judication to the fane effect in Moore. See Mo. 31. The reason

of this exemption of rents created by deed out of the statute is of

the fame kind as is explained in note 4; the statute pointing at

rents, to which the title is by seisin. But according to sir William

Jones, such exemption flrould be understood with this qualification ;

that the certainly of the rent should appear in the deed ; because

otherwise the quantum or quality of the rent is no more ascertained

by the deed, than if there was not one existing. Therefore if the

rent is created by reference to something out of the deed, as by

reserving such rent as the person reserving pays over without ex

pressing what that is, and the latter rent not having commenced by

deed is one, of which seisin is the proper proof; in such a case,

seisin, as sir William Jones thought, is equally requisite to both rents,

and consequently both ought equally to be deemed within the limi

tation of the 32. of Hen. 8. See W. Jo. 238.

[Note IC1.1 (6) I£ was doubtful whether the several writs, here mentioned

in respect to advowsons and wardship, were not within the statute

of Henry the eighth ; and to remove this doubt a statute of Mary

cited by lord Coke was -made, declaring that the former statute

should not extend to them. The reasons of that statute are fully

explained in 1'lov.den. See sol. 371. But so far as regards ad-

wmsont, this statute of Mary is no longer of any use ; it being

enacted by the 7th of Anne, c. 18. that no usurpation shall displace

the
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the estate of the patron, and that he may present on the next

avoidance, as if there had not been any usurpation ; which provifion

in effect takes away all limitation of suits about the right of pa

tronage. See 3. Blackst. Comm. 5th ed. 250.

(7) See further as to the statute of 32. Hen. 8. Brooke's read- [Note icz. 1

ing upon it. Since the 32. of Hen. 8. there have been various sta

tutes for limitation of the time for bringing actions ; of which the

principal and general one is the 21. of Jam. c. 16. See tit. Tempt

in Corn. Dig. and tit. Limitation in the other Abridgments.

(8) This rule about affirmative statutes is very common in the [Note 153.]

books. See the references in the margin of Plowd. Engl. ed. 1 12.

In another place lord Coke lays down a like rule as to their not

taking away the common latv, but with more particularity; for his

words are, that astatute made in the affirmative -without any negative

expressed or implied, doth not take aveay the common lava. 2. Inst. zoo.

This seems to be the justest way of stating the rule both as to com

mon law and customs. See further Plowd. 113. and the references

in the margin of Engl. edit. Hatt. on Stat. 83. 4. Com. Dig.

339. 432. Elmes's cafe 1. And. 71. and Dy. 373. pi. 13. and

Jones and Smith 2. Bulstr. 36.

(9) This appears to be a good rule ; for if a statute is merely [Note 1 54, 1

declaratory of the common law, the latter should be construed as it

was before the recognition by parliament ; and consequently its

operation should not be extended to the destruction of prescriptions

and customs, which were before allowable. As to the use of nega

tive words hi such a case, they may either arise from the subject, or

be a mode of expressing what the common law is ; in either of

which cafes, there cannot be any colour of reason for giving more

effect to negative than belongs to affirmative words. In short, to

fay that a statute merely declaratory of the common law, being ex

pressed in negative words, shall operate on subjects to which the

common law is not applicable, seems to be a direct contradiction ;

for how can a statute be merely declaratory, if it is in any degree in-

troduclive of a nevi law ? However, there are books in which lord

Coke's distinction, in respect to negative statutes declaratory of the

common law, is denied. See W. Jo. 270, 271. 289. If those who

oppose his opinion, had meant only to fay, than in the instances, by

which he illustrates his rule, the negative words of the statutes not

only import something more than a declaration of the common law,

but were also intended to annihilate all particular customs clashing

with it, or that on other accounts the instances were not apt,

there might possibly be some colour for their dissenting from lord

Coke. But what is professed to be controverted is the distinction

itself; which, as we understand it, seems to be perfectly unexcep

tionable.

(10) It is observable, that Magna CL-arta distinguishes between [Note 155.]

tourns or the leets ofshe rijfi and the vinv of frank-pledge ; limiting

theformer to twice a year, and the latter to one. In the more or

dinary (eniefratik-ple.ige and Let are synonymous; as appears from

the style of tourns and other leets, which in court rolls are usually

denominated curiie or visas fran.i flcgii. But when free-pledge is

uieJ, as in Mrgia Cbarta, it should be understood in a ftriH and

( M ) particular
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particular fense ; according to which it meant only that part os the fur.;

business of a court leet, which related to the taking of sureties or *■ ^

free pledges for every person within the jurisdiction ; a practice

which had fallen into disuse long before lord Coke's time. See

8. H. 7. 4. and 2. Inst. 72.

[Note 156.] (11) Adjudged ace. 2. Leon. 28. But it may be doubted, whe

ther the prescription for holding a leet ostencr than twice a year,

when examined into, will appear a fit example to prove the rule,

that negative statutes in affirmance of the common law may be pre

scribed against. The only words of Magna Charla which relate

to the holding of tourns or leets are these : Nee aliquis <uicecomes,

<vel ballivus,faciat turnum fuum per hu.'iJredum, ttifi bti in anno; et

nsnn./t in hco confueto, videlicet Jemel pal Pafcba et iterttm pcfifefitm

Saudi Mtchaelis; et <vifus dc franco plegio tunefiat aj ilium terminum

Saudi Micbaelis fine occafio?ie. See Black. ed.ro.f Magn. Chart.

•But this provision or declaration seems whollyeoufined to the tourns

or leets ofJheiijss, and not to include the leets of private persons^

though it must be owned there are some authorities to the con

trary. Ace. Bro. Ahr. Ltafe. 23. and the opinion of Periatn in

2 Leon. 74. Contra 2. Hal. Hist. PI. C. 71. and the opinion of

Rhodes 2. Leon. 74. See also z. Hawk. PI. C. 56. Therefore should

this provision in Magna Charta be only an affirmance of the com

mon law, which, as we (hall mention in the next note, is a point

controverted, the instance would still be liable to exception. See

2. Hawk. PI. 56. But the strongest objection is, that, in the fame

chapter -of Magna Charta, there is a. general and express reservation

of ancient liberties ; there being added this qualification, ita scilicet

quod quilibet libertates fuas, quas babuit et habere confuevit tempere

regis Henrici ami nofiri, <vcl quas poftea perquifivit : which words,

even in the opinion of those who extend Magna Charta to all leets,

suffice to save prescriptions. 2. Leon. 75. What renders lord

Coke's thus applying the case of leets the more remarkable is, that

he himself, in his Second Institute, when commenting on this part

of Magna Charta, agrees, that leets of private persons, so far as re

gards the ntgati<ve:words of Magna Charta, are not within it, and

takes particular notice of the reservation of ancient liberties. 2.

Inst. 72. See further 4. Com. Dig. 122. Perhaps lord Coke

might intend to assert, that, notvvitultanding Magna Charta, it is

lawful to prescribe for holding a sheriff's tourn oftener than

twice a year ; which indeed seems to be admitted by judge Rhodes,

who construed all leets to be within Magna Charta. But we do

not observe that the authorities lord Coke cites mention any such

prescription.

[Note IC7.1 (,2) Some think that Magna Charta, so far as regards the time

for holding tourns, and leets, was introductive of a new law. See

2. Hawk. PI. C. 56.

^Note 158.] (,j) she 34. E. 1. is not printed in the modern editions of tl'e

-,; - statutes. Indeed it seems doubtful, whether it is entitled to the de

nomination ; for lord Coke in another of his works treats it as an

oriVmance, and to prove it such cites Fitzherbert's Natures Brevium.

"4. Inst. 298. F. N. B. 167. A. See also 12. Co. 23. If it be

true, that the 34. E. 1. is only an ordinance, lord Coke's case should

be put on the 1. E. 3. it. I. c. 2. or the Charta dt Ftresta of the

6 a. H.
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9. H. 3. c. 4. both of which laws provide to the fame effect as the

34. E. 1. and are certainly acts of parliament. See also a like ne

gative provision in the consuetudines it ajjisa desorestd, printed as a

statute of uncertain time in Ruffh. ed. Append. 2j. and cited by

Noy in W. Jo. 270. 291.

(15) Ft having been denied by persons of considerable respect, [Note 159.3

that such a prescription is good, we shall give some account of the

state of the arguments for and against it.—The general ground on

which lord Coke asserts the prescription to be lawful, is, fi'r/f, that a

statute, though expressed in negative words, yet if it is a mere affirm

ance or declaration of the common law, may be prescribed against ;

and secondly, that the statutes against cutting down trees in a forest

without view of the forester, are negative statutes of this fort. As

to the first of these propositions, we have endeavoured to evince its

reasonableness in a former note ; in which also the reader is referred

to the various authorities on the subject, for the purpose of shewing,

that they greatly preponderate in favour of lord Coke. See

note 13. In respect to the second proposition, the authorities not

only support it, but are so uniform, that we do not find it any where

controverted. See note 14. The particular argument for the

prescription consists principally of various allowances of it at eyrei

cf theforest, and of two express adjudications of the point on de

murrers in courts of common law. The cittd instances of allowance!

are not few ; for, besides the three cafes of Henry de Percy, Thomas

■lord Wake of LiddA, and Gilbert de Jclon, here mentioned by lord

Coke, he in his Fourth Institute cites another, which was in the 8th

of Edward the third on a claim by Thmas Pickering and Margaret

his wife. See 4. Inst. 297. The cafes at common law are Sel-

linger's and lord Hatton's. Thefrmsr is stated by lord Coke to

have been before the exchequer in the time of Elizabeth, and to

have been adjudged upon argument and long advisement ; and probably

is the (ame cafe he here cites as one of the 16th of Elizabeth. See

4. Inst. 297. and 12. Co. 22. The latter is taken notice of by

judge Croke, who reports lord Coke to have cited it as a judgment

on demurrer in the king's bench. Cro. Jam. 155. To these au

thorities we may add an extrajudicial opinion of all the judges on

being consulted by James the first ; the words of which seem to

imply, that a custom for cutting wood in the king's forests without

view of the forester may be good. Sec the third resolution of the

judges in 4. Inst. 299. It is said too, that in a case of the 19. of

E. I. between the prebend os Cbichester and the earl os Arundel, issie

was joined on such a custom ; from which it may be inferred, that

in those ancient times the goodness of the custom was not doubted.

W. J0.290.—On the other hand lord Lovelace's case, whose claim

came before an eyre in the 8th of Charles the first, is a direct de

cision against the allowance of a prescription lor cutting wood whh-

\ out view of the forester; and in that case lord chief justice Rich

ardson, when this part of the Commentary upon Littleton was re

ferred to, denied lord Coke's general doctrine about negative statutes

. declaratory of the common law. W. Jo. 270. Two other adju

dications, to the like effect, appear to have been made at eyres in

the fame reign ; one of which was on a claim by the tenants of the

manor of Bray, who, in proof of the custom they alledged, offered.

in evidence an inquisition of the reign os Edward the second. W.

Jo. 289, 290. 3}8. The principle on which Nov, attorney-gene

ral, argued in these cases, was a general one, that negative statutes,

(Ma) iuch
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such as those which occur against cutting wood in the king's sored

without licence, cannot be commuted by custom or prescription.

To prove this he appealed to a cafe from a ycar-bo.ik of Henry

the sixth ; which he considered as directly in point, aid as a judg

ment that tithe of timber cannot be prescribed for agiinst the sta

tute of syl-va ctedua, though only an atf.rmance ot the old law,

merely because the statute is negative. See W. Jo. 270. 290. and

25- E. 3. c. 3. The year-book reported to have been cited by Noy

is the 20th of Hen. 6. but we do not meet with any cafe of that

year relative to the statute of'fihua etrdua, and therefore the 9. of

Hen. 6. f6. which is to the point, was probably meant; though if

It was, it contains no judgment, but only a query, which Brooke, in

abridging the cafe, by mistake calls the reporter's opinion. Bro.

Prescription 2. Noy also cited the earl of Arundel's cafe from a

record of the 16. of Edward the second, as a decision, that a pre

scription to cut wood against the forest statutes was not good. W.

Jo. 270. As to the cafes urged against him, he observed, that the

case between the prebend ofChichester and the earl of Arundel was of

a chace, and the statutes only related to forest'1 ; that in Percy's cafe

the forest was not in the hands of the crown when the statutes were

made ; and that the cafe of the reign of Elizabeth, which lord Coke

reports from lord Popham, was of a chace, of which the king was

seised in right of his duchy of Lancaster. W. Jo. 290, 291. It is

observable however, that mr. Noy leaves the two cafes of lord Wake

and Gilbert de Alton wholly unanswered, though they were cited

against him. As to the other authorities we have stated for a pre

scription against the forest statutes, or those against negative statutes

in genera! being declaratory, they do not appear to have been urged

against mr. Noy. Bat besides the authorities relied on by Noy,

there is one more; for judge Croke, after taking notice of the

judgment for the prescription in lord starten's case, reports Popham

to have said, that it nvas a 'judged tthermcise about thefame t'nr.e in the

exchequer. Cro. Jam. 1 55. However, this is irr.-concileablc with

lord Coke's representation of the judgment of the exchequer both

here and elsewhere, unless we suppose him to mean a different case.

—Having thus brought together, nr.d digested, what we sound scat

tered in the bocks on this much litigated subject, we (hall dismiss

it, leaving the reader to his own judgment, with this single remark.

If the greater number of authorities, which, unless the cafes we

have referred to arc mis-stated or misunderstood, i^ in favour of the

prescription, shall bethought to be of equal OX nearly of equal weight

with the m:re midcrn decisions on the other side ; then probably, as

the subject strikes us, the good fense of lord Coke's distinction as

to negative statutes, together with a consideration of the multi

plicity of books which favour his general doctrine, will so strongly

turn the scale in this particular instance of sorest-law, as scarce

to leave any doubr. Indeed it was for the fake of explaining,

how far the general doctrine may be affected by the decision on this

point offorest-law, that we have detained the reader to long upon it.

(Note 160.] (1) We do not observe that there is any thing in the statute

of Charles the second for taking away military tenures, which in sj j £, a,

the least varies the tenure by burgage. For further information

ibojt burgage and boroughs, fee Brad, on Bor. Mad. Firm. Burg.

Quire's Anglo-Sax. Gov. 1st ed. tit. Boroughs in the index, and

Wrist's Ten. 205.

(1) Thw
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2. 1 (0 This rule about slaves holds m/ome degree in, respect to ap- [Note 161. J

prentices zndjirvants, particularly the lormer ; though with a great

difference in point of extent and application. All acquisitions of

property real and personal made by the villein, in whatever way

ariling, with no other exception than what is allowed of to prevent

prejudice to third persons, belonged to his lord ; because an inca

pacity to acquire any thing for his own benefit was one of the harsh

characterises of the villein's condition. But the relation of the

apprentice and servant to his master is more mild and limited; for

it only imports, that the master shall be intitled to their personal

labour during the term stipulated, either in a particular way, or

generally, according to the nature of the service or apprenticeship.

Consequently the mailer cannot claim any other acquisitions, than

such as are the result of that labour. What the apprentice or ser

vant earns by his labour, whilst he remains with the master, or it

actually working for him, falls so clearly within this principle, that

there can be no room for doubt. Nor can there be any, where the

apprentice or servant is employed by another person with the know

ledge and consent of the master, without any circumstances indi

cating a waiver of their earnings. The books contain several ad

judications founded upon this latter idea. Most of them indeed

jelate to apprentices in the seafaring way ; whose wages and

prize-money as seamen, though earned whilst in another service,

have been recovered by those to whom they were bound. But the

principle, which governs them, seems to apply to apprentices and

servants in general. See 6. Mod. 69. 12. Mod. 415. Comberb.

450. 1. Stra. 582. 1. Barnad. Rep. 312. 1. Ves. 4.8. 83. Some

of the cases go io far, as to give the mailer a right to the wages or

earnings, whether the service is performed by the apprentice with

er ivitbout lie majl.r's licence; and even though the earnings accrue

in a trade ut service different from that to which the apprentice is

bound. 6. Mod. 69. 1 2. Mod. 83. I. Ves. 83. iiut though

the rule should be lb large in respect to apprentices, it may be

doubted, whether it is equally so in the cafe of ether servants.

There is a cafe of the reign of James the first, in which a judgment

against the master appears ta be principally founded op. the want

of his consent and privitv to the retainer. Cro. Jam. 653. 2. Rol.

Rep. 269. Independently too of authority, the master's proper

remedy in all crises, except those in which the servant is intention

ally employed on his maiter's account, seems to be an action either

against the employer for loss of service, if he knew of the lirst re<-

tainer.or against the servant himself for breath of his contact ; suc'a

a case rather importing the m.user's right to damages sot injury

sustained by the consequences of the second retainer, than a r:glic

to the profits accruing from ir. We have already mentioned, tnat

most of the cafes, which occur in the books, relate to me appremi-cs

of watermen and seafaring persons. It may therefore be proper to

add, that in 31. Gto. 2. c. 10. one object ot which is to regulate

the pay of seamen in the royal navy, there is a provision, that in

particular cases the master fha!l not be intitled to the wages ot his

apprentice. See Sect. 10. Note also the 17th Section in the 2.

and 3. Anne c. 6. from which it seems, as if the trainers ot that

law doul'tcd, whether the master of an apprentice who goes into

the royal navy, would be intitled to his wages without an e preis

provision.

CM 3) (3) Th«
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[Note 162. ] (3) The cause meant is, that the 27. of H. 8. transfers uses into

possession. See lord Coke's note on Sect. 115. sol. 84.. b.

[Note 163.] (3) From our law's thus permitting a person to be a villein by [j 17. D.

acknowledgment in a court of record, some have argued, that it is a

legal mode of creating personal bondage ; with a view to prove,

that there is not any thing so repugnant in our law to domestic sla

very, as is generally imagined, and thence to lay a foundation for

more easily inferring the lawfulness of importing slavery from our

colonies. But in another place we have had occasion to object to

this way of considering the acknowledgment, and to explain, why

it should be deemed merely a confession os that immemorial anti

quity in the villein's slavery, which was otherwise necessary to be

proved. See the editor's Argument in the Case of Somirjett, a Negro,

60 to 65. and Hob. 99.

[Note 164 ] (4) The words if it be shaded are material ; for in evidence be-

fore a jury the copy of a record will be a sufficient proof of its exist

ence and contents. See Law of Nis. Pri. 226. ed. 1775. Com.

Dig. tit. Certiorari.

[Note 105.] (1) Seeacc.4i.b- 57. b. po.b. 118. a. 294. b. and for instances, [j jg. a.]

Plowd. 243.—Bin the rule of nullum tempus occurrit regi is subject *■

to various exceptions, both at common law and by statute.— I. There

are many cafes in which the subject may make title against the king

by prescription, as to treasure trove, waifs, eftrays, and such other

things as may be seised without matter of record. Ante sol. 1 14. a.

and b.—2. In some cases the king's right necessarily fails ser want

of exertion in due time, either because thefubjeei of his right deter

mine' before he claims it, or because it especially limited in point of

time by its creation. An instance of this is, where the land of te

nant for life is found to be forfeited, and he dies before seizure by

the king ; for it is then too late to seize for the king, who, as

Staundford expresses it, hath surceased his lime, the eflate forfeited

being determined, and the right of entry being in him in reversion.

Staundf. Pr<erog. 32. b. The law is the fame, where the king is

intitled to the next presentation ; in which case, if another presents,

and the incumbent dies, th^ king cannot have the second or any

subsequent presentation. This was the opinion of Browne justice

against Weston in Willion and Berkeley, Plowd. 243. 249. and was

so adjudged in Bafkerville's case, 7. Co. 28. a. Lord chancellor

Egerton rinds fault with the doctrine of this last case ; but his ob

jections do not appear in the least satisfactory. Sec his observation*

on lord Coke's Reports 8.—3. Sometimes lapse of time drives the

king to a suit. Thus by the statute of the 13th of Rich, the second,

and according to lord Coke by the common laiu, if the king presents

to a benefice already full with an incumbent, the king's presentee

shall not be received by the ordinary, till the king has reco-vered

his presentment by due process of law. 13. R. 2. st. I. c. I.

Staundf. Prærog. 32. b. 2. Inst. 358. Post. 344. b. See also

Cro. Jam. 385. 4. II. 4. c. 22. Gibs. Cod. 1 It ed. 803.-^4,

There are several statutes, which wholly extinguish tiie king's title,

if not exerted within a limited number of years. By a statute

of the 14th of, Edward the third, the king lost his presentment,

where he was intitled by having in his hands the temporalties of a

bistioprick, or the lands of a person within age, unless he presented

witui»
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within three years after the voidance. But this statute was soon

repealed. See 14. E. 3. st. 3. c. 2. 25. E. 3. st. 3. c. 2. 2. Gibs.

Cod. 1st ed. 800. The chief statutes, for limiting the king's title

to a certain time, now in force, are the 21. of Jam. i.e. 2. and the

9. of Geo. 3. c. 16. By iheformer the king is disabled from claim

ing any manors, lands, or hereditaments except liberties and fran

chises, under a title accrued 60 years Ufcu the beginning of the then

session cfparliament, unless within that time there has been a posteflion

under luc.'i title. But the efflux of time rendering this provision con

tinually more ineffectual, the latter statute introduced one of a per

manent kind, by limiting the king to sixty years before the com-

mtncem;nt of thesuit or proceeding for recc-very of the estate claimed.

S^e further a Commentary on the 21. Jam. in 3. Inst. 188. See

also something relative to the rule of nullum temput cccurril regi, in

Hob. 15a. 154. 347.

119. b.] (2) But now by the 9. Ann. c. 1 6. s. 9. the grant of a reversion [Note 166.]

is perfect without attornment.

120. a.] (1) Though the person presented is not privy to the simony, yet [Note 167.]

the presentation is void, the statute making no distinction in this

respect, but giving the turn to the king as a punishment of the pa

tron. Adjudged 12. Co. 100. Agreed 12. Co. 73.

(2) The effect of the difference between <vcid and voidable, in [Note 1 68.1

the instance of a simoniacal presentation, may be seen in Windsor's

cafe, 5. Co. ic2. and Winchcombe's case, Hob. 165. the judgment

in both turning upon it.

(3) Adjudged accordingly in the king against the bistiop of Nor- [Note 169 ]

wich, Hob. 75. Cro. Jam. 38;. In sir Arthur Ingram's cafe on

the c. E. 6. against the sale of offices, there was a like decision, that

the king cculd not dispense with the disability created by stitute.

Post. 254. a. Heb. 75. Cro. Jam. 385. 3. Inst. 154. When

the famous cafe cf fir Edward Hales, in the reign of James the se

cond, was argued, these two cases were urged to prove, that the

king could not dispense with the disability for not taking the oaths

and sacrament according to the 25. Cha. 2. usually called the test

act; and brd Coke himself in his Third Institute applies them to

a like cafe on the 5. Eli/., in respect to the oath of supremacy. 3.

Inst. 154. The principal judicial authority relied on tor the dis

pensation was the cafe in the year-book of 2. H. 7. 6. b. in which,

notwithstanding the statutes making void a grant of the olhce of

sheriff for more than a year, the judges are represented to have held

a grant for life with a non obstanle to be good. But trusting to

luch an authority only exposed the weakness of the caule it was in

tended to sustain. The book cited, so fdr from containing any

judgment of the point, ends with an adjournment of the caie, ac

companied with this remarkable declaration, that both judges and

counsel agreed, what they had then said Jhculd be taken for nothing.

As far too as appears, the grant in question might have been ad

judged goed on the ground of being within an exception ct the

statutes. The king ;ilio had been specially enabled by the 9- H. 5.

C. 5. to dispense with the statutes for four years on account ot the

wars and a pestilence. But, lastly and principally, it was au in

superable objection to the authority of this case, thai the 23. H. 6.

( M 4 ) to
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to remove all doubts, provides, that the king's grant for more than f" j 20. <L

a year should be -vvid, notwithstanding any non objfante. What

respect could be due to a judicial opinion, declaring a dispensatkn

good, which the legislature itself had positively enacted should be

•void? Yet it is not to be concealed, that in the report of Calvin's

cafe, lord Coke justifies the king's dispensation in this instance on

the principle of its being beyond the power of parliament to take

away his right to the service of his subjects. Calvin's cafe, 7. Co.

15. This strange language is the more unaccountable, as it is

inconsistent with his own doctrine here, and in the cafe on the sta

tute against the sale of offices.

[Note 170.] (4) But by the bill of rights, 1. W. & M. it was declared, that

from the then session of parliament, no dispensation with any statute

Jhould be valid, unless such statute allows it, and except in such cases

as fliould be specially provicVd for the then seflion. 1. W. & M.

sess. 2. c. 2. s. 12. The occasion of this excellent provision was the

equally extravagant and unwarrantable exercise of the dispensing

power by Jnmes the second, who, having procured the sanction of

a judicial opinion to a dispensation with the test act in favour of sir

Edward Hales, madly proceeded to a suspension of the principal

laws for the support of the established religion ; an excess, in which,

monstrous as it was, several of the judges, to the great scandal of

Westminster- hall, gave him countenance, the priests of the temple

of justice treacherously aiding to pollute it, instead of manfully op

posing the sacrilege. Till the time of this prince the doctrine of

dispensation was received with very important qualification;, of

which the principal were theft— 1. It was said, that the king could

not dispense with the common law; though lord chief justice

Vaughan seems to deny this position. Dav. 75. 3. Inst. 154.

Vaugh. 331.—2. It appears to have been generally agreed, that

the king could not dispense with a statute, which prohibited what

was snalmn inse.—3. Malam prtbibitum was not deemed universally

dilpcnlable with ; for some held, the king could not dispense with

a statute, if the prohibition was absolute, and not sub msec, as under

a penalty to the king, or, as others express it, where the statute was

made for the general good, and not with a view merely to the

king's profit or interest.—4. None contended, that the royal dis

pensation could diminish or prejudice the property, or private right

of the subject.—5. It was understood, that the king could dispense,

vot generally, but only in favour of particular persons, and, according

to some, for these only in particular instances.— But some of these

distinctions had great uncertainty and lubtlety in them, and were

so open to controversy, that thry only tended to create embarrass

ment; and though the others greatly restricted the largeness of

the claimed prerogative, yet they were far from obviating the chief

objection to so formidable a pretension. Had the boundary of the

dilpensing power been ever so clearly marked, still it was wife and

prudent to annihilate it. So far as it resembled the power of re

pealing laws, it was an intolerable corruption, wholly irreconcile-

jible with the first principle of our constitution, by which the power

of legislation cannot be exercised by the king, without the two

Jjouses of parliament. So far as it did not fall within this idea, it

was unnecessary : for those acts, which were the fruits of it, might

have derived their force from other acknowledged powers of tha

CsOwn, such, »s the ri^ht of waiving penalties and forfeitures be-

Jenging
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longing to itself, and the prerogative of pardbning.«-It is worthy

notice, that the declaration of rights, which the lords and commons

made on tendering the crown to William and Mary, distinguishes

between Jujptnding laws by regal authority, and dispensing with

them. The former, being a general and aljolute abrogation for a

time, is condemned without any exception; but the latter, being

only a special exemption of certain individuals, is merely declared

illegal, as it bad been exercised of late. Also the bill of rights,

though it declares against ikefuture exercise of a dispensing power

in any case, except where the king is specially authorised by act of

parliament, yet contains a proviso saving from prejudice all prior

charters, grants, and pardons. I. W. & M. sesl'. 2. ch. 2. sect. 12.

& 13. If the condemnation of the dispensing power for the time

paji^ha.6. been unqualified, it might have destroyed the titles under

numberless subsisting grants from the crown, the validity of which

it was deemed moil equitable to leave to the decision of the courts

of justice in the ordinary way.—Such as wish to go more deeply

into the controversy about the dispensing power, may find the fol

lowing references useful.—For the history of dispensations, fee Dav.

69. b. Prya. on 4. Inst. 128. to 133. Atkyns on power of dispens.

with pen. stat.—For the cases on the subject, see the case of the

merchants of Waterford in 2. R. 3. 1 1 . 1 . H. 7. 2. the sheriff's cafe

in 2. H. 7. 6. b. the doctrine in 11. H. 7. 11. b. 12. a. Grendon

and the bishop of Lincoln Plowd. 502. case of the aulnager, Dy.

303. Calvin's cafe 7. Co. 15. the prince's cafe 8. Co. 29. b.

cafe of the taylors of Ipswich 11. Co. 53. case of monopolies ibid.

84. Irish case of commendam Dav. 68. case of customs 12. Co.

18. the cafes cited ante note 3. Colt and Glover v. the bishop

of Litchfield, or English case of commendam Mo. 898. 1. Kol.

Rep. 151. Hob. 246. Evans and Kiflins v. Askwith W. Jo. 158.

Palm. 457. Latch. 31. 233. Noy 93. 2. Rol. Rep. 450. case

of clerk of the court of wards Hob. 214. Needier and the bilhop

of Winchester Hob. 230. Lord Wentworth's cafe Mo. 713. case

of dispensation with 3. Jam. 1. c. 5. against a recusant's holding an

office Hardr. 110. cases of dispensation with statutes against retail

ing wine without licence, namely Young and Wright 1. Sid. 6.

Thomas and Waters Hardr. 444. 2. Keb. 425. Thomas and

Boys Hardr. 464. Thomas and Sorrell Vaugh. 330. 1. Lev. 217.

1. Freein. 85. 1 15. 128. 137. 2. Keb. 245. 280. 322. 372. 410.

790. 3. Keb. 76.' 1 19. 143. 15c. 184. 223. 233. 264. sir Edward

Hales's cafe on the test act of 25. Ciia. 2. in 2. Show. 475. Com-

berb. 21. State Tri. v. 7. p. 612. 4. Bac. Abr. 179. and case

of the seven bishops in the reign of Jam. 2. State Tri. 4th ed. v. 5.

p. 303. Of these cases, Thomas and Sorrell and sir Edward

Hales's are the principal. The former was argued with the great

est solemnity in the exchequer chamber, the delivery of the opinion

of the judges, of whom the majority was for the dispensation, tak

ing up a day in four several terms. The latter was treated with

lels form ; but gave occasion to some considerable publications on

the subject; particularly lord cliief justice Herbert's account of the

authorities on which the judgment was given in sir Edward Hales's

cafe, mr. Atwood's answer to it, and a tract by lord chief baron

Atkyns against the king's power of dispensing with penal statutes.

In a manuscript report of sir Edward Hales's case, sir Bartholomew

Shower is mentioned to have replied to Jord chief baron Alkyn?.

£ut we haye ntt jet met with any such piece. Ms. Hume's state

of
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of the arguments for and against the dispensing power, though

written with an evident bias in favour of the crown's prerogative,

is worth consulting. Hume's Hist. 8vo ed. v. 8. p. 242. 254. See

also Tyrr. Bibliothec. Politic. 589 to 597.—For the proceedings in

parliament after the Revolution, in respect to sir Edward Hales's

cafe and the dispensing power, see Gray's Deb. v. 9. p. 297. to

307. 314. to 332. 336. to 344. 396. Chandl. Deb. of the Lords.

v. i.p. 394.

[Note 171.] (1) This, thoughajust description of sines, considered according £ 121.

to their original and still apparent imrort, yet gives a very inade

quate idea of them in their modern application. In Glanville's

time they were really amicable compositions of aclual suits. But

for several centuries past, fines have been only so in name, being

vnfatl ficlitious proceedings, in order to transfer or secure real pro

perty, by a mode more efficacious than ordinary conveyances. What

the superiority of a fine in this respect consists of will best appear,

by stating the chief uses to which it is applied.—One use of a fine

is extinguishing dormant titles, by shortening the usual time of limita

tion. Fines, being agreements concerning lands or tenements so

lemnly made in the king's courts, were deemed to be of equal no

toriety with judgments in writs of right; and therefore the com

mon law allowed them to have the fame quality of barring all, who

should not claim within a year and a day. See Plowd. 357.

Hence we may probably date the origin and frequent use of fines

as feigned proceedings. But this puissance os a sine was taken

away by the 34. E. 3. and this statute continued in force till the

1. R. 3 and 4. H. 7. which revived the ancient law, though with

some change, proclamations being required to make sines more no

torious, and the time for claiming being enlarged from a year and

a day tofive years. Sec 34. E. 3. c. 16. 1. R. 3. c. 7. 4. H. 7.

c. 24. The force of fines on the rights of strangers being thus,

regulated, it has been ever since a common practice to levy them

merely for better guarding a title against claims, which, under the

common statutes of limitation, might subsist, with a right of entry

for twenty years, and with a right of a&ion for a much longer

time.—Another use or effect of fines is barring estates tail, where

the more extensively operative mode by common recovery is either

unnecessary or impracticable. The former may be the case when

one is tenant in tail with ar. immediate reversion or remainder in

fee; for then none can derive a title to the estate except as his

privies or heirs, in which character his fine is an immediate bar to

them. The latter occurs when one has only a remainder in tail,

and the person, having the freehold in possession, refuses to make a

tenant to the præcipe for a common recovery, which would bar ail

remainders and reversions ; for, under such circumstances, all which

the party can do is to b.tr those claiming under bimjelfhy a sine.

How this power of a fine over estates tail commenced, has been

i-exata qureflio. The statute de donis, after converting fees condi

tional into estates tail, concludes with protecting them from sines,

there being express words for that purpose. But the doubt is,

when this protection was withdrawn, whether by the 4. H. 7. or the

32. H. 8. It is a common notion, into which some of our most

respectable historians have fallen, that the 4. H. 7. was the statute

which first loosened entails ; and thus opening the door for a free

alienation ol landed property has been attributed to the deep policy

of
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of the prince then on the throne. See Hume's History 8vo ed.

v. 3. p. 400. But this is an error proceeding from a strange inat

tention to the real history of the subject. Common recoveries had

been sanctified by a judicial opinion in Taltarum's cafe, as early as

the twelfth of Edward the fourth: and from them it was that intails

received their death-wound; for, by this fiction of common reco

veries, into the origin of which we mean to scrutinize in some other

place, every tenant in tail in possession was enabled to bar intails

in the molt perfect and absolute manner ; whereas fines, even now,

being only a partial bar of the issue of the persons who levy them,

must in general be an inefficacious mode. In respect to the 4. H. 7.

it was scarce more than a repetition of the I. R. 3. the only object

of which indisputably was to repeal the statute made the 34. E. 3.

in favour of non claims, an-1 against them to revive the ancient

force or sines, but with some abatement of the rigor in point of

time and other improvements, as we have already hinted ; a provi

sion of the utmost consequence to the security of titles. Accord

ingly lord Bacon, whose discernment none will question, in his life

of He.iry the seventh, commends the statute of the 4th of his reign,

merely as if aimed at non claims. Bac. Hen. 7. in Ken. Comp.

Hist. 2d ed. v. i.p. 596. Nor indeed could there have been the

least pretence to extend the meaning of the law further, if it had

not been for some ambiguous expressions in the latter end of it.

Like the 1. R. 3. after declaring a fine with proclamation to be an

universal bar, it saves to all, except parties, five years to claim

after the proclamation of it. But this saving did not suit the case

of the issue in tail, or of those in remainder or reversion; because

during the life of the immediate tenant in tail, these could have no

right to the possession, and it was possible, that he might live more

than five years from the proclamation of the fine. The framers of

the 4. H. 7. foresaw this ; and therefore like the 1. R. 3. it con

tains an additional saving of five years for all persons, to whom

any title should come after the proclamation of the sine by force of

any intail subsisting he/ore ; words, which as strongly apply to the

issue of the tenant in tail levying a sine, as to those in remainder

or reversion. Had therefore the 4. H. 7. stopped here, what the

learned and instructive observer on our ancient statutes writes would

be strictly just, that, instead of destroying estates tail, the statute

expressly saves them. Barringt. on Am. Stat. 2d ed. p. 337. But

a subsequent part of the statute, in declaring how a fine slia.ll ope

rate on such as have five years allowed, if they do not claim within

that time, expresses, that they (hall be concluded in like form as

parties and privies ; and another clause, in regulating who should

be at liberty to aver against a fine quod paries nibil babucrunt, saves

this plea for all persons, with an exception of privies as well as

parties. From these two clauses, though the former of them was

copied from the 1. R. 3. grew a doubt, whether the statute did

r.ot enable tenant in tail to bar his issue by a fine. The arguments

for it were, that the issue were privies both in blood and estate ;

and that if the statute meant to bind them, when the tenant in tail

had not any estate in the land at the time of the fine, it was highly

improbable, there should be a different intention, when he really

had one. 2. Show. 1 14. On the other hand it might be said,trut,

." s the word privies in the statute de modo levandi fines and in the

1. R. 3. was not deemed sufficient to reach heirs in tail, and to con

trol the siatute de donis, why then should the same word in the

4. II.
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4. H. 7. include them ; more especially when it was considered, fi2I. 2

that it was as much the professed scope of the 4. H. 7. as it was of *■

the 1. R. 3. to revive the operation of sines against non claims,

and that bioth contained the fame express saving for persons claim

ing under intails ? 2. Inst. 517. l'olitxf. 502. By such contra

riety of reasoning, the judges in the 19. H. 8. became divided in

opinion ; three holding, that the 4. H. 7. was not a bar to the issue,

and four that it was. See 19. H. 8. 6. b. Dy. 2. b. pi. 1. Br.

Abr. Fines, 1. 121. 123. Bro. N. C. 144. Pollexf. 502. To

remove the doubt the legislature passed the 32. H. 8. by which

the heirs in tail are ixpressly bound. 32. II. 8. c 26. But the

last named statute, though entitled an exposition ot the 4. H. 7.

and though made to operate retrcfpc3i<vcly, contained several ex

ceptions, particularly one of sines of lands, of which the reversion is

in the crown. Consequently room was II ill left for contesting the

effect of the 4. H. 7. independently of the 3?. H. 8. and in the

reign of Charles the second a case arose, which made a discussion of

the point almost unavoidable. Jt was the cafe of the earl of Derby

against one claiming under a fine by the earl's father, who was tenant

in tail with reversion in the crown, and so within an exception in

the 32. H. 8. Two points were made, of which the first was,

whether this sine, thus depending wholly on the 4. H. 7. was a bar

to the issue in tail ; and on adjournment of the cafe into the ex

chequer chamber, eight judges against three held, that the fine of

tenant in tail was a bar to the issue before the 32. H. 8. great stress

however being laid by those of t;iis opinion on the exposition of

the former by the latter. See Murrey on the demise of the earl of

Derby against Eyton and Price, Pasch. 31. Cha. 2. in Scacc.

T. Raym. 260. 286. 319. 338. Pollexf. 491. Skinn. 93. 2.

Show. 104. T. Jo. 237. It is observable, Mat both lord-keeper

Noith and lord chief-justice Saundcrs, the lateness of whose pro

motions prevented their publickly giving their opinions, concurred

with the majority of the judges in the construction of the 4. H. 7.

and further, that Pollexfen, who as counsel argued most ably for

the earl of Derby the issue in tail, afterwards declared his private

sentiments to be against the earl on thit statute. But it should be

adverted to, that, though the majority os the judges were against

lord De/by on this point, they gave judgment Tor him on a se

condary one, which was, that the intail, being of the gift of the

crown, fell within the protection of the 34. H. 8. Therefore their

opinion on the 4. H. 7. finally proved 50 be wholly extra-judicial.

Lut we do not know of any cafe, in which the controversy

has been again agitated.—A third effect of fines is passing the

estates and interests of married women in the inheritance or free

hold of lands and tenements. Our common law bountifully invests

the husband with a right over the whole of the wife's personalty,

and entilles him to the rents and profits of her real estate during

the coverture. It further gives him an estate for his own life in

her inheritance, if the husband is actually in possession, and there

is Lorn any issue of the marriage capable of inheriting. But the

fame law, which confers so much on the husband, will not allow her,

whilst a feme-covert, to enlarge the provision for him out of her

property, or to strip herself of any claims which the law gives her

on his. On the contrary, jealous of his great authority over her,

and fearful of his using compulsion, it creates a disability in her

to give her consent to any thing, which may affect her right or

claims after the coverture, and makes ill acts of such a tendency

absolute
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absolute nullities. By the rigour of the ancient law, we take this

rule to have been so universally applicable, that a married woman

could in no case bind herself or her heirs by any direct mode of

alienation. But accident gave birth to two indirect modes, namely,

by fines and common recoveries. Though it might be proper to

incapacitate the wife from being influenced by the husband to pre

judice herself by any conveyances or agreements during the co

verture, yet justice to others required, that such as might have

any claim on the wife's freehold or inheritance, should not be

forced to postpone their suits till the marriage was determined ;

for if they should, then, to use the words of Bracton, in explaining

why the husband's infancy would not warrant the parol to demur

in a suit for the wife's land, mulier implacitata dt jure suo Ji propttr

viincrtm rctattm viri posset differre judicium, it a pr.sstt qualibet mulier

infaudsm Hubert. Bract, lib. 5. tract. 5. c. zi. so. 423. a. Pro

bably it was on this principle, the common law allowed a judgment

against husband and wife in a suit for her land to be as conclusive,

as if given against a feme sole ; which was carried so far, that, till

the statute ot Westminster the second, even judgment against them,

on default in a possessory action for the wife's freehold, drove the

wife after the husband's death to a writ of right to recover her

land. z. Inst. 342. From enabling the husband and wife to de

fend her title, and making the judgment on such defence to be

conclusive, permitting them to compound the suit by a final agree

ment of record, in the same manner as other suitors, was no great

or difficult transition ; more especially when it is considered, that in

the cafe of femes covert fines are never allowed to pass, without

the court's secret examination of them apart from their husbands,

to know, whether their consent is the result of a free choice, or of

the husband's compulsive influence. Such, we conceive, is the

true source, whence may be derived the present force of fines and

common recoveries as against the wife, who joins in them ; for,

whatever in point of bar and conclusion was their effect, when in

suits really adverse, of course attended them, when they werefeign

ed, and in that form gradually rose into modes ef alienation, or as

the more usual phrase is, common assurances. The conjecture we

have thus hazarded to illustrate, how it happens, that a married

woman may alienate her real rights by fine, though not by any in

strument or act strictly and nominally a conveyance, leads to prov

ing, that the common notion of a fine's binding femes-covert

merely by reason of the secret examination of them by the judges

is incorrect. If the secret examination of itself was so operative,

the law would provide the means of effectually adding that form to

ordinary conveyances, and so make them conclusive to femes. co

vert equally with a fine. But it is clearly otherwise ; and, excepc

in the case of conveyances by custom, there mull be a suit depend

ing for the freehold or inheritance, or the examination being extra

judicial is ineffectual. In the Second Institute lord Coke repre

sents this to be the general law, and, amongst many other authorities

cited to prove it, refers to a cafe of Hen. 7. reported by Kielwey,

in which, whether the examination of a feme- covert, on the in-

rollment of a bargain and sale to the king, sufficed to bind her, was

largely debated. 2. Inst. 673. Kielw. 4. a. to 2C. a. The just

.explanation therefore of the subject is, that the pendency of a real

a lion for the freehold of the land, in consequence of previously tak

ing out an original writ, without which preliminary even at this

day
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day a £ne is a nullity, should be deemed the primary cause of the r T«. .

fine's binding a feme-covert; and that the secret examination of her, *■

on taking the acknowledgment of the fine, is only asecondary cause

of this operation. Such are the three chief effects, by reason os

which, fines, no longer used, according to their original, as record

ed agreements for conclusion of actual suits, have been changed

into, and are still retained as feigned proceedings ; and being thus

. accommodated to answer purposes, to which ordinary conveyances

cannot be applied, it is no wonder, that they should pot only be

considered as a species of conveyance, but also be deemed a princi

pal guard to the titles to real property, and as such be ranked

amongst the most valuable os the common assurances of the realm.

In this digression on the properties of a fine, we have purposely

- omitted to consider its operation, either as an estoppel, except so far

as it may be said to be one to the issue in tail by force of the

4. H. 7. and 32. H. 8. or as a discontinuance, or lastly in respect of

the conusor's warranty, which is always inserted in it. The virtues

of a fine, in the three points. of vie.v we have examined it, namely,

to extinguish dormant titles, to bar the issue in tail, and to pass the

interests of femes-covert ; these constitute the more peculiar quali

ties, on account of which it is most usually, if not always, resorted

to. As to the three other effects, it may be enough tp observe

. here, that they are equally incident to feoffments, or any other

deeds having warranties annexed. The distinct consideration of

them is reserved for another occasion.

[Note 172.] (2) If binding the parties, or even privies, exclusive of heirs in

tail, was the only effect of a sine, it would scarce be preferable to

less solemn agreements ; for, without doubt, they are so far bind

ing. The most distinguishable properties of a fine are barring

strangers unless they claim within five years, barring the issue in tail

immediately, and binding semes co-vert, as we have explained in the

foregoing note.

[Note 173.J (2) But by the 17. E. 2. de prarogativa regis, the king's grant s j JJ 1 . D

of a manor will not pass an advowson appendant without express

mention of it. Yet there are some cafes, .which have been deemed

. not within the reason of the statute ; such as the crown's restitution

of lands to wards at their full age and to the heirs of ideots, or of

temporalties to new bishops. Staundf. Prærog. .43. a. Doder.

Advows. 36. Even words of reference have been held sufficient ;

as where the king granted a manor with all its appurtenances, as

fully as the fame came to and were possessed by the crown, and an

■ advowson was appendant to the manor. Adjudged in Whistler's

safe, 10. Co. 63. a.—It is agreed in our old books, that before the

statute dc pra>regati<va regis, the king!s grant of a manor would pass

an advowson appendant, without naming it, or so much as using the

word appurtenances. Staundf. Prærog. 42. a. 10. Co. 64. a. But

in the history of Westmorland, lately published by Mr. Nicholson

and Dr. Burn, the record of a case of darrein presentment of the

15. E. 1. is cited, in which the court adjudged, that a grant of

the manor of Burgh, with its appurtenances, being from the crown,

would not pass the advowson of the chapel though appendant to

the manor; and thence the 17. E. 2. is concluded to be only de

claratory of the -common law. See vol. i. p. 564, 565. The cafe

appealed to seems full in point. But then there is a strong current

of
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of authorities the other way ; for the cafe of 43. E. 3. 23. is to the

contrary, and so are the instances of things appendant not within

the statute. Staundf. Prærog. 42. a. 10. Co. 64. a.

(6) AdjunBum is rather a term of the logicians. The acceffhrium [Note 174.]

of the civil law answers best to our terms of regardant, appendant,

appurtenant, and incident. How these differ from that, which is

part or parcel of a thing, is explained in judge Doderidge's Treatise

on Advowsons. See p. 38. ,

(7) This position is not universally true. It sometimes fails as [Note 175-]

TO things appurtenant. Return of -writs or a lett may be appurte

nant to an hundred ; so may waif and stray to a leet ; and yet in

these instances both subjects are incorporeal. Ante 121. a. 8. H. 7.

" i, 2, 3. Rast. Entr. 128. The true test seems to be the propriety

of relation between the principal and the adjun£l; which may be

found out, by considering, whether they so agree in nature and

quality, as to be capable of union without any incongruity. See 1.

Ventr. 386.

122.2,1 (0 Ace. Dy. 70. b. and two adjudged cafes in marg. of ed. [Note 176.]

1688. Ace. also by Dyer in z. Leon. 222. The fame point was

agitated in Long and Hcming, 31. Eliz. of which cafe the reports

differ so much, that it is difficult to fay, what was decided by the

court. But it rather seems to have ended with an opinion consonant

to lord Coke's. Sav. 103. Cro. Eliz. 209. 1. Leon. 207. 4. Leon.

216. Doder. Advows. 42.

(2) This may at first seem to clash with the doctrine before, that [Note 177. ]

appendanti are ever by prescription. Ante I2l.b. n. 4. But they

may be reconciled ; for, as appendancy cannot be without pre

scription, the former always implies the latter; and therefore if one

Jleads common appendant, it is unnecessary to add the usual form

©f prescribing.

(4) Bat not if there is a grant to (hew; common appurtenant [Note 178.]

being claimable by grant, as well as by prescription. Adj. Cro.

Cha. 482.

, (;) It has been denied, that common in gross can be fans nom- [Note 179.]

bre. I. Saund. 346. But fce Fulb. Prepar. 70. a. and the books

there cited*

(6) For the cafes about sola vestura fee ante 4. b, n. 1. As [Note 180. ]

to feparalis pastura, whether a prescription for it can be made

against the owner of the soil, has been the subject of argument in

three different cases since lord Coke's time. In the first the court

of common pleas was equally divided. North and Cox, Mich. 20.

Cha. 2. Vaugh. 251. 1. Lev. 253. In the second the court of

king's bench inclined to think such a prescription good ; but the

demurrer, on which the point arose, being over-ruled by consent, in

order to try the fact, and a verdict being found against it, a decision

of the question of law became unnecessary. Potter and North,

Easter 21. Cha. 2. 1. Ventr. 383. 1. Saund. 347. 1. Lev. 268.

But in the third case, which was on a motion to arrest, judgment,

the whole court of king'.* bench adjudged for the prescription.

Hopkins
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Hopkins and Robinson, East. 23. Cha. 2. Pollexf. 13. 1. Mod.

74. a. 2. Saund. 324. 2. Liv. 2. Since this last cafe lord Coke'»

doctrine seems to have been generally acquiesced in.

[Note 181.] (7) According to this passage, ownership of the soil is not neces.

sarily included in a several fybery, and common es fishery and free

fijbery are the same thing. But one, whose works will be admired,

as long as a good taste for literary compositions, or gratitude for

the pleasure and instruction derived from them, (hall have any in

fluence, gives a very opposite explanation; for, according to him,

ownership of soil is essential to a several fishery ; and afreefijbery

differs both from several fishery and common of fijbery : from the

former, by being confined to a public river, and not necessarily com

prehending the foil ; from the latter, by being exclusive. 2. Blackst.

Com. 8. ed. 39. But we doubt, whether this distinction may not

be in a great degree questionable.— 1. In respect to a severalfishery,

where is the inconsistency in granting ihesole right of fishing, with

a reservation of the soil and its other profits ? Bracton expressly

takes notice of such a grant ; for his words are, that one mayser'

vituiem imponeresundosuo, quod quis pojsit piscari cum eo, et ita in com-

muni, <vcl quod aliui per se ex toto. Bract, so. 208. b. There are

also numerous other authorities for it ; the old books of entries

agreeing, that one may prescribe for 3. several fijbery against the

owner of the soil : to which should be added, the three cases of

Elizabeth cited by lord Coke. See Lib. Intrat. 162. b. 163. a.

Rast. Entr. 597. b. and the books cited under the letter d in sol.

4. b. and under m here, and the cafes referred to under the • on

the other side. Nor do we understand, why aseveral piscary should

not exist without the soil, as well as a several pasture, as to which

latter we have already shewn the doctrine to be settled. Supra

note 6. The chief reasons which occur against lord Coke, seem to

be these.— Several writs, never applicable except to the foil, lie so-

a piscary ; such as a pxteife quod reddat, monfiraverunt de raliona

bilibus devisis, and trespass, which latter writ is particularly insisted

upon by lord chief justice Holt. Dav. 55. b. Hugh. Comm.

Orig. Wr. 1 1. W. Jo. 440. 1. Ventr. 122. 2. Salk. 637. Skinn.

677. Smtm liberum ttnemenlum is a good plea to trespass for silhing

in a several piscary. 17. E. 4. 6. 18. E. 4. 4. 10. H. 7. 24.

26. 28. The foil will pass, as it is said, by the grant of a piscary.

Plowd. 154.—But all these objections may be repelled.—The writs

relied on will not always lie for a piscary. Thus if a prarcipe quod

reddat is brought of a piscary in the water of another person, the

writ is bad, and a quid permittat is the proper remedy. Fitz. Abr.

Briefe 861. F. N. B. 23. i. and note b. of the \\o ed. Besides,

in the cafes of actions for trespass in a several piscary, or at least in

some of them, the writ seems in effect to state a several piscary in

the plaintiff's own foil, which therefore proves nothing as to the

fense ot several piscary without further explanation. Reg. Br.

Orig. 95. b. Carth. 285. Skinn. 677. The plea liberum tt-

nemen'.um may' be replied to by prescribing for a several piscary.

See the books before cited as to such a prescription. Though the

grant of a piscary generally may, perhaps, pass the soil, yet it will

not, if there are any words to denote a different intention ; as

where one seised of a river grants aseveralfishery in it, which is the

case put by lord Coke in another place ; and much less will the

soil pass, when there is an express reservation of it. Ante 4. b. and

n. 1.
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n. 2. there.—Hence, as it should seem, the arguments are short of

the purpose ; for at the utmost they only prove, that zseveral piscary

is presumed lo comprehend the foil, till the contrary appears, which

is perfectly consistent with lord Coke's position, that th-.y may be

in different persons, and indeed appears to us the true doctrine on

the subject.—2. Both parts of the description of a. free fishery seem

disputable.—Though, for the sake of distinction, it might be more

convenient to appropriate free fijhery to the franchise of fishing in

public rivers by derivation from the crown j and though in other

countries it may be so considered; yet, from the language of our

books, it seems, as if our law practice had extended this kind of

fishery to all streams whether private or public, neither the Register .

nor other books professing any discrimination. Ro. 95. b. Fitzh.

N. B. 88. g. Fitzh. Abr. Ass. 422. 4. E 4. 28. 17. E. 4. 6. b.

7. a. 7. H. 7. 13. b. Cro. Cha. 554. 1. Ventr. 122. 3. Mod.

97. Carth. 285. Skinn. 677. Again, it is true, that in one cafe

the court held freefishery to import an exclusive right equally with

several fiscary, chiefly relying on the writs in the Keg. 9;. b. and

the 43. E. 3. 24. But then this was only the opinion of two judges

against one, who strenuously insisted, that the word libera ex ti

termini, implied common, and that many judgments and precedents

were founded on lord Coke's so construing it. 2. Silk. 637.

Carth. 285. That the dissenting judge was not wholly unwarrant

ed in the latter part of his assertion, appears from two determina

tions a little before the cafe in question. See Upton and Baiokint

3. Mod. 97. and Peaks and Tucker cited in Carth. 286. in marg.

We may add to this the three cafes cited by lord Coke as of his

own time; and that there are passages in other books which favour

his distinction. See Cro. Cha. 554.. 1 7. E. 4. 6. b. 7. a. 7. H. 7;

13. b —These remarks on several and free fishery may serve the

student a3 a notice of the doubts on the subject, and also assist in

any future discussion for removing them ; winch, in truth, is the

whole scope of the annotation.

(2) This replication was given by the 37. E. 3. c. 16. before [Note 182.]

which statute the plea of being a villein to a stranger to the writ

ccu'.d not be denied.

I23. 2. J (2) Sicns, or, according to the modern spilling, cion, signifies [Note 183.]

thejhoct of a tree, and is derived from the trench wordscion, which

is the fame zssuradui in Latin.

(3) According to Fitzhcrbert, the tnatriage enfranchises the [Note 184.]

woman for ever; and he cites as an authority Britton, who con

siders it as a negligcnLC in the lord not to have prevented the mar

riage. F. N. I>. 78. G. Brit. 79. b. But Bracton, in the passage

cited by lord Coke two or three lines further, confines the enfran

chisement to the coverture, and there are several authorities which

.concur with him. Bio. Villenage 23. Palch. 33. E. 3. Statliain

"tit. Villenage. Fitz. Abr. Villenage 21. 30. 46. Lord Coke was

aware of this contrariety in the books; f.r in a subsequent part he

takes notice of it, but calls the opinion, that the enfranchisement

ceases with the coverture, the better one. Posh 136. b. 137. b.

However, he inclines to except the cafe of 'Tie nief 's marrying

with her own lord. But even this is denied by Perkins. Perk.

sect. 314.. It is a strong argument against this litter writer, that,

( N ) b
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in Other cases of emstru/five manumission?, though fat some- the

ground of inference was not so strong as the lord's marriage with

his nief, the enfranchisement was perpetual. It is a still more

forcible reason, that reviving the slavery of the lord's death, if he

left an heir by his nief, would have necessarily induced the un

natural consequence of making the mother the slave of her x>wa

issue.

[Note 185. ] (4) It was unneceslary to resort to this reason to preve the issue

of such a marriage free ; the rule of our law being, that the child

shall follow the father's condition; consequently, whether the nief

was fret or bond during the coverture, made no difference to her

issue.

[Note 1 96. ] (5) In the chapter of dower lord Coke represents a nief mar

rying a free-man to be dowable. Ante 3 1 . a. But this passage

from Bracton is direct to the contrary. Perkins distinguishes, al

lowing dower to the nief from a stranger, but not from her lord.

Perk. sect. 314.

[Note 187.J (6) Here lord Coke omits explaining what effect the marriage

of a villein with a free-woman has on his condition. As Britton

writes, if the villein marries his own lady, it enfranchises him for

ever. Brit. 78. b. If the marriage is with any other woman, it is

clear from Littleton's declaring the issue villeins, that the father

remained a slave as before.

[Note 1 88.1 (7) This difference between our and the civil law is the sub

ject of the chapter in Fortesc. de Laud. Leg. Angl. cited in the

margin. See also mr. Selden's and mr. Gregor's notes in the Svo

ed. of 1775.

[Note 1S9.] (8) This point was so held in Worseley's cafe of 23. Eliz. in

Dyer, which lord Coke refers to in the margin. According to

Dyer judge Periam was of a contrary Opinion. But Anderson, ttdio

reports the fame cafe, informs us, that the judges were agreed;

1. And. 75. In the queen against an illegitimate son of sir John

Perrot, and in Frampton against Gerrard, two subsequent cases of

the fame reign, the judges recognized the doctrine. 2. Rol. Abr.

785. 791. and Mo. 735. However, it mould be observed, that

though a bastard is not a. son for whom the consideration of blood

will raise an use, yet, On an estate otherwise effectually passed, an

use may be as well declared to a bastard being in effe and sufficiently

described as to another person ; and so Rolle in his Abridgement

states the law to be, but at the fame time cites the cafe of Framp

ton and Gerrard as determined to the contrary. 1. Ro. Abr. 791.

Gilb. on Uses 207. The reason why the use to the bastard is bad

in the first instance, and good in the second, depends on the com-

» mon, but perhaps obscure, distinction, between uses raised by trans

mutation of the possession, as on a seoffment, grant, fine, or common

recovery,' and those railed without, as a covenant to stand seised, or

bargain and sale ; or, to express it in more intelligible terms, be

tween declaring uses on a possession or estate actually transferred

to a third person, and declaring them on a possession or eltate re

tained in the party himself. In the former cafe the estate is passed

completely from the grantor or donor, without the aid of a court 0/

equity ;
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equity ; and therefore it is immaterial, whether the use declared on

the estate is gratuitous or not, it being sufficient that the grantee or

donee receives it coupled with a trust or use. But in the latter case

the transaction rests in covenant or agreement between the cove-

vantor or bargainer and the cejlui que use ; and if the covenant or

agreement was not founded on the consideration of blood or a <va-

Uable consideration, such as marri.ige Or money, our courts of

equity, which, till the 27. of H. 8. had the sole cognizance of ufesi

would not interpose to compel the performance. In fewer words>

chancery would enforce uses annexed to a ferseii gift, however gra

tuitous they might be, but not those resting only on a naked ton-

trad, without even so much as the consideration of blood to main

tain them. The authorities in proof of this distinction are abun

dant ; nor do we know of any seeming to impeach it, except the

single case of Frampton and Gcrrard already cited from Rolle,

which, if it did turn on such a point, is sufficiently controulvd by

other cases to make the doctrine indisputable. Mo. 102. Ow. 4c.

I. Leon. 197. 1. Co. 176. b. W. Jo. 346. Cart. 143. 12.

Mod. 161. Gilb. on Uses 113. 207. Add to this the disfavour of

our law to bastardy, in not recognizing any but legitimate blood to

be a £ood consideration, and the whole secret of the rule as to uses

to bastards will be disclosed. On a covenant to stand seised, an us*

will not rise to a bastard; because, the use depending on contrail,

some consideration is requisite, and lawful blc:d and marriage are

the two considerations peculiar to such a covenant, which necessarily

excludes bastardy. But on bargains and sales of land, in which the

essential consideration to raising an use is money or a price, or on any

conveyances, on which the estate being passed out ofuhc grantor,

and therefore not depending on his contract, uses may be decl.ired

without any consideration, bastards stand precisely on the fame foot

ing with other persons, and are equally capable of having uses

limited to them. To give the sum os this elucidation in one sen

tence, where the use will not rife without the consideration of lined,

if derived through any but the pure channel of marriage, however

near the blood may be, it will not avail.

127. b.l (1) Lord Hale, in a note on a passage about legitimacy in sol. 8. ["Note ico.l

a. gives a fuller extract of this cafe from the record, than is here

expressed. His words are these: Trin. ]8. £. 1. Coram rege, rot.

13. Bedford, et M. 22, 23. E. 1. rot. 2. /* as/i/e by John Rr.dwclt

against Henrj sen of Beatrice, ivht was loise os Robert Raduccll, quia

compertum est, quod dictus Henricus suit natuv per 1 1 dies poll 40

septimanas, quod tempus est usitatum mulieribus pnriendi, ex quo

pnedictus Robertus non habuit accessum ad pradictam Beatricem

per unum mensem ante mortem suam, prassumitiir dictum Henricum

esse bastardum, \deo judgment for the plaintiff. Hal. MSS.—Is this

state of the case is correct, lord Coke's is erroneous in several par

ticulars of consequence. 1. He is short in not expressing, that the!

r-cord mention</i.r// loeeis, and so leaving it to be deemed an /*.

ference of his cwn, as which it hath been accordingly treated, z,

He exceeds the record, by representing it to stile that tm.e the latest

for a woman's g; ii^ with child, when the record only calls it the

*/•«/ period. 3. He wholly nmits the husband's having had no ac*

ctjt it the <wi/esr,r one mintb before his d?a:h ; a (act very material,

it being very easy to aliow tle-ven days after the :j»al time, but re

aring a strgng case to warrant extending such, liberality to nearly

(Nl) *
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fix weeks. 4. The word pr/rjumitur, which lord Coke passes over, I" 1 2 ?. b

is of importance; for it indicates, that, notwithstanding the great L

excefs of lime, it was conceived to create only a presumption fer the

bastardy, and consequently, if very cogent circumstances to account

for the protraction of the birth, and in favour of the wife's chas

tity, had occurred, the judgment might have been for the legiti

macy. So far we had advanced, when on looking into Rolle's

Abridgement, we found the fame ancient cafe of Radwell more at

large, than either in lord Coke or lord Hale. But Rolle agrees

with the former, as well in respect to the record's not mentioning

the forty weeks, as to its stating the birth to be eleven days after

the latejl time in lav} for a woman's going with child; and as from

* Rclle's particularity he seems to have most minutely attended to

the record, his authority, till the whole record appears, seems most

decisive. However the two last particulars, in which lord Coke

differs from lord Hale, still remain, to which Rolle adds these fur

ther circumstances: that the hujT.and langujhed of a fever a long

time biforebis death ; that on the taking of an inquisition afterwards

in the court of a lord, of whom he held lands by knight's service,

the wifeswore jhe was not pregnant, and to prove it uncovered her

self in open court; and that, in consequence of all this, the lord re

ceived a collateral relation as heir. The words describing the wife's

exposure of her person are remarkable ; for the record states, that

she, being interrogated, juramento ajferibat, fe non effe prtegnanlem;

et, ut hoc omnibus maniffie liquemt, i/ejles fuajs ad tunicam exuebal,

et in plena cuiia Jicfe <videri permifit. I. Ro. Abr. 356. pi. 3. and

iS. E. 1. rot. 13. in B. R. there cited. It reflects great dilcrec it

on the lord's court, which permitted such a gross indecency; and

11:11 more on the king's judges, who fullered it to be recorded as

one of the grounds for a verdict before them. How laudably con-

trariant is the proceeding on the writ de ventre infpiciendo. This

remedy for the heir ag..inst the pretence of pregnancy, so well

known to be of earlier date thin the reign of EJwarJ the first, as it

was framed in the times of Biacton, Button, and Fleta, delicately

requires the widow to be inspected by a jury of her ownsex; and

though in subsequent times the stieriff was ordered to summon a

jury composed both of men and women, yet still Research was to

be made by the latter only. Bract. 69. Zk Brit. 16;. b. t'lct.

lib. 1. c 1 j. Reg. Br. Orig. 227. a. What harm ideas of the

times might we be led to adopt, if the early introduction of the

writ de veatre insfuiendo did not demonstrate, that the unseemly re

cord we are observing upon was a fngularity, and so many other

testimonies of a more advanced refinement in judicial proceedings

did not concur to rescue the age of our English Justinian from the

suspicion of a general praclice of such barbarism. Let us then sup-'

pose the record to be as it is in Rolle ; which is the more probable

to be the truth, because a contemporary judge, who reports its hav

ing been produced on a trial of legitimacy, represents it much in the

fame way. Cro. Jam. 541. Eut still it will not warrant lord

Coke's inferring from it, thatforty weeks constitute the latest time

our law allows for a woman's going with child. On the contrary,

no particular time being mentioned, what period was meant, muit

be found out through some other medium; and as the record states

ttb'.r unfavourable circumstances besides the excess of time, and.

that the jury prefum;d airaw\ the child's being the issue of.the de

ceased husband, it seems fair to suppose, that the* law was under

stood
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stood not to be so strict in the time alluded to, whatever that time

might be, as indiscriminately to condemn as illegitimate all chil

dren not born within it, but rather to consider every excess, unless

very extraordinary indeed, as only raising a presumption against

them. This construction is clearly most consistent with the terms

of the record in question, fn the next note we shall attempt to sa

tisfy the reader, that the rule resulting from it is most conformable

to other precedents and authorities, as well as to the reason of the

thing. After the case of Radwell from the record of E. 1. lord

Hale gives the four following cafes :—Rot. Part. 9. E. 2. m. 4.

Gilbert de Clare comes Glouc. obi't 30 Junii 7. E. z. in par

liament tent, qjindena Hil. 9. E. 2. the sifters and coheirs fr.iy li

vely. Matilda, qua? suit uxor comitis, pretends to be big by th: earl,

which <was accordinglyfound per inquilitionem. The coheirs reply,

that, si comitiii'a prægnans csset, tantum tempus elapfum est, at se

cundum cursum rariendi non potest did imprægnari a comite. Tet

they could not cb.ain livery till Pasch. 10. E. z. but the question hung

in deliberation.—Note 18. R 2. where a woman in such a case im

mediately astir the death os the first hujland took a second husband, and

had issue born forty weeks and eleven days •after the death of the first

hujland, and it was held lo be the issue os the second husband.—-M. 17.

Jac. B. R, Alsop and Stacey. Andrews dies of the plague. His

txiife, who w.:s a lewd 1x1 mem, is delivered of a child forty 'weeks

and ten d tys after the death of the h.ijband. Yet the child ivas ad

judge! legi iniate and heir to Andre-Mi ; for partus potest protrahi ten

days ex accidc-nte M. 4. Car. in Cur. Ward, and afterwards P. 5.

Car. B. R. Thecar mairies a lewd woman, but Jhe doth not cohabit

•with him, and is suspected of incontinency ivith Dvncomb ; Thecar

dies ; Dunccmh within three weeks after the death of Thecar marries

her; two hundred and eighty-one dais and sixteen hours after his

death Jhe is delivered of a Jon. He. e it w.is agreed, I . If'Jh.- had net

married Dunccmh, without question the issue jhouid not be a bnjhird,

but Jhould be adjudged the son of Thecar. 2. No averment Jhall be

received that Thecar did not cvhabit with the wife. 3. Though it is

fojible, that theson might be b.gotteti after the husband's death, yet,

being a question offad, it was tried by a jury, and theJon wasfound

to be the ijue of Thecar. Hal. MSS.—Lord Hale's case of E. 2.

appears very extraordinary, the time from 30 June 7. E. 2. when

the earl of Gloucester died, to the quiudent of Hilary, or 29. Jan.

9. E. 2. when the livery to his sister was farther postponed in par

liament, being within one day of a year and seven months; which

is a much later dale for the delivery of a live child, than the most

liberal in their calculations have hitherto ailigned. However, on

reading the printed copy of th.- original record, in the rolls of par

liament lately published, we find lord Hale's note quite accurate.

See Rot. Par', v. 1. p. 353. As to the cafe of R. 2. it confirms

the doubt we have elsewhere stated of the opinion, that, if a wi

dow marries again and has a child within ni;;e months after the

death of the first husband, the child may choose his father; and is

an authority for deciding according to the proof of the woman's

condition when her first husband died. Ante so. 8. a. note 7.

Terms of th? Law, first edit. tit. Bastard, and Cowel Inst. lib. 1.

t. 9. Lord Hale's two other cafes are reported in several books,

Alsop and Stacey being in Cro. Jam. 54.1. Godb. 281. Palm. g.

1.R0. Abr. 356. and Thecar's in Cro. Jam. 685. Winch. 71.

Litt. Rep. 177.

(N3) (z) If
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[Note 190*.] (2) If our law was really a? strict in point of time as is here re

presented, it would not sufficiently conform to the course of nature.

The physicians, it is true, generally call nine months, each being

of thirty days, the usual period for a woman's going with cbiid.

But then they allow, that, as a delivery may be accelerated by ac

cidental causes, so it is frequently protracted, not only for ten days

beyond the nine months, but to the end of the tenth month, and

sometimes for a considerably longer time. See Zacch. Quæst. Me

dico-legal, lib. ]. tit. 2. Justice therefore requires, that, in the cafe

of posthumous children, an excess of the usual time (hould net

operate further, than by raising a proportional presumption against

the legitimacy. Trie Roman law was very liberal in this respect;

for the dtcemisri allowed, that a child may be born in the tenth

month ; and though a law of the Digest excludes the eleventh, yet

the emperor Adrian, after consulting with the philosophers and

physicians, decreed even for this, where the mother was of good

and chaste manners. See Dig. I. 4. 12. Paul. Scntent. lib. 4.

t. 9. s- 5. Nov. 39. c. 2. t. 17. with Gothofred's learned notes on

those two texts of the Roman law. Cod. lib. 6. t. 29. leg. 2.

Au!. Gall, lib. 3. cap. l6. Huber. Prælect. in Dig. lib. 1. tit. 6.

A like liberal discretion probably prevails in most countries in

Europe; for an instance of which, we appeal to a writer of great

authori:y, who reports a decision by a majority of judges in the

supreme court of Friesland, by which a child was admitted to the

succession, though not born till three hundred and thirty-three days

from the day of the husband's death, which period wants only

three days of twelve lunar months. Sand. Decis. lib. 4. tit. 8. De-

sinit. 10. Nor will our own law, notwithstanding what lord Coke

advances, if the authorities are duly collected and considered, be

found deficient on this interesting subject. Indeed there is a pas

sage in Britton, which gives countenance to lord Coke's limitation

ot forty weeks ; for this writer excludes from the inheritanco post

humous children not born within forty weeks from the husband's

death. Britt. 166. a. However, even this writer seems to extend

in some degree beyond the forty weeks; unless he meant to make

the wife's conception exactly ot equal date with the husband's

death, which surely is not a very reasonable construction. Put

without dwelling on such a nicety, it is sufficient, that the principal

pf the few other authoiitics in our books are against so rigid a rule,

iiracton is very cautious, ^legitimatizing only uie issue born so long

aster the husband's death, as to create an improbability of its being

his child, without naming any fixed period. Bract, lib. 5. so. 417. b.

As to the determined cases, the only authorities of this sort, we

meet with, are enumerated in the preceding annotation; and these

duly weighed, will not be sound, it is apprehended, to warrant lord

Coke's conclusion. In Radwell's case, the finding against the

issue is epressed to have been grounded merely on presumption; and

besides, if we construe the record properly, the presomption arose

fit ni proof of the husband's non-access to the wife for a month be.

lore his death. The case of g. E. 2. is an intlance of allowing so

much time beyond forty wceUs, that it seems too strong to have

much weight; but so far as it can claim any, it counts against lord

Coke. The case cf 18. Rich. 2. at first seems full for lord Coke's

rule, the child, ti.ough born only eleven days beyond the fort)

weis, having being declared not the issue of the deceased husband.

Jjul when it is further considered, there will be found nothing to

prove.
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prove a pofitivt general rule ; for it was very special, the widow

having married a second bulband the day after the death of the first,

so that the question was not of legitimacy, but merely to which hus

band the issue belonged. One of the two only remaining cases

considerably extends the time beyond the forty weeks ; for in

ull/op and Stacty, the first of them, the issue was found legitimate,

notwithstanding the lapse of forty weeks and ten days, and the

lewd character of the wife : and even as to Thecar's catc, which is

the other of them, the issue having been born two hundred and

eighty-two days, there was an excess of the forty week?, though

but a trifling one. The precedents therefore, so far from corro

borating lord Coke's limitation of the ultimum temfus pariendi, do,

upon the whole, rather tend to (hew, that it hath been the practice

in our courts to consider forty weeks merely as the more usual time,

and consequently not to decline exercising a discretion of allowing

a longer space, where the opinion of physicians or the circum

stances of the cafe have so required.—In the course of our enquiries

into the lubject of this note, we were curious to know the general

sentiments of that eminent anatomist Dr. Hunter on three interest

ing questions. These were, >vhat is the usual period for a woman's

going with child, what is the earliest time for a child's being bora

alive, and what the latest. The answer, which he obligingly re

turned through a. friend, we have liberty to publish ; and it was

expressed in the words following, l. The usual period is nine ca

lendar months ; hut there is very commonly a difference of cne, two,

er three ivee„s. 2. A child may Tie ham alive at any time from three

months ; hut nue^ ee n-ne born 'with powers of coming to manhood, or

of being reared, before seven calendar months, or near that time. At

fix months it cannot be. 3. I have kno.vn a woman bear a living

child, in a ptrjeilli natural 'way, fourteen days later than nine calendar

mouths, and believe liuo <wc-ien to have b.en delivered of a child

alive, in a natural way, above ten calendar months front the hour of

conception.

[ 12^. a. J (2) Both in civil an:l ciiminal suits the common law is very nice [Mote 191.]

jn requiring every issuable fait to be alledged, not only within a

county, but also within a panjh, town, or hamlet, or, for want of

either of these, some other kno-.un place of the same county, not be

ing a hundred, which probably was excluded as too large a division ;

and if this rule was not observed, it might be pleaded in abate

ment, or otherwise taken advantage os, by either party, according

to the stage of the suit. Cro. Kliz. 260. Thel. Dig. Br. lib. 2.

c. 15. to 18. Com. Dig. Abatement, H. 13. Pleader, C. 20. Trie

necessity of having the county named is very obvious ; as other

wise it could not be known, wnether the court had jurisdiction, who

was the proper officer to direct the process of the court to, or

whence the jury was to come, and consequently the cause could not

go on. Nor is it difficult to account for slating a particular place

in the county. One reason might be, that, if there was no other

explanation of the cafe where the cause of action or ground of de

fence arose, than by reference to the extensive limits of a county,

the allegation might fail in that certainty so essential to its being

either well understood or properly controverted ; and the rule, so

far as it may have this foundation, still continues unchanged. But

the other^nd principal reason was, that, if issue was taken on the

fact alledged, it might be tried by a jury of the vifnt or ncighbour-

( N 4 ) «o°d>
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hood, which our ancestors conceived to be more likely to be qualified

"to investigate and discover the truth, than persons living at a distance

from the scene ot the transaction. For this purpose the venirefacias

always directed the sheriff to summon a jury from the neighbour

hood of the parijh or place, within which the fact to be tried was

alledged; and this was not mere form; for it was the sheriff's

duty to attend to the direction; and isa/ leastfur of the hundred,

in which the place was situate, were not included in the panel re

turned by him, it was a good cause of challenge to the array or

whole panel; or if four such persons did not attend to be sworn, the

foils, or particular jurors, might be challenged for the fame default.

Post. 157. a. 48. E. 3. 30. 48. Ass. 5. 7. H. 4. 46. 21. E. 4.

59. b. Nay, so very essential did the common law deem the hav

ing some of the neighbours on the jury, that, if the visne appeared

on the record to be from a wrong place, whether in consequence or

the party's alledging the fact in a place not proper for a visne, or of

the court's mil-awarding it, in both cafes it was equally a mis-trial,

and a good ground for a motion to arrest the judgment, or for re

versing it by error. Cro. Eliz. 260. Hob. 5. But thus restricting

every -vijne to a particular part of the county, though well intended,

was followed with great inconveniencies. It encouraged the losing

party after a trial, to make trivial objections to the visne, in order

to disappoint liis adversary of the fruits of a just verdict; and either

because the rules for laying the visne were in themselves vague, or

because they were perverted by an over-curious interpretation, such

objections not only became very common, but often succeeded, as

appears from the profusion of cafes and learning to be met with

on the subject in our Reports. See Roll. Abr. and Vin. Abr. tit.

Trial. At length the grievance became so intolerable to suitors,

that parliament interposed to relieve them ; for which purpose se

veral statutes were made. The 21. Jam. c. 13. gives aid after

verdict, where the visne is partly wrong, that is, where it is award

ed out of too many or too few places in the county named. The

16. & 17. Cha. 2. c. 8. goes further; and cures the defect of the

visne •wholly, so that the cause was tried by a jury of the proper

county, without any regard to the part of the county from which

the jury came. Still, however, either party was at liberty to ob

ject to the default of hundredors at the trial, which was found to

be very troublesome; on account of the difficulty of always having

four jurors so qualified. The 4. & 5. Ann. c. 16. therefore di

rects, that every venire facias shall be awarded from the tody of the

county in which the action is triable. But these statutes do not

extend to indiSlments or other criminal suits ; ror has any act been

yet made to include any such, except the 24. G. 2. c. 18. which

only applies to actions on penal statutes. Why a regulation so

convenient should be thus confined principally to civil cafes, seems

unaccountable. However, though the ancient law continues in

force as to trials for crimes, yet it hath been long deviated from

in practice ; lord Hale taking notice, that even during his time

he never knew an instance of a challenge for want of hundredors

in treason or felc.ny ; and the sheriffs, as we are well informed, now

always summoning juries from the county at large, without the

least regard to the visne of each indictment. 2. Hal. Hist. PI.

C. 272. Under such circumstances, retaining the form of a vijne

from the particular place of the county in which the crime is al

ledged, merely serves to create delay and embarrassment in the.

diflribu''^
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distribution of criminal justice, whenever an accused person may

chuie captiously to exert his right of challenging for default of

hundreclors.

6. a.l (0 The cafes to this point disagree ; but the most modern are [Note 192.]

•' with lord Coke. See Vin. Abr. Trial, S. a. 2.

(2) The cafe cited from the Year-Book of 41. E. 3. is a direct [Note 193-]

authority to this purpose. However it may be doubted, whether

the doctrine continues to be law. At least it fails in principle, if it

is founded on the notion that the presumption of the husband's be

ing the father of every child the wife bears or conceives during the

marriage, cannot be repelled by evidence to the contrary. Such a

position indeed is asserted more than once by lord Coke in the pre

sent work, and may be met with in other books. Post. 244. a.

373. a. Vin. Abr. Bastard, A. 2. & B. Bui it never was an uni

versal rule, lord Coke and all the authorities agreeing, that if the

hufc.ind is beyond sea during the whole time of the wife's going

with child, the issue is a bastard. Nor is the position in any degree

■true at present; for ever since Pendrel's cale in the 5. Geo. 2. it

has been settled, that not only proof of being out of the kingdom,

i)ut also every other kind of evidence tending to prove the impos

sibility or even improbability of the husband's being the father,

is admissible. 1. Blackll. Comment. 51I1 edit. 457. 2. Strn. 9Z5.

3. P. VVms. 365. Bott's Poor Laws, 2d ed. 105. Our books do

not state on wnat grounds Pendrel's cafe was determined. But

very ancient authorities are not wanting to justify over-ruling the

doctrine which prevailed in lord Coke's time. Bracton taking no

tice of the presumption, that marriage proves legitimacy, adds, et

semperstabitur buic pnesumptioni, donee probetur contrarium, ut, ecee,

inaruui prebatur non concubuse aliquamJiu cum uxore, instrmitate xel

■ aha causa impedJus, aid et at in ed invaliludine ut genet are non poflit.

Bract, so. 6. a. In another pkee the fame author is still more ex

plicit, for he states it to be a violent presumption against the child's

legitimacy, if the husband is proved, propter aliquam infirmitattm,

•velsrigidiiatem, tie! aliam impotentiax caeundi, permultum tempus non

concubuisje cum uxore ; or ft probi'.ur, quod extra r:gnum tiel pro-

•vinciam per biennium et ultra Iwige extiterit, quod tiehementer pftesumi

pojsit, quid ad uxorem acecssum babere non potuit. Bract, so. 63. b.

There are also other passages to a like effect both in Bracton and

Flcta. Bract, so. 70. b. 278. a. Flct. lib. 1. c. 15. It is worthy

remark too, that not only these limitations of the rule of pater est que.it

nuptite dtmonstrant, but even the words of them are in a great de

gree borrowed from the text of Justinian. See Dig. lib. 1. tit. 6.

1. 6. But this by no means ought to lessen their value with our

common lawyers. On the contrary, it ihould be deemed an ad

ditional reason for referring to them ; because the trial of grncral

bastardy belongs to the ecclesiastical courts, and these, in this in

stance, as well as in others, are much swaved by the authority of

the Roman law. See further on this subject Godolph. Repcrtor.

Canon. 477. Bryd. Law of Bastard. 83. Voet ad Pandect, lib. I.

tit. 6. sect. 6. Ayl. Parerg. tit. Bastardy, and tne same title in the

Abridgements.

17, a.J (0 1° yery ancient times amercements were a considerable ob- [Nois tax.]

ject in our law, as appears by the Great Charter's prohibiting their

" ' ' ' exorbitancy,
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exorbitancy, and the writ of mederafa mi/erictrdia for relieving

against excessive amercements in courts not being of record.

F. N. B. 75. a. But so far as regards amercements on judgments

in civil suits in the king's courts of record, they have long been mere

/arm. Yet in lord Coke's time it was error to emit the entry of

them. 5. Co. 49. a. Now indeed by the 16. tc 17. Cha. a. c. 8.

such an error is amendable.

[Note 195.] (2) Since !crd Coke's time, premeditated maiming, accompanied

with laying in ivaii, has been made a capital felony. See 22. and

23. Cha. 2. c. 1. commonly Ailed the Coventry act.

[Note 196.] (2) It has been well observed, that defence, as applied in our T x 27.. 1

law pleadings, means, not a justification, which is the ordinary fig- L '

nincation, but a denial. 3. Blackst. Comm. 8th ed. 296. Had this

occurred to the author of the book on real actions, he would not

have been at a loss for the reason of the tenant's defending the de

mandant's right in a writ of right. Booth on Real Actions 112.

[Note 197. J (,) Whether the common law gives process of outlawry against f I 28. I

crimes, being merely constru3ive breaches of the peace, was ques

tioned in a late cafe before the king's bench on a libel. But the

chief justice, in dcliven g the court's judgment, spoke at large to

prove, that such process lies against crimes universally. Mr. Wilkes's

calV 4. Burr. v. 4. page 2537. However, the reasoning, on which

this opinion is grounded, Hands opposed by a former judgment of

the common pleas on a prior caie relative to the fame gentleman.

2. Wils. 151. But it was adopted by both houses of parliament,

when, in his cafe, they resolved, that privilege of parliament doth

not extend to libels. See Annual Reg. for 1764. The arguments

for the contrary opinion are forcibly expressed in a protest by some

of the lords, who were against making such a resolution. Journ.

Dom. Proc. 29. Nov. 1763.

[Note 198. ] (2) Ubi natus in partibus transmarinis _/£<;// not be an alien. See

Hill. 13. £. 1. rot. 1. Hal. MSS.

[Note 199.] (0 But now by the 12. & 13. W. 3. c. 2. naturalized persons f"i 29. a

arc incapacitated from being of the privy council, members of either

house of parliament, or enjoying any office or place of trust* civil or

military, or from having any grant of lands or other hereditament!!.

• The 1. G. 1. goes fi.i'1 further; for it enacts, that no bill of natu

ralization shall be received without a clause to this effect. 1. G. 1.

11 . 2. c. 4. I. 2. But when any foreigner, distinguished by emi

nence of rank or services, is naturalized, it is usual, first to pass an

act for the repeal of these statuses in his savour, and then to pass an

act of naturalization without any exception.

[Note 200.] (2) This imports'* special act of parliament to be necessary.

But, whatever the law might be in lord Coke's time, now, by se

veral modern statutes, persons born beyond sea, if their fathers, or

pa'ernal grandfathers, were natural born subjects, are likewise

made so, though with an exclusion of some unfavoured persons.

7. Ann. c. 3. 4. G. 2, c. 21. 13. G. 3. c. 21. See ante so. 8. a.

note 1.
•>

(1) Here
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9.b.J
(1) Here, as also generally where lord Coke mentions professed [Nota 201. J

persons, he must, we conceive, be understood to write as of the law

before the dissolution of monasteries, and the consequent establish

ment of the protestant faith. See ante 3. b. note 7.

(2) Et nota it shall be tried by the record, ishe he in amity or not, [Note 202.J

•L/'z. a proclamation of war. Bui a proclamation prohibiting commerce,

as anciently between the emperor and the queen, doth not dijable a Ger

man in a personal action. Trin. 41. Eliz. C. B. Hal. MSS.

(3) But now, on declaring war, the king usually, in the procla- [Note 203.]

matien of war, qualifies it, by permitting the subjects of the enemy

resident here to continue so long as they peaceably demean them

selves; and, without doubt, such persons are to be deemed alien

friends in eiiect.

(4) Afemale alien jhall have dewer. Rot. Parl. 8. H. 5. n. 15. [Note 204. )

9. H. 5. n. pro comitissa ArundM. Hal. MSS.—See ante 31. b.

note 9.

0. a. J (1) A respectable writer, considering women as not requisite [Note 205.]

in a camp, thinks, that here lord Coke mistakes protections for es-

Joins. Barr. on Ant. Stat. Ir. ed. 154. But, as we apprehend,

those who have been accustomed to a camp-life, will bear telti-

mony to the necellity of each of the three capacities mentioned by

lord Coke.

1. b.l (2) Since lord Coke's time protections have fallen wholly into [Note 206.]

disuse ; lord Cutts, a famous officer in the reign of William the

third, being the last person indulged with one, ot whom our Reports

take notice. 3. Uhcklr. Comm. 8th ed. 289. & 3. Lev. 33Z.

However, it is still usual in acts of parliament to guard against the

use of protections in suits, to which persons acting under the autho

rity of the legislature" are parties.

2.3.1 (1) See ace. 2. Co. 48. b. Blackst. Comm. 8th ed. v. 1. p. 1 32. ["Note 207.!

v. z. lzi. But by lord Coke's observing here, that natural is added

to cast allscruples, it seems as if he did not conceive it to be abso

lutely necessary.

3- a-] (2) The whole record of Weyland's cafe is amongst the Col- [Note 208..J

lection of Parliamentary Records lately publiihed ; and by this it

appears, that lord Coke is not very accurate in the words of his ex

tract. 1. Parl. Ree. 66. Amongst other deviations from the re

cord, one Is, that he mentions two or three like cafes to have been

recited, whereas in the record the only one taken notice of is that

of Matilda the wife of Robert Cissor, in the reign of Henry the

third.

(3) But though it is not a civil death, yet for the time the effect [Note 200. 1

is the fame to the wife; and therefore it is equally necessary, that *

she should have a right to sue alone. For the authorities on this

subject, fee 4. Vin. 152. 1. Com. Dig. 18.

(4) Vid. Mich. 9. & 10. E. 1. Rot. 46. A wife Jhall have a [Note 210.]

%ur/f of cUctit against her husband, who levits a fine in her name.—

Vid.
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Vid. Rot. Parl. 3. Sc 4. E. 4. n. 42. Special aft to enable the ducbe/s

of Exeter to act as aJingle •woman during the life of her husband, ivho

•was attainted 0/ treajon. Hal. M SS.—Sec the act in Ro. Par),

v. 5. p. 548.

[.Note 211.] (0 We have searched in vain for the parliamentary roll of[j1

8. Hen. 6. cited in the margin, as an authority tor this politico, it

is neither amonglt the printed Statutes at large, nor amongst the

Rolls of Parliament lately published. Yet it is taken notice of as

a statute in the Abridgment of Parliamentary Records. Cott. Ree.

589. In another ot lord Coke's works, he cites it as of the

8. lien. 6. See z. Inst. 18. But we cannot find any such statute

in print. It is not meant by this to doubt the exilten.ee of such a

statute. We only apprize the reader of the inaccuracy in the re

ference to it. For the doctrine of marriages of the royalfamily, we

refer the cuiious reader to the opinion of the judges in the reign

of George the firlt, when they were consulted on the prerogative

claimed by the king over his grand-children; and to the debates,

whilst the act of the present mgn for regulating the future mar

riages of the royal family was under the consideration of parlia

ment. See Fortesc. Rep. 401. 12. Geo. 3. c. 1 1. Ann. Reg.

for 1772, and the two i'rqtells of the dissentient lords in Journ.

Dom. Proc. 3. March 1772.

[Note 212.1 (r) Mr. Washington, one of the writers against the dispensing s 1 3

power in the reign of James the second, infills, that in the Saxon

times bishopricks were conferred in parliament; and that the king's

investiture was subsequent to such election. For proof of this posi

tion, one of his chief authorities is the following passage in In-

gulphus : A multis annis ante retroaclts nulla erat eleitio pra-latorum

me\ e hiera et canonica ; Jed omnei dignitates, tarn epijcoporum quart

abbutum, regis curia [ro sua cornslacentia conscrcl at. Ingulph. Hilt,

sol. 509. b. Obiervat. on Eccles. Jurisd. 24. Another instance re

lied on is the election of Wulstan bishop of Worcester, which Mat

thew Paris describes in the words following : Uljtanus, thclo ad

archiept'fctpatum Elo acerjem Ædredo, unanimi cenfenfu, tarn cleri

quam tottui jlebis, regc infuper, ut quart •vcllent fibi, eligerent prxiulem

it animarum pajiorem, annuente, in cptjcopun ejufdcm loci eligitur.

Matth. Par. Hilt. 20.

[Note 213-] (2) After some struggles, Henry gave up the point of investi

ture; but, according to mr. Washington, elections of bishops con

tinued as before till king John's time ; and he fays, there are pre

cedents of many bilhops elected in parliament in the reigns of Ste

phen and Henry the second. Observat. on Eccles. Junld. 33. and

2. Spelm. Concil. 42. & 119.

[Note 214. ] (3) 31. H. 8. c. 9. & 1. E. 6. c. 2. But the former statute only

rcla.es to the new bishopricks erected by Henry. See Rastall's

3d ed. of Slat.

[Note 215.] (4) But notwithstanding the repeal of the 1. E. 6. the election

of bilhops is, as that statute emphatically expresses it, mere Jbaiw<

colour, and pretence ; for by the 25. of Hen. 8. if they do not elect

kins"

*

the person recommended by the king's letter missive, which accom

panies his conge d'eltre, they incur the penalties of npntaunire. See

• i-V

-
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s. 7. There is no suc'i statute now in force, in respect to deane

ries, which we have observed in a former note ; and yet the election

to the eld deaneries is in practice controuled by the king's letter

missive, as much as the election to bilhoprics. See ante 96. a.'

note 3. It is probable, therefore, that the Utter mistive is of con

siderably greater antiquity as to both than the statute of Henry the

eighth. Ibid.

(5) This was once doubted ; for the 1. Ma. ft. 2. c. 20. which (Note 216.]

repealed the 1. Edw. 6. was, by an oversight, as it seems, wholly

abrogated by the 1. Jam. !. c. 25. insteid of being abrogated

merely so far as relates to the marriage of priests. At length,

however, the judges held, that the 1. E. 6. c. 2. was virtually re

pealed by the 1. Sc 2. Ph. & M. c. 8. and 1. Eliz. c. 1. See Tracts

by Antiq. Soc. v. 3. p. 416. 12. Co. 7.—It is observable, that

lord Coke, in this his account of the patronage of bisliopricks, omits

distinguishing those of the old foundation from thole of the neiv.

But this is material, the latter being still donative by letters patent,

according to the statute of 31. H. 8. which authorized their erection.

See 31. H. 8. c. 9, in Rastall's edition of the statutes.—As to the

Irijh and Weljb bilhopricks, about which lord Coke is silent, the

former by force of the Irilh statute of 2. Eliz. c. 4. are made do

native by the king's letters patent ; but whit the latter are, we

cannot at present inform the reader, mr. Browne Willis's Survey of

the Cathedralt, which is the only book we are possessed of on the

iubject, not stating how the Wellh bilhops are created.

*>

1 34-* "•] (•) Ace. ante 70. b. & 97. a.—We have already taken notice, [Note it? 1

that, according to lord Hale, the title, by which bishops sit in par

liament, is, not having laronial poslestions, but usage and custom;

and that his notion had been ably controverted by bilhop Warbur

ton'. Ante 70. b. n. 2 However, on further investigating the sub

ject, we incline to concur with lord H.ile. But then it is with some

little addition. In the Anglo-Saxon times the bishops certainly

were admitted to fit in parliament ; and as this was prior to their

holding their estates by a baronial tenure, it could not then be on

account of their baronies; nor will it be easy to suggest an>r other

probable reason for their preience during that period, than an usage,

founded on the propriety of naving the heads of the church to guard

it from injury, and to assist the other members of the legislature in

their deliberations on religion and other ecclesiastical concerns. At

the Conquest, as all agree, the possessions of the bilhops were con

verted into baronies ; and for a long time after they were sum

moned to parliament as barons by tenure. But it is no less certain,

that, for many centuries pal'., they have been called to fit, without

any regard to their temporal possessions or the tenure by which they

are holden ; which is mere especially true in the instance of the

new sees erected by Henry the eigiith, the bilhops of these never

having had any estates by a baronial tenure, and consequently hav

ing no tlaim to be called to parliament, otherwise than as prelates

of the church, and by reason ol the usage, which had 10 long be

fore prevailed in respect to their order. If all this be K>, then,

though the bilhops once fit in parliament for their baronies, yet

lord Coke's position, which imports, that they still sit by the fame

title, is not strictly accurate; but we should rather adopt lord Hale'i

idea of their sitting by usage as more applicable to the present cir-

xuiiiliur.vcs.
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cumstances. Perhaps, indeed, lord Coke only meant to refer to <be

more ancient reason of their being summoned to parliament, and

thence to infer, that in presumption of law they are still deemed to

be called on the same account ; in which case there is little more

than a difference of words between him and lord Hale. As to bt-

ftop Warburton's hypothesis on this subject; we still think that he

shews great ability ; but at the fame time we cannot help owning.

that he appears to us to have too much indulged in speculation,

more adverting to what struck him as the most rational and proper

grounds of admitting the bifnops into the house of lords, than to the

fact of the real title. He represents the bishops to sit as baron by

tenure, so far as regards the judicial capacity of the lords, and as*

prelates as the church, so far as the lords act in a legifloli-vc cha

racter. Bat the fact on which he builds the first part of hie dis

tinction fails him ; because, for the reasons already stated, the bi

shops no longer have baronies by tenure> nor have had any for se

veral centuries past. Besides, independently of this, the whole of

the speculation seems to us unsounded 'in any sufficient authority,

and consequently the mere offspring of modern refinement; our

simple and unlettered ancestors, when they laid the foundations of

the English parliament, not being likely to have acted under the

influence of a policy so deep, as the nice distinction thus attributed

to them necessarily supposes. At present we have only to add fur

ther on this curious and difficult subject, that, as we have touched

it so slightly, our observations should be understood as intended to

convey only a general idea. Should the reader have occasion to

penetrate more deeply into the subject, %e mast consult the several

pieces published in 1679 on the controverted question, whether the

bishops can vote in the preliminary steps of a bill of attainder ;

particularly the tracts by bishop Stillingfleet and mr. Hunt for the

right, and those by lord Hollis against it. See 1. Burn. Hist. sol.

ed. 460. 2. Stillingfleet's Bccles. Cas. 228. Hunt's Argument

for the Right of the Bishops in Capital Cases 128. Hollis's Re

mains, i2z.—See further Seld. tit. Hon. ed. 1678. p. 697. Staundf.

PI. C. 153.

[N*te 218.] (•) Writ of summons in a common recovery was made return- sj ir

able in a month from the day of Easter, which happened to be Sun-

day ; and the tenant in tail, who was vouchee, died the fame day.

The judgment was reversed ; because it could not be given till the

day after the vouchee's death, and then it came too late. Swaa

and Broome, 4th part Burr. v. 3. p. 1596. But though Sunday is

not dies juridicus for giving judgment, or awarding judicial process,

yet it is for some other purpoles, as for exhibiting an information

on the 5. Sc 6. E. 6. against ingroffing, W. Jo. 156.

[Note 219.] (2) In consequence of the abbreviation of Michaelmas term, by

the 24. Geo. 2. c. 48. these two days do not now fall within k.

(Note 220 ] (1) Ace. Fitzh. N. B. 27. H. At common law, infants could [135* '

neither sue nor defend, except by guardian ; by whom was meant,

not the guardian of the infant's person and estate, but either one

admitted by the court for the particular suit on the infant's personal

appearance, or appointed for suits in general by the king's setters*

patent. F. N. B. 27. H. & L. Sty. 369. Bro. Gardeinj pi. Hi

& 17. But this rule was sound inconvenient, it sometimes hap-

6 pening,
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penrog, that an infant was secreted by those having the legal cus

tody of him, and so prevented from applying to have a guardian

ad litem appointed. Hence was seen the necessity of permitting

any person to litigate for the infant's benefit, who should be dis

posed to risque the expence. On this principle the statute of West

minster the first enables any one to sue as procban amy for an infant

in an anise, where the infant himself is esloigned by his guardian,

or otherwise disturbed from suing the affise. 3. E. i.e. 49. 2.

Inst. 261. The statute of Westminster the second extended this

provision, by permitting the prochein amy to sue in all actions ; and

thoogh in this statute, as well as in the former, eloignment of the

insane was mentioned, yet by construction it is not deemed neces

sary, but the (rochet* amy may sue, whether that circumstance oc

curs or not, it being considered merely as an instance of the neces

sity of the case, and as such only taken notice of by thnse who

framed the statute. 13. E. 1. c. 15. 2. Inst. 390. But notwith

standing these statutes, as there is not any thing in them which pro

hibits the suing by guardian, we presume, that it remains as lawful

as it was before. It is therefore probable, that Fitzherbert and

lord Coke, when they tell us, that an infant shall sue by preebei*

amy, did not mean to exclude the election of suing either in that

way or by guardian. That Fitzherbert did not mean this, appears

front his afterwards mentioning without disapprobation a case of

debt, in which suing by guardian was allowed. Coke too, in hi*

report of Rawlyns's cafe, fays, that on search many precedents of

infants suing by guardian were found ; nor in that case was any

objection grounded on its being a suit by guardian. 4. Co. 53. b.

But whether we construe the meaning of these two judges riehtlyor

not, a cafe occurred, in which the point is said to have been so

adjudged. Young v. Young, W.Jo. 177. However the reader

should at the same time be apprized, that according to another re

port of the same cafe, the court delivered no opinion on the point,

whether an infant may sue by guardian. Cro. Cha. 86. See fur

ther on this subject Palm. 295. & Vin. Abr. Guardian and Ward,

K. 7.—What we have hitherto advanced as to suing by prochtin amy

applies to the courts of common law only. As to our courts of

equity, the usual practice in them is to see for infants by prochein amy

and to defend by guardian. But it is said, that they may sue in

either way. Pract. Reg. in Chanc. 296.

'39* 2.J (1) But lord Dyer held the nonsuit not peremptory, if another [Note 221.]

quart impedit was brought within the six months. Dall. 8 1, 82.

Perhaps, however, ru only meant to assert this in the cafe of a

nonsuit befer* appearance. As to lord Coke's doctrine, other au

thorities for it may be added to those he cites. See 1. Brownl. 161.

2. Salk. 559.

'39' "•] (0 But Brooke fays, that the award lo account is a judgment, [Note 222.]

and therefore that a man cannot be nonsuited after such award.

Bro. Abfr "Nonsuit, pi. 17. 21. E. 3. 7. Rollc to the same purpose

cites 3. H. 4. 7. 21. E. 3.7. 21.H. 6. 26. 1. H. 7. 1. b. See

2. Ro. Abr. 131. However, -he adds, that the 27. E. 3. 87. and

Co. Litt. are contra. Lord Coke's opinion is particularly warrant

ed by Metcalfc's cafe in the Eleventh Report, which, as he here

explains, proceeded on the distinction between an inttrhrinrj and a

final judgment.

(ci) The
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[Note 213. ] (3) The case cited by lord Coke from tlie Book of Affises, con- [ j a Cj a.

sists of various articles enquired of by a jury in the court or king's *■

bench ; and the seventeenth of these relates to those, ixho receiveper

sons under their patronage, takingfrom them certainyearly fees, hy gift,

rent, or in the name of chevage, to maintain them in turong or right.

l.ambarJ, in treating os unlawful assemblies, describes the offence

of chevage from the book of Ailises, and' takes notice of it as stul

inquirablc. Lamb. Eircnarch. ed. 1602. p. 163.

[Note 224.. ] (4) This was the common etymology, when lord Coke wrote ;

and it was countenanced by inr. Lambard, in the explication of

words prefixed to his Anglo-Saxon laws. Lamb, de Prise. Anglor.

Leg. voc. Terra ex Scripto. But the latter afterwards inclined to

a more probable derivation, conjecturing that gavel signified rent,

and so gavelkind imported land of such a kind as to yield rent.

Lamb. Perambulat. of Kent, ed. 1596. p. 529. Mr. Somner pur

sues the fame idea, and expatiates to support it. Somn. Gavelk.

Ill edit. 3. It is rather surprising, that lord Coke did not hit

upon a like derivation, as elsewhere he describes gavel or gabel to

signify rent. Post. 142. a.—See further to this point Robins, on

Gavelk. 1.

[Note 225.] (1) This extension of the custom of gavelkind to collaterals, pre- ['40,

vails universally in Kent. See Robins, on Gavelk. 92.

[Note 226.] (z) There are six other statutes for disgavclling particular lands

in Kent, besides the 31. H. 8. though that is the only statute in

print. They are mentioned in mr. Robinson's book on Gavelkind,

and the learned writer is very full in his explanation as well of them,

as of the 31. H. 8. especially observing, that they are construed to

alter only the partible quality of the customary descent to males<

which agrees with lord Coke's manner of mentioning the 31. H. 8.

See Robins, on Gavelk. p. 75.

[Mote 227.] (3) The reader will find the chief instances of special kinds of

Borough-english brought together in mr. Robinson's book on Ga

velkind. See Append, p. 6.

[Note 228.] (5) Ace. 4. Tn!>. 358. So much of the Irish statutes of 40. E. 3. [14I. i<

as relates to abolishing the Brehon law, is in Dav. on Ireland, sol.

ed. 28. The other heads of these statutes are also given in the some

book, p. 44. What were the most exceptionable parts of the Bre

hon law, or Irifli customs, are explained ibid. 36. in Spens. IieL

1st ed. 4. and Ware's Antiq. of Ireland, Harris's ed. 69.

[Note 229] (1) Some think, that the laws of England were introduced into sl4^'

Ireland before this charter of John by his father Henry the second.

This opinion is strongly enforced by the testimony of an historian

of the reign of Henry the third; for Matth. Paris writes, that rex

Henricus, antequam ex Hibcrnid rediret, apud Li/more concilium con-

gregavit, ubi leges Anglitt Junt ab omnibus gratanter receptæ, et,Ju-

ratcrid cautione prajliui, canfirmatee. Molyn. Cafe of Irel. Lond.

ed. of 20. p. 24. and Matth. Par. ad ann. 1172. vit. H. 2. ibid. cit.

The other authorities to tstabliso the fame fact are well collected

by mr. Harris in his edition of Ware's Antiquities of Ireland. Sac

p. 78. See further 1. Lei. Hist. Irel. 76. & Vaugh, 293.

(2) From
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(2) From citing this passage of the year-book of Richard the [Note 229*.]

Third, according to which English statutes do not bind Ireland, and

from this manner of mentioning the fame passage in his 12th re

port, one might infer, that lord Coke was of that opinion. 12. Co.

111, 12. But in Calvin's cafe, referring to the fame year-book, he

explains it to mean, where Ireland is not specially named; and so

he states the rule to be in the 4th Institute. 7. Co. Calvin's cafe

22. b. 4. Inst. 350, 351. Here also he cites the year-book of

I. Hen. 7. which controuls the year-book of R..3. Lord Coke's

explanation in Calvin's cafe evinces his sentiments more strongly ;

because Ireland, if considered as quite distinct in government from

England, would have been a more apt instance to support his doc

trine in favour of the post-nati of Scotland. We do not, however,

mean by this to offer any opinion on the controversy about the po

litical connection between England and Ireland. It is a subject

of too much importance and delicacy, as well as of too much ex

tent, to be discoursed of in a note. See 6. Geo. i.e. 5. 22. G. 3.

c 53. and 23. G. 3. c. 28. The first of these statutes asserts the

legislative power of Great Britain over Ireland, and also the appel

lant jurisdiction. By the two latter both are annihilated.

(4) The statute for taking away military tenures leaves the te- [Note 23c.]

nure by villenage, as it was before ; one of the provisoes declaring,

that the act shall not be construed to alter or change any tenure

by copy os court-roll, or any sir-vices incident thereunto. 12. Cha. z.

chap. 24. f. 7.

j (2) But though in old deeds gavelet may often signify rent, and [Note 23 1.]

this use of the word may best agree with its origin, yet it is not

the only legal signification. On the contrary, the word is now

most usually applied to a remedy or process, peculiar in denomina

tion to Kent and London, by which the lord of the fee, when his

tenant is in arrear for rent or service, may force him to pay the ,

arrears and damages, by seizing the land, and holding it till pay

ment. In Kent this remedy is founded on immemorial usage ; mr.

Robinson learnedly deducing it as well from the general law of

fiefs, as from the practice of our Anglo -Saxon ancestors ; and the

passages cited by another eminent writer, in treating of forfeiture

by ctjser, tending to the fame point. Robins, on Gavelk. 243.

Wright's Ten. 197. The gavelet, thus prevailing by the custom

of Kent, maybe used whether there is a sufficient distress on the

land or not, but is restricted to gavelkind tenure. Robins, on Ga

velk. 243. To London a writ of the same denomination was given

for rent-service generally by the 1 o. of Edward the second, which is

therefore called the statute of gavelet. But by the words of the sta

tute this latter gavelet only lies, where the lord cannot obtain pay

ment by distress. From this account of the gavelet in Kent and

London, it appears that sir Henry Spelman was well justified, when,

after giving the etymon of gavelet, and describing it sometimes to

signify the tenure of gavel kind, he adds, gaveleturn juris etiam pro-

cessus est huic dicalus tenure, casu quo tenens redditus (Jj ser-vitia ultra

midum subducit ; quod et Londoniensibus cedilur staluio an. 10. Ed-

tuardi 2. de gaveleto. Spelm. Gloss, voc. Gaveletum. We taka

notice of this passage from Spelman, because the learned and inge

nious observer on our ancient statutes seems to have misunderstood

the gavelet thus described; for though the word originally imported

(O) rent,
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rent, yet our explanation shew?, that it also mean? a process for the

• recovery os rent, technically called gaic.'et, both in Kent and London.

See Barr. on Ant. Stat. zd ed. 149.—Besides the two remedies thus

called gaije'.et, there is another very similar one for rent-service in

all parts of the kingdom ; and this is the writ of ctfstvuii, which i»

regulated by, if it did not wholly originate from the statutes of

Gloucester and ^'ellminltT the second. 6. E. 1. c. 4. 13. E. 1.

ft. i.e. 21. 41. But Lrd Coke, in his comment oa the statute of

Gloucester, mentions his having read the record ef the proceedings

en a cesju-vit in the reign of king John. 2. Inst. 295. Yet this

seems strange, because, la the reign of this prince, the lord of the

fee had a much more easy way of recovering his tenant's land fof

default of service, than by a afi.iiit in the court of the king j

namely, a distiess of the land by a process of seizure in his own

court. The latter mode continued till the 52. of Hen. 3. took it

away, by prohibiting distress of the freehold except by the king's

writ, and so leaving the tenant's chattels as the only subject for the

lord's distress. It was this alteration of the old law, which, as we

apprehend, gave occ.ition to introducing the cessavit by the sta

tutes of Gloucester and Westminster; nor at the utmost can we ac

count for an earlier use of the ecjsavit than the 52. of Hen. 3. Per

haps, therefore, lord Coke's cale of king John was nothing jnpre

than a process of eejscr in the lord's court, and he might only call it

a cessa-jit by reason of the resemblance between the proceedings on

the writ of cessavit in the king's court, and those on the process of

cessavit in the court of the lord.—These remedies of gaiieht anil

cessavit are now fallen wholly into disuse, mr. Lambard not remem

bering an instance os resorting to the customary ga-velet of Kent in

. his time, and the cafes in our books on both the ga-v^ett and the

c.ssavit being all of ancient date; from which it may be presumed,

that distress of the tenant's floods is now usually a very sufficient;

or at least a preferable remedy. Lamb. Pcrambulat. ed. 159b- p.

554. Nor, whilst the others continued in use, were they applicable,

except when the tenure was in fee. Booth on Real Act. 133. But

in imitation of them, ithath long been the practice to reserve a

power of re-entry for nonpayment of rent on granting leases for

lives or years ; and the legislature have also interpoied against les

sees, as well to obviate the diliiculty from the niceties of an entry

for forfeiture at common law, by enabling landlords 'o recover pos

session by ejectment hi a special manner, as to quality and prevent, ao

abuse of the tenant's remedy of injunction in equity. 4. Geo, z.

c. 28. Further, on a like principle of convenience, a summary ju

risdiction is given to justices of the peace, enabling them to restore

the possession to the landlord, where the tenant deierts the premise}'

in lease, without leaving a hisiieient distress. • 11. G. 2. c. 19. See

further as to the cessavit and other remedies sor substraction of ser

vices, 3. Blackst. Comra. 8th ed. 250.

[Note 232.] (') In a preceding note lord Coke asserts, that reservation is [ I 43'

al-jjo.y! of a thing newly created out ofthe land demised. Ant. 47. a.

But here he is more qualified in exprtCion, and allows the word to

he sometimes used to except part os the thing granted. However,

tne former is the more technical use of the word; exception being a

more, proper term than reservation for the latter purpose. The

learning on this subject will be sound under the title Reservation irt

Vines'* Abridgment.

(3) The
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b 1 (3) The indtating or cutting in modum dentium, which is usually [Note 23 ;. ]

* J at the top, ever supposes two parts, being made in order that the

parts when joined may be authenticated by the sameness of the

cutting. See as to the use and origin of indenting charters in

England, Mad. Formular. Anglican, p. 28, 29. of the dissertation

prefixed.

■(4.) Mr. Madox objects to lord Coke's treating the chirographum [Note 2 34. ]

a? altogether the fame thing with the indenture; because anciently

many chirografha were not indented, but cut in the rectilinear form.

Mad. Formul. Anglic. Dissert, p. 29. In fact, the name of chiro

graph properly belonged to those deeds, which were at first of two

parts, written on the fame paper or parchment, with the word chi.

rograpbum in capital letters between the two parts, and were after

wards divided by a cut through the middle of those letters ; and

thus whether the cutting was indented or in a strait line, such deeds

were equally chirograph*. Ibid. 28, 29. Cangii Gloss, voce chi

rographa. Spelm. Gloss, voce indtntura. Mabill. de Re Diplo

mat; lib. 1. c. 2. Some indeed apply this explanation to the^n-

grapba, and only describe the chirographa as deeds of one part, and

so called from being written with the party's own hand. Lyndw.

tit. de offic. Archidiac. c. 1. in not. But the fame persons allow,

that sometime!syngrapha and chirographa are used promiscuously.;

and in the opinion of others, they are more commonly so applied.

Ibid. & Mad. ubi supra. Both the chirograph and the indenture,

then, usually importing to be a deed of two parts, they are so far

the same ; and we do not apprehend, that lord Coke meant to

carry the resemblance further. Consequently he is not affected by

Mr. Madox's observation, which seems to suppose, though too

hastily, that lord Goke had considered the chirograph and the in

denture as wholly the fame.

(5) The true meaning ofsee-farm is a perpetual farm or rent; sNote 235

the name being founded on the perpetuity ef the rent or service,

not on the quantum. See Mad. Firm. Burg. 3. Here indeed lord

Coke seems to intimate the contrary, by confining the denomina

tion of set-farm to rents at least equal to the fourth part of the

value of the land ; and the word is explained in a like manner by

Sir Henry Spelman and the author of the book of Old Tenures, witn

this difference only, that the latter restricts the value to a third.

See Spelm. Gloss, voce ftodi-frma, and Old Ten. tit. fec-firme.

But it would be wrong to understand any of these writers, as in

tending absolutely and universally to exclude all rents of less value ;

for the wordfee-farm most certainly imports every rent or service,

whatever the quantum may be, which is reserved on a grant in see ;

and so lord Coke himself agrees in another work, citing Britton

and other books for authorities. 2. Inst. 44. Britt. 164. b. The

sometimes confining the term of fee-farm 10 rents of a certain va

lue probably arose, partly from the statute of Gloucester, which

gives the ccjsavit only where the rent amounts to ons-sourtii of the

value of the land, and partly from 'its being most usual on grants in

fee-farm not to reserve less than a third or fourth of such value.

See 6. E. 1. c. 4. F. N. B. 210. C. Ant. 142. a. note 2.—After

the statute of quia emfiorts granting in fee-farm, except by the king,

became impracticable; because the grantor parting with the fee is

by operation of »hat statute without any reversion, and without a

(Oz) rcvcri.cn

]
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reversion there cannot be a rent-service, as Littleton himself writes

in Seclion 216. Yet I have seen a modern grant in fee of a large

estate in Ireland, reserving a perpetual rent of great value. But

such rent, considered as a fee-farm rent, I thought clearly void.

However, as in the cafe I allude to, the conveyance contained a

power for the grantor and his heirs and assigns to distrain for the

rent when in arrear, and also a power to enter and receive the pro-

, fits till all arrears should be paid, the rent might be good as a rent-

charge : and so on being consulted I held it to be.—Since writing

the preceding part of this note, a most valuable collection of new

, Reports has been published ; and in one of the cafes, the learned

reporter has given a note relative to fee-farm rents, which well

deserves attention. See the cafe of Bradbury 1/. Wright, in Mr.

Douglas's Rep. of Ca. in B. R. 602. However, I so far differ

from the last-mentioned note, as to continue of opinion, that the

term offee-farm is not properly applicable to any rents except remit

service.

[Note 136.] ( 0 Formerly it was doubted, whether an annuity was assignable, [i 44'

though ajjigns were mentioned in the grant ; the argument being,

that it was a mere personal contract, and therefore a chest in action.

■See the cases in 2. Vin. Abr. 515. and 3. Vin. Abr. 151. But in

a cafe in C. B. 3. Cha. 1. this objection, which in strictness of law

carried force with it, was over-ruled. Gerrard v. Boden Hetl. 80.

It seems too, that naming ajjlgns is not essential to the making an

annuity assignable, the principle of the objection to its being so

being the fame, whether ajjigns are mentioned or omitted. How

ever. Perkins in the special case of an annuity fro conftlto impendent*

requires naming of ajjigns. Perk. s. ioi. Even then too he ques

tions the annuity being assignable. But this was settled in Maund's

case 7. Co. 28. b. one point resolved .being, that express words

would make such an annuity assignable.

(Note Z37.] (2) The reason is, because our law presumes, that it is not in

tended to include the heir in the obligation, where he is not named ;

and consequently, in the case supposed by lord Coke, it is too lare

to elect to make the rent-charge an annuity after the death of the

grantor. See post. 383. b. 384.^ 386.8. 10. Co. 128. a. Vin.

Abr. Annuity, B. But this reasoning fails in application, if the

grantor of the annuity is a body politic, and as such hath perpe

tual continuance. Therefore an annuity granted by the king will

bind his heirs and successors, though not named, his political capa-

. city never dying, but having continuance in his successor; and so

it was adjudged the 15th of Elizabeth in Sir Thomas Wroth's case.

Plowd. 455.

(Note 238.] (3) But if the grant be to hold one acre for life and the other [14C. 3.

in fee, and donee makes scoffment of tni acre only, it is an election

to have the fee of that ; and this being lawful nothing is forfeited.

Perk. s. 78. PJowd. 6. b.

{Note 239. ] ( 1 ) This is explained to be intended only in respect to the county Tl±(. b.

court; for in the king's bench the bailiff is not liable to a fine;

• and therefore it has been held, that there one may make conusance

and claim property by a bailiff. Adj. in Ilamllcad v. Oldham.

1. Lev. 90. and 2. Keb. ,;j 1.

(2) But
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(2) But in favour of liberty, the law permits two to join in suing [Note 240.].

he writ de bomint rtplegiando. F. N. B. 66. F.

i

(1) At first this may seem contradicted by the statute of 32. H. 8. [Note 241. J

:. 37. according to the recital of which the executors of tenant for

fe of a rent-charge had no remedy at common law for arrears due

:o their testator. But lord Coke in another place observes, that

the preamble of 32. H. 8. should be understood to apply not to te

nant for his life only, but to tenant fur autrt vie, so long as cestui

que vie lives. Post. 162. a.

(4) How the remedy by aflise is affected where the rent issues [Note 242-]

out of the land in several counties, is explained by lord Coke post.

sol. 153. b. 154. a.

(5) See post. 148. a. and 349. a. where the fame doctrine is ex- [Note 243.!

prested; but it is added, that the grantee shall have a writ of J

annuity.

(i) Ace. Dy. 253. a. for there is a case, in which it was held, [Note 244.]

that a rent charge should go to the heir, though heirs were not men

tioned, except in the clause of distress.

(3) But Hobart, who arguendo puts the like cafe, observes, that [Note 245.]

the tenant is not compellablc to attorn. Hob. 25.

(4) This seems a mistake : at least I cannot find any passage of [Note 246.J

the kind in Littleton. In one copy which I have of the Coke upon

Littleton, the whole of this passage is struck through with a pen;

and in another it is scored under as doubtful.

3.J ( 1 ) This position is denied by lord Hale and the court of king's [Note 247.]

bench in the cafe of Hodgkins v. Robson and Thornborow, Mich.

27. Cha. 2. See the report of that cafe in 1. Vent. 277. 2. Lev.

143. and Pollexf. 141.

(2) Ace. in Ascough's cafe, 9. Co. 135. b. and there the reason [Note 24S. 1

is expressed, namely, that one coparcener (hall not be prejudiced

by the tortious act of the other. See also ace. post. 188. a.

(4) So also by the tortious act of the lessee a condition may be [Note 249.]

apportioned; though in general it is not divisible by act of the

parties. Post. 27c. a. & 4. Co. 120. a. 8. Co. 79. b.

(5) What services shall be extinguished by the lord's purchase fNote2eo.l

of part of the land, and what shall be apportioned or remain, is ex- * *

plained much at large in Talbot's cafe, 8. Co. 105. and in Bruer-

ton's cafe, 6. Co. I .

). Z. 1 (3) A learned observer on the Coke upon Littleton, whose MSS. [Note 3CI.1

•* notes I have, objects to it as against reason, that the lord should lose

his service from the third jointenant. However, the year-book of

E. 4. cited by lord Coke, is an authority for the position; and fur

ther it should be considered, that the case supposed is of an intirt

rent, that is, of one incapable of division.

I, (O3) (3) This
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[Note 252.] (3) This only shews, that the tenant cannot be made liable to J" j cq.

two several distresses by alt os his lord. But on acJ of law it is ^

otherwise, of which lord Coke gives an instance post. 164. b.

[Note 253.] (0 This passage being shortly expressed may to some be obscure.

The case intended is that of lord mesne and tenant, where the rent

from the tenant to the mesne is greater than the latter pays to the

lord, and the lord purchases of the tenant; the consequence of

which is, that the mesne becomes intitled to the surplusage rent

from the lord, namely, to so much as the rent from the tenant to

the mesne exceeds the rent to the lord from the mesne. See W.

Jo. 234. and post. Sect. 234. and sol. 154. b. and 309. b.

[Note 254 ] (3) So if land, to which common is appendant or appurtenant, s I r I.

be recovered in affise of novel disseisin, it is a tacit recovery of the

common also. Post. 154. b. It i3 the fame on recovery of a ma

nor, to which a villein is regardant. Post. 306. b. So remitter

to the principal is remitter to the accessary. Post. 349. b. All

this is agreeable to the rule, that accejsoriumsequitur suum principals,

which is cited in the next folio. See 152. a. and the cafe of trees

in 1 i. Co. 49. b.

[Nate 255. ] (4) Of recovery without title, where used to mean a commit re

covery, see ant. 104. a. Of recovery without title, as distinguished

from a common recovery, read post. 362. a.

[Note 256.] (2) This distinction of incidents is made before sol. 93. a. For [15**

examples of incidents inseparable, see infra, and also ant. 99. a. b.

113. b. 150. b-. 151.3. Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi. 7.

[Note 257.] (5), Lord Coke only means, that a reversion cannot be without

fealty, and its inseparable concomitant the remedy of distress. In

respect to present profit, a reversion may be dry and fruitless dur

ing the particular estates, and until it comes into possession. To a

reversion of this latter kind, lord Coke himself gives the description

of dry and fruitless, ant. in. b. Hence it appears, that the word

seek is used by our lawyers in two fenses. According to one, it

signifies, want os remedy by distress, as Littleton expounds the word

in Section z 1 Sf. In another, it imports want of present srait and

profit, as in the cafe of the reversion without rent or other service

except fealty.

[Note 258 ] (6) This reason is unexceptionable in respect to services, which s 1^2. 1

in their nature are inseparable from the reversion, such as fealty.

But it fails in respect to the rent, which lord Coke has before re

presented to be a separable incident, ant. 151. b. The true con

struction of the grant supposed seems to be,- that it is sufficient to

pnfb the rent as a rent seek, but that for the other services it is void.

It should be recollected too, that this construction is conformable to

one by lord Coke on a similar cafe, which he states and explains in

sol. 150. b. See the top of the page there.

[Note 259 ] (') In the preceding case lord Coke states t'.te doctrine upon it s I^2.P

ava mere drtham; and by his marginal reference to the chapter of

Confirmation, he apparently- reserves his own opinion for a future

occasion. Alterwards when he resumes trie subject, he holds, that,

> oa
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•«m account of -want of privity between the lord paramount and the

tenant paravail, confirmation from the former ;o the latter cannot

abridge the services due to the mesoc, and so alter the tenure be

tween the mefnc and. the tenant paravail. Post. 305. b.

(2) Lord Coke, in a subsequent part of his Commentary gives a [Note 260. 1

dicterent decision; cf this cafe ; for there he holds, that the lord can-

-ivot extinguish the mefnalty by confirmation to the tenant paravail,

these being m privily betwcm them. Poll. 305. b. But this is

not any contradiction of himself; because here he is apparently

giving the diclkm of others.

(3). It deserves consideration, whether the release of lord para- [Note 261. ]

mount is not as insufficient to pals the seigniory to the tenant para

vail, as a confirmation, both being conveyances in which privity is

required. See post. Sect. 461.

(4) The reason of thi* is elsewhere explained to be, that the [Note 262.]

seigniory being extinct for the fee-simpre, it cannot remain for the

particular estate either for life or in tail. See post. 3 1 2. b. Quick's

cafe 9. Co. 129. b. a cafe in Gouldsb. 149. and Bingham's cafe

2. Co. 92.

(6) It sounds harlhly to prefer a mischief to an inconvenience, [Note 263]

the greater evil to the lesser. But the true construction of the rule

obviates this objection ; for it certainly means, as lord Coke's ad

dition explains, that the law prefers a private mischief to a public

inconvenience'.

(7) The same-maxim is cited post. 319. a. InWingate's Max- [Note 264. ]

ims 327. there is a great variety of cafes for illustration of the rule.

153. 3.J (1) If the rent may be distrained for, can it be properly called [Note 265.]

feck? Littleton in Sect. 218. describes a rent to be feck, because

distress is not incident to it. But if lord Coke is right here, a rent

may be feck, and yet be distrained for. According to the resolu

tion of the king's bench in W. Jo. 234. the rent, in a cafe such as

is supposed by Littleton, is quasi a rent.service distreinable of com

mon right. In other words, the distress is given, or rather saved,

by the law, to prevent the mesne from being prejudiced by acts

between lord and tenant to which the mesne is no party. This

brings the case to a resemblance of a rent reserved for equality on

a partition between coparceners ; which by the implication of law

is a rent-charge without aid of any clause of distress, and therefore

called by Littleton a rent-charge diltrainable of common right.

See post. Sect. 253.

(4) Ace. Bro. Abr. Executions 143. Yet it has been said, that [NQte 266.]

the reversion itself is not extendable. Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi. 227.

See as to this 1. Ro. Abr. 888. pi. 6. and 7. Mod. 40. and

Carth. 126.

[i J3« b.l (2) Ace. as to condition of re-entry, post. 301. a. ace. whether [Note 267*4

the condition be for re-entry or a sum nomine permr, 7. Co. 28. b.

Hob. 82. 207. But the cafe of Thyn v. Cholmley, Mo. 347. is"

contra as to a sum nomine patntt.

( O 4 ) (7) For
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[Note 268. ] (7) For other descriptions of disseisin besides those given or re

ferred to by lord Coke, see post. 377. a. 6. Co. 58. The ancient

authors cited by lord Coke, particularly Bracton and Fleta, are

very full in explaining the various modes of disseisin. The addi

tional marginal references to 4. Leon, and Cro. Cha. are to cafes

about disseisin by eledien, as to which fee port. 306. b. and 323. a.

See also the cafe of Taylor on demise of Atkyns v. Horde, I. Burr.

60. In this last cafe it was attempted to support a common reco

very by supposing the tenant to the præcipe to have gained a free

hold by disseisin. The nature of a disseisin was therefore elabo

rately invelligated by the counsel. Lord Mansfield, also, who had

been recently made chief justice of the king's bench, and delivered

the court's opinion in a very distinguished argument, expatiated on

the same subject, in order to repel the arguments for a freehold by

disseisin in the cafe before the court, by shewing, that the doctrine

in our books about disseisins chiefly applies to disseisin by a person

electing, and for the fake of certain remedies to suppose himself

disseised. There will probably be occasion to refer to some points

of the learning displayed in the course os this famous cafe in a sub

sequent part of the present work ; especially where Littleton writes

concerning disseisins by eleSicn. See post. Sect. 588.

[Note *%.] (2) Fitzherbert in the place cited in the margin is a direct au- [I £^- 1

thonty for this. But according to Finch, more than two counties

cannot join. Fine. Descript. del Com. L. 59. a. See further on

trial by two or more counties, 21. Vin. Abr. 103.

[Aotc 270. J /^ go where lands and tenements are devisable by custom of a

borough, both rent-charge and rent-service arc within the custom.

Post. Sect. 585. But sometimes the word tenement is used in a

more limited sense, and to exclude rents and other incorporeal hereN

ditaments, as by Littleton in writing of descents co toll entries. Sec

post. Sect. 385.

[Note 271.] (n) This is an additional reason against a writ of redisseisin ;

because that writ requires that the coroners be taken to fee it exe

cuted, and they are not officers of the court of ancient demesne.

The same reason applies more strongly in respect of the sheriff, for

the writ is directable to him, and he is judge as well as officer in

it. See Kitch. 96. a. & Fulwood's cafe, 4. Co. 6c. a. See also

Dalt. Sher. 33. b. where the sheriff's duty in executing the writ of

disseisin is explained.

[Note 272.] (1) Sp isa feme commits a redisseisin, and afterwards is married, f I ^4*

the writ lies against both; because in that case the husband is

named, not as the actor, but only in conformity to the law which

will not suffer the wife to be sued alone, and to satisfy the damages.

Hob. 96. <

[Note 273.] (4) The reason is, because the alteration is made by the act of

others, namely, of the lord paramount and tenant paravaile. Ace.

4. Co. 9. a. and b, in Bevil's case. See ant. Sect, 232. post, 309. b.

ant. 152. b.

{Note 274- ] (3) In a Ccke upon Littleton in my possession, there is the sol- [15$' a*i

lowing marginal note on the necessity of having 12 jurorsW In

"the
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" the manor of Penryn Farrein in Cornwall, there was a custome

** to try an issue wither jurors ; and this custome was adjudged no

" good custome, as Rolle cheife justice affirmed in Mich, terme

" 1652." The printed books also furnish two cafes against such a

custom ; in the first of which cafes Rolle appears to have argued

for it, and to have noticed that there was a multitude of records in

twenty several courts in Cornwall proving its prevalency. See

Fredymock v. Perryman, Cro. Cha. 259. 1. Ro. Abr. 564. and

Aike et Aimon v. Hunkin, 1. Sid. 233. However, in some special

cases the jury may be less than twelve; and in some must or may

be more.—1. They may be less. Thus it may be in Wales under

the provision of the statute of 34. & 35. H. 8. concerning Wales,

which allows of six. See 34. & 35. H. 8. c. 26. f. 74. Cro. Cha.

259. 1. Sid. 233. and 3. G. 2. c. 2J. f. 9. So also it is in some

special cases in England, as 6 or 3 in inquiry of damages on de

fault, and in inquiry of waste, though this latter has been questioned

and even denied. Spelm. Gloss, voce jurata. Fitzh. N. B. 107.

C. Dune. Trials per Pais, cap. 6. 1. Ventr. 113. Finch. Law

400. Further there is in Glanvil a writ for a jury of 8 to enquire

into the age where infancy is alledged. Glanv. lib. 13. c. 14,

15, 16.—2. Instances, in which the law allows or requires more

than twelve, are, attaint in which there must be 24, the great assize

in which there must be 16, the grand jury for indictments which

usually consist of some number between 12 and 23, and writ of in

quiry of waste in which 13 have been allowed. Finch. Law 484.

Spelm. Gloss, voce jurata. 2. Hal. Hist. PI. C. 161. and Cro.

Cha. 414.

I r r fo. J (1) See post. 157. a. ant. 125. a. n. 2. This qualification is [Note 275. ]

now become unnecessary in civil cases, the 4. An. c. 16. s. 6. & 7.

directing that in them the jury (hall be taken from the body of the

county. See ant. 125. a. n. 2. and a learned tract by the late mr.

serjeant Wynne, intitled, a Dissertation on the writ dt nan ponendis

in astfis etjuratis. See also 2. Inst. 447. & 561.

(5) This decantatum, as lord chief justice Vaughan calls it on ac- [Note 276.T

count of its frequency in the books, about the respective provinces

of judge and jury, hath since lord Coke's time, become the subject

of very heated controversy, especially on prosecutions for state-li

bels; some aiming to render juries wholly dependent on the judge

for matters of law, and others contending for nearly a compleat and

unqualified independence. On the trial of John Lilburne for trea

son in 1649, high words passed between the court and him, in con

sequence of his stating to the jury that they were judges both of

law and fact, and citing passages in the Coke upon Littleton to

prove it. 2. State Tr. 4th ed. 69. and post. 228. a. In the cafe

of Penn and Meade, who in 1670 were indicted for unlawfully as

sembling the people and preaching to them, the jury gave a ver

dict against the directions of the court in point of law, and for this

were committed to prison. But the commitment was questioned ;

and, on a habeas corpus brought in the court of common pleas, it

was declared illegal; lord chief justice Vaughan distinguishing him

self on the occasion by a most profound argument in favour of the

rights of a jury. BustieU's case 1. Freem. 1. and Vaugh. 135.

However the contest did not cease, as appears by sir John Hawles's

famous dialogue between a barrister and a juryman, which was pub

lished
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lifted in 1680 to assert the claims of the latter against the then r,r,

current doctrine decrying their authority. Since the Revolution "- J J "

also many cases have occurred, in which there has been mach de

bate on the like topic. See King v. Poole in Cas. B.- R. temp.

Harduieke 23. Franklin's Cafe 9. State Tri. 275. Peter Zen-

ger's ibid. Owen's cafe 10. State Tr. p. 196. of Append, and

Woodfall's cafe 5. Burr. 261. By attending to the cafes before

referred to, it will be easy to trace the progress of this controversy

on the limits of the jury's province.

In respect to my own ideas on this subject, they are at present to

this effect.

On the one hand, as the jury may, as often as they tliink fit, find

a general verdict, I therefore think it unquestionable, that they so

far may decide upon the law as well as fact, such a verdict necef.

sarily involving both. In this I have the authority, of Littleton

himself, who hereafter writes, that if the inquest will take upon them

the knowledge of the lanu upon the matter, they may gi-ve their <uerdi&

generally. Post. Sect. 368. and sol. 228.

But on the other hand I think it seems clear, that questiens of

law generally and more properly belong to the judges; and that,

exclusively of the fitness of having the law expounded by those who

are trained to the knowledge of it by long study and practice, this

appears from various considerations.-—I. If the parties litigating

agree in their facts, the cause can never go to a jury, but is tried

on a demurrer; it being a rule, and I believe without exception,

that issues in law are ever determined by the judges, and only is

sues of fact are tried by a jury. Ant. 71. b.—II. Even when art

issue in fact is joined, and comes before a jury for trial, either

party, by demurring to evidence,- whieh includes an admission ef

the fact to which the evidence applies, may so far draw the cause

from the cognizance of the jury; for in that cafe the law is re

served for the decision of the court, frona which the issue of fact

comes, and the jury is either discharged, or at the utmost, only as

certains the damages. Ant. 72. a. Dougl. Rep. 127. 213. Buller's

Niii Pri. 2d edition 313.—III. The jury is supposed to be so ina

dequate to finding out the law, that it is incumbent upon the judge,

who presides at the trial, to inform them what the law is ; and, as

a check to the judge in the discharge of this duty, either party may

under the statute of Westminster the 2d. c. 31. make his exception

in writing to the judge's direction, and insorce its being made a

part of the record, so as afterwards to found error upon it. See

poll. 2. Inst. 426. Trials per Pais, 8th ed. 222. 466. Cafe of Fa-

brigas and Mostyn in xi. State Trials. Cafe of Money and others

v. Leach 3. Burr. 1742. Buller's Law' of Nif. Pri. 2d ed. 315—

IV. The jury is ever at liberty to give a special verdict, the nature

of wh'ch is to find the facts at large and leave the conclusion of

Jaw to the judges of the court from which the issue comes. For

merly indeed it was doubted, whether in certain cafes, in which the

issue was of a very limited and restrained kind, the jury was not

bound to find a general verdict. But the contrary was fettled in

Downman's cafe 9. Co. n. b. and the rule now holds both in cri

minal and civil cafes without exception. See post. 227. b. Staundf.

PI. C. 165. a. Major Oneby's cafe 2. L. Raym. 1494 —V. Whilst

attaints, which still subsist in law, were in use, it was hazardous in

a jury to find a general verdict, where the cafe was doubtful, and

thev were apprized of it by the judges ; because if they mistook tho

. " law.
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law, they were in danger of an attaint. Post. 228. a. Hob. 2Z7.

Vaugh. 144. 2. Hal. Hist. PI. C. 310. Gilb. Com. PI. zd edition

1 28.—VI. If the jury find' the facts specially, and add their conclu

sion as to the law, rt is not binding on the judges ; but they have

a right to controul the verdict, and declare the law as they conceive

it to be. At least: this is the language of some molt respectable

authorities. Staundf. PI. C. 165. a. Plowch 114. a. b. 4. Co.

42 b. Hal. Hist. PI. C. v. 1. p. 471. 476, 477. and v. 2. p. 302.

—VII. The courts have long exercised the power of granting new

trials in civil cafes, where the jury find against that which the judge

trying the cause or the court at large holds to be law, or where the

jury find a general verdict, and the court conceives that on account

of difficulty of law there ought to have been a special one. King

v. Poole Cas. B. R. temp. Hardwick: 26. Though too in criminal

and penal cases. the judges- do. not claim such a discretion against:

persons acquitted, the reason I presume is in respect of the rule that

memo bis punitur aut vexatur pro eodem deliSlo, or the hardship which

would arise from allowing a person to be twice put in jeopardy for

one offence ; and if this be so, it only (hews, that on that account •

an exception is made to a< general rule. 4. Blackst. 8th ed. 361.

2; L. Raym. I585. 2. Stra. 899. 4. Co. 40. a. and Wingate's

Maxims, 095.

Upon the whole, as my mind is affected with this interesting

subject, the result is, that the immediate and direst right of deciding

upon questions of law is entrusted to the judges; that in a jury it

is- only incidental; that in the exercise of this incidental right the

latter are not only placed under the superintendance of the former,

but are in some degree contrculable by them ; and therefore that

in all points of law arising on a trial, juries ought to shew the most

respectful deference to the advice and recommendation of judges.

In favour of this conclusion the conduct of juries bears ample tes

timony ; for to their honour it should be remembered, that the ex

amples of their resisting the advice of a judge in points of law are

rare, except where they have been provoked into such an opposi

tion by the groffhess of his own misconduct, or betrayed into an

unjust suspicion of his integrity by the misrepresentation and ill

practice of others. In civil cases, particularly where the title to real

property is in question, juries almost universally find a special ver

dict as often as the judge recommends their so doing ; and though

in criminal cafes special verdicts are not frequent, it is not from

any averseness to them in juries, but from the nature of criminal

causes, which generally depend more upon the evidence of facts

than any difficulty of law. Nor is it any small merit in this ar

rangement, that in consequence of it every person accused of a civil

crime is enabled by the general plea of not guilty to have the be

nefit of a trial, in which the judge and jury are a check upon each

other ; and that this benefit may be always enjoyed, except in such

small offences as are left to the summary jurisdiction of a justice of

the peace ; which exception from the necessity os the times is con

tinually increasing, but which however cannot be too cautiously ex

tended to new objects.—Thus considered, the distinction between

the office of judge and jury seems to claim our utmost respect.

May this wise distribution of power between the two long continue

to flourish, unspoiled, either by the proud incroachment ofill-de-

figning judges, or the wild presumption of licentious juries^

it would be wrong to conclude, this note, without referring the

4 reader
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reader to the very forcible reasoning on the same subject, in a mo

dern work, which contains much general legal instruction elegantly

conveyed. See " Eunomus, or Dialogues concerning the Law

" and Constitution of England," vol. 3. p. 196.

[Note 276*.J (6) See further on the origin of English Juries, Spelm. Gloss,

voc. jurata, Dissertat. E pistolar. in Ling. Septentrion. Thesaur.

Hickes. Stiernh. de jure Sueon. et Goth, vetust. lib. 1. c 3. and

Dr. Pettingal's Enquiry into the Use and Practice of Juries amongst

the Greeks and Romans.

[Note 277.] (1) In the cafe of Mounson and West 1. Leon. 88. it was ar- J" 1 c^.

gued, that affinity was a challenge to the savor only ; and to this

two judges inclined at first ; but after time taken to consider the

point, it was adjudged to be a principal challenge by three judges,

the fourth hesitating.

[Note 278.] (2) Having issue living by the wife, though she is dead, is suf

ficient to continue the husband's affinity. Nor is it necessary, that

the issue should be inheritable to the land, where land is the subject

of the action. Both of these positions I infer from the cafe of

Mounson and West before cited from 1. Leon. 88.

[Note 279.] (3) By a statute of the late king no challenge can now be taken

to any pannel for want of a knight in it. See 18. G. 2. c. 18. s. 4.

This provision is made in general terms ; but the recital, which

precedes it, is confined to tue inconveniencies of such challenges

where peers are parties. .

■[Note 280.] (4) Ace. Keilw. 102. a. But lord Coke is of a different opinion ;

for he expressly allows challenges for favor to prisoners in treason

and felony, and consequently so far against the king. 2. Hal. Hist.

PI. C. 271. Though, too, lord Coke's doctrine should be admit

ted, the reason he gives for it, which is almost in the words of the

cafe of 22. E. 4. cited in the margin from Eitzherbert's Abridge

ment, seems rather unsatisfactory. But a better principle to found

the rule upon was not unobvious ; namely, that from the extensive

variety of the king's connections with his subjects through tenures

and offices, iffavor to him was to prevail as an exception to a juror,

it might lead to an infinitude of objections, and so operate as a se

rious obstruction to justice in suits in which he is a party.

[Note 281.] (5) Lord Coke having immediately before expressed, that the

array shall not be challenged for favor against the king, he must

be here understood to consider being a vadelet or other menialser

vant of the crown, as a principal challenge to the array ; for other

wise ne would be inconsistent ; unless, indeed, he is supposed in the

first instance to state a general rule and in the second an exception

to it, which, as his words are, would be a strained construction. It

is also strong evidence of lord Coke's intending to give this chal

lenge to the array as a principal one, that he elsewhere represents

being aservant of either party where the suit is between subjects as a

principal challenge both to ihe array and to the polls. See supra

and also post. 157. b. However, lord Hale will not allow this fort

of exception to a juror to be more than a challenge to thefavor

in trials for treason or felony ; citing for authority from Fitzherbert's

Abridgement
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Abridgement a case in 3 . H. 6. which is a decision in point by the

whole court; to which may be added the ditlum in the Year Book

of 4. H. 7. 3. Also the practice since lord Hale's time seems to

have accorded with his doctrine, there being subsequent instances in

print in which such an exception when taken to the polls has been

disavowed, but not one I believe of its being received. The in

stances of disallowing the exception as a principal challenge, to

which I shall refer, are mr. Hampden's trial in the king's bench,

Hill. 36. Cha. 2. for a misdemeanor, and sir William Parkyns's at

the Old Bailey in 1695 for high treason. See State Tri. 4th ed.

v. 3. p. 825. and v. 4. p. 633. In the former the point was

sharply argued on challenges by mr. Hampden of two jurors for

having offices in the king's forest; and as the counsel for mr.

Hampden relied on lord Coke and on Rolle's Abridgement of the

Cafe of 22. E. 4 here cited by lord Coke in the margin as the

ground of his doctrine, so the court adjudged against the exception

as a principal challenge on the authority of the cafe of 3. H. 6.

cited by lord Hale. In the latter sir William Parkyns challenged

two for being servants of the king; but was informed by lord Holt,

that it was no cause of challenge. The first of these instances was

a direct adjudication ; but, however, it loses part of its weight, in

consequence of having occurred in an ill time whilst lord Jefferies

presided in the king's bench, and of being accompanied with un

gracious and unbecoming language from him in respect to both

Coke and Rolle. The second was rather an extrajudicial opinion;

because the counsel for the crown consented to put by the jurors

objected to on the ground of being king's servants, unless there

should be a defect of other jurors, which did not happen. But lord

Holt declared against the challenge in the most absolute and unre

served terms, as if it would not bear arguing.

I50. D. J (1 ) Nota, on -writ of right the pannel returned by thefour knights [Note 281*.]

fiall not he challenged, but challenge ought to be taken before the four

knights before the pannel made. Hi 30. El. B. R. Pigott and

Clarke. Hal. MSS.—See ace. poll. 158. a. 294. a. Mo. 67.

and Gouldfb. 23.

(4) But according to the construction made of this statute or [Note 282.]

ordinance the king is not bound to (hew cause of challenge till all

the pannel is called over, and not then unless from challenges or

otherwise the jury is incompleat. See State Tri. 4th ed. v. 3.

p. 468. v. 4. p. 423. v. 5. p. 195. See further on this point

sir John Hawles's Remarks on Trials, in State Tri. 4th ed. v. 3.

p. 169.

'571 a'] (4) And now by the 4. An. c. 16. & 24. G. 2. c. 18. the jury [Note 283. ]

must be taken from the body of the county in actions or suits in the

king's courts of record at Westminster, and in actions or informa

tions on penal statutes. But appeals of felony or murder, and in

dictments or presentments of treason felony murder or other mat

ter, are excepted from this provision; and therefore in them hun-

dredors are still in strictness necessary.—It is observable, that the

24. G. 2. by which this alteration was made as to actions on penal

statutes, names the counties palatine of Lancaster Chester and Dur

ham and Wales, as well as Westminster. But in the 4. of An. only

the latter place is mentioned.—See further on the subject of hun-

dredors
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dredors ant. 12;. a. no'e 2. to which add 1. PJ Wait. 207. and a

cafe on the 4. Ad. in mr. serj. Wynne's Misoell. Law Tracts 60.

[Note 284.] (6) Yet labomiag a jury, thtagh it be iat to appear, is afterwards s T j 7'

ftated to amount to the crime of maintenance in a third person.

Post. 367. a. Here indeed the author qualifies the labouring to ap

pear by supposing it to be to do bis cery'cunte. Bat das addition of

words seems a flight ground for a difference of conftTaction.

[Note 205.] (8) Staundsosd is of the fame opinion, eking ftir authorities

from Fitzherbert's Abridgement the cases of «i. il. 2. & 4. H. 5.

here referred to by lord Coke. Stiundf. PI. C. 163. a. However

the benefit of peremptory challenges on collateral isiites in capital

cafes has been denied by the practice of latter times. Cafe of

Okey and others East. 14. Ch. 2. 1. Lev. 61. Johnson's case

Mich. 2. G. 2. F«st. 46. Mr. RatcMVs cafe Mich. zc. G. z.

Post. 40.—In the report of the cafe last cited, lord Hale is referred

to as an authority for disallowing sech challenges. But lord Hale

is not absolute in his opinion ; and Stauadford, whom lord Hale

cites, net only writes with a qxrtr: in the part so cited, but in a sub-

lequent passage gives an opinion in savour of the challenge. Staundf.

PI. C.i 58. a". 163.3.

[Note 2S6.] (1) It has been questioned, whether outlawry in a perfinal action fr f S, <

is sufficient to disqualify from being a juror; and in sirWilliam

Withepole's case, Mich. 3. Cha. 1. the court of king's bench was

divided on this point. Cro. Cha. 135. VV. jo. 198. and Ley's

Rep. 81.

[ Note 287.] (z) This is one instance of the examination called a veirdire; iac 1 I y>. '

as a witness is on a ioir dire to try an objection to his competency

to give evidence, so ajuror may be sworn in like manner to try the

cause of challenge to him. It is thought fit to take notice of this;

because, in some of our books, the <vo;r dire is described, as if con

fined to the challenge of a witness, and only used to dilhnguifh such

a partial swearing of a witness from swearing of him /* chief. For

instances of examining jurors on a voir dire, see Francia's case State

Tri. 4th ed. v. I. p. 59. and Mr. Townley's in Fost. 7. But in

both of these the challenge not being to thefavour was examined

into by the court without triors.

[Note a88.] (?) Some seem to understand it as a general rule, that challenges

of jurors are excluded, where the inquest is for information merely,

or not being so is without an issue joined between the parties ; as

in inquests of office before sheriffs coroners and escheators, and in

writs of inquiry for damages. Office of Executor, ed. 1676. p. 240.

1.R0. Abr. 660. TJmfrev. Lex Coronator. 174. 183. and in the

Introduct. ci. Probably lord Coke here means to advert to this

doctrine, and to give the proprictate probandd and the writ to in

quire of waste, both of which are inquests without any issue joined,

as instances of exception to it. Broke adds another exception ;

for in abridging, the case of waste from the year-book of 2. H. 4. 3.

he observes, that the law is the fame »n a wr;t of .redisieiiin. Bro.

Error 31.—-As to the rule itself for thus excluding challenges, be

it well or ill founded, the sheriff, or other officer taking the inquest,

certainty ought n»t to accept any jurors but such as nre legally

qualified;
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^yalisied; and if such are received, it seems a just ground for

quashing the proceeding or for error according to the nature of

the cafe. *ce sir William Withepole's cafe reported in W. jo.

196. Cro. Cha. 134. and Ley 81. and noticed in a. Hal. H.

P. C. 60.

!9 ■ «kj (2) This is the number mentioned in the writ to the sheriff and [Note 289. ]

also in the oath of the four knights. Booth on Real Act. 96, 97.

But in Mo. 67. it is said, that sometimes fourteen have been return

ed. In King v. Dryden, being the cafe cited above in the margin

from Cro. Cha. 511. twenty were returned by the four knights :

oa which it became a question, whether twelve only should have

been returned, and whether the surplusage did not vitiate the whole

return. But no adjudication appears in Croke's Report. How

ever in 2. Ro. Abr, 674. where the fame cafe is shortly reported,

ic is mentioned, that the court held the return good, it being ob

served, that several precedents were cited In savour of such a re

turn; and that it resembled the case of a common •venire, on which

it was usual to return tnuenty-four, though the writ is restrained to

twelve.

(4) Since lord Coke's time a third remedy for tithes, where [Note 290,}

Jpiey are of small value, has been given ; for by the 7. & 8. W. 3. •

c. 6. tithes under 40 s. may be recovered in a summary way before

two justices of the peace; and by the 7. & 8. W. 3. c. 34. which

was at first temporary, but is now made perpetual, tithes under ten

pounds are made recoverable from Quakers in the fame way. In

London tithes by the 37. H. 8. c. 12. are recoverable before the

lord mayor with an appeal to the lord chancellor. To these various-

modes of proceeding for tithes should be added the equitable re

medy by bill either in chancery or the exchequer; both of which

courts have long entertained suits for tithes. Formerly, however,

the jurisdiction of chancery in this respect was questioned, it being

so far from settled in lord Coke's time, that there are instances of

controverting it even since the Restoration. 1. Freem. 303. 2. Cha.

Cas. 237. But as to the exchequer, tithes are said to have been

anciently cognizable there; though this is contradicted by lord

chancellor Nottingham, who dates the origin pf the proceeding by

English bill, and consequently that court's equitable jurisdiction over

tithes, from the statute of Hen. 8. erecting the court of augmenta

tion. Hardr. 236. i. Freem. 303. and 33. H. 8. c. 39. Thy

equitable interference of chancery and the exchequer with tithes is

generally considered as merely incidental and coUatergl; namely, M

a consequence of their jurisdiction in account and in enforcing dis

covery. 3. Blackst. Com. 9th ed. 437. and the reasons of the ap

pellant in Whitehead and others v. Travis and others, Pom. Proc.

January 1779. But some give a broader foundation to this branch

of exchequer jurisdiction ; and in respect of extraparochial titjjes,

which are part of the ancient inheritance of the crown, they insist,

that suits for tithes must ever have fallen within the compass of the

exchequer's direS 2.n& substantive jurisdiction as a court of revenue.

See the cafe of respondent in the appeal before cited, and Hard. 1 17.

Perhaps it is upon this idea as well as on account of the greater

frequency of suits for tithes in the exchequer, that lord Hardwicke

calls that court the proper jurisdiction for them. 3. Atk. 247. Yet

I confess, it seems to. me, that the antiquity of the exchequer j uris-

duHaa
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diction in the particular case of extraparcebial tithes is no proof of

a jurisdiction as to rilhes in general. See further as to the jurisdic

tion of chancery and exchequer over tithes, Rayner's Cafes at large,

Incroduct. xiv. and Vin. Abr. tit. Dismes.

•{Note 291-3 (1) lo Dy. 144. b. the reporter questions this fame statute or or- ("j rg,

dinance, and on the fame ground as is expressed in the prince's cafe

cited by lord Coke ; namely, that the king and the lords are named

without the commons. But the editor of the last edition of Dyer

gives a note tending to obviate the objection thus taken. The 8. H.

6. c. 29. is also supported as a statute by mr. serjeant Hawkins and

mr. Ruffhead in the prefaces to their respective editions of the sta

tutes at large. The latter of these urges two strong arguments in

favour of the 8. H. 6. c. 29. exclusive of the general argument for

fresuming the assent of the commons, of which in the next note.

According to the first the roll containing the 8. H. 6. has a general

preface, which mentions the assent of the commons in terms refer

able to all the chapters of that year. The second is, that the 22.

H. 8. c. 10. expressly refers to the 8. H. 6. c. 29. as a statute, and

therefore that the latter has been legiflatively recognized.

[Note 292.] (2) Ace. 4. H. 7. 18. a. Mo. 824. and the prince's cafe 8. Co,

20. a. In 4. Inst. 2;. lord Coke also describes a statute as having

the consent of king lords and commons, and an ordinance as made

by only one or two of them.—But mr. Prynne is very angry with

lord Coke for thus distinguishing between an ordinance and a sta

tute. He first attacked the difference in his Irenarckei Redi-vivusf

and there he is very copious in his arguments and instances against

it. But mr. Prynne did not rest here ; for he continued the lubject

in various subsequent publications ; namely, in his preface and in

dex to what is called Cotton's Abridgement of the Records, and in

his Animadversions on the 4th Institute. See the latter book p. 13.

But in all these works, particularly his Irtnarchet Redivivus, he ap

pears to me to labour the point in a manner, which indicates a very

considerable misapprehension of lord Coke. It is manifest frem

his lordship's words here, that he did not mean to deny, .that the

term of ordinance might not be or was not frequently applied to

statutes ; for he here adduces instances of such an application. His

chief intent was to guard against universally and indiscriminately

so considering all ordinances in parliament. But mr. Prynne not

connecting what is here said by lord Coke with. his words in the 4th

Institute, but looking to the latter only, tediously and provokingly

argues, as if lord Coke had denied, that an ordinance could be or.

was in any cafe a statute. Not content with fighting this imaginary

proposition, mr. Prynne runs into the contrary extreme of asserting,

that acts of parliament and ordinances are universally and invaria

bly the same. Thus the true questions arising on the subject were

in great measure lost sight of, or at least were so cbscured by being

complicated with foreign and needless discussion, as not easily to

strike the reader. The real topics for debate with lord Coke, and

those which should have been pointedly attended to, were, first,

whether the term of ordinance was ever in fact applied to a provi

sion made during the time of parliament by only one or two of the

three branches of the legislature; and secondly, and principally,

whether naming only one or two parts of the legislature doth ex

clude the presumption of the third's having assented. As to the

former
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6o. b.]

a.]

former of these questions, it is rather verbal; and therefore I will

here only observe upon it, that using the word ordinance in the man

ner stated by lord Coke seems well enough to answer the purpose

of discrimination ; that the word may have been frequently so ap

plied in antient times notwithstanding the numerous examples of a

contrary application so industriously collected by mr. Prynne; that

lord chief justice Crew partly adopts lord Coke's idea; that mr.

Prynne himself in his later writings, though he still denies lord

Coke's distinction, brings forward and acknowledges precedents,

which tend in some degree to affirm it ; and that calling the acts

of the parliament in the reign of Charles I. without the royal assent

to them ordinances, seems to have originated from lord Coke's dif

ferences between an ordinance and a complete statute. See W.

Jo. 103. Prynne's Index to Cott. Abridgm. of Ree. title ordinances,

and his Animadv. on 4. Inst. 13. As to the second question, be

sides what may be found in mr. Prynne's pieces, it has been dis

tinctly considered by mr. serjeant Hawkins and mr. Ruffhead, both

of whom, in the prefaces to their several editions of the statutes,

anxiously oppose lord Coke's idea of not presuming the assent of

lords or commons, where the record names one but omits the

other. The general purport of the reasons urged by the former is,

the various irregular and sometimes inexplicit penning of the more

ancient statutes, the allowed force of several statutes in which

only the king is named, and the long reception of others which do

mention the king and lords without the commons. The latter

editor pursues the like topics more at large, but, as it seems to me,

in terms less guarded ; some passages of his preface being such,

as may encourage a hasty and unlearned reader to fall into the

unwarrantable supposition, that the right of assent in the commons

is disputable even as late as the reign of Richard the second, ra

ther than induce him to presume the fact of their assents having

been given. See further on this subject, and for the various scnle

of the word ordinance, 2. Whitelocke on the Writ of Parliament,

Elfyngc on Parl. last ed. 26. and Barringt. on Afit. Slat. 4th

ed. 46.

(3) In a Coke upon Littleton I have with MSS. notes, it is [Note 293.]

objected to considering replevin here as a disseisin, that bringing a

replevin is a course of law, and that neither an express denial of a

rent service, nor keeping the land without any thing distrainable by

law upon it, amounts to a disseisin. Yet the annotator allows, that

there is an ancient pleading in assisc to warrant the doctrine, the

material words of which he gives at length. •

(4) See several authorities accordingly cited in the Cafe of the [Note 294. ]

fix carpenters 8. Co. 146. b. and 147. a. There too lord Coke

states the diversities in point of effect, between tender on the land

before distress, tender after distress and before inclosure, and tender

after inclosure. See also Hob. 207.

(1) It is so provided by the statute of Marlcbridge chap. it. [N»te 20c. 1

But the king is excepted. See the commentary on that statute in

2. Inst. 131. Some distresses also by the subject are not within this

provision, of which there are instances given with the reasons in

2. Inst. 133. and lord Hale's notes on F. N. B. 90. A.

(P) fc) But,
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[Note 296.] (3) But, such arrest -virtuie cjficii being made on ajust ground [161.

of suspicion of felony, the party rescues himself at his peril ; for, *■

according to lord Hale, if in the attempt to make the rescue he is

upon necessity flain, it is no felony in the officer; and on the fame

principle if the officer is killed it will be murder, z. Hal. H. P.

C. 85, 86, 87. 92, 93. The obvious reason is, that the law makes

it a duty in the stierift' and certain other officers to arrest for felorry

on just suspicion; and therefore rescue from such arrest is resistance

of a lawful authority. If this be so, lord Coke is here too unqua

lified in expression. See further on this poiat Fost. 270. I. Burn's

Justice tit. Arrest, and Dougl. Rep. 345.

[Note 297.] (4) Ace. Dy. 285. a. 4. Co. 146. b. 1. Bulstr. 141. But on

this rule it may be asked, whether the law of England is so de

fective as to furnish no remedy for the injury of being harrasied by

vexatious and groundless suits, or, to use the language of the Ro

man law, no penalty to restrain the timeri litigcntes? It may be

answered, that the rule is not to be understood so largely ; fer cer

tainly there are various provisions, the object of which is to discou

rage the commencement of suits from an unjust or improper spirit

of litigation.

I. By the antient law no person could prosecute a civil action

without having in the first stage of it-two or more persons as

pledges of prosecution; and if judgment was- given against the

plaintiff or he deserted his suit, both he and they were liable to

amercement to the king either for not prosecuting or pro fs.lfo cla-

niore; and hence the clause of stftcerit tcfeairum in writs summon

ing the defendant to answer. Mirr. c. 1. s. 3. c. 2. s. 24. Ant.

126. b. 127. a. Originally these pledges were or ought to have

been real and responsible persons ; and the amercement of them

and their principal was an actual branch of royal revenue ; the

ascertainment of the sum to be paid as an amercement being some

times by the jury impannelled to try the issue, and sometimes by a

jury summoned for that special purpose by the coroner on receiv--

ing an estreat of the amercement. F. N. B. on the writ os m!fi-

■ rata mifericordia 75. K. Griesley's cafe 8. Co. 39. a. Beecher's

case 8. Co. 61. a. But this guard at length lost all its vigor, and

even so early as in the reign of l.dward the Fourth appears to have

evaporated into mere form. 18. Ed. 4. 9. b. pi. 19. However

as a form it still continues ; and if omitted wa* a ground cither for

a demurrer or for a writ of error, till the legislature interposed by

two different statutes, the lust of which has been so liber.dly con

strued as scarce to make it' possible to take advantage of the non-

return or non-entry of pledges in any stage of a civil suit. See

3. Bulst. 6i. and the cafe of Husscy v. Moore on a penal statute

ibid. 275. where the subject of pledges is most learnedly invetli-

'gated. See also Fortesc. Rep. 330. 1. Wils. 226. 2. Wils. 142.

II. As the amercement leviable on a plaintiff and his pledges

belonged wholly to the king in respect of and by way of penalty

for troubling his courts improperly, it became necessary to have a

distinct provision in favour of defendants who were unjustly sued;

and for this purpose the legislature introduced costs in their favor.

The first law giving costs to a defendant is said to be the statute

of Mark-bridge c. 6. which gave an action to the lcrd where 'he

was defrauded of wardship by his tenant's collusively cuse-osting-his

ktir within age, but at the fame time directed that the feoffea

should
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should have his damages and costs where he was maliciously im-

pleaded. 52. Hen. 3. c. 8. and 2. Inst. 112. This provision for

one particular cafe was, but not till after a long interval, followed

by various statutes of a general kind, under which at this day a

defendant is almost universally intitled to costs where the suit termi

nates against the plaintiff. See 22. H. 8. c. 15. 4. Jam. 1. c. 3.

8. Eliz. c. 2. 13. Cha. 2. st. 2. c. 2. 8. & 9. W. & M. c. n.

4. & 5. An. c. 16. to which add Law of Nisi Pri. ed. of 1775.

chap. 8. p. 328. mr. serjeant Sayer's Law of Costs Nc. 8, 9, & lo.

and mr. Crompton's Pract. ofK. B. & C. P. common-placed, 2. ed.

v. 2. p. 461. But the statutory provisions are confined to suits in.

the king's courts of common law. However our courts of equity

supply this seeming defect by the exercise of a discretion in, award

ing costs to a defendant, which is constantly done as often as they

think, that, from the want of equity in the plaintiff or on any

other account, he ought to hare coils.

III. Where two or more conspire to harrass any person by a

false and malicious suit whether criminally or civilly, it is a crime

punishable by indictment, or the parties injured may sue for da

mages by writ of conspirncy ; and both of these remedies lie at

common law, that part of the statute or ordinance of articuli super,

cbartas, which gives remedy against conspirators by writ out of

chancery, being according to both Stauudford and lord Coke only

an affirmance of the common law. Staundf. P. C. 172. 2. Inst.

561, 562.

IV. There is also a remedy for a false and malicious prosecution,

though the aggravation of a conspiracy or confederacy is wanting,

and the injury comes from one only; for in such a case the party

prosecuted may have an action upon the case for damages. I ap

prehend too that such action lies, as well where the vexation is

practised by a civil suit, as where it is carried on through the

medium of a criminal process. F. N. B. 114. D. Indeed ths

numerous cafes to be met with in the books are chiefly for cri

minal prosecutions. See 1. Vin. Abr. 17. to 35. and the cafe of

Farmer v. Dalling 4. Burr. 1971. But there seems to be no

reason for distinguishing between the writ of conspiracy and an

action upon the case in this respect ; and exclusively of other

authorities which may probably be found upon a search, lord

Hobart, mr. serjeant Rolle, and lord Holt, all concur in the idea,

that where a civil suit is commenced falsely and maliciously and

for the mere purpose of vexation it is actionable. See Hobart'a

argument in Waterer v. Freeman Hob. 20;. 266. Roll's words in

Sty. 379. and Holt's argument in giving judgment in SavilPv.

Roberts reported in 12. Mod. 208. 1. L. Raym. and other books,

and the cafe of an action for falsely and maliciously suing out a

commission of bankruptcy in 1. Blackst. Rep. 427. However from

the language of a case in Dyer and of another in lord Coke's Re

ports, I doubt, whether actions on the cafe for false and malicious

prosecutions were in general allowed in the reign of Elizabeth.

Dy. 285. a. 4. Co. 14. b.

V. In some special cases, a plaintiff failing in his action is

exposed to the dirift and immediate pur.ishment of fine and im

prisonment by the court in which he sues, without the benefit of

a jury to assess the fine, or the circuity of a separate prosecution.

to try the malic* This is the law in certain actions which are

of a high nature, where the injury of which the defendant is

( P 2 ) accused
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accused concerns life or limb, or is otherwise of an atrocious kind,

as in appeals of felony or mayhem, and in attaint ; for in alt

these the plaintiff may be fined and imprisoned by the court,

if he be barred or nonsuited, or if the writ abates by his own

default, Beecher's cafe 8. Co. 60. a. It is the fame, where the

action, though not of so high an order, is apparently vexatious ; for

on this principle a plaintiff, who sues the fame person in two differ

ent courts for the fame cause, may be fined. Ibid, and 14. H. 7. 7.

—The result, as to the law at present and since pledges of prose

cution have become a mere formality, seems to be this. No man

is actionable for merely siting whether in a criminal or civil form,

however false the suit may be in foundation ; nor is otherwise pu

nishable, except in the case of a civil suit, by the payment of colts.

But if the suit be malicious as .well as false, it is on that account

punishable; sometimes by indictment or information, as in the cafe

of a conspiracy; sometimes by immediate fine and imprisonment in

the court in which the malicious suit is carried on, as in appeals of

felony or mayhem or in attaint ; and sometimes by action of the party

sued, as where a damage can be proved, or where from the gross-

ness or criminality of the charge or imputation the law supposes a

damage to be inevitable.—Such are the various provisions of our

law to deter men from becoming plaintiffs or complainants without

justifiable cause. As to the provisions against obstinate or vexa

tious defendants, these being rather beyond the principle for expla

nation of which this note was begun, and the note itself being al

ready so extended, I shall be content with observing, that, exclu

sively of the finding of damages and award of costs against such

defendants, there is in some few cafes of a very special nature a

power in the court to punisli their misbehaviour by fine and impri

sonment. See Dy. 67. a. & b. Beecher's cafe 8. Co. 59. Se 60.

—See further on the general subject of this note, Cow. Inst. Jur.

Anglic, lib. 4. tit. 16.

[Note 298. ] (4) This passage of lord Coke has been cited to prove, that he [ 1 62.

was of opinion against extending the remedy of the statute to the

executors of a tenant for his own life, who before the statute were

intitled to action of debt, but could not distrain. See Hool v. Bell

in 1. L. Raym. 172. But I think, that lord Coke was misunder

stood. He appears to me to have merely intended to guard against

.-in error of law, into which the generality of the preamble of the

statute might lead uninformed persons ; the preamble reciting that

the executors of tenants for life had no remedy, without distin-

guistiing what kind of tenants for life; whereas in truth the exe

cutors of tenant for his cu/it lift, arid also the executors of tenant

pur outre -vie, after death of ceftui que -vie, had remedy by action

of debt before the statute. That it was not the meaning of lord

Coke to restrict the benefit of the statute to cases in which there

was no remedy before, and on that account to exclude the execu

tors of tenants for their own lives from the remedy of distress given

by the statute, is to me clear; because he himself states, both in a

preceding and in a subsequent paragraph, that the statute sometimes

operates by adding a remedy to that before existing at common law.

Sec further as to this point, post, note 1. in 162. b.

[Note 299O 0 ) This doctrine is impugned by the court's resolution in Turner \l.02%

v. Lu Cro. Cha. 471. for according to that case the statute of H. 8.

only
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only applies, where the common law gives no remedy. To this

construction also the preamble of the statute affords countenance.

However in a cafe in Cro. Eliz. 332. it seems to have been taken

for granted, that the statute did not operate thus restrictive]/ ; and

in Hode v. Bell 1. L. Raym. 172. it was adjudged, that the statute

being remedial extends to the executors of all tenants for life, as

well to those executors who previously to the statute were intitled

to action of debt, as to those executors who had no remedy what

ever. Ever since too this last cafe, I apprehend the law to have

been taken accordingly. See further as to this construction, ant.

162. a. note 4.

(6) The only clause in the statute of Cha. 2. for converting mi- sM0te ,_0 1

litary into common socage tenures, which seems to affect rents, is a '

proviso to preserve rents certain, and to make the reliefs on them

universally the same as on the death of tenant in common socage.

See 12. Cha. 2. c. 24. s. 5. and as to the difference between relief

for knight's service and relief for common socage, ant. Sect. 112.

and 120. with the commentary thereon. But various other statu

tory provisions relative to rents have been made since lord Coke's

time; and as these are very material to the recovery of rents, it

may not be amiss here to take a general review of the chief of them,

though some have been incidentally noticed before in the chapters

on tenants for years and tenants at will.

I. There are several statutes, which extend the remedy for

arrears of rent by action of debt. By the 8. Ann. c. 14. debt

is given for rents on leases for a life or lives during their' con

tinuance, which the common law denied. Ant. 47. a. note 4.

The 11. G. 2. c. 19. gives action on the cafe to executors of a

lessor or landlord, being only tenant for his own life, where he

dies before or on a rent-day, and by his death the lease deter

mines, in which cafe th? lessee or under-tenant by the common law

might have avoided paying any rent. And by the 5. G. 3. c. 17.

which enables ecclesiastical persons to lease tithes and other incor

poreal inheritances, debt is given for recovery of rent on such

leases. Ant. 47. a. note 4.

II. Other statutory provisions extend the remedy for rents by

distress to cafes to which i: was before inapplicable, particularly

to rents Jed. Thus the 4. G. 2. c. 28. on account of the tedious-

ness and difficulty of the remedy for rent seek and also rents

of afliie and chief rents, (though why these two latter were

added I do not understand) enables distraining for such rents

where they have been duly answered for three years within twenty

years before the first day of the then scflion of parliament, er

lobere created afterwards, as in cafe of rent on a lease. So

too the 4. Ann. c. 14. gives distress for arrears of rent after dt-

termination of any lease, whether for life or lives, for years or

at will, but with a proviso, that the distress be within fix kalen-

dar months after such determination and during continuance of the

landlord's title and possession of the tenant indebted ; whereas by

the common law the power of distress ceased with the tenure.

III. Other statutory provisions have variously improved the re

medy of distress for rents, where it is applicable ; namely, by enabling

the sale of the property distrained and so giving to it the effect of an

execution, by making new subjects of property distrainable, by

( f 3 ) newly
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newly regulating the mode of impounding distresses, by authorising

to distrain in any place things fraudulently carried off the premises

to evade distress, and by preventing the avoidance of the whole dis

tress for a mere informality or irregularity in fart of the process.

See 2. W. & M. c. 5. 8. An. c. 14. 4. G. 2. c. 28. and 11. G.

2. c. 19. to which add 3. Blackst. Com. 9th ed. 6. to 15. where

the eftect of these statutes is admirably incorporated into his view

of the law of distresses with his usual excellence of order.

IV. The 8. An. c. 14. s. I. secures to landlords to the amount

. of a year's rent where so much or more is in arrear, in preference

to persons seizing goods on the land in lease under an execution;

but this favour is granted with a proviso to prevent prejudice to the

crown in recovering and seizing debts fines and forfeitures.
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Chap. i. Of Parceners. Sect. 241.

,1(0 TN the vellum MSS. of Littleton belonging to the public [Note I.]

A library at Cambridge, there is the following argument or

introduction to this third book.

" En cell tierce liver ascun chose sera dit a toy, mon fitz.de

" parceners, de jointenantez, dc tenantez in comen, de eftatez de

" terrez et teneinentez fur condition, >ic difcentez que to lount en-

" trez, dc continuell claytne, de releissez et confirmationz, de gar-

" ranticz liniall et collateral! et de garrantiez que comensont per

" disseisin, de artornament, de surrenJtrcns, de discontinuance, de

" remitterez, d- unant per e/egit, de tenant per ejlatut merchant, de

" tenant p:r ejlaiut de lestaple, ijc."

On this, addition to trie printed copies of Littleton, sir William

Jones, who kincly favoured me with t.ie readings from the two

Cambridge manuscripts, writes this observation.—" i: is very re-

" markable, that in this argument a Chapter is promised concein-

" ing surrenders, of which Littleton has not expressly and fepa-

" rateiy treated. The word surrendered, which is abbreviated by

" the transcriber, seems comnletely 10 have puzzled a former owner

" of the manuscript. He says in the margin, cefie parole ift er. ttutcr

" fragment quejeo ay : qu/tre ce que il Jignif.e. .Since then J'utren-

" ders are mentioned in two manuscripts ^ one of the heads of the

" third book, it is not improbable, ihat the author intended to have

" written a distinct chapter concerning them, as he did write con-

" cevning tenants by elecit and by statute merchant and

" staple."—See Sect. 324. where Littleton refers to a Chapier

en elegits.

(P4) (+) See
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[Note 2.] (4) See ant. z;. b. 26. b. and post. 196. b. 374. b. Here Iprd sj d^. b.

Hale introduces the following noie.—Donee in tail en condition not

to discontinue. Donee has issue two daughters. One discontinues.

The donor may enter. R. 26. Eliz. C. si. sir W. Moore's cafe. Hal.

MSS.

[Note 3.] (1) But in the writ dt partitions sacienda the younger sister shall [i 64.. a,

cot have her age against the elder. Post. 171. a.

[Note 4.] (2) In a former note I have much at length, and as I fear

tediously, endeavoured to support lord Coke in this doctrine.

Ant. 24. b. note 3. But since the writing of that note a cafe has

been published, in which the court of king's bench after three ar

guments decided against applying the rule to a •will. See Willes

and others v. Palmer and others 5. Burr. 2615. In another cafe

also, which- was three times argued, the court of exchequer, as I

understand, refused to apply the rule to a marriage-settlement.

Evans on demise of Burtenstiaw v. Weston determined in a special

verdict in Scaccar. Mich. 1774. or Hill. 1775. This latter cafe

had been previously determined in B. R. in a cafe reserved in an

ejectment in which mr. Burtenstiaw was defendant, and there too

the cafe was argued three times. In both courts the judgment

was against mr. Burtenstiaw. But the question on the construction

of heirs female of the lody considered as words of purchase was only

a secondary point; and whether it was debated in B. R. or not, I am

not at present informed. After such authorities, it can be scarcely

necessary to guard the reader against incautiously adopting my pri

vate ideas.

[Note 5.] (1) This fame cafe of the earl of Huntingdon and lord Mount- s j6 C. 3,1

joy is reported in Godb. 17. 1. An :. 307. and Mo. 174. Lord

Anderson gives the opinion of the judges as it was certified in

writing to the privy council ; but this certificate takes no notice of

the ppint of indivisibility ; nor is it one of the questions stated by

lord Anderson to have been referred to the judges.—In Mo. 707.

the fame case is cited arguendo ; and there four judges are repre

sented to have been equally divided in opinion as to the first point

mentioned by lord Coke. But according to Anderson the differ

ence of opinion was only, whether any remedy was furnished by law

for the interest reserved to lord Mountjoy by the proviso. As to

this latter point, see 8. Co, 46. Noy. 145.

[Note 6.] (4) 1° 2. Ro. Abr. 254. the case of 23. H. 3. relative to the

earldom of Chester is mentioned as if the daughters might have

been coparceners of the dignity itself, and not merely of trie posses

sions of the earldom. How the earldom of Chester became annexed

to the crown in the reign of Hen. 3. on the death of John Scot

the last earl leaving three sisters his coheirs, is explained in 1. Dugd.

Bar. 45. See further on this point of indivisibility Bract. 76. b.

Brit. 187. Flee. 313. and Dav. Rep. 61. b.

[Note 7.] (6) This doctrine about the abeyance of titles of honor and their

being revived by the royal nomination, though our books furnish.

Ittle matter on the subject, is undoubtedly law; and there are

mtny instances of an exertion of this prerogative. One of the

most remarkable took place during the present reign in the person

of
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of the late mr. Norborn Berkley, who in 1764 was called to the

house of peers in right of the old barony of Botetoart after an,

abeyance of several centuries, and was allowed to fit according to

the antiquity of that barony. See Cas. in Dom. Proc. for 1764.

Another instance in the present reign is the cafe of sir Francis

Dafhwood late lord Despenser; for in 1763 he was c.lled to the

antient barony of that name in right of his deceased mother, who

was eldest sister and one of the coheirs of an earl of Westmorland,

on whose death that bareny had become in abeyance ; and being

so summoned he took his feat as premier baron in place of lord

Abergavenny, who before possessed that distinction.

(7) The first of these cases was in 1596, and the second in [Note 8.1

1616. Both are now in print, having been published from manu

scripts of the time by mr. Collins in his claims concerning baro

nies, &c. See p 24.. & 162. It must not be inferred from the

purpose for which lord Coke cites them, that the descent of a ba

rony to a female, where in the creation it was not confined to heirs

male, was controvertible. The points debated in those cases were

of another kind. In Sampson Leonard's the question was, whether

the husband can be tenant by the courtesy of a title of honour. See

my observation as to that p^int ant. 29. b. note 1 . That of lord

Ros depended on the effect ot fuperadding an earldom in tail male

to one having a barony before descendible to heirs general, it being

contended, that the former should attract the latter in point of de

scent so as to be inseparable wnilit the earldom continues.

(8) In a late contest about the office of great chamberlain, which [Note 9.3

arose in conlequence of the late duke of Ancaster's leaving two

sisters his co-heiresses, one of whom was married to mr. siurrell,

the then attorney general made a report in conformity to the doc

trine here stated by lord Coke as to the office of high constable;

and this report, of which I have a copy, contains a very learned

investigation of the subject. But afterwards when the cafe came

before the lords, the judges gave it as their opinion, that the office

belong! to both festers j that the husband of the eldest is not of right in-

titled to execute it ; and that both festers may execute it by deputy to be

appointed by them,such deputy not being of a degree inferior to a knight,

and to be approved of by the king. See Journ. Dom. Proc. 25 May

1 78 1. the primed cafes of the several claimants, and the Parl. Reg.

for 1780-1, v. 4. 258 to 297.

>. b.l 10 The claim of a' like privilege as appurtenant to a manor is [Note i:\

J mentioned in Crompt. Jurisd. Co. 192. b. See further concern

ing t.ie office of woodward in Manwood's For. Laws by Nelson,

389

(2) It is observable in this partition, that no provision is made [Note li«]

in respect to the office of woodward and privilege of having the

bark of felled trees, which were appurtenant to the manor. In a

former place lord Coke states the partition of a manor to which an

advowson was appendant.and explains what the effect is on the ad

vowson, where from want of any particular agreement between the

parties it is left to the law to regulate how the advowson shall be

disposed of. Ant. 122. a.

(4) The
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[Note 12.] (4) The reference in the margin to sol. 46. a. is to an instance

of the difference in point of effect en the lessee for years of a co

parcener, between partition by writ and partition wichouc

[Note 13.] (2) Ace. P. 18. E. Quart Impedit 176. Post. 186. b. 3. Co. [166. b.l

22. b. z. Inst. 365. 2. Ro. Abr. 346. Mallory's Quare Impe- *• 'J

dit 145. Three judges also held accordingly East. 23. Eliz. in

Harris & Hales v. Nichols Cro. Eliz. 18. But Anderson chief

justice doubted, whether a grantee mould have the privilege. In

Keilwey there is a cafe of 18. Hen. 7. in which Frowike chief

justice is made to give it to the grantee of the eldest sister, only

where it has been once exercised by herself. But he afterwards

doubted his own distinction, and seemed to incline to the grantee's

right generally ; in consequence of which the report concludes

thus: Stadc bme et quart. Keilw. 49. Upon the whole therefore

it seems, that the point is not quite settled ; and to determine it

properly would require a very careful examination of the numer

ous cafes cited by lord Coke here and in the Second Institute.

See 7. Ann. c. 18.——I was led into this .note by a reference to

the cafe from Cro. Eliz. in a Coke upon Littleton of /the late mr.

Beversliam Filmer, and by an opinion of the. fame very learned

gentleman, in which he represents the point to be doubtful, and

therefore dissuaded accepting the title to the next presentation of

an advowson belonging to three sons as heirs in gavel-kind, unless

they would all join ia the grant. The eminence of mr. Filmer as

a barrister, more especially in the conveyancing line, will, I pre

sume, fully justify me for thus introducing his name. The doubts

of a lawyer so profound and correct, as he was universally allowed

to be, will ever claim high respect ; and it is with peculiar pleasure,

that I take this opportunity of expressing the veneration with which

J hold him in my remembrance.

[Note 14.] (2) So too execution of dower is not prevented by a lease for ["167. 3.1

years subsisting at the hulband's death. Ant. 32. a. How lessee •■ '

tor years is aflucted by such a partition, is before explained by lord

Coke in sol. 46. a.

[Note 15.] ( 1 ) But according to Bro. Nouv. Cas. 108. the lord should have [ j gy# b.l

notice of the partition. *• '

fNote 16.] (2) Ace. ant. 67. b. post. 175. a. 195. a. But this sort of par

tition is not a partition in the sense in which Littleton writes of

partitions, nor in the common sense of the word. He means a di

vision of the land itself; whereas what lord Coke here calls a par

tition is a mere severance of the unity of title, which operates, as

Littleton afterwards states, by making a tenancy in common. See

Sect. 309.

[Note 17.] (3) These words enjoining the partition to be made in the pre

sence os the parties stiew, that the proceeding before the flieriff is

quite open. So tco as it seems should be the execution of a com-

miffion of partition issued by chancery as a court of equity, such

commiffion being in nature of a writ at common law for the like

purpose. But I understand, that there have bren instances cf

treating the commission of partition as a clojt proceeding, and that

< n :hat idea it has been sem times tiie practice to annex an oath of

secrecy
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secrecy to the commission. This practice, I presume, has grown

from not attending to the difference between commissions to divide

lands and cor., millions to examine witnesses merely. In the latter

sort of commission an oath to keep the depositions secret is exprefly

required by an order of chancery of the 9th of February 171 1 ;

and exclusively of the order the proceeding implies secrecy, the

depositions being ever kept close under seal, till leave is obtained

lo divulge them by the pasting of publication. But neither the

language nor spirit of this order is applicable to commissions of

partition, which like the writ of partition ought to be openly exe

cuted.

sl68. a.l (2) The difference between an interlocutory judgment or award [Note 18.]

and a final principal or pltnary judgment is here pointed at ; as to

which sec Metcalf's cafe 11. Co. 30. both questions in it de

pending on the distinction. See also office of Exec. ed. 1676.

chap. 17. p. 279. How the civil and canon laws distinguished be

tween interlocutory and definitive sentences, especially in point of

appeal, and between sentences merely interlocutory and interlocutory

sentences having the effeel of definitive, may be collected in some

degree by consulting Voet. ad Dig. lib. 42. tit. 1. s. 4. Perez,

in Cod. lib. 7. tit. 62. Wood's C»v- L- 8vo. ed. 379. and Gilb.

Chanc. c. 10. As to the diH'crence between interlocutory and final

decrees or orders in our courts ot equity, fee Pract. Reg. in Chanc.

122. and 153. and Nolle v. Foot in Dom. Proc. 12 March 1739.

On the fame subject in our ecclesiastical courts, fee 1. Ought. Ord.

and Consett's Prac. of Spirit. Co. 3d edit. 229 10 250. These

references may assist inquiry ; but a far more extended information

will be necessary before the distinctions can be well ascertained,

and the use of them in point of appeal conclusion or otherwise be

fully understood.

(4) Concerning the dispute about the authenticity of these laws, fNote IQ.1

fee notes 3. and 4. ant. 68. b. to which add Preface to 8. Co.

Rep. 1. Tyrr. Hilt. b. 6. p. 103. Ibid. v. 2. p, 62. Brad. In-

trod. to Eng. Hist. 260. and a note by the late bistiop of St. Da

vid, dr. Squire, in his book on the Anglo-Saxon Gov. in Engl. ed.

°f '753« P* 2,9- Mr- Sclden's opinion of these laws was, that

" as the ordinary copies are, and as they speak in the publilhed

" volume of Sixon laws, they are not without many mixtures of

«' somewhat later transcribers." Seld. on Tithes, ed. 161 8. p. 225.

A like temperate caution concerning these laws is interposed by

sir Henry Spelman and mr. Somner. Spelm. Gloss, 3d. ed. 67.

Reliq. Spelm. 61. Somn. on Gavelk. joi. But dr. Brady is not

content with this; for, moved by that excess of party-spirit, which

is so destructive of truth and so much tarnishes his learned writings

on the English history, he indiscriminately and paslionately rejects

the whole body of these laws. His words in one place are as fol

low. " The factious bishops and churchmen and tne seditious and

" dissolute barons made a noise for king Edward's laws. But

" what they were it is now a hard matter to know. Those, put

" forth under his name with mr. Lambard's Saxon laws, were

" none of his. They are a incoherent farce and mixture, and a

" heap of nonsense, put together by some unskilful bishop monk or

" clerk many years after his death to serve the ends and designs

«' of
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" of the present times." General Pref. to Brad. Eng. Hist. xxx.

See further Wright Ten. 65. note (i).

(Note 20.] (5) The passage here cited from the laws of Edward the Con

fessor seems rather a remark by the copier or translator of the law,

than a part 6f the law itself; and perhaps it is on this account,

that Lambard distinguishes this passage in the printing by an ha-

lick letter. But whether the passage is to be deemed part of the

law or not, the comparison it draws, of the Roman denomination*

of their territorial government and officers in Britain with those of

the Saxons, seems to me quite imaginary. At least I am not able

to find any trace of authority to prove such an use or application

of the words " consulates consul and •viceconsul" amongst the Ro

mans whilst Britain was a part of their empire, as this extract sap-

poses.

[Note 31.1 (6) This agrees with the idea of sir John Spelman in his life of

Alfred, and of mr. St. Amand in his Essay on the Legislative Power

of England. Dr. Stuart in his Historical Dissertation on the Eng

lish Constitution makes some additional remarks in support of the

same opinion. See zd ed. of this latter book, 250.

[Note 22.] (7) The remark above in note 5. on the former extract from

Lambard's Anglo-Saxon Laws equally applies to this second one.

As to the origin and office of sheriffs, fee further Preface to 3. Co.

Rep. Dav. Rep. 60. Dak. on Sher. Spelm. Gloss, vocibus comitts

comitatus et vicecomei, Seld. tit. Hon. ed. 168 1. p. 627. 2. Henry's

Hist. Gr. Brit. 242. a note by lord Fortescue in his ancestor's book

on absolute and limited monarchy, 112. and Stuart's Hist. Dissert,

on Engl. Const. zd ed. 241.

[Note 23.] (2) Here I shall subjoin to Littleton's explanation of the dis- [160. 3.1

ferent modes of express partition the following notices for the aid

gf students.

I. Since Littleton's time a statute has been made for newly re

gulating the proceedings on a writ of partition, with a view to

render them less dilatory and more effectual ; and this statute

equally extends to parceners join-tenants and tenants in common.

See 8. & 9. W. & M. c. 31. What the form of proceeding under

the writ of partition was before, is explained in Flet. lib. 5. c. 9.

Bract, lib. 2. c. 33. Brit. c. 71, 72, 73. and Booth on Real Ac

tions 244.

II. Partition by release between co-parceners, which I do not ob

serve to be noticed by Littleton or Coke, is mentioned in 2. Ful-

fceck's Paral. sol. 57. b.

III. There is a partition by judgment exclusive of that on the

fariitknesaciendd. An instance of it is slated in 6. Co. 1 2. b.

IV". Littleton hereafter adds to the forms of partition explained

by him in this chapter, one other form ; namely, partition by throw

ing into hotchpot, which is the subject of Sect. 266.

V. Besides the writ of partition mentioned by Littleton there

was another also issuing out of chancery, which was called a writ of

livery and partition. It applied, where land holden of the king in

capitt descended to two or more as co-parceners, in which cafe they

ceuld not have livery of their land from the crown without a par

tition.
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tition, the reason of which is explained in Staundf. Prerog. 24. b.

81. b. The various forms of this writ of partition may be seen

by consulting F. N. B. 256. F. 259. C. 261. B. C. and Reg. Orig.

316, 317. It differed from the common writ de partitione facienda.

in almost every respect. That was directed to the sheriff, this to

the escheator: that was returnable in the common pleas, this in

chancery: that was executed with a jury, this without: that was

given for the benefit of the party suing it, this grew out of a po

licy to increase the number of the king's tenants in capite for his

advantage: the partition in that was confirmed by a judgment of

the court, on return of the writ, the partition in this had no such

solemnity added to it : and lastly, the partition on that was con-

elusive on the parties though infants and all claiming under them,

but the partition on this was open to subsequent inquiry, and if un

equal avoidable by J'cire facias in chancery or a partitions facienda

at common lav/. See Staundf. Prerog. and Fitzh. N. B. in the

places before cited, and post. 171.8. & b. See further on the force

of such partition in chancery 29. Ass. pi. 3. Bro. Abr. jurisdiction

114. partition pi. 10. But this species of partition under the writ

of livery is no longer in force : for it was a mere incident to livery ;

and livery being taken away by the 1 2 Cha. 2. c. 24. as one of the

great grievances from tenure in capite, all writs of livery of course

are, as a very learned writer has forcibly expressed it, unostatu dis

persed. See mr. serjeant Wynne's observat. on F. N. B. in his Mis

cellany of Law Tracts p. 5 1.

VI. Another kind of partition in chancery unnoticed by Little

ton was, where two persons succeeded as co-parcenary heirs to land

holden of the king in capite, and one of them being within age was

in ward to the crown ; for then the king's committee of the infant

heir might assent to make partition with the other coparcener, in

which cafe the writ for livery to the coparcener of full age recited

that with such assent the king had assigned certain estates for the

purparty of such co-parcener, and directed the escheator to give

livery accordingly. F. N. B. 260. B. This mode of partition in

chancery is also at an end from the same cause as the writ of par

tition and livery.

VII. A new compulsory mode of partition has sprung up, and

is now fully established ; namely, by decree of chancery exercis

ing its equitable jurisdiction on a bill filed praying for a partition:

in which case 'tis usual for the court to issue a commission for the

purpose to various persons, wlio proceed without a jury. How far

this branch of equitable jurisdiction, so trenching upon the writ of

partition and wresting from a court of common law its antient ex

clusive jurisdiction over this subject, might be traced by examining

the records of chancery, I know not. But the earliest instance of

a bill for partition I observe to be noticed in the printed books is a

cafe of the 40. Eliz. in Tothill's Transact, of Chanc. title parti

tion. According to the short report of this cafe the court inter

posed from necessity in respect of the minority of one of the parties,

the book expressing that on that account he could not be made

party to a writ of partition; which reason seems very inaccurate;

for, if lord Coke is right, that writ doth lie against an infant, and

he shall not have his age in it, and after judgment he is bound by

the partition. See post. 171. b. But probably in lord Coke's time

this was a rare and rather unsettled mode of compelling partition ;

for I observe in a case in chancery of the 6. Cha. 1. which was re

ferred
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fared to the judges on a point of law between two co-parceners,

that the judges certified for issuing a -writ of partition between

'them, and that the court ordered one accordingly ; which, I pre

sume, woatd searce have been done, if the decree for partition and

a commission to make it had then been a current and familiar pro

ceeding with chancery, l . Cha. Rep. 49. However it appears by

the language of the court in a very important cause, in which the

grand question was whether the lord chancellor here could hold

plea of a trust of lands in Ireland, that in the reign of James the

Second bills of partition were become common. 1. Vern. .421.

2. Cha. Cas. 169. For other reported cases on bills of partition,

fee Toth. Transact, tit. partition, 1. Cha. Rep. 235. 3. Cha. Rep.

29. 2. Cha. Cas. 214. 237. 2. Vern. 252. i.'P. Wms. 446. 2. P.

Wms. 518. As to the forms of a commission of partition, fee

1. Prax. Aim. Cur. 3d ed. 93. 94. Clerk's Tutor in Chanc. 3d

ed. 360. and 2. Harrison';; Chanc. last ed. 396. For cases in which

chancery interposes by awarding commisiions to ascertain bounda

ries, which subject in some degree connects with commissions of

partition, fee Tothill 84. 126. 130. Ne!s. Ch. Rep. 14. 121.

1. Cha. Rep. 41. 63. 259. Rep. temp. Finch, 131. 186. 210.

Car. Rep. 107. (7. 96. 259. 462. i.Cha. Cas. 145. 1. Vern. 359.

456. 2. Vern. 38. and 1. V'es. 453. To these add Fitzh. N. B.

133. on the writ de perambulation:.- facienda, which being consider

ed may perhaps throw some light on the origin of this branch of

equitable jurisdiction ; and concerning the modes of partition by

our law sec the cases under that title in Fitzn. Abr. Bro. Abr. and

Yiner.—Concerning partition by the Roman law, fee Fulbeck in

his parallel of the civil canon and English Laws b. 2. p. 57. This

neglected but ingenious writer extracts from the Roman law three

actions having the like object with our writ of partition. These

are the action de samilia herciscumta, the action pro ficic, and the

action de comir.uni di-videndo. He applies the first to partition

amongst co-heirs, the second to that amongst join-tenants, and the

third to that amongst tenants in common ; an assimilation, in which

he is partly followed by lord Stair in respect to the law os Scot

land. Stair's Instit. 48. The second and third of these Roman

actions are treated of in lib. 10. tit. 2. & 3. of the Digest, tit. 1.

of the fame book being upon the action finium regundorum, which

partly answers to our bil! in equity for ascertaining boundaries. It

is remarkable aHo, that Fleta represents the three Roman actions

last mentioned as a part of our law. F!et. lib. 5. c. 9. p. 309. See

further as to the Roman law about partiticn I. Dora. Civ. L. by

Strah. 326. For partition according to the French law, see tit.

partoge in their book.; and for the like subject in the Scotch law,

see concerning the obligation of division, heirs portioners, commeniies,

and writs of division, in Stair's Instit. 48. 477. 169. 576. and in

Erslcine's Instit. 46S.

[Note 24.] {3) In 1. Atk. 542. there is a case in equity, in which lord Hard- T j -Q, a.]

wicke allows of a parol agreement for a partition. See infra note 4. <■ '

and 1. Vern. 472.

[Note 25.] (4) Here the eleventh edrtion of this book has a note question

ing whether such faro! grant would be good now in respect of the

29. Cha. 2. c. 3. and mr. serjeant Hawkins in bis Abridgment makes

a like question. Sec supra note 3.

• (1) This
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spO. b.l (0 This ca^e °f Littleton turns upon the inequality of the par-

1 ' ' *J tition; for if the parts are equal, it binds notwithstanding insane/.

[Note 26J

Ant. 166. a. Post. 173. b.

(3) In a Coke upon Littleton I have with MSS. notes and re- [Note 27.]

ferftices, the annotator is for excluding from such an estoppel as is

here stated a partition in pais. His note is thus expressed : " if

" two make partition in court of record, when one of them had no

" right, he thereby (hall gain a moiety by estoppel or conclusion.

" Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi. 306. But otherwise I conceive of a parti -

- " tion in pais ; though the book speaketh generally ; and upon this

" difference you shall read a like case in this booke sol. 46. a."

(4) Ace. Dr. & Stud. dial. 1. c. 19, where mul'ur puisne sues li- [Note 28.]

very with bafiard eigne. See Bro. Abr. entrie congea'ok 31. and dis

tent 9. But it is laid, that this fort of estoppel will not bind in

chancery. Gary's Rep. z6. Sec- further 2. Co. 4. b. Cro. Cha.

no. Pollexf. 67. and 3. Com. Dig. 278.

sl7I.a.1 (2) 1" '• ^tk. S41, the** is a cafe, in which lord chancellor [Note 29.]

1 ' '-■ Hardwicke is represented to say, that a partition by agreement be

tween two husbands will not bind the inheritance of their wives.

But, notwithstanding this high authority, I take the doctrine of

Littleton and Coke, that such a partition will bind>the wives unless

it be unequal, to be clear Jaw, and for the cogent reason here given

by the latter. See ace. F. N. B. 62. F»

sl7I.b.l (2) Ace. 6. Co. 4. b. But there the reason given for an infant's [Note 30.]

' ' '* not having his age in partition is different, namely, that both co

parceners are in posfejion. In the year book of 9. H. 6. 6. b. the

reason is expressed to be the prejudice 'which otherwise there might be

to the infant.

(5) Not even though a special power is given to him, though it [Note 31.]

is otherwise with a feme covert. 60 held by lord chancellor Hard

wicke in a cafe in 1. Ves. 298. and 3. Atk. 695. See Mo. 512.

But by the 7. An. c. 17. an infant having a real estate only as a

trustee or under a mortgage is enabled to convey under the direc

tion of the court of chancery or the court of exchequer. However

this act is deemed not to extend to trusts merely constructive. 2 P.

Wms. 549. 3. P. Wrns. 387. Another exception to an infant's not

being able to alien land arises from the custom of particular places,

as the custom of Kent in respect to gavelkind lands, which may be

aliened by an infant on attaining 15. See the late mr. Robinson's

excellent Treatise on Gavelk. 193, and Mo. 512.

(6) But an infant may before 2 1 dispose of personal estate by last [Note 32.]

will, though it is controverted at what ace this testamentary power

begins to attach in infants. On this point I have heretofore ex

pressed my notions at length. See note 6. of so. 89. b.

sl72. a.'l ■ (2) Ace. j. Ro. Abr. 729. pi. 8. Mo. 679. Cro. Eliz. 920. [Note 33.]

1 ' 'J Godb. 219. But lord Coke's words imply, that a single bond, that

Is, one •without a penalty, being given for necessaries may be good

against an infant ; and so it hath been frequently adjudged. See

March 145. 1 Ro. Abr. 729. pi. 8. and 1. Lev. 86.

(8) But
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[Note 34.] (8) But now one jointenant or tenant in common may have

account against the other as bailiff for receiving more than his share

of prositsy though there is no appointment of him as bailiff. See

4 An. c. 16. f. 27. See too l. Leon. 219.

£Note 35.] (,) Ace. ant. 68. b. & 78. b. See also 128. a Another ex- [l72. b.l

ception is, that he may be sworn as a witness at 1 4, and before if

he appears to understand an oath, or rather as it is expressed by

lord Hale hath competent discretion. 1 1. Mod. 228. 2.Hal.H. P. C.

271.—Also according to lord Hale in some cases of exigence, as in

rape, an infant of tender years may be examined without oath.—

In 1. Stra. 700. there is a cafe in which an infant of 7 years was

refused. There too the point about examining infants as witnesses

is ably argued. The fame point was touched upon incidentally in

the great cafe of Omichund and Barker before lord chancellor

Hardwicke about receiving a Gentoo's evidence ; which I more

particularly refer to here, because in it lord Hale's doctrine of ad

mitting infants to give evidence in criminal cafes 'without oath is

said to have been over-ruled at the Old Bailey aster mature deli

beration and also by lord Raymond. 1. Atk. 29. See 1. Hal.

Hist. P. C. 302. 634. and 2. Hal. H. P. C. 279. and Lamb. Just. 24.

1602. p. 85.

[Note 36.] (4) Ace. F. N. B. 62. M.—Here lord Hale's MS. makes a ques

tion, whether such partition be -void or voidable, being made by bus-

band, and cites M. 30. 31. Eliz. B. R. Morris and Maule.

INote 37.] {3) Lord Coke may be here presumed to mean a lineal warran- [ 1 73' *\]

ty; because hereafter he allows, and in his time it was the common

learning, that collateral warranty would bar the issue in tail without

recompence. Post. 374. b.

[Note 38.] (4) In a Coke upon Littleton I have with MS. notes there is the

following remark.—" Quære of this; for I think the formedon must

• be brought in the name of the issue and the surviving parcener,

*« and then the parcener to be summoned and severed, and then the

" issue to make a special count and shew the partition."

[Note 39.] (2) This word, which is so uncommon that I cannot find it no- s 173" J

ticed in any dictionary 1 have seen, is apparently used for reckoned.

Lord Coke seems to borrow it from Littleton's use of the word rette

at the beginning of the Section here commented upon.

[Note 40.] (1) So it is of an exchange. Hob. 152. Calthrope's reading Tjyj g.l

on lord and copyholder 92. 1. Ro. Abr. 815. *• ' '

[Note 41.] (3) But by the 34. & 35. H. 8. gavelkind descent of lands in [175. b.J

Wales is expressly taken away, and all lands there are made de- *- ' ^

scendible to the eldest son according to the common law of Eng

land. See that statute c. 26. s. 91. and 128. Also in Kent va

rious estates have been made descendible according to the com

mon law by special statutes for this purpose. Sec Robins, on

Gavelk. 75.

[Note 42/I (4) But according to a very accurate writer on gavelkind this

doctrine must be restrained to the special descent of gavelkind and

Borough
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Borough Englifi lands, wl.ich is considered as the essence of both ;

and therefore the other customs incident to gavelkin.i and Borough

English land must be.specially pleaded. S.-e Robins, on Oavelk. 41.

For this difference several authorities are cited ; namely, as to ga-

I'dkiiiJ a cafe in Cro. Cha. 562. another in 1. Lev. 79. 1. Sid. 1 37.

and Raym. 76. and a third in a. Sid. 153. and as to Borough Eng-

lijb a cafe in 1. Salk. 243. I the rather introduce these references

because mr. Robinson's treatise is become very scarce.

($) This word means equality, being derived from the adjective [Note 43.)

par, and made a substantive by the addition of agium. Read more *

concerning the termination of agium ant. 86. a. See also as to dis-

faragatio ant. 80. a.

176.a.] (0 The gavelkind descent of lands to Ireland was an incident to [Note 44.]

the custom of ianifiry, and as such fell to the ground with its prin

cipal in consequence of a solemn judgment against the Jatter in a

case of the fifth of James the first. For this cafe, which is excel

lently reported by sir John Da. is, who was attorney. general in

Ireland at the time, fee Dav. Rep. 28. But in the reign of queen

Anne, the policy of weakening the Roman Catholic interest in Ire

land was the cause of an Irish st.uuie to make the lands of papists

descendible according to the gavelkind custom, unless the heir con

formed within a limited time. See Robins, on Gavelk. 17. How

ever now by an Iristi statute of the present reign the descent of the

lands of papists is again reduced to the course of the common law.

Irish St. of 17. & 18. G. 3. c» 49. s. 1.—'Lord Coke, from his sup

posing that the Brehon law of partibility except as to bastards re

mained in Ireland, seems not to have been aware of the cafe of

tanistry. Indeed what he writes in this respect was before that cafe

more applicable to Wales than Ireland; for the statute of Wales

cited in the next passage confirms the partible descent of lands

there amongst males with an exception excluding bastards, whereas

I doubt whether there is any evidence of confirmation of the Bre

hon law with such an exception. Sec ant. 141. a. where lord Coku

himself takes notice of a total abolition of the Brehon law.

76. b.]
(3) Though puiri more commonly means boys, yet it is plain, \ Note 45.]

that here it comprehends children of both sexes ; because after

wards liberi is used for the fame purpose. The word is used in the

same large sense in the writ dt ralionabili parte bonorttm; and there

fore Fitzherbert observes, that the son and daughter may join in

that writ. F. N. B. 122. C. Also this large sense of puiri is war

ranted both by the application of the word in the Roman law, and

by its derivation from the Greek word maTt, which is masculine or

feminine according to the article before it. To this effect Justi

nian's Digest in the title dt <verborum fignificatione gives the follow

ing extract from the Commentary of the Roman lawyer Juliui

Paulus on his famous predecessor Sabinus. Pueri appitiatiom etiam

fttella fignificatur : Ham et faeminai puerperas appellant recentes ex

fartu; et Graci ■araiJ.si communitur appdlatar. See Dig. lib. co.

tit. 16. leg. 163. and Mcnag. Jur. Civil. Amoenitates cap. 39. voce

fjterpera, where chat learned French writer expatiates on the ety

mology of puer. 1 have been induced to give this- explanation of

the word puer by a case in our own law-books, which actually turn

ed upon the question, whether a daughter could take lands under

(QJ that
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that description. The cafe arose on a remainder in a settlement s 176. b.

made by a man on his first marriage feniori pucro of the husband

and the heirs of his body ; ar.d this was decided by two judges

attains! ens to intitle a daughter and onlvchild of the first marriage

in preference to the son of a second. Dy. 337. b. However there

is a much earlier cafe on the construction of pueri, in which it was

interpreted to exclude fimaks. Hob. 33. and the case there cited

from 30. Ass. 4,7. and 30. E. 3. 27. But now indeed, when legal

instrument are lo universally expressed in the English tongue, it is

not probable, that any ditoite Ihould arise in our courts of justice

about the interpretation of this Latin word.

JNote 4.6.] (^) 7'he places usually nimet! as those in which the customary

division of personalty on a death prevailed, and io in favor of wife

and children restrained the testamentary power to a third or a

moiety, are these: the province of York, the city of London, and

various districts of Wales. But since lord Coke's time several sta

tutes have been made to remove this rellraint in each of these dif

ferent places; rind under those statutes the wielt of the personal1

estate is now disposeab'e by last will in them through England and*

Wales, with this exception however, that there is still no statute

affecting either the city of Chester which is part of the province ot>

York, or such other places not within that province or London or

Wales as may have seen a custom ; though whether there be any

such places, I am uncertain. See for the province of York.

4. W. Sc M: c. 2. & 2. & 3. An. c. 5. for London 11 G. 1. c. i8»

and for Wales 7. & 8. W. 3. c. 38% Indeed sir William Blackstone

treats the tcsiamentaiy power over personal estate as now prevail

ing through all England. 2. Blackst. Corom. o/h ed. 493. But if

there be no other statutes than those he cites, being the fame as

are before mentioned, I take this to be a mistake so far at least as-

jiegards the city of Chester. The fact is, that both the cities -of

York and Chester were excepted in the 4. of W. & M. and that

the a. & 3. An. take away the exception as to the city of York,

only. As too the statutes, which subject the custom of dividing the

personal estate of deceased persons to the testamentary power, do

not. name- any place in England except London, and the province

of York, it follows, that the local ciillom of any other part of Eng

land on this subject ii not disturbed by any statutory provision. It

row only remains, to add here, that though the testamentary power

is thus extended over the whole personalty notwithstanding the

customs within London or the province of York or within any part

t>f Wales yct in the case of an intestacy the customs i;f those places-

still opera'e, them being a special provision to sa,ve them and all

ot!er peculiar customs in 'he statute of Cha. z. for distributing the

p^rforral estates of intestates. See 22. & 23. Cha. 2. c. lo. See

further as to the statutes about these customs in, the latter part of

nete 9. infra.

fNote in 7 t ) '" Swinburne on testaments there is a curious dissertation

*• cxp'aining the custom of the province of Yx>rk in respect to filial-

portions; and in the cwrse cf it, the question, what fort of advance

ment stiall exclude a child, is considered at large. This valuable-,

part of S-'. iaburne is not in the first edition; but was afterwards

ajlded by him. It is otherwise as to many additions in the latter

editions of nis book ; ii*;ic beinj full of enlargements-coming from

x others.
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others, but printed without discriminating them from Swinburne's

own work. This manner of treating authors in new editions is ever

dissatisfactory and unjustifiable ; but in respect to law books, it is

peculiarly inconvenient, the weight and authority of these so much

depending on the character of the author. To Swinburne on this

subject add the title •wills in dr. 3urn's Eccles. Law, in the course

ot which it is learntdly attempted to give the result of every thing

to be met with on the subject in Swinburne's book or else

where.

(6) Ace. z. Inst. 33. But in this point some of great respect [Note 48.]

differ from lord' Coke. Fir.7, lc-rb.r; in his commentary on the writ

Je ra'.ionabili parts boncrum contends, that the distribution, which

excludes the testamentary power from one third or one moiety of

the personal estate, was in his time the general law of the land, and

therefore ne:ded not a special custom to support it. He is follow

ed by Swinburne in the iamc idea, and even by our great modern

commentator on the law ot Engl .nd, who cites Finch's law to

prove, that the general law was taken to be as represented by Kitz<-

herbert as Lite as the re'gn of Charity O.r. first. Ho.vever mr. justice

Bkckstone states, that about this peri} 1 the general law insensibly

changed ; which amounts to an admission that lord Coke's doctrine

of the necessity of a special custom for the rali'.nahtli partc boniruiit

became perfectly est.iblistied within a sew years after his advancing

it, and that this was so without the aid of any statute. It is ob

servable also, that mr. justice Black stone considers Bracton and

Ficta as clear authorities against lord Coke. But mr. Somner,

whose very learned and extemfed discussion os this subject seems to

have escaped the author of the Commentaries, though not inclined

to an' entire agreement with lord Coke, cites various passages of the

fame ancient authors, from which it appears, that their writings in

this respect arc contradictory. See in Sotnn. Gavelk. 91. a disser

tation on the question, -whither the imrir n E rationabili parts

bonorum nuas by tht common law or by custom. Nor is it a slight

testimony of its being settled law in lord Coke's time not to allow of

the writ tie rathnabili pane konorum without a special custom, that

mr. Somner, whose book before cited w.is finished as early as 1647

though not published till the Restoration, observes on the order of

partition under this writ, that it was then, and that not lately, anti

quated and vanilhed out of use in Lent and other comities, surviv

ing only in the province oi York and some sew cities.

(7) What under the custom of the province of York ought to [Note 49.]

be deemed a reasonable advancement sjfficicnt to bar the right to

a filial portion, is largely discoursed upon in Swinburne on Testa

ments, part 3. sect. 18. .For the cases since Swinburne's time, see

Eq. Cas. Abr. 160, 161. 11, Vin. Abr. 10S. Burne's Eccles. L.

tit. ivilb. V .

(8) Mr. Somner writes doubtfully on the preceding doctrine, [Note 50.]

and makes it questionable, whether the child advanced may not

waive his former portion, and elect to take benefit of the customary

partition in the way of hotchpot. Somn. Gavelk. 91. By others £ *•

the doctrine is absolutely denied in another form, by insisting, that

the advancement must be equal to the customary share ; and that,

if the child advanced can prove the advancement to be less, then

( Q_z ) such-
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such child on ihe terms of throwing the advancement into hotchpot f 176. {

is intitled to the benefit of the culomary partition, notwithstanding L '

any declaration of the father to the contrary. Green's Priv.

Lond. 52, 93. But in a cafe before lord chancellor Somers, the

mayor and aldermen of London certified the eastern in terms not

wholly agreeing either wiih lord Coke or with the differences from

him before stated. According to this certificate, though the ad

vancement (hall not be equal to the customary (hare at the father's

decease, yet the child so advanced shall be excluded from any fur

ther part of the customary estate, unless the father shall by his last

will or forrre other writing signed with his name or mark declare

the value of such advancement; in which case the chiki advancedy

bringing the advancement into hotchpot, shall, notwithstanding tin

father's declaration of having fully advanced the child, have as

much more as will make the advancement a full customary share.

This certificate was considered by lord Somers as conclusive of tht

question; and has been since referred to by lord chancellor Hard*

wicke, as souring the point. See the cafe of Chafe v. Box in 1. L»

Raym. 484. & 1. Eq. Cas. Abr. 1 54. in which latter book the

certificate from the city is given at length. See also lord HarJ-

wicke's words in 1. Ves. 16. and those of Fortescue master of the

rolls in 3. Atk. 45. Being therefore taken as the rule of future

decision, the certificate demands- particular attention. The result

with respect to its operation upon the several ideas, which, as it

before stated, have prevailed concerning this point of the custom,

may be thus slated.—Mr. Somner'* notion, of a geaeral right of

election in the child advanced to waive his advancement and claim

the customary share, seems to fall to the ground ; there being no>

election, except where the father under his hand ascertains the ad

vancement by confessing what its value was, and being so ascer

tained it can be proved to be leU than what the custom gives.—

The opinion, that the advanced child is universally at liberty to

prove his customary share g'eater than the advancement, and so in-

titlc himself to the benefit of the customary partition, seems to fail;

because the terms of the certificate appear to admit no other evi

dence to ascertain what the value of the advancement was, than the

father's hand-writing; though it mull be confessed, that excluding

other evidence is scarce to be satisfactorily accounted for, unlel*

the common reason of the difficulty of taking an account of Inert

advancements shall be deemed a sufficient one.—As to lord Coke's

repres ntalion of the custom, this also receives some qualification

from the before mentioned certificate : for, though it leaves him

perfectly right, where tht father is silent about the advancement,

yet it crosses lord Coke's opinion of the effect of the father's de

claring 1 he advancement to be in lull, and makes such declaration

inoperative whtre the advancement admitted by tike father's hand

writing is not ttQua.ly lull aud Adequate,

(Note 51] (9) Hrre lord Coke extends the putting into hotchpot so as to

make it for the benefit both of the executors in respect of the testa

mentary third and of the wife for her third part. But Salkeld re

ports it as the opinion of sir Edward Northey, that the custom re

quires the advanced share to bt brought into hotchpot for the be

nefit of other children only; and therefore that in cale of there

being no other child besides the advanced one, such child shall have

hi* rulJ orphan'* part without any regard to what has been already

received.
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received. Salk. 426. See further concerning this custom of Lon

don a discourse in justification of it in 2 Stow's Surv. of Lond.

■Strype's ed. of 4720. first Append. 61. and the statute of U. G. I.

c. iS. For the cafes on the custom and the statute of 11. G. 1.

concerning it, fee Eq. Cas. Abr. 150. to 160. the title custom of

London in New Abr. Viner's Abr. and z. Eq. Cas. Abr. Com. Dig.

tit. guardian G. 2. and the Contin. in lame part, and Burn's

Eccl. L. tit. iv, Us. Add to these March. 107. Forrest, mo. Bar

nard. Ch. Rep. 430. 2. Alk. 43. 523. 644. and 3. Atk. 213.

*5i6. See also Flet. I. 2. p. 125.—Note, that though the 11. G. 1.

c. 1 H. enables making a will of the whole personalty notwithstand

ing the custom, yet this is with the exception of freemen agreeing

oy writing upon or in consideration of marriage or otherwise to be

subject to the custom. In this respect thereiore there is a difference

in the form of the statute alteration of the custom as to London and

the alteration as to Wales and the province of York, the statutes as

to these two latter not providing for an agreement to abide by the

custom. Perhaps however it may be doubted, whether -an expreji

provision was necessary to create such an exception; but on this

point 1 do sot mean to offer any opinion.

(10) See on the collation <f goodi Dig. lo. 37. rir. 6. 1. Dom. [Note 52.]

Civ. L. by Strah. 687.—Tne Roman law in respect to the colla

tion of goods deserves the particular attention of the English law

yer; as our lla'.ute for distribution of the personal estate of intes

tates contains a like provision to prevent children advanced in the

life-time of the intestate from having double portions, which was

apparently borrowed in some degree from the collatio boiiorum, and

may therefore be considerably influenced in the construction by the

rules of the Romip. law and the doctiine of the civilians on that

title. See 22. & 23. Ch. 2. c. 10. f. 5. Forrest. 276. See also

lor the cafes in general on this part or the statute of distribution,

< t. Vin. Abr. 189. 2. Com. Dig. 145. Continuation of fame book

170. and Eq. Cal. Abr. 248.

80. a.l (2) Notwithstanding lord Coke's censure of the text here, it [Note 55 ]

'■* agrees with the print of the two earliest editions, neither the edi

tion by L. and M. nor the Rohan one having any of the words

added by Lord Coke, except ent before enftoje. But I think that

his addition seems requisite to the fense intended to be conveyed by

Littleton, as well for the reason aligned by lord Coke, as becauso

otherwise Littleton's description of jointenancy might be construed

to exclude an estate in fee, which certainly could not be his inten

tion. Probably therefore the omillion of an estate in fee was an

error in the manuscript from which Littleton was first printed. The

addition of an estate in fee to Littleton's description of jointenancy

was first introduced by Rastell in his edition of 1534. which I was

first led to observe by a note I was favoured with from mr. justice

Blackstone.

So. b.1 (0 ^ee ant* '69. b. P°st- 183. b. Hob. 171. and Shephard's [Note 54-]

•* Common Assurances 389. In the two latter books, especially in

Hobart, there is a variety of curious matter expounding the nature

and use of a scilicet, and how far it may qualify the premises or ba-

6,-ndum in a conveyance. See also 1. P. Wms. 18. and the case of

a bond to two with a scilicet severing the money between them in

(0.3) DX-
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Dy. 350. Lord Hcbnrt seems to consider the scilicet as a fort of

tmciilar, clause, which may explain, but cannot operate in absolute

contradiction of the premises or hfbendan. In a Coke upon Little

ton I have, the learned annotator considers xhcjitiittt as les, potent

than the babendttm, ohsuving upon the caie here stated by lord

Coke, that though the J'cil.cet cannot sever the joint estate given in

tli' premises and the haLendum, yet that the bub.ncium might so con-

troul the premises. He therefore holds, that it the gr.tnt of ten

pornds had been to A. and D babendum to A. till he be m.-.rried,

and to B. til he he advanced lo a benefice, l)»ere they would be te

nants in common. This ma distinction between the balendum and

Che scilicet in point of eli'ect i leave to the consideration ot the learn

ed reader.

[Note 55.] (2) See post. 1 86. a.— Lord Coke in his Reports qualifies t! is

by adding till cs/ire sound u/td;r the £iea> seal. 5. Co. 5^. b. But

if the rmuraUbi-rn subject survives the alien, and then the king's

title is found by ortice, snail it by relation to the creation of the join-

tenancy defeat the subject's title by survivorship ? J lie words of

lord Coke both here and in tiie tilth Report are ambiguous. His

first words here favour the surviving joititenant. But his subsequent

introduction of the rule of nuilum temp us accurrit tegi, with the qua

lification in the 5th Report, tends to a different conclusion. Though

too lord Coke takes nctice of a joint purchase by an alien and a

subject, yet there is not enough to solve the difficulty. See port.

288. a. See as to this point of relation in offices finding the king's

title VV. Jo. 78. and Nichols's cafe Plowd. 481.

[Note c6.1 (4) But infants and frmes covert are exceptions to this rule; for

commardment before or agreement after is not sufficient to make

them disinters, but it mull be by their actual entry or their own

proper act. Port. 357. b. V. N. B. 170. G. 3.11.4.17.3. Also

in the cale of persons ot full ige, isa disseisin 10 the use of another

be accompanied with a forcible entry, his subsequent agreements

though it makes him a disieifor, stiall net chat go him with the force

on the il.irutc of 8. H. 4. actual entry being necessary for that pur

pose. Ant. 16. a. & b.

[Note 57.] (7) Why disseisin os tenant for life makes a fee in the disseifor is

thus recounted for by lord Hobart with his nsual peculiarity and

energy of phrase. " A grant to J. S. and his heirs daring the life

" of J. D. is no fee, but a special occupancy, as is resolved iu

" Chuillcigh's cafe. Hut a disseisin of tn estate for life by ne-

" cesiity in law makes a quest fee; because wrong is Tinlimited,

" and ravens all that can be gotten, and is not governed by terms

** of the estates, because it is not contained within rules." Hob.

3*3-

[Note 58.] (') Ace. 277. b. To what lord Coke has written on dijcifiit by [l8l- H

procurement, a learned annotator in a Coke upon Littleton I have

adds tlv: following references relative to procurers tf trespass, name

ly 1 1. H. 7. 6. a. 12.11.7.14.3. 21.H. 7. 22. a. 13. H. 7.

13. a.

[Note 59.] (3) In a former part I have ventured to make a doubt of this, [l8l- "J

and to contend that the power to fell being given to the executors
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by reason of ~.n office and interest, which do go to the survivor, may

well survive with them. S.e ant. note 2. to 1 13. a."

[1S2. a.l (') -And ihis benefit of survivorship takes place on a lease for [Note 60.3

years to two, though one of the lessees dies before entry. Ant.

46. b.

[l82. b.l t» Vid- #»'• 35. Eliz. B. R. rot. No. 96. Perkins 13 Pecke Dy. [Note 61.]

12. 41. P. 3. 21. 21. H. 6. 40. 4c. Ajf. 45. E. 3. 2.—Hi!. 37.

Eliz. Dickfon 11. Marsh B. R. rot. No. 103. Devise to eLi.Jl Jon

and another for life. Held, that they are jointenants though the fee

descends; but mate. Hal. MSS. See a» to the latter cafe Cro.

J.;,;;. 260.

ioj. a. J {2) But it is otherwise on a surrender ; for that enures to both [Note 6z. 1

"" jaintenants of the reversion, post. 192. a. See further Perk,

sect. 80.

184. a. 1 {«) Yet in sol. zo. b. lord Coke allows a present estate tail in a [ Note 63. 1

case of double possibility equal to that here supposed ; namely, the

case of a gift to the husband of A. and the wife of B. and the heirs

of their bodies. See further on this head Vin. Abr. tit. possibility,

and Fearnc on Coming. Rem. 3J ed. 176.

184. b.] (0. Acc- F> N. B' 2°+- E- So a,so such ncir maI1 nave a wr" [Note 64.]

of entry in conftmili casu, where the surviving tenant for life aliens in

fee. F. N. B. 207. B.

(2) See ant. 182. b.—There is a seeming difficulty in this pas- [Note 6c.]

sage. But I conceive lord Coke's meaning to be, that, though

for some purposes the estate for life of the jointenant having the tee

is distinct from and unmerged in his greater cltate, yet for grant

ing it is not so, but both estates are ia that respect consolidated

notwithstanding the estate of the other jointenant ; and therefore

that the fee cannot in strictness of law be granted as a remainder

to nomine, and as an interest distinct from the estate for life. This

explanation is confirmed by a note in a Coke upon Littleton I have,

in which it is strongly observed, that " the two estates, v;z. for life

" and in fee, or rather one knotted estate, are so confounded to-

*' gether in one person, that he cannot sever them and make them

*' distinct estates, for he cannot grant the estate for life reserving

" to himself the see simple, nor can he grant the fee simple and

" reserve the estate for life, but he may pass away all his interest

" by feossment or he may forfeit all." See Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi.

115. It also much agrees with the language of lord Coke's report

of Wiscot's cafe, especially where he observes, that when an estate

is made to three and the heirs of one, he, tuba hath thefee, cannot

grant over his remainder, and continue in himself an estatefor life, for

which lord Coke cites 12. E. 4. 2. b. See 3. Co. 61. a. Besides

if the passage here should be understood to signify, that the jointe

nant having the fee could not in any form pals away the fee subject

to the estate of the other jointenant, it would not only be contraiy

to the power of alienation necessarily incident to a fee simple, buc

would be inconsistent with lord Coke's own doctrine in a subsequent

part of his commentary. See the case of an estate to father and

son and the hairs of the father, post 367. b. See also post. Sect.

(0.4) 57*-
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578. Indeed lord Coke's position thus qualified appears to have a

strictness in it, which with some may perhaps render it questionable.

However he seems justified by the words of the year-book, which

he cites as his authority ; for they are, that, isj<ui» ba<vt land to

them and tit btirs of one, be •who bathfee cannot grant the rt-vt rfion

of hit companion to another; but if both alien all pa^eth. See further

as to grant of a remainder or revi.rs.on by one having a present

and previous estate, Sheph, Touphstone 237. and Sheph, Common

Assur. 12, 13.

[Note 66.] (6) Yet the husband's alienation pf term itself or of any part of

it binds the wife surviving. Post. 351. a. The reason of (his dif

ference is explained post. 185. a. It is also well explained in Finch's

L. 98. and in the New Abridgement tit. baron ct feme. C. 2. See

further I. Vern. 396.

[Note 67.] (3) F°r l^'s fame reason a wife shall not have dower out off loC.iL

lands of which her husband was jointepanr. Ant. 37. b. See post.

385. a. a case of warranty depending on the fame principle.

[Note 68.1 (l) Therefore in Fitzwilliam's case 6. Co. 32. it was argued, £ I 85. b.

that the indulgence of the law in connecting two times to make one

instant time cannot be extended to three times. See post. 298. a.

a cafe in which priority of lime in an instant is allowed, for fake of

saving the remainder in fee of a rent from the effect of a suspension

osthe particular estate.

[Note 69.] (3) This fame maxim is cited post. 229. b. and 364. b. In £186. 3.J

Wingate's Maxinii 752. there is a variety of cases collected to il

lustrate the application of this rule. Other rules immediately con

nected with this are, that commuuii errr,r facit jus, and resjudicata

fro i-eritate babetur, and also that minimi mutandafunt qua certam

interpretationem babnerunt, as to which sec post. 365. a. Hob. 147.

Wing. Max. 7 <; 8. and ant. 52. b. in the margin.—In a late eccle

siastical cafe of great importance, in which bonds of resignation

were condemned by the supreme court of appellant jurisdiction,

these four maxims appear to me to have included the chief topic of

argument in favour of such bonds.

s.Note70.] (6) Ace. more fully 2. Inst. 365. According to F. N. B. 34. s| 86. I).]

the law is the saine between coparceners, which agrees with lord

Coke's doctrine about them in 2. Inst. 365. and post. 243. a. See

further the case of usurpation of a right of presenting ant. 149. a.

See also the case of attornment to one of two joyntenants, post.

Sect. 566. Add. 5. Co. 97, b.

[Note 71.] (2) Ant. 169. a.-r-in a Coke upon Littleton I have, there is the s I 87. 3.

following note on the extent of the statutes of 31. and 32. H. 8.

•« Adjudged by St. John cheife justice and Windham and Archer

" justices, Hillary 1650 in the common bench, in the cause be-

* tween Major and the lord Coventry, that a tenant by elegit may

« have a writ of partition by the statute of 32. H. 8. and it is

?« within the meaning thereof." This is followed with a reference

to Cro. Cha. 44. where it is said, that the statute doth not extend

10 copyholds. '

(?3) Set
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B8.a.] (13) See centra as to an estate at common law, the cafe of a gift [Note 72.]

to one and his children ant. 9. a. The reason of the difference is,

that in the cafe of the use the estate is vested and settled in the feof

fees till the future use comes in to tjsc. See further as to this differ

ence and the reason of it, 1. Co. 100. b. 101. a. and Dy. 274. b.

"9" ""J (?) Here joint words are construed to make several estates in [Note 73.]

respect of the several capacities of the donees. In a former p.irt vest

ing at several times makes joint words to operate severally. Ant.

83. a. and mr. justice Wyndham's cafe 5. Co. 7. a. there cited in

a note. A few passages further, lord Coke gives an instance of

joint words pasting two entire things to two grantees in consequence

of the several quality os the things granted. Post. 190. the case of

a corrody. See further as to the effect from several capacities in

the grantees, post. 191. b. and ant. 183. b. near the end.

^0. 3.J (1) Lord Coke cues no authority for this. But in 8. E. 4. 17. [Note 74.]

there is a cafe, which tends to confirm and explain his doctrine as

to acotody's not being printable to more than one. The case

arose on gr.mt of a conoiiy by Hen. 6. to two and the longer liver,

where one was dead, the quellion being, whether during the life of

the survivor this wus sufficient to justify the prior of Friswith, on

whom the corrody was chargeable, in refusing a new grantee sent

fcy Edward the fourth. Upon this case Nele seijeant argued for

the king, that a corrody •which is for one man cannot he given to two,

for tivo men cannot hi.ve the maintenance of one man ; and thence he

inferred that the grant to the two was void. But the judges dis

tinguished ; for they all said, that if the eerrody be to have certain

trcud and certain service, this may be granted to twenty men, &c. at

to have 20 breads or 6 gallons of ale, &c. but that a corrody to fit

every day in the ball of the prior and to he served as the men of the

frier are, this cannot he granted to many, jor every o.ie of them woula

(rave as much as one bad heretofore, •which would not be reason, l£c.

—I was carried to this case in the year-book of E. 4. by a refer

ence in Fitzherbert's Natura Brevium, which in the commentary

on the writs dt corrod.o hahendo et de annua penstone contains a great

variety of learning on this antiquated subject. See F. N. B.

" 230. F.

(2) In a former part lord Coke explains the reason of this to be, [Note 75.]

that no chattel can go in succession in the case of a sole corporation,

no mere than a lease for years to one and his heirs can go to heirs.

Ant. 46. b. But there are exceptions to this rule. The king is

mentioned as one by lord Coke ant. 90. a. Another is, where

there is a special custom, as the care of the chamberlain of Lon

don, for orphanage monies. Fulwood's cafe 4. Co. 65.3. to which

add Arundel's case Hob. 64. and ant. so. 9 a. note 1. there, 90. a.

and the case of a bond to a lay person and an abbot in F. N. B.

1 20. B.

C. b. J (4) In a case in the king's bench during lord Holt's time, the [Note 76.]

question was, how the surrender of a copyhold to the use of three

sons and two daughters equally to be divided and their respective

heirs ought to be construed ; and this passage of the Coke upon

Littleton was much relied upon by two of the judges as an autho

rity to shew, that the words equally to be divided imply a tenancy in

common,^
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common. But lord Holt, who was for a jointenancy, observed, that

no such matter appears in the cafe of 21. E. 4. here cited by lord

Coke in the margin as his authority, and that he was not positive

therein, but only wrote it as his conjecture. 1. P. Wms. 19. in

the case of Fistier v. Wigg, which i« also reported in Salic. 391.

Com. 88. 92. 12. Mod. 296. and 1. L. Raym. 622. In the two

latter books and in P. Williams this case is reported very much at

large ; and as the arguments on each side are very elaborate, it is

an authority fit to be resorted to, wherever the doubt is, whether

there shall be a tenancy in common or jointenancy. See also the

case of the earl of Anglesea v. Ram, in Dom. Proc. Sept. 1727.

Barker v. Gyles 2. P. Wm». 280. and 3. Brown Par!. Cas. 297.

Hall v. Digby and others 4. Brown Parl. Cas. 224. Hawes v.

Hawes 1. Wils. 165. and Gafkin v. Gafkin Mich. 18. G. 3. B. R.

in mr. Henry Cowper's Reports just published. In this last case

the word equally was deemed sufficient to create a tenancy in com

mon in a nvill; and lord Mansfield declared the opinion of the two

judges who differed from Holt to be the better and more liberal

one; and mr. justice Aston noticed, that equally to be divided had

been adjudged a tenancy in common even in a deed. I am happy

in having this early opportunity of citing a collection of Reports,

which promises so much new and useful information to the profes

sion. See further as to the words sufficient to make a tenancy in

common, particularly the cases in equity on the subject, 2. Com.

Dig. 175. and continuation to the same work 201.

The End of Mr. Ha r grave's Note*.
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!QI. a.l *n r^e concluding paragraph of the preface to the 13th edition [Note 77.]

■ ' ""'of this work, the present editor re-guested the attention of the public,

to the circumstances, under which, he engaged in it. With a re

newal of the fame request, he now presents t;-.e reader with the fol

lowing Attempt to complete Mr. Hargrove's Annotation on Fmiii, at the

beginning or the Second Book. In doing this, he will endeavour,

I. To jive a succinct account of the different nations, by whom

they were established :

II. A succinct account cf their nature, and particularly of those

peculiar marks and qualities, which distinguish them from

other laws :

III. Some account of ;hc principal written documents, which

are tlie sources, fiom which, the learning respecting them, is

derived :

IV. Some account of the principal events, in the early histor/

of the feuds of foreign countries :

V. And an historical view of the revolutions of the feud in

England.

Bat as his researches are intended merely by way of sup

plemental annotation on Littleton, and as the work of that author

treats of teal property only, his observations will be principally di

rected, through every branch of his inquiry, to the influence of the

feuJa! law, on that species of property. But this, he means, mould

be particularly the cafe, when he treats of the feudal jurisprudence

of England. Under that head, he will offer some general ob

servations,

(1st,) On the time, when feuds may be supposed to have been

first established in England ; (zdly.) On the fruits and incidents of

the feudal tenure; and, (3dly,) On the feudal polity of this country,

with respect to the inheritance and alienation of land : Under this

head he will attempt to state the principal points of difference be

tween the Roman, and the feudal jurisprudence, in the articles of

heirfhip, (4-thly,) the order of succession, and, (5thly,) the abso

lute and unqualified property of the subject of the civil law, and

the limited and qualified property of the feudal tenant, in their

respective possessions. (6thly,) He will then attempt to (hew the

means, by which feme of the general restraints upon the aliena

tion of real property, introduced by the feud, have been removed ;

(ythly,) He will treat of entails. (3tlily,) He will endeavour to

ihew tiie means by which the restraints created by entails were

eluded or removed. Having thus treated of that species of aliena

tion, which, being the act of the party himself, is termed voluntary

alienation ; (cjthly,) he will afterwards treat of that species of

alienation, which, being forced on the party, is termed involuntary.

Under this head he will briefly consider the attachment of lands

for debt; first, in regard to its effect upon them, while they con

tinue in the possession of the party himself; then, in regard to ks

effect upon them, when in the possession of the heir or devisee ; and

afterwards, in regard to the prerogative remedies for the recovery

of crown debts, (lothly,) He will then offer some observations

on testamentary alienation; and, (uthly,) conclude by a detail of

some of the principal circumstances in the history of the decline and

fall of the feud in this country.

I. The
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I. The feudal law was established by those nationss.Q, j^l

who overturned the Roman empire. The first of these were the Van- L " * J

*3als, the Suevi, and the Alani. They inhabited the countries bor

dering on the Baltic. About the year 406, they made an irrup

tion into Gaul ; from Gaul, they advanced into Spain ; about the

year 415, they were driven from Spain by the Visigoths, and in

vaded Africa, where they formed a kingdom. About the year

4)1, the Franks, the Allcmmauni, and the Burgundians penetrated

into Gaul. Of these nations, the Franks became the most powerful;

and having either subdued or expelled the others, made themselves

masters of tbe whole of those extensive provinces, which, from them,

received the name of France. Pannonia and Illyricum, were con

quered by the Huns: Rhsetia, Noricum and Vindelicia, by the

Ostrogoths ; and these were, sometime after, conquered by the

Franks. In 449, the Saxons mvaded Great Britain. The He-

rulians marched into Italy, under the command of their king Odo-

«cre, and in 476, overturned the empire of the West. From Italy,

in 493, they were expelled by the Ostrogoths. About the )ear

568, the Lombards issuing from the Mark of Brandenburgh, in

vaded the Higher Italy, and founded an empire, called the kingdom

of the Lombards. After this, little remained in Europe ot the

Roman empire, besides the Middle and Inferior Italy. These, on

the final division of that empire, between the sons of Theodosius, in

395, had fallen to the sliare of the emperor of the East, who go

verned them by an officer called the exarch, whose residence was

fixed at Ravenna, and by some subordinate officers, called dukes.

In 743, the exarchate of Ravenna, and all the remaining posses

sions of the emperor in Italy, were conquered by the Lombards.

This, as it was the final extinction of the Roman empire in Europe,

was the completion, in that quarter of the globe, of those conquests

which established the law of the feud.

The nations, by whom these conquests were made, came, it is evi

dent, from different countries, at different periods, spoke differenc

languages, and were under the command of separate leaders; yet

they appear to have established, in almost every state, where their

polity prevailed, nearly the same system of laws. This system i*

Known by the appilla^on of the feudal law.

II. Sir Henry Spelman, after Cujas, defines a fief to be, " A

" right, which the vassal hath in land, or some immoveable thing of

" his lord's, to use the same, and take the profits thereof, heredi-

" tarily, rendering unto his lord such feudal duties and services, as

" belong to military tenure; the mere propriety of the soil always

" remaining to the lord." This definition appears accurate and

comprehensive: and an analysis of it may point out those pecu

liar and characteristic marks, which distinguish

THE FEUDAL LAW FROM EVERY OTHER LAW. I st. Where

the foil, and the right to the profits of the soil, meet in the fame

person, he may be said to have an absolute and unmixed estate

in his lands. This absolute and unmixed estate, the subject of

every kingdom, not governed by the feudal polity, so far as re

spects the relation between sovereign and subject, appears to

possess. But, by the feudal law, with respect to the relation between

the sovereign and «he subject, the right to the soil and the rignt

to the profits of the soil, were separate ; the tenant being invested

with the latter, the sovereign continuing to be imitled to the sor

Htffi
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mer. This right to the profits was of the most extensive nature %.

it gave the tenant, except for the purpose of alienation, the com

plete power or dominion over the land, during the term of his te

nure. Thus his estate and interest, as to the right of ownership, far

exceeded that of the usufructuary in the civil law, to which it ha*

some times been compared, as the usufructuary had a mere right to

the ordinary profits of the usufruct, and was not permitted to make

any change in it, even for its amelioration. It approached nearer

to the estate of the tmphyieuia, in the fame law, as the dosiinium

dinclum was absolutely vested in him. It approached, perhaps,

still nearer to the estate of a eestny que trust in our law, which ha;

been termed a feudal idea, grafted on Roman jurisprudence. The

precise nature of it, is no where, perhaps, better explained, than in

lord Stair's Institutes. " It is," fays his lordship, " essential to a

" fee, and common to alL kinds thereof, that there must remain a

•* right in the superior, which is called Dominium direSum, and

" withal a right in the vassal, called Dsminium mile : the reason

" of this distinction, and terms thereof, is, because it can hardly be

" determined, that the right of property is either in the superior or

•* vassal alone, so that the other should only have a servitude upon

'* it; though some have thought superiority but a servitude, to wit,

" the perpetual use and fruit ; yet the conciliation and satisfaction

" of both, have been well found out in this distinction, whereby

— neither's interest is called a servitude ; but by the resemblance of

•* this distinction in law betweenjura et aBiones direB/t, and those,

" which for resemblance, were reductive thereto, and therefore call-

• ed utiles, the superior's right is called Dominium direBum, and

" the vassal's Dominium utile, and without these the right cannot

" consist." This right in the vassal to the use and profits of the

land, while the direct dominion of the land remained in the lord,

was, with respect to the relation between the sovereign and the sub

ject, a new and original point of connection, and one of those marks

which distinguish the feudal, from every other law. 2.Anotherof

these marks, is, that, immoveable or real property only, was admitted

to be held in feudality, or in other words, to be the substance of a

fief. Wherever the conquerors, we speak of, established themselves,

thev seized, whatever they desired, of the property of the conquered,

and the general allotted it to the superior officers of the army, and

these again divided it, in smaller parcels, among the inferior officers.

The moyeable, as well as the immoveable, property of the conquer

ed, was seized and divided by the conquerors ; but moveable pro

perty, from its fluctuating and perishable nature, was ill calculated

to serve, either as the sign, or the subject, of a permanent connection.

This was particularly the case in those days, when it had in no poinc

of view acquired, or was censidered susceptible of, those artificial mo

difications, or other durable qualities, in the intendment of law,

which it now possesses. Land, therefore, or immoveable property,

alone, became the subject of feudal tenure. As the notions of men

respecting property increased, the modifications of it were also

multiplied, and all of them were considered as susceptible of feuda

lity. Thus every species of right or servitude, to which land is sub

ject, was given in fee. At an early period of the feudal law, we find

mention of fiefs dt camera and catena. The former, was a pen

sion granted by the lord to be paid out of his treasury ; the latter,

was a quantity of corn, or other grain, granted by the lord, to be

delivered out of his granary. In progress of lime, money charged

upod
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upon land was, in seme countries, held to be feudal ; and even mere s I Q I . a.

money was, at last, in some countries, held by the feudal obliga-

tion, and treated as a fief. Whether money thus held, be, strictly

speaking, a fief, has been the subject of much discullion. Thoma-

sius, whose writings, in the course of this enquiry, have been found

highly valuable, treats a pecuniary feud as a chimera, and seems

inclined to doubt its existence. Sir Thomas Craig thus expresses

himself, on this question. " The dominium direQum of a fief must

" necessarily remain in the lord; the dominium utilt, mult necessa-

" rily be granted to the feudatory. When the dominium utilt of a

" moveablc is granted, the profits of it must necessarily belong to

" the usufructuary. But the profits of a moveable proceed from tlie

" use which is made of it. Now the use which is made of a moveable,

" cither consumes it or not. In the first case, the fief is necessarily

" extinguished; for it is impossible that a moveable in continual

" use, should not, by that very use of it, be consumed, and the lord

" thereby deprived of it, without any fault on his parr, against his

" will, and even without his knowledge. But if the moveable be not

" consumed by u(V, but may be preserved, the vassal has no profit

" from it. I know many writers of great authority hold, that there

" may be a lies of moveables, by way of analogy to an usufruct of

" those things, which are consumed by use, where the fruit a:d the

" prosics belong to the vassal, the propriety remains vvirh me lord.

" Hut in this case, the propriety, (to uie the expression,) is not of

" the individual thing, but of a thing of the fame genus or species.

" And therefore Cujas justly observes, that, properly speaking*

" these are not fiefs. For natural reason cannot be altered by civil

" power. We are therefore of opinion, that there cannet be a fief,

" though there may be a quasi fief of a moveable. But even a

" quafiJief is not allowed by the law of Scotland. For though sti-

" pulations are frequent amongst us, that, for the use of money, a

" certain yearly sum, or a certain quantity of grain be allowed;

" yet this should not be honored wiih the name of fief, as he to

" whom the payment is to be made, can never be said to die seised

" of the fee of that money." But at the first establishment of fiefs,

land or im moveable property, in the narrowest sense of that word,

was the subject of a fief. That, this species of property, to the ut

ter exclusion of every species of moveables, should be a point of

connection between the sovereign and the subject, is another dis

tinctive mark of feudality. To this it is owing, that while in this.

country, and in every o'h:r country whose jurisprudence is of a

feudal extraction, the difference between real and personal, cr im-

moveablc and moveable property, is so strongly marked, and the

legal qualities and incidents of the two species of property, are, in

so many important consequences, utterly dissimilar, the distinction

between them in the civil law, except in the term of prescription,

is seldom discoverable. 3. The remaining point of difference be

tween the feudal polity and the polity of other states is, the nature

of the relation between the chief and the vassals. This is particu

larly distinguishable by six circumstances: istly, The relation be

tween them was purely of a military nature; adly, Behind the so

vereign and his immediate feudatories, there followed a numerous

train of arrere vassals orsub-feudatories, between whom and the first

or immediate feudatory, there subsisted a relation nearly similar to

that between him and the first or chief lord ; 3dly, This, relation

was territorial, and was not considered to arise from the general al

legiance
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legiance due from a subject to a sovereign, but from an implied

obligation supposed to be annexed to the tenure of the fee ; +thly,

The right of administering justice was an appendage of this military

relation, and originally commensurate to it in its territorial extent;

5th!y, The lord was not allowed to alien the see without his tenant's

content, nor the tenant, without the consent of his lord ; and 6thly,

Though in point of dignity, of rank, and of honor, the lord, ac

cording to the ideas of thole times, enj syed a splendid pro- emi

nence over his vassals, his power over them was, comparatively

speaking, extremely small. Thus, therefore, the supposed preser

vation of the dontnium iHrtclum, Or real ownership, to the lord,

after he had parted with the beneficial ownership, cr dominiuir

mile, to the tenant; the exclusion of moveable property, from serv-.

ing either as the sign or the subject of the relation, between the so

vereign and the feudatory; and the military nature of this relation,

including in it the other circumstances before noticed, should b»

considered as three principal points which distinguilh the law of seud»

from' every other taw. To these the book of siefs, and Cujas, and

after them, sir Henry Spclman, add the hereditary nature of fiefs;

and it is observable, that Littleton in his explanation of the word

see, fays, it is the fame as inheritance, without adverting to any

other quality of a ties. But, as fiefs were not allowed to go in a-

course of descent, till aster a considerable period of time, from their

first introduction, and, as they might always be granted for a less

estate, than an estate of inheritance, there seems to be no reason to>

suppose this descendible quality is essential to their nature. We have

therefore- omitted it.

Besides these, (which may be considered as the e/sentiah of a

sec,} there are qualities, which every fee should possess to answer

the notions originally entertained of this species of property. Thus,

fiefs should be granted without price ; to persons duly qualified ;

and the services mould not be fixed to any particular mode or time

of service. A fief possessing the essential and secondary qualities,

we have noticed, was considered to be a proper fief. The absence

of any of the qualities, reckoned essential, necessarily precluded the

feudal tenure. But any, or all of the qualities reckoned merely pro

per, might be dispensed with, at the discretion of the parties, without

precluding the tenure, according to the maxim, Modus et conven-

tio vincunt legem. This introduced the distinction between proper

and improper fiefs. But, wherever the feudal tenure was admitted,

the fief was presumed to be a proper fief, till the contrary was

{hewn, and it could only be shewn by referring to the original in

vestiture. Thence the maxim, in these cases, Tenor investiture tfi

infpiciendui.

III. With respect to the principal written documents,

WHICH ARE THE SOURCES, FROM WHICH THE LEARNING OF

foreign feuds is D e R i v t o : These may be divided into coot:<;

W LAWS,CJtPlTULARlSS,AHDC0LLSCT10NS OF CUSTOMS. Jt waslong

after the first revival of letters in Europe, that, the learned engaged

ia the study of the laws or antiquities of modern nations. When

their curiosity was first directed to them, the barbarous style in which

they are written, and the rough and inartificial state of manners they

represent, were so (hocking to their classical prejudices, that, they

appear to have turned from them, with disgust and contempt. In,

time, however, they became sensible of their importance. They

were
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were led to the study of them, by those treatises on the feudal laws, [ | g I , ;

whkh are generally printed at the end of the juitinianean collection. L

These are of Lombard extraction. This naturally gave rife 10 the

opinion, that, fiefs appeared first in Italy, and were introduced there,'

by the Lombards. From Italy, the study ofjurisprudence was im

ported into Germany : this opinion accompanied it there. At first

it appears to have universally prevailed. But, when a more ex

tensive knowledge os the antiquities of the German nations was

obtained, there appeared reason to call it in question. Many

thought the claims of other nations, to the honor of having intro

duced the feudal polity, were better founded. Some ascribed them

to the Franks ; others, denying the exclusive claim of any nation in

particular, ascribed them to the German tribes in general ; and

asserted, that, the outline of the law of feuds is clearly discoverable

in the habits, manners, and laws of those nations/ whilst still in

habitants of the Hercynian wood. The time when feuds first made

their appearance, has equally been a subject of controversy. The

•word itself is not to be found in any public document, of ac

knowledged authenticity, before the nth century.

The most anlient, and one of the most, important codes or

law, in use among the feudal nations, is the Salic larw. It is

thought to derive its appellation from the Salians, who inhabited

the country from the Leser to the Carbonarian wood, in the con

fines of Brabant and Hainault. It was written, probably in the

Latin language, about the beginning of the 5th century, by Weso-

gastus, Bodogastus, Salogastus, and Windogastus, the chiefs of the

nation. It received considerable additions from Clovis, Childe-

bert, Clotaire, Charlemagne, and Lewis the Debonnaire. There

are two editions of it. These differ so considerably, that they"

have been treated as distinct codes. The Franks who occupied

the country upon the Rhine, the Meuse and the Scheldt, were

known by the name of the Ripuarians, and were governed by a

collection of law*, which, from them, was called the Ripuarian

law. These laws seem to have been first promulgated by Theodoric,

and to have been augmented by Dagobert. The punishments in

flicted by the Ripuarian law, are more severe than the punishments

inflicted by the Salic ; and the Ripuarian law mentions the trial by

judgment of God, and by duel. Theodoric also appears to have

first promulgated the law of the Altmanni. The law of the Burgun-

dians is supposed to have been promulgated about the beginning of

the 5th century; that nation occupied the country which extends

itself from Alsace to the Mediterranean, between the Rhone and the

Alps. This was the most flourishing of the Gallic provinces in

vaded by the Germans ; they established themselves in it, with the

consent of the emperor Honorius. An alliance subsisted, for a con

siderable time, between them and the Romans ; and some parts of

their law appear to be taken from the Roman law. Onts of the

most antient of the German codes is that, by which the Angliontt

and the Werini were governed. The territories of these nations

were contiguous to those of the Saxons ; and the Angliones are ge

nerally supposed to be the nation, known in our history, by the name

os the Angles. A considerable portion of the law of the Saxonj

has reached us. The Gatbs also liaJ their laws, which were

promulgated by the Ostrogoths, in Italy ; by the Visigoths, in

Spain. The Goihs were dispossessed of their conquests in Italy

by clip Lombard;. N.o antieut code of law, is more famous

than
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than the law os tht Lombards ; none discovers more evident

traces of the feudal polity. It survived the destruction of that

empire by Charlemagne, and is said to be in force, even now, in

some cities of Italy. These were the principal laws, which the fo

reign nations, from whom the modern governments of Europe date

their origin, first established, in those countries, in which they formed

their respective settlements. Some degree of analogy may bs

discovered between them, and the general customs, which, from

the accounts of Cæsar and Tacitus, we learn to have prevailed

among them, in their supposed aboriginal state. A considerable

part also of them is evidently borrowed from the Roman law, by

which, in this instance, we must understand the Theodosian code.

This was the more natural, as, notwithstanding the publication

el the Ripuarian and Salic codes, the Roman subjects in Gaul,

were indulged in the free use of the Theodosian laws, especially in

the cases of' marriage, inheritance, and other important transaction*

of private life. In their establishments of magistrates and civil

tribunals, an imitation of the-Roman polity is discoverable among

the Franks ; and, for a considerable time after their first conquests,

frequent instances are to be found, in their history, of a deference,

and in some instances, even of an acknowledgment of territorial

submission, to the emperors of Rome.

In the course of time, all these laws, were, in some measure at

least, superseded by the capitularies. The word capitulary is

generic, and denotes every kind of literary composition divided into

chapters. Laws of this description appear to have been promul

gated by "Childebert, Clotaire, Carloman, and Pepin. But no

sovereign seems to have promulgated so many of them, as Charle

magne. That monarch appears to have wished to effect, in a cer

tain degree, an uniformity of law throughout his extensive domi

nions. With this view, it is supposed, he added many laws, di

vided into lhort chapters or heads, to the existing codes, sometime*

to explain, sometimes to amend, and sometimes to reconcile or re

move the difference between them. They were generally promul

gated in public assemblies, composed of the sovereign and the chief

men of the nation, as well ecclesiastics as secular. They regulated,

equally, the spiritual and the temporal administration of the king

dom. The execution os them was intrusted to the bilhops, the

counts, and the mijjt regii. Many copies of them were made, one

of which was generally preserved in the royal archives. The au

thority of the capitularies was very extensive; it prevailed in every

kingdom, under the dominion of the Franks, and was submitted to,

in many parts of Italy and Germany. The earliest collection of

the capitularies, is that of Angcsise abb^t of Fontenelles. It was

adopted by Lewis the Debonnaire and Charles the Bald, and was

publickly approved of in many councils of France and Germany.

But, as Angesise had omitted many capitularies in his collection,

Benedict the Levite, that is, the deacon of the church of Mentz,

added three books to them. Each of these collections was considered

to be authentic, and, of course, appealed to, as law. There have

.been subsequent additions made to them. The best edition is that

of Baluz: in 1677. A splendid republic,-. tion os this edition was be

gun by monsieur de Chiniac in 1780; he intended to comprise it in

Jour volumes. Two only, have y.^t made their appearance. In the

collections of ancient lawr, the capitularies ar;: generally followed

by tb- suinular:a, or forms of forensic proceeding aid legal in-

( K ) s.ruroe;.;..
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struments. Of these, the formulare of Marculphus is the most ca- s jgj

rious. The formularia generally close the collections of antient *■ '

laws. With the Merovingian race, the Salic, Burgundian, and

Visigothic laws expired. The capitularies remained in force, in

Italy, longer than in Germany; and in France, longer than in Italy.

The incursions of the Normans, the intestine confusion and weak

ness of government under the successors of Charlemagne, and, above

all, the publication of the decretum of Gratian, which totally su

perseded them in all religious concerns, put an end to their autho

rity in France.

They were, in some measure, succeeded by the cvsroMAkr lAtr.

It is not to be supposed, that, the codes of law, of which we

have been speaking, entirely abrogated the usages or customs of

the countries, in which they were promulgated. Those laws

only were abrogated by them, which were contrary to the regu

lations they established. In other respects, the codes not only per

mitted, but, in some instances, expressly directed, that, the an

cient usages should remain in force. Thus, in all the countries

governed by the antient codes, there existed, at the same time, a

written body of law, sanctioned by public authority, and usages or

customs, admitted to be of public authority, by which those cases

were governed, for which the written body of law contained no

provision. After the antient cedes and capitularies fell into de

suetude, these customs multiplied. By degrees, written collections

were made of them. Some of these were made by public autho

rity ; others were the collections of individuals, and depended

therefore, for their weight, on the private authority of the indi-

duals, by whom they were made, and the authority, which they in

sensibly obtained, in the courts of justice. Collections of this na

ture, committed to writing by public authority, form a considerable

part of the law of France, and arc a striking feature of the juris

prudence of that kingdom. The origin of tlum may be traced to

the beginning of the Capetian race. The menarchs of that line,

in the charters, by which they granted siefs, prescribed the terms,

upon which they were to be held. These they often abridg

ed, enlarged, and explained, by subsequent charters. They also

published charters of a more extensive nature. Some of these con

tained regulations for the possessions of their own domain ; other*

con ained general regulations for the kingdom at large. In imi

tation of these, the great vassals of the crown granted their char

ters, for the regulation of the possessions held of them. In the

fame manner, when allodial land was changed to feudal, charters

were granted for the regulation of the fiefs; and, when villeins were

enfranchised, possessions were generally given them, and charters

were granted to regulate these possessions. Thus each seignory

had its particular usages. Such was their diversity, that, through

out the whole kingdom, there could hardly be found two scigr.o-

rics, which were goyerned, in every point, by the fame law. With

a view more to ascertain, than to produce an uniformity in, these

usages, though the latter of these objects was not quite neglected,

Charles the Seventh and his successors caused to be reduced to

writing, the different local customs, which prevailed throughout

the kingdom. Jn 1453, sometime after Cl arles the Seventh had

.<•>. prised the English from France, he published an ordonnance, by

"which he directed, that, all the customs and usages should he com-

B;iued to writing, and verified by the practitioner* of each place.
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then examined and sanctioned by the great council and parliament :

and that, the customs, thus sanctioned, and those only, should have

the force of laws. Such were the obstacles in the way of this mea

sure, that, forty-two years elapsed before the customs of any one

place were verified. From that time, the measure lingered, till the

reign of Lewis the Twelfth ; it was then resumed. About the year

1009, it was completed. The customs of Paris, Orleans, Nor

mandy, and some other places, were afterwards reformed. Those

of Artois end Saint Omer were reformed within the last hundred

years. The manner of proceeding, both in reducing the customs,

and reforming them, was, generally speaking, as follows. The

king, by his letters patent, ordered an assembly of the three states

of each province. When this assembly met, it directed the royal

judges, greffiers, maires and syndics to prepare memoirs of all

the customs, usages, and forms of practice, they had seen in use,

from of old. On receiving these memoirs, the states chose a cer

tain number of notables, and referred the memoirs to them, with,

directions to put them in order, and to frame a cahier, or short mi

nute of their contents. This was read at the assembly of the states,

and it was there considered, whether the customs were such, as they

were stated to be, in the cahier. At each article, any deputy of the

state, was at liberty to mention such observations as occurred to

him. The articles were then adopted, rejected, or modified, at

the pleasure of the assembly. They were then taken to parliament

and registered. The customs of each place, thus reduced to writ

ing and sanctioned, were called the coutumicr of that place.

These coutumiers were formed into one collection, called the Cou-

tumier de France, or the Grand Coutumicr. The best edition of this,

is by Richebourgh, in four volumes in folio. It contains near

one hundred collections of the customs of provinces, and two hun

dred collections of the customs of cities, towns or villages. Each

eoutumier has been the subject of a commentary. Five and twenty

commentaries have appeared, (some of them voluminous,) on the

eoutumier of Paris, alone. Of these commentaries, that of Du-

moulin has the greatest celebrity. Les Establishments dt St. Louis,

kold a high rank for the wisdom, with which they are written, and

the curious matter they contain. The Coutumicr de Normandie, for

K% high antiquity, and the relation it bears to the feudal jurispru

dence of England, is particularly interesting to an English reader.

Basnage's edition, and his learned commentary -upon it, are well

known. But the most curious of all collections of feudal law, is

that entitled, Affixes de Jerusalem. In 1099, the object of the first

crusade, was effected by the conquest of Jerusalem. Godfrey de

Bouillon, who was elected king of Jerusalem, but refused the title,

called an assembly of the states of his new kingdom. The patri

arch, the chief lords, their vassals, and the arrere vassals attend

ed. With general consent, the collection in question was framed,

under the title of " Les Loix, Statuts, & Coutumes, acccrdics cu

" Royaume Je Jerusalem, par Godefrci de Bouillon, i'an IC99; far

" Pavis du Patriarcbe et des Barc?:s." As this collection w.is

made at "a general assembly of feudal lords, it may naturally be

supposed to contain, some of the wisest ^nd most striking rules, by

which, the feudal polity of Europe was then regulated. But, as

the principal personages, who engaged in that crusade, came from

France, it may be considered* as particularly descriptive of the laws

and Usages of that country. Such are the principal sources of the

( R 2 ) tod*!
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feudal jurisprudence of the kingdom of France. It remains tosj,

take notice of some of the chief compilations by which the feudal ^

polity of other kingdoms, is regulated. The authority, or at least

the influence, which the capitularies, had on these, has been already

noticed. After these, the attention is naturally directed to that

collection, which, probably in the reign of Frederick the Second.

Hugolinus, a Bononian lawyer, compiled from the writings of

1 Obertus of Otto and Gerhardus Niger, and from the various cus

tomary laws, then prevailing in Italy, and added under the title,

Decima Collatio, to the Novels. It is to be found in most editions

of the Corpus "Juris Civilis. In the edition of Cujas it is divided

into five books ; the first contains the treaties of Gerhardus Niger ;

the second and third, those of Obertus of Otto ; the fourth is a se

lection from various authors ; the fifth is a collection of constitu

tions of different emperors respecting feuds. To these is added the

Golden Bull of the emperor Charles the Fourth. Authors are by

no means agreed, either in the order, or division, of this collection.

Several editions have been published of it. In that published by

Joannes Calvinus or Calvus at Franckfort, in 1611, there is a col

lection of every passage, in the canon law, that seems to relate to

the law of feuds. As this edition is scarce, and it may happen.

that, some English reader may be desirous of seeing all these pas

sages, the following short account of Calvinus or Calvus's selection

of them, is Transcribed from Hoffman's, Dijfertatio de Uuico Juris

feudalis Longobardici Libro.—Jurtfprudentiam feudaltm, Jex li-

bris comprehenfam, Jive potius confuetudincs Jcudorum, secundum

dijlributionem Cujaaanam, edidit, et Jub titulo li'ori Jeudorum VI.

addidit, quidquid alicujus de hue matcria mementi, in univerft

eorpore juris canomci exprejj'um invenerat ; hoc ejl totum ii.'u-

lum decretalium Gregorii IX. Jive capitula, Infinuatione 1. Et tx-

parte tua, 2. X. de feudis, porro cap. carterum, 5 et nov:t, 13 de Ju-

dieiis, cap. Qum in Ecclejiarium, 7 de Constituticnibus, cap. Ad cures,

IO In quibujdam, 12 et Gravem, 1 3 De Puuis, cas. Gravem, 53

de Sent, excomm. cap. Ex tranfmijja, 6 et verurn, 7 deJoro compel* alt

eorumque fummaria. The next treatise to be mentioned is, the

Treatise de Bcneficiis, generally cited under the appellation of,

Auilor -vetus de Bcneficiis. It was first published by Thomasius at

Hale 1708, with a dissertation on its author, and the time when it

was written. He considers it to be certain, that, it was written

after the year 800, and before the year 1250, and conjectures, that.

it was not written before the emperor Otho, and that, it was written,

before the emperor Conrad the Second. To these must be added

the Jus Feudale Saxonicum-, which seems to bo a part of, or an ap

pendix to, a treatise of great celebrity in Germany, intitled the

Speculum Saxonicum. The Jus Feudale Saxonicum, is said by Stru-

vius, to have been translated, by Goldastus, from the German,

into the Latin language, for the benefit of the Poles. It is sup

posed to have been published, between the year 1215, and the year

1250. The Speculum Suevicum seems to have been composed, in

imiiation of the Speculum Saxonicum, probably, between the year

1250, and the year 1400. To this is added the Jus Feudale Allem-

manicum composed about the fame time, and probably by the fame

author. But none of these collections acquired the fame authority,

as the books of the fiefs. They were known by the name of th«

Lombard law. By degrees they were admitted, as authority, by

taiost us the courts, aud uught in moil ut the academies of Italy

aud
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and Germany. Like the civil and canon law, they became the sub

ject of innumerable glosses. Those of Columbinus were so much

esteemed, that, no one, it is said, ventured to publish any aster him.

About the end of the 13th century, James of Ardczenc published a

new edition of the Gloss of Columbinus, and added, under the title

of Capitula Extraordinaria,z collection of adjudged cases, on feudal

matters. This was inserted in some of the latter editions of the

Corpus Juris. About the year 1430, Mincuccius de Prato veteri,

a Bononian lawyer, by the orders of the emperor Sigisinond, gave

a new edition of the Books of the Fiefs, with the Gloss of Colum

binus. These were confirmed by the emperor Sigisinond, and aster-

wards by the emperor Frederick the 3d, and publicly taught in the

university of Bononia. Such are the principal sources of the feudal

jurisprudence es foreign countries.

IV. The early history of thb feuds of foreign

countries is involved in a considerable degree of obscurity.

That in the time of Pepin the feudal polity arrived at a degree of

maturity and consilience, is certain. It must, therefore, have pre

viously had, its rise and progress. Some vestiges of these are dis

coverable in the scanty materials which have reached us, of the

history and antiquities of those early times. We find mention in

them of the leuds,—of lauds entrusted (commendati) by the king

to his followers ;—of estates, which, on account of the infidelity,

or the cowardice ofthe proprietary, or his placing himself under ano

ther lord, the king takes from him, and restores to the fisq. There

is also mention of the pares comitum, and the fideles, and of reinvest

ing the leudes, who had been unjustly deprived of their possessions.

At first kings alone granted fiefs. They granted them to laymen

orly, not to ecclesiastics ; and to such only who were free, and pro

bably to the most important only of their followers. They were

not granted, for any certain, or determinate period of time ; they

were not transmissibleto the descendants ofthe grantee; they were

resumable on the bad conduct ofthe vassal, without the sovereign's

being obliged to show the cause of the resumption, or having re

course to any judicial process. The vassal had no power to alienate

them. Every freeman was subject to the obligation of military

duty; this was the case, in a more particular manner, of the feudal

tenants ; they were to attend the sovereign on horseback, and in

complete armour, that is, with the breast-plate, the shield, the spear,

the helmet, and the sword. They were to guard his life, member,

mind and right honour. They were first called bemines, fideles, .

leudes, aittruftiom:; to all these the appellation of i\n£'uh succeed

ed. It appears, that, in early times, the feudal tenants were nurae-

• rous. A considerable parbhowever of the subjects were free from

the feudal tenure. The lands held by these, were called allodial.

The proprietors of them, were under the general obligation of mi

litary service, and were subject to general taxation. Their parti

cular nature was chiefly discernible in this, that, they differed from

the villeins, as they were'frcemen ; and from the feudal tenants, as

their possessions were from the first hereditary. For, originally, the

crown itself was, not in the fense, in which we now use the word,

hereditary. A marked preference was always shewn, both by the

sovereign and the naaon, to the royal lineage. But by each, the

strict line of hereditary descent was occasionally interrupted, by

calling to the throne a reman* relation, to the prejudice of the at-

(R 3) tuaL
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tual heir. . The government was monarchical; but strongly con- slOI,

trouled by the people. Twice a year, the people, or as they were L

afterwards called, the states, assembled. The first of these general

assemblies, was held originally in the month of March, afterwards

in the month of May ; and always in open air. Hence, from the

time of meeting, the expression le champ de Mars, afterwards le

champ de Mai. The second assembly was held in the autumn.

It was divided into two classes. The first comprized the bistiops,

the abbots, the dukes, the counts, and the elders of the nation; and

all of them had deliberative voices in the assembly. The second

contained the magistrates, and the inferior officers; but these at

tended only to receive the orders of the assembly. The king pro

posed the subjects of debate, by his referendary; the members of the

first class deliberated upon them; the king pronounced the deci

sion. The acts were reduced to writing, under the name of capi

tularies, and the execution of them were entrusted to the members

of the second class. The governors of provinces were called dukes;

the counts were subordinate to them, and administered justice, in the

districts ccmmitted to their care. The missi regii, were commis

saries appointed by the king, to attend to the general administra

tion of justice, throughout the nation. Next to the counts were the

barons, or the chief land owners ; then followed the general body

of freemen ; after these, came the artizans, the labourers, and the

villeins. The general administration of affairs, was entrusted to the

almoner, who was at the head of the clergy. The referendary and

chancellor were the chief counsellors of state : then followed the

chamberlain, the count of the palace, the high steward, the butler,

the constable, the marshal, the four first hunsmen, and the grand

falconer. Such appears to be the general outline of the feudal go

vernment, during the Carbvingian line. That line was extinguish

ed, in France, by the accession of the Capetian line, in Germany,

by the accession of the House of Saxony, and in Italy by the usur

pation of the dukes. Soon after, or perhaps some time before this

event, fiefs became hereditary. Even the offices of duke, count

and margrave, and the other high offices of the crown were trans

mitted in the course of hereditary descent: and not long aster, the

right of primogeniture was universally established. It first took

place, in the descent of the crown, but was soon admitted by every

branch of the feud. This stability of possession was an immense

addition to (he power of the crown vassals. It enabled them to

establish an independency of the crown. They usurped the sove

reign property of the land, with civil and military authority over

the inhabitants. The possessions, thus usurped, they granted out ta

their immediate tenants, and these granted them over to others, in

like manner. By this means, though they always professed to hold

their fiefs from the crown, they were in fact absolutely independent

of it. They assumed in their territories, every royal prerogative:

they promulgated laws ; they exercised the power of life and

death ; they coined money ; fixed the standard of weights and

measures; granted safeguards; entertained a military serce; and

imposed taxes, with every other right supposed to be annexed to

royalty. In their titles, they styled themselves, Dukes, Sec. '• by

the grace of God," a prerogative avowedly confined to sovereign

power. It was even admitted, that, if the king refused to do the lord,

just re, the lord might make war against him. In the ordonr.ances

^f St. Lewis, c.\». 50, is this remarkable passage : « if the lord lavs
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«* to his liege tenant, Come with me, I am going to make war

" against my sovereign, who has refused me the justice of his

" court : upon this, the liegeman mould answer in this manner to

" the lord : I would willingly go to the king to know the truth of

" what you fay, that, he has denied you his court. And then he

" shall go to the king, saying to him in this manner: Sir, the lord

** in whose liegeance and fealty I nm, has told me you have refused

" the justice of your court; and upon this I am come expressly to

" your majesty, to know if it is so ; for my lord has summoned me

"* to go to war with you. And thereupon, if the king answers,

" that, he will do no judgment in his court, the man shall return

" immediately to his lord, and his lord shall equip him, and fit him

*' out at his own expence ; and if he will not go with him, he

" shall lose his fief by right. But if the king answers, that, he

" will hear him, and do justice to the lord, the man shall return to

■*' him, and shall say: Sir, the king has said to me, that, he will

** willingly do you justice in his court. Upon which, if the lord

** fays, I never will enter into the king's court, come therefore

" with me, according to the summons I have sent you ; then the

" man shall say, I will not go with you ; and he shall not lose

" his fief for his not going." This shews how powerful and ab

solute the great vassals were. The fame motive which induced

the vassals of the crown to attempt to make themselves independent

ofthe crown, induced their tenants to make themselves independent

of them. This introduced an ulterior state of vassallage. The

king was called the Sovereign Lard ; his immediate vassal was call

ed the Suzerrign; and the tenants holding of him were called the

arrere vassils. Between thefe and the sovereign, the connection,

was very small. Jn those reigns even, when the power of the mo

narch was greatest, his authority over the arrere vassals was faint,

and indirect. Of this the history of Joinville presents a striking

instance : Previously to the departure of St. Lewis on the crusade,

he summoned an assembly of his barons to attend him, and required

them to swear, that, on the event of his decease during the expe

dition, they would be loyal and true to his son. Joinville his his

torian, a feudatory of the count of Champaigne, though he pos

sessed a most enthusiastic veneration for the king, and the warmest

attachment to his person, refused, on account ot his vassallage, to

the count, to take the oath ; his words are, " 11 le me demanda, mais

je ne voxfaire point deferement , carje n 'e/loie pasJon home.'" The con

sequence was, that, in every kingdom there were as many sovereigns,

with the power and ensigns of royalty, as there were powerful vassals.

With respect to France, Hugh Capet acquired the crown ofthat king

dom, by availing himself of the extreme weakness, lo which it was

reduced by the system of subinfeudation. After he acquired the

throne, he used his utmost efforts to restore it to its antient splen

dor and strength. His successors pursued his views with undeviat-

i:ig attention and policy; and with so much success, that, previously

to the accession of Lewis the 13th, the seventy-two great fiefs of

France were united to the crown, and all their feudal lords at

tended, at the states general in 1614, the list that were held, tiil

the late memorable assembly of them in 1789. This system of

re-union was complcat-d by t lie accession of the provinces of Lor

raine and Bar to the crown of France, in 173;- See Alregc Cbrc-

nolcgique de grands Fiefs de la Ccurcunc ne Fruncc, Paris 1 7 29.

Like France, Spain was broken into as many principalities as it

( 11 4 ) contained
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contained barons. In the course of time, they were all absorbed f jor.a.

in the more powerful kingdoms of Arragon and Castile ; and, by L *

the marriage of Ferdinand, the sovereign of Arragon, with Isabella,

the sovereign of Castile, they were all united to descend in the

same line. No such rc-union took place in the empire. Under

the immediate successors of Charlemagne, it was broken into in

numerable principalities, never to be re-united, if we allow for

the difference of public and private manners, it presents the fame

spectacle at this day, as the other states of Europe presented for

merly, but, which is now peculiar to itself—a complex association

of principalities more or less powerful, and more or less connected*

with a nominal sovereignty in the emperor, as its supreme feudal

chief. In England no such dismemberment as that we have been

speaking of, took place ; nor did the nobles ever acquire, in Eng

land, that sovereign or even independent power, which they ac

quired in Spain, Germany, or France. The power and influence

of some of the English nobles were certainly great, and sometime*

overshadowed royalty itself. But, it is evident, that, Nevil the

great earl of Warwick, and the nobles of the house of Percy, the

greatest subjects ever known in the country, were, in strength, dig

nity, power, and influence, and in every other point of view,

greatly inferior to the dukes of Brittany or Burgundy, or the

counts of Flanders. The nature of this note neither requires nor

allows, a further deduction of the public history of the feuds of Eu

rope, the four circumstances we have mentioned—the heirfliip of

fiefs, the right of primogeniture, the intermediate sovereignty of the

crown vassals, and the introduction of subinfeudation, completed the

triumph of the feud over monarchy. Here the historical deduction

naturally closes. The Carlovingian family is the important link,

which connects antient with modern history, Roman jurisprudence

with the codes of the German tribes, and the law of civil obliga

tion, with the law of tenure.

V. It remains to fay something of the revolutions of the.

FEUD IN THE JURISPRUDENCE OF OUR OWN NATION.

(1.) As to the time when it w'A$ intkodvced. Whether feuds-

prevailed in England, before the Norman conquest, has been the

subject os much dispute. In 1607, an event happened, which occa

sioned the question to be discussed, with a profusion of learning. Se

veral estates within the counties of Roscommon, Sligo, Mayo, and

Galway, being unsettled as to their titles, king James the 1st, by

commission, under the great seal, authorized certain commissioners,

ef whom sir Henry Spelman was one, to make grants of these

estates. In exercise of this authority, the commissioners made a grant

of lands in Mayo to lord Dillon. King Charles the 1st issued a com.

mission, to enquire into detective titles : and orders were given, that,

all persons, who had any of the estates in question by letters patent

from the crown, should produce the letters, or an inrolment of

them, before the lord deputy and council. In pursuance of these

orders, the letters patent to lord Dillon weie produced. It was

found, that, the ltnds were granted by them " to the lord Dillon

• and his heirs, to hold by knight service, as of his majesty's castle

* of Dublin." It was admitted, that, the commiflioners had ex

ceeded their commission, in reserving a mean tenure, to the preju

dice of the crown, when they ought to have reserved, either an ex-,

yress tenure, by knight service, in capitc, or not to have mentioned*
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any tenure; in which cafe, the law would have implied a tenure in

capite. The question, therefore, was, whether, the deficiency of the

tenure, so far affected the grant, as wholly to destroy the legal effect

of it ; or whether, the letters patent might not be good, as to the

land, and void only as to the tenure. The cafe was argued, several

days, by counsel, on both sides, and was afterwards referred to the

judges. They were required by the lord deputy and council, to

consider of it, and to return their resolution. The judges disagree

ing in opinion, it was thought necessary, for public satisfaction, to

have it argued solemnly by them all. This was done, according

ly. Those who contended for the validity of the letters patent,

urged, among other arguments, that, tenures in capite were brought

into England, by the conquest but, that grants were by the com

mon law; and, bting more ancient than tenures, must, of ne

cessity, be distinct from the thing granted. From this, they infer

red, that, though the reservation were void, the grant itself might

be good. In the courie of their arguments, on tuis point, they ob

served, that, fir Henry Spelman was mistaken, when, in his Glos

sary, under the word Faidmn, he referred the original of feuds

to the Norman conquest. This drew from him a reply. He pub

lished it under the title, " Of the Original Tenure by Knight Ser-

" vice in England." In this work, he argues, with great learning

aud strength of argument, that, tenures, such as they were granted,

in the letters patent, by himself and the other commiflioners, in

Ireland, were not in us: before the conquest. He diltinguisties be

tween, what, he calls the servitia mililaria and the Jervitutes mili

tary. He contends, that, the grievances and servitudes of fiefs, as

wardships, marriages, &c. which to that day, he fays, were never

known to other nations, governed by the feudal law, were intro

duced by the conqueror. But he seems to concede, that, in a ge

neral fense, military service and feuds, were known to the Saxons.

In this middle opinion, he appears to be followed by two very

great authorities, lord Hale, and sir William Blackstone. Almost all

writers, however, arc agreed, that, in the reign of the conqueror, the

feudal law was completely established. Upon the whole, the most

probable conjecture appears to be, that, evident traces of something

similar to the feud, may be traced in the Saxon polity ; that, it was

established, with its concomitant appendage of fruits and services,

by the Norman barons, in the pofltllicns, which were parcelled out

among them, by the conqueror ; and that, about the middle of his

reign, it was forrrfally, and universally established by law. This

universality of tenure, is, perhaps, peculiar to England. In other

kingdoms, those parts of the lands, which were permitted to remain

jn the hands of the natives, and a considerable part of those, which

the conquerors parcelled out among themselves, were not originally

subject to tenure. In the earliest age, however, of the feudal law,

some advantages attended tenure, and frequently occasioned the

conversion of allodial into feudal property. But in the anarchy,

which followed the romoval of the Carlovingian dynasty, there tva,

an end of all political government : lo that, almost all persons found,

it advantageous, to enter into the feud. To effect this, they deli

vered up their lands sometimes to the sovereign, sometimes to some

powtrfui lord, and sometimes to the church, on condition to receive

it b. ck in feudality. Lands thus delivered and returned, received

the appe lation of ftuda data it oblata. Some portion of lands,

however, still remained free. Of this the pronenion differs in tin;

countries
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countries on the continent. In some, the courts presume it to be figi. a."!

feudal, till it is proved to be allodial. In others, the presumption *■ '

is in favour of its allodiality. See before 63. a. note (1). But

with us, in the eye of the law, tenure is universal; that is, the da-

minium dircilum of all the lands in the kingdom is in the crown ;

The JaKiinitim utile, of them is in the tenant.

V. (2.) At TO THE FRUITS jlKD INCIDENTS OF THE FEUDAL

TEHVkt. These, in the original simplicity of the feud, were re

ducible to two : en the part of the lord, to the obligation of war

ranty, that is, to defend the title of his tenant against all others,

and, when subinfeudation was introduced, to the further obliga

tion of acquittal, that is, to keep the tenant free from molesta

tion, in respect of the services due to the lords paramount: On

the part of the tenanr, to an obligation, of giving his lord his

aid, that is, his military assistance and services in defence of the

feud. But this primitive simplicity of reciprocal obligation, was

soon destroyed. Different sorts of tenures were established, and the

fruits and incidents of them were multiplied. A detail of these

does not seem to be required, in this place ; especially as a full and

masterly account of them has been already given by mr. justice

Blackstone.

V. (3.) The branches of feudal jurisprudence, wliich principally

concern the tenures of Littleton and sir Edward Coke's commen

tary, and which, therefore, may be thought such as at once call for

and limit the present investigation, are those, which relate tp the in-

heritince and alienation of the feud.—With respect to the ihhexit-

jince of The feud, it may be observed, that, at the fame time, that

succession itself prevails in every civilized country, the principle,

by which it is governed, and the order in which it proceeds, are,

every where, different. The principle and crder of the feudal suc

cession, are peculiar to that system of polity. Nothing, perhaps,

will shew these in so strong a light, as bringing them into contrast,

with the doctrines of inheritance in the civil law. It has been al

ready observed, that, in the Roman law, the distinction between

real and personal property, except in the term of pieseription, is

seldom discoverable : but, that in the feudal law, the legal incidents

and qualities of the two kinds of property are entirely dissimilar.

■ This is no where more striking, than in the article of inheritance.

The Roman law of inheritance embraces both kinds of property,

equally ; the feudal law of inheritance, is, most strictly, confined

to real property, and, (it was almost said,) turns with disdain, from

all property of the personal kind. By the Roman law, the

heir was a person instituted by the party himself, or, in default of

such institution, appointed by the law, to succeed both to his real

and personal property, and to all his rights and obligations: In

the feudal law, he is a person related in blood to the ancestor; and,

in consequence of that relationship, entitled, either, merely by act

of law, or, by the concurrent effect of law and the charter of investi

ture, to succeed, at the ancestor's decease, to his real or immoveable

property, not given away from him by will. In the civil law, he

was censidered, as representing the person of the deceased ; in

consequence of that supposed representation, the law cast on him,

the property and rights of the deceased, and fixed on him, al] the

deceased's charges and obligations. Thus, by a fiction of the law,

the person of the ancestor was continued in the heir, so, that, in all

rcli^ioi", moral, r.nd civil rights and obligation?, tin; heir, in the

language
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language of the Roman lawyers, was eadtm persona cum desunSo,

In the feudal system, he succeeded to the real property, only, of the

ancestor ; and this, not under any supposed representation to him,

or in consequence of any supposed continuation of his person, but

as related to him in blood, and, in consequence of that relationship,

as a person designated, by the original feudal contract, to succeed

to the fief. By the civil law, every person was considered as capa

ble of instituting an heir; where the party died, without instituting

an heir, the law introduced a necessary heir. Hence, the distinction

in that law, between the btredis sui, necesarii, nati, and fa&i. In

the feudal law, it was an acknowledged maxim, that, God only can

make an heir. Hence the opposite maxim of the (cuds.foluj deus

fotejifacere hœredem, non homo. By the Roman law, in consequence

of the fiction, that, the heir was the fame person with the deceased,

he was bound to acquit all the decealed's obligations, not only, so

far as the property derived by him from his ancestor extended,

but, in their utmost extent. The first indulgence granted the heir,

was, that, the pretor allowed him, a ceruin time, in which, he

might deliberate, whether he would accept the succeiiion or not;

at the expiration oT which, he was obliged, either, absolutely to ac

cept, or, absolutely to renounce, the inheritance. Justinian esta

blished still further, in favour ot' the heir, a liberty of>accepting the

inheritance, with, wi.at was termed, the benefit of an inventory,' that

is, a condition, that, he Ihould not be liable beyond the value of the

property of the deceased. Nothing of this was known in the polity of

the feudal association. In the intendment of that law, the heir, as

it has been observed before, came under the original feudal contract:

He claimed nothing as a gift from the ancestor : He derived all from

the original donor: He could not, therefore, be liable, to any of the

obligations of the ancestor. Another maxim of the Roman law

was, that, the representation of the heir to the ancestor, did not

take effect, til: he determined his election to accept the succession,

by what was termed, an aJJitia hœreditatis. In the feud, the law

cast the right of heirihip on the heir, immediately upon the ances

tor's, decease ; and though, when the doctrine of alienation was in

troduced, the ancestor, by disposing of all his property, might ren

der his right of heirstup perfectly nugatory, so far as related to the

property of which the ancestor died seised ; yet, upon this account,

he was not less, the ancestor's heir. Thus, by the Roman law, as

fixed by Justinian, it was at the party's opinion, whether he would,

or would not, be invested with the character of heir. The feud

left him no option ; it forced the heritable quality on him ; and

the dead man, in the language of that law, gave seisin to the living,

and forced on him the character of heir. Hence the maxim and ex

pression of the feud, le mortsaijh le <vif. From the supposed repre

sentation, in the Roman law, of the deceased, by the heir, it be

came a maxim of that law, that, no person could die testate, as to

part cf his property, and intestate as to the other part. The con-

lequcnce of this was, that, whoever succeeded as heir, whether

he took the entirety, or a fractionary p,;rt only of the property

pf the testator, was held, in consequence of that heirship, to

, continue the person of the ancestor. In the feudal law, after

testamentary alienation was allowed, the contrary maxim ever pre

vailed ; the party might die testate, as to one part of his property,

and intestate as to another. To sum up the contrast in a few

Words;—by tilt Roman law, the heir was a person appointed, indis-

criinin.v.cly.
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criminately, by the law, or the deceased, to represent him; and, in flQI. 3.]

consequence of that representation, was entitled to his property, and

bound by his obligations. In the feudal law, the heir was a person

of the blood ofthe ancestor, appointed, by the original contract, to the

succession, or, at least invested with a capacity of succession; and, in

consequence of that succession, was supposed, more by the general no

tions of mankind, than by the notions of the feudal polity, to represent

the ancestor. By the Roman law, the heir succeeded to the property of

the ancestor, in consequence of his civil representation of him, and

supposed continuation of his person: In the feudal law, he acquired

a notional representation to the ancestor in consequence of the feu

dal succession. In the Roman law, real and personal property were

equally the subject of inheritance :—inthe feudal law,inheritance wa*

confined to real property. The Roman heir claims, as such, all from

the person last possessed, and nothing from the original donor : the

feudal heir, claims, as such, all from the donor, and nothing from the

person last possessed.

V. (4.) The same difference prevailed in these laws, with re

spect to the oxber of succession. By the Roman law, as it

was finally settled by the Novels, on the decease of an intestate, the

descendants, of whatever degree, were called to the succession, in

exclusion of all other relations, whether ascendants or collaterals,

and without regard to primogeniture, or preference to sex. Where

the intestate left no descendants, such ascendants as were nearest in

degree, male or female, paternal or maternal, succeeded to his

estate, in exclusion of the remoter heirs, and without any regard to

representation ; but, with this exception, that, where the deceased

left brothers and sisters, of the whole blood, besides ascendants, all

succeeded in equal portions, in capita ; and here, if, besides ascend

ants, the deceased left brothers' and sisters' children of the whole

blood, the children succeeded to their parent's share, by represen

tation, in ftirpes. Where the intestate left no descendants, and no

ascendants, the law called the collaterals to the succession, giving a

preference to the whole blood. By the law of the code, if no one

was left, in the descending, ascending, or collateral lines, the hus

band succeeded to the estate of the wife, and the wife to that of the

husband. This was altered by the law of the Novels. In default

of a legal heir, the estate became a ret caduca, and the fiscus or ex

chequer succeeded. Such appears to be the general outline of the

Roman law, respecting successions. The feudal regulations respect

ing successions, .differed from it, in almost every respect. Originally

fiefs were granted to be held at the will of the donor, and were,

therefore, resiimable at his pleasure ; then, they were granted for a

year certain ; then, for the life of the grantee ; then, to such of the

sons of the grantee, as the donor should appoint. Then, all the

sons, and in default of sons, the grandsons were called to the suc

cession of the fief: in the process of time, it was opened to the 4th,

th, 6th, and 7th, generations, and afterwards to all the male de

fendants, claiming through males, of the first grantee ; and, at last,

was'suffered to diverge generally, to collaterals. But this, as 10

such collaterals as were not lineal heirs of the first donee, was ef

fected through the medium of a fiction completely and peculiarly

feudal. When a person took by descent, his brothers, though in

the collateral line of relationthip to him, were in the direct course

of lineal descent from the ancestor. In proportion as the descent

from the ancestor was removed, the number of persons thus claim

i

ing
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ing collaterally from the last, and lineally from the first, taker, was

proportionally multiplied. In the course of time, the first taking an

cestor was forgot, and then, it was presumed, that, all who could claim

collaterally from the person last in the seisin of the fee, were of the

blood of the original donee. O* this ground, in latter times, when,

upon the grant of a sief, it was intended, that, on failure of lineal

heirs, the fief should diverge to the collateral line, it was granted,

to be held with the incidents and properties, with which the donee

would have held it, had it vested in him by descent, in a line of

transmission from a distant and forgotten ancestor; and, among

them, that of transmissibility to collaterals This general heirship

of fiefs, in the male line, was introduced, in France, soon after the

succession of the Capetian line, and, in Italy and Germany, during

the period, in which the empire was possessed by the house of Fran?

conia, and the earlier emperors ot the house of Suabia. A similar

progress in the descent of lands, may be traced in the jurispru

dence of our own country. The policy of most feudal countries, has

shewn some preference os the whole blood to the half blood, and a

great unwillingness to admit females into the fief. In England, there

has been a more rigid exclusion of half blood, Mid a less rigid ex

clusion of the female line, from the feudal succession, than is to be

found in the law of almost any other country, governed by the feu

dal polity. To us also, it sterns to be peculiar, to exclude the pa

rent and all others in the ascending line, from the immediate suc

cession to the sief. But, the most striking point of difference be

tween the Roman, and the feudal, course of succession, is, the pre

rogative allowed by the latter to primogeniture. To the eldest

son, the Roman law (hewed no preference; wherever the feudal

polity has been established, he has been allowed several important

prerogatives. In England primogeniture obtained in military fiefs,

as early as the reign of William the Conqueror, but, with this qua

lification, that, where the father had several fiefs, the pr'tmum faint

feudum, only, belonged to the eldest son. In the reign of Henry

the 2d, primogeniture prevailed absolutely in military siess, and, ia

the reign of Henry the 3d, or soon afterwards, the fame absolute

right to the succession by primogeniture, obtained in soccage lands.

Thus in all countries, where the feud has been established, a mark

ed distinction in the order of succession, has, in direct opposition to

every principle and practice of the Roman law, been {hewn to pri

mogeniture. Usu, says Zoesius, ad omnia feuda firpjit, ut -vel ex

ajse majori cedant, vel major pr<ecipuum aliquod in ih habtant. Eut,

it is observable, that, a total exclusion of the younger sons is, per

haps, peculiar to England. In other countries, some portion of the

fief, or some charge upon it, is in many cafes, at least, secured,

by law, to the younger sons. In some places, this is secured to

them for their lives only ; in others, their descendants succeed to it.

Still, the eldest son, in the eye of the law, represents the fee. Jn,

Spain, the patrimony is divided into fifteen shares. Three shares,

that is, a fifth of the whole, are first subtracted; afterwards, four

shares, or a third of the remaining twelve shares. This fifth and

third, as they are called, arc termed a majoratus, and are at the

irce disposition of the parents; the remaining shares are appro

priated to the children. The majoratus, may be, and generally is

entailed upon the eldest son of the scmily, but a greater portion < s

the pr.trimony canno^ be settled on him, without leave frem the

*rpwn. The singular nature of ihis prevision, lias cccaJioaed a par-

3 .tkujar
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ticular mention of it by most feudal writers ; it was therefore thought s t « r a 1

proper to notice it, in this place. Any further mention of the parti- *• ' ■»

cular customs respecting primogeniture, appears unnecessary.

V. (5.) Another striking point of difference between the Reman

and the feudal polity, with respect to real property, is, the contrast

between the absolute dominion over the inheritance, with

which the Roman law invested the heir, and the numerous and in

tricate fetters, with which the feudal jurisprudence, (of England

particularly) has permitted it to be bound. The Roman law, (it

has been already stated, at some length,) permitted a person to ap

point his heir, and invested him, on the testator's decease, with all his

rights and obligations. Before Justinian introduced the benefit of

the inventory, as the heir, by accepting the inheritance, subjected

himself to all the testator's debts, the office was sometimes refused,

as dangerous. This gave rife to the vulgar, the pupillar, and the

quasipupillar substitution. The vulgar substitution was, where the

testator appointed one to be his heir, and, if he refused, substituted

another in his place. These conditional substitutions might be

extended to -any number of heirs. When they were made, the heir*

instituted under them, were called, in succession, to accept or refuse,

the inheritance. When once an heir accepted the inheritance, it

vested in him absolutely, and all the subsequent substitutions then

entirely failed. The pupillar substitution was, where a father sub

stituted an heir to his children, under his power of disposing of hii

own estate and theirs, in cafe the child refused to accept the inhe

ritance, or died before the age of puberty. The quasi-pupillar

substitution was, where the children past puberty, being unable,-

from some infirmity of mind or body, to make a testament for

themselves, the father in imitation of the pupillar substitution, made a

testament for them. In all these cases, it is evident the dominion over,

and substance of, the inheritance were preserved entire and unqua

lified. In two instances, and in these only, the Roman law admit

ted an exception to their integrity. The first was, in the cafe of

an usufruct ; where a right was given to one person, to use and en

joy the profits of a thing, belonging to another. The second was,

the cafe of a fidei ccmmijsum, when the inheritance was disposed, in

whole, or in part, to an heir, in trust, that he stiould dispose of it to

another. But neither of these devices suspended the absolute vest

ing of the inheritance. An usufruct could not be extended beyond

the life of the usufructuary. The fdei-ccmmijsarius, (the person

beneficially interested in the inheritance,) could compel from the

bteres fiduciarius, (the trustee,) a transfer of the inheritance imme

diately on the accruer of his right. Thus the property and domi

nion of the inheritance absolutely vested in him in equity, with an

immediate right to compel a legal transfer of it. In this manner,

by the Roman law, the heir succeeded, in every ease, to the abso

lute property of the inheritance, and to all the rights and obliga

tions of the ancestor. It should, however, be observed, that, this

account of the simplicity of the Roman law, with respect to the te

nure, if it may be so called, of property, applies to it only, in the

state of simplicity, in which it was placed, by the Trebellian and

Pegasian decrees. In a further part of this annotation, we shall

have occasion to mention the alteration occasioned by the introduc

tion of fidei-commissary substitutions. These are to be consider

ed, as a departure from the genuine spirit of the Roman law, in the

doctrines respecting inheritances. See Hubert Pralcttionts ad'l»fl.

ub.
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lib. 2. tit. 23. § 18. From that spirit, nothing could be more dif

ferent, with respect to the tenure and modifications of property, than

the regulations of the feudal law. According to these, the heir

derived his title, no otherwise through his ancestor, than from the

necessity, of mentioning him, in his pedigree. This enabled him

to describe himself, as an object, to whom the succession was origi

nally limited. Thus he was a nominee in the original grant ; he

took every thing from the grantor, nothing from his anceilor. The

consequence was, that, while the absolute or ultimate ownership

was supposed to reside in the lord, the ancestor and the heirs, took

equally as a succession of usufructuaries, each of whom, during his

life, enjoyed the beneficial, but none of whom possessed, or could

lawfully dispose of, the direct or absolute dominion, of the property.

Thus, while, by the Roman law, and the law of almost every other

country, property is vested in the possessor solely and absolutely.

every species of feudal property, is necessarily subject to the three

distinct and clashing, though concurrent, rights of the lord, the tenant,

and the heir, it follows, that, by the original principles of the feudal

law,Jiess could neither be aliened nor charged with debts, and in direct

contradiction to almost every other system of law, the feudal system

of polity made land unalienable, and absolutely took it out of com

merce.

V. (6.) The various modes tt'Bicn have seen vied, in the

COUNTRIES WHERE THE FEUD HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED, TO ELUDE,

CM OVERTHkOW, THE RESTRAINTS UPON ALIENATION, form One

of the most important parts of feudal learning. The mode, by

which this has been effected in England, is peculiar to itself. It

has been the principal occasion of the striking difference, to be

observed, in the feudal jurisprudence of England, and that, os other

countries. One artifice to elude the feudal restri'nt upon aliena

tion, seems to have been resorted to, by every nation where the

feudal policy, has been established,—that of subinseudation. Its

effect in aggrandizing the vassals, and rendering them independent

of the throne has been already noticed. It also served as an indi

rect mode of transferring the fief. It was inhibited in England,

to all but the king's vassals, by the statute qui/i cmftorei terraru/n.

i8. Edward ist; and this inhibition was extended to the king's vas

sals, by the statute de prcrogativa regii, I 7. Edw. 2. c. 6. In most

other countries, it is still allowed, under some restiictions. The

chief of these are, 1 st, That, it must be a real subinseudation, and

»ot a sale, or other transaction, under the appearance or colour of

a subinseudation; 2d, That, the sub-vassal mult be of equal, or

at Least, of suitable rank and circumstances. And, 3dly, The con

ditions, so far as the lord is interested in them, must be the fame,

as those, upon which the original investiture is granted. In other

respects, the feudal history of alienation has varied. As it now stands,

in almost every country, the lord's consent mult be hnd. But in.

some, it still continues a matter of favour, in others, it is a matter

of right, to which the tenant is always entitled, on paying certain

lines to the lord. The principal of these are the quint and the led*

*t itrtet. These the lord claims on evety sale. In other cases,

where the fief is transferred from one to another, the lord claim*

the releviua or Aroit de raebat, which, generally, is one year's pro

duce of the fief. In many countries, where the tenant sells his Iks,

the lord has njuj rttradus, or relrait sodul, by which, he has 2

rijjht to becuae., himself the purchaser of the lief, on rciuiburlju^

LUC
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the stranger the price paid by him, for the purchase of it, and the slQI, 2,

costs attending the purchase. In many countries, also, the right of

the heir is consulted by giving him the retrait lignager, by which,

when a fief is sold, a relation of the vendor, within a certain de.

gree of parentage, may entitle himself to repurchase the fief by an

offer of the purchase money, interest, costs, and expences, or as

it is termed in the writ, qffre de bourse, denicrs, lo, aux courts a far-

faire. Such is the general history of alienation in foreign countries.

The history of alienation in England is very different. A liberty

of alienating lands of purchase, at least where the party had no son,

is allowed by a law of Henry the ist, and expressly recognized by

a law of Henry the 2d. Some time afterwards, it obtained gene

rally, with little or no limitation. The indirect mode of aliening,

through the medium of sobinfeudation, the restraint of it, by magna

eharta, and its total abolition by the statutes auia emstorts, and dt

prerogativa regis, have been already noticed.

V. (7.) Cut while the restraints upon alienation, so far as it was con

trary to the gener.-.l principles of the feudal tenure, were thus gra

dually removed, the policy and private views of individuals, sound

means to impose new restraints upon it. This was done by the intro

duction of conditional fees at the common law, and afterwards by the

introduction of entjils. We shall consider this species oflimi

tation of pro|.-.rty, with a view to the different modes of it, which have

been admitted by the Roman law, and by the laws of France, Spain,

Germany, Scotland, and England. With respect to the Roman

laiv, we have, already had occasion to notice its simplicity, in the

inheritance or property, as it was fettled by the Trebellian and Pe-

gafian decrees, and its alteration, in this respect, by the introduc

tion of the fidei-commissa. These gave rise to successive fidei-

comniissary substitutions. By multiplying these, and by prohibiting

each substitute from aliening the inheritance, property was abso

lutely taken out of commerce, and fixed, in a settled and invariable

course of devolution, in particular families. There is reason to

suppose this mode of altering property, was never common, and the

policy of Justinian soon interfered to check it. By the 1 59th Novel,

he restrained fidei-commissary substitutions to four degrees, includ

ing the party himself, who instituted the substitution. With the

third substitute, therefore, the power of the testator expired, the ab

solute dominion vesting absolutely in him. This, in some mea

sure, restored the law to its primitive simplicity. A similar progress

is discoverable in the history ofFrench Jurisprudence respecting Sub

stitutions. The law of France appears to have generally admitted

perpetual substitutions. The ordonnance of Orleans, in 1560, re

strained them to two degrees, exclusive of the instituant. That

ordonnance not having a retrospective operation, and the inconve

nience arising from prior substitutions being greatly felt, the or

donnance of Moulins, in 1566, restrained all substitutions, anterior

to the ordonnance of Orleans, to the fourth degree exclusive of the

instituant. The ordonnance of 1747 fixed the law on this important

branch of real property. It was framed with great deliberation,

by the chancellor d'Aguesleau, after taking the sentiments of

every parliament in the kingdom, upon forty-five different ques

tions pioposed to them on the subject. These questions, and the

answers of the parli.-inients, have been published under the title,

Qu'stiois covernant Us Substitution;, Toulouse 1770, The or

donnance
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donnance of 1747 confined substitutions, with some exceptions, to

two degrees, and directed the degrees to be computed, by the indi

viduals, in whom the substitution vested. Upon this, it was held, that,

if the testator appointed several persons, jointly, to the inheritance,

they formed, together, but one degree ; if he appointed to it se

veral persons succeflively, though in the same degree of kindred, as

brothers or sisters, each person in whom the succession vested, form

ed one degree. The mode of settlement used in Spain, by what is

termed a Majoratus has been already noticed. In Germany, the

restraints imposed by the feudal law, on the alienation of property

confined by the original investiture, to a particular channel of de

scent, still prevail; so that the same intricate intails subsist with

them, as with us; without those modes of eluding them which the

laws of England have sanctioned. The tailzies or entails of Scotland

appear still more intricate. The least restrictive of these is called

a Simple Destination. It is defeasible and attachable by creditors,

so that it amounts to no more, than a designation who is to succeed

to the estate, in case the temporary possessor neither disposes of it,

nor charges it. The next degree of tailzie, is a tailzie with

prohibitory clauses. The proprietor of an estate of this nature,

cannot convey it gratuitoufly, but he may dispose of it for onerous

causes, and it may be attached by creditors. The substitutes;

however, as creditors by virtue of the prohibitory clause, may by a

process in Scotland, termed an inhibition, secure themselves against

future debts or contracts. The third and strictest degree of tailzie,

is a tailzie guarded with irritant and resolutive clauses. This is a

compleat bar to every species of alienation, voluntary or involun

tary. The efficacy of these clauses, both against the heir, and the

creditors of the tenant in tail, aliening, was established in 1662, by

a solemn decision of the judges of Scotland, in the cafe of the vis

count Stormont against the creditors of the earl of Anandale ; and

that decision was sanctioned by a statute of the Scottish parliament

in 1685. This mode of entail appears to be greatly discouraged by

the judicature of the country ; and modes of eluding it have bcea

discovered, and allowed in their courts of justice. With respect

to Englijh entails, we have taken notice of the maxim of the Ro

man law, that, no man can name an heir to succeed to his heir;

and, of the opposite maxim of our law, that, God only can make

an heir, not man. The latter maxim was understood, with this quali

fication, that, though the party could not introduce a person into the

heirfhip of the fief, who was not originally capable of inheriting the

fief, by being of the blood of the donee, still he might give a prefer

ence to a particular class of persons.f'alling within that description, and

might exclude others. Thus, in England, according to fir William

Brackstone, (lib. 2. ch. 7. s. ?.) as in all other countries, where fiefs

have prevailed, they might originally be limited to the male, either in

preference to, or in utter exclusion of, the female descendants, cf

the party. In the fame manner, they might be limited to a male

and his descendants by a particular wife, or to a female and

her descendants by a particular husband, or to both the parents

and the heirs of both their bodies. These, at the common Iaw>

were all termed, Estates in set simple conditional. The condition,

from which these estates took their appellation, did not prevent

the fee from veiling in the d snee, immediately upon the gift >

it only authorized the donor to re-enter, if the party had not

issue, or, if'j having issue, the issue afterwards failed, and neither the

( S ) donee,
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donee, nor the issue aliened. Upon this principle, it was considered I" j g j , j

to suspend the power of absolute alienation, till the birth of issue. But *■

upon the birth of issue, the party had the same power of alienation

over the conditional fee, as he had over an absolute fee. The sta

tute de don is conditicnalibus took away this power. It did not,

however, affect the estate ot the donee, in any other respect. The

consequence of this was, that, a tenant in tail was as much seised

of the inheritance, after tne statute dt doms, as a tenant in fee simple

conditional, was, before it. Thus, therefore, an estate, of inherit

ance remained in the donee ; but, a particular description of heirs

only being entitled to take under it, it received the appellation of

an t/late tail, that, is, an estate docked, cut off, or abridged, in

contradistinction from the estate in fee simple absolute. Thus, the

fee was preserved to the issue, while there was issue to take it, and

was preserved to the donor, when the issue failed. This reversionary

right of the donor was loon found to be susceptible of the same

modifications, as a piesent estate, and, therefore, limitations, either

of the whole reversion, or of partial estates out of it, were made to

strangers. It frequently happened, that, after a limitation to one

series of heirs, another series of heirs were substituted, to take the

fief, on the failure of the first series. The first person then, to

whom this subsequent series was limited, was made the stock, or

terminus, of this subsequent line of inheritance. In these cases, the

substitute did not take in quality of heir to the last t'ker, but as a

new purchaser under the original donor. Thus, in direct opposition

to every genuine principle of the Roman law, endless substitutions

were introduced, not only of individuals, but of whole lines of de

scendants, and the estate being thus unalienably preserved to the

issue, there was a still more pointed opposition, to the maxim of the

Roman law, that, the heir necessarily succeeded to the obligations

of the deceased.

V. (8) These new restraints upon property were never favor

ably received, and various jrtifm.es were used to elude them.

One of these, was carried into execution, through the medium of

a discontinuance. It has been observed, that, though the statute

de donii took away the power of lawful alienation, it did not sus

pend the vesting of the fee. The alienation, therefore, of the donee

tenant in tail, was no forfeiture ; and the alienee, as he took his

conveyance from a person seised of the fee, was consi ered as com

ing in, under a lawful transfer of the inheritance. Now, it was an

establislied rule of law, that, whenever any person acquired a pre

sumptive right of possession, his possession was not to be defeated by

entry. The consequence of this was, that, in these cast,, the alie

nation was unimpeachable during the life of the alienor, and, after

his decease, the heir could not assert his title by the summary pro

cess of entry, but, was driven to the expensive and dilatory process

of a formedon; this was termed a discontinuance. The expence

and delay attending a formedon frequently prevented the tenant

in tail, from resorting to it, to assert his right. In the course

of time the period for asserting it elapsed, and thus, therefore, vir

tually, the discontinuance proved a bar to the entail. Another

mode, of eluding estates tail was, by luarranty. When lands were

conveyed from one to another, the grantor, for the greater security

of the grantee, usually warranted, that is, entered into a covenant

to defend the possession to the grantee, and, in case of eviction, to

make him a recompence. This obligation of the ancestor was

4 considered
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considered to be a covenant real, and therefore, on his decease, de

scended on the heir. Thus, it frequently happened, that, on the

death of the ancestor, his contract of warranty descended on the

person, who would, otherwise, be entitled, as his heir, to the lands

warranted, so that, the obligation of warranty, and the right to the

lands warranted, met in the fame person. The consequence of this

was, that, as heir in tail, he was entitled to the lands ; as heir ge

neral, he was bound to defend the title of his ancestor's alienee :

thus, if, on the one hand, he was entitled to recover the lands, the

alienee was entitled, on the other, to recover an equivalent recom-

pence from him. To prevent this circuity, it was held, that, the

obligation to warranty, precluded him from claiming the lands war

ranted. Against this, in some cafes, the statute de denis, provid

ed. The general doctrine was, that, where the heir claimed, at

heir, the lands warranted, he was bound by the warranty, in those

cafes only, where he inherited from the ancestor, fee simple lands

of equal value; but where he claimed as purchaser, he was bound

by the warranty, though no such lands descended upon him. This

is the meaning of the maxim, that, warranty, when lineal, is a bar

with assets ; and when collateral, is a bar without assets, to the right

of the tenant in tail, on whom it devolved. By these artifices, the

force of entails was eluded. In the progress of time, methods

were discovered, by which the law allowed them, to be absolutely

destroyed. The first of these has received the name of a common

recovery. In the language of the courts, a recovery is the effect

of a sentence, in a solemn judgment, whereby the party is restored

to a former right. In the particular language of our courts, when

applied to judgments in adversary actions, it is the effect of a sentence,

by which, in a suit instituted for the recovery of an estate claimed

by the party, judgment is given him, that he shall recover it, ac

cording to his claim. In a suit of this nature, when really adver

sary, the judgment, whether given after defence, or upon default,

equally bound the right to the land. Of this, tenants in tail availed

themselves, to deliver their estates from the entails to which they

were subject. They permitted the entailed lands to be recovered

against them, on a fictitious process, but, with a secret confidence,

reposed in the recoveror, that, after the recovery was completed, he

should reconvey the lands, to the party in fee simple ; and in the

mean time, permit him to take the profits of them. Another mode,

by which the destruction of entails was allowed to be effected, was

the application of the legal operation of fines. In the notion of

our courts, a fine is a compromise, with the leave, and under the

sanction of the court, of a real action, for the recovery of land. It

is common to all courts of justice, to permit suits commenced in

them, to be compromized, and to give their sanction to the com

promise. In the civil law, and in the feudal law of other coun

tries, this species of compromise, is termed a transaction. The

process itself, therefore, we have in common with them. But, it is ■

peculiar to our law, to use it as a mode of eluding the restraints-

imposed by the law of the land, on the alienation of real property.

A writ is brought against the tenant in tail, by which the party

suing out the writ, demands the lands, against the tenant, en his

supposed previous agreement or covenant, to convey the land to

him. The tenant is understood to be satisfied with the justice of

the claim, and therefore applies for the licence of the court, to

make the matter up. This is granted. The parties thsreupon

(Si) enter
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enter into a concord or agreement. By this, the tenant acknow- r j q j t

ledges the lands to be the right of the demandant. This acknow- ^ '

ledgment, being made with the leave, and ander the sanction, and

entered on the records, of the court, had the effect of a judgment.

Or this process, tenants in tail availed themselves, to bar their

estates tail, in the fame manner they did of judgments : they pro

cured a fictitious suit to be instituted against them, and settled it, by

a fictitious compromise, in which they acknowledge the right to be

in the demandant ; with the same secret confidence reposed in him,

that he should hold the estate in trust for them, and. convey it ac

cording to their directions. Thus, through the medium of a collu

sive suit and judgment, which are now called a common recovery, in

one instance, and of a collusive suit and compromise, which are now

called a fine, in the other, entails were totally defeated. It is un

necessary, here, to trace the steps by which this has been effected.

Common recoveries were originally a deceit upon courts of justice.

When the sanction of the courts was first given them, it was done

indirectly, with great caution, and some degree of artifice. It was

not till the reign of Edward the 4th, that, they obtained the un

equivocal sanction of a solemn decision of a court ; and it was a

much later period, before their effects were recognized by the le

gislature of the country. The introduction of fines, was effected in

a much bolder manner. The statute de donis had said fines should

be null; the statute of the 4. of Henry 7, or at least that of the 32.

of Henry 8, said they should be valid. The different effects of a

fine and a recovery do not fall within this enquiry. (Mr. Cruise's

valuable treatises upon them are well known.) It seems sufficient

to observe, generally, that, a fine is binding on the issue in tail only ;

a recovery is binding both on the issue and those claiming in re

version or remainder. A still more summary and easy opcnii.g of

entails has been granted by the legislature, in favour of the credi

tors of traders, by the 21. [ac. 1. c. 19, whereby the commissioners

are authorized to fell the bankrupt's intailed lands.

V. (9) The alienation hitherto speken of, except that referred

to in the last observation, has been confined to cafes where it is

the act of the party himself; and is, therefore, termed voluntary

alienation. But, in many cafes, it is produced by the act of law

against the party's own will. In these cases, it is termed i.vrc-

luntart alienation. Here its effects must be considered, with

respect to the party himself, his heir, and the special prerogative

cf the king. In every instance the genius of the feud appears.

With refpetl to the parti himself, the tendency of the feud to se

cure to the lord, the services of the tenant, and to take landed

property from commerce, has been noticed. It was a conse

quence of those principles, that, the party was not at liberty to

subject either himself, or his lands, to the payment of his debts.

When, therefore, at the common law, a person sued a recogni

zance, or judgment for debt, or damages, he could neither take

the body, nor the lands of the debtor, except in some special in

stances, into execution. He could only take in execution his

goods and chattels, and the profits of his lands. For those the

law gave him the fieri facias, by which the sheriff was command

ed to cause the sum, or debt recovered, to be made out os the

goods and chattels of the debtor ; and the levari facias, by which

tne Iheriffjvas ordered to seize the debtor's goods, and receive the

rents and prosit of his lands, till the creditor was satisfied. Thus,

at
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at the common law, neither the person nor the lands of the debtor,

could be attached for debt. But, by the 25th Edvv. 3d. c. 17,

the body of the debtor was made liable, by a writ of capieu adsa-

tissaciendum, to imprisonment, till the debt was satisfied ; and the

statute of Westminster 2. 13th Edw. 1st, ch. 18, granted the writ of

tltgil, by which the defendant's goods and chattels are delivered,

to the creditor, at an appraised value; and, if these are not suffi

cient, then the moiety or one-half of the freehold lands of the

debtor, are delivered to the creditor, to be retained till the debt is

levied, or the debtor's interest in the land is expired. Afterwards,

under the statute dt mercatorihut 13 Edw. «. the merchant might

cause his debtor to appear before the mayor of London, or any

of the other persons mentioned in the act, and there acknowledge

his debt. This was called a recognizance. If the debt was not

paid at the time appointed, the recognizance was held to be for

feited, and the body, lands, and goods of the debtor, were to be

delivered to the merchant creditor, in execution, to compel pay

ment of the debt. The process, by which this was done, w'as called

an extent, because the sheriff was to cause them to be appraised, to

their full or extended value, before he delivered them to the creditor.

By the statute of the 27. Edw. 3d, c. 9. a similar process for the

recovery ofdebts was provided for those, whose debts were acknow

ledged before the mayor of any of the towns, where the staple was

held. These securities are generally known by the short appella

tion, of statutes merchant and statutes staple. From their nature, they

were, at first, appropriated to the commercial part of the commu

nity. By the 23d Henry's, a similar security, by a recognizance

in the nature of a statutes staple, was extended to the community at

large. The laws, respecting bankrupts, seem now, to have made

the landed property of merchants and other tradesmen, generally

subject to their debts. The statutes respecting fraudulent convey

ances and devices have proceeded, some way, towards making

lands generally liable. It may not be improper to close this ac

count of involuntary alienation by an account of involuntary aliena

tion in the Roman law, as it is succinctly stated in the Digest, lib. 42.

tit. 1 . Primo quidem res mobiles animates pignori capi jubenl, mix dis-

trabi; quorum fretiiim Ji f;ft. writ, tene eft; ft mit/uffecerit, etiamjoli

pignora ca/i jubint el dijirahi. i^uod ft nuila moventia Jint, a pgno-

ribus scli initiumsaciunt. Shiodft ucc qu.r scli sun),suff.ciant, -vel nulla.

ftnt soli pignora, tune periienittur etiam adjura. Si pignora qritr capta

Junt, emptorem noit invariant, rtscriptum eft ut eddicantur itft cut quis

cendtmnattts eft. Addicar.tur autem ea quar.titnte qua debetur.

With rejpecl to the h-ir,—:thas been observed, as one of the most

striking peculiarities of the feudal system, that, the heir claimed no

thing from the anecster, but came in under th? original feudal con

tract. The consequence was, that, originally, though on the decease

of the debtor, the executor was answerable, as far as he had assets,

the heir was nor answerable in respect of the lands descended. But,

after the free alienation of lard was allowed, the attachment of it,

in the hands of the 'heir, for the debt of his ancestor, followed as

a necessary consequence. But, here again, the principle os the

feudal law introduced a distinction, which, with some qualifica

tions, prevails at this day ; that, the assets in the hands of the exe

cutor, are liable generally to the ancestor's debts of every kind, but

the ass-ts in the hands of the heir, are liable only to debts of re

cord, and debts by specialty, in which the heir, is narood'; to the

^ S 3 ) former,
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former, in respect of the lien, which the process of the court ere- [" j g j > ;

ated, on the lands themselves ; to the latter, on the supposition, *■ '

that the heir was comprehended in the original contract. For the

ancestor's debts by simple contract, in opposition to the Roman

law, and to the most obvious principles of natural justice, the heir

still remains not liable. As to involuntary alienation, w rtspta to

tbt king, it has been observed, that, in the case of a common per

son, the body of the debtor was not liable to execution ; but, is the

cafe of the king, it was different ; for, at the common law, the

body of the king's debtor is generally supposed to have been always

liable to execution. Yet it seems singular, that, when the statute of

magna charta restrained the king from seizing a man's land for

debt, it should leave him at liberty to seize his person. In the course

os time, however, it is certain, that, the body of the debtor might

be seized, and that, after the law made it liable for the debts of

the subject, the king had these special prerogatives, that, he could

protect his debtor against the suits of his other creditors ; and that,

at the common law, he had a right to the custody of his debtor's

person, in another prison, at the suit of the subject. By the com

mon law also, all the goods and chattels of the king's debtor might

be sold for the payment of his debts. But the most important of

the prerogatives of the crown, at the common law was, that, in the

king's cafe, execution issued, not only against the goods and chat

tels but against the lands of the debtor. Auother important pre

rogative was, in the cafe of rent, for which the king might distrain

on any of the lands of the debtor. He had other important prero

gatives, with respect to priority and preference in execution, and

satisfaction of his debts, a minute investigation of which does not

fall within the subject of this discussion. These extensive preroga

tives have been considerably encreased by the statute law of the

realm. By the 33d Henry 8, c. 39. all obligations made to the king,

are to have the fame force, and to be attended with the fame reme

dies, to recover them, as a statute staple. By the 1 3 Eliz. c. 4. the

lands of treasurers, receivers, and other accountants to the crown,

were made liable to execution for debts to the crown, in the fame

manner, as if the party had acknowledged a recognizance, under

the statute of Henry 8. A doubt arose, upon this statute, whether

a sale might be made under it, after the death of the accountant or

debtor. To remedy this, the explanatory statute of the 27th Eliz.

c. 3. was past, by which a power of sale, after the death of the

debtor, was expressly given. Afterwards, by an act made in the

39th year of queen Elizabeth, this explanatory act was repealed,

and a new exposition was made of the statute of the 13th Eliz.

with various new provisions. But the act of the 39th Eliz. being

only temporary, and having expired early in the reign of James the

1st, the explanatory act of the 27 th of Eliz. was revived; but it

fell into disuse, and when it came to be examined, on occasion

of the late exertions made for the recovery of the crown debts, it

was found defective. This gave rife to the act of the 25th of his

present majesty, c. 35. by which the court of exchequer is au

thorized, on the application of his majesty's attorney general, in a

summary way, hy motion, to order the estates of crown debtors,

which should be extended by any writ of extent, or diem clausit ex-

tremum, to be sold for the payment of the debts. Thus the law

appears to stand at present, on the involuntary alienation of land,

with resoect to the debts dae to the crown.

V. (10)
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V. (10) As to TssTAttENTjtn.r jIliesatiok ; the influence of

feudal principles, on this brancii of alienation, is still strongly felt.

It has been observed, that, by the Roman law, a will was an ap

pointment of an heir ; and he was considered, at the death of the

testator, as universal successor to ail th- property, rights, and ob

ligations, of the deceased. Testamentary alienation, like every

other alienation, was prohibited by the genius and law of the

feuds. By what steps ic prevailed here, is so happily, and so con

cisely explained, in a note of the present Editor's most learned pre

decessor in this work, (note (i) to page m.b.) as to render any

deduction of it, unnecessary in this place. To a perusal of that note,

the reader is therefore invited, it remains to observe, that, after

the testamentary power over land, was introduced, a devise us lands

was not considered, to operate as an appointment of a party to be a

general heir of the testator, as in the Roman isw; but, <was con

sidered to operate as a legal convey anct of the lands them/elves. See

lord Mansfield's argument in Hogao v. Jackson, Cowp. 799. In

consequence of this, many of the requisites to other legal instruments

are requisite in wills. Thus, as to the efficacy of a deed, for the

transfer of real property, it is necessary, that the grantor should

have the seizin of the lands conveyed; so, to the efficacy of a will,

it is necessary, that, at the time of making his will, the devisor

should have the seizin of the lands devised, or at least that kind of

inchoate seizin or title, which is conferred by a contingent re

mainder. The consequence of which is, that, while a Roman

will operates on all the property of the deceased, without

any regard or distinction, as to property acquired by the tes

tator, before, or after, the making of his will ; by the law of Eng

land, a will cannot operate on any freehold lands, of which, at the

time of making of the will, the party has not this species of seizin.

Another consequence of the notion, that, a will affecting lands, is

merely a species of conveyance, is, that, as by the law of England,

a fee simple cannot be created without words of inheritance in the

original donation or grant, so by the fame law, -words of inheritance

art equally necessary to the creation of a fee by •will. The Only dif

ference is, that, certain technical words are required by law, to the

creation of an estate in fee, by deed ; but in wills, they may be

dispensed with, and supplied, by any words, sufficiently denoting the

intention of the testator. Here the subject appears to draw to a

conclusion.

V. (11) The reader has been presented with some of the most:

striking circumstances in the history and principles of the feudal

law, particularly so far as they affect the landed property of this

country. It remains only to state some of the most striking cir

cumstances, IN THE GENERAL HlSTOXr OF ITS DECLINS. It has

been shewn, that, the peculiar ingredient of the feud was, the

connection between, and the reciprocal obligations of, the lord, and

the tenant. Whatever interrupted or relaxed this connection and

rcciprocicy of obligation, had a direct tendency to overturn the

feud. One of the earliest circumstances of this tendency was, the

general prohibition of the praSice offubinfeudation. This, however

salutary, in a general view, loolened the tye, which united the

feudal association, by preventing the chain of dependence and

subordination, consequent to the practice of fubinfeudation ; and

which, it is evident from the general principles of the feudal law,

and the history of other nations, operated, in the strongest manner,

( S 4 ) »
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to cement and perpetuate the feud. Another circumstance of the fig I.

fame tendency, was, the introduction os the tenure os escuage. This

enabled the tenants by knights service to send persons to serve in

the king's armies in their stead, and in process of time, to make a

pecuniary satisfaction to the lord, in lieu of it. This substitution

of money, for personal attendance, was diametrically opposite to

every feudal principle. Accordingly all writers have considered it,

as a degeneracy of the tenure of knight service. A further cir

cumstance of the tendency we are speaking of, was the fre-valence es

the socage tenure. It is probable, that, the number of these tenures,

was not great, till a considerable time after the Norman conquest;

and perhaps the increase of them was not rapid, till some time after

the introduction of escuage. From a comparative view of the dif

ferent natures of the military and socage tenures, it is easily seen,

how much stronger the feudal connection was under the former,

than it was under the latter. The tenure in burgage was a spe

cies of socage tenure. Under this, chiefly, the commercial part

pf the community, classed themselves. Nothing could be more

opposite to the nature of the feudal tenure, than the wealth, the

independence, and the peaceful habits of life, which usually attend

the pursuits of commerce. Thus, as the general tenure of socage

prevailed, the connection between the lord and the tenant propor

tionally relaxed. But one of the most important circumstances, in

the history of the decline of the feud, is the introduction os uses. By

these the legal estate, of the land was in the feoffee. In fact, there

fore, there never was a vacancy in the tenure. But the ownership

and beneficial property of the land being absolutely vested in the

tejiuy que use, there was no point of connection, between him and the

lord. Besides, when a feoffment was made to uses, it seldom hap

pened, that, the feoffment was made to a single person. The feof

fees were numerous, and when their number was reduced to that of

one or two persons, a new feoffment was made to other feoffees, to

the subsisting uses. In the mean time, the ownership of the land was

transmitted and aliened, at the will of the cestuy que use. It is evi

dent that, whiic the fief was held in this manner, there was a

wide separation between the lord and the tcr.anr. It must also be

observed, that, where there was a feoffment to uses, the fruits of

tenure incident to purchase, became seldom due, and those incident

to descent almost never accrued to the lord. Now, where a person

took by purchase, the lord was only entitled to the trifling acknow

ledgment of relief: when he came in by descent, the lord was en-

-ti'.led to the grand fruits of military tenure, wardlhip, and marriage,

j-'rom these obsci yaiions, it is clear, how great a ft aud was practised

i:pon the. icrd, by the introduction of uses. A sief thus circum-

Jiarced, presente.1 an apparent tenant to the lord, but it was al

most barren of every fruit and advantage of tenure, and the land

itself was entirely subtracted from the feud. Hence we fiad, that,

among the mischiefs recited in the preamble to the statute of uses,

the loss to the lord, of the fruits of tenure, is particularly insisted

on. . It does not fall within the nature of these observations, to men

tion the steps which were taken to extirpate uses. One of them

was the statute of (he i. Richard the zd. c. 9. which gave an ac

tion to the disseizee, both against the feoiFee, and the ceftui que use.

It is observable, that, the Jeuatus conjultum Ireboniui.um, gave the

same right of action against the ha-res fidei commiffurius. Unquestion

ably the object of the statute of the 27. of Henry 8. was to effect a
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total extirpation of uses. Eut, as they were preserved, under the

appellation of trusts, the emancipation was permitted to continue.

While the relation between the lord and the tenant was great, this

emancipation was a serious mischief. As the relation is now ex

ceedingly small, it is, in this respect, scarcely felt. In the case of

Burgess v. Wheate, i.Blackst. Rep. 123, lord Mansfield endeavoured

to establish the right of the crown to the benefit of a trust, which

failed for want of an heir, by attempting to six on trusts, the feudal

incident of an escheat. In the discussion of the question the ana

logy appeared unnatural, and the case was decided against the

crown. A better ground in favour of the claim of the crown, might,

perhaps, have been found, by resorting to its acknowledged prero

gative, of being entitled to the bona <vaeantia, or every species of

property, of which no owner is discoverable. At length it became

evident to general observation, that, the principle of military te

nure was gone; and that its incidents were more burthensome than

advantageous, either to the lord, or the tenant, so that, all ranks of

men seem to have desired its abolition. The legislature of Eng

land proceeded in it with the circumspection, which the magni

tude of the object required. It was brought regularly before par

liament, in the 18th year of king James the First, at his majesty's

recommendation. In the 4th J nit. 203, lord Coke mentions this

circumstance, and particularizes the outlines of the plan then in

agitation. It bears a striking similitude to that, which was aster-

wards adopted. At length the 12. Cha. 2. c. 24.. was passed;

which enacts " That the court of wards and liveries, and all ward-

" sliips, liveries, primer seizin, and oullerlemains, values, and for-

44 seitures of marriages, by reason of any tenure of the king or

" others should be totally taken away : and that all fines for

«• alienation, tenure? by homage, knights service, and efeuage, and

■* also aids for marrying the daughter, of knighting the son, and

" all tenures of the king in caiiite, mould be likewise taken away:

" and nut, all forts of tenures held of the kinjj or others, ihould

" be tamed into common foe age ; save only tenures in frankal-

" moign, copyhold-, and the honorary services ^ without the stavilh

" partj us granj serjear.try."

It remaitis to make some mention of the writers, of whose assist

ance, the author in framing this note, has piincipally availed

himielf. Some or these, he has noticed in the course of the annota

tion ; and to sir Henry tipelman, he must here repeat his acknowledg

ments. With respect to the other writers, to whom he is under ob

ligations;—at the head of these, he must notice the feudal writers of

hi: nwn country, particularly, sir William Blackstone, lord Kaims,

sir John Dalrymplc, sir Martin Wright, doctor Robertson, and

dector Gilbert Stuart.—After these, he must acknowledge a gene

ral obligation to three foreign works, which in every part of the

annotation, have been highly useful to him, the Tbrfaurus Feudalis

of Jtnichen, in three quarto volumes, published at Frankfort on

the Main, in 1750: the Htjlcrica Juris cf Struvius, in one quarto

volume, publiihed at Jena in 1728: and Voet's Digrejjso de Feudit,

subjoined to liis Commentary on the 38th book of th_- Pandects,—

Under the first division of the annotation, he has been greatly

assisted by Koch's fabliau des Revolutions de I''Europe dans U Moytn

Jgt, 2 vols. octavo, StrasiWgh, and Paris 1790; the early parts

PterFdl's Abrege Cbrcirricgiju: de I'HiJloire and du Drcit Public

fdlltmognt, 2 vols, octavo, Paris, 1788; and in a particular

manner,
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manner, by D'Anvilles, Etats formes en Europe, aprts la Chute Jir r . Q .

VEmpire Remain, I vol. quarto, Paris, 1 77 1. Under the zd di- L '

vision, he is principally indebted to lord Stair's Institutions of the

Law of Scotland, lib. 2. tic. 3. and to a dissertation of Lynkcrus

de Feudo Pecuniar10, published in Jenichen's Collection, 3d vol. sect.

28th.—Under every part of the 3d division, he has particular ob

ligations, to the SeleSa Ftudalia of Thomasius, octavo, published

at Halle in 1728. In his account of the German codes, he has re

ceived great assistance from Brunquelius's Historia Jurit Romans-

Germanki, octavo, Amsterdam 1 7 28, part 4; and Heinneccius's

Historia Juris, lib. 2. His account of the capitularies is taken

from these works, and from Baluzius's preface to his edition of the

capitularies. His account of the customary law is taken from

Fleury's Histoire du Droit Francois, and the article, Coutume,

sent by Monfr. Henrion, to the French Encyclopedia. Mr. Gib

bon, (3d vol. page 583, note 1) has, with his usual energy, thus

mentioned and characterized four writers, the three last of whom,

the editor has frequently had occasion to consult, under the 4th

division; " In the space of thirty years, (1738—1765) this in-

' " teresting subject, (the history of the invasion of Gaul,} hat

" been agitated by the free spirit of the count de Boulainvillers

" (Mtmoirt bistorique fur PEtat de la France, particularly torn. I.

" page 15. 40.); the learned ingenuity of l'abbe Dubos (Histcirt

" critique de PEtabliffemtnt de la Monarcbit Francai/e dans les Guules,

" 2 vol. 4W) ; the comprehensive genius of the president de Mon-

" tesquieu (Esprit des Loix, particularly 1. 28. 30. 31); and the

" good sense and diligence of the Abbe de Mably (Observationsfur

" PHistoirt de France, 2 vol. 1 2mo.) ." The last work, being consi

dered as unfavourable to monarchy, was opposed, by a work entitled

Principes dt Morale, de Politique, et de Droit Public, puifes dans

PHistoire de notre Monarcbit, ou Discours Jur PHistoire dt Francs,

dediis au Roi, par M. Mortau, Hiftonographe de Franct. A Paris,

de Pimprimene royale, 1777, 24 vol. 8vo.—Under this bead, he has

also received great aslistance on the subject of the history of

France, from the president Henault, and from the Thtorit dts

Matieres Ftodales et Ccnfuelles, par Monfr. Htr-vi, 5 vol. 8vo. Paris,

1785 :—For what he has said, respecting the feudal history of Ger

many, he is chiefly indebted to Mr. DornforJ's excellent transla

tion of Professor Piitter's Historical Developunent of tbt present

Constitution ef the Germanic Empire, and Struvius's Elemtnta Juris

Fcudalis, Jena, 8vo. 1745.—-In his account of the substitutions of

the civil Uw, he found, what is said on these subjects, in the Pr/t-

leSiiones of Huberus, 3 vol. %-ia.Trajedi ad Rbcnum, particularly

useful —The little he has said on the Spanish fiefs, he has taken

from Molina de Hifpaniorum Primogenus, sol. Colanix, 1601 : and

Zocsius's, Juris Feudal;; analjiica Expofitit, 8vo. Lcrjanii 1663. He

might perhaps have said something more satisfactory on thi* head,

had he been able to procure, Girardus Ernestus de Franiinau's

Sacrtt Themidis Hifpaniæ Arcana, Hanover, 1 70-}.—In a few in

stances, he has taken, what he hopes will be thought, a pardonable

liberty, of inserting, in the present annotation, some passages, from

bis notes, to the subsequent part of the work. These, however,

will be found preserved in their original situation.

(I) Hera
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(1) Here lord Coke speaks only of a jointenancy for life; in [Note 78.]

which cafe, the words and thesurvivor ofthem are merely words of

surplusage ; as, without them, the lands, upon the death of one

jointenant, go to the survivor. But, in the creation of a jointe

nancy in fee, particular care mult be taken not to insert these

words. For the grant of an estate to titio and thesurvivor os them,

and the hart of the survivor, does not make them jointenants in

fee; but gives them an estate of freehold, during their joint lives,

with a contingent remainder in fee to the survivor.—Whether, dur

ing their joint lives, the fee continues in the grantor, or is in abey

ance; and whether the grantees can convey their estate; and what

is the proper mode of conveyance to be used for this purpose ; are

points which have been much agitated, and which, perhaps, are

not yet quite settled. They were all mentioned in the case of

Vick v. Edwards, 3. P. Will. 372. In that cafe, lands were de

vised to B. and C. and the survivor of them, and the heirs of such

survivor, in trust to sell : lord chancellor Talbot held, that the fee

was in abeyance ; that the trustees, joining in a fine of the pre

misses, might make a title to a purchaser, by wzy of estoppel ; and,

that the heirs joining might be of use, as it would supply the want

of proving the will; but that, in every other respect, it would be

void. Five years before this cafe was heard, the duchess of Marl-

borough, having contracted to purchase an estate from the devisees

in trust of Sir John Wittewronge's will, where the devise was

worded in a manner similar to that upon which the cafe of Vick

v. Edwards arose, application was made to Parliament for an act to

enable the trustees to convey the estate to her.—In the preamble

of the act it is mentioned, " That the devise of the premises by

" the will of Sir John Wittewronge was not effectual in the law to

" vest the absolute fee simple thereof in the trustees therein named,

" there being, by the words of the will, no fee vested, but upon a

" contingency of survivorship, and which could not vest or take

— effect till after the death of two of the trustees.'' But notwith

standing the cafe of Vick and Edwards, it seems now to be the

prevailing opinion, that, in these cases, the fee is not in abeyance,

but remains, pending, and subject to the contingency, in the grantor

and his heirs, particularly, if the estate of the trustees is created by

a deed deriving its effect from the statute of uses, and that if it is

created by will, it descends, at the decease of the testator, upon his

heir at law.—In support of which it is said, that the whole fee

must be supposed to be in the grantor at the time of the convey

ance; that so much of it as he does not part with continues in him ;

that, in this cafe, there is something undisposed of, viz. the inter

mediate estate, till, by the death of one of the parties, the remainder

vests, and is executed in the survivor ; that, therefore, this interme

diate estate continues in the grantor, as part of his old reversion :

That, if a remainder is limited on a contingency, and the contin

gency fails, the douor has the land again : That this is called his

possibility of reverter; and, that this possibility of reverter is, in fact,

nothing but his old reversion. Besides, the law never supposes the

fee to be in abeyance, unless where it is necessary to recur to that

construction, for preserving some estate or right. But, in the pre

sent case, no such necessity exists. The cafes of Carter and Bar-

nardislon, 1. P. W. 505. Purefoy v. Rogers, 2. Saund. 380. and

many other cafes of authority, strongly favour this latter opinion.

—The fame reasoning goes to prove, that, where there is a devise

to the effect in question, the reversion in fee, during the sixpence

of
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of the contingency, descends on the heir at law.—As to the ques

tion, Whether the contingent remainder, in this cafe, can be con

veyed ? it may be observed, that, supposing the reversion remains

in the donor, if he and the donees join together in a common con

veyance, by lease and release, or bargain and sale, the estate for life

of the donees will merge in the reversion, the contingent remain

der be destroyed, and the fee effectually conveyed to the purchaser.

—It will be the same, in the case of a devise to this effect, if the

heir at law and the devisees in trust join in the conveyance.—Bat,

supposing the fee to be in abeyance ;—or, admitting it to remain

in the donor; or, in cafe of a will, to descend on the heir, and sup

posing him. not to join;—lord Talbot, by what he is reported to

have said in the case of Vick v. Edwards, seems to have thought,

that the trustees joining in a fine might still pass a good title to a

purchaser. But this doctrine is open to objection. See Mr. Fearne*s

Essay on Contingent Remainders, 283. Perhaps, the liberality of

succeeding times may think a common conveyance, by lease and

release, or bargain and sale, sufficient in these cases to pass the fee,

without either a fine or recovery.

A material objection to taking the conveyance by fine from, the

trustees, lies in those cases, where the heir at law is not a party.—

For, if the trustees are supposed to be jointenants for life, with a

contingent remainder in fee to the survivor, their sine may be sup

posed to be a forfeiture of their own estate, to be a destruction of

the contingent remainder to the survivor, and to give the heir an

immediate right of entry.—.To prevent this, it has been advised,

that, the trustee iliould demise the estate to the purchaser, or to a

trustee for him, for a long terra of years; and, that each trustee

fliouid covenant, that, if he should be the survivor, he will convey

the fee:—and to have that agreement established, by a decree cf

the court of chancery.—If there are outstanding terms, they should

' be aligned to a trustee for the purchaser.

[Note 79.] (1) Upon the death of either of the lessees, one moiety of the f tq2 %

estate goes to the surviving lessee or his assignee, and the rever- L " *

fioner may enter upon the other moiety. See Dy. 67. sir W.

Jones 55. 2. P. Will. 740. But this is to be understood, where the

jointenants are for life ; for, if the jointenants are in fee, and the

jointure is severed, the right of survivorship is wholly taken away,

and their shares go to their respective heirs. So if there.be jointe

nants of a term of years, and the jointenancy is severed, their shares

go to their respective personal representatives. See 1. Salk. 158.

It should also be observed, that the case put by Littleton supposes

the jointenant to let his estate for his own life enly ; for if he lets

it for a longer term than for his own life, or if he lets for the life

of any other person, it is a forfeiture. See 4th Leon. 236.

[Note 80. 1 (0 In this case the release passes a fee without the word heirs, j" j q "

because it refers to the whole fee which they jointly took and are *■

possessed of by force of the first conveyance. Tenants in common

cannot release to each other ; for a release supposes the party to

have the thing in demand ; but tenants in common have several

distinct freehold ;, which they cannot transfer otherwise than as per

sons solely seised.

[Note 81.] (3) If> the 4«l and 44-.l1 chapt:rs of Britton, is much curious [ig^.b.

learning on the eltatc of* diss.isor, ard his different situations, pre- L '

YIOJS
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vious and subsequent to his acquiring an established possession, and

previous and subsequent to his acquinng a title to his estate, and on

the consequential differences of the situation and remedies of the dis

seisee in these respects^—These chapters throw some light upon sir

Edward Coke's Commentary on this Section.

iC. b.l (') When lands are given, in undivided (hares, to two or more, [Note 82.]

for particular estates, so as that, upon the determination of the par

ticular estates, in any of those (bares, they remain over to the other

grantees, and the reversioner or remainder-man is not let in till the

determination of all the particular estates, then the grantees take

their original shares as tenants in common, and the remainders li

mited among them on the failure of the particular estates, are

known by the appellation of cross remainders.—These remainders

may be raised both by deed and will : in deeds they can only be

created by express words, but in wills they m«y be raised by impli

cation.—In the case of Gilbert v. Witty, Cro. Jac. 655. it was

laid by justice Dodderidge, that cross remainders should never be

raised by implication between more than two. This doctrine re

ceived some countenance from what was said by the courts in the

cafes of Cole v. Levingstone, 1. Ventris 214. Holmes v. Meynell,

fir Thomas Raymond 452, and some other cafes. But it seems

entirely exploded by the cafes of Burden v: tiurville, B. R. East.

Term. 13. Geo. 3. duke of Richmond v. earl of Cadogan, deter

mined in the court of chancery in May 1773. Wright v. lord

Cadogan, Holfcrd, and others, B. R. Easter Term 1774. Cowp.

31. and some other subsequent cases. It seems however to be ad

mitted in these cases, that, to raise cross remainders between more

than two, stronger implication is required, than to raise them be

tween two only.—This general outline of the doctrine of the raising

cross remainders by implication, is supported by the late case of

Atherton v. Pye, which was sent from the court of chancery to the

court of king's bench, for the opinion of the judges. See 4. Term

Rep. 710.—In the limitations of cross remainders, two circum

stances particularly Ihould be attended to, one, that, the clauses by

which they are created, should not be so expressed, as to make it

necessary, that, the party taking under them should be alive at the

rime of the decease and failure of issue of the other.—The case of

Watts v. Wainwright, 5. Term Rep. 427. is important upon this

head.—In that cale there was a limitation by deed " to such child

■" or children that Mary Abell should thereafter have, as tenants in

" common, if more than one, in tail general ; and, in case any such

«* child or children should die without issue of his, her, or theii body

" or bodies issuing, then the part or parts, of him, her, or thorn so

" dying without issue, should go and remain to the use of the sur-

" viving child or children of the said Mary Abell, and the heirs of

" his, her, or their respective bodies issuing : And so, totict fuotJcs,

" as any of the said children should die without issue, till there

" should be only one child left: And in case all the said children

" should die without issue, or, if the said Mary Abell should have

" no issue of her body, then, to the use of Robert Abell, his heirs

" and assigns for ever." Mary Abell married mr. John Wain

wright, and died, leaving three children, John, Mary, and Robert.

Mary married mr. Watts, a:id died, leaving issue, an eldest son, and

ewo other children. John married, and afterwards died, without

i£-M. The question was., Whether, as Mr.ry died in her brother's

iiie-iune.
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life -time, and consequently did not at his decease sustain the de

scription of a surviving child, her eldest son became entitled to a

share of John's third part ?—The court thought the word " surviv

ing" was referible, not only to the children, but, to the whole line

of the heirs of their bodies; and, upon that ground, held the eldest

son entitled.—Another circumstance to be attended to in these limi

tations, is, that they should be so expressed, as to pass, not only the

original (hare of the party, but the (hares surviving or accruing to

him, or his issue, on the decease, and failure of issue of any other of

them. For the surviving or accruing (hare may be considered as a

distinct limitation, and may consequently be thought not to remain

over, unless this is signified. The fame observations apply to the trusta

of personal estate. On the last head, fee Perkins v. Micklethwaite.

1 Peer Williams, 274. and the cafes there collected by mr. Cox.

[Note 83.] (1) But now, by t!;e stat. of the 4th of An. chap. 16. sect. 27. [1 go, b.]

actions of account may be maintained by one jointenant and tenant J

in common, his executors and administrators, against the other, as

bailiff, for receiving more than comes to his (hare and proportion,

and against the executors and administrators of such jointenant or

tenant in common ; and the auditors appointed by the court, where

such action (hall be depending, are empowered to administer an

oath, and examine the parties touching the matters in question, &c.

See also 1. Leo. 219.

[Note 83 f-] (0 M. 26. fcf 27. Eli*, per cur. If one coparcener in tail levies

a fine to another fur conusans de droit, &c. /'/ does not enure by -way

»f release, but by 'way ofgrant, and it •will be a discontinuance and al

teration of the estate luitbout execution, because one parcener may enfeoff

another, and this is aseojjment of record. But one may release to ano

ther, and it enures per mitter le droit.—Ld. Nottingh. MSS.

[Note 84.] (l) The dodrine of conditions is derived to us from the feudal [201. 2. J

law. The rents and services of the feudatary were considered, and

are mentioned, by the feudal writers, as conditions annexed to his

lief. If he neglected to pay his rent, or perform his service, the

lord might resume the lief. But the payment of rent and the per

formance of feudal service were, for a long period of time, the only

conditions that could be annexed to a fief; and, the latter, whether

expressed or not, was always presumed by the law ; — being in

cident to, and inseparable from, the estate of the feudatary—In

this sense they are called conditions in law, or implied conditions.

—Afterwards, when other conditions were introduced, the eilates

to which they were annexed were ranked among improper fiefs.—

See sir Thomas Craig De sure Feudali, lib. 2. ditg. 4. feel. 1 , 2, 3.

Conditions of this last sort were called express, or conventionary

conditions. By an application, in some respects very much forced,

of the original principle of conditions, that, on the non-performance

of them, the lord might resume his fief, conditional fees at com

mon law, and some other modifications of landed property, were

introduced as estates upon condition. These are often of such a

nature, as to make it more natural that a stranger should have the

estate on the non-performance of the condition, thnn the donor;

—and, that the lord, instead of being confined to his right of re

sumption, should have it in his power to compel the performance

of the condition, or recover from the donee a compensation, or sa

tisfaction, for the breach of it. But, as all these estates were intro

duced
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b.]

202. a.]

duced as estates upon conditions, the law, where it still considers

them as conditions, and except where it has been altered by act of

parliament, confines the donor's remedy to the resumption of the

estate, and gives that remedy only to the donor and his ■heirs.—

Considered in this fense, the word Condition has, in our law, a

much more contracted meaning than it has in the civil law ; where

it signifies, generally, all those pactions, or agreements, which re

gulate that which the contractors have a mind should be done, if a

case, which they foresee, should come to pass. This is the defini

tion of Domat, lib. I. tit. I. sc3. 4. We shall afterwards have

occasion to make some observations on the interference of courts of

equity in cafes of conditions.

(1) By special consent of the parties, a re-entry may be for de- [Note 85.]

fault of payment of rent without demand of it. 5 Rep. 40. b.

(3) The prior of St. John Jerusalem made a lease for years, re- [Note S6.]

serving rent, with a condition of re-entry, and afterwards surrender

ed the priory and all its possessions to the king. The judges were

of opinion, that the king, by reason of his prerogative, might take

advantage of the condition without demand, though the prior him

self could not. 5. Rep. 56. a. b.

(2) Yet the rent is not due till the last minute of the natural day; [Note 87.1

for if the lessor dies after fun-set and before midnight, the rent shall

go to the heir and not to the executors. 1 Saund. 287. Salk. 578.

(Nott to the twelfth edition.)

(3) For there is a material difference between a reservation of [Note 88.]

a rent payable on a particular day, or within a certain time after,

and a reservation of a rent payable at a certain day, with a condi

tion that if it be behind by the space of any given time, the lessor

shall enter. In both cases, a tender on the first, or last, day of pay

ment, or on any of the intermediate days, to the lessor himself,

either upon, or out of the land, is good. But, in the former cafe, it

is sufficient, if the lessee attends on the first day of payment, at the

proper place ; and, if the lessor does not attend there to receive the

rent, the condition is saved. In the latter case, to save the lease,

it is not sufficient that the lessee attends on the first day of pay

ment, for he must equally attend on the last day. 10. Rep. 129. a.

Plow. 70. a. b. and Cropp v. Hambledon, Cro. Eliz. 48.—It is

to be observed, that it was once doubted, whether proof of actual

entry and ouster was necessary in ejectment, brought on breach of

a condition of re-entry.—it was afterwards settled, that it was not,

but that, notwithstanding the confession of the re-entry, the demand

of the rent must be proved. Anon. 1 Vent. 248.—Little v. Hea-

ton, zd Lord Raym. 750. and 1st Salk. 259. and fee 3 Burr. 1896,

1897. But now, by the 4. Geo. 2. c. 28. sect. z. landlords or les

sors, having a right by law to re-enter, for non-payment of rent,

may, without any formal demand, or re-entry, serve a declaration

in ejectment for the recovery of the demised premises ; and shall

recover judgment and execution, in the same manner as if the rent

in arrear had been lawfully demanded, and re-entry made. And

if the lessee or tenant permits execution to be executed on such

judgment, without paying the rent and arrears, and full costs, and

without filing any bill or bills for relief in equity, within six calen

dar
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dar months after such execution executed, he shall be barred and

foreclosed from all relief in law or equity, except by writ of error

for reversal of such judgment.—By the same statute, sect. 4th, if

the tenant, at any time before the trial in ejectment, pays or ten

ders to the lessor or landlord the whole rent in arrear, with the costs,

or pays such arrears and costs into court, the proceedings in eject

ment shall cease, and the tenant shall be relieved in equity, and

hold the lands demised according to the old lease, without any new

lease. In Archer v. Snapp, Anor. 341. lord chiefjustice Lee ob

serves, that both the courts of law and the courts of equity had,

previous to this statute, exercised a discretionary power of staying

the lessor from proceeding at law, in cases of forfeiture for non

payment of rent, by compelling him to take the money really due

to hiiiK The fame observation is made in Bull. Ni. Pri. 97. See

2. Salk. 597. 8. Mod. 345. 10. Mod. 383. and 2. Vern. 103.

I. Wilson 75. 2. Stra. 900. So, in a cejsavit, the defendant, by

tendering the arrears, and giving security, might free himself. See

Pigot on Com. Ree. 62. .

[Note 89.] (1) This is seemingly contradicted by the authorities cited in f2G2. b.

the margin. In that taken from lord Coke's Reports, it is said,

that " If the lord grants his seignory on condition, and the tenant

" pays the rent to the grantee, and afterwards the condition is bro-

" ken, and the lord distrains for the services, upon rescous made he

" shall have affise, for the seisin before is sufficient."—The case re

ported in the margin from the Book of Aslises is to the fame effect.

—lint it is to be observed, that, when the lord distrains, his distress

amounts to a new entry. This may serve to reconcile the apparent

contradiction, in this instance, between the Commentary and the

authorities cited in the margin.

[Mote 90.] (2) It m;.y be further observed, 1st, That as the entry of the

feoffor on the feoffee for a condition broken defeats the estate to

which the condition was annexed, so it defeats all rights and in

cidents annexed to that estate, as dower, &c. and all the mesne

incumbrances of the feoffee. Sec I. Roll. Abr. 474. 2dly, That

every condition must defeat the entire estate, and that a condition

cannot be so framed, as to make one and the fame estate in any

lands cease as to one person, and remain as to another', or cease for

one time, and revive afterwards. 6. Rep. 40. b. 41. a. 3dly,

That a condition annexed to land, cannot be apportioned by any

of the parties themselves, so as to become void as to one part of

the land, and to remain good as to the other. Thus, in the cafe

cited by lord Coke, 4. Rep. 120, a, b. a lease was made for twenty-

one years, of three manors, rendering rent for manor A. 6 1. for

manor B. 5 1. and for manor C. 10 1. to be paid on a place out of

the land, with a condition of re-entry into all the three manors,

for default of payment of the rents. The lessor granted the rever

sion of part of manor A. to one and his heirs ; and afterwards

granted the reversion of another part to another and his heirs: it

was adjudged, that the second grantee should not enter for the con

dition broken, because the condition was entire, and, by the seve

rance os part of the reversion, was destroyed in all. But a condition

may be apportioned by act in law. See the instance put by lord

Coke post. 215, a. 4thly, That part of a condition may be good,

and another part of it may be void in law: as, isa person makes a

I*
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gift in tail to the donor's eldest son, remainder to his youngest son

in tail, with a condition that, if the eldest sen alien in fee, his estate

should cease, and the lands lhould remain to the second son in tail j

that part of the condition, which prohibits the alienation made by

tenant in tail, is good in law, but that part of it, which fays that*

upon such alienation, the lands (hall remain over, is void, and the

donor may re-enter. See Litt. Sections 720, 721, 722, 723, and

the Commentary page 379. b. 5thly, That, if A. be tenant for

life, remainder in contingency, remainder to B. in tail, and A. be

fore the contingency happens, surrender his estate to B. his surren

der bars the contingent remainder. But, if he surrenders on condi

tion, and before the contingency happens, the condition is broken,

and A. enters on the estate, the contingent remainder is revived.

See Thompson v. Leach, 1. Lord Raym. 313.

. a.l (0 But there must be a previous actual demand, in th« fame [Note 9!.]

manner as where the condition is general. Hob. 82. 133. Hobart

was of opinion, that the feoffer, to entitle himself to enter by way

of penalty, should demand the rent not only on the day when it be

came due, but on the day after. Hob. 208.

(a) This is so, tho' the condition be, that the feoffer, his heirs [Note 92.]

and assigns, may enter; and his interest goes to his executor. But

he may maintain an ejectment. 1. Saun. 1 12. 1. Sid. 344, 3454

T. Raym. 135. 158.

(3) Care must be taken, with respect to conditions, or powers of [Note 93']

entry, to distinguish between a general condition that the lessor

shall re-enter; a special condition that he may enter and hold until

payment or satisfaction ; and a power of entry, limited by way of

use. I. A general condition that the UJfor Jhall re-enttr is the subject

of the foregoing Section. 11. A special condition that he may enteri

is the subject of the present Section. The distinction when the pro

fits taken by the lessor after entry are, and when they are not, to

be in satisfaction of the rentj is not admitted in equity, for the

Courts of equity will always make the lessor account to the lessee

for the profits of the estate, during the time of his being in posses

sion of it, and decree him, after he is satisfied the rent in arrear, and.

the costs, charges, and expences attending his entry and detention

of the lands, to give up the possession to the lessee, and deliver and

pay him the surplus of the profits of the estate and the money aris

ing thereby. III. A penver of entry limited by •way of use. This

takes its effect from the Statute of Uses ; as, if A. by f'eoffment,

lease and release, sine, or common recovery, conveys an estate to C.

and his heirs, to the usej intent, and purpose, that B. may receive

out of the lands so conveyed a certain annual sum ; and to this fur

ther use, intent, and purpose, that if such annual sum, or any part

of it, be unpaid by a certain time, it shall be lawful for B. and his

assigns to enter upon, and hold possession ofj the land, and receive

the rents and profits of it, until the arrears are satisfied : here, as

soon as the rent is in arrear, an use, which is served out of the ori

ginal seisin of the feoffee, releasee, conusee, or recoveror, springs up

and vests in the person to whom the power is given. This use i«

immediately transferred into possession by the statute. He nas

consequently a right to take and keep that possession till the pur

pose for which it is executed is satisfied, and then the use deter-

( T ) mines.
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mines. By virtue of this estate he may make a lease for years to

try his title in ejectment, either, to obtain the possession of the lands,

if it be with-held from him, or, to restore it, if it be disturbed or

divested ; and if he assigns the annual sum, this right of entry, and

perception of the rents and profits of the lands charged with the

payment of it, passes with it to the assignee. But a distinction must

be made between this cafe and that of a grant of a rent to be issuing

out of certain lands, with a proviso, declaration, or covenant, that

if the rent be in arrear, the grantee may enter, &c. Here there is

no seisin in any person, out of which an use can arise to the grantee

on non payment of the rent; and therefore possession is not in him

till he makes an actual entry. But an interest vests in him when th«

rent becomes in arrear, and he may reduce it into possession by eject

ment. See#Haverhill v. Hare, Cro. Jac. 510. 2. Roll. Rep. 2.

Poph. 126. 147. 3. Bui dr. 250. Jemmett v. Cowley, Sid. 223.

262.344. Raym. 135. 158. Saund. 112.

[Note 94.] (0 Ace. 1. Roll. Abr. 410. L. 30. tho' it stands indifferent £203.

whether it be the speaking of the grantor or grantee ; for in that

case it stiall be referred to the grantor, as no condition can be re

served or made, but on the part of the donor, lessee, or feoffor.

Dyer 6. And it is immaterial in what part of the deed the word

proviso stands, and tho* there be covenants before or after. 2. Rep.

70. 71. 1. Roll. Abr. 407. Dyer 311. But when it does not in

troduce a new clause, and only serves to qualify or restrain the ge

nerality of a former clause, it is net- a condition. Moore 307. 707.

—We mould carefully diilingnisli between a condition, a remainder,

and a conditional limitation. I. We have seen that a condition de

feats the whole estate ; that none but the donor or the heir can take

advantage of, or enter for, the breach of it ; and that, when he en

ters, he is in as of his old estate. Such is the cafe put by Littleton

of a feossment in fee, reserving a yearly rent, with a condition that,

if the rent be behind, it shall be lawful for the feoffor and his heirs

to enter. II. A remainder is defined by lord Coke, ant. 143. to be

*' a remnant of an estate in lands or tenements, expectant on a par-

" ticular estate, created together with the fame, at the fame time;"

so that it waits for, and only takes effect in possession on, the natu

ral expiration or determination of the first estate : as, if a man limits

an estate to A. for life, and after his decease to B. in fee, this is a

remainder : it does not defeat, but it expects the natural end and

expiration of the first estate limited to A. for his life; and when

that event happens, not the heir, but a stranger has the advantage

of it. III. A conditional limitation partakes of the nature both of

a condition and a remainder. It is to be observed, that it was un

derstood by the old lawyers, that whenever either the whole fee, or

a particular estate, as an estate for life, or in tail, was first limited,

no condition or other quality could be annexed to this prior estate

to defeat it, and pass the estate to a stranger ; for, as a remainder,

it was void, being an abridgement or defeasance of the estate first

limited; and, as a condition, it was void, as no one but the donor

or the heirs could take advantage of a condition broken, and the

entry of the donor or his heirs unavoidably defeated the livery, upon

which the remainder depended. On these principles, it was im

possible, by the old law, to limit by deed, if not by will, an estate

to a stranger, upon any event which went to abridge or determine

an estate prc\ icufly limited. But the expediency and utility of such

limitations,
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limitations, assisted by the revolution effected ib our law by the sta

tute of uses, at length forced them into use, in spite of the maxim

of law, that a stranger cannot take advantage of a condition. These

limitations are now become frequent, and their mixed nature has

given them the appellation of conditional limitations: they so far

partake of the nature of conditions, as they abridge or defeat tho

estates previously limited ; and they are so far limitations, as, upon

the contingency taking place, the estate passes to a stranger. Such

is the limitation to A. for life, in tail, or in fee, provided, that when

C returns from Rome, it shall from thenceforth remain to the use

of M. in see. See mr. Fearne's Essay on Contingent Remainders,

p. 7. Of late, however, it has been frequently argued, that the dif

ference between a remainder, and what is generally understood by

a conditional limitation, is merely verbal. See 10. Mod. Rep.

423. mr. Douglas's note to page 727. of his Reports, and mr.

Fearne's reply in the last edition of his Essay, p. u.—In addition

to what has been mentioned in the concluding note on 202. b. re

specting the principle, that when a feossor enters for a condition

broken he is in as of his former estate ; it may be observed, that

when a tenant for life joins with a remainder man in suffering a

common recovery, it is sometimes practised, as a precaution against

letting in the incumbrances of the remainder man, to annex a con

dition to the estate of the bargainee or releasee, who is made tenant

to the præcipe, on the non-performance of which his estate is to

become void. For, if A. be tenant for life, with remainder in tail

to B. and B. executes leases, confesses judgments, or otherwise in-

cumbers his estates ; and afterwards A. and B. join in suffering a

common recovery, all the incumbrances of B. are immediately let

in upon the fee gained by the recovery ; and that fee, and every

estate derived out of it, are subject to them. To avoid which, A.

the tenant for life, by lease and release, or by bargain and sale en

rolled, conveys the estate to the intended tenant to the præcipe, to

hold to him and his assign b during the joint lives of him and the

grantor or bargainor ; with a declaration, that such grant and re

lease, or bargain and sale is made, to enable the grantee or bar

gainee to be tenant of the freehold in the proposed recovery ; and

a declaration of the uses to which it is intended the recovery (hall

enure. Then a proviso is inserted, that, if the bargainee or releasee

do not, within six months, pay the tenant for life 100,000 1. or some

other very large sum of money, the bargain and sale, or grant and

release, (hall be void; and that it (hall be lawful for the bargainor

or grantor to enter, as in his former estate. The money is not

paid at the day appointed ; and thereupon the bargain and sale, or

grant and release, is void, and the bargainor or grantor becomes

(eised of his ancient life estate. But, though the bargain and sale

becomes void, yet, as, at the time of suing the original writ and the

præcipe, the bargainee or releasee was temnt ofihe freehold, the

subsequent ecsser or determination of his estato does not impeach

the recovery. For, if the person against whom the præcipe is

brought, be, at the time when the præcipe is sued, or at any time

before judgment, actual tenant of the freehold, it is immaterial

what becomes of it afterwards. This doctrine has been carried so

far, that where a tenant to the freehold was made by a sine, and the

fine has been reversed, yet the recovery was held good. (See

JLloyd v. Evelyn, 1. Salk. 568. and fee 1. Shower's Rep. 347.

4l"ob. 262. Noy 126. t. Mod. 318.) The recovery therefore, in

( T 2 ) ibis
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this cafe, is good; the freehold upon which it was suffered is deter

mined; and the bargainer or grantor comes in of his original

estate, and of course avoids all the leases, judgments, and other in-

cumbrances of the tenant in tail. The reason why the conveyance;

h made to the bargainee or releasee during the joint lives of him

and the grantor or bargainor, is, to preserve his powers, by leaving

the reversion in him.—For, supposing A. to be tenant for life, with.

the usuil powers of leafing, jointuring, and charging; remainder

to trustees to preserve contingent remainders; remainder to -rf.'s

first and other sons in tail male; remainder to his daughters as te

nants in common in tail, with cross remainders in tail between

them, if more than one, with remainders over; A. and his daugh

ters may suffer a common recovery; and it will be good against A.

and his daughters, and their issues in tail, and the remainders over.

But the estate;, tail of the sons, being prior to the estates of the

daughters, and being supported by the estate of the trustees for

preserving contingent remainders, are not, whether vested or con

tingent, at the time of the recovery affected by it.—But if A. grant

ed his whole life estate to the tenant to the præcipe, it might be ap

prehended, that the powers relating to his estate, whether append-

ant or in gross, would be extinguished thereby (See Edwards v.

Slater, Hardress 410. and King v. Melling, 1. Ventris 225.), and

a limitation or grant of new powers would be void against the sons

and the heirs male of their bodies. To prevent this question be

ing made, A. the tenant for life, conveys an estate to the intended

tenant to the præcipe, only during his (the tenant) and the grantor

or bargainer's joint lives. This continues the old reversion in the

grantor or bargainor, and preserves the powers relating to his ori

ginal estate.—It is customary in these cases to declare, that the re

covery (hall enure in the first place, for corroborating, strengthen

ing, and confirming the estate for life of the grantor or bargainor,

and all other estates precedent to the estate in tail meant to be de

stroyed, and all powers and privileges annexed to such estate for

life, and other precedent estates.-*-! he mode of suffering recoveries

on a conditional estate of freehold, was in use lo early as the end of

the last century.

[Note 96. ] ( 1 ) Few parts of the law lead to the discussion of more extensive

or useful learning than the law of mortgages. The nature of these

notes neither requires nor admits of more than some few general ob

servations upon the origin of mortgages :—what constitutes a mort

gage ;—the different estates of the mortgagor and mortgagee, and

the nature of an equity of redemption.— 1st, As to the origin of

mortgages;—from what is said of them in this chapter, it appears

that they were introduced less upon the model of the Roman pig~

nut, or bypotheca, than upon the common law doctrine of condi

tions.—and, As to what constitutes a mortgage;—no particular

words, or form of conveyance, are necessary for this purpose. It

may be laid down as a general rule, and subject to very few ex

ceptions, that, wherever a conveyance or assignment of an estate

is originally intended as a security for money, whether this inten

tion appears from the deed itself, or by any other instrument, it is

always considered in equity as a mortgage, and redeemable; even

though there is an express agreement of the parties, that it shall not

be redeemable, or that the right of redemption shall be confined to

a particular time, or to a particular description of persons. See

Newcomb
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Newcomb v. Bonham, i. Vern. 7. 214. 2. Ca. in Chan. 58. 159,

Howard v. Harris, 1. Vern. 33. 190. 2. Ca. in Chan. 147. Tal-

bot v. Braddyl, 1 Vern. 183. 394. Barrel v. Sabine, 1. Vern. 268.

Manlove v. Bell, 2. Vern. 84. Jennings v. Ward, ibid. 520.

Price v. Perrie, 2. Freeman 258. Francklyn v. Fern, Barnard.

Cha. 30. Clinch v. Wetherby, Cas. temp. Finch, 376. Cooke v.

Cooke, 2. Atk. 67. Mellor v. Lees, 2. Atk. 494. Cottrell v.

Purchase, Cas. temp. Talbot, 61. Endsworth v. Griffith, 1. Bro.

Par. Ca. 149. Floyer v. Lavington, 1. P. W. 268. In many of

these cases -the courts have found it necessary, not only to apply

their general principles, but to determine the fact, whether the con

veyance was intended as an absolute sale, or as a security for the

money. If the money paid by the grantee was not a fair price for

the absolute purchase of the estate conveyed to him i if he was not

let into the immediate possession of the estate; if, instead of receiving

the rents for his own benefit, he accounted for them to the grantor,

and only retained the amount of the interest; and if the expence of

preparing the deed of conveyance was borne by the grantor; each

cf these circumstances has been considered by the courts as tending

to prove that the conveyance was intended to be merely pignoriti-

tious.—3d, As to the nature of the estates of the mortgagor and

mortgagee ;—it was not, till lately, accurately settled. It was for

merly contended, that the mortgagor, after forfeiture of the condi

tion, had but a mere right to reduce the estate back to his own pos

session, by payment of the money. It is now established, that the

mortgagor has an actual estate in equity, which may be devised,

granted, and entailed; that the entails of it may be barred by fine

and recovery ; but, that he only holds the possession of the land, and

receives the rents of it, by the will or permission of the mortgagee,

who may by ejectment, without giving any notice, recover against

him or his tenant. In this respect the estate of a mortgagee is in

ferior to that of a tenant at will. In equity, the mortgagee is con

sidered as holding the lands only as a pledge or security for pay

ment of his money. Hence a mortgage in fee is considered only

as personal estate in equity, though the legal estate vests in the heir,

in point of law. Hence also a mortgagee, though in possession,,

will, in cafe of a living vacant, be compelled in equity to present

the nominee of the mortgagor to it,—.even though nothing but the

advowson is mortgaged to him. On the fame principle there is a

fcjsejjio fratris ; and tenantcy by the curtesy, of an equity of re

demption. Casborne v. Scarfe, I. Atk. 603. Keeche v. Name,

Doug. 2i. Moss v, Gallimore, ibid. 266. Amhe»st v, Dawling.

2. Vern.-4ot. Gaily v. Selby, Stran. 403. Gardner v. Griffith,

2. P. Will, 404. Mackenzie" v, Robinson, 2. Atk. 559.—In this

light the legislature has viewed the different estates of mortgagor

and mortgagee in the statutes of the 7th of Will, and M. c. 25.

and 9. Ann. c. 5.—4th, As to the nature of an equity of redemp

tion;—originally there was no right of redemption in the mortga

gor. Lord Hale, in the cafe of Rose Carrick v. Barton, i. Chan.

Ca. 219. fays, that in the 14th year of Richard II. the parliament

would not admit of redemption. See the printed Rolls, vol. 3.

p. 259. It was, however, admitted not long after. But, after its.

admission, if the money was not paid at the time appointed, the

estate became liable, in the hands of the mortgagee, to his legal

charges, to the dower of his wife, and to escheat ; and it was an opi

nion, that there was no redemption against those who came in by the

IT 3) P°ft*
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post. This introduced mortgages for long terms of years. These

are attended with this particular advantage, that, on the death of

the mortgagee, the term and the right in equity to receive the

mortgage debt vest in the fame person : whereas, in cafes of mort

gages in fee, the estate, on the death of the mortgagee, goes to his

heir, or devisee, and the money is payable to his executor or ad

ministrator. This produces a separation of rights, that is often at

tended with great inconvenience, both to the mortgagor and mortr

gagee. On the other hand, in case of mortgages for years, there

is this defect, that, if the estate is foreclosed, the mortgagee will be

only intitled for his term.—To guard against which, it has been

thought adviseable to make the mortgagor covenant, that, on non

payment of the money, he will not only confirm the term, but con

vey the freehold and inheritance to the mortgagee, or as he shall

appoint, discharged of all eqjity of redemption. The difference

between a trust and an equity of redemption, is observed by lord

Hale, in the case of Powlett and the Attorney-general, Hard. 46;.

It frequently happens, that mortgagees in fee and trustees devise

their real estates, by very general words, and that a doubt arises,

whether the estates held by them in trust, or by way of mortgage,

pass under that devise.—The case of Marlow v. Smith, 2. P. Wil

liams, 198. is an authority in support of their pasting by such a de

vise*— she same point was also decided in a cafe called the Attor

ney-general v. Philips, heard in Chancery on the 1 6th of November

1767.—There, a general devise of this description, by a trustee, was

construed to pass lands held by him in trust for a charity.—It may.

however, be observed, that, though, where the expression is general,

and there is nothing to restrain the generality of it, there is ground

to contend that trust estates and lands in mortgage will pass; yet,

where the devise is of such a description as to be incompatible with

the nature of estates held upon trust or in mortgage, it may be suf

ficient to restrain the generality of the expression.—Thus, if a person

seised of lands held by him in trust or mortgage, devises all his

estates to various uses in strict settlement, as it is impossible to sup

pose the testator could mean the estates in question to pass in that

manner, it may perhaps be held, that, they do not pass. So, if a mort

gagee in fee devises all his personal estate to A. and appoints him

executor; and devises his real estate to B. there seems, in many cafes

of this description, great reason to contend he did not intend the

lands in mortgage lhould pass to B. But, if a person devises all his

real and personal estate to another, and appoints him executor, there

seems reason to suppose, that he intended the legal fee of the mort

gage should vest in him.—But, as the cafe of Marlow v. Smith, and

the Attorney-general v Philips, are decisive, it seems prudent, in

all cases of this nature to require the concurrence both of the heir

and devisee.—And, to prevent any question of this kind from arising,

it is adviseable, that in wills there soould be an express devise of the

estates held by the testator in trust or mortgage.

JNote 97.] (, ) V. T. 15. Jac. Aster covenant tostand seized to tbe'use »s"B. [20C. h.

and bis heirs, <witb froi-i/o of revocation on fajment to B. and bis as- L

signs ; B. dies ; he may tender to the beir, and revoke. Allen's cafe,

Lty, 55. b. Hal. MSS.

fNote 98.] (,) Lord Coke here considers the effect of impossible conditions. TzqQ. &.

1st. Where they are possible at the time of tkeix creation, but after- *■

' ■ 2 wards
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wards become impossible; and he distinguishes that imposlibilty

which is produced by the act of God, and that which is produced

by the act of the party. 2dly. When they are impossible at the

time of their creation. 3dly. When they arc against law, either as

mala probibita, or mala m se. 4th!)'. When they are repugnant to

the grant by which they are created, or to the estate to which they

are annexed. It should be observed, that a condition is then only

considered in the eye of the law as impossible at the time of the

creation, if it cannot, by any means, take effect. Such is the cafe

put by lord Coke, that the obligee shall go from the church of Sr.

Peter at Westminster to the church of St. Peter at Rome, within

three hours. But, if it only be in an high degree improbable, and ,

such as is beyond the power of the obligee to effect, it is not then

considered as impossible. See the cases of this nature in 1. Roll.

Abr. 419, 420.—It is said, that if the condition of a bond be to

pay a certain sum, or to do any other act, out of his majesty's do

minions, the condition is void, and the bond is single, because the

performance of it cannot be tried. See 21. Edw. 4. 10.—It was

upon a similar principle, that if a man professed himself a monk in

a. religious house beyond seas, it was no disability, because the fact

could not be tried. For the only method which the law had to

know if a man was professed, was to issue a writ in the king's name

to the bishop of the diocese, commanding him to certify, if such a

monk was 'professed, in such a house, in such a place, within his dio

cese. But this method could not be used with respect to foreign

professions, as the bishop was not bound to obey the king's writ,

and might certify either true or false, without subjecting himself to

punishment. For this reason, no notice was taken in our law of fo

reign profession.—Thus L. Rolle, 2. Abr. 43. fays, " If an Kng-

*' lishman goes into France, and there becomes a monk, he is, not-

" withstanding, capable of a grant in England; for that such pro.

" session is not triable ; and also, for that all profession is taken away

" by the statute ; and, by our religion, now received, such vows

" and profession are held void. I have heared," continues he,

" that this was in 44. Eliz. in one Ley's case, resolved accordingly

" by ail the justices in Chancery-lane."

206. b.] (0 It >s observed in 1. P. W. 189, that " all instances of con- [Note 99.)

•* ditions against law, in a legal sense, are reducible under one of

" these three heads ; either, to do malum infe, or malum prohibitum;

" 2dly, to omit the doing of something that is a duty; 3dly, to

" encourage such crimes and omissions. And such conditions as

" these, the law will always, and without any regard to circum-

" stances, defeat." It is not within the plan of these notes to

enumerate, or discuss, the various instances in which the conditions

of bonds have been held unlawful at law, or in equity. Those

which chiefly deserve consideration are such as relate to, 1 II, Bonds

fiven for procuring marriages, or what is usually called marriage

rokage. See Hall v. Potten, 3. Levinz. 411. Shower's Par.

Cas. 76. Brown's Par. Cas. 60. Scribblehill v. Brett, Brown's

Parl. Cases 57. Heat v. Allen, 2. Vern. 588. Cole v. Gibson,

j. Vez. 503. 2dly, Bonds restraining the obligor from a free ex

ercise of a trade. Here, if the restraint be qualified, so as only to

take in a particular place, and the breach of the condition tends

apparently to the detriment of the obligee, and a consideration is

given by the obligee to the obligor for excsuting the bond, me

(T4) condition
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condition will not be impeached either at law or in equity. See

I. P. W. 190, 191. 10th Mod. 133. 3dly, Bonds of resignation.

The validity of these bonds, and the propriety of their being sup

ported, considered as a matter of policy, was most elaborately and

ably discussed in the great cause of the bishop of London and

Fytche, heard on appeal in the House of Lords in May 1783. A

state of this cafe, and of the arguments and speeches of the lords,

prelates, and judges who spoke, when it was heard before the Lords,

js to be found in Mr. Cunningham's Law of Simony.—It seems to

be settled, that, if a bond is given with a condition to do several

things, and only some of them are against law, the bond shall be

good as to the doing the things agreeable to law, and only void as

to those which are against law. Norton v. Sims, Hob. 14. Mos-

dell v. Middleton, 237. Pearson v. Humes, 229. Chesman v.

Nainby, 2. lord Raymond 1456.

[Note 100.] (1) Here the performance of the condition is excused by the de- f2C7. a.

fault of the feoffee or obligee, viz. by tender and refusal. It is

also excused, 1 . By his absence in those cases where his presence is

necessary for the performance of the condition, a. By his obstruct

ing or preventing the performance. And 3. By his neglecting to

do the first act, if it is incumbent on him to perform it. See the

cafes in 1. Roll. Abr. 457, 458. It is also excused, in some cases,

by his not giving notice to the feoffee or obligee. See 1. Roll.

Abr. 463. 467, 468.

£Note 101.] (,) in the ioth. 1 nh, and 12th editions, there is, in the margin,

a reference to 3. Cro. 755 ; but there is no such page in that vo

lume of Croke. Most probably it is misprinted for 1. Cro. 755.

Cotton v. Clifton, where it was held, " that, where an obligation is

" made, and afterwards a defeasance is made thereof, if he pays a

" less sum, there, if he pleads the defeasance and the tender of

" the lesser sum, he need not to say, tout temps prij!; for, by the ten.

" der, he was discharged of all; but otherwise it is of an obliga-

" uon, with a condition to pay a lesser sum."

[Note 102.J (3) None of the authorities in the margin go to this point. In

Plo. 1 56. it is laid down, that a lease and release may be pleaded as

a feostment; and 1. Finch 48. and 2. Finch 68. it is said, that a

itease and release amounts, to a feoffment. But this must be under

stood with some qualifications, as the operation of a feoffment is, in

some instances, much more forcible, and of course may be much

more beneficial to the person entitled to the benefit of the condi

tion, than the operation of a lease and release. The nature of a

feoffment will be considered in one of the notes to the Chapter of

Releases.—With respect to the difference adverted to in the notes,

between the operation of a lease and release, and the operation of

a feoffment; it is immaterial whether, by the lease, is understood a

bargain and sale for years under the statute, or a lease at common

aw, with an actual entry by the lessee. In either case, though the

lessor had the possession, yet, unless he was seised of the freehold,

when he executed the lease, his release would not vest an estate of

freehold m the releasee. But his feoffment, if he had but a mere

posseslion, would vest the freehold in the feoffee. In the fame man

ner, if tenant for life enfeoffs in fee, it divests the whole inherit

ance, and is a forfeiture, of his estate. Bat nothing of this is pro-

\ duced
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duced by a release grounded on a previous lease, either at common

law or by the statute.

207 b 1 ^') ^ce 'ke account g>ven >n Bla. Com. vol. L ch. 7. of his [Note lovl

' * " -I majesty's prerogative respecting the coin of the kingdom; and see

5. Mod. 7. 2. Sal. 446. For the etymology of the word Sterling,

fee Du Cange and Spclman's Glossaries, under the word Ejierliu-

gus ; and Mr. Leake's Historical Account of English Money, page 20.

Guineas took their name from the gold brought from Guinea by

the African company, who, as an encouragement to bring over

gold to be coined, were permitted, by their charter, to have their

stamp of an elephant upon the coin made of the African gold.—

By a proclamation of the zzd of December 1717, the guinea,

which till then had been current for zi shillings and sixpence, was

reducej to z 1 (hillings, and half-guineas, double guineas, and five

pound pieces in proportion.

(3) And if, at the time of the feoffment, a purer or more weighty [Note 104.I

money were current, and, before the day of payment coin of a baser

alloy is established by proclamation, a tender of the sum in that coin

is good. Dav. Rep. 18. Note to the nth edition.

208 al (*) In the hme manner, equity permits all persons to redeem, who sNbte ioe.1

* J ba-vi any ejlate or interest in tbi equity of redemption of the mortgagor%

as tenant for life, remainder-man or reversioner, jointress, tenant

by the curtesy, by elegit, statute merchant or staple, &c. All these

may redeem; and volunteers are 'equally admitted to redeem, as

purchasers for a valuable consideration. Howard v. Harris, i.Vern.

193. 2. Eq. Cas. Abr. 594. The tenant for life and jointress

contribute towards the redemption of the mortgage debt. In

I. P. Williams 650. the reporter states, that he mentioned to the

court, that the life estate, (especially in the case where the tenant

for life had the remainder in fee,) might be valued at two-fifths,

which had been done in some cases ; yet the court said, how equit

able soever that might be, it was not the practice, for which reason

it would be dangerous, and create uncertainty to go out of the

rule; and the register said, he had never known a life valued at

more than one third.—But the remainder-man or owner of the in

heritance must come in to redeem in the life of the tenant for life,

or jointress ; for he cannot, after their decease, compel a contribu

tion from their assets. 1. P. Williams 650. Cornish v. Mew,

1. Cha. Ca. 271. Prece. Cha. 6z. Howell v. Price, 424.— In

what cafes the dvwerefs •will be permitted to redeem, is a question

which involves in it many points of great nicety. The law re

quires a legal seisin in the husband ; and it is a fettled point, that

the wife cannot be endowed of a trust estate. Upon this principle,

it was generally understood, that the wife was not entitled to her

dower out of an estate, which, at the time of her marriage, was sub

ject to a mortgage in fee. But this, perhaps, was never formally

determined, till the cafe of Dixon v. Onflow, decreed by lord

Loughborough, and the other lords commissioners, on the 13 th of

November 1783, against the wife, without hearing the counsel for

the heir. But the cafe is different with respect to mortgages for

terms of years. It may be observed here, 1 st. that, at common

law, if a lease be made for a term of years, rendering rent, the wife

is entitled to her dower of a third part of the reversion by metes

aai
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[Note 105-] and bounds, and to a third part of the rent; and execution will not s 208. 1

cease during the term. 2dly. If the hulband makes a gift in tail, *•

rendering rent, as the rent is payable out of, or in respect of, an estate

os inheritance, the wife will be endowed of a third part of the rent.

3<ily. If the hulband makes a lease for life, rendering rent, the wife

is not entitled to her dower of the rent, because it is not payable, in

this cafe, out of, or in respect of, an estate of inheritance. 4thly. If

the husband makes a lease for years, reserving no rent, then judg

ment will be given for the wife, with a ceffet exeeutio during the

term. This, if the term be of long duration, deprives her, virtu

ally, of her dower. 5thly, Isa person purchases an estate of inhe

ritance which is in mortgage for a term of years, whether he only

purchases the equity of redemption, or discharges the mortgage,

the wife of the vendor will not be entitled to her dower in equity.

6thly. If a person dies seised in fee, subject to a term of years, if the

term be a term in gross, for securing the payment of a sum of mo

ney, the widow, by discharging the money secured by it, or paying

one-third of the interest, will be entitled to dower. 7thly. If the

term be an outstanding satisfied term, she will also be intitled to her

dower against the heir. Ante 32. a. Bro. Abr. Dower 44. 60. 89.

1. Roll. Abr.678. Bodmin and Vandebendy, Shower's Cases in Par

liament, 69. Brown v. Gibbs, Precedents in Chancery, 97. Wray

v. Williams, ibid. 151. Dudley v. Dudley, 241. ibid. 201. Banks

v. Sutton, 2. P. Williams 700. Hill v. Adams, 2. Atkyns 208.

Amb. 6. under the name of Swannock v. Lifford.—The last of

these cafes applies particularly to the position contained under the

jth division,—that in the case of a purchaser, the wife will not be

relieved in equity against an outstanding term of years.—As this

circumstance frequently occurs in practice, and the general doctrine

of terms of years, as they affect dower, is very important, we pre

sent the reader with a manuscript note of lord Hardwicke's argu

ment, on making his decree in the case last mentioned, where he

enters very largely, and with his usual ability, both on the general

doctrine, and its application to the point in question.

" Lord Chancellor.—Plaintiff 's husband, being seised of a

freehold estate, subject to a term of one thousand years standing out

in a mortgage, by virtue of a mortgage made by his father, conveys

the inheritance to defendant for a valuable consideration; and, at

the time of this conveyance, defendant takes an assignment of the

term in mortgage, in the name of trustees, to wait and attend upon

such inheritance : and now the plaintiff brings her bill against de

fendant the purchaser, for dower, praying to be admitted to redeem

this mortgage term, and to have it out of the way; and, upon pay

ment of her proportion of the mortgage money, to be let into her

dower immediately, that she might not wait till the determination

of the term.—Question is, Whether the court ought to decree

this, under the present circumstances of the case I I cannot fay

but, that the decree already ma"de at the rolls for plaintiff the

widow, is absolutely consistent with the mere reason of the thing,

if it was not to be considered originally, and settled; but, as this

must depend, not only upon the precedents of the court, but the

practice of conveying titles to estates, upon which the precedents

themselves were settled, I do not wonder that a decree of this

kind should be made by a judge, who was not absolutely conver

sant in such precedents of the court, and the distinctions taken

M therein*
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«« therein. But, upon consideration of them, and the great authority

relied upon, ot" lady Radnor and Yandebendy, Show. P. C. I ant

of opinion, that the decree ought to be reversed. Aud, if it should

not, would it not be going directly contrary to that great autho

rity, and the reasons upon which it is sounded, and make such un

certainty in this court in regard to purchases, that the subject would

riot know what to rely upon ? The wife here claims her dower,

subject to a term originally standing out in a mortgage. The con

sequence of that is, that, in law, though she might have brought

her writ of dower, and recovered judgment, yet (he could not have

had the benefis of it, till after the determination of the term ; for

the judgment would be, with a ct/jai txecutio till that time. This

was the wife's legal remedy; and, that being so, she comes into this

court upon the foundation of her general right of dower, to be de-r

livered from tnat restriction which the law imposes upon her, from

having the benefit of it, till such determination of the term, and to

be admitted to redeem this term, which is now not in the hands of

the mortgagee, but of the purchafor, as being assigned to attend

upon t.ie inheritance, and for the other purposes before mentioned:

and, though the assignment is not in the words " to protect the in

heritance from dower, or mesne incumbrances," yet it is always so

understood ; otherwise there would be no use in taking the term in

the name of a trustee— It is admitted by the defendant, in cafe

things had stood as they were at the time of the marriage, viz.

that the term had been in the mortgagee, and inheritance in the

husband, as heir, or purchased from him by the purchaser without as

signment of the term, as here, the wife, as entitled to dower, might

then have come here to redeem the mortgage, to have the benefit

of coming at her dower immediately, by paying off the mortgage

money, or keeping down the interest for the benefit of the heir or

purchaser. And even this was, (when originally fettled) going a

good way in favour of a dowerese, though it was consilient with

the reason of the thing ; for, as she was entitled to dower, and as a

mortgage is only a redeemable interest, it is sit the equity of re

demption should follow the nature os the interest in the estate; and

she to be endowed, and the heir at law to be entitled to the inhe

ritance subject to such dower, was giving the wife a real benefit

arising from her dower, and not a mere nominal one, as it would be

at law, where there is an outstanding term ; for, when the law fays, (he

shall have judgment for dower, but with a cejsat executio till the deter

mination of the term, that is in fact to fay, she shall have no dower,

and therefore this court, as against the heir, but not the purchaser of

the term and inheritance, gives her the benefit of her dower, by re

moving the term. And, if all the cafes of tenancy in dower and

curtesy likewise were now originally to be considered, it might as

well be left upon the strength of the law, for it is undoubtedly a

mere legal title that the one has, as well as the other ; and there is

no contract of the party's intervening. Therefore, if a woman

marries, and the husband is in possession of an estate, or, if a man

marries, and the woman is in possession of an estate, each party

knows that, at the time of the marriage, their estates are liable and

subject, on the one side, to a tenancy by the curtesy, and, on the

other, to dower and to all mesne kicumbrances and terms; and

there is no harm to fay, that both shall take their chance. The

commiseration, in respect to dower, has arisen, from the determina-

« tioru
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[Note 105.]" tions in favour of tenancy by the curtesy; and indeed, the distinc- 1" 20S.

tion made between dower and tenant by curtesy is founded upon *•

very flight reasons; but, however, it has been so established. The

great point, in this cafe, depends upon the determination in cafe of

lord Radnor and Vandebendy, in Show. P. C. and Preced. Chan,

and that was thus : (I mention it from lord Somers's own notes)

—It was sent to the master, in order to state the cafe, who stated

it:—'That, Charles earl of Warwick, upon the marriage of his son,

settled his estate, as to part, in jointure to his lady, and part, upon

the son in tail, and part, upon himself in tail; and, upon failure of

issue male, then to trustees for 99 years, to be disposed of by the

said earl, either by deed or will, and, for want of such appointment,

the term was declared to be for the next in remainder, and to be

attendant upon the inheritance; and, as to a third part of a moiety

of the estate, it was limited to lord Bodmyn in tail. The son died

without issue; and then the earl, according to his power of ap

pointment, charges the estate with some annuities, some of which

were determined at the time of the purchase in question, and some

were continuing ; and then the trust term, which was merely such,

was to be attendant upon the inheritance. Vandebendy purchases

of lord Bodmyn, plaintiff's husoand, that part of the estate limited

to him; and took, not only a conveyance, but a recognizance in two

statutes, in very considerable sums, to indemnify the estate from in-

cumbranecs, and against the wise's dower, and for suffering a reco

very, and took an assignment of the term. Vandebendy afterwards

conveys to sir John Rotheram, which occasioned it to be called in

Preced. Chanc. 65. by the name of lady Radnor v. Rotheram

Lady Radnor brought bill to have the benefit of dower against Van

debendy, (who purchased of lord Bodmyn her husband,) and to set

this term out of the way ; and, by the decree before made, lord

Jefferys inclined to give relief, and did set the term out of the way,

and direct she should bring dower at law; but lord Somcrs re

versed that decree; and, upon appeal to the house os lords, the re

versal was affirmed. There was great doubt in this court, and so

in the house of lords; and there was a great inclination in the houle

to reverse that decree os lord Somers ; but, when the counsel came

to the bar, the lords asked, Whether it was usual for conveyancers

to convey term for years to attend the inheritance, to prevent

dower? and the counsel, with great candor, saying it was, the lords

affirmed lord Somers' decree. The point that weighed in the judg

ment was, that this was the cafe of a purchase for valuable consi

deration ; that, in making conveyances, purchasers relied upon

that method of taking a conveyance of the inheritance to them

selves, and an assignment of the term standing out to a trustee, to at

tend it ; that the outstanding term was prior to the title of dower

in the wife, and, therefore, purchasers have relied upon that, as a

bar to such dower; so that this court and house of lords were of

opinion, that, if they were not to permit that to be so, it would be

to overturn the general rule, which had been established and prac

tised by many titles to estates, and tend to make such titles preca

rious for the future. And, as to what was said in the case of Brown

and Gibbs, Preced. Chanc. 99. viz. that, though there was a pur

chaser, in the case of lord Radnor and Vandebendy, yet, that the

court did not go upon that reason—I do not know who reported

that to be the saying of the court ; but this I know, that that was

•* tta
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*« the only reason for the determination there; and that is plain, for

Vandebendy, the purchaser, having purchased for a valuable consi

deration, lord Somers did rely upon that greatly ; for he said, it

has been always looked upon, that a term, purchased in by such a

person to protect the inheritance against dower, &c. has been suffi

cient for that purpose ; and therefore, it would not only be a new

thing to determine it should not, but of very great consequence,

and greater than what appears at first view, besides what has been,

already mentioned, and especially, since practitioners have all along

advised this method, whereby many persons have been purchasers

in that way; and there cannot be a stronger argument against al

tering this method by any determination, than to fay, it was never

done : but the argument by the counsel was of another nature ; for

they said, that judgment has been given for dower in all ages, and,

in the cafe of a term, as in the present case, she might come into

this court, to have the benefit of her dower, notwithstanding such

term. Ever since this cafe, it has always been said that the court is

bound by it ; and, on the other hand, 1 have heard it often said by

the court, that they will go no farther. And therefore, to have the

benefit of a determination, every person's cafe must be exactly and

strictly the fame with that. I am of the fame opinion too, and will

not go any further than that cafe does. So that, then the question

comes to be this, Whether there is any distinction between this cafe

and that ? It is said, that, there the purchaser was allowed to protect

himself, by taking in the term attendant upon the inheritance, because

that was a satisfied term, which, in the consideration of this court,

was become part of the fee ; that he purchased the whole estate of

the husband, and, therefore, an old term, such as that was, has been

allowed to be so assigned, to protect the inheritance ; but that, in

this cafe, the husband had nothing in the term, because he was

pwner of the inheritance subject to it, and to the equity of redemp

tion of it ; and, for that, at the time of the purchase, the term was

in mortgage, and standing out, and the money advanced still due

upon it, that it was a security separate from the husband's inherit

ance, and the purchaser took it from the mortgagee only and not

from the husband. But, I think, that makes no difterence here from

that of Vandebendy. If there is any difference, it is against the

plaintiff, and makes the cafe much stronger in favour of the present

purchaser. It is difficult to fay, upon the state of the cafe, that the

term there was a satisfied term at the time of the purchase. I ra

ther think it was not ; for lord Somers states it, that the earl War

wick, who had the power of appointing the trust term, did ap

point it, by charging it with some annuities, which were to com

mence a year after, and that some of them were continuing, and

some of them determined, and, I think, after the purchase made ;

and, if that was so, this was not a satisfied term, but still subsist

ing to pay those annuities, which were incumbrances continuing

upon the terms ; so that Vandebendy, who took the assignment of

the term, took it subject to the trust so continuing on it, in like man

ner as the purchaser here took the term, subject to the mortgage,

and the money due thereon. Therefore, the distinction endeavoured

to be made between the case there being a satisfied term, and this

being a mortgage term, not satisfied, fails. But, supposing th«

term had been satisfied, how would that make any difference? It is

true, that would then have been a trust for th» husband and his

rt heirs.
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JNot»i05.}" heirs, and he would have it as part of his ownership and dominion ("208. 2

over the estate ; and, consequently, it would be subject to dower, *■

as against the husband. For, if husband dies, and there is a satis-

sied term continuing, the wife would be entitled to come into this

court, against the heir, to set that term out of the way, in order to

have the benefit of her dower ; and that is expressly so said in the

case of Banks and Sutton, 2. Wms, 700. by the master of the rolls,

and he cites a cafe to that purpose : aud undoubtedly (he would,

without paying any thing. And if, in the present case, the husband

had made no conveyance to the purchaser, and the mortgage had

continued in the mortgagee, or his assignee, and the equity of re

demption had descended on the heir, she would have been entitled

likewise to dower against him, by redeeming the term, and paying

Tier proportion of the mortgage money, or by keeping down the

interest. But, if a term for years is in mortgage, and a person pur-

' chases the inheritance of the husband, and takes an assignment of

the term from the mortgagee, by paying off the money, not only to

have the trust of the term as a security, but to protect the inherit

ance so purchased, would it not be hard to take away the benefit of

it from him? Shall it be said, that he shall have a less inheritance

by taking in a mortgage term in that manner, by actually paying

off the mortgage money, than if he had taken an old satisfied term,

for which he never paid any thing ? Therefore, if the term, in

lady Radnor's cafe, had been a satisfied one, that would have been so

fcr from distinguishing that case from this in favour of the plaintiff,

that it would have been rather stronger in favour of the purchaser;

for here, he paid a consideration for the outstanding term, and

there, would have been nothing paid for such satisfied term. But,

it is said, that this purchase of the mortgage was from the mort

gagee, and not from the husband. If that was so, I do not know

that this would make any difference, because the husoand here join

ed in the assignment of the mortgage. But, what results from this

*ase is, that, it was part of the agreement of all the parties, (the

husband joining) that the term should be purchased in, by the pur-

' chaser of the estate, to attend his inheritance; and that is the very

trust declared by the deed. It has been admitted here, that, if the

husband had paid off the mortgage himself, after the coverture, and

taken an assignment of the term in mortgage, in trust for him and

his heirs, to attend the inheritance, (in which cafe it would have

then become a satisfied term;) and, after this, a purchaser had pur

chased from him, and paid him the whole money, and taken a con

veyance of the inheritance from him, and an assignment of the term

frem the trustees, that would have been very well, and within the

case directly of lady Radnor. What is the difference, then, in the

reason of the thing, whither the husband pays off the mortgage

himself, and takes assignment of the term, in trust for himself and

his heirs, and then fells to a purchaser the inheritance, who takes

the term from the trustees; or, when the purchaser comes, and pur

chases the inheritance from the husoand, and pays off the mort

gage, and takes an assignment of the term 10 himself? Is the case

the less ;trong for that? It is rather stronger.—It is admitted that,

if this had been an old satisfied term, standing out attendant upon

the inheritance, and a purchaser had purchased from the husoand,

and had taken in this term, that would have protected the inherit

ance. That, if a man, before marriage, conveys his estate private-

« ly.
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' ly, without the knowledge of his wife, to trustees, in trust for him

self and his heirs in fee, that will prevent dower. So, if a man

purchases an estate after coverture, and takes a conveyance to trus

tees, in trail for himself and his heirs, that will put an end to dower:

so, if he takes an estate in jointenancy, or a conveyance to himself

for a long term of years. But, it is objected, that, the act done

here by the purchaser, at the time of his purchase, he having notice

of the marriage, will put the wife in a worse condition than (he would

have been in originally, if the purchaser had not intervened ; sine*-

then, there would have been a redeemable mortgage, (the equity

of redemption being in the husband,) and the husband dying, she

would be entitled to redeem such mortgage, and then, to have had

dower; and therefore, by the purchaser's knowing of the title of

dower, by reason of the marriage, he would have put her into a

worse condition, which in equity he ought not to have done; and

this ought not to alter her right. But this does not differ from the

common cafe. For, in this cafe, suppose the husband had, before

the purchase, redeemed the mortgage, and taken an assignment)

of the mortgage term, in trust for himself and his heirs, to attend

the inheritance, and, after that, the purchaser had purchased from

him, and taken an assignment of such attendant term, in trust to

him and his heirs, would not that have altered the wife's right to

dower, though without that intervention of the purchaser? She would

be intitled to her dower, as against the heir; so likewise, in the case

of an old term attending upon the inheritance in trust; but this

purchase prevents the descent of the estate to the heir, and there

fore it is not to be said, that the purchasers have put the wife in a

worse condition, by the intervention of their purchase; but, be

cause conveyancers did rely upon the assignment of the term to

trustees to protect the inheritance, a9 sufficient for that purpose, ic

was determined as has been mentioned ; and I do not fee how the

present case can differ from that of an old term to attend the inhe

ritance. But the present point is, that, here the term was in the

.mortgagee, and the inheritance in the husband. The term will

Hand on the way of dower at law, and the purchaser comes in upon

that foot, pays his money, and relies upon that term to protect his

purchase ; and therefore, I think, this is strictly within the reason

of the case of lady Radnor and Vandebendy, and all the other case*

grounded upon it. Another distinction made is, that here is an

express covenant taken from the husband against the dower of his

wife ; for the covenant is, that the purchaser should enjoy the estate

free from incumbrances, &c. and from all dowers, &c. and par

ticularly the dower of the plaintiff; and then there is a covenant

for farther assurance : and, that this shews, that the purchaser re

lied upon this covenant as his security to indemnify him against

dower ; and, that it is plain, without question, this is notice of the

dower. A man may reasonably take a covenant again st such right of

dower, and yet rely upon the security ot the trult term besides, and

may take such covenant against any damages, in respect to any

suits by the wife for dower. The purchaser did not purchase here

subject to his wife's dower, for he paid a price for tlie estate exclu

sive of it. If the estate in his hands had been subject to the dower,

then the covenant against it of the husband's would not have signi

fied. But, however, be that as it will, it is similar to that of Van

debendy ; for there, the purchaser took two siatutes, (with defea-

" zance,)
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[Note 105.] " zance,) to indemnify the estate from incutnbrances, and the wife's f208. 2.

dower, and to- suffer a recovery ; and it was insisted upon there; by ■

the counsel, as is here; but lord Somers said, though a man does

take such security, which he does to prevent any damages that may

arise, yet that does not preclude him from any favour he is entitled

to. Another consideration in this cafe is, length of time; for the pur

chase was made in 171 1. The husband died in 1719, and the plain

tiff, the widow, never brought dower, or the present bill, till 1737}

and it appears, that defendant, the purchaser, has since made great

improvement upon the estate, and therefore it would be very hard,

especially after the several cases determined in favour of pur

chasers, even if there was a hair's breadth of a distinction between

this cafe and that of lady Radnor and Vandebendy, to suffer the

plaintiff now to come here for dower. It is said, about 10 years

ago plaintiff did claim her dower of the present defendant, which

amounted to notice to him of such dower, ^vvhich he did not

want.) But, however, the making a claim, and then not proceeding

directly upon it, shews, that plaintiff was conusant of her right,

but would not proceed; and the purchaser must think, by her de

laying so to do, that she would not, and that might be an induce

ment for him to make such improvements as he has done. There

fore, upon the whole, I think the decree ought to be reversed, and

the bill to be dismissed ; but I will not give costs."

In the above cafe, Chute, Clarke, and Weldon for plaintiff, cited

Attorney-general and Scot. Lord Talbot's time. See 2. Wms.

651. in the margin. Lady Radnor and Vandebendy, Show. P. C.

69. Preced. Chan. 65. 97. 133. 2. Wms. 632.

Attorney-general, Brown, Gapper, and Murray contra, cited

the above cafes, and Mitchell and Reynolds, at the Rolls, 1730.

** Bill was brought for dower, and case was, the husband, in 1710,

had made a mortgage for £. 500, for the term of 1000 years,

which was assigned to^. 5. after the marriage of plaintiff, to secure

a farther sum. The husband mortgages another estate in fee, and

both these mortgages were assigned to defendant; and, in 1725,

defendant came to an account with the husband, and likewise came

to an agreement with him for the purchase of the estate, for the

mortgage sum only. Accordingly, the husband conveyed the equity

of redemption. One question arose, relating to the estate mortgaged

in fee ; and another, in respect to the mortgage for years. And as

to the mortgage for years, the master of the rolls said, the doweress

should have dower out of a term for years, where the inheritance

was in the husband, as against the heir of the husband, or against a

volunteer; but it is settled, that she shall not as against a purchaser

for a valuable consideration ; and cited the case ot lady Radnor and

Vandebendy. And he said likewise what was mentioned before, in

the principal case, relating to the method of conveyances; but that

he could not look upon defendant here as a purchaser, because he

could not look upon the method here taken between him and hus

band as a purchase, the agreement for the purchase being for the

5. mortgage money only; therefore relieved the wiJow. But (aid,

that lie would not relieve her as against a purchaser."

[Note 106.] (1) It has been long settled in equity, that mortgage mousy is to |2o8- N

it paid, not to the heir, but to the executor. And this holds thj' the

mortgage be in fee; tho' the condition be for payment to the mort

gagee,
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gagec, his heirs or executors ; tho' there is no want of assets ;

and tho' there be no bond given, or covenant entered into by the

mortgagor, for payment of the money; and whether the mortgage

be forfeited or not, at the death of the mortgagee; for equity con

siders a mortgage as part of the mortgagee's personalty. See the

argument of lord keeper Finch in Thornbrough v. Baker, l. Cha.

Ca. 285. and see 2. Cha. Ca. 50, 51. 187. 224. 2. Vent. 348.

35 1-—This follows from the principle, that in equity the lands are

only considered as a pledge or security for the money lent, and the

money is ihe principal, if not the sole object. In adopting this

rule, courts of equity appear to have been guided by the fame rea

soning, which in former times made courts of law consider the

estates of tenant by statute merchant and tenant by statute staple

merely as chattel interests. These, from their uncertain nature,

ought to have been considered as freehold; but being, as mr.

justice Blackstone observes, a security and remedy provided for

personal debts, to which debts the executor is entitled, the law has

therefore thus directed their succession; as judging it reasonable,

from a principle of natural equity, that the security and remedy

should be vested in them, to whom the debts, if recovered, would

belong. 2. Bla. Com. ch. 10. sect. 5. Still however the mort

gage is considered as forfeited in law, and the mortgagor can only

recover the mortgaged lands back, by the aid of equity.—As it is

among the maxims of equity, that whoever claims equity must do

equity ; and that in payment of debts, equality is the highest equity ;

it has been settled, that, if the equity of redemption of lands of a

mortgagor in fee descends upon the heir, it is equitable assets in his

hands ; and debts by specialty and simple contract are paid in equal

proportion. But, if the equity of redemption of lands cf a mortgagor

for years descends upon the heir, it is legal afeis, and the debts are.

then paid according to their legal priority: yet, in this latter cafe,

if the creditor is obliged to pray the aid of equity, the court will

direct simple contract and specialty creditors, notwithstanding the.

assets are legal, to come in proportionably ; and if there is not suf

ficient to pay all, the loss to fall equally on all.—See 29. C. 2.

§. 10, 11. 3. & 4. W. & M. c. 14. Bennet v. Box, 1. Cha.

Cafes 12. Wollenstone v. Croft and Long, ib. 32. Trevor v.

Perryor, ib. 148. Hexon v. Wythan, ib. 248. Anonymous,

a. Cha. Ca. 54. Girling v. Lee, 1. Vern. 63. Child v. Ste

phens, ib. 101. Morgan v. lord Sherrard, ib. 293. Cole v.

Warden, ib. 410. Plunknett x. Kirk, ib. 411. Sawley v. Gowerj

2. Vern. 6j. Anonymous, ib. 405. Wilson v. Fielding, ib. 763,

Car v. countess of Burlington, 1. P. W. 228. the creditors of sir

Charles Cox, 3. P. W. 341. and fee I. Roll. Abr. 920. Hob

265. It also follows, from the above circumstance of the mortgaged

lands being considered in equity as a security or pledge for the

mortgage debt, that, after the legal forfeiture, it continues as much

a debt as before : Hence, in general, the personal estate of the mort

gagor is, upon his decease, to be applied in discharge of the mortgage :

and this holds equally in favour of the heir ; of a general devisee,

or beeresfaBus ; and of a devisee of particular lands ; and whether

there is, or is not, a bond or covenant for payment of the money.

Cope v. Cope, i. Salk. 450. Howell v. Price, Prec. in Cha. 433.

Pockley v. Pockley, 1 . Vern. 36. Lord Winchelsea v. Norcliffe,

1. Vern. 485. Bartholomew v. May, I. Atk. 489. Galton v.

Hancock, 2. Atk. 530. This doctrine has been frequently ex-

( U ) t«nded
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tended to the cafe of a devise of lands in trust, to payoff debts ;

where (particularly if the personalty is bequeathed to the executor)

the courts, notwithstanding an express devila of a real estate for

the payment of debts, have directed the personalty to be first ap

plied in payment of them. See Gower v. Mead, Prec. in Cba. 2.

Dolman v. Smith, ibid. 256. 2. Vern. 117. Hall v. Brooker,

Gilb. Rep. 70. See also Bam field v. Wyndham, Prec. in Cha. 101.

Wainwright v. Bendloe, Gilb. Rep. iz. Stapleton v. Colville,

Ca. temp. Talbot 202.—In some cases, however, the courts have con-

Jidered the land as the primary fund, and the personalty merely as

auxiliary. The personal estate is then only a surety for the land,

and will have the same equity as the land is entitled to, when it is

pledged as a surety for a personal debt. This doctrine is most

pointedly and happily stated, explained, and exemplified by mr.

Cox in his note under page 664. of the first volume of his edition of

Peere Williams.—It does not appear, that the courts of equity have

fixed any determinate period of time to be such a length of posses

sion as to bar the mortgagor's right of redemption : but as, in the

courts of law, twenty years is a bar to an entry or ejectment ; the

courts of equity (consistently with their general system, that the

rules and practice of their courts mould bear an analogy to the

rules and practice of the courts of law) have inclined to allow the

fame period of twenty years to be a bar to a redemption.—Set Cook

v. Arnham, 3. P. W. 283. and the note of the editor at the end

of that cafe.

(Note 107. ] (1) But by the 39. H. 8. c. 39. if any person be indebted to ("200.

the king by recognizance, obligation, or other specialty, and die,

his heir shall be charged therein, tho' the word " heir" be not com

prised in such r< cognizance, &c. In the case of fir Gerard Fleet-

wood, 8. Rip. 171. lord Coke observes, that the freehold and in

heritance of the king's debtor are bound from the time of the debt

accrued. If the observation be just, it must by the common law*

have been immaterial with respect to the king, whether the heir was

named in the specialty or not.

[Note 108.] (1) Hob. 9. Pease and Styleman.—A man was bound lo fay ["2IO.

20/. to such a person as he (the obligee) Jhould by his •will appoint.

The obligee made J. S. his executor, but made no other appointment.

It 'was resolved, upon demurrer, that the executor Jhould not have the

20I. for he is only an assignee in law, who takes to the use of the tes

tator : but here the condition is in favour of an atlual aJTigneei who

takes to his own use. The cenusee of a fine leases to the conuforfor 99

years, with condition, if the lessee pays to the lessor, his heirs and as

signs, th.it the ufis limited to the conufee and his heirs, by an indenture,

Jhould cease : the lesor dies. Lord Nottingham was cf opinion, that

the uses should not cease by payment to the administrator os the lessor,

because he may be an assignee in deed, as here. I I May, 1659, Sir

Andrew Young.—Lord Nott. MSS. notes.—Howe v. Whitebanck.

Upon a fine, the use of land was limited to A. for 80 years, with a

power to A. and his assigns to make leases for three lives, to com

mence after the determination of that term. A. assigned over to

B. B. died, having made his will, and appointed C. his executor.

C. assigned over to D. : D. in pursuance* of the power, made a

lease for life. The question wa?, whether D. was such an assignee

of A. as to have a power to make tins lease ; or whether it should

4 extend
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extend only to the immediate assignees of A. f The doubt in this

cafe was the greater* as there had been a descent upon an executor.

The case of Pease and Styleman was cited, where it was said, that

an executor or administrator should not in some cases be said to be

a special assignee. But all the court seemed to incline to the con

trary, and that D. mould be called an assignee, well enough for the

purpose of making the leases in question, and that so mould any

person that came to the estate under the first lessee, though there

should be twenty mesne assignments. And afterwards, in the

Michaelmas term following, judgment was given accordingly.—

1. Freem. 476.

b.] (1) If A. recites by his deed, that whereas he is indebted to It. [Note 109.]

in 100 1. and he covenants with B. that the icol. (hall be paid and

delivered to B. or his assigns, at Rotterdam, in Holland, by C.

without any suit at law, upon the first requisition which (hall be

made of it ; in this cafe, the demand may be in any other place be

sides Rotterdam : for though payment is to be made at Rotterdam,

yet the demand may be made in any place ; and if the demand be

made in England, or at Dort, which is 10 miles from Rotterdam,

it is good, for he ought to have reasonable time to pay it after the de

mand, having respect to the distance of the place. But if the demand

Ihould be limited to Rotterdam, perhaps he would never come there,

and so the covenant would be of no effect.—Mich. 1650. between

Halsted and Vanleyden, adjudged upon a special verdict. 1. Roll.

Abr. 443.—In Brownlow 46. it is laid down, that, if money be ap

pointed by will to be paid, and no place limited for the payment,

there must be a request to pay the money, and the executor is not

bound to seek him to whom it is to be paid.

• 4.J (1) Otherwise when the lease is 'void; for there no acceptance of [Note IIO. ]

rent afterwards can mate it have continuance. Post. 215. a. Lord

Not. MS.

. D.J (1) Though he received part of the rent, he may re-enter for [Note in.l

the residue that is unpaid. 10. H. 7. 24. a.

(2) Upon the marriage of lord Anglesea with a daughter of lady [Note 112.]

Dorchester, a term of years was limited in his lordship's Irish.

estates, for raising 12000I. for the portions of the daughters. There

was but one daughter of the marriage. It was made a question,

whether the portion was to be paid in England, without any deduc

tion or allowance for the exchange from Trelajid to England ? It

was determined in Chancery, that the portion ought to be paid in

England, where the contract was made and the parties resided, and

not in Ireland ; because it was a sum in gross, and not a rent issuing

out of land. Vin. Abr. vol. 5. 209.

•J (0 I{ hath been formerly doubted, Whether the defendant, in [Note 113.]

such a case, ought not to. plead specially? See 1. Cro. 142. S. C.

1. Ander. 198. S. C. Mo. 267. S. C. Ow. 45. Savil 96.

1. Leon, tn, But now this point is settled; for fer 4. Ann*?,

cap. 16. sect. 12. if the obligor, his hgirs, executors, and admini

strators, have, before the action broaght, paid to the obligee, his

executors or administrators, the principal and interest due by the

condition of the bond, though such payment w 1 not strictly made

(U 2) according
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according to the condition, yet it may be pleaded in bar of such

action, and (hall be as effectual a bar thereof as if the money had

been paid at the day and place, according to the condition, and had

been lo pleaded. Nue to the i \tb edition.

[Note 1 14.] (1) In Roll. Rep. 296. it is said, that the reason why a collate- ("213.

ral thing cannot be satisfied with money, or other collateral thing,

is, because the collateral thing is not due, and so no contract can

be made of it till the day of payment ; and that the reason why

money may be satisfied by a collateral thing is, because it is of cer

tain value.

[Note 115.] (0 iVe. 107. Is a man leases, rendering rent to the beir, it is ["2 I ». I

•void ; for the beir takes as purchaser, and is quasi ajiranger. Heb.

I30. Oats v. Frith. Father seised in see and Jonjoin in a lease ta

, tommtnce aster thi death of the father, rendering rent to the son, and

dies, the reservation was adjudged void; for tho' the son proves beir

by the event, that dots not mend the cafe : hut if the reservation bad

been to the heir of the lessor, omitting the lessor, it would have

been good; fr tho' the rent never <was in thefather to demand, yet the

son would take it ; r.ot as a purchaser, but as a rent inherent in the root

of the reversion, <wbicb be has by descent from his father ; and in this

sense the rent itself •was in the father, viz. to release (by the tuerd rent,

but not aBion) tho' not to ojh. So note the difference (says Hobart)

'when insuch a lease the rent is reserved to the heirsrst, emitting the

ancejlor, "which is good, and •where an annuity or •warranty is granted

again/1 the heir, omitting the ancesor, •which is not good. It appears

in the cafe of Littleton, that tho' the reservation to a stranger be bad

to carry any rent to the stranger, yet it -will be good to the lessor, and

that not only during hit life, but generally during all the term ; for

•when it is said, rendering to I. S. the •words 1. S. shall be void, in the

fame manner as if he had said, rendering rent generally ; bocauje, \sl.

If a man leases, rendering rent to him and a stranger, it is gold to hint

clearly, and void to the stranger. 31. Ass. 30. idly, When a man

leases, rendering rent to him and his heirs general, yet the lavj •will

dircil is^tc an issue who is not his heir general, merely for congruity's

fake. Dyer 115. b. fr Thomas Wyatt*/ cafe, and before 12. b.

Difference between a lease reserving rent to 1. S. and a lease upon con

dition, that I. S. shall re-enter is the rent be in arrear,sor there nei

ther shall enter ; not I. S. because he cannot by law ; not tbt lessor, be

cause there are no words to give re-entry to any beside I. S. But in

the cafe of Doiier and Student, feoffment upon condition, that be jhuil

pat 20/. to I. S. and that otherwise I. S. Jball re-enter; there, tbo*

J. S. cannot re enter , the feoffor can, for there the condition -war

treated by the first -il-ords : and tbo' be intends the advantage of this

to I. S. it does not signify. So 28. H. 8. Dyer 33. Devise to tbt

prior os St. B. so that he pays to the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul'/,

and that if be does not so, the Dean and Chapter Jball have it, that it

a void condition to make it a remainder, but it is goodfor the dtvijbr

to re-enter. Difference between a rent upon a leaje and a rent upon a

feoffment : in the last cafe rent would he void to astranger, and yet

net good to thefeoffor, because the taw does not create it, and it is not

so reserved; but the caj'e of a feoffment is like to a grant of rent to

I. S. and that if it be in errear that I. D. Jball dijtrain, there tbt

distress is of no value, 40. Ass. 26. But here the •words artsufficient

to ertatt a rent, and in an entire clause, part may it void. 4. E. 4.

« Oiligatita
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If*-]

Obligation to I. S. payable to I. D. it is good to I. S. Difference

inhere the repugnancy cfvjords appears, as here, and' ivhen it does not :

us a release of all actions which I have as executor, and I have none

as executor; this is void, because it Ur.cs not appear. 22. H. 7. Kel.

83. b. Cestuy que use leases, rendering rent to himself, and dies ; the

heir pall ha've the rent Yet in 5. H. 7. ;. b. the rent, vjttb the

reversion, goes to theferffees, though reserved to the cestuy que use;

yet in luiv the seojjecs are donor: ; Jo it is, in eject, thefeoffees lease,

rendering rent to the cestuy que u!e, it is goodsor 1hemscltr s , -which

is stronger. Sir Geo. makes a feeffment to the use of himselffor life ;

remainder to William Humley hisjon and heir apparent and his heirs :

fir Geo. and William join in a lease for years, rendering rent tofir

Geo. bis heirs and assigns : fir Geo. dies. Resolved, that the reser

vation and the rent are determined ; for William /'/ not in as heir, and

therefore he cannot have the rent. Huntley'i cafe, Palm. 485. Lord

Nott. MSS.

{1) The principle which gare rise to this rale is, that rent is [Note 1 16.]

considered as a retribution for the land, and is therefore payable to

those who would otherwise have had the land.—It is to be observed,

that remainder-men in a settlement, being, at first view, nei

ther feoffors, donors, lessors, nor the heirs of feoffors, donors,

or lessors, there seems to have been, for some time after the sta

tute of uses, a doubt, whether the rents of leases made by virtue

of powers contained in settlements, could be reserved to them. la

Chudleigh's cafe, 1. Rep. 139. it is positively said, that if a feoss-

ment in fee be made to the use of one for life, remainder to ano

ther in tail, with several remainders over, with a power to the te

nant for life to make leases, reserving the rent to the reversioners,

and the tenant for life accordingly makes leases, neither his heir*

nor any of the remainder- men shall have the rent. But in liar-

court v. Pole, 1. Anders. 273. it was adjudged, that the remainder

men might distrain in these cases. And in sir Thomas Jones, 35,

the didum in Chudleigh's case is denied to be law. The determi

nation in Harcourt v. Pole will appear incontrovertibly right, if

reconsider that both the lessees and remainder-men derive their

estate out of the reversion, or original inheritance of the settler j

and therefore the law, to use sir Edward Coke's expression in

Whitlocke's case, 8. Rep. 71. will distribute the rent to every one

to whom any limitation of the use i« made,

(1) Because the acceptance of rent cannot make a new lease, {Note IJ?.]

and the old one was determined ; but the acceptance of the rent is

a sufficient declaration, that it is the lessor's will to continue the lease,

for he is not entitled to the rent but by the lease. Nott to the 1 \th

edition. And see Symson v. Butcher, Doug. Rep. 51.; and the

case of Wynn v. Humphreys ; and Carter v. Butcher, reported in

the notes of that case.

(2) Attornment being taken away per 4. & 5. Ann. c. 16. the [Note uS.}

law seems to be otherwise now. Note to the l \th edition.

I C. b. 1 ( 0 I* bos also been held upon this statute, that if a man makes a [Note 1 j8+,1

lease foryears upon condition, that if the rent should be in arrear, it

should be laiusul to the lessor and his assigns to re-enter, and then the

lessor assign! the river/ion ov/r, and the les'ee attorns, and the lessor dieti

{V s) tbt

15. a.]
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the grantee ficJl n'A take advantage os the conditionfor 'want of theft

'words, " his heirs," in the reservation of the condition; the condition

being that he a:id his assigns Jha!t enter. By Brown,ferj. who moved

the ca/e in C. B. ex relations: T. Hurst.—It appears there/ore, that this

reservation os condition is to be resembled tosuch a reservation os rent

as is mentioned before, in page 4.7. a. which determined by the death

of the lessor ; but that nevertheless the grantee shall have advantage of

the condition, during the life of the grantor, by the 32. H. 8. Infra

? 1 5. b. So note, the grantee ofpart ofthe reversion in the vjbole shall

taxe advantage of a condition ; for to this purpose the grantee of a re

versionfor life or years is an assignee ivilh-it the 32. H. 8. ivbo may

enter ; which nevertheless is very different in the cafe of a warranty ;

for a lesseefor life, tuho has but part of the estate in the whole, is not

assignee for voucher. Infra 385. £. On the other hand, the grantee

os the whole estate in reversion in part is not an assignee within the

32. H. 8. .■ as if the reversioner in fee of 4 acres grants 2 acres in

fee, the grantee cannot enter ; which also is very different in the ease

os warranty, for the feoffee os % acres is an assigneefor voucher. In

fra 315. a.—Lord Nott. MSS.

£Note 119-] (2) The necessity which there was in the old law, that there [210. a

should always be some person to do the feudal duties, to fill the pos

session, and to answer the actions which might be brought for the

fief, introduced the maxim, that the freehold could never be in

abeyance. See 2. Wilson, Bond v. West, 165. But it was ad

mitted, that there were some cafes in which the inheritance, when

separated from the freehold, might be so. The question agitated

in the Commentary upon this and the following Section, arises from

the difficulty of ascertaining where the freehold, in the case men

tioned by Littleton, is to be. By the livery, it is taken out of the

grantor ; it must therefore vest in the feoffee. Yet it seems difficult

to conceive how it could be in the grantee, consistently with the

term of years. The opinion adopted by Littleton and sir Edward

Coke is conformable to .what is said in lord Stafford's case, 8. Rep.

73. b.—It is to be observed, that tho' by conveyance at common

law the freehold necessarily passes out of the grantor; and that if.

there is not some person in being in whom it can immediately vest,

the conveyance is void ; that is not the cafe with respect to wills,

conveyances under the statute of uses, trusts in equity, or grants of

rents de novo. For, as to wills ;—there is no immediate transfer of

the freehold, as, upon the death of the testator, it vests in the heir to

answer the lord's services and the stranger's writs. As to conveyances

under the statute of uses ;—till there is some person in being in whom

the use can vest, the possession is not altered, but continues in the

feofforand his heirs. See 1. Inst. 83. As to executory trusts, the

legal estate immediately vests and continues in the trustee : and as

to rents dc novo, the tenant continues in possession of the land out of

which they issue. However, it is to be observed, that in cases of

wills, uses, and trusts, if it be inconsistent with the estates expressly

declared, that the freehold should remain with the party (as if he

has a term of years expressly given him), the law will not give him,

by implication, an estate of freehold. See Pybus v. Mitford, 1.

Vent. 352. Adams v. Savage, 2. Salk. 679. Penhay v, Hurrel,

2. Yern. 370. Speed v. Davis, 2. Salk. 675. In the fame man

ner, if a person limits his estate to such uses as he shall appoint;

and in the mean time, and until he makes an appointment, to the

use
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use of himself and his heirs ; ot if he limits it to the use of himself

for life, and after h's decease, to such uses as he mail appoint, and

/or want of appointment, to the use of his right heirs ;—in both

of these cases, the settlor and his heirs have a qualified and detormi-

nable fee, until, by ar. exercise of the power of appointment, an use

vests in the person to whom it is appointed ; or till by the death of

the setdor, without exercising his power, the exercise of it becomes

impossible. To this fee dower is clearly incident. If the settlor

makes an appointment, a new use springs up and vests in the ap

pointee; ant! the fee originally limited to the settlor ceases; and

with it the right of the wife to her dower out of it: and from that

time, the use appointed under the power takes effect, in the fame

manner as if it had been inserted in the original deed, in the place

of the power. But, if no appointment is made, 'he fee, from being

qualified and determinable, becomes simple and absolute. It may

be objected, that in the second of these cases, an estate for life is

expressly limited to the settlor, and that the sec is th refore put in

abeyance. But in the case of Leonard Lovic, 8. Kep. 78. where

the estate was devised to Leonard Lovie expressly for lib life, with

out impeachment of waste, and afterwards to such uses as he should

appoint, and after several intermediate remainders to the use of his

right heirs, it was resolved, that the fee vested in him till the ap

pointment was made. See also sir Edward Cleere's case, 6. Rep.

18. It may also be objected, that a limitation to such uses as a

person ihall appoint, is incompatible with, or rendered void by, thp

subsequent limitation of the see to him, as the ownership of the fee

carries with it every power of appointment. But it is to be ob- .

served, that the owner of the fee cannot convey the inheritance, but

by deed sealed and delivered. Now he may limit a fee, under a

power, by a mere instrument in writing, and without any of those

forms or ceremonies which the law requires for passing real pro

perty ; which, clearly, is a power not included in the ownership of

the see. It must, however, be noticed, that, as a power of appoint.

ment is liable to be suspended and destroyed, and as the existence

of the power is the only circumstance which precludes the wife from

her dower, in the case I have mentioned there always must be a

possibility of danger in taking a title which depends upon it. Yet

in some cases the possibility is so small as not to deserve attention.

Some remarks on the mode generally used for barring the wise's

dower will be offered in the course of these annotations,

21 8. &•] (2) Ace. 1. Rep. 174 a. as to the general principle; but the par- [Note 120. J

ticular cafe there was, that A. covenanted to stand seised to the use

of himself for life, with several remainders over; with a power of

revocation.—By an exercise of this power, he revoked the uses ;

and it was held, that the antient uses were determined, without

entry or claim, because he himself was tenant for life of the land,

and he could not enter upon himself; and no claim was necessary,

as an express revocation was as strong as any claim could be.—ice,

the following page.

(3) The entry, or claim, may be made either by the party him- [Note 121. J

self, or by a stranger, by his order. 2. Cro. 57.

21 8. b«l (2) No person is entitled to an action of waste against a tenant [Note 122.}

for life, but he who has the immediate estate of inheritance in

(U4) remainder
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remainder or reversion, expectant upon the estate for life. If be

tween the estate of the tenant for life who commits waste, and the

subsequent estate of inheritance, there is interposed an estate of

freehold, to any person in ejse, then during the continuance of such

interposed estate, the action of waste is suspended ; and if the first

tenant for life dies during the continuance of such interposed estate,

the action is gone for ever. But though, while there is an estate

for life interposed between the estate of the person committing

waste, and that of the reversioner or remainder-man in fee; the

remainder-man cannot bring his action of waste : yet, if the waste

be done by cutting down trees, &c. such remainder-man in fee

may seize them ; and if they are taken away, or made use of, be

fore he seizes them, he may bring an action of trover. For, in the

eye of the law, a remainder-man for life has not the property of

the thing wasted; and even a tenant for life in possession has not

the absolute property of it, but merely a right to the enjoyment or

benefit of it, as long as it is annexed to the inheritance, of which ic

is considered a part, and therefore it belongs to the owner of the fee.

See Ant. 53. b. eth Rep. Pagett's cafe. Udal v. Udal, Alleyne 81.

3. P. W. 267. Bewick v, Whitehead, 22. Vin. Abr. 523. 2. Eq.

Ca. Abr. 727. Rolt v. Somerville, 3. Atk. 757.

[Note 123.] (3) For till entry it doth not appear; the feoffor having power

at his election to void or continue the estate of the feoffee,, which he

will do. Note to the I \tb edit.

[Note 124,] (0 So where a feoffment was made on condition that the feof- ["2 lo. 3/

fees re-infeoffed the feoffor and his wife in tail, the remainder to

the right heirs of the husband ; the husband died ; the wife married

a second husband ; the feoffees enfeofted the second husband and

his wjfe, for her life ;—the remainder to the right heirs of the first

husband; it was held that the condition was well performed. Br.

Abr. tit. Cond. pi, 33. And fee ibid. 70. Plo. 291.

[Note 125.] (2) Note, island be given to the wife, and the heirs of the husband

of his body begotten, the nvife Jhall have the estate for life, fubjeB to

nvafte.—Sup. 26. b. ; therefore such conveyance is not by force. Lord

Nott. MS.

J. Note 120. ] (3) It is with great pleasure we present the reader with the sol-

lowing observations on this passage. Lord chief-justice Wilmot,

in his argument in the giving judgment in the cafe of Frogmorton,

on demise of Robinson v. Wharrey. 2. Blackst. 728, remarks:

" When an estate is limited to a husband and wife, and the heirs

•' of their two bodies ; the word Heirs is a word of limitation, be-

*' cause an estate is given to both the persons, from whose bodies

*' the heirs are to issue. But when it is given to one only, and the

" heirs of two, (as to the wife and the heirs of her and A. B.)

«* there the word Heirs is a word of purchase ; for no estate tail

" can be made to one only, and the heirs of the body of that per-

«» son and another. This appears from Litt. Sect. 352. according

" to the true reading collected from the original editions. The

" coir mon editions make the estate cy pies, therein mentioned, to

«' be, to the widow and les heirs de corps fa baron de luy engendres ;

" which is not as near as might be to the original estate intended,

«?if the husband had lived; viz. to the husband and wife, and the

w heirs
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" heirJ of their two bodies. But the original edition by Lettou

" and Macklinia, in Littleton's life-time, and the Rohan edition,

" which is the next (both which my brother Blackstone has) read

" it thus : les htirs de les carps de son baron tt luy tngtndrts : which

« is quite consonant to the original estate ; and this estate, to the

" widow for life, and the heirs of the body of her husband and

" herself begotten, Littleton, in the same section, declares not to

" be an estate tail. The fame is held in Dyer 99.—in Lane and

" Pannel, 1. RolL Rep. 438. and in Gossage and Taylor, Style

" 325. which, from a manuscript of lord Hale, in possession of

" my brother Bathurst, appears to have been first determined in

" Hil. 1651; which accounts for some expressions of lord chief-

" justice Rolle, in Style's cafe, which was in T, Pasch. 1652."

IIQ. b.1 (0 Mr. ferj. Hawkins observes here, that the omission of the rjsf0je \2jA

privilege of being without impeachment of waste, shall not give

the heir of the feossor, for whose benefit it was omitted, a re-entry,

which would defeat the estate of the wife. P. 307. 2. Rep. 82. a.

220.
o "J (1) The privilege given by the words without impeachment of [Not* 128.1

* J waste, is annexed to the privity of estate ;—so that if the person to

whom that privilege is given, changes his estate, he loses the privi

lege. 11. Rep. 83. b. Latch. 270.—It has been held that the in

tent of this clause is only to enable the tenant to cut down timber

and open new mines, and that it does not extend to allow destruc

tive or malicious waste ; such as cutting down timber which serves

for the shelter or ornament of the estate. See Vane v. Lord Ber

nard, 2. Vern. 738. Packington v. Packington, 5. Bac. Abr. 491.

Rolt v. Lord Sommerville, 2. Ab. Eq. 759. Aston v. Aston, 1. Vin.

264. Peers v. Peers, 1. Vin. 521. 2. Atk. 283.

2 "* O b 1 ( ' ) $" whether there is a difference Between an alligation and [Note 1 29.J

" J feoffment 'with condition to re-enfeoff.—Obligation on condition to give

to the baron and feme and the heirs of the body of the feme before a

certain day ; and before tht day thefeme dies. The court inas divided

•whether he ought to make it cy pres, in 8. Jac. B. R. Rot. 303.

Roger and Scudamore, 7". 37-—P. 4. E. 6. Bendl. n. 56. Obliga

tion on condition to enfeoff B. and C. and their heirs beforesuch a day,

and before the day B. dies, the obligation is discharged, Sir. Ant.

Brown's cafe. But this cafe <was denied by the whole court. T. 40.

El. C. B. C. C. n. 16. Obligation with condition that the obligor or

bis heirs ffould enfeoff the obligee and bis heirs before a certain day ;

^before the day the obligee dies : it was ruled that be jbould enfeoff

the heir. T. 49. El. C. B. Hone v. May, C. C, n. 16.—Lord Hale'»

>1SS.

[2 22. b.J (2) As to deeds, Burglary v. Ellington, Brownlow'i Rep. 191. [Note 130.3

1 The court held, that, when a deed is perfect and delivered as his

deed, then no verbal agreement made after may be pleaded in de

struction or alteration thereof; but, when the agreement is parcel of

the original contract, and may well stand with the deed, and is not

in terms repugnant to it, then such verbal agreement may be

pleaded. As, if a man for money mortgage land to B. by deed be

ing of greater yearly value than the interest money, and before the

sealing of the deed it was agreed by word, that the mortgagor

(hould have and receive (he profl.tn ng; yh^e mortgagee, this it good

and.
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and usual in such cases, and B. may plead the verbal agreement to

avoid the danger of usury. But, if it had been expressed within the

deed, that the mortgagee should have the profits, and the deed was

delivered accordingly, then no agreement, covenant, or assignment

of the profits could keep it, but that it was an usurious contract, and

consequently the deed and mortgage void.

[Note 131. J (]) j ifuist in see, on condition not to alien but to I. S. vihttbtr \ 22"Z. 3."

void's See Muscbamp's cast, Bridg. 132.—Lord Nott. MSS. *■ J' 1

[Note 132.] (1) A power of suffering a common recovery, and of levying a ["22'!. b.]

fine within the statutes of 4. Hen. 7. and 32. Hen. 8. is ft) insepa-

rably inherent to the estate of a tenant in tail, that any condition

or proviso restraining or prohibiting it, is held to be repugnant to

the nature of the estate, and therefore void. But it does not vitiate

the grant of the estate tail to which it is annexed; because (to use

an expression of lord Hobart) a condition annexed to an estate

given is a divided clause from the grant, and therefore cannot frus

trate the grant preceding it, neither in any thing expressed, nor in

any thing implied, which is, of its nature, incident to and insepa

rable from the thing granted. Hob. 170. But this doctrine does

not extend to a feoffment, a fine at common law, or any other alie

nation which works a discontinuance, and is therefore considered in

the law as tortious. A proviso restrictive of an alienation of this

nature may be annexed to an estate in tail, either as a condition to

determine the estate, and give the donor and his heirs a right of

re-entry, or by way of limitation, to make the estate of the tenant

in tail cease, and the lands remain over to a third person. But in

these cafes the estate in tail must be made to cease absolutely ; for

a proviso to make it void only during the life of the tenant in tail

is void. See Litt. Sect. 720, 721, 722, 723. Scholastica's cafe,

Plo. 403. Corbett's cafe, 1. Rep. 83. b. Jermyn v. Arscot,

cited in 1. Rep. 85. Mildmay's case, 6. Rep. 40. Mary Porting-

ton's case, 10. Rep. 37. b. The courts however have allowed both

conditions and covenants, restraining or prohibiting lessees for life

or years assigning their estates without the consent of the lessors.

See Strange 405. Blencowe v. Bugby, 3. Wilson 234. In Hun

ter v. Gallicrs. Term Reports, vol. 2. 133. a proviso in a lease for

a 1 years that the landlord should re-enter on the tenant's commit

ting any act of bankruptcy whereon a commission sliould issue, was

held to be good. In Davidson v. Foley, Brown's Reports in Cha.

2. vol. 203. the reader will find a curious instance of a trust under

which two persons are become virtually entitled to a very consider

able annuity, at the fame time that the trust is so framed as to exclude

their creditors from having any charge or lien upon the annuity,

either at law or equity. The illusory nature of estates and trulls of

this description raise: a powerful objection to them on the ground

of policy ; nor are they, perhaps, quite reconcileable to some of

the fundamental principles of our laws. Serious consequences, it

is presumed, would ensue their coming into general, or even fre

quent, use.

[Note 133.] (1) But this is altered by the 4. and 5. Ann. c. 16. whereby all ("224. &]

collateral warranties by ancestors, who have no estate of inheritance L

in possession in the lands warranted, are made void against their

heirs. The restraints which at different times have been laid on

the
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the free alienation of property, and the methods used to set them

aside, form one of the moll interesting parts of the history of every

nation in which the feudal institutions have prevailed. So far as

the history of England ii concerned in them, they have been dis

cussed with great accuracy by sir William Blackstone, vol.2, chap. 7.

and sir John Dalrymple, in his History of the Feudal Law, chap. 3.

and 4. The introduction of recoveries, and the circumstances

which led the way to them, are accurately stated and explained by

mr. Cruise, in his most excellent Essay on the Law of Recoveries.

The restraints on the alienation of property are much greater in,

Scotland than they are in England. There, if a tailzie is guarded

with irritant and refoluti<ve clauses, the estate intailed cannot be car

ried off by the debt or deed of any of the heirs succeeding to it, in

prejudice of the substitutes. This degree of tailzie differs irom that

of a tailzie <with prohibitory clauses. The proprietor of an estate of

this nature cannot convey it gratuitously, but he may dispose of it

for onerous causes, and it may be attached by his creditors; yet

the substitutes, as creditors by virtue of the prohibitory clause, may

by a process, called in the law of Scotland an Inhibition, secure

themselves against future debts or contracts. A third degree of

tailzie used in Scotland is called a. simple Diftination. This amounts

to no more than a designation who is to lucceed to the estate, in

cafe the temporary proprietors of it make no disposition of it; for

it is defeasible, and attachable by creditors. See Erik. Inst. 238.

360.

(2) Britton, in his chapter on Conditional Purchases, observes, [Note 134.J

that " if any purchase to him and his wife, and to the heirs of them

" lawfully begotten, the donees have presently but an estate offree-

" hold for the term of their lives, and the fee accrueth to their issue,

" if they had not issue before ; and if they had no issue, then the

«' fee remains on the person of the donor until they have issue, and the

" purchase returns to the donor, if the purchalor has no offspring,

" or if they have issue and that issue fails." But lord Coke in his

2d Inst. 333. observes, that Britton takes the condition to be pre

cedent, but that the donees had, at the common law, a fee simple

conditional immediately by the gift. As a proof of this, he men

tions, that if a gift was made to a man and the heirs of his body,

and before issue, he had before the fat. de donis made a feoffment in

fee, the donor could not enter for the forfeiture, but that the feoff

ment would have barred the issue had afterwards.

[22 r. a,1 (0 If tne condition of the obligation be in the disjunctive, and [Note 135.]

>* gives the obligor liberty to do one thing or another, at his election,

and one of the things becomes impossible, the obligation, in some

cafes, will be saved. See the distinctions taken in Laughter's cafe,

Cro. Eliz. 398. Baker v. Mohcomb, ibid. 864. Ba&ett v. Basltett,

2. Mod. 200.—Ant. 145.

TzZ C. b. 1 (') 'Ti* to be presumed, that an interlining, is the contrary is [Note 136.]

*■ » J not proved, was made at the time of making the deed. 1. Keb. 21.

Rote to the 1 \tb edit. On the rasure, or interlining of deeds, break

ing or defacing the seals of deeds, and cancelling deeds, fee

1. Wood's Conv. 808, 809. Com. Dig. Faits, T. I. 2.— and

Vin. Abr. Faits, T. U. U. 2. X. X. 2. It is to be observed, that

the cancelling os a deed does not divest the estate from the per

sons
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[Note 137.3

sons in whom it is vested by the deed. i. Rep. in Cha. 100. and

GUb. Rep. 236.

( 1 ) This is the reason of this cafe, for now be claims above tbt s2 2 6 . 2

condition, and therefore need not pew the deed. Infra, 227. b. Lord

Nott. MSS.

[Note 138.] (1) In addition to what has been observed in note 4. to page [220. 2

143. b. it may be remarked, that all deeds were formerly called

charters.—Before the indenting of them came into use, when there

were more parties than one interested in them, there were as many

parts of them taken as there were parties interested, and one part

was delivered to each of the parties : these multiplied parts were

called Charta faricier, or paricol*. The Chart* paries*, or sari'

cola, were superseded, in a great measure, by the Chart* partit*.

One part of the Chart* partita was written on a piece of vellum

or parchment, beginning about the middle and continuing to the

end of each side. This prevailed as early as the times of the Saxons,

as appears by the will of Ætbcl<wyrd, a nobleman of Kent, dated

in 958; by that of prince Æthelltan, eldest son of king Ethelred

the 2d; by a charter of archbishop Eadsi, made about the year

1045 ; and by other Saxon documents preserved in the library os

mr. Astle; in all which the parchments are cut in straight lines.

Straight lines continued to be generally used till the latter end of

the reign os king Henry III. Afterwards the cut through the

parchment was made in a waiving or undulating line ; and the prac

tice of writing an intermediate sentence, or drawing an interme

diate figure, was generally disused, and the word Cyrograpbum.

adopted. In process of time it became the practice to indent this line

in small notches or angles. This practice begun with the lawyers,

as early as the reign of king John ; but was not adopted by the

ecclesiastics till a much later period. This made the intermediate

writing or drawing unnecessary ; and it seems to have been aban

doned about the reign of Edward III. But the practice of indent

ing deeds in the intermediate line, remained in use till the close os

the 14th century ; it then seems to have declined ; yet the practice

of cutting a waiving or undulating line at the top of the parch

ment, on which every deed that is not a deed poll is written, has

ever since continued. If the deed contains more than one skin of

parchment, only the first skin of parchment it indented. Foreign

diplomatists contend, that when the parchment on which a deed is

written, is cut through the intermediate word or figure in a straight

line, it is properly called Cbirographunt; that when it is cut through

the intermediate word or figure in a waiving line, it is properly

called Charta undulatoria ; and that it is then only properly called

Charta mama, or indentura, when it is cut through the intermediate

word or figure in a waiving line, and that waiving line is indented

or notched in the manner I have mentioned. Lut with us, every

deed the top of which is cut in the undulating or waving manner

I have mentioned, is called an indenture. See mr. Madox's Pre

face to his Formulare, and the Nouveau Traite de Diplomatique*

vol. I. 351.

[Note 139.] (2) T"'s was called charta de unit parte. Some deeds must be

indented to be valid for the purposes for which they are used, as

bargains and sales by the stat. zy. 11. 8. c. 16. leases by persons

seised
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seised in tail in right of their wives, or ecclesiastical persons, by

32. H. 8. c. 28. a bargain and sale of a bankrupt's estate by the

13. El. c 7. — and fee 43. El. c. 18.

(3) When the several parts of an indenture are interchangeably [Note 14a]

executed by the several parties, that part or copy which is executed

by the grantor, is usually called the original, and the rest are called

counterparts ; tho' of late it is most frequent for all the parties to

execute every part, which renders them all originals. 2. Bla. Com.

ch. 20. (". 1 .

b. 1 ( ' ) So, where three were infeoffed by deed, and there were feve- [Note 141.]

J ral covenants in the deed on the part of the feoffees, and only two

of the feoffees sealed the deed, the third entered and agreed to the

estate conveyed by the deed, he was bound in a writ ot" covenant

by the sealing of his companions. 2. Roll. Rep. 63.—In 38. Ed. 3.

p. 9. it is said, that is land is leased to two for years, and only one

puts his sea!, but the other agrees to the lease, and enters, and takes

the profits with him, he shall be charged to pay the rent, though

he has not put his sea! to the deed ; but if there is a condition com

prised in the deed which is not parcel of the lease, but a condition

in gross, if he does not put his seal to the deed, tho' he is party to

the lease, he is not party the condition.

.3.1 (0 *n Solter v. Hedgly, Carth. 76. lord chief-justice Holt held, rpjotc , ,z 1

"■* that a party to a deed cannot covenant with one who is no party to

it ;—but that one who is no party to a deed may covenant with one

who is a party, and oblige himself by sealing or the deed.

Jjl (t) But after, though the jury find the deed not to be the deed rNote ut.]

of the party, yet will not the court on motion detain the same, but

will order it to be delivered to the party that brought it into court.

2. Sid. 131. Vid. Salk. 215. Note to the wth edition.

a.l (0 26- H> 6. T. Barre 37. Obligee made em acquittance u me [Note 144.]

obliger, which was dated before the obligation, but was deliveredaf

terwards ; the other obligor fleadi this in bar, and it <wai adjudged a

good flea in bar. Nota, each was bound in the entirety, therefore it

•was joint and several. 34. H. 6. So in the case of the king, if be

releases to one of the obligors, the other jhall take advantage. 5. Rep.

56. contra.—And as a release in deed to one obligor discharges the other,

Jo of a release in laiu, as 8. Rep. 1 36. Needham's cafe. A woman

obligee marries the obligor, that is anotherfort ofdischarge. 264. b.~-

But 17. Car. B. R. two inert boundjointly andseverally. The plain-

tiff sued both, and afterwards entered a retraxit against one ; whether

that discharged the other <was the question. Berkley said it teas, for

it amounts to a release in law, as the plaintiff confesses thereby that he

had not cause of ailion, and therefore he cannot have judgment, as in

Hickmot's cafe, 9. Rep. and retraxit is a bar to an ailiou ; and the

plaintiffby his oivn ail has altered the deed from joint to several, and'

therefore the other Jhall have advantage of it, Co. Inst, contra ; for

a retraxit is only in the nature of an ejhppell; and therefore the other

shall not have advantage ; neither is it a release, though it be /'« the

nature of a release ; and if the obligee sues both, and then covenants

with one not to sue farther, that is in the nature of a release, but the

other shall not take advantage of if, and in zi, //. 4>, it is said, that

thtrt
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there must be an actual release to one obligor to discharge the other.

See March. Rep. 165.—Pas. 18. Car. Hannan <v. Roll. The obligee

releases to one obligor ; the other, in confederation of the forbearance,

undertakes to pay, and in an action upon the cafe the matter <was found

special!;; and Rolls argued, that the debt nuas not absolutely discharg

ed, but only sub modo, <vix. if the other can have the releaje to plead,

and bccauje the forbearance ixias a good confederation. But the court

•was of opinion, that the debt •was absolutely discharged, and therefore

the confederation •was insufficient.—Sec Hobart, Rep. 70. Parker <v.

fir John Lawrence. In trespass against three, they divided on the

pleading. 'Judgment against one. Then he entered a noli prosequi

against the tivo others ; it -was held to be no discharge to him against

vihom judgment <was had; for as to him, the action •was determin

ed by the judgment, and the others are divided from him, and not sub

ject to the damages recovered against him;—-cut a noli prosequi, or

nonsuit beforejudgment against one, •would discharge all. Lord Nott.

MS.

[Note 145.] (') ^ u to be observed, that the king was always an exception ("2 -?2. b.

to this rule ; for he might always either grant or receive a chose in *• "^

action by assignment.—The reason why, by the strict rules of the

common law, a chose in action cannot be assigned or granted over,

was, that it was thought to be a great encouragement to litigious-

ness if a man were allowed to make over to a stranger his right of

going to law. But this nicety is now disregarded: though, in com

pliance with the ancient principle, the form of assigning a chose in

action is in the nature of a declaration of trust, and an agreement

to permit the assignee to make use of the name of the assignor, in

order to recover the possession. And therefore, when, in common

acceptation, a debt or bond is said to be assigned over, it must

still be sued in the original creditor's name; the person to whom ic

is transferred being rather an attorney than an assignee: and our

courts of equity, considering that in a commercial country almost all

personal property must necessarily lie in contract, will protect the

assignment of a chose in action, as much as the law will that of a

chose in possejjion. Dyer 30. Br. Ab. tit. Chose in Action. 3. P. W.

199. 2. Bla. Com. Ch. 30.

[Note 146.] (0 Since sir Edward Coke's time, several statutes have ^C^T "2.11 a

passed, particularly 25. Car. 2. cha. 2. 13. Sc 14. W. 3. ch. 6. & L 33* "

1. An. ch. 22. by which all persons admitted into offices civil or

military are to take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, other

wise they forfeit their offices, and incur other penalties. »

[Note 147.] (1) But this mult be understood of an alienation which divests T2.il b.

the remainder or reversion, as a feoffment, fine, or common reco- •■ 3j*

very : but a conveyance by lease and release, or bargain and sale,

is no forfeiture. Neither is it a forfeiture of the particular estate,

if the reverfioner, or remainder-man in fee, joins with the tenant

for life or years in making the alienation ; nor is his grant of an

advowson, remainder, or any thing else which lies in grant, a for

feiture. But if a tenant for life or years claims the fee, as by join

ing the mife upon the mere right; or if he affirms the fee to be in a

ili anger, as by accepting a fine fur conusmec de droit come ceo from

a stranger, it is a forfeiture. See post. 25 1. b. 2:2. a.

(0*
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? A. a.1 10 ^er f^e ritcvery relates to the time of the waste done, which it [Note 148.1

"' ^paramount to the grant, but it does not relate to the time of making the

estate, to avoid tbarges by force of this condition in law, unless in the

caje of a leasefor years, which is of necessity to have the place wafted.

—Lord Nott. MS.

; 2 C. b.l (0 This passage exposed sir Edward Coke to much censure.— [Note 14.0. 1

It was struck, out of the third and every following edition to the

ninth.—It was restored to its place in that edition, and is to be

found in all the subsequent editions.—The following account is

given of this circumstance in Burn's Ecclesiastical Law, vol. 3.

p. 402. 3d edit.—" There are several degrees, which, although

" not expressly named in the Levitical law, are yet prohibited by

*' that, and by the statute of 32. H. 8. c. 38. by parity of reason.

" Hence, in the case of Wortly and Watkinson, a consultation was

*' granted, where one had married the daughter of the sister of his

" former wife; which (as sir John King laid the argument) is the

" fame degree of proximity, as the nephew's marrying his father's

" brother's wife ; and this being expressly prohibited, the other

** by parity of reason is so likewise; as it had been declared E. 16.

" J. in Pennington's cafe, before the High Commissioners. Which

" point was again argued T. I. An. in the cafe of Snowling and

** Nuriey, and consultation granted as before, notwithstanding the

" case of Richard Parsons, mentioned by lord Coke, 1. Inst. 235.

•* in which it was first determined not to be within the Levitical

** degrees, and prohibition grauted ; but a consultation being

" awarded on debate, two years after, that cafe is laid to have

*« been expunged out of the First Institute, by order of the King

** and Council. And this was the very point in which (presently

" after the making of the act) lord Cromwell desired a dispensa-

•* don for one Massey, who was contracted to his sister's daughter

" of his late wife; but the archbishop denied it, as contrary to the

" law of God, and gave for reason, that as several persons are pro-

" hibited, which are not expressed, but understood by like prohi-

" bition in equal degree ; so in this cafe, it being expressed that

" the nephew shall not marry his uncle's wife, it is implied, that

" the niece lhall not be married to the aunt's husband. Gibs. 412,

" 413. Much less can it be doubted, whether the like rule con-

*■ cerning parity of reason, doth not forbid the uncle to marry his

" niece, which, though not expressly forbidden, is virtually pro-

** hibited in the precept that forbids the nephew to marry the

" aunt; nor is it of moment to alledge, that the first is a more fa-

" vourable cafe, as the natural superiority is prelcrved ; since the

«c parity of degree, which is the proper rule of judging, is the very

"fame. Gibs. 413. But where in the case of Harrison and Bur-

•* well, T. 20. C. 2. in the spiritual court, one had married the

«' wife of his great uncle, this was declared not to be within the

" Levitical degrees; and accordingly, after the opinion of all the

" judges taken by the king's special command, a prohibition was

" granted. Gibs. 41 3."——Note, the cafe of Richard Parjcns,

1". 2. Ja. Ro. 1032. where a man may marry the daughter of his

tuife's sister, •which is in the editions of 1628, and that of 29, and is

kere left out. See Moor 1266, Mannt's ca/e, 33. Eiix. in the cafe of .

the widow of one Rennington, <who claimed a widow's estate, but was

denied because Jhe was niece to the former wife of Rennington, who

had dene penance for the incestuous marriage ; but it was neseli/ed sic

Jhculd
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JhzuLi have her widow's estate, because there was never any divorce

bad in the life of her husband, though there iuas cause. Hob. 1 8 1 . in

the case of Howard v. Bartlett. z. Inst. 6S3. I. Cro. 228. Faugh.

302. Hill v. Geed, 3. Lev. 364. Fid* auxy 2. Jones 118. i. Mo.

161. and B. Stillingflect's Life, 121.—Lord Nott. MS-

[Note 150.] (1) 1. Co. 25. Æ. Porter's cafe. Breach of condition assigned, be- [236. 2

tause he has not performed -within convenient time, viz. 8 years.—

Ant. 1 13. cont. that ivbere lands are devised to executors to fell, and

one refuses, yet it is within 21. H. 8. though it be an interest, and

though the words of the statute are, inhere lands are. willed to be fold

by executors, which gives only a power ; so there was et difference be

tween them.—^g. £. 3. 17. The cafe was, a woman seised of lands

in London devised them to be sold by her executors, and died without

an heir ; that devise prevented the escheat which the king pretended tt

have, and the executors could enter andfell, therefore more than a bare

authority pasted. Yet in 165 1, on evidence at the bar, between Wil

kinson and White, this cafe was started; and lord chiefjustice Rolls

doubted of this opinion, because, he said, it was only a descent, accord

ing to the words of Littleton ; and that it appeared to him, that vjhen

lands art devised to be sold by executors, there no interest passes, as in

the last clause here.—Lord Nott. MSS.

[Note IS!.] (0 A power of revocation may be defeated by a defeasance P236. b.,

made at the fame time, or any time after, i. Rep. 113.—See

Carth. 64. But if a thing executory on its commencement be af

ter executed, it cannot be defeated by a subsequent defeasance.

5. Rep. 90. b. In the case of Cottrel v. Purchase, lord Talbot

said he should always discourage the practice of drawing an abso

lute deed, and making a defeasance, as it wore the face of fraud.

[Note 152.] (0 Some observations will be made in the notes to the chapter £237. 2-

of Releases, on Powers of Revocation, and other Powers deriving

their effect from the statute of Uses. A reference was made,

in note 1, p. zi6. a. to this place, for some observations on the

doctrine of Conditions precedent, and Conditionssubsequent. In I. Eq.

Ca. Ab. 108. it is observed, " That conditions precedent are such

" as are annexed to estates, and must, at law, be punctually per-

" formed, before the estate can vest. A condition subsequent is,

" when the estate is executed ; but the continuance of such estate

«« dependeth on the breach or performance of the condition.

" Though this distinction is often mentioned in courts of equity,

•* yet the prevailing distinction there is to relieve against condi-

— tions, where compensation can be made, whether they be prece-

" dent or subsequent." This observation is illustrated and con

firmed by the cafes collected under the title of Conditions precedent

and subsequent, in mr. Viner's Abridgment ;—and fee Francis's

Maxims of Equity, p. 44. and Kaims's Princ. of Eq. 51. 81. ed.

1760 —One of the most material points of discussion, respecting the

doctrine and different operations at law and in equity of Conditions

precedent and Conditions subsequent, arises from those cases where

Conditions are annexed to Devises, making them void on the marriage

*f the devisee ivitbout consent. These cases have frequently been

discussed in our courts. All the learning upon them is to be found

in the case of Harvey v. Aston, Com. Rep. 726. 1. Atk. 361. and

ReynUh v. MitVfy !• Atk, 330.—The doftpnc of Conditions pre

cedent
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cedent and subsequent, also frequently applies to cafes arising on

the •vesting os portions and .legacies made payable at a future time-

There are few points of legal learning upon which the cafes in the

books are more numerous, or seemingly more discordant. Per

haps the following distinction may serve to enable the reader to

reconcile them. I. It was laid down, in the cafe of Pawlet v.

Pawlet, 2. Vent. 366, 367. that where a l.gacy is charged upon

real estate, if the person entitled to it dies before the day of pay

ment, it finks into the land for the benefit of the owner of the in

heritance. In Hall v.Terry, 1. Atk. 502. and Van v. Clarke,

1. Atk. 510. lord Hardwickc seems to have thought himself bound

by this rule, and decreed those cafes accordingly.—But in Lowther

and Condon, 2. Atk. 130. Sherman v. Collins, 3. Atk. 319.

Hodgson v. Rawson, 1. Ves. 44. his lordship departed from tiiis

rule ; and perhaps the general rule, as it now stands, is,—That

when a legacy is given, charged upon a real estate, and payable at

a future time, and there are no express words in the will to make

it immediately a vested interest ; there, if a stronger implication to

the contrary does not arise from the other parts of the will, the

court, from its inclination to favour the heir, considers its being yi

charged, and so payable, as circumstances amounting to an impli

cation, that the testator's intention was, that it Qiould not •vest till

the time in which it is made payable. Most clearly it is in the tes

tator's power to make it immediately vested and transmissible,

though charged upon a real estate, and payable at a future time,

by using express words to indicate his intention that it should be

so ;—and if this can be done by express words, there cannot, it

should seem, be any reason why it may not be equally done by im

plication. Therefore, if there are any circumstances or expressions

in a will, from which the implication, that it was the testator's in

tention to make it immediately a vested legacy, is stronger than

the implication to the contrary, which arises from its being charged

upon a real fund, and payable at a future day, it is to be considered

as a vested and transmissible interest, notwithstanding those circum

stances. One of the circumstances, which the courts have consi

dered as affording very strong ground to imply the testator's in

tention to be, thai the legacy should be immediately vestjd and

transmissible, though the payment is postponed to a future time, is

where the payment is postponed for reasons that are not personal

to the legatee, but arise or seem to be calculated with a view to

the circumstances of the fund.—Upon this ground lord Hardwicke

seems in a great measure to have decided in the cases cited above

of Lowther v. Condon, Sherman v. Collins, and Hodgson v. Raw-

son.—See also King v. Withers, Ca. Tenip. Talbot 1 17. Butler

v. Duncombe, 1. P> W. 457. Pittfield's cafe, 2. P. VV. 513.

Hutchins v. Foy, Com. 716. Godwin v. Munday, 1. Bro. Ciia.

Rep. 191.—II. Where the legacy is charged upon personalty onlv ;

there, if the legatee dies before the day of ptymenr, rus personal

representatives become en.itlcd to tlie legacy ; unless ii is to be

collected from the testator's will, that he intended the contrary.—

In the construction of bequests of this nature, there is an established

distinction between a gift of a legacy to a man, at, or if, or when

heat ains 21 (or any other suture event os a similar nature), and \

legacy payable to a man at, or if, or when he attains 21.—In the

first cafe, the attaining 21 is held to be individually applicable as

much to the substance as to the pnvment of the legacy,-jujd there -

(X) for.
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fore the legacy is held to lapse by the death of the legatee before

the time. In the second case, the attaining z i is held to refer, not

to the substance, but to the payment only of the legacy, and there

fore, here the legacy is held not to lapse by the death of the legatee

before the time.—It has been held to be an exception to this dis

tinction, where the testator has disposed of the intermediate interest

either to a stranger, or to the legatee. And the distinction does not

hold where the legacy is a charge upon real estate.—III. With re

spect to legacies charged on a mixedfund, consisting both of real

and personal estate ;—if the legatee dies before the time of pay

ment, it seems to be settled, that the legacy mould sink in the land,

in all cases of this nature where it would be held to sink in the land

if the fund consisted of real estate only : but this is only so far as it

is necessary to resort to the real estate ; for in these cases the legacy

is still vested as to the personal estate, in all cases where it would b«

vested, if the fund consisted of personal estate only. See Sherman

v. Collins, 3. Atk. 320. 1. Ver. 48. 2. P. W. 612. and mr.

Coxe's excellent note on the last cafe.

For the difference between the common-law doctrine of condi

tions, and that of the civil law and canon law, fee the second part of

Fulbeck's Parallel, 7th Dialogue.

In the former part of these notes, some observations were made

on the leading points of the doctrine of mortgages. The reader will

find every thing relating to that comprehensive subject, collected

with great industry and ingenuity, in a recent publication on the

Law ofMortgages, by mr. Powell.

(Note 153.] (,) Tj,e outlines of the doctrine contained in this Chapter are [238

thus summarily mentioned by lord chief baron Gilbert, in his Law

of Tenures, p. 2 1 :—" When any man is disseised, the disseisor has

" only the naked possession, because the disseisee may enter and

" evict him ; but against all other persons the disseisor has a right,

" and in this respect only can be said 10 have the right os possession,

" for in respect to the disseisee he has no right at all. But when

" a descent is cast, the heir of the disseisor has jus poffljjionis, be-

•* cause the disseisee cannot enter upon his possession and evict him,

" but is put to his real action, because the freehold is cast upon the

» heir."

[Note 154.] (2) And so are the donees and feoffees of the disseisor, for

they come by title, though 'tis a defeasible one. Note to the 1 ub

edition.

[Note 155.] (1) The different degrees of title which a person dispossessing [239.

another of his lands acquires in them in the eye of the law (inde

pendently of any anterior right), according to the length of time

and other circumstances which intervene from the time such dispos-

seslion is made, form different degrees of presumption in favour of

the title of the disposscssor; and in proportion as that presumption

encreases, his title is strengthened; the modes by which the posses

sion may be recovered vary ; and more, or rather different proof is

required from the person dispossessed, to establish his title to recover.

Thus if A. is disseised by B. while the possession continues in B. it is

a mere naked pojsejjion, unsupported by any right, and A. may restore

his possession, and put a total end to the possession of B. by an entry

on the lands, without any previous action: if B. dies, the possession

descends
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•descends on the heir by act of lavr. In this cafe the heir comes to

the land by a lawful title, and acquires in the eye of the law an ap

parent right es pojjejjion ; which is so far good against the person

disleised, that he has lost his right to recover the possession by entry,

and can only recover it by an action at law. The actions used in

these cases are called Possessory Actions, and the original writs by

which the proceedings upon them are instituted, are called Writs

of Entry. Bjt if A. permits the possession to be with-held from

him beyond a certain period of time without claiming it, or sussers

judgment in a possessory action to be given against him by default,

or upon the merits ; in all these cases, B.'s title in the eye of the

law is strengthened, and A. can no longer recover by a possessory

action, and his only remedy then is by an action on the right.

These last actions are called Drciturel Actium, in contradistinction

to Pojsejsory Aiticm. They are the ultimate resource of the person

disleised ; so that if he fails to bring his writ of right within the

time limited for the bringing of such writs, he is remediless, and

the title of the dispussessor is complete. The original writs by

which drciturel actions are instituted are called Writs of Right.

The dilatoriness and niceties in these processes, introduced the Writ

of Assize. The invention of this proceeding is attributed to Glan-

ville, chief justice to Henry II. (See Mr. Recves's History of the

English Law, Part I. ch. 3.) It was found so convenient a re

medy, that persons, to avail themselves of it, frequently supposed

or admitted themselves to be disseised by acts which did not in

strictness amount to a disseisin. This disseisin, being such only

by the will of the party, is called a dijseifin by>elcclion, in opposition

to an aSual dijstifin : it is only a disseisin as between the disseisor

and the disseisee, the disseisee still continuing the freeholder as to all

persons but the disseisor. The old books, particularly the Reports

of Affize, when they mention disseisins, generally relate to those

cases where the owner admits himself disseised. (See 1. Burr. ill.

and see Bract, lib. 4. cap. 3.) As the processes upon writs of en

try were superseded by the assize, so the assize and all other real

actions have been since superseded by the modern process of eject

ment. This was introduced as a mode of trying titles to lands in

the reign of Henry VII. From the ease and expedition with,

which the proceedings in it are conducted, it is now become the

general remedy in these cases. Booth, who wrote about the end of

the last century, mentions real actions as then worn out of use. It

is rather singular that this should be the cafe, as many cases must

frequently have occurred in which a writ of ejectment was not a

sufficient remedy. Within these few years past some attempts have

been made to revive real actions : the most remarkable of these aro

the case of Tissen v. Clarke, reported in 3. Wils. 419. 541. and

that of Carlos and Shuttlewood v. lord Dormer. The writ of sum

mons in this last case is dated the 1st day of December 1775. The

summons to the four knights to proceed to the election ot the grand

assize, is dated th« Z2d day of May, 1780. To this summons the

sheriff made his return ; and there the matter rested. The last in

stance in which a real action was used, is the case of Sidney v.

Perry. All these were actions on the right. That part of Sir

William Blackstone's Commentary which treats upon real actions,

is not the least valuable part of that excellent work.

<i) Booth, in hit Real Actions 171, makes the 'first degree to [Note J56. ]

( X 2 j, consist
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consist in the original wrong ; but sir Henry Finch 262, and mr.

justice Blackstone, vol. 3. ch. 10. agree with sir Edward Coke.

Abatement, disseisin, escheat, recovery, election, succession, dower,

judgment, and a third, and every subsequent feossment, are in the

Pott. Finch ibid.

[Note 1S7-] (4) But it tvill not take away the entry os a stranger ; for as H

him it is hut the estate for life still, a fiQitious not true descendible

estate. Lord Nott. MS.

(Note 158.] (5) This is by reason of the king's prerogative, that he cannot

be disseised, See Hob. 322.

[Note ICO.] (0 Stt I. Res. 140. temp. Edw. The eldest son before entry died ["23Q

witbiut issue, the youngest •will pay two reliefs,for the death ofhisfa

ther , nJ the death of his brother ; for they both were tenants to the

lord. So note, the death of a person seised of a seisin in law, is a

distent lo entitle the lord to relief—By Thorp and Wilby, the grandfa

ther leastdfor life and died. The father makes a feossment of Black

Acre with warranty, the son Jhall not render in -value the term of

•which the reversion descends upon him, because the father bad only a

seisin in law. 24. £.3.47. L. Nott. MS.

[Note 160. ] (2) The necessity that there should be a tenant to do the feudal

duties, and the notoriety of title which the disseisor acquired by be

ing permitted to continue during his life in the peaceable possession

of the fee, and to die seised of it, are the grounds upon which the

law is induced to defend the possession of the heir of the disseisor*

from the entry of the disseisee, and to leave the disseisee to his re

medy by action. But when the disseisor parts with the freehold,

there is a vacancy in the possession ; and the possession of the dis

seisor, and consequently the notoriety of it, is lost. Thus the prin

ciples which apply to the discern of an estate in possession, do not

apply to the discent of an estate in remainder or reversion ejj-

pectant on an estate of freehold. But they apply when the par

ticular estate is only for years ; a tenant for years being considered

merely as the bailiss of the freeholder, and to hold the possession

for him.

[Note 161. 1 (3) But suppose the disseisor in this cafe had conveyed the

estate to the ufv of himself for life, remainder to the use of his first

and other sons in tail, with the immediate reversion or remainder to

himself in fee, and that he died without issue living at the time of

his decease ; it seems to be a question, whether he is to be consi.

dered as seised in fee at the time of his decease, so as to entitle hit

wife to dower. See Cordall's cafe, Cro. El. 315. Hooker v.

Hooker, Cas. temp. Hardw. 13. Duncomb v. Duncomb, 3. Lev.

447. In the latter case, between the estate of the tenant for life,

and the limitation to his first and other sons, there was interposed

an estate to trustees during the life of the tenant for life, for pre

serving the remainder to the sons. This was held to be a vested

estate, and that it prevented the wife from dower; and lord Hard-

wicke in Hooker v. Hooker admitted this reasoning. The pas

sage in the text and the three cases cited above were mentioned,

and great stress laid upon them, in the cafe between the heir and

next of kin of the late lord Thomond. In that cafe, lord Thomond

being
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being tenant for life, with remainder to bis first and other sons in

tail male, with the immediate reversion expectant thereupon to

himself in see, paid off a sum of i8,oool. charged upon the estate

under thi trusts of a term of years ; and afterwards died intestate,

and without issue. Now it is a rule in equity, that when a person,

having a partial estate in land, is entitled to a sum of money charged

upon it, his right to the money does not necessarily merge in the

land, but he may keep it as a subsisting charge on the estate; and

in some cases, if he makes no particular disposition of it in his life

time, it goes upon his decease to his personal representative. See

Morgan v. Jones, Bro. Cha. Ca. 206. Upon this ground, it was

contended that lord Egremont, upon whom the estate descended at

lord Thomond's decease as his heir at law, took the estate charged

with the 1 8,000 1. for the benefit of the intestate's representatives.

To this it was answered, that tho' lord Thomond was, at the time

of his decease, seised of an estate for life, with the immediate re

version in see ; yet as he had no children living at the time of his

decease, and his heir at law immediately upon his decease took the

lands in fee simple in possession by descent, he was to be considered

as seised os an estate in see simple in possession, and consequently

that 'he 1 8,000 1. was to be considered as merged in the inheri

tance. But lord chancellor Bathurst, before whom the cause was

heard, was of opinion, that lord Thomond was to be considered as

seised only for life, and that of course his lordship's personal repre

sentatives were entitled to the 1 8,000 L.

24O. a. ] (1) When the lord comes to the land by escheat, the law only [Note 16*.]

casts the freehold upon him for want of a tenant. The disseisee,

notwithstanding the disseisin, continues the rightful tenant; and

as, by his entry, he fills the possession, the lord's title, which

was only good while a tenant was wanting, must necessarily be at

an end.

(2) Though by the disseisin a tortious possession is acquired, [Note 163.]

it is so in the present case, only as between the dissciior and

the disseisee, and does not affect the estate of the scossor on con

dition; the condition being so inseparably annexed and innerent

to the land, as to bind it, in whose hands soever it comes. See

Ow. 141.

,240. b.] (1) The assertion, that a woman in this case has no remedy by [Note 164.]

action, may, perhaps, be disputed, as the writ causa matrimonii præ-

locuti extends to all the degrees. See the wr t in the Register.

Booth's Real Actions 197. and Fitz. Nat. Br. 205.

(2) Ace. the case of Mattheson v. Trott, Owen 141. I- Leo. [Note 165.]

209. But the reason given in the Commentary, that the devisee, in

this case, has no remedy by action, is not well founded, if what Sir

Edward Coke observes in page 1 1 1. a. be true, that the devisee may

either enter, or have his writ ex gravi quarrela. Upon this head,

the judges Anderson and WalmesiVy seem to diffc on the case

above cited. Whatever may be the case witii respect to a deleft,

a sine levied by the heir at law, is a bar to a devisee after five years

non-claim. Hulm v. Heylock, Cro. Car. 20c. It is also a bar to

a title of entry for a condition broken, or a right or title of

entry upon any other account. Mayor of London v. Alsford,

(X3) Cro,
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Cro. Car. 575. I. Jones 452. See Mr. Cruise's Essay on Fines,

146. 147.

[Note 166.] (3) Hainsworth v. Pretty, Cro. Elix. 919. Thomas devised to

Richard, his eldest son, in fee, upon condition that he should pay to

his other children the sums appointed to them according to the in

tent of his will ; and on refusal, that his younger sons and daugh

ters should have it tr> them and their heirs. Richard refused pay

ment, and died ; and Thomas, his sop, entered, and the younger

sons and daughters entered upon him : it was contended, that the

descent upon Thomas took away the entry of the younger sons and

daughters ; but the court held the contrary. For it was not as a

descent by a stranger after devise, before the entry of the devisee,

which, perhaps, might take away their entry, because it was not

then an immediate devise ; but it was quasi a devise upon a limita

tion, or upon a condition broken, whica no descent mould take

away or prejudice,

[Note 167.] ( 1 ) The dowress holds of the heir ; but by the institution of the \ia\ , a.

law, she is in of the estate of her husband; so that after the heir's*-

assignment, she holds by an infeudation from the immediate- death

of her husband. Hence it is that dower defeats descent, because

the lands cannot be said to descend as demesne which are in tenure;

and the assignment of dower being in the nature of infeudation, and

taking place immediately from the death of the husband, there are

only two-thirds which descended as demesne, Gilb. on Dower 395.

—bee ant. 31. b.

[Note 168.] (2) The doctrine contained in this section seems to apply to the

cases of a recovery suffered by the heir, before the assignment of

dower,

[Note 169.] (3) So note, though the disseisee, being an abalor, did an aQ to nuhich

he ixias comsellable, yet it is not as good at if hi bad been aSually com

plied. Supra, 35- Lord Nott. MS.

[Note 170.] (4) Sir Edward Coke, in this passage, and in a former part of

his Commentary, puts several cases on the continuance of the wise's

dower after the' fee charged with it is determined. Perhaps the

following distinctions ?nd observations will assist in clearing up the

complex and abstruse points of learning in which this question is

involved. I. In those cases where the fee is evicted by title para*

mount, the dower and courtesy necessarily cease upon the evic

tion. Such is the case put by Littleton in the section before us.

II. When the donor enters, for breach of condition; as his entry

absolutely defeats the estate of the tenant on condition, so it defeats

his wife's right of dower, and the husband's right of courtesy, and

all other charges brought upon the estate, either by the donee's

own act, or by act of law. See note 2. so. 202. b. HI. Isa per

son seised in fee tail, or any other determinable fee, conveys in fee,

the wife's right of dower, and the husband's courtesy, can only be

commensurate with the estate of the grantee, and must necessarily

cease whenever that estate ceases. See 10. Rep." 97. b. 98.8.

IV. As to estates in fee simple conditional at the common law, and

estates tail under the statute de donii ;—the wise was entitled to her

dower, and the husband to his courtesy, out of them, aster the failure

• Pi
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of the issues. But it may be observed, that though it now is diffi

cult to avoid considering estates in fee simple conditional in any

other light than as estates originally granted to the donee, and to

the heirs general, or to some particular heirs of his body ; and the

estate of the donor, as that ofa reversioner expectant on the failure

of these heirs ; yet this restriction to particular heirs, and exclu

sion of others, is understood to be produced, not by any limitation

of persons introduced into the grant, but by a condition supposed

to be annexed to it, that if there were no such heirs, or being such,

if they afterwards failed, and the donee did not alien the estate, it

should be lawful for the donor and his heirs to enter.-—This entry,

therefore, was not an entry upon the natural expiration of a previ

ous estate, but for a condition broken ; in which cafe, as in all others

where entry is made for breach of a condition, the right of the wife

to her dower, and the husband to his courtesy, if the general rule

were adhered to, would be defeated. But for reasons now rather

to be guessed than demonstrated, this cafe was made an exception

from the general rule. So with respect to the right of the wise of

tenant in tail to her dower, and the husband to his courtesy, after

the failure of the issues in tail; the statute de donis introduced no

new estate, but only preserved estates limited as conditional fees to

the issues inheritable under them, by preventing the tenants of such

conditional fees from alienating or disposing of them ; and as they

preserved the estates, so they preserved the incidents belonging to

them, and, among others, the right of the wife to her dower, and

the husband to his courtesy. V. If a person makes a gift in tail,

reserving rent; after failure of the issues in tail, the rent will not

be continued, either for the dower of the wife,\or the courtesy of

the husband. Plo. Com. 155. VI. As to limited fees;—by which,

in this place, are to be understood those fees which are qualified,

not because the estate of the grantor is limited—(such as those

which are classed under the third distinction)—but those which be

ing created by a person seised in fee simple, are by the original

grant by which they are created, only to continue till a certain

event; as a grant to A. and his heirs, tenants of the manor of

Dale, or to A. and his heirs, while there shall be heirs of the body

of B. :—or those fees which are originally devised or limited in

words importing a fee simple or fee tail absolute and unconditional,

but which, by subsequent words, are made dcterminable upon some

particular event (see Note 1. Z03.):—as to fees of this description,

it should seem by the case cited in the Note to F. N. B. i 49. G.

and the cases of Flavell v. Ventrice, Roll. Abr. 676. and Sammes

v.Payne, 1. Leo. 167. l.And. 184. 8. Rep. 34. GoulJs. 81. that

where the fee, in its original creation, is only to continue to a cer

tain period, the wife is to hold her dower, and the husband his

Courtesy, after the expiration of the period to which the fee charged

with the dower or courtesy is to continue; but that where the fee

is originally devised in words importing a fee simple, or fee tail

absolute and unconditional, but by subsequent words is made deter

minate upon some particular event ; there, if that particular event

happens, the wife's dower and the husband's courtesy cease with

the estate to which it is annexed. Such appears to be the distinc

tion established by the foregoing cases. But a different doctrine as

to cases of the latter description, seems to have been laid down in

the case of Duckworth v. Thirkell, determined in Trinity term,

35. Geo. 3. in the court of king's bench. There Joseph Sutton

(X4) thi
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the testator devised his estate* to trustees, upon trust to pay the rents

. and profits of them for the maintenance and education of Mary

Barrs, till (he arrived at twenty-one, or was married : " And from

•' and after the said Mary Barrs should have attained her age of

" twenty-one years, or should be married, he gave and devised all

«* the said lands and premises to the said Mary Barrs, tier heirs and

" assigns for ever; but in cafe the said Mary Barrs should happen

" to die before (he arrived at the age of twenty-one years, and

" without having issue of her body lawfully begotten ; then, from

** and after the decease of the said Mary Barrs without issue, as

*' aforesaid, he gave and devised alt his said estates unto his grand-

*' son Walter for life," with several remainders over. Mary Barrs

married Solomon Hansard, and had issue a son, who died in her

Jife ; and afterwards Mary Barrs died under twenty-one. In tnis

cafe, the court were unanimoufly of opinion, that on the decease of

Mary Barrs, her husband became entitled by the courtesy to the

estates for his lift, and that, subject thereto, the devisees over be

came entitled to them by way of executory devise.——• CelleS.

^'urid. vol. 1. 332. the ground upon which the court appears to

ave formed their opinion on it, is, .in analogy they supposed it to

bear to the case of estates in fee simple conditional, and estates

tail ; in both of which dowei^and courtesy continue after failure of

the issues; and in both of which the wise's being seised of a fee, to

which the issue might by possibility inherit, entitles the husband to

courtesy. Some observations have been offered above to shew that

the continuation of dower and courtesy in the cases of estates in fee

simple conditional, was an exception to a general rule (dower and

courtesy, in all other cases of conditions, being defeated by the entry

for the condition broken) ; and that the lame reasoning may be

applied to the continuation of dower and courtesy out of an estate

tail, aster the failure of issue. It may therefore seem singular that

the court, en this occasion, should prefer reasoning by way of ana

logy from the only admitted exception to the general rule, to rea

soning by analogy from the general rule itself:—it is the more sin

gular, as the general cafe of estates on condition approached nearer

to the cafe then under consideration of the court, than the particu

lar case cf estates in fee limple conditional, or estates tail; for the

distinguishing feature of the devise which gave rise to the case be

fore the court (as of all devises of that fescription) is, that after

the whole fee is first devised, it is made defeasible by a subsequent

clause. Now neither an estate in fee simple conditional, nor an

estate tail, has any such defeasible quality or incident annexed to it;

but this quality forms the very essence of all other estates upon

condition.—With respect to the application of the maxim, that

where the issue may by possibility inherit, the husband (hall have his

courtesy (and so via versa of dower) ; in every place in the books

where that is mentioned, it is to introduce an enquiry whether the

wife, being in the actual seisin of an estate, 'was in fact seised of an

estate, the quality of which was such, that the issue of the husband

might inherit it, but never with a view to shew that the quantity of

the estate was such, that it might endure so long as to be inherit

able by the issue. On the contrary, when the wife's estate is evicted

by title paramount, or by an entry for the breach of a condition, in

both cafes the issue might have inherited; but the husband would

be entitled to his courtesy in neither, after the eviction or entry.

Another difference between the case of an estate in fee simple made
«••'-••>•■•■ ■• • ■ defeasible}
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defeasible by a subsequent executory limitation or devise, and that

of an estate in fee simple conditional, or an estate tail, is, that an

estate in fee simple, made defeasible by an executory limitation or

devise, cannot, by any means whatever, be discharged by the first

taker, or devisee, from the operation of the subsequent limitation

or devise; bu' an estate in fee simple conditional may immediately

after the birth <;f a child, and an eltate tail immediately after mar

riage, be destroyed, and a fee-simple absolute acquired, by the hus

band and wife joining in a fine or common recovery.—The case is

the fame with respect to the wife's right of dower.—Besides, the

quality we are speaking of, is not sufficient of itself to entitle the

husband to courtesy, or the wise to dower; it is only one of many

incidents which the estate ought to have to give that title.

14-T. b.l (0 Conformably to this it was held by lord Holt in the cafe of [Note 171.J

Carter v. Tasti, 1. Salk. 241. that a discent which tolls entry ought

to he an immediate discent; and therefore isa feme disseisoress take

husband, and hath issue and dies, and after the husband dies, the

discent of the issue does not take away entry, because the interposi

tion of tenant by the courtesy does impede it, and that coverture to

avoid a diieent ought to be' continual from the time of the disseisin

to the discent; for if a feme be sole at the time of the disseisin, or

os the diitent, or any time intermediate, her entry is not preserved,

because (lie had an opportunity to enter and prevent the discent: as

if a feme covert is a disseisee, and after her husband dies she takes

a second husband, and then the discent happens, this discent shall

take away the entry of the seme: and upon this last point the plain

tiff in that cafe was nonsuited.

2Æ2 al ^') ^or w^en r^e disseisor enseosss the father, it is presumed to [Note 172.3

• t" * J be done in order afterwards to come in by discent, and the act of

law shall not give sanction to the wrong of the party; nor shall any

man by his own wrong, however cunningly contrived, give to him

self a right; for when the heir by the discent gains ajus pojscjstonis,

he is supposed innocent of the wrong of his ancestor, but here he is

partner of his guilt. See Gilb. Ten. 27. 28.

24.2 bT (') ^nen a youngc brother enters in this cafe, he does not en- [Note 173.j

' •" ■ " "J ter to get a possession distinct from that of the elder brother, but to

preserve the possession in the family, that nobody else abates. Gilb.

Ten. 28.

[247. a.l (2) At t'"'e common 'aw, if the youngest son were found heir, [Note 174.]

r '*' '■* the eldest might have an office ;. the doubt was, whether it should

be tried which of them was heir by immediate interpleader, or at

the full age of him that a .is first found heir : but the 2d and 3d

Ed. 6. ch. 8. hath remedied it, and given an interpleader immedi

ately, on traversing the first office, which cannot be, unless the party

who traversed had an office found for himself. 7. Co. 44. a. b.

Kenn'-c case.

[243. b.J (1) Hob. 120. Smalt <v. Dales. The contrary is held, that one co- [Note 1 7 ?.l

parcener cannot be dijjtifid -without actual ouster, and claim jhall not

alter 1 he foj/cj/ion. Lord Nott. MS,

(2) Sir Henry Spelman verbo Bastard rtjecls this dtrivalion, and [Note 176.3

holds
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holds it to Is a pure Saxon iuord Baftart, viz. impure natus, ut apud

nos, Upstart dicitur homo novus. Lord Nott. MS. In Germany,

and with us, (who derive many of our customs and political opi

nions from the Germans) bastardy was always a circumstance of

ignominy. But in Spain, Italy, and France, bastards were in many

respects on an equal footing with legitimate children. During the

£rst and second races of the kings of France no difference appears

to have been made between their legitimate and illegitimate off

spring. The same seems to have been the cafe of the offspring of

all the sovereign princes and higher ranks of nobility in France.

Their acknowledging a natural child to be their child, was consi

dered as tantamount to any formal act of legitimation. But the

natural children of all other persons were considered as villeins.

After the acceflion of the Capetian line, the condition of bastards

was altered for the worse in many respects. Those of royal pa

rentage were excluded from the throne, and were no longer held

to be of blood royal. They were only permitted to bear the arms

of France, with a bar. A similar change took place with regard

to the bastards of the princes and nobility. By an ordinance of the

year 1600, it was declared, that the children of nobility should not

be considered even as gentlemen, unless they obtained letters of

nobility. On the other hand, the bastards whose parents were of a

lower order, instead of being considered villeins, as before, began

about the commencement of the 16th century to be considered as

free men, and except as to the right of receiving and transmitting

succession, they are now, in France, on an equal footing with their

fellow-subjects.—See Oeuiiret dt Cbancelitr D'Jguejjeau, t. 7. p. 881.

Dijftrtation dam laqutlle on discute les principes du droit Romain et au

droit Francois par raport aux Bdtards.

[Note 177.3 (0 Filius naturalis a vulgo barbarorum opponitur legitimo. \2LL. 3*

Sed revera opponitur filio adoptivo, in quo senfo Tiberius vocat L

Drusum filium suum naturalem. Cal. Lex. verb. nat. filius. Spu-

rii Latini et Græci sine patre. Ib.—Lord Nott. MS. Jure ponti-

ficio nothi dicuntur qui ex adulterino concubitu, manseres qui ex

scorto, spurii exitus qui sacris initiati font, aut religionem professi

font.—Ib.

[Note 178.] (2) It is now held that the husband's being within the four seas,

is not conclusive evidence of the legitimacy of the child, and it is

left to a jury to consider whether the husband had access to his

wife. See 3d P. W. 275, 276. Pendrell v. Pendrell, 2 Stra. 925.

i o evidence may be given, that the husband's habit of body was

foch, as to make his having children an impossibility. Lomax v.

Holmdcn, 2. Stra. 940. See also 1. Roll. Abr. 358. 1. Salk. 123.

But the rule laid down by lord Coke, was once generally received.

In Jcnk. c. 10. pi. 18. it is said, " that if the husband be in Ire-

" land for a year, and the wife in England during that time has

" issue, it is a bastard; but it seems otherwise now for Scotland,

" both being under one king, and make but one continent ofland."

.—See ant. note 2. to p. 126.

[Note 179.] (1) In the case of Pride v. the earls of Bath and Montague, it [24.4. b.J

was held, that the rule that a person shall not be bastardized after L

his d.-ath, is only good in the case of bastard eigne and mulier puisne.

I. Salk. izo.

6 (2) Nott.
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(2) Nota. 2. Inst. 96. 97. On the statute of Merton, Pope Alex- [Note 180.]

etnder 111. (ann. 1 1 60. 6. H. 2.J ordained, that children born before

matrimony, inhere matrimony follows, jhould be as legitimate as those

born after marriage, quia ecclesia tales habet pro legitimis.—Con-

stitutio pontisica, or the canon law, est intelligenda solummodo de siliis

natis ex coitu, qui poterunt esse conjugales ; qui vero ex damnato

coitu nascuntur, scilicet ex coitu incestuoso vel adulterine cujusmodi

coitus non poterat esse uxorius, tamen nunquam legitimari possunt

per subsequens raatrimoniiim. Ratio ell quia matrimonium subse-

quens ex sictitione legis retrahirur ad tempus susceptionis libero-

rum, ut legitimati habeantur legiiime suscepti (i. e.) post conirac-

tum matrimonium. Fictio autem juris nunquam admittitur contra

naturam et bonos mores. Quapropter lex non potest fingere ma

trimonium fuisse cum eis, cum quibus nuptiæ non potuerunt esse

per leges; quia in sictionibus tranflationis requiritur habiiitas ex.

tremorum a quo et ad quern. Idcoque leges civiles et decretales

olim matrimonium inter adultercs prohibebant, coniractumque di-

rimebant. Jam ver6 ista prohibitio locum non hibet, nisi in mor

tem prioris conjugis alteruler fuerit machinatus, vel premature,

dum adhuc viverer, de contrahendo post mortem ejus connubio

pa "la fuerit fides. Secundd, notandum est quod subsequens matri

monium legitimos facit quoad spiritualia, non quoad temporalia,

quia Papa non potest legitimare, quoad temporalia, extra sui ipsius

dominica, scilicet extra terras qua; sunt de patrimonio sancti Fetri,

quod Papa Innocentius III. consitebatur (ergo Anglia non est ex

patrimonio sancti Petri quicquid fecerit Rex Johannes). Et San

chez quern Clemens III. valde laudavit, aperte dicit, si proles ha-

bita sit ex concubitu omnino fornicano, earn non posse pontisicem,

quoad temporalia et seculaiia, legitimare. All this iuas said and

proved out of ancient authors by a learned advocate, ivhoji discourse is

printed at largi in the modern arrets collected by Monf. de Maifon,

Arrefi 20. And there the principal cafe iuas, the uncle, in the life of

his luife, had a child by his niece and god-daughter,- on promise of

marriage iuhen time Jhould serve : the wife dies, and then the uncle

bad other children, and ten years after, by dijpcnfation from the pose,

containing a clause of legitimation of the children born before, marries

her. Res. The pope's dispensation ivas void as to any legitimation,

ivhich, ivhether it "were beca.ife the marriage vuere within the Levitt-

cal degrees, or because offpir tual kindred, or because againjl the council

tf Trent, a general council being hell by the Sorbonne to be above the

pope, appears not ; but may befor all these reasons, orfor none of them,

but only because the pope cannot legitimate in temporals, idly, That

the children of this marriage Jhould have pensions to live on, vohich

may seem to approve the dijpenjation as to ton marriage, 'idly, That

no such be granted for the future. Ibid. 360. Romani filios natu-

rales tantum non alio jure habuerunt quam peregrinos. Theodosii,

& Arcadii principatu' temperata suit legum severitas, ac deinde

Zenonis lege ob.inuir, ut naturales liberi conf'equentibus cum matre

nuptiis justi ac legitimi haberentur. Bodinus de Repub. lib. 1.

cap. 4. p. 29. Sed nota, qudd ante Zenonis tempora, viz. per

legem Divi Constantini, nati ante matrimonium, fi-bant legitimi

per matrimonium subsequens ; quod tamen explicatur in eodem

codice, viz. per matrimonium leg'uimautur liberi naturales modd

procreati sint muliere liberi, & cujus ruatiimonium non est legibus

interdictum, yid- Monf. de Maisons, Arrest 20. page 359.—Lord

Km. MS.

(1) Both
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[Note 1S1.] (1) Both by the civil and canon law, children born before mar- [24s.

ri.ige are made legitimate by the subsequent marriage of their pi? "• ^

rents. This was established in the civil law by the emperor Coo-

stantine, and confirmed by the emperor Justinian. It was establish

ed in the canon law by a constitution of pope Alexander the Third,

in 1160. This legitimation is a privilege or incident inseparably

annexed to the marriage; so that though both the parents and the

.children should waive or refuse it, the children nevertheless would

be legitimate. But it holds in these cases only where, at the time

of the birth of the children, it was lawful for both parents to inter

marry ; for if the father were married to another woman at the

time of the hirth of the children, and afterwards his wife died and

he married the mother of the child, the child would not be legiti

mated by this subsequent marriage. Children thus legitimated are

en an equal sooting with the legitimate children ; and if they die

before the marriage of their parents, still they are considered as

legitimate, and transmit their legitimacy to their issue f but, whether

they are considered legitimate from the time of the marriage of

their parents, or whether their legitimacy by their parents' mar

riage has a relation back only to the time of their birth, is a point

warmly disputed by the civilians and canonists. The prevailing

opinion seems to be, that they are to be considered as legitimate

from the time of their birth to all purposes but those in which to

consider them as such would operate to the detriment of a third

person. Thus, if there be a natural-born child, and the father af

terwards marries and has sons ; his wife dies, and he marries the

woman by whom he had the natural child ; it seems to be the bet

ter opinion, that the child legitimated by the subsequent marriage

does not acquire the right of progeniture over the sons of the

first marriage. The doctrine of legitimacy by a subsequent mar

riage was never admitted into the English law ; and the refusal of

the noblemen of our nation to admit it, on the occasion mentioned

in sir Edward Coke's Commentaries, is spoken of by sir William

Blackstonc and other writers as a memorable instance of their jea

lousy os the civil law, and their firmness in opposing foreign inno

vations. The doctrine of legitimation prevails, with different mo

difications, in France, Germany, and Holland. By an arret d'au-

dience ot the 21st of June, 1668, it was adjudged, that if a person

marries in England a woman by whom he had children previous to

the marriage, the children born in France are legitimated by it,

and acquire all the rights of legitimacy under the French law. See

c. 10. C. de Natur. lib. Nov. 89. c. 8. Vinn. in Inst. t. I. t. 10.

s. 13. Hein. Elem. Jur. de Leguimulionc. Traue des Successions

par lc Brim, ed. 1776. lib. 1. c. 2. s. 1. d. I. 1. 2. c. 2. s. I. n. 13.

»rd sir John Fortescue, c. 39. Till the statute of Merton, the

question whether born before or aster marriage, was examined be

fore the ecclesiastical judge, and his judgment was certified to the

king or his justices, and the king's court either abided by it or re

jected it at pleasure. Bat, aster the solemn protest made by the

barons at Merton against the introduction of the doctrine of the civil

and canon law in this respect,Jfitial bastardy has been always triable

at common law; and gmtral bastardy alone has been left to the

judgment of 'the ecclesiastical judge, who in this case agrees with

the temporal. 2. Inst. 99. Reeves's Hist, of the English law, 85.

201. and fee ant. note 2. to page 126. a. If the reader wishes to

become acquainted with the doctrine of the Roman law on mar

riage.
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riage, and the legitimacy and illegitimacy of children, he will find

it succinctly and perspicuously stated, in Pothier Traite de Contrat

de Marriage, Partie l. c. 2. In the 3d chapter of the same work,

he discusses the celebrated question, " de l'autoritc de la Puissance

" Seculierc fur le Marriage." He concludes that chapter with the

following sentence, " Par tout ce qui vient d'etre dit, il ne peut

" rester aucun doute que la puissance seculiere a le droit de faire

" des loix fur les marriages, dont l'inobscrvation les rende absolu-

" ment et entierement nuls, non seulement quant aux effets civils,

** mais meme quant au lien, et qui les emp.-chent en consequence

'* de pouvoir servir de matiere au sacrement de marriage." The

fame doctrine is laid down by Sanchez in his famous Treatise de

Matrimonic, Lib. 7. disp. 3. n. 3. where he says, " Absque dubio

** dicendum est posse pnncipem fecularem ex genere et natura suas

" potestatis, matrimonii impedimenta dirimentia fidelibus sibi fub-

" ditis ex jul'.a causa indicere. . . Nee obstat principis secularis po-

*' teltau, macrimonium esse sacramentum, quia ejus materia con-

" tractus civilis : qua ratione perinde potest ex justa causa illud

«* irritare, ac si sacramentum non esset, reddendo personas inhabiles

«« ad cotitrahendum, & sic invalidum contractum." Doctor Launoi

in his treatise, Regia in Mammonium Potestas, cites numberless

passages to the fame effect, from divines of all countries and all

schools. The article Empcchemens de Marriage, in the Encyclo

pedic Methodique, now publishing; at Paris, estabHlh.es the lame

doctrine in these words : " Le marriage forme actuellement un tout

** compose de deux parties soumises a deux puissances qui influent

" fur son existence, avec cette difference cependant, qui 1' eglisc est

" obligee de fe soumettre aux empechemens etablis par le prince,

— et que ceux etablis par l'eglise ne peuvent avoir lieu qu' autint

" qu'ils font admis par le prince."

24.C. b 1 tO A contrary doctrine seems to be asserted in Dyer, 94. b. [Note 182.]

(2) He need not enter hastily after his full age, but may do it [Note 183.]

two or three years or more asier his full age, but caveat that he do

not permit a discent after his full age before his entry, for then it

will toll his entry. 1. Rep. 140.

24.6. a.1 (') This an^ many otner passages in this work, respecting the [Note 184-]

■* operation and force of the acts of infants, were fully considered in

the cases of Zouch v. Parsons, 3. Burr. 1794.; and May v. Hook,

heard before lord chancellor Bathurst, in 1773.— There being no

printed account of the last cafe, it may not, perhaps, be unaccept

able to the reader to find au account of it here.—Ann May and

her two sisters were, under their father's will, seised of a consider

able freehold estate ; and possessed of a considerable leasehold estate,

as joint-tenants. Previous to the marriage of Ann May wit:i John

Hook the defendant, lhe being then an infant, by articles of agree

ment dated the zSth of October 1761, and made between her of

the first part, John Hook of the second part, and trustees of the

third part, it was covenanted and agreed, that the leasehold estates

should be assigned to John Hook for his own use and benefit; and

that the freehold estates should be fettled on him for life; anJ then

on her for life; remainder to their sirJl and other sons successively

in tail male; remainder to their daughters, as tenants in common

in tail; remainder to Jehu Hock iu fee. And he covenanted to

pay
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pay iool. to the trustees upon trust to pay Ann Hook, if (he sur

vived him, the interest of it for her life, and after her decease to

divide it among the children.—Afterwards Ann May died under

age. The question was, Whether these articles were in equity a

severance of the joint-tenancy? Lord chancellor Bathurst, when he

made his decree in this cause, observed, that the first point attempt

ed to be established by the counsel was, that, had Ann May been

of full age when she entered into the articles, tfiey would have

amounted to a severance ; but that no determination to that effect

had ever been made:—That the co-joint-tenants were not, in this

cafe, to be considered as volunteers, as they claimed by title para

mount; and that their situation approached nearer to that of issue

in tail, who claimed performam doni, than to that of an heir at law,

who claims only under his ancestor :—That the utmost which the

infant could do would be an avoidable act; and that, of course, it

would be in the discretion of the court either to give or refuse their

assistance to it; and, by a parity of reason, it must always be in their

power to model his contracts at their pleasure :—That the contract,

in the present case, was not such as the court would uphold. Had

the infant lived to come of age, and a bill been filed against her for

ft performance of the articles, the court would have set them aside,

and referred it to a master to draw new proposals for a proper set

tlement :—That as the contract was not such as would have bound

the infant herself, a fortiori it should not bind the co-joint -tenants;

—That it would be a strange doctrine, that any act of an infant,

which is by its nature avoidable, should sever the joint-tenancy, as

if that were allowed, it would always be in the power of the infant to

fay whether the joint-tenancy should be severed or not; then, if any

of the co-joint-tenants should die under age, the infant might avoid

his own act, by pleading infra artatem, and resort to his title of sur

vivorship, wnich would be a great injustice and hardship on the

co-joint-tenants—■On these grounds his lordship was of opinion,

that the articles did not amount in equity to a severance os the joint-

tenancy.

[Note l8e.] (') Scotch Pleading, anno 61. case 5: pages 69 and 70, andfir [246. b

• Thomas Stewart's cafe. Fatui five idiotæ hint illi tantum, qui omni

ratiocinatione et judicio carent, tardi, bardi, moriones, maexrones,

qui inopia caloris et spirituum laborant. Furor est dementia cum

serocia, et horrenda actionam vehementia. Fromanus de jure fu-

rioforum, p. 6. Furor dividitur in continuum; ubi animus continua

mentis agitatione semper accenditur; et interpolatum feu interval-

La urn; qui dilucida habent intervalla; quorum furor habet inducias,

et quos morbus non sine laxamento aggreditur ; qui testamentum

fatere possunt ; & quos furor stimuli* suis variatis vicibus accendit.

In these fury and madness is but an ague or a disease ; in the others, it

is temperament und complexion. Again, among those ivho have lucid

intervals, it may be fit to difiinguijh bel<ween those who. have only re-

miffionem feu adumbratam quietem, and those tuho have intermif&o-

nem feu resipiseentiam integram. Two witnesses deposing sona;

menti, are preferred and believed before an hundred touching fury and

madness. Me.ancholy and hypochondriac vapours are likestorms atsea,

•which, though they disturb for a •while, yet they do not hinder tbt re

turning to the former calm; semel furibundus, semper iuribundus

præsumitur; and therefore where the question is of afad done lucido

isitervallo, <wki(b may be titbtr by remission or intermission, it is not

enough
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enough to fl>pm the aB ivas actus sapienti convenient, fir that may

happen many tuayi ; but it must be proved to be actus sapientis, and to

proceed from judgment and deliberation, else the presumption continua.

Lord Nott. MS.

7. a.] (2) Lord Hobart observes in the cafe of Needier v. BiJhop of [Note i85.]

Winchester, that in these cases " the law finds these persons not so

" disabled, nor admits the averment of such disablement, because

" it is certified by invincible and indisputable credit of the judge,

** that they were perfect and able persons. And so here is a law

" of policy that doth not cancel the law of nature, but doth only

" bound it in point of form and circumstance; it being better to

" admit a mischief in particular, even against the law of nature,

" than an inconvenience in general: and it is not the law of nature

" to admit any improbable surmise against authentic record orevi-

«* dence." Hob. 224,—Sir Ed. Cote observes, post. 380. b. that

the only mode by which an infant can reverse a fine levied by him,

is by appearance in court during his infancy, and being inspected

by the judges; non tejlium tejlimonio, ant juratorum -verediSo, fed

judicis inspeSionesolummodo : the judges may, however, inform them

selves in cafes of this kind by means of witnesses, church books, or

any other kind of evidence. It appears a great hardship that in

fants should not be permitted to reverse their fines after they attain,

their full age; and it seems unaccountable that the law, which will

not permit them to do it after they attain their full age, should per

mit them to do it before that age. The objection, that no aver

ment can be made against any fact which is upon record, applies as

much to them before their attaining their full age as after. Bu:

the contrary has been too often established to be now called in

question. See Ann Hungate's case, 12. Rep. 122. Warscomb v.

Carrell, :S. 124. Herbert Parrat's cafe, 2. Vent. 30. Hutchison's

cafe, 3. Lev. 36. Rcquifhe v. Requishe, Bulstr. p. 2. 320. Sarah

Gufforth's case, 12. Mod. 444. With respect to the sines levied

by ideots and lunatics, see iz. Rep. 124. Hugh Lewis's case,

10. Rep. 42. b. But infant trustees within the Itai. 7. Ann. c. 19.

may both levy sines and softer common recoveries. See 3. Atk.

479. 559. Com. Rep. 615. Barnes's Cases of Pract. 217. See

also Fitz. Nat. Bre. 202. where much argument is used to shew,

that a non compos may plead his disability to avoid his own acts as

well as an infant; and 2. Blac. Com. ed. 5. p. 291. But in Stroud

v. Marshal, Cro. Eliz. 398, debt upon obligation, the defendant

pleaded, that at the time of the obligation made, he was de nor. fane

memory : and it was thereupon demurred, and adjudged to be no

plea; for he cannot save himself by such a plea, and the opinion of

Fitzherbert was held not to be law.

.a. 1 (0 Lord Coke seems in this place to have given a wrong trans- [Note 1S7/J

" lation of Littleton, [n this and the next section, Litilcton puts the

case of a person disseised by an infant, who aliens the lands in see,

and the alienee dies, the infant disfeisor being still under age. A

descent is thereby cart, which takes away the entry of the disseisee ;

but the alienation being made by an infant, is voidable by his en

try, and if the discent happens during his infancy, it does not affect

his right of entry. He may therefore enter notwithltanding the

descent; and, if he does enter, the right of entry of the disseilce is

revived. It is obvious, that the pojnt of this case is, not thai the

heir of the alienee is an infant within age, as Lord Coke translates

it,
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it, but that at the time of the descent, the infant disseisor still con

tinues an infant. The words, esteant Penfant deins age, mould there

fore be translated, « the infant being under age."

[Note i88j] (0 A lease is considered as a covenant real, that binds the pos-T24Q

session of lands into whose hands soever it comes, if the lands be not

evicted by a superior title ; yet the termor has not the freehold in

him, but holds the possession as bailiff of the freeholder, nomine ali

ens, by virtue of the obligation of the covenant. Now then, if the

termor enters before the descent, he revests the freehold in the dis

seisee, who has the right of possession ; but if he enters after the

descent, then he can only hold in the name of the freeholder, who

has the present right of possession, which is the heir of the disseisor.

Gilb.Ten. 35.

[Note 189.] (2) Hob. 322, 323. sir William Ehis's cafe. This very cafe was

the principal point ; and there, by Hobart, Warburton, and Winch, it

•was adjudged contra, that usurpation by the grantor puts tbe grantee

out ofpossession, andgets all that was granted out, Hutton dissentiente.

But it appears that this place is good law, and that Hobart errav'it.

Hil. 1 2. Car. C. B. Legge v. Archer. A man leafed an advowj'onfar

yearst and then presented; this •was ruled to be no usurpation, but pie-

narty pro hac vice: this place is cited I. 8. usurpation c. idque ra-

tione privity, ut inter coparceners, and because it is against his man acl.

8. Rep. Damport's cafe. Lord Nott. MS.

.{Note 190.] (0 Iftenant by elegit is interrupted in takingthe profits of the la/id, s24Q,

by reason os -war, he /hull not hold over, but it jhall be in disadvan-

tage of the tenant by elegit. lg.E.l. Execution 246. 4. Rep. 82. B.

In Lib. Rub. Scacc. sol. 241. tempus guerrse duravit a quarto die

Apl. 48. H. 3. usque ad 17. Sep. an. 49. apud Winter post bellum

de Evestiam pax proclamata suit. Nota H. 3. 19. die Oct. anno

ejusdem 16. suit apud Wall. An. 40. suit apud Oxon. 48 apud

Dudl. 14. Maij, an. 49. sett apud Evciham. Et tamen sent pla-

cita de Rich. 16. H. 3. de banco. Tr. 16. H 3. Et affisa magna

40. H 3. 48. H. 3. M. 40. H. 3. P. 48. H. 3. P. 49. H. 3.

Et placita coram rege a 32. usque 40. H. 3. Tr. 4. H. 3. 26. -et

27. E. 1. Ent. R. T. Rot. 5. Goods <werefifedfor debt to theiingi

thesheriff returned, that the Scots entered holtiliter, by reason of -which

they could not be taken: Rule, Fiat inde inquisitio, & interim pacem

habeat de demanda. Noy MS. 384. 3. Ihst. 52. See the case of

the earl of Lancaster put at large. Nota, that in 14. B. 3. F. scire

facias I 22. there is no intimation at all of the matter; but on the recerdof

this cafe, as is to beseen in tbe manuscript Rep. * os Coke 428. the case viai

thus : Henry Lancaster granted to the abbot of Rumfey and his fucetf-

Jirs, quod si ex tune aliquo tempore vel aliqua occasione guerræ in

regno Angliæ feriam seam amitterent, ita qudd nihil inde percipere

possunt, quieti essent ejusdem anno et tempore de forma sea prx-

dicta 50I. And upon scire facias for tbt arrears ofthat rent, which

'was in court for three years, viz. it, 12, and 13. E. 3. tbe abbot

pleaded these charters, and said, that guerra suit tarn super mare

quam super terrain inter dominum regem et illos de Francii, ha

qudd mercatores ad dictas nundinas nee venerunt ut solebant, nee

ipse abbas aliquod proficuum de iisdem nundinis per idem tempus

percepit nee percipere possit, quod paratus suit verificare juxta te-

• The Editor has, not be» - a'-lr to discover what it the manuscript «o which

lord Nottingham alludes ia his place.

r.orcot
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norera chartae prædictæ ; and it was resolved, qudd utrum terra sit

guerrilla, Sec. prout hie notatur. Then it fallows in the said manu

script : Nota, quoi guerra dicitur in hoc regno else, quando exer-

citium justitiæ in curiis et placeis regis impeJitur. And Coke adds

a Jhcrt note: Ceo tryal de guerre in cell realm; et ex hoc semble

que ne suit guerre inter E. 4. et H. 6. car exercitium justuiai

non impeditum suit, come appiert per les reports de to. E. 3. et

49. H. 6. nee temps H. 3. hie supra, nee temps Car. 1. Lord

Nott. MS.

(2) This perhaps is net quite accurate, as the words of the writ [Note ioi.]

of mandamus are these : Sluii terras et (tenemtnta del tenant del roy)

a tempore mortis eju/dem tenentit occupavit et exitus et prcficua indi

peretpit. F. N. B. 253. B. Nov. lib. intrat. sol. 402. c. and vid.

Stat. de Bigamis, cap. 4.

CO. a. 1 v») By tne statute of limitations, 21. Jac. 1. c. 16. it is enact- [Note 191.]

J ed, that no entry shall be made by any man upon lands, unless with

in twenty years after his right shall accrue. By the 4th and 5th

Ann. c. 16. it is enacted, that no entry stiall be of force to satisfy

the statute of limitations, or to avoid a fine levied of lands, unless

an action be thereupon commenced within one year after, and pro

secuted with effect.

CO b. 1 (0 It has been observed in the notes to the chapter of Discents, [Note 193.}

^ ' ' J that the reasons for which the law protected the posseliion of the

heir of the disseisor from the entry of the disseisee, were, the noto

riety and presumptive right of possession which the disseisor acquired

by his being permitted to hold during his life, the peaceable posses

sion of the lands; the necessity that there should be a tenant to do

the feudal duties; and by way of a punishment on the tenant for

his neglect in not asserting his right. But none of these reasons

could exist, where the tenant entered upon the lands, and made his

claim for them; as by doing so he prevented the presumption in

favour of the title of the disseisor; made a tender to the lord of his

feudal services ; and did all that was in his power to restore his

possession. But to entitle the disseisee to enter on the heir of the

disseisor, notwithstanding the diieent upon him, this claim must

have been made within a year and a day next preceding the de-

scent. Lord chief baron Gilbert, in his commentary upon this chap*

ter, observes, that the notion of laches, in not claiming for a year

and a day, is taken out of the feudal law, it being the period of

time within which the feudal services must be required. It is a

space of time which is prescribed for the performance of different

acts in our law, and in all laws derived from the feudal institutions.

It seems only to import the space of a complete year. Thus in the

fourth law of Charlemaigne it is said, Cvjujcunque btminit proprie-

tas ob crimen quod idem habet commijjum in bannum fuerit mi/ca, 4/

ille re ccgnild ntjujistiamfaciat menu e dijiulerit, annumque et diem in

go banno ejje permiserit, ulttrius earn non acquirat, fed ipsa fisca nos-

tro soeietur.—In tne laws of king Pepin, it is said, De rebus sot-

fa&is, qua per diversos cemitatut funs, -volumus ut ad palattum pert/-

neant, tranjailo anno et die. In the Vieux Coutumier de Normandie

it frequently occurs. Something similar is to be found in the Ro

man law, in which a person who was bound to pay a sum of money • ■>

in two, months, was considered to acquit himteli from the obliga-

( Y^ tion.
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tion, if he paid the money on the 6ist day. See Pasquier, les

Recherchcs de la France, lib. 4. cap. 32. Dt I'en et jour qut I'm

defira is matures dt rttraicts lignagers it dt la complaints.—In Plo.

Com. 359. a. lord chief justice Dyer is said to have defined claim

to be a challenge of the ownership, or propriety, that he hath not

in possession, but is detained from him by wrong.

[Note 194.] ( 1 ) Except for the special purposes mentioned by Littleton and [2 C I .

sir Edward Coke, and in a few other instances, the lessor, if the les-

fee for life were disseised, could not enter. But he might maintain

an assize. In that case however, though he recovered the freehold

which was devested out of him, he recovered no damage:, because

those were supposed to be a compensation for the loss of possession,

which loss was sustained not by him, but by the tenant for life.

15. H. 7. 4.—The lessor might enter upon the lessee to examine

whether he had committed waste, or to view repairs. Bro. Trespas.

16. 97. 208. And if the lessee impeded his entry, the lessor might

bring an action on the cafe. Cro. Jac. 478.—Express covenants,

that it stiall be lawful for the lessor to enter and view the lands de

mised, are now usually inserted in leases.—For the entry of rever-

sioners, or remainder men to avoid a sine, fee Margaret Podger'i

• cafe, 9. Rep. 106.

[Note 105.1 (3) So in the cafe of a lease for life, the tenant may plead it in [" 2 51 •

bar; but in the case of a lease for years, or an estate by tenant by

statute or digit, the defendant (hall not plead in bar, as to fay, ajjifa

nen, but justify by force of the lease; and conclude, ijjint fans tort;

and if the tenant os the freehold be not named, he stiall plead, ttul

tenant de franilcnement no/me en le brtfc and in the case of a feoff-

ment with a warranty, he must rely on the warranty. See ant. 238.D.

139.3.

[Note 196.] ( ') But though this acceptance amounts to a forfeiture, it does [252

not devest the estate of him in remainder or reversion. 9. Rep. fbl.

106. b.

[Note 197.] (1) The entry for a condition broken has been discussed in the ["2 $3

preceding chapter, and the commentary and notes upon it.—With

respect to entries for avoiding sines, there were four modes of avoid

ing a fine at the common law ; two by matter of record, and two

by acts in pais. Those by matter of record were, a real action

commenced within a year and a day aster the fine was levied, and

an entry of a claim on the record at the foot of the fire itself, in

this manner, talis mernt et ajponit clamtum fui.m. Those by acts in

pars were a lawful entry upon the land by the person who had a

right; and is that could not be done, a continual claim. But by

the statute of 4. H. 7. all those who are affected by a fine mutt

pursue their title by way of action, or lawful entry: so that a claim

entered on the record of a sine would now be ineffectual. The

actual entry must be made by the person who hat a right to die

lands, or feme one appointed by him, either by preceding com-

inr.nd or subsequent assent, within five years. See Plowd. 355. 359.

2. Ififl. 518. 3. Rep. 91. :. Kia. R.p. 9Q4. By the statute of

4. Ann. c. 16. sect. 16. it is enacted, " That no ciaim or entry to

be made of or upon sny lands, iriicmrius, or hereditaments, shall

lie of uiy force or effect to aveid aiij' tas levied, or to be levied,

with
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with proclamations, according to the form of the statute in that cafe

made and provided, in the court of common pleas; or in the courts

of sessions in any of the counties palatine, or in the courts of grand

sessions in Wales, fh.il! be a sufficient entry or claim within the sta

tute of limitations, unless upon such entry or claim an action (hall

be commenced within one year next after the making of such entry

or claim, and prosecuted with effect.''

(j) Even where a declaration in ejectment is delivered, though [Note 198. J

the defendant appears to it, and confesses lease, entry, and ouster,

yet, to avoid a sine, there must be an actual entry. This was very

solemnly determined in the king's bench, in the cafe of Berrington

v. Packhurit: and by the lords on appeal in 1758. See z. Stra.

1086. 4. Bro. Par. Cas. 353. This doctrine has since been twice

expressly recognized ;—first, in the cafe of Wigfall v. Brydon,

3. Burr. 1 S95 ; and afterwards in the cafe of Goodright v. Cator,

t)oag. 460. In that cas?, lord Mansfield states the distinction to be,

that where entry is necessary to compkte the landlord''s titlt, there the

confession of lease, entry, and ouster, is sufficient; but tnat where

it is requisite in order to rebut the defendant's title, actual entry

must be made. The latter is the cafe where a sine is to be

avoided.

(1) Perhaps this passage is not quite accurate. Till the reign [Note 1 00. 1

of Richard II. the party disseised, if his attempt were made soon

aster the disseisin, might recover his possession by force; but by a

statute passed in the fifth year of that reign, it was enacted, that

none from thenceforth should make any entry into lands and tene

ments, but in cafes where entry was given by the law ; and in that

cafe, not with a strong hand, nor with a multitude of people, but

only in a peaceable and easy manner ; and that persons convicted

of doing the contrary should be punished by imprisonment, to be

ransomed at the king's pleasure. By a statute passed in the fif»

tcenth year os the same reign, it was enacted, that upon complaint

of any such forcible entries to the justices of peace, they ihould

take sufficient power of the county, and go to the place where such

force was made ; and if they found any that held such place forci

bly, after such entry made, they should be taken and put into

the next gaol, there to abide convict by' the record of the sam«

justices, until they had made fine and ransom to the ki.ig By this

it appears, that Littleton is equally wrong in his account of the

punishment inflicted by that statute, and the offence it intended to

correct. Thele st&tutes of the reign of Richard II. have been con

firmed, explained, and in some respects extended by the stat. 4. H.

4. ch. 8. 8. H. 6. ch. 9. 23. H. 8. ch. 14. 31. Elbe. ch. 1 1.

and 21. Jac. 1. ch. 15. See Burn Just. vol. II. 181. It should be

observed, that in case an action is brought on these statutes, if the

defendant make himself a title, which is found for him, he shall be

dismissed without any enquiry concerning the force; for howsoever

he may be punishable at the king's suit, for doing what is prohi

bited by statute, as a contemner of the laws and disturber of the

peace, yet he shall not be liable to pay any damage for it to the

plaintiff, whose injustice gave him the provocation in that manner

tu right himself. See 1. Haw. 141. 3. Burr. 1698. 1731.

(jj B/ the common law there must be thrit persons at least to [Note »oo. \

(Yi) coniliuM
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constitute a riot. By the i. Geo. I. c. 5. twelve persons at least

must be unlawfully assembled, to be within that act. By the 13.

Car. 2. st. 1. c. 1. not more than twenty names are to be signed to

a petition to the king, or either house of parliament, for any altera

tion of matters established by law in church or state ; and no peti

tion is to be delivered by a company of more than ten persons. By

the bill of rights, or declaration delivered by the lords and com

mons to the prince and princess of Orange, Feb. 13. 1688, and af

terwards enacted in parliament, when they became king and queen,

the fifth article is, " That it is the right of the subjects to petition

" the king, and that all commitments and prosecutions for such

*' petitioning are illegal " Sir William Blackstone expressly fays,

that the right of the subject to petition, as declared by this statute,

is under the regulations of the 13. Car. 2. But a question may

be made, whether the declaration contained in the bill of rights was

not, in this particular, a repeal of the 13. Car. 2.

[Note 201.] (^ The 21. Ja. 1. c. 15. provides a remedy for lessees for [2C7. b.

years. Tenants by copy of court roll, guardians in chivalry, te

nants by elegit, statute merchant, or statute staple, if they be

ousted by force, or withheld by force out of their said lands or te

nements. Till then, isa man entered by force on a copyholder,

the lord, as the freehold and inheritance were supposed to be in

him, might bring against the person entering, a writ of forcible

entry, or might indict him. Upon restitution to the lord, the co

pyholder might enter.

[Note 202.] (,) Where there is a complete execution of a power, and some- [2 r8.

thing, ex abundant't, added, which is improper, there the execution *■ ^

shall be good, and only the excess void ; but where there is not a

complete execution of a power, or where the boundaries between

the excess and execution are not distinguishable, it will be bad.

See Alexander v. Alexander, 2. Vez. 64.4. On this doctrine, so

far as it relates to the doctrine of powers deriving their effect

from the statute of uses, fee Mr. Powell's very useful Treatise upon

Powers. •

[Note203.] _ (1) A writ of error properly lies, where false judgment is given [2CQ. b.

in any court which is a court of record. It was formerly held, that,

by the common law, no amendment could be permitted, unless

within the very term in which the judicial act so recorded was done.

But the courts now allow of amendments at any time while the suit

is depending.—After the termination of the suit the judgment can

only be reversed by writ of error. From the inferior courts it lies

to the king's bench and common pleas ;—from the common pleas

to the king's bench;—from the king's bench to the house of lords.

To amend errors in a base court, not of record, a writ of false

judgment lies.—A writ of error only lies upon matter of laiv.

There is no method of reversing an error on the determination cf

fadls but by an attaint or a new trial. See Bla. Com. 3. vol.

c. 25. s. 3. F. N. B. 20. 4. Tnst. 21.

[Note 104.] (0 The public records of the kingdom are considered to relate ["260. 4.

to the proceedings of.the houses of parliament, the court of ch«n- *-

t eery, the courts of common law, and the revenue. A general table

cf them, distinguished under these different feeaJs, is to oe found in

the
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the appendix to the report from the committee appointed to view

the Cottonian library. See the report and the appendix, page 183.

The rolls or records of parliament have been published in the course

of his present majesty's reign, in six volumes folio, under the im

mediate auspices of the house of peers. This extensive and labo

rious undertaking is executed with the greatest accuracy : it pre

supposes no common share of antiquarian and diplomatic learning

in the gentlemen concerned in it. A part of it was the work of

the late mr. Morant ; all the rest was completed by mr. Astle, the

keeper of the records in the Tower, and mr. Topham, of Lincoln's-

Inn. It should be observed, that the proceedings of the legislature

till the reign of Edward 1. were exceedingly irregular, and greatly

defective in point of form. They are sometimes penned so as to

appear to come from the king alone ; sometimes as issued jointly

by the king and lords ; sometimes the assent of the commons is,

and sometimes it is not, expressed ; sometimes the authority for

passing the acts is mentioned ; ard sometimes the acts are in the

form of charters.—The first summons of the knights of shires to

parliament, extant on record, is in the 49th year of Henry III.—

The first regular summons directed to the sheriff for the ek-ction of

citizens and burgesses, is in the 23d of Edward 1.—In that reign

the proceedings of the legislature assumed a more regular form ;

but far removed from that in which they appear at present. The

consent of the commons to the levying of taxes for the king gave

them great weight. They took advantage of this circumstance to

obtain a remedy for the grievances they had to complain of.—In

the reign of Edward III. the mode of presenting their petitions,

and of receiving their answers, was regularly practised. If the pe

tition and the answer to it were of such a nature as to require an

express and new provision to be made for it, the king, with the as

sistance of his council and of the judges, framed, from such petition

and answer, an act, which was usually entered on the statute roll;

but if an express and new provision were not required, the petition

itself and the king's answer to it were entered on the parliament

roll, and then usually stiled an ordinance.—Alterations and im

provements gradually took place ; but it was not till the reign of

Henry VI. that these petitions of the commons were reduced, in

the first instance, into the body of the bill.

(1) The Jus Mjris of the king may be considered under the [Note 105,]

two-fold distinction, of the right ofjurisdiction, which he exercises

by his admiral, and his right ofpropriety or cnvnerjljip.

IVlTH RtSPT.CT TO THE RIGHT OF JURISDICTION, the subject IS

elaborately discussed by mr. Selden, in his Mare Claufum, a noble

exertion of a vigorous mind, fraught with profound and extensive

erudition. In the first part of it, he attempts to prove, that, the sea it

susceptible of separate dominion. In this, he has to combat the op

posite opinion or almost all the civilians, and particularly the celebrat

ed declaration of one of the Antonines ( L. 9. D. De Lege Rliodia)

" Ego quidem mundi dominus, hx autern marii, tSc." by which the

emperor has been generally considered to have disclaimed any right

to the dominion ot the sea. For a different interpretation of this

law, mr. Selden argues w.ith great ingenuity. In this, he is fol

lowed, in some measure, by Bynkerflioock, in his treatise De Lege

Rliodia de Jactu, Liber Singularis, in the id vol. of the edition

•f his works pablilhed by Vicat, Col. Allob. 1761.—Mr. Selden, in

(Y 3) the
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[Note 205. ] the second part of his work, attempts to (hew, that, in every period [ 26 J ,

of the British History, the kings of Great Britain have enjoyed the

exclusive dominion and property of the British seas, in the largest

extent of those words, both as to the passage through and the fish

ing within them.—He treats his subject methodically, and supports

his poii'.icn with the greatest learning and ingenuity.—The reader

will probably feel some degree of prepossession against the extent of

this claim ; but he will find it supported by a long and forcible series

of arguments, not only frem prescription, from history, from the com

mon law, and the public records of this country, but even from ths

treaties and acknowledgments of other nations. Here he is opposed

by Bynkershoock, in his Dissertatip de Dominio Maris, also pub

lished in the second edition of his works. But it will be a great

satisfaction to the English reader to fine}, how much of the general

argument used by mr. Selden, is conceded to him by Bynkershoock.

Even on the molt important part of the argument, the acknow

ledgment of the right by foreign piinces, Bynkershoock makes

him considerable concessions; " Plus momenti," fays he, " adserre

" videntur gentium tei'timoi.ia, quae illud Anglorum imperium i>g-

" novere. De confessionibus loquor non injuria extonis, fed libere

" et fponte factis. Esse autem hujufmodi quasdam confessionej,

" neutiquam negari peterit'."—Aster this acknowledgment, cor

roborated as it is by other arguments used by mr. Selden, many

will think his positions completely eilablished. The chief ob

jection made by Bynkershoock, to the right of the crown os Eng

land to the dominion of the sea is, the want of uninterrupted pos

session, as he terms it, of that dominion. " So long as a nation

" has poff-ffion of the sea, just so long," fays Bynkershoock, " she

- holds its dominion. But to ccr.siiture this possession, it is necef-

" fury that her navies should keep from it the navies of al! other

" nations, and should themselves completely and incessant'y navi-

" gate it, avowedly in the act or for the purpose, ot" asserting her

" sovereignty to it." Tni?, he contends h\;s not been done by the

English ; on this ground therefore he objects to their right of do

minion of the English sea; and on the lame ground he cbjects to

the right of the Venetians to the dominion of the Adriatic, and to

the right of the Genoese to the dominion of the Ligustic. But this

seems carrying the matter too far.—If it be admitted (of which

there unquehionably are many instances) that the sovereign power

of a state may restrain her own subjects from navigating particular

seas, flie may also engage for their not doing it, in her treaties

with other nations. It can never be contended, that after such a

treaty is entered into, the acts of possession mentioned by Byn-

kerstioock are necessary to give it effect and continuance, unless

this also makes a part of the treaty. It is sufficient, if the acts of

possession are so often repeated, as is necessary to prevent the loss

of the right, from the want of exereiie of it. In those cases,

therefore, whete the treaty itself, establishing the exclusive domi

nion we are speaking of, is produced, the continued and uninter

rupted possession mentioned by Bynkershoock cannot be necessary.

But public rights, even the moll certain and incontestible, depend

eiten on no other foundations than presumption and ufrge. The

Loundaries of territories by land, frequently depend on re other

title. Then, if Bynkershoock be right in his position, that the sei

js ;iuscep;ib!e of dominion, should not mere prescription and usage

in tl.i*, d> .n any ether case, be sufficient to constitute a right I

g Upon
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Upon what ground are the continued and uninterrupted acts of

possession, mentioned by Bynkerlhook, required to constitute a title

in this, more than in any oilier cafe of public concern?— If this he

thought a satisfactory answer to the objection made by Bynkers-

hoock, the remaining difference between him and mr. Selden, re

specting the right of the Brhilh monarch to this splenJid and im

portant royalty, will be inconsiderable.—It is to be added, that

jnr. Selden's treatise was thought so important to the cause, in

support of which it wis written, that a copy of it was directed to be

deposited in the admiralty. Those who wi'.h to procure it, in an

English translation, should prefer the translation pubiilhed in 1633,

by a person under the initials of J. H. to that by Marchem mt

Needham. On this subject (with the exception of sir Philip Me-

dows) subsequent writers have done little more than copy from

Selden. The subject, however, is far from being exhausted. The

system adopted by fir Philip M.'dows, in his Obstr-vatinns concern

ing the Dominion and Sovereignly of the Seas, printed in 1689, is

more moderate than mr. SelJen's.—He calls in question, at least

indirectly, a material part of mr. Selden's positions, and places

the right of the kings of England to the dominion of the sea upon

a much narrower ground. He confines it to a right of excluding

all foreign (hips of war from passing upon any of the seas of Eng

land, witnout special licence for that purpose first obtained ;—in

the sole marine jurisdiction, within those seas; and in an appro

priate fishery. He denies that the salutation at sea, by the flag and

top-sail, has any relation to t le dominion of the sea ; and he asserts,

that, it was never covenanted in any of the public treaties, except

those with the United Netherlands, and never in any of these till

the year 1654; he contend; it is not a recognition of sovereignty,

but at most an acknowledgment of pre-eminence. His treatise is

deservedly held in great estimation. The late sir Thomas Parker,

chief baron of his majesty's exchequer, in a manuscript note in his

hand-writing, thus expresses himself respect. nij it : " This is a

" moll curious and excellent treatise; and though mr. Selden's

" Mare Clausum is a learned and ingenious work, and will be

" ever popular with Englishmen, yet sir Philip Medows's rules,

** for ascertaining the limits of the sea, seem to be founded on

" more solid and prudential reasons, than mr. Selden has offered,

" in his book. Thomas Parker, 14 Sep. 1744."

With respect to the king's right of propertt or ownership,

it is so fully discussed by lord Hale, in his excellent treatises de Jure

Matis, and de Portubus Maris, published by mr. Hargrave, that, little

more is necessary in this place, than to state a few of thu leading

positions of that distinguished writer.— It may, however, be useful

to premise, that where, in enquiries of this kind, it is said, that a

person is entitled to the right or property in question, by common

right, but that it may belong to another, it is intended to fay that,

the right or property in question is by the common law annexed

to the particular capacity of the party, or to some property of

which he is owner: yet that it is not so inseparably or in

alienably annexed to this capacity or ownership, but that the

party may transfer it to another. So that in all these cases the

presumption is in favour of him to whom the right or property is

said to belong by common right; yet this does not exclude the

possibility of its belonging to another. To another, therefore, it may

belong; but, if he claims it, he must prove his title to it. On the

(Y+) other
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[Note 205.] other hand, the party to whom it belongs of common right is un- [261.2

tier no obligation of (hewing his title to it; to him, in the intend-

ment of the law.it belongs till there is proof of the contrary. To

exemplify this doctrine, the lord of a manor is lord of the soil of

the manor of common right ; that is, if it be admitted or proved,

that, he is lord of the manor, his right to the foil so far necessarily

follows, that, it is not incumbent on him to produce any proof of

it. He may, therefore, of common right, dig for gravel, unless it

js to the prejudice of his tenants. But this right is not inseparable

or inalienable from the seignory. The lord may grant it to the

tenants; to the tenants, therefore, it may belong. But if they claim

it, it is incumbent on them to prove their title to it. There arc

two ways of doing this ; one by shewing the grant from the lord ;

the other by prescription ; that is by proving an immemorial usage

of it, which, in the eye of the law, always pre-supposes a grant.

Now prescription is (hewn by producing repeated and unequivocal

instances of ,lhe immemorial usage or exercise of the right con

tended for. The tenants therefore, in the cafe we have mention

ed, if they cannot produce the original grant, must, to make out

their liile to dig for gravel, produce repeated and unequivocal in

stances of their having done it immemorially. If they do this, they

establish their title. But though the lord is not called upon, in

the first instance, to prove his title, to the right in question; yet

when it is claimed by others, he may disprove their claim, by shew

ing he has done acts inconsistent with it. Thus, if on the one hand,

the tenants cap. prove by repeated instances, that they have exer-

ciltd the right in question of digging for gravel, the lord may, on

the other, shew that, in all or a considerable number of these in

stances, the parties have been presented at his court, or otherwise

punished for the acts in question; and this will instantly destroy the

effect of the evidence in thiir favour arising from the instances

adduced by them. In the lame manner, the lord may shew that,

they have dug only in one particular spot of the waste, at particu

lar times, or for a particular purpose: by this, he may circumscribe

their right, as to the place, time, and manner of its enjoyment.—

In cafes of this nature, it sometimes happens, that the party claims

to be exempted from an obligation or servitude to which, of com-

^ mon right, he is subject. To establisti this, he must either produce

the release of the right, or produce that kind of evidence, which

will establish a presumption, that it was released, though the instru

ment by which it was released, cannot be produced. Non-user is

one of the circumstances most frequently urged to establish the pre

sumption of a release.—But here, an important distinction is to be

made, between those cases, where non-user is brought as a bar un

der the statutes of limitation, and those, where it is brought as evi

dence to prove a release. In the first case, it is an ablolute bar to

the claim, and there, the strongest evidence of the previous exist

ence of the right, is of no avail ; in the second, it is only argumen

tative evidence of the supposed release of the right, and like all

other evidence, may be repelled, by stronger evidence to the con

trary.—It should also be observed that, though it is said, that pre

scription pre-supposes a grant, and non-user pre-supposes a release,

it is not, that, strictly speaking, the courts always in these cases

really believe, that, such a grant, or such a release, was actually ex

ecuted ; 1 ut because, for the sake of the general principle of

quieting ptsscssions, they will not permit them to be disturbed by

claims
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claims long dormant, and therefore determine in the fame man

ner as they would determine, if the very instrument of grant or

release were produced. The principles of which we have here en

deavoured to give an outlln ■, are to be found in the cafes of the

mayor of Hull v. Horner, Cowp. 102. and Eldridge v. Knott, ib.

214.—Lord Mansfield's arguments in delivering the judgment of

the court in these cafes, as they are reported by mr. Cowper, af

ford a striking display of the comprehensive and luminous under

standing, the beautiful arrangement, and the familiar, but elegant

enunciation of the most refined and complex doctrines of the law,

for which he was so deservedly eminent. This being premised ;

—■with refetl to the propriety or cnvnerjhip os the sea, and its foil, it

may be considered under these three distinct divisions, the high

seas, the shore or the land between high water mark and low water

mark, and the foil and franchise of ports As to the highfias av.i

their foil; the right of fishing in the sea and its creeks and arms,

is originally lodged in the crown, as the right of depasturing is

originally lodged in the owner of the waste whereof he is lord ;

the king has therefore, of common right, the primary right of fish

ing ;—yet, the people of England have also, by common right, a

liberty of fishing in the sea and its creeks or arms, as a public

common of piscary. Yet, in some cases, the king may enjoy a pro

priety exclusive of their common of piscary. He a\(o may grant it

to a subject, and consequently a subject may be entitled to it by pre

scription. (Lord Hale, de Juris Maris, page 1 1.)—As to the foil

betiueen high nuater mark and lew water mark, at ordinary tides,

this of common right belongs to the king.—It may however belong

to a subject, by grant or prescription. Sometimes it is parcel of

the adjacent manor: Sometimes of the adjacent vill or parish :

Sometimes it belongs to a subject in gross: Still however it be

longs of common right to the king : It is therefore incumbent on

the subject to prove his right. This mny be done by producing

the grant.—(Hale, ib. ch. 4, 5,6. Sir Henry Constable's cafe.

5 Rep. 107.) But as it is part of the possessions of the crown, jure

coronæ, it does not pass by general words ; and therefore to establish,

a right to it under the grant, it must contain such words, as either ex

pressly or by necessary implication convey the soil.—If the grant can

not be produced, it can no otherwise be proved, than by prescription,

that is, as we observed before, by repeated unequivocal and imme

morial usage.—As to ports, there is a very material and important

distinction between the franchise of a port and the property of its

foil.—As to the franchise; by the common law, a port is the only-

place where a subject is permitted to unlade customable goods.—

This privilege constitutes what is called the franchise of a port.—

To create the franchise of a port is part of the royal prerogative.

Bji this does not in anywise affect tic propriety of the soil. It may

be considered, as a striking instance of the respect of the law of

England for private property, that though it entrusts the king with

the prerogative of originating ports, and though the use of the adja

cent soil is essentially necessary to the existence of a port, the law does

not permit the king to take any part of the foil from the owner;

so that, if the soil is net the property of the king, it is necessary to

secure the property of the shore beforehand, for the purposes of the

port. The franchise, belongs to the king of common right, but

by charter or prescription, it may be, and frequently is, the right

of the subject.—The soil generally belongs to the owner of the

port;
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port ; but it is r;oing too far to fay, that, it belongs to him of com

mon right.—Tlie mere grant of a port would not in a modern

charter pass the foil, but perhaps it would be sufficient in an an

cient charter, to p us it, if no evidence to the contrary could be

Ibcwn, and it certainly would be considered as sufficient to pass it

in an ancient charter, if accompanied with the additional circum

stance of immemorial usage.—liaving thus lhewn in whom the foil

of the more and of ports belongs by common right, it remains to

state succinctly the nature cf the evidence by which the right to it

may be proved to exist in another. It may be done bv ssewing

that he, and those under whom he claim-, have immemoiially, fre

quently, and without restriction to any part of the soil, dug gravel,

fetched away sea w^cd or land, or embanked against the sea. If it

Ls claimed to be part of a manor, the right of commonage for the

cattle of the lord and the tenants, the prosecution and punishment

cf purpreslures in the court of a manor, its being included in the

perambulations, and every other act by which the right to the foil

cf inland property is established, may be given in evidence in sup

port of it. The right to wreck of the sea or royal fish by prescrip.

tion, infra manerium, is a strong presumption for the store's being

parcel of the manor; lord Halt's expression is very strong—" Fer-

" chance," lays his lordthip, " the lliore is parcel almost of all

" such manors as by prescription have royal silh or wrecks of the

" lea within their manor." Ib. 27.—But it should be observed,

that, though wreck frequently is parcel of a manor, it is a royal

franchise. Like other royal franchises, it belongs of common right

to the crown. But by grant or preicription it may, and in tact

frequently does, belong to a subject, sometimes in gross but oftener

aa parcel of his manor, parilh, or v ill adjacent to the sea.

[ Note 206.] (l) Isa disseisor at the common law, before the statute of non-s 262, 3>

claim, had levied a fire or suffered judgment in a writ of right, "■

oruil execution sued they were not bars, for the year (hall be ac

counted after the transmutation of the possession by execution of the

fine or recovery. 1. Rep. 97.

[Note 207.] (2) Every part of the law relating to sines and common reco

veries has been stated and explained by mr. Cruise, in his Essays

ULon those subjects, in a manner that equally recommends them to

the student, and the most learned and experienced practitioners.

Besides the obligations which the Editor has to him upon this ac

count in common with the rest of the profession, he acknowledges

with equal pleasure and gratitude the particular obligations he has

.to him for the assistance he has derived from them in the course of

this work.

[Note 208.] (1) At common law, lands could net be transferred by one per- s204< *\

son to another but by feoffment, with livery of the seisin. This

produced a notoriety of the transmutation ot the possession. This

notoriety was in some measure effected by a disseisin ; but that was

only a tortious possession, liable to be defeated by the disseisee.

Thus the disseisor had the possession ; the disseisee the right. To

complete the title of the disseisor, it was necessary he should acquire

the right. This could not be done by a feoffment, as that was a

transfer of the possession; but it was effected by a release, which

in some respects operates as an actual transfer of the right ; in

ethers,
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others, as an acquittal or discharge from it. The different degrees

of title in the disseifor, his heir, or feoffee, and the different natures

of the rights ot the disseisee, make it necessary that releases should

be adapted to the different situation of the parties, and give

them, as the circumstances of the parties vary, a different effect and

operation.

[264. b."| (1) What sir Edward Coke observes respecting obligors and [Not« 209.]

obligees holds equally between all other creditors and debtors; but

it muff be attended with the following observations. A debt is

Only a right to recover the amount of the debt by way of action ;

and, as an executor cuvinot maintain an action againil himself, or

against a co-executor. the testator, by appointing the debtor an exe

cutor of his will, ditch .rocs the action, and consequently discharges

the debt. Still, however, when the creditor makes the debtor his

executor, it is to be considered but as a specific bequest or legacy,

devised to the debtor to pay the debt, and therefore, like other le

gacies, it is not to be paid or retained till tne debts are satisfied;

and if there are not assets for the payment of the debts, the execu

tor is answerable for it to the creditors. In this cafe, it is the fame

Whether the executor accepts or refuses the executorstvip. On the

other hand, if the debtor makes the creditor his executor, and the

creditor accepts the exccutorlhip, if there are assets, he may retain

his debt out of the assets, against the creditors in equal degree with

himself; but if there are not assei.s, he may sue the heir, where the

heir is bound. See V/anksord v. Wankford, I. Salk. 299. Selwin

v. Brown, 4th Bro. Cas. in Par. 179. For. 2f3- Vin. vol. £. p. ig3.

2. Eq. Cas. Abr. 461. note at (QJ.

(2) In the case os Smith v. Stafford, Hob. 216. the husband [Note 210.]

promised the wife before marriage that he would leave her worth

lool. The mairiage took effect, and the queilion was, whether

the marriage was a release of tne promise. All the judges but

Hobart were of opinion, mat, as tne action could not rile during the

marriage, the mania^e could not be a release of it. The doctrine

of this cafe seems to be admitted 1:1 the cafe of Gage v. Acton,

1. Salk. 325. 12. Mod. 290. The cafe there arose upon a bond

executed by the huiband to the wife before the marriage, with a

condition making it void if (he survived him, and he left her ioo^I.

Two of the judges were of opinion, that the debt was only sus

pended, as it was on a contingency which coald not by any pos

sibility happen during the marriage. But lord chief justice Holt

differed from them : he admitted that a covenant or promise by the

husband to the wife to leave her so much in case she survives him

is good, because it is only a future debt on a contingency which

cannot happen during the marriage, and that is precedent to the

debt; but that a bond debt was a present debt, and the condition

was not precedent, but subsequent, that made it a present duty ;

and the marriage was consequently a release of it. The case after-

Wards went into chancery. The bend was taken there to be the

agreement of the parties, and relief accordingly decreed. 2. Vtrn,

481. A like decree was mada in the caie of Cannel v. Buckle,

2. P. W. 243.

(3) If the olligsr make the obligee his executor, the obligee may re- [Note 211.]

tain ; bat that if not a^licable to the cajt put hut. Therefore he may

make.
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make an exc:utor at 17 ; tamen supra 89. b. it it said thai it is at

) 8. // jhoiddseem that the cafe h:re ii under/food of 1 7 complete, et

supra 89. or" 1 8 beginning; and thus tie passages agree. D'Avila

His. King of France is msjor at 14 beginning. Thus it seems that

puberty, nxibicb by the civil law holds fruit 14 to 18, is understood

of 18 beginning; and thus our law afreet ivitb the civil la-.u, im-

puberi non licet teilari before 17 complete, and 18 beginning. Lord

Nott. MSS.

[Note 212.] (1) To prevent maintenance, and the multiplying ofcontentions ("26?. 3.1

and suit-, it was an established maxim of llie common law, that no

possibility, right, title, or any other tiling that was not in possession,

could be granted cr assigned to strangers.—A right in action

could nat be transferred even by act oi Uvv ; nor was it considered

as transfeired to tta king by the general transferring words of au

act of attainder. (See trie marquis or Winchester's cafe, 5 Rep.

2. b.)—But a right or title to the freehold or inheritance of lands

might be released in five manners. 1. To the tenant of the

freehold in tact, or in law, without any privity.—2. To him in

remainder.—3. To him in reversion.— 4. To him who had right

only in respect of privity ; as, if the tenant were disseised, the lord,

notwithstanding the disseisin, might release his services to him.—5.

To him wi.o had privity only, though he had not the right; at, if

tenant in tail made a fcoffment in fee, after this feoffment no right

remained in him ; yet, in respect of the privity only, the donor might

releate to him the rent and services.—f>. So, it the terre-tenants

and the person entitled to the right or possibility joined in a grant

ot the lands, it would pass them to the grantee discharged trorn

the right or possibility. See 10. Rep. 49. b.—But the common

law is altered in the above instances in many respects.—On the as

signment of things in action, fee ante note 1. to p. 232. b. A con

tingent remainder in real estates can only be transferred by a sine

or a common recovery, in which the remainder man comes in upon

the voucher.—Contingent interelts in terms of years, and other

personal estates, have been held to be assignable by deed for a va

luable consideration. See mr. Fearne's hssay on Contingent Re

mainders. The passage in the text was cited by lord chief jultice

Trcvor, in delivering his opinion on the cafe of Arthur v. Boken-

ham, (Fkzgib. 234.) with an observation, that the doctrine laid

down there by Littleton had never been contradicted.

[Note 213.I (a) This doctrine was fully investigated in the case of Dormer

v. iortescue, Vin. vol. 18. sol. 413. 3. Atk. 135. Bro. Par.

Cas. v. 4. 353. 405. The case there was, that an estate was li

mited to the use ot A. tor 99 years, if he should so long live; and

alter his decease, or the sooner determination of the estate limited

to him for 99 years, to the use of trustees and their heirs, during

his life, upon trust to preserve the contingent remainders; and

atter the end or determination of that term, to the use of d.'s first

and other sons successively in tail male, with several remainders

over. A. having a ion, they joined in levying a sine and suffering

a.common recovery, in which the son was vouched. If the trus

tees took a verted estate of freehold during the lite of A. the re

covery was void, there not being a good tenant to the priecipc ;

but if they took only a contingent estate, the freehold was in the

Ion, and of course there was a good tenaut to the praxipe. Upon

this
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this point the cafe was argued in the court of king's bench, and

afterwards on appeal before the house of lords, where all the judges

were ordered to attend. Lord chief justice Lee, when the cause

Was heard in the king's bench, and lord chief justice Willes, in de

livering the opinion of the judges in the house of lords, entered

very fully into the distinction between contingent and vested re

mainders.—They seem to have laid down the following points.

That a remainder is contingent, either where the person co whom

it is limited is not /* ejse; or where the particular estate may de

termine before the remainder can take place: but that in every

cafe where the person to whom the remainder is limited is in tjse,

and is actually capable, or entitled to take on the expiration, or

sooner determination, of the particular estate, supposing that expi

ration, or determination, to take place at that moment, there the

remainder is vested. That the doubt arose, by not adverting to the

distinction between the different nature of the contingency, in those

cases where the remainder is limited to a person in ejse ; but the

title of the remainder man to take, depends on a collateral or ex

traneous contingency, which may or may not take place during

the continuance of the preceding estate ; and these cases where

the preceding estate may endure beyond the continuance of the

estate in remainder. Thus if an estate is limited to A. for life,

and after the death of A. and /. S. to B. for life, or in tail ; there,

during the life of /. S. the title of B. depends on the contingency

of I. S. dying in the lifetime of A. This being an event which

either may or may not take place during the continuance of the

preceding estate, B.'s estate is necessarily contingent. But then,

supposing /. S. to die ; still it remains an uncertainty whether B.'s

estate will ever take place in possession ; for if the remainder be

limited to B. for life; there if B. dies in A.'s lifetime, A.'s estate

would endure beyond the continuance of the estate limited in re

mainder. The fame would be the case if the remainder over were

limited to B. in tail, and B. was to die in A.'s lifetime without

issue.—Yet, in both cases, it was agreed that B. took, not a con

tingent but a vested remainder. Hence they inferred that it was

not the possibility of the remainders over never taking effect in

possession, but the remainder man's not having a capacity or title

to take, supposing the preceding estate at that instant lo expire,

or determine, and its being uncertain whether he ever will obtain

that capacity or title, during the continuance of the preceding

estate, that makes the remainder contingent. L^pon these grounds

they determined that the trustees took a vested n-mainder, and

that the recovery therefore was void. The doctrine established

in the case of Dormer and Fortefcue is laid down by sir E Iward

Coke, 10. Rep. 85.; where he, with great accuracy of expression,

observes, that where it is dubious and uncertain whether the use

or estate limited in future shall ever vest in interest or not, then the

use or estate is in contingency ; because, upon a future contingent,

it may either vest or never vest, as the contingent happens. And

see 1. Rep. 137. b.

[26 c. b. 1 (1) Ant. 186. it is laid down that a man may warrant more [Note 214.]

than pastes from him. In Fitzg. 234. lord chief-justice Trevor

observes, that the reason why the feoffment prevails against the fa

ther, is, that by the disseisin he had acquired possession, and mignt

make
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make a feoffment, and the operation of a feoffment is to bar suture

and contingent rights.

TNote 2I«. 1 (3) In tne king's bench, where the proceeding is by bill, the

bail is not bound in a certain sum to the plaintiff, but only under

takes that the defendant (hall pay the condemnation money, or ren

der his body to prison; so that they are but in the nature of jailors

to the defendant: but in the common pleas, the bail are bound to

the plaintiff in a certain sum. 5. Rep. 70. 10. Rep. 51.

[Note 216.] (1) These may be subdivided, with respect to the disseisor, into [266. a.]

that bare, naked, possession which he acquires by the disseisin, and

the estate by title which his heir acquires by the discern; and,

with respect to the disseisee, into that right of possession which he

can restore by entry, and the bare right which he can only recover

by action.

[Note 217. ] (1) tt may not, perhaps, be improper in this place, to attempt [266. b.l

a short explanation of some words familiar both in the ancient and L J

modern law. Seisin is a technical term denoting the completion

of that investiture by which the tenant was admitted into the te

nure, and without which no freehold could be constituted or pass.

It is a word common as well to the French as to the English law.

It is either in deed, which is, when the person has the actual seisin

or possession ; or in law, when after a discent the person on whom

the lands descend, has not actually entered, and the possession con

tinues vacant, not being usurped by another. When lands of in

heritance are carved into different estates, the tenant of the free

hold in possession, and the persons in remainder or reversion, are

equally in the seisin of the fee. But in opposition to what may be

termed the expectant nature of the seisin of those in remainder or

reversion, the tenant in possession is soid to have the actual seisin of

the lands. The fee is entrusted to him. By any act which amount*

to a dissaffirmance by him of the title of those in the reversion, he

forfeits his estate, and any act of a stranger which disturbs his estate

is a disturbance of the whole fee. Dijseijin seems to imply the

turning the tenant out of his fee, and usurping his place and rela

tion. It has been observed in a preceding note, that persons, ta

avail themselves of the remedy by aflise, frequently supposed or

admitted themselves to be disseised, when they were not; and that

this was called dijftifen by cieSion, in opposition to an ailual diffii-

f.n. To constitute an actual disseisin.it was necessary that the dis

seisor had not a right of entry; (or, to use the old law expression,

that his entry was not congcable ;) that the person disseised was,

at the time of the disseisin, in the actual pess .lion of the lands;

that the disseisor expelled him from them by some degree of con

straint or force; and that he substituted himself to be tenant to the

lord. But how this substitution was effected, it. is difficult, perhaps

impossible, now to discover. From what we know of the feudal

law, it does not appear how a disseisin could be effected without

the consent or connivance of the lord: yet we find, the relationship

of lord and tenant remained after the disseisin. Thus, after the

disseisin, the lord might release the rent and services to the <hT-

seisee; might avow upon him ; and, if lie died, his heir within age,

the lord was entitled to the wardship of the heir. See Luc

Sect. 45 4. and the commentary upon it. It should be observed,

(halt
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that a disseisin did not disturb rent issuing out of land, the seisii of

the rent being considered as a separate and distinct seisin from that

of the land. I. Rep. 133. b. A dijcontiituanci is the effect of a

disseisin, when, on certain events, the person disseised has lost hit

right of entry upon the disseisor, and can only recover by action.

The word freehold is now generally used to denote an estate for

life, in opposition to an estate of inheritance. Perhaps, in the old

law, it meant rather the latter than the former. It is known that

fees were held originally at the will of the lord ; then, for the life

of the tenant; that afterwards they were descendible to some par

ticular heirs of the body of the tenant; then, to all the heirs of his

body ; and that in succession of time the tenant had the complete

dominion or power over the fee. The word freehold always im

ported the whole estate of the feudatory, but varied as that varied.

Hence we find the freeholder represented the whole fee, did the

duty to the lord, and defended the possession against strangers.

See Feud. L. 1. tit. 25. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. Craig, lib. 2. tit. 2. 1. Inst.

31. 153. Litt. Sect. 59. 279. 592. Britton, cha. 32. and sir Ed.

Coke's Commentary upon those Sections ; and the cafe of Taylor

on the demise of Atkins v. Horde, 1. Burrow, 60, and post note 1,

to page 330. b.

(2) But a common recovery vests no freehold in deed or in law ["Note 218.]

before execution served. See Moor 141.

s26v. 2-.1 (') Re'eafes mav enure so"1- manner of ways.— 1st, Per mitttr [Note 210.]

L * " J le droit, where a person is disseised, and he releases to the disseisor

his heir or feoffee.—2d, Per milter h esate, viz. when two or more

are seised by a joint title of the same estate, as by a contract, or

by descent, as jointenanta or coparceners, and one of them releases

to the other, this enures per miner I'cstili.—^d, Per I'elarger, is

where the possession and inheritances are separated for a particular

time, and he who hath the reversion or inheritance, releases to the

tenant in possession all his right and interest. Such release is said

to enlarge his estate, and to be equal to an entry and feoffment,

and to amount to a grant and attornment.—4th, Per extinguijh-

■ ment, where the relcasee cannot have the thing fer mitter le droit,

yet the release shall enure by way of extinguishment against all

manner of persons; as when the lord grants the seigniory to liis te

nant, such releases absolutely extinguish the rent, Sec. although

the relcasee be only tenant tor life. Ant, 193. b. and see post.

273. b.

r /: _ fj. "j (l) If they grant a rent-charge os 20/. which in laiu amounts to a [Note 220. ]

t * " rent -charge ef 40 j. as tivo grants, fer otherwise r.on est cases. When

two tenants in common grunt a rent, that is,Jeiicral estates in one land,

andyit thiy areseveral grants, therefore quære of this diversity. Plo.

H>ue. pi. 315. contra. Lord Nott. MS.

(2) For Plowd. in his 2>uttrt 3 1 5. //" tenant for life grants rent, [Note 221.1

and the grantee purchases the re-vcrjion, the rent remains during the lift

cf the tenant/or life. Lord Nott. MS.

r„fLQ a "I (2) But the opinion of the 48. E. 3. 9. seems to the contrary; [Note 222.]

L *J because, when the tenant pleads the disicisin, to compel the lord to

avow upon him, it it strange that the lord, by his own act of ac

ceptance,
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ccptancc, should maintain his avowry, and destroy the feudal con.

tract. Gilb. Ten, 64. 65.

[Note 223.] (0 O™ tne continuance of the right of the entail in the tenant r26o b

in tail after a feoifment made by him, fee the cafe of lord Sheffield L ''

v. Radcliffe, Hob. 334. and fee Duncombe v. Wingfield, ibid.

252.

[Note 224.. ] (z) For the lord could not introduce the heir into the feud con

trary to the express alienation of the ancestor. Gilb. Ten. 67.

[Note 225.] (3) By acceptance of rent from the assignee, the lessor loses hi*

action of debt against the first lessee, but he may still maintain an

action of covenant against him. 1. Saund. 240, 241. 2. Saund.

302.

[Note 226.] (2) But this must be understood of a lease at common law; for P27O. a.

if it be so framed as to be a bargain and sale under the statute, the *■ '

possession is immediately executed in the lessee, so that no entry is

necessary. See the note page 271. b. and Cro. Car. 110. 2.Ven-

tris 35.

f_Note 227.] (3) By this passage it appears, that what sir Edward Coke ob

serves a few lines before, that a release which enures by enlarge

ment cannot work without a possession, must be understood to mean,

not that an actual estate in possession is necessary, but that a vested

interest suffices, for such a release to operate upon. By comparing

this with what is said in note 1. 271. b. of the operation of a lease

and release, it will be seen, that not only estates in possession, but

estates in remainder and reversion, and all other incorporeal here

ditaments, may be effectually granted and conveyed by lease and

release : but it is an inaccuracy to fay, that the releasee, in these

cases, is in the atlual possession of the hereditaments ; the right ex

pression is, that they are actually vested in him, by virtue of the lease

of possession, and the statute.

[Note 228.] (0 A tenant at will is he who enters and enjoys the land by the Po^q h

express or implied consent of the owner, without there being any «■ 7

obligation on the part either of the lessor or lessee to continue it

for any certain or determinate term. A trnant by sufferance is he

who, having entered and obtained possession by title, continues the

possession, after his title is ended, by the laches of the lessor. The

former is in by the consent of the owner ot' the lands; this creates

a privity between them. A tenant by sufferance is in only by the

laches of the owner; so that there is no privity between them.

Both these estates differ from that of a tenant from year to year,

the tenant of which may determine it at the end of any year ; but

after a new year is begun, the tenure cannot be determined either

by the lessor or lessee tiil the end of the year. See 1 . lord Ray

mond, 707, 708. 2. Salk. 413. 3. Salk. 222. if a person holds

by lease, and the term expires, the lease itself is notice of the ex

piration of the term, and the lessor may enter on the lessee without

further notice, unless for double rent, und:r the 4. Geo. 2. sect. 1.

in which case there must be a previous demand in writing. Where

the tenant holds by will, trie modern determinations are, that there

must be a previous notice ; but this notice varies according to the

custom
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custom of the place, and the nature of the hereditaments in

lease.

The editor has been savoured with the following note of an im

portant determination on this point. York, Lammas Affizes 1 773-

Rkhard Roe ex. D. Chr. Brown, against Ann Wilkinson. Eject

ment for two messuages and other premises at North Cow-

ton. Thomas Beaver proved that he, by the lessor of the plain

tiff's order, delivered a notice in writing to the defendant, on the

lotb of February, which notice he received from lessor of plain

tiff. The notice was as follows: " 10th February 1793. Ann

" Wilkinson, Take notice, that you are to quit and yield up the pos-

" session of the dwelling-house, stable, (hop, and coal-house, with

" their appurtenances, situate at North Cowton, which you rent

" under me, on the 13th day of May next. Yours, Chr. Brown."

Thomas Masterman deposed, that for 30 years he had been bailiff

at North AUerton, the market town for Cowton; that it was the

usage to give half a year's notice in case of lands, but had known

a great many given to quit houses at North AUerton at Candlemas

for May Day, and submitted to. This place is about eight miles

from North AUerton. Verdict for plaintiff, subject to judge Gould's

opinion. The question was, This being the case of a house and

buildings only, under 10 1. per annum, viz. only 5/. ft. per annum,

and the year expiring at May Day, old stile, Whether in an hold

ing from year to year, the above notice was sufficient, or whether

it ought not to have been given half a year before the expiration

of the year? zzd January 1774. Before judge Gould at hit

chambers, mr. Davenport for plaintiff argued, that a week's notice

to a tenant at will was sufficient, that the defendant was tenant ac

will; that the custom in London required only three months notice

for tenements under 10/. a-year; that the lame custom was in ge

neral observed every where; and it was reasonable and agreeable to

late determinations; that the custom of the country was in this cafe

proved in favour of plaintiff, and cited the following cafes ;

it. Hen. 8. so. 16—59. Year Book. Brook, title Leases, pi. 53.

Keilway, 163. Co. Lit. 68, See title Tenant at Will, 55. a. 69.

Allen, 4. Sir Thomas Bowes's cafe. z. Raymond, 1008. z. Jones,

Timberly and Gregg, and How. Salk. 413. 414. 3. Burrow,

J603. Timmins v. Rowfinson. Viner, 406. tit. Estate. Mr. Lee

for defendant, argued, there was not, according to modern determi

nations, any such estate as an estate at will ; every tenant being a

tenant for a year or more ; and that the rent was immaterial and

custam local ; and expatiated on the hardship of poor tenants, if

turned out on short notice; and cited Brook, tit. Leases, so. 61.

Yelverton, 73. 74. In April following, mr. justice Gould deliver

ed his opinion to mr. Davenport thus, " I have consulted all the

" other judges, and we are all of opinion that six months notice to

" quit is necessary in all cases, whether of houses or lands, under

" or above 5 /. ptr annum, unlesi where there is a particular custom

" to the contrary ; and the custom at North AUerton was too far

" distant from North Cowton to affect the inhabitants there, un-

" less proved to extend to that place also." Judgment for de

fendant.

a.l (1) This i» to be understood when there is no particular estate [Note 3z9]

in the land; but if there be a term in ijst, and one enters claimirg

(Z) the
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rhe term, he shall not be a disseifor, but an action of debt or waste

shall be agaiust him, and one may be executor dtson tort of a term*

3. Lev. 55.

[t'Jote ajo.} (3) P. 9. Car. C. B. on the argument es the case as Elundell er

Baugh, commonly called the Earl bs Nottingham s cast, justice Barclay

Jaid, that be ivhcm lord Coke calls in this place an abater, must be

taken for a disjcijtr, at he bad actual posstffion by the posftjjian os the

guardian. Lord Nott. MSS.—See Cro. Ca. ysz. Lilt. Rej>. yjz.

I. Vent- 55. 80.

[Note 231.] (1) Many reference* have been made, in the foregoing notes, fg^i, K'

to this part of the work, for some observation* on conveyances at ^

common law, and those which derive their effect fron» the statute

cfusKS. It appeared adviseable to collect them into one continued

note, that the difference betweea the two modes of conveyance

might appear in a stronger light; and to prevent a necessity of

frequently repeating those general principles and illustrations, which

otherwise must have been introduced on every occasion, where any

point of this nature seemed to require an explanation. On the

fame ground it seemed adviseable to anticipate some passages which

otherwise would have had a place in a subsequent part of the

Dotes.

I. FtorrttBttTi and chants wers the two chief modes used ift

she common law for transferring property. The most compre

hensive definition which can be given of a. seoffment, seems to be,

a conveyance ef corporeal hereditaments by delivery of the pos

session upon, or within view of, th* hereditaments conveyed. The.

delivery of the possession was made on, or within view of, the land,

that the other tenants of the lord might be wimesles to it. No-

charter of feoiFment was necessary : it only served as an authenti

cation of the transaction ; and when it was used, the lands were

supposed to be transferred, not by the charter, but by the livery,

which it authenticated. Soon after the Conquest, or perhaps to

wards the end of the Saxoa government, all estates were called1

fees. The original and proper import of the word seoffment is, the

grant of a fee . It came afterwards to signify, a grant with livery

ef seisin of a free inheritance to a man and his heirs, more respect

being had to the perpetuity, than the feudal tenure of the estate

granted. In early times, after the Conquest, charters of seoffment

Were various in point of form. In the time of Edward I. they be

gan to be drawn up in a more uniform style. The more ancient

©f them generally run with the words dedi, concejji, or donavi. It

Was not till a later period thatsecffwvi came into use. The more

ancient feoffments were also usually made in consideration of, or

for, the homage and service of the feoffee, and to hold of the

feoffor and his heirs. But after the statute quia emptores, feoffments

were always made to hold of the chief lords of the fee, without the

words pro homagh etser-vitio. Sir Edward Coke mentions in page

6. a. that there are eight necessary parts in a seoffment. The fifth,

sixth, and seventh of these are not to be found in many of the an

cient charters. When the land comprised in the seoffment de

scended from the ancestor, or by ulage retained the property of the

ancient bock-land, of not being alienable from the kindred, the

ancient feoffments were often expressed ed be made wiu the assent

of
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of the seofffer's wise, his heir or his heirs. In ancient charters

there was inserted a general warranty : in that, the phrase was

much varied. The oath of the party was often added to it, and

sometimes a clause, that if the feoffor's title was evicted, he should

give other lands of equal value. Sometimes these clauses extended

to a second eviction ; and sometimes the feoffor obliged himself, if

he should make default in warranting the lands granted, to make

restitution to the feoffee. The proper limitation of a feoffment is

to a man and his heirs ; but feoffments were often made of condi

tional fees (or of estate tail, as they are now called) and of life

estates; to which may be added, feoffments of estates given in.

frankmarriage and frankalmoigne. To make the feoffment com

plete, the feoffor used to give the feoffee seisin of the lands: this is

what the feadists called investiture. It was often made by sym

bolical tradition ; but it was always made upon, or within view

of, the lands. When the king made a feoffment, he issued his writ

to the sheriff, or some other person, to deliver seisin: other great

men did the same. This gave rife to powers of attorney. (See

the preface to Mr. Madox's Formulare.) A grant, in the original

signification of the word, is a conveyance or transfer of an incor

poreal hereditament. As livery of seisin could not be had of in

corporeal hereditaments, the transfer of them was always made by

writing, in order to produce that notoriety in the transfer of them,

which was produced in the transfer of corporeal hereditaments, by

delivery of the possession. But, except that a feoffment Was used

for the transfer of corporeal hereditaments, and a grant was used

for the transfer of incorporeal hereditaments, a feoffment and a grant

did not materially differ. Such was the original distinction be

tween a feoffment and a grant. But, from this real difference in,

their subject matter, a difference was supposed to exist in their op--

raiicn. A feoffment visibly operated on the possession; a grant could

only operate on the right of the party conveying. Now, as pos

session and freehold were synonymous terms, no person being con

sidered to have the possession of the lands but he who had himself,

or held for another, at least an estate of freehold in them, a con

veyance which was considered as transferring the possession, must

necessarily be considered as transferring an estate of freehold ; or,

to speak more accurately, as transferring the whole fee. But this

reasoning could not apply to grants; their essential quality being

that of transferring things which did not lie in possession ; they

therefore could only transfer the right; that is, could only transfer

that estate which the party had a right to convey. It is in thii

fense we .ire to understand the expressions which frequently occur

in our law-books, where they describe a feoffment to be a tortious,

■ and a grant to be a rightful, conveyance. Thus, from a difference

in the quality of the hereditaments conveyed by those two modes

of conveyance, a difference has been considered to exist in their"

c;-. ration. A great part of Mr. Knowler's celebrated argument in

the case of Taylor on the demise of Atkins v. Horde, turns on this

distinction. See i. Burr. 93. This appears to have been the out

line of conveyances at the common law.

II. The introduction of usts produced a great revolution in the

transfer and modification of landed property. Without entering

into a minute discussion of the difference betwern uses at common

law, and uses since the statute of 27. H. 8. it is sufficient to stare

the following circumstances. Uses at the common law were, in

( Z 3 ) most.
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fNote 231.] most respects, what trusts are now. When a feoffment was made [271,

to uses, the legal estate was in the feoffee. He filled the possession,

did the feudal duties, and was, in the eye of the law, the tenant of

the fee. The person to whose use he was seised, called by the law-

writers the ctstuy que u/e, had the beneficial property of the lands,

had a right to the profits, and a right to call upon the feoffee to

convey the estate to him, and to defend it against strangers. This

right at first depended on the conscience of the feoffee: if he with

held the profits from the ctstuy qui use, or refused to convey the

estate as he directed, the eejivy que use was without remedy. To

redress this grievance, the writ of subpœna was devised, or rather

adopted from the common -law courts, by the court of chancery, to <

oblige the feoffee to attend in court, and disclose his trust, and then,

the court compelled him to execute it. Thus uses were established.

—They were not considered as issuing out of, or annexed to the

land, as a rent, a condition, or a right of common; but as a trust

reposed in the feoffee, that he should dispose of the lands, at the

discretion of the ctstuy que u/t, permit him to receive the rents, and ■

in all other respects have the beneficial property of the lands. Yet'

an use, though considered to be neither issuing out of nor annexed

to the land, was considered to be collateral to it, or rather as col

lateral to the possession of the feoffees in it, and of those claiming

that possession under them. Hence the disseisor, abater, or intruder

of the feoffee, or the tenant in dower, or by the courtesy of a feof

fee, or the lord entering upon the possession by escheat, were not

seised to an use, though the estates in their hands were subject to

rents, commons and condition}. They were considered as coming

in by a paramount and extraneous title} or, as it i> called in the

law, in the post, in contradistinction from those who, claiming under

the feoffee, were said to be in the ter. Thus between the feoffee

and ceftuy que u/e, there was a confidence in the person and privity

in estate. (See Chudleigh's case, 1. Rep. izo. and Burgess and

Wheat, 1. Bla. 1*3.) But this was only between the feoffee and

etstuy que u/e. To all other persons the feoffee was as much the

real owner of the see, as if he did not hold it to the use of another.

He performed the feudal duties; bit wife was intitled to dower;

bit infant heir was in wardship to the lord ; and, upon kit attainder,

the estate was forfeited. To remedy these inconveniencies, the sta

tute of 27. H. 8. was passed, by which the possession was divested

out of the persons seised to the use, and transferred to the ctstuy

que u/t. For, by that statute, it is enacted, that, « when any person

" (hall be seised of any lands to the use, confidence, or trust of any

•' other person or persons, by reason of any bargain, sale, feoffment,

" fine, recovery, contract, agreement, will, or otherwise; then,

" and in every such case, the persons having the use, confidence,

" or trust, should from thenceforth be deemed and adjudged in

" lawful seisin, estate, and possession of and in the lands, in the fame

« quality, manner, and form, as they had before in the use."

ill. There seems to be little doubt, but that the intention of the

legislature, in passing this act, was utterly to annihilate the exist-.

ence of uses, considered as distinct from the possession. But they

have been preserved under the appellation of trusts. The courU

hesitated much before they allowed them under this new name.

On the one hand, it had clearly been the intent of the legislature

to destroy them, while they continued uses at the common law;. on

the other hand, motives of equity, or rather of compassion, and the

general tent of the nation, pleaded strongly in their savour. The

f liner
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Utter prevailed. Thus (to use the expression of lord Hardwicke,

1. Atk. 591-) a statute made upon great consideration, and intro

duced in a solemn and pompous manner, has had no other effect

than to add, at most, three words to a conveyance. Besides this

— one of the chief inconveniencies produced by trusts, was, the

secret method they afforded for the transfer of property.—The sta

tute intended to restore the notoriety of the old common-law con

veyances. So far from effecting it, the existence and transfer of

fiduciary, or trust estates has continued. Secret mooes op

tk.ANSFER.Rinc the possession itself have been discovered,

and have totally superseded that notorious and public mode of

transferring property, which the common law required, and the

statute intended to restore; and many modifications or

LIMITATIONS OP REAL PROPERTY have been tXTXQDUCEI) lit

consequence of Tn£ statvte op V3EI, which the common law

did not admit. An attempt will be made to give the reader a suc

cinct view of these points, by some observations : First, on the

nature of the estates of the feoffee and the ailuy que use, since the

statute of uses : Secondly, on the limitations and modifications of

landed property unknown to the common law, which have been

introduced under the statute of uses : Thirdly, on the mode by

which conveyances to uses operate : Fourthly, on the doctrine of

powers deriving their effect from the statute of uses : Fifthly, on

vies not executed by the statute It is to be premised, that what

is here said of a feoffee to uses, is equally to be understood of a re-

leasee, conusee, or recoveror, who stands seised to uses.

III. 1. At 10 the ejlalts of thefeoffee and the cefiuy que use;—the sta

tute unites the possession to the use, so that the \ery instant the use

is raised, the posse ilion is joined to it ; and the use. and the posses-

lion are thereupon immediately consolidated, and become convert

ible terms. Thus, had all uses been vested either in possession or

in right, no estate or interest of any kind could have been left in

the feoffee. But uses are frequently limited in contingency, to

serve which, as. they come in ijse, it is necessary that there should

be a seism somewhere. When this case was first considered by the

sawyers, it was found difficult to dilcover any mode of reasoning

consistent with the system generally received on the doctrine of uses,

by which that seisin could be supposed to exist any where; or what

the precise nature of it was. This was the great difficulty in

Chudleigh's case. There the following case was put: Suppose a

Jeoffmcnt is made lo the use ot A. during his life, remainder to the

use of his sons successively in tail, .and, for want of such issue, to

the use of B. in fee; is there any, and what seisin, to serve the use*

limited to the sons of A. f—in whom does that seisin exist ?—and

how does it operate ? Upon this point the judges seem, by the ac

counts which have come to us of that case, particularly sir Edward

Coke's and lord chief justice Popham's, to have held very different

opinions. All agreed, that to the execution of an use under the

statute,, it was indispensably necessary that there should be a person

lei red to the use; an use in possession, reversion, or remainder; and

a cestuy que use in esse. From nbefe positions some of the judges

in that case inferred, that the whole uie was executed in A. and B.

va a manner that left nothing of the ancient seisin in the feoffees ;

and that the contingent use, when it. came in esje, was executed out

ti the first livery, and the original estate of the feoffees. Others

fccld, that an aHual ettaie in remainder was vested in the feoffees, to

/! (Z3) serv*
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[ Note 23 1.] serve the contingent uses as they arose. But both these system* j* 27 1, b.

were found to be open to unanswerable objections. For, with re- *" *

spect to the first, one of the requisites indispensably necessary to the

execution of an use, under the statute, is, that there must be a per

son seised to the use, at the time of the execution of it. Now, if

the whose original seisin was divested out of the feoffees, there would

not, when the son of A. was born, be any person seised to his usej

•—or, in other Words, there could be no seisin to that use. ThU

would make the estates limited to the sons of A. and all other con

tingent remainders, void in their creation, for want of a seisin to

feed them, when they come in esse.—With respect to the latter sy

stem,—it is to be observed, that under the limitations upon which

the case arose, A. took an estate for life in possession, and B. took

an estate in remainder in fee ;—and that, previous to the birth of

A.'s children, there was no use vested in any person which separat

ed those two estates. Those uses, therefore, were commensurate to

the whole fee, and admitted no opening for any intermediate vest

ed use. Besides, the scoffer neither limited, nor intended to limit,

any such intermediate use to the feoffees. Thus, on one hand, the

objection to supposing that nothing of the old seisin remained in the

feoffees; on the other, the objection to supposing that any use or

legal estate remained in them, made it difficult to conceive what

estate or seisin could be in them, to serve the contingent use. To

clear up this difficulty it was observed, that the possession was not

executed by the statute, but in the fame manner, and to the fame

extent, in which the use was limited. Now, in the case we have

mentioned, the use was limited, and consequently the possession ex

ecuted, to the use of A. during his life, remainder to B. in fee, but

subject to the fcffibility of A.'s having sons, and their becoming in-i

titled to the use, and consequently to the possession, for an estate or

estates in tail. Thus, dunng the suspence of the. contingent use,

the feoffees had a possibility of possession, untouched and unaffected

by the statute, as there was no use in ijse to which it could be exe

cuted. The moment the use came in ejse, the feoffees would be

entitled at common law to the possession, to the use, or, as we should

now call it, in trust for the ceftuy que use ; but by the operation of

the statute, the possession is instantaneously divested from the feof

fees, and executed in the ctfiity. qut uft. Thus, by supposing a pos

sibility of seisin, but no actual seisin or use to remain in the feoffee*

during the suspence of the contingent use, a sufficient seisin is pro

vided to serve the contingent use when it comes in eft, without in

terfering with, or breaking in upon, the legal fee III. 2. With

respect to the limitations and modifications of landed property, un

known to tht common lain, •which have beta introduced under the sta

tute of uses ; the principal of these are known by the general ap

pellation of springing or secondary uses. No estate could be li

mited upon or after a fee, though it were a base or a qualified fee;

nor could a fee cr estate of freehold be made to cease as to one

person, and to vest in another, by any common-law conveyance.

But there are instances where, even by the common law, these se

condary estates seem to have been allowed, when limited, pv rather,

when declared, by way of use. See Jenk. Cent. 8. case 52. After

the statute of uses, the judges seem to hive long hesitated whether

they ssiould receive them, in Chudleigh's cafe it was strongly con

tended, tiiat it would be wrong to make " any estate of freehold

" and inheritance lawfully vested, t« cease as to one, and to vest

« ia
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*' in others against the rule of law, and that no estates should be

" raised by way of use but those which could be raised by livery of >

*' seisin at the common law." The courts, however, admitted

them. After they were admitted, it was found necessary to cir

cumscribe them within certain bounds; because, when an estate in

fee simple is first limited, there is no method by which the first

taker can bar or destroy the secondary estate, as it is not affected

cither by a fine or common recovery. It is now settled, that when

an estate in foe simple is limited, a subsequent estate may be limit

ed upon it, if the event upon which it k to take place be such, thr.t

if it does happen, it must necessarily happen within the compass of

one or more life or lives in being, and 21 years and some months

over. It was long before the courts agreed npon this period. In *

Sockworth v. Thi-rkill, 1. Collect. lurid. 332. lord Mansfield men

tioned that it was not settled till his time. It is observed in note 5.

to p. io. a. " that this period was not arbitrarily prescribed by our

courts of justice with respect to the limitation of personal estates,

but wisely and reasonably adopted in analogy to the cases of free

hold and inheritance, whkh cannot be limited by way of remain-

tier, so as to postpone a complete bar of the entail, by fine or reco

very, for a larger space." The same analogy has been observed

with respect to these secondary fees, when limited upon an estate in

fee simple. But the reason which induced the courts to adopt this

analogy, with respect to these estates when United upon an estate

in see simple, does not hold when they are limited upon or after an

estate in tail; because, when they are limited upon or after an estate

in tail, the tenant in tail, by suffering a common recovery before

the event takes place, bars or defeats the secondary estate, and ac

quires the fee simple absolutely discharged from it. See Page v.

Haywood, 2. Salic 570. 1. Lev. 3J. Goodman v. Coo':,

z. Sid. 102. Hence, if the secondary estates we are speaking os,

are limited upon or after an estate in tail, they may be limited ge

nerally, without restraining or confining the event or contingency

upon which they are to take place, to any period. Thus, if an

estate be limited to A. and his heirs; and if £. (a person in ejsi)

dies, without leaving any issue of his body living at the time of his

decease; or having such issue, if all of them die before any of them

attain the age of 21 years, then to C. and his heirs; here the limi

tation to C. is limited after a previous limitation in fee simple; and

it is a good limitation, because the event, upon which it is to take

place, must, if it does take place,' necessarily take place within the

period of a life in being, and 2i years and a few months. But if

the estate were limited to A. and his heirs; and after the decease

of B. and a total failure of heirs or heirs male of the body os S. to

C. and his heirs ; here, as the secondary use is limited after a pre

vious limitation in fee simple, and the event on which the see li

mited to C. is to take place is not such as must necessarily happen

within the period we are speaking of, (for B. may have issue, and

that issue not sail till many years after the expiration of 2 1 years

after B.'s decease), the limitation to C and his heirs is void. But

suppose the estates were limited to A. for life, then to trustees and

their heirs during his life, for preserving contingent remainders ;

then to A.'i first and other sons successively in tail male; with se

veral remainders over; with a proviso, that if B. dies, and there

should be a total failure os heirs or heirs male of his body, the uses

limited to A. and his sons, and the remainders over, (hall determine,

( Z4; and
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[Note *3I.] and the lands remain and go over to C. and his heirs; here the I'-f27I,

rnitation to C. and his heirs is limited upon or after previous limi- *■ '

tations for life, or in tail ; and the event upon which it is so to take

effect, may possibly not happen till after a period of one or more

life or lives in being, and 21 years. But so far as it is limited on

an event which may happen during the continuance either of one

or more life or lives in being, it is within the bounds we have men-

tioned ; and so far as it is limited upon an event which may hap

pen during the continuance of the estate of the tenants in tail, or

after them, the first tenant in tail in possession by suffering a reco

very, before the event happens, may bar the limitations over, and

thereby acquire an estate in fee Ample; and therefore the limita

tion over to C. and his heirs, is good. III. 3. With respect to the

mode by ixibicb conveyance! to uses operate. It is to be observed, that

to raile an use under the statute, the possession or seisin to serve the

use must be in some person distinct from the ceflity sue use; the sta

tute requiring that the person seised to the use, and the person to

whom the use is limited, should be different persons; so that if the

possession is conveyed, and the use limited to the fame person, at

least if the use is limited in fee simple, that is not an use executed

by the statute, but the party is in by the common law. For the sta

tute of uses mentions those cases only, where " any person or per-

■*• sons stand seised to the use of any other person or persons,"

Thus in the case of Jenkins v. Young, Cro. Car. 231. 245. land*,

"were given to two, babtndum to the use of them and the heirs of

their two bodies: It was argued, that the estate out of which the

'use should rise, was but for their lives, and that therefore, on the

death of the cestuyt que trie, the use limited upon their estate was

determined : but the court held, that where an estate is limited to

■ one, and the use to a stranger, the use should not be more than the

estate out of which it was derived ; but that when the limitation is

to two, babenduvt to the use of them and the heirs of their bodies,

it was no limitation of the use, nor was the use to be executed by

the statute. So in Gilb. Rep. p. 17. it is expressly said, that isa

fine be levied to a man and his heirs, to the use of him and his

heirs, he (hall take by the common law, and not by way of ose.

And see Dyer 186. and Ant. 22. b. and Bac. Uses, ed. 1785.

p. 63. Com. 313. Skin. 209. Now the possession or seisin on .

which the use is declared, must either remain in the party, ot be

transferred to seme third person. This is the meaning of those

passages in the books, where it is said that uses are either raised hy

transmutation of the possession, or without such transmutation. A

bargain and sale, and a covenant to stand seised, operate on the pos

session of the bargainor or covenantor. A feoffment, fine, and

common recovery, operate on the possession os the feoffee, conusec,

ot recoveror. A lease and release has a mixt operation ; the lease

having the operation of, and being in fact, a bargain and sale

under the statute, and the estate of the releasee being extended or

enlarged to an estate of inheritance by the operation of the release

at the common law. For with respect, first, to a bargain and sale,

and a covenant to stand seised ; a bargain and sale is considered as

a real contract, whereby the bargainor for some pecuniary conside

ration bargains and sells, that is, contracts to convey the lands to

the bargainee. A covenant to stand seised to uses, is where a man

covenants to stand seised of them to the use of his wife, his child,

or kinsman. But it is to be observed, that the words bargain and

sell,
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fell, are not appropriated to the former, nor the words covenant to

stand seised, appropriated to the latter of these conveyances. If a

person for a pecuniary consideration covenants to stand seised to the

use of the purchaser, it is a bargain and sale, and if inrolled, is valid

and effectual, as a bargain and file under the statute of uses, to con

vey the estate to the purchaser. In the. fame manner, if a person

for natural love and affection bargains and fells his lands to the use

of his wife, it is a covenant to stand seised, and as such without in*

rollment, vests the estate in the wife. 7. Rep. 40. b. 2. Inst. 672.

1. Leo. ac. 1. Vent. 137. 1. Mod. 175. 2. Lev. 10. In the

case of a bargain and sale, the bargainer stands seised to the use of

the bargainee ; in the case of a covenant to stand seised, the cove

nantor stands seised to the use of the parties intended to be benefit

ed. In both, the possession or seisin remains in the party; and the

statute draws it from them, and executes ic in the ctftuys jut u/t.

Secondly, with respect to a feoffment, fine, and common recovery;

the transfer or transmutation of the possession from the feoffor, co-

nusor, and recoveree to the feoffee, conusee, or recoveror, is effect

ed solely by the operation of these conveyances or assurances at the

common law ; and if the use is declared to the feoffee, conusee, or

recoveror. in see simple, the conveyance is completed at the com

mon law, in the fame manner as if the statute of uses had never

passed. It is only when the use is declared to a third person, that

the statute has any operation ; and then, by the operation of the

statute, the possession previously transferred or transmuted to the

feoffee, conusee, or recoveror, by the operation of the feoffment, fine,

and common recovery, at the common law, is divested from the

feoffee, conusee, or recoveror, and vested in the ttfiuji jut ust br

the statute. Thirdly, as to the conveyance by lease and release.

The form of that conveyance is originally derived to ns from the

common law, and it is necessary to distinguish in what respect it

operates as a common-law conveyance, and in what it operates un

der the statute of uses. At the common law, where the usual mode

of conveyance was by feoffment with livery of seisin, if there was

a tenant in possession, so that livery could not be made, the rever

sion was granted, and the tenant attorned to the reversioner. At

by this mode the reversion or remainder of an estate might be con

veyed without livery, when it depended on an estate previously

existing, it was natural to proceed one step further, and to create a

particular estate for the express and sole purpose of conveying tha

reversion; and then, by a surrender or release, either of the parti

cular estate to the reversioner, or of the reversion to the particular

tenant, the whole fee vested in the surrenderee or releasee. It was

afterwards observed, that there was no necessity to grant the rever

sion to a stranger; and that if a particular estate was made to the

person to whom it was proposed to convey the fee, the reversion

might be immediately released to him; which release, operating by

way of enlargement, would give the releasee the see. In all these

cases, the particular estate was only an estate for years; for at the

.common law, the ceremony of livery of seisin is as necessary to

create an estate of freehold, as it is to create an estate of in

heritance. Still an actual entry would be necessary on the part of

the particular tenant; for, without actual possession, the lessee is not

capable of a release, operating by way of enlargement. But this

necessity of entry for the purpose of obtaining the possession, was

superseded, or made unnecessary, by the statute of uses: for, by that

statute, the possession was immediately transferred to the tejluy 5 ut
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[Note 331.] tfti so that a bargainee under that statute is as much in possession, \i^\, b,

and as capable of a release before or without entry, as a lessee is at •• * "*

the common Jaw after entry. All, therefore, that remained to be

done, to avoid, on the one hand, the necessity of livery of seisin

from tKe grantor, and, on the other, the necessity of an actual

entry on the part of the grantee, was, that the particular estate

(which, for the reasons abovementioned, should be an estate for

years) fliould be so framed, as to be a bargain and sale within the

statute. Originally it was .made in such a manner as to be both a

lease at the common law, and a bargain and sale under the statute.

But as it is held, that where conveyances may operate both by the

common law and statute, they (half be considered to operate by the

common law, unless the intention of the parties appears to the con

trary, it became the practice to insert among the operative words,

the words bargain andjalt, (in fact, it is more accurate to insert no

other operative words), and to express that the bargain and sale or

lease is made to the intent and purpose, that thereby, and by the

statute of uses, the lessee may be capable of a release. The bar

gain and sale, therefore, or the lease for a year, as it is generally

called, operates, and the bargainee is in the possession, by the sta-

tuce. The release operates by enlarging the estate or possession of

the bargainee to a fee : this is at the common law, and if the use

be declared to the rcleasee in fee simple, it continues an estate at

the common law; but if the use is declared to a third person, the

statute again intervenes, and annexes or transfers the possession of

the releasee to the use of the person to whom the use is declared.

It has been said, that the possession of the bargainee, under the lease,

is not so properly merged in, as enlarged by the release : but, at

events, it does not, after the release, exist distinct from the estate

passed by the release. As the operation of a lease and release de

pends upon the lease, or bargain and sale, the grantor must be a

person capable, at law, of being seised to an use, otherwise the re

lease will be void for want of possession in the releasee. By some

very respectable authorities it has been said that a corporation can

not be seised to an use. Fop. 72. 1. Co. Rep.*i27. a. Bacon

Stat. of Uses 347. PIo. 102. 538. Jenk. Cent. 195. 2. Vez. 399.

Gilb. Uses 5. 170. 285. Shep. Touchs. 508. A contrary doc

trine, so far as relates to the conveyances of corporations by bar

gain and sale, seems to be laid down in fir Tho. Holland v. £onis.

1. Leo. 183. 2. Leo. 121. 3. Leo. 1?;. And see 13. H. 7.

sol. 9. pi. 5. To avoid doubt upon this subject, it seems adviseable

that corporations should convey by feoffment, or by a lease and re

lease, with an actual entry by the lessee, previous to the release;

aster which the release will pass the reversion. Ic may also be ob

served, that, in exchanges, if one of the parties die before the ex

change is executed by entry, the exchange is void. Ant. 50. b.

But if the exchange be made by lease and release, this inconve

nience is prevented, as the statute executes the possession without en

try, and all incidents annexed to an exchange, at common law, will

be preserved.——III. 4. The next consideration is, upon the doc

trine of powers deriving their effect frtm thestatute as u/et ; but the

nature of these notes requires, that what is laid on this head should

be confined to some general observations upon the mode by which

powers operate ; and the relation which the deeds by which they

are executed, bear to the deeds by which they are created. As to.

the first, all powers of this kind are, in fact, powers of revocation

and appointment; indeed, every declaration of an use may, in some

respect.
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respect, be considered as an appointment of the use or uses to which

the feoffee is to stand seised : but the word appointment is general

ly applied to those cases, where either the power of appointment it

first reserved, or given, with a subsequent limitation of uses, to take

place until, and in default of the appointment; or where the uses

are first limited, and a power is afterwards given to some person to

limit other uses. As the uses limited under this power cannot operate

but by the postponing, abridging, or defeating the prior uses, it is

usual in some cases, to precede the power of appointment by a power

of revocation. But this is immaterial. The powers of leasing,

jointuring, charging, selling, and exchanging, usually inserted in

marriage settlements, are powers of revocation and appointment.

All of them postpone, abridge, or defeat, in a greater or less degree.

the previous uses and estates, and appoint new uses in their stead.

As soon as the uses created by them spring up, they draw to them

the estate of the feoffee ; and the statute executes the possession.

But it must be observed, that these powers do not operate as a con.

veyance of the possession of the estate, but as a limitation of the use.

Hence, if a person, having a power of appointment, appoints the

estate to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs, the use is

executed in A. and his heirs, and B. takes only an equitable fee.

Thus, suppose a marriage settlement framed in the usual manner,

and with the usual power of selling and exchanging reserved to the

feoffees; in these cafes, it is sometimes expressed, that it shall bs

lawful for the feoffees to grant, bargain, fell, and convey. But,

whatever are the words made use of, they can only operate as a limi-

taiion of the use; and the vendee will take the legal estate. If the

feoffees make a conveyance by lease and release, there is no doubt

but it will be effectual ; it will operate, however, as an appointment;

the releasee will take the legal estate, and if the release is made to

uses, the intended ctfluyt que use will have only equitable estates.

To explain this more fully, it is to be observed, that, those uses

which are not vested either in possession or right, immediately on

the execution of the deed, are termed future uses, and are said to

arise, either by the act of God, or the act of the party. Mr. Booth

in his printed opinion, at the end of Mr. Hill yard's edition of

Sheppard's Touchstone, gives an explanation of this distinction,

which, if his expressions are understood in the sense, in which it is

evident he intended using them, will be found perspicuous and ex

act. " It is wholly immaterial," he fays, " how, or by what

" means, the future use comes in esse; whether by means of some

*' event provided for, in case it happened, in the creation of the

" uses, which event may be called the act of God ; or by means

*' of some work performed by any certain person, . for which pro-*

" vision was likewise made, in the creation of the uses, which may

" be called the act of man ; in either cafe, the statute operates the

" fame way ; for the instant the future use comes in else, either by

" the act of God, or by the act of man, the statute executes the

" possession to the use, and the cestuy que use is deemed to have

" the fame estate in the lands as is marked out in the use, by the

" deed that created it. When the use arises from an event pro-

" vided for by the deed, it is called a suture, a contingent, an

•' executory use ; when it arises from the act of some agent or

** person nominated in the deed, it is called, a use arising from

" the execution of a power. In truth both are future or con-

- tingent uses, till the act is done ; and afterwards they are, by

pijHnqfcByys ** tht
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[Note 231.] " tne operation of the statute, actual estates. But till done, they P--^

- are in suspence, the one depending on the will of heaven whether *■ '

44 the event shall happen or not, the other on the will of man.

44 Whilst these last are in suspence, they are called powers." Ac

cording to this explanation, the uses raised by limitation* to first

and other sons, or to such first or only son who shall attain twenty-

one, or to the survivor of A. and B. or to the right heirs of /. S.

or to C. if A. dies in the life-time of B. tec. lee. are all uses arising

by the act of God ; as they are events, designated by the origi

nal deed, but which, though designated by the party, depend for

their effect, on the will of Providence. On the other hand, where

there are limitations to such uses as A. shall appoint, or to such of

the children of A. as A. shall appoint ; or, where a power is given

to A. to jointure, to charge with portions, to mortgage, to lease,

to fell, or to exchange ; in all these cases, the persons, and the

estates and interests are to be designated by the party. He de

signates the persons, the children, the mortgagee, the lessee, the

vendee, and exchangee. These, therefore, are said to arise by the

act of the party. From this explanation it is evident, that, there

is no material difference, in the quality of the uses ; the difference

is, in the act, which produces them. In the latter cafe, the party-

has the power of raising them, and it is in that fense, that the word

power is used in this place, ^ow, if an estate is conveyed to A.

and his heirs, to the use of B. for Use, remainder to his first and

ether font, successively, in tail male ; upon the birth of the first son,

the possession is executed in him by the statute. Suppose the estate

were conveyed to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. for life, remainder

to such use* generally, or to such son of B. as B. shall appoint, and

B. appoints to the use of his first son. Immediately upon the ap

pointment, the use is executed in the son. Then how does this

appointment operate i Clearly not as a conveyance. For B. had

only a life estate, and consequently could not convey an estate tail,

to his own son ; it operates therefore as a designation of the per

son to take the use : his right to make this designation is termed a

power of appointment, the exercise of it is termed an appoint

ment, the person taking under it is termed the appointee. This

may be made more clear, by considering how it would have stood

on a limitation of uses at common law, before the statute of uses.

Till that statute, a conveyance to A. and his heirs, to the use of B.

for life, with remainder to such uses, or to such of his sons, as he

should appoint, was tantamount to what now is a conveyance unto

and to the use of A. and his heirs, in trust for B. for life, remainder in

trust for such persons, or for such of his sons, as he shall appoint.

When, at common law, an appointment was made, to the use of

the first son, the trustee stood seised at common law, to the use, or,

as we should now call it, in trust, for that first son ; he thereupon

became the testuy qui trufi. Since the statute has executed the use,

where the son takes under an appointment of this nature, the use is

executed in him, and he is the ctstuy'qm use. Thus, at the common

hw, an appointment operated to substitute one ttstuj que trust in the

room of another. Since the statute, an appointment operates to

substitute one etftuy qui use in the room of another. The conclusion

is, that, wherever a party, having a legal estate, conveys it to a

person and his heirs, to such uses as that person or any other per

son shall appoint, and an appointment is made, it operates not as a

conveyance of the land, but as an appointment of the use, and

consequently
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consequently the appointee takes the use or legal estate. There-

sore, as has been observed before, if a person, having a power os

appointment, appoints to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his

heirs, the legal estate is in A. In the fame manner, if a person

having a power of selling and exchanging, conveys the estate to

A. and his heirs, to the use of H. and his heirs, the legal estate

is equally in A, by the exercise of the power. It is generally

true, that the use created under the power takes effect in the fame

manner, as if in the deed containing the power, it had been insert

ed instead of the power: thus, suppose an estate conveyed to the use

of A. for life, remainder to such uses as B. should appoint, and in

default of appointment, to the use os B. and his heirs : B. appoints

the estate to C. for life ; remainder to his first and other Ions in

tail male. After this appointment is maderit is the (ame as if the

estate had been originally limited to the use of A. for life, remain

der to the use of C. for life, remainder to C.'s first and other son*

in tail male; remainder to B. and his heirs. So, if the estate is

limited to A. for life ; remainder to the use of his first and other sons

in tail male, with power to A. to appoint a rent charge to his wife,

with usual remedies and a term of years for securing the same,

and to charge the estate with portions, and to create a term of

years for securing the same, and he exercises these powers; it is

the fame, as if, in the original settlement, the estate had been li

mited, to the use of A, lor life, remainder to the use and intent

that the wife might receive her jointure and distrain, and enter

upon and take possession of the estate, in case the same should be

in arrear ; and, subject thereto, to the use of trustees for a term of

years for further securing the rent charge ; remainder to the use

that the lands in question may be charged with portions, and sub

ject thereto, to the use of trustees for a term of years for raising

the portions ; remainder to A.'s first and other sons successively in

tail male. The relation therefore which the deed by which thu

power of appointment is executed, has to the deed by which the

power is created, holds so far as the use thus appointed derives its

effect from, and is served by or out of, the original seisin os the

conusee, recoveror, feoffee, or releasee; and as it precedes and

takes place of all the uses limited subsequent or subject to the

power. In this fense it clearly has a relation to the deed by

which it is raised. But it has no other relation in point of time-.

In the cafe of the duke of Marlborough v. lord Godolphin, 2 \cz.

61. lord Sunderland left the interest of 30,000). to his wife for

her life, and the principal, after her decease, to such of her chil

dren as she should by deed or will appoint. By her wiil she ap

pointed zcool. to mr. Spencer and tjool. to lady Morpeth, wh»

both died in her lite-time. It was contended, that the appoint

ment related back to the time of lord Sutherland's will, which

relation would over-reach the death of the two parties, who were

alive at the time of the death of the testator, lord Sundrrland; and

then it would be considered as vesting in them in their lives. But

lord Hardwicke denied this. He admitted that an use taking ef

fect by virtue of an execution of a power, was taken under the au

thority of that power, but not frtm tit time of its creation ; and

he exemplifies this distinction by appointments of uses; in which

cafe, fays his lordship, if a fcoffment is executed to such uses as

the feoffor shall appoint by wiil ; when the will is made, it is clear

the appointee is in by the feossment, but has nothing from the time

ef
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£Note 231.] of the execution of the feoffment, so as to vest the estate in him; and ["j-t I

he thereupon decreed these legacies to have lapsed by the death os'- '

the legatees in the life-time of the testator. This (hews how much

k is necessary to qualify the general expressions above alluded to.

It also reconciles them with a known circumstance attending

powers of diis nature, with which it is otherwise difficult to recon

cile them, viz. that by an execution of a general power, a person

may limit estates which he could not limit by the deed in which

the power is contained. By a general power of appointment is

understood that kind of power, which enables the party to appoint

the estate to any persons he thinks proper 5 and, in this fense, it is

opposed to a qualified or particular power, which enables the

party to appoint to or among particular objects only ; as a power

of appointing to his children, or the children of any other person.

A general power of appointment has no tendency to a perpe

tuity, as from its very nature, it enables the party to vest the whole

fee in himself, or in any other person, and to liberate the estate

entirely, from every species of limitation, inconsistent with that fee.

In fact therefore giving a person such a power, is nearly the (ame

as giving him the absolute fee. The only difference is, that it

enables him to do, through the medium of a seisin previously

created, that which, if the fee had been actually limited to him, he

might do by a conveyance of the land itself; so that in both cases,

his power of alienation is of the fame extent. But, in the case of

a particular or qualified power, where the objects are limited, the

case is entirely different. The limitation of the objects takes the

land out of commerce, and of course has a tendency to that per

petuity, which the English law of real property does not admit.

The consequence therefore is, and by a series of cafes it now ap

pears to be settled, that where the power is general, estates for

life, with remainders over, may be limited under them to persona

not in cjse at the time of the execution of the original deed, in the

same manner, and to the same extent, as if, instead of being de

rived out of the seisin of the feoffees of the original deed, and in

that point of view, as making a part of that deed, the uses and

estates so limited were created by an original, substantive, inde

pendent, and integral conveyance. On the other hand, in the cafe

of a particular or qualified power, that is, where the objects arc

qualified, as a power of appointing to the children of the party him

self, though perhaps it may enable him to appoint life estates, to chil

dren unborn at the date of the deed creating the power ; yet, if it

enables him to appoint life estates to those children, it certainly doe*

not authorize him to extend the appointment to the children of these

children, so as to make them take by purchase, nor to appoint any

other estate, which might not have been created by the very deed

creating the power. In all cases therefore of particular or qualified

powers, both in the creation and the exercise of them, care should

be taken to ascertain, that the uses which the party is empowered to

raise under them, or actually assumes to raise under them, when he

comes to exercise the power, are such as the deed creating the

power might itself have raised. It may, however, be proper 10

add, that between deeds and wills there is this material distinct io - ;

a deed takes effect immediately on the execution of it ;—a will is

ambulatory, and waits for its effect till the testator's decease. In

enquiring therefore into the legality of the limitations we are

speaking of, the reference in the case of a deed, should be to the

time
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time of its execution ; but the reference in the cafe of a will,

should be to the death of the party. If, therefore, in a deed exer

cising; such particular power of appointment, there is a limitation

for life to a person unborn, with remainders over to his sons in

strict settlement, these remainders over will be void, and will not

be helped though a son is born on the following day.—In the cafe

of a will it is different. If the son is born in the party's life, he is

capable of a limitation to himself for life, with remainders over to

his sons in strict settlement. In cases of this nature, there is another

material distinction between deeds and wills. In deeds, technical

expressions are, in some cases, absolutely necessary, so that they cannot

be supplied by others, however forcible or clear ; in other cases they

have a determinate sense appropriated to them by law, in which,

and in no other, the law permits them to be construed. In wills

there is a greater latitude of construction : technical expressions are

never necessary, and every expression is construed in the sense, in

which the testator appears to have designed to use it ; so that, when

his intention is once discovered, whether he uses technical lan

guage or not, and if he uses it, whether he uses it in a proper or

an improper sense, his will is construed solely with a view to what

appears to be his obvious meaning, and not according to the rigid

or technical import of his expressions. Another rule in the con

struction of wills, which is admitted in a much greater latitude than

it is in the construction of deeds, is, that, when a testator's general

intent appears, the court, in order to give it effect, will sacrifice to>

it a particular intention inconsistent with it. Now, in the cases we

are speaking of, where the limitations are construed to import a life

estate to an unborn son, and successive estates tail by purchase to

the sons of that son, there, in a deed, the latter limitations suspend

the inheritance from vesting beyond the period allowed for its sus

pension by the rules of law, and are therefore void. But, in the

case of wills, the law will not construe these expressions thus rigid

ly. From the manifest tenor of the devises we are speaking of, it

must appear to be the intention of the party, that, all the issue,

(male or female, as the cafe may happen) should take the estate.

This is his general intention : besides this, he appears to intend,

that, they should take the estate in that manner, which if allowed,

must necessarily give estates by purchase to the sons of the unborn

son. This is his particular intention; but it cannot be effectuated,

being contrary to law. To allow it therefore would subvert his

general intention. The court therefore, to give effect, as far as

the law admits, to the testator's will, sacrifices the particular to

the general intent ; and conformably to this principle, as the ge

neral intent can only be answered, by giving an estate tail to the

unborn son, the court will construe the devise to import an estate tail

to him. This construction, by making the sons of the unborn son

take by descent, sacrifices the testator's intent that they should

take by purchase ; but by letting in all the issue, preserves his ge

neral intent, that all the issue should take—'see Dymock v. Applin,

4.. Term Rep. 8z. Humberstone v. Humberstone, I. Peere Wil

liams 332; Chapman v. Browne, 3. Burr. 1634; Nicholl v. Nichol!,

2. Black. Rep. 1 159; Pitt v. Jackson, 1. Bro. Ch. Cafes, 51; and

Robinson v. Hardcaftle, 2. Term Rep. 241. To this point th; ulti

mate decree in the great cafe of Hopkins v. Hopkins is very im

portant. As the points in that cafe involve some of the most in

teresting doctrines of the law of uses, and the printed account of

w-'.i 'q them
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[Note 231-] them is to be found only in separate and detached cases, taken by [271,

different reporters, and in different stages of the cause, and aiinL '

account has yet appeared in print of the final decree, it was thought

the following succinct account of the whole cause would be ac

ceptable to the reader, and would not be considered as misplaced

in the present note.— she case was, that Mr. Hopkins by his will

devised his estates to the use of trustees and their heirs, in trust for

Samuel Hopkins, (the son of John Hopkins the testator's cousin,

and his hair at law,) for his life ; remainder to his first and other

sons successively in tail male ; and for want of such issue, " in case

" his said cousin John Hopkins should have any other son or sons

" of his body lawfully begotten, then in trust for all and every of

" such other son and sons, respectively and successively, for their

" respective lives ; with the like remainders to their several sons,

" successively and respectively, as are thereinbefore limited to the

•' issut male of the said Samuel Hopkins, son of the said John

" Hopkins ; and for default of such issue, then in trust for the first

" and every other son of the body of Sarah, the eldest daughter

" of his said cousin John Hopkins, lawfully to be begotten, suc-

" ceslively and according to priority of birth, for their respective

*' lives; with remainders to the heirs male of the body of every

" such son, respectively and successively, the elder and the heirs

" male of his body to take before the younger and the heirs male

" of his body issuing ; and for want of such issue, then in trust for

" the first and every other son of the body of Mary, the second

" daughter os bis said cousin John Hopkins, lawfully to be begot-

" ten, successively and respectively, according to priority of birth,

" for their respective lives ; with remainders to the heirs male of

" the bodies of every such son, respectively and successively, the

" elder and the heirs male of his body to take before the younger

" and the heirs male of his body issuing ; and for want of such

** issue, then in trust for the first and every other son of the body

" of Elizabeth, the third daughter os his said cousin John Hopkins,

" lawfully to be begotten, successively and respectively, according

■• to priority of birth, for their respective lives ; with the like re-

" mainders to the heirs male of the body of every such son, re-

" spectively and successively, the elder and the heirs male of his

" body to take before the younger and the heirs male of his body

" issuing ; and for want of such issue, then in trust for the first and

" every other son of the body of Hannah, the youngest daughter

" of his said cousin John Hopkins, lawfully to be begotten, success

" sively and respectively, according to priority of birth, for their

" respective lives; with the like remainders to the heirs male

" of the body of every such son respectively and successively,

" the elder and the heirs male of his body to take before

" the younger and the heirs male of his body issuing ; and

" for want of such issue, and in case his said cousin John Hop-

" kins should have any other daughter or daughters lawfully

" begotten, then in trust for the first and every other son of every

" such other daughter, respectively and successively, according to

" priority of birth, for their respective and successive lives ; with the

" like remainders to their several and respective heirs male suc-

" cessively, the elder and the heirs male of his body to take before

•< the younger and the heirs male of his body issuing; and in de-

- fault of such issue, then in trust for the first and every other son

" of his cousin Hannah Pare, the then wise of Francis Dare, and

" daughter
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** daughter of his uncle Samuel Hopkins, deceased, lawfully begot-

" ten or to be begotten, successively and respectively, according to

" priority of birth, for their respective lives ; with the like remain-

"' ders to the heirs male of the body of every such son respectively

" and successively, the elder and the heirs male of the body of

" every such son respectively to take before the younger and the

" heirs male of his body issuing ; and for want of such issue, then

" in trust for James Bennett, the only son of his cousin Sarah Allo-

" way, then the wife of William Alloway, and another daughter of

«' his said uncle Samuel Hopkins deceased, by Mr. Bennett* her

" former husband, for his the said James Bennett's life ; with re-

" mainder to his first and every other sen, lawfully to be begotten,

• successively according to priority of birth, and the heirs male of

" every such son respectively and successively, the elder and the

*' heirs male of his body to take before the younger and the heirs

" male of his body issuing ; and in default of such issue, then !»

" trust for his own right heirs forever:" With a proviso, that w!io-

cver should come to his estate should take his surname and coat of

arms ; and a proviso, disposing of the rents during the minorities

of the devisees :—And, after giving a great number of legacies, he

gave the rest and residue of his personal estate to hi& executors, in

trust that the fame should be by them, or the survivors of them

with all convenient speed, laid out in the purchase of meffjigcs,

lands, and tenements of inheritance in England, to be conveyed to

the executors and their heirs, upon the several trusts and for the

fame purposes as were thereby declared touching the estates he was

then seised of, and which he had devised. And the testator appoint

ed sir Richard Hopkins, John Rudge, and James Hopkins, execu

tors of his will. And after his decease it was proved by sir Richard

and mr. James Hopkins. Samuel Hopkins, the son of John Hop

kins, the testator's cousin, died in the testator's life. After the tes

ter's death, John Hopkins the cousin and heir of the testator, and

hii four daughters, the said Sarah, Mary, Elizabeth, and Hannah

Hopkins, and also Amey Hopkins, another daughter of John Hop

kins the cousin, born alter making the said will, exhibited a bill in

chancery against sir Richard Hopkins, John Rudge, and James

Hopkins, and against John Dare, Francis Dare, and Philip Dare,

infants, (children of Hannah Dare) and also against the said James

Bennett : statingt amongst other things, the will of mr. Hopkins;

and praying that the executors might account for the testator's per

sonal estate, and the rents and profits of his real estate, and that

Jfuch of those profits as did not pass by his will, together with the

legacy given to John Hopkins the cousin, might be paid to him,

and that the residue of the said testator's personal estate, after pay

ment of his debts, legacies, and funeral expenecs, might be placed

out in proper purchases, according to the directions in the testator's

will; and in the mean time be improved at interest. In Hilary

term 1732, sir Richard Hopkins and James Hopkins filed a cross

bill against the complainants, to have the trusts of the will carried

into execution, and for an account of the real and personal estate of

the testator. On the 25th O$ober T713, by a decree in these

causes, by the master of the rolls, it was declared, among other

things, that the plaintiff John Hopkins was entitled to the rents

. ajid profits of the testator's real estate accrued since his decease, till

some person should come in being, that should be entitled to an

estate for life', according to the limitations in the said will; and that

Voi.HI. (Aa) be
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[Note »3I.] he was in like manner entitled to the* surplus produce of the said [271. b,j

testator's personal estate, after payment of the annual sums charged

thereon by the said testator's wi.l ; and that the residue ofthe personal

efLte was to be laid out in the purchase of lands, with the appro

bation of th? master, and settled to the same uses and upon the fame

•.rusts as the real estates, devised by the Aid testator's will, stood set-

.led ; and that until such purchase could be found out, the personal

estate should be put out at interest upon government or other secu

rities, with the approbation of the master, in the names of sir Ri-

x chard Hopkins' and James Hopkins, upon the trusts of the will, and"

the surplus rpnts and profits of the estates devised to fir Richard

Hopkins and James Hopkins, and the estates to be purchased as

aforesaid, and also the surplus produce of the said personal estate,

until such purchase was macJe, was to be paid to John Hopkins, the

testator's cousin, until some person should come in being, that should

be entitled to an estate for life, according to the liminiions of the

testator's will. On the i Sch November 1 734, the cause came

before lord chancellor Talbot upon an appeal ; and the decree

was affirmed, with the addition that the words " in poss-flion"

should be inserted in the decree in two places next after the

clause " until some person should come in being, that should be en-

"• titled to an estate for life."—The report of this cause in Cas. in

Eq. temp. Talbot 4 « . reaches the period of the cause.- By the de

crees made on these parts of it, the two following important points

were settled ; that during the suspense, which, by the death of Sa

muel Hopkins in the testator's life-time, took place during the life

of John until he had another son, or until, by his decease without

other issue, (if that event had happened,) the possibility of his hav

ing another son would have determined, the limitations enured as

executory devise*. ; and that, during such suspense, the rents and pro

fits of the real estate being undisposed of by the testator, (his dispo

sition of them having effect only during the minorities of the per

sons actually entitled,) belonged to the heir at law.—Here the cause

was left by lord Talbot's decree.—In June 1736, John Hopkins

had a second son named William, who died in the following De

cember.—Upon this, the eldest son of Hannah Dare having attain

ed 2 1, and being the first tenant for life in tffe, brought his

bill to have a settlement made by the trustees, in which settle

ment he insisted to be made immediate tenant for life.—In this

stage of the business it was argued, that the estate having become

vested in the second son of John Hopkins (the testator's cousin)

and by his death without issue, the suspense of there being a future

child of John Hopkins being again renewed, the ulterior limitations

must operate as contingent remainders, and that as there was no estate

to support them, they were absolutely void, and the heir at law of

course entitled to the estate. In answer to this, it was contended,

that the subsequent limitations might be supported as so many dis

tinct executory devises; but that, if it was necessary to consider

them as contingent remainders, they were good in their original

creation, and supported by the legal fee outstanding in the trustees.

These points came before lord Hardwicke in 1738, and his lordship

was of opinion, that the preceding freehold being once vested, the

ulterior devises thereupon operated as contingent remainders; and

having once become such, no subsequent event could make them

enure as executory devisœ; so that they were thenceforth to be con

sidered as contingent remainders j and his lordship wz» of opinion,

that,
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that, the legal fee in the trustees was sufficient to support them.

Mr. Atkyns's report of this cafe, i. vol. 579, embraces this stage

of it. After this there is no printed account of this important cafe.

From the proceedings of the cause, it appears, that John Hopkins,

the cousin of the testator, died without issue male, and without hav

ing had any son except Samuel and William.—Sarah Hopkins had one

daughter, who died an infant and unmarried; and afterwards Sarah

died.—Mary had a son and a daughter, who both died without issue;

and afterwards Mary herself died.—Elizabeth, the third daughter,

intermarried with Benjamin Bond, esquire, by whom she had issue

one son, named Benjamin Bond Hopkins, he having taken upon

him the name and arms of Hopkins, in pursuance os the directions

for that purpose contained in the testator's will.—Hannah, the fourth

daughter, intermarried with William Hallet, esquire, and died, leav

ing one only child, named Hannah. Amey, the youngest daughter

of John Hopkins the cousin, died an infant, and without issue. John

. Dare also died, leaving one son, also named John Dare; and Frances

Dare also died.'—In 177a, mr. Benjamin Bond Hopkins suffered a

recovery of the estates, and declared the use to himself in fee simple.

In Michaelmas term in the fame year, he filed a supplemental bill

i« chancery against the trustees of the real and personal estate of

the testator John Hopkins, and his heirs at law and devisees in-re-

tnainder, and prayed thereby that the real estates might be conveyed

to him and his heirs. On the 8th July 1774, the cause was heard

before lord chancellor Bathurst, and his lordship thereupon finally

ordered, that the trustees should convey the real estates to Benjamin

Bond Hopkins, and his heirs, or as he should appoint.——In the exe

cution of powers, too rigid an adherence to the form prescribed, can

not be observed : but it is not necessary that the words, or even the

form of the power, should be used, if the material circumstances of

the power are pursued, and the party appears to have had the subject

of his power in contemplation. By a scries of acknowledged autho

rities it is settled beyond all doubt, first, that, to a valid exercise of a

power, a reference to or notice of that power is not necessary, if it

sufficiently appears that the party intends exercising it: Secondly,

that it is considered as sufficient evidence of the party's intention to

txercise the power, if his intention appears to be, to do that act

Which his power authorizes him to do, but which, he is not au.

^ ihorized to do, without resorting to his power. Thus, where te

nant for life, with several remainders over in strict settlement, and

with a general power of revocation and new appointmenr, convey*

to a purchaser by lease and release, bargain and sale, or feoss-

ment, without noticing his power, it is a valid, but a very informal

and improper execution of the power ; for the party cannot vest

the fee in the purchaser without resorting to his power, it is there

fore evident, he intends exercising it ; and consequently if the for

malities prescribed by the power are pursued, it will be considered

«s a substantial execution of the power. Still it is necessary

that it should appear, to be the intention of the party to exer

cise the power; and therefore, generally speaking, it is necessary

he should mention the proparty which is the subject of the power.

See sir Edward Clera's case,-6. Rep. ij. 12. Mod. 469. Guy v.

Dormer, fir Tho. Raymond, 294. Snap; v. Tuttou, 2. Roll. Abr;

4-63. FirxwiUiaro's cafe, Moore 68 r. Tibbett v. Lee, Hok 312.

Fitzgerald v. lord Fauconberg, Fitzgibbon 21 ?-. Tomlinson v,

Dighc&n, l. P. W. 1-49. Jenkins- v.HeyriokrJrlarcL. 395. *. Lev.

(A12J 150.

• - -a
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[Note 231.] 150. Campbell v. Leach, Amb. 740. Molton v. Hutcliinson, T 27 j,

I. Atk. 558. and ex pane fir George Caswall, ibid. 559.—In all*- '

cases, however, where there is an informal execution 01 a power,

it operates in the mode in which the power operates, not in the

mode in which the deed, the form of which is used, would ope

rate. If, therefore* a person having a power of appointment, con

veys by lease and release, the conveyance operates as an appoint

ment, and not aj a release; and of course, if it is a release to A.

and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs, the legal estate is vested

jn A.—--In the exercise of powers, conveyancers have introduced

two precautions, which are often proper, but certainly sometimes

superabundant: one is, to make the party exercising the power,

declare, that he acts, not only in exercise of that particular power,

but in exercise of every other power enabling him to do the act

in question; the other is, where the party has a. special power over

land, and is also entitled to the fee, or to any particular estate carved

out of it, he is made not only to exercise his power, but also to con

vey the land as owner of it. Thus, where a person, having a

power" of appointment, intends conveying his estate to a purchaser,

he is made not only to appoint the fee, but to convey it by lease

and release. Sometimes the appointment and the release, are

blended together; but this is very informal, and is always impro

per, where it is not the intent of the deed, that the party lhoulj

have the legal estate. It may however be contended, that the

court would marslial the words, so as to give them all their in

tended effect ; a>, where a person having a power, is made to

grant, bargain, iell, alien, release, limit, aopoint, and confirm the

lands to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs;. it may

be contended, that the court would construe the words grant, bar-: «

gain, Jell, alien, release, and confirm, as refcrrible to A. and his heir*

and the words limit and appoint as resemble to B. and his heirs.

One reason for making the party in these cases both convey and

appoint, is, that, if the power either was not well created, or is be

come suspended, and he has himself any estate in the land, the

conveyance will operate on his estate. In some cafes, it is necesr

sary both to appoint and convey ; as, where an estate is limited to

A. for life, remainder to such uses as he shall appoint ; here the

appointment would operate only on the reversion expectant on the

life estate : a conveyance therefore is necessary to pass the life 1

estate. This observation may serve to correct a mistake which it

sometimes made by those who levy lines, with a view to enable

them to dispose of their estates, and therefore direct the sine to

operate to the use of the party himself during his life, remainder

to his wife for life, remainder to such uses as he lhall appoint.

Here the appointment operates only on the reversion, and confer

quently, to pass the wife's life estate, a new fine is necessary. To

prevent this, the power of appointment, in these cases, (hould precede

the uses.— It may be observed, that, when a person creates a power

of appointment, to enable him to dispose of his estate within a short

time afterwards, it is better to vest the legal estate in the trustees,

by conveying it unto and to the use of them and their heirs, upon

trust to convey it as the party (hall appoint, than to convey it to

the trustees and their heirs, to such uses as the party {ball ap

point: for powers are liable to be suspended and extinguished

by very secret acts; of these, from their nature, purchasers

must often be ignorant. Jta these cases, therefore, they /ell

. . "on
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on the honour of the vendor ; but, when the legal estate is verted

in the trustees, a conveyance from them will, at ail events, give

the purchasers the legal estate.—As the estates created by powers,

and estates created by conveyances, are after their creation the fame,

the terms expressing the operation of appointments and conveyances,

are very often, botn in the deeds creating the' powers, and the deeds

by which they are exercised, confounded. Something of this may be

observed, in the best drawn marriage settlements. Thus, in the power

of leasing, the party is authorized to grant, lease, or demise, when,

in fact, he can neither grant, lease, nor dewise for a longer term

than his own life ; the power therefore does not authorize him to

grant, &c. the lands, but to appoint the use of the lands, for the

number of years or lives in question : the expression therefore

should be, to limit or appoint by way of lease or demise. So, in the

power of selling and exchanging, it is often said, that it shall be

lawful for the trustee', to grant, bargain, sell, release, and confirm

the lands; but, in the strict sense of those words, it is impossible for

the trustees to grant, bargain, sell, release, or confirm ; for the

trustees have no actual estate, except their estate for preserving con

tingent remainders ; and therefore, cannot convey the lands for a

larger term. The power therefore operating as an appointment

of the whole fee, the expression here, as in the former case,

should be, limit and appoint. As this last power amounts to a total

determination of all the subsisting uses, and a creation of an entire

new estate of inheritance, it seems adviseable to accompany it with

a power of revocation. It may therefore be expressed, that it shall

be lawful for the trustees to sell and exchange, and, for that purpose,

to revoke the uses of the deed, and to appoint new uses; and the

more general these powers of revocation and new appointment are

expressed, the better, as a mere power to revoke the uses of the

estate intended to be fold, and to appoint it to the purchaser, is

sometimes sound insufficient, to answer the object, as wnere there is

an agreement between the vendor and vendee to apportion rents,

&c—It is also a consequence of these powers* operating by way of

appointment, that the use is vested by them in the appointee, and,

therefore, when by them the lands are expressed to be conveyed

to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs, or to the use

of B. for life, with remainders over, the whole legal fee is vested

in A. and the uses declared upon it have effect only as trusts in

equity. The appointment therefore should be immediately to the

use of the persons intended to take beneficially under the proposed

instrument.—It is observable, that powers of leasing, and of idling

and exchanging, are generally limited to the persons to whom

they are intended to be given, and the survivor of them, and

the heirs of the survivor : it is a necessary consequence of tnh,

that, if the power becomes vested in the heir of the survivor, and

that heir is an infant, the power cannot be exercised during his

minority. By the act 7. Ann. c. 19. infant trustees, by the direc

tion of the court of chancery, signified by order upon petition, are

empowered to convey the estates held in trust. But infants can

not convey under a power, without an act of parliament. To

avoid this inconvenience, it is adviseable to limit the power in

question to the executors or administrators of the survivor. This

observation, however, is confined to the case of powers, and

does not extend to the cases of trusts, where the legal estate

it vested in trustees ; for the trust should always follow the legal

( A a 3 ) estate
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[Note 231.] estate of the land, when it is conveyed to, and intended to reside j"27 1,

in, the trustees. It should consequently be vested in those persons

upon whom the lands are intended to devolve. Where therefore

lands are conveyed unto and to the use of trustees, in trust to

fell ; as the lands necessarily devolve on the survivor, and the heirs

and assigns of the survivor, the trust strould in like manner he li

mited to the survivor, his heirs and afligns. It often happens that

the fame deed contains several powers; and, supposing all or even

more than one of them, to be executed, there is, at least, ground to

argue that, generally speaking, the use limited by the power last exe

cuted will take place of all the uses created by the powers pre-

' vioufly executed, unless the contrary is expressed or implied in the

deed, in Moore 788, lord Coke is made to fay, that if a tenant for

life, with a power of leasing, and a general power of revocation,

makes a lease under his power of leasing, he may afterwards revoke

all but the leases. It is however to be observed, that when a power

is exerciled for a valuable consideration, in such a manner as ihew«

it to be the intention and agreement of the patties, that the .use

created under it should not be over-reached by the execution of ano

ther power, it is contrary to equity, that it should be thus over

reached, and, consequently, the unexecuted powers may be so far

' affected, both at law and in equity, as to be subject to the use

created under the executed power. To avoid all disputes upon

these heads, it is necessary to express very clearly what uses are,

Sind what uses are not, intended to be over-reached, by the execu

tion of the powers, both .as to the uses actually limited by the set

tlement itself, and as to the uses to be limited under the powers

contained in that settlement. In a marriage settlement, the wise

and the children of the marriage are the first objects. Unless

therefore the parties intend the contrary, all the powers of charg

ing with money should be declared to be subject and without pre

judice to the provisions made for the wife and children. With re

spect to the other powers, the principal of these are the powers of

leasing, and of selling and exchanging. As it is equally for thebenc-

fit of the persons entitled in remainder or reversion as of the tenant

for life, that the estate stiould be properly let out upon leases, there

is no reason why the estate of the wife, or any other person claim

ing in remainder or reversion, should be made paramount to the

•leases. With respect to the powers of selling and exchanging, the

jointure of the wife, and the portions of the children, may be trans

ferred to the estates to be acquired under those powers, and to the

.money arising from the sale of the estate, till the new estate is pur

chased : it is also to be observed, that the sales and exchanges, can

not be made without the parents' consent. There seems therefore no

reason for exempting any of the uses except the leases, from the ex.

■ercise of that power ; but, with respect to the leases, these, from their

-nature, cannot be transferred to the lands to be acquired under the

powers, and consequently these should not be subject to the powers

of felling and exchanging. The fame objection lies, in a certain

degree, to powers of raising money by way of mortgage. No per

son would advance money on mortgages of this nature, if they were

to be made .subject to the general powers of sale or exchange ; and

therefore, to prevent all doubt on this head, it stiould be declared,

■ that the powers of .selling and exchanging stiould be subject to

Mortgages previously made, unless it -.shall be with the consent of

$? mortgagee; and that, in the case of such consent, jibe -bads

3 9
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to .be purchased, or taken ia exchange, may be mortgaged to

them for their security. — It often happens, that powers are

given to parties to be exercised by them, when in the actual pof-

seffion of the estate. In some cafes this is done without adverting

sufficiently to the situation and probable wants of the parties.

Suppose an estate devised by the husband to his wife fer her life,

remainder to her son for his life, with remainder over in strict set

tlement ; with powers to the son, when in possession, to jointure and

charge with portions. During the mother's life, the son is not in

Jjosseflion, and consequently is not in a situation to exercise those

powers. Now, though it may be improper, aad contrary to the

Intention of the parties, that the jointure to be made by the son

'should charge the mother's estate, during her life, against her con

sent, there can be no reason why it should not charge the estate

vrith her consent; neither is there any objection to the son's being

enabled to exercise the power in her life-time, provided the join-:

ture does not take effect, so as to be payable or to charge the

estate, till after her decease. It seems therefore advise.ible, that, in

cases of this nature, the son should be entitled to exercise the

powers, with the- mother's consent, during her life, or to exercise

them subject to her life estate. Sometimes, when the difficulty in

question has arisen, it has been attempted to put the party in a

situation to exercise the power by a:cclerating his possession of the

'estate. In one case it is clear that this will answer the object in

tended, that is, where A. is tenant for life with the immediate re

mainder (without any limitation to trustees) to B. for life, with a

jpower for B. to jointure when in possession. Here, if A. surrenders

to B. B. is, to all purposes, in possession of the estate, and therefore

in a situation to exercise his powers. But, where there is an interme

diate estate, this never can be relied on. If it is expressed in the

deed, as it generally is, that it shall be lawful for the party to ex

ercise the power when in possession under the limitations, and there

is a limitation to trustees to preserve the contingent remainders,

the first tenant for life can in no wise put the second tenant for life

in possession of the estate but by an actual conveyance of his life estate:

consequently the party will then be in possession, not by virtue of

the limitations of the deed, but by the act of the first tenant for life.

For, instead of being tenant in possession for his own life only, as

he would be, if he war in possession under the limitations in the

deed, he is tenant in possession for the life of another person, with

a remainder for his own life ; so that, he has two estates which are

perfectly distinct, and under the limitations of the settlement, he is

only tenant for life in remainder. Where these words therefore are

inserted, it seems clear the party is not in possession within the words

or meaning of the deeds, and consequently not in a situation of ex

ercising his power. Where these words are not inserted, it may be

contended that they ought to be implied lkfore we proceed to

the last head of this annotation, of the uses not executed by the

statute, the following observations are offered on uses of kENTS.—

These are executed by the statute; so that, where lands are con

veyed to A. and his heirs, to the use, intent, and purpose, that B.

or that B. and his hefts, may receive a rent, the rent is executed.

When therefore lands are conveyed to A. and his heirs, to the use,

intent, and purpose, that B. and his heirs may receive a rent, with

a declaration that B. and his heirs (hall stand seised of the rent, to

the use of C for life, with remainder over; the rent is executed in

(A a 4) £.,
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INote 23 1. ] B-, and then C. and the remainder men take only the trust of the [271,

renc. If the estate be conveyed to A. and his heirs, to the use •■ '

that B: may receive a rent for life ; and after his decease, to the use

that his first and other sons successively, and the heirs of their re

spective bodies, may receive the rent ; these, it may be contended,

are distinct rents; and therefore the rent to the second son may be

considered too remote, as being a new rent limited to take effect

after an indefinite failure of the issue of the first son. Objections

also may be made to recoveries suffered by the father and son, as

the tenant to the precipe being made by the father he will not be

seised of that rent, in which the son's intail subsists. The way there

fore to limit the rent is, to grant a rent to a stranger and his heirs,

that he may re- grant them to the intended uses.

III. 5. The remaining subject for observation h,iubat uses art

not executed by the statute. First, as to uses created by wills*

it is to be observed, that lands were not deviseable at common

law, otherwise than by local customs of particular places.

except through the medium of a previous seoffment to uses.

The cestuy que use might dispose of the use by will : the court

of chancery considered the will as a declaration of the use,

and compelled the feoffees to convey the lands accordingly.

Eut when by the statute of the 27th Henry VIII. the posses

sion was annexed to the use, as the use thereby became merged

in the land, this indirect power of devising lands was absolutely

lost. The 32. and 34. Hen. VIII. gave a power to devise

the whole of lands held in socage, and two-thirds of lands held

by knights service. The 12. Car. II. converted knight's service

into socage ; so that now all landed property, except that which is

of the tenure of copyhold, is deviseable. But as the statute of uses

preceded the statutes of wills, it does not necessarily extend to them.

It is true, that the statute of uses speaks of persons seised to uses

by virtue of wills ; but this must apply either to those lands which

were deviseable by custom ;—as when a person seised of lands de

viseable by custom, devised them to A. and his heirs, to the use of

B. and his heirs :—or to uses at common law ;—as where a seoff

ment was made to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs,

and B. devised the use. To uses of this description the statute ex

tended ; but it is difficult to conceive how uses created under the

testamentary power given by the statutes of wills can be within the

statute of uses. It is said, that tho' the law will not force the ope

ration of the statute of uses upon devises to which it is the testa

tor's intention it should not extend ; yet it will apply it to those

cases to which it is his intention it should extend. This opinion

makes it depend entirely on the will of the testator, whether the

statute of iiles shall or shall not operate upon the devises of his

will. Thus isa devise is made to the use of A. for lise, with re

mainders over, if it were to be considered as a limitation under

the statute tf use"-, it would be void, for want of a seisin to serve

the uses. It cannot therefore be the testator's intention that it

should op;rate under that statute; consequently the law will not

force it under that statute, but leave it solely to its effect under the

t.atutes of wills. But suppose a devise to A. and his heirs, to the

use of B. and his heirs, that would be good to give the legal fee to

£. as a limitation under the statute of uses. The testator therefore

might intend, and the form of the devise shews he did intend, to

raise an ule under that statute, and the law, in conformity to his

intentions.
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intentions, extends its operation to the devise. But against this it

may be argued, that a statute can never be considered as relating-

to any thing which did not exist at the time of its pasting ; ana

therefore, as lands were not deviscable till some years after the sta

tute of uses, the statute of uses cannot extend to uses created by

devise : that in wills the testator's intention is chiefly considered ;

and as by a devise to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his

heirs, the testator shews it to be his intention that B. should have

the legal fee, the law will put that construction on the devise, and

.give it that operation. At the end of Mr. Hillyard's edition of

Shepherd's Touchstone, thrre is a very learned opinion of the late

Mr. Booth on the doctrine of uses. In two copies which the editor

has seen of this opinion, made immediately under the eye of Mr.

Booth, and delivered by him to the persons in whose custody they

now are, and also in a copy of it bequeathed by Mr. Booth, with

his other valuable law manuscripts, to Mr. Holliday, the following

note is added to it.—'* P. S. Powers under wills are not like

«' powers under conveyances operating by way of use. ' The exe-

" cution of a power under a devise, is not the limitation of a use ;

" no, not where the devise is to uses : as where there is a devise to

*• /. S. and his heirs, to the use of A. for life, remainder to B. in

" tail, with power for A. to limit a jointure, or lease, or charge ;

" here, there will be no seisin in I. S. consequently no such use in

" A. or B. as is executed by the statute of ules ; consequently, the

*' execution of the power is no use; it operates as a devise under

" the statute of wills."—See Popham v. Bamfield, 1. Vin. 79.

Burchett v. Durdant, 2. Vent. 312. Broughton v. Langley, Saiic.

679. Gilb. Uses 281 .—But whether a devise to uies operates solely

by the statute of wills, or by that statute jointly with the statute of

uses, is, except in a very few cases, a matter rather of speculation than

of use ; as it is now settled, that an immediate devise to uses, without

a seisin to serve those uses, is good; and that where the estate is de

vised to one for the benefit of another, the courts execute the use in

the first or second devisee, as appears to suit best with the intention of

the testator. 2dly, With refpeS to copyhold estates, the statute of

uses does not extend to them, as it is against the nature of the co

pyhold tenure, that any person should be introduced into the estat«

without the consent of the lord. Gilbert's Tenures, 170. 3dly.

With respect to leases for years ;—these estates are not executed by

the statute. But this must be understood of leases actually in exist

ence, at the time of their being assigned to the use. Therefore, if

A. possessed of a lease for years, grants it over, or assigns it, to B.

and C. to the use of D. ; all the estate is in B. and C, ;»nd D. only

takes a trust, cr equitable estate. But if A. being seised of lands

jn fee, makes a feoffment to the use of 2?. and C. fora term of

years, this tprm is served out of the seisin of the feoffee, and is exe

cuted by the statute.—It is the fame if he bargains and fells the

estate, of which he is seised in fee, for a term of years. Gilb.

Uses, 108. Dyer 369. 2. Inst. 671.—Such are the general out

lines of the doctrine of uses; one of the most important parts of

the law, as all the landed property of the kingdom is, either di

rectly or indirectly, regulated by it. It is to be observed, that one

of the chief objects, both of the legislature and the judicature of

this kingdom, in their regulations upon this subject, has been, on

the one hand, to guard against those restraints upon alienation,

which are incompatible with the welfare of a free and commercial

people ;
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people ; and on the other, to admit of reasonable settlements and

provisions being made for wives and children, and the general

wants of families. Experience seems to (hew that they have ac

complished their object. This fully answers the objections which

foreigners make to the nature of our family-settlements, that we

exclude the ancestor, whose character is known to us, from the dis

posal of the property ; and intrust it to the children, with whom we

cannot but be perfectly unacquainted.—So detrimental has an un

qualified and unlimited power of settlement been found even in

France, that it has been made a question there, whether it would

not be for the advantage of the nation at large, that all settlements

and trusts should be abrogated. This question, so far as it related

to moveables, was by the order of Louis XV. proposed in the year

1 744 by the Chancellor D'Aguesseau to all the parliaments and

superior councils of France. See Questions conctrnant les Substitu

tions, awe les Responses de touts les Parlcmens et Cours Souverains du

Royaume, et les Observations de M. le Cbaiseclier d'' Aguesfcau fur les

das Responses. Toulouse, 1770. And see also Ccmmentaire de

VQrdonnance de-Louis XV. fur Us Substitutions, par Motif. FurgsU.

Paris, 1767.

It is hoped, that the importance of the subject, wils be thought -

a sufficient apology for the great length of the foregoing note.

Lord chief-baron Gilbert's Essay upon Uses and Trusts, considered

in the only light in which it can be considered with justice to its

author, as an unfinished sketch, is intitled to great commendation.

It certainly contains several most profound and learned observa

tions, but in many instances is very defective and erroneous. The

want of a comprehensive and systematic treatise upon it, which

was mentioned in the former edition of this note, is now supplied

by Mr. Saunders's Essay on the Nature and Laws of Uses andTrusts.

The account given in that work of the Doctrine of Uses, as it stood

before the stat. of 27. H. 8. is particularly interesting.

[Note 232.] (0 By 32. H. 8. inhabitants of corporate towns worth 40s. in [272- »•,

goods, may try felonies in sessions and gaol deliveries for such

towns, and this is not repealed by subsequent statutes concerning

jurors. 1. Ven. 366. The 4th and 5th W. and M. c. 24. re

quires that all trials in the courts at Westminster, or before the

judges of nisi prius, oyer and terminer, or gaol delivery, or general

seffions of the peace, must be by jurors, each worth 10I. per annum,

of freehold or copyhold in the fame county, if the trial be in Eng

land ; and by jurors worth 61. per annum, if in Wales; and tales

men must have 5I. per avnant in England, and 3I. per annujn in

Wales, excepting strangers, returned propter medictatem (ingut.—

But by the 14th and 15th Ann. c. 16. no hundreders are required

except in prosecutions criminal, and on penal statutes, because ia

ether cases the •venire shall be de cerpore comilatii.

(Note *33.1 0) Here Littleton treats of releases which operate by enlarge- {^Jy*"

mentofthe estate of the* releasee. To make releases operare in

this manner, it is necessary that the releasee, at the time the re

lease is made, should be in actual possession of, or should have a

vested interest in, the lands intended to be released ; that there

should be a privity between him and the^releasor; and that the

ypsscfJion of the rckasee should be notorious. Hence a tenant by
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tkgit, or statute-merchant, is not capable of a release that is to

operate by enlargement. .But a tenant in dower or by the courtesy

are capable of thai species of release, as they have notoriety of

possession, and privity of estate, with respect to the releasor. See

Roll. Abr. 400, 401. and Gilb. Ten. To the circumstance re

quiring the possession of the releasee to be notorious, the statute of

uses furnishes an exception exemplified in the effect, which is al

lowed to the conveyance by bargain and sale for a year, and a"

release to enlarge that estate. At the common law, till entry or

attornment, the lessee was not capable of a release. A bargainee

has a vested interest immediately after the execution of the bargain

and sale, without any entry, attornment, or other act of notoriety

whatsoever.

(2) Because no person is intkled to an action of waste, but he [Note 234-J

who has an estate immediate in remainder or reversion, expectant

on the estate of the person committing waste. See ant. note 2. to

j>age 218. b.

[zyi. b. 1 (') $y tne ,,e'e:^e tae tenant for life in remainder obtains the [Note 235.]'

immediate remainder in fee.

(2) Here the release operates by mister Vestate; which is, where [Note 236.]

two persoqs come in by the fame feudal contract, as joint-tenants

or coparceners, and one of them releases to the other the benefit

of it. In releases which operate by this last mode, the releasee

being supposed to be already sciltd of the inheritance by virtue

of the former feudal contract, and the release only operating as

a discharge from the right or pretension of another seised under

the same contract, words of inheritance in the release are useless;

but where the release ope<ates by enlargement, the releasee having

no such, previous inheritance, and fiefs being cither for life or in

fee, as they are originally granted, the release gives the estate to

the R-le.iiec for his Use pnly, unless it be. expressly made to him and

his heirs.

£274. a.l (1) Here Littleton treats of releases which operate by miner le [Note 235s.]

dreit. Releases of this kind must be made either to the disseisor,

Jlis feoffee, -or his heir. In all these cafes the possession is in the

releasee; the right in the releasor; and the uniting the right to

the possession completes the title of the releasee : but the different

•degrees of title in the disseisor, his feoffee, or his heir, give the re

leases made to them different operations. They all agree in this

respect, that no privity is required, or indeed can, from the nature

of the cafe, exist between them and the releasor.

fz74- b. "1 (0 AU releases ftr mister le dreit also agree in this, that words '[Note 238.]

^■' ■ .of inheritanae, are not necessary in releases which operate by mitter

I drvit ; as the disseisor, to whom, or to. whose feoffee, or heir, that

release is made, acquires the fee by the disseisin, and therefore can-

not take it tinder the. release. In this respect they differ from re

leases by enlargement.

\?>J$> 3. J (1) Here Littleton (hews the operation of a release per mitter le [Note 239.]

dreit, when made to the feoffee of the disseisor. The feoffee is in

by title; his.estate cannot hediyssted ordifostirmed, but by an act

equal
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equal to that which created it. A release does not affect his pos

session or title, but discharges it from the right of the feleasor; so

that whether the whole fee is in the feoffee, or carved out into par

ticular estates, it remains unaltered by the release, except as it i*

■discharged by it from the right of the releasor.

[Note 240. ] (1) Here the release is to the disseisors themselves. They have s ^."J C. b.J

Only a bare possession, preceded by no previous conveyance, and

founded on no right or title, and therefore the release of the disseisee

who has the right, passes the right to the disseisor to whom it is

made, and his holding out his companion is an act of notoriety

equal to that by which the joint estate by disseisin was originally

acquired. Thus the possession of each of the estates being founded

on an equal degree of title, the disseisor to whom the release is

made, having tne right, must be preferred to him who has none:

so that, in this case, the release is tantamount to an actual entry and

feoffment.

[Note 141.] ( l) This is upon the fame principle, that, where the title to the [ 276. D.J

possession is equal, the party who obtains the right (hall be pre

ferred.—So, by the modern law, where the equity of the parties is

equal, he who has the law, is to be preferred.

[Note 242.] (1) Littleton having treated of releases per milter le droit, when L277' ^J

made to the disseisors themselves and their feoffees, now treats of

their operation when made to the heir of the disseisor. In note I.

to page 259, it was observed, that a disseisor has a mere naked pos

session, unsupported by any right, and' that the disseisee may restore

his poiseilion, and put a total end to the possession of the disseisor,

by entry. But, though the feoffee of the disseisor comes in by title,

still the right of possession remains in the disseisee, and he may

equally enter en the feoffee as on the disseisor; so that a release

fer mitter le dreit gives both to the disseisor and his feoffee the right

of possession and the right of property : but if the disseisor dies, the

entry of the disseisee is taken away, and a presumptive right of pos-

' - session is in the heir ; so that the release of the disseisee only passes

the right of property.

[Note 243.] (i) The observations made on note 1. to page 275. a. .note 1. [277. D.J

to page 276. b. and the note to the preceding page, apply to the

cases put by Littleton in this and the following Section, and by sir

Edward Coke in his commentary. The whole of the doctrine con

tained in this chapter is particularly well explained by lord chief-

baron Gilbert in his treatise on tenures.

[ Note 244.] ( z ) The reason os this cafe in the book here cited is, that the condi

tion is like a covenant betiveen them ; and he is estoppedfrom claiming

it othi rwy'e ; and the diversityfollowingseems to •warrant this. Poji.

37S. L—Lord Nott. MSS.

[Note 245.] (i) Yet if the matter be pleaded specially, that is not cause of dt- [283* a,J

< murrer, though it amounts to the general isjuc, because it has no colour

- * tf matter in lain, as was adjudged byjustice U'almefiey. Hob, 127.

Lord Nott. MSS.

[Note 246.] (1) r, Car. B. R. Sir Job* Eodvill't, ease. Resolved contra ;\%%^. a.]

scilicet.
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scilicet, that it was a mere personal acJim^ and nit mixt ; et ideo, • '

- annuity in Wales by bill lies -well ; wh.rs, if it bad been mixt, the ac

tion ought to have been brought by original, per 34. H. 8. ca. 6. upon

argument by the court on error brought. Cro. 170. L. Nott. MSS.

205. D.J (1) Hob. 163. accord, "whether the action be brought against the [Note 247. j

difeisor only, or again/1 him and the tenant ; but if the fume person be

diffeifor and tenant, then he may plead a release cf actions real. L.

Nott. MSS.

29O". a.] (l) B. R. Grevill avd Bracebridge's cafe.—Nota, P. 1656, the [Note 248.]

point of aspecial verdict was asfllovos : The conufor leasedfor years,

and died, his heir within age, 'whether the execution switch was ad

mitted on allfides to be void againjl the infant), was good to bind the

term for years. Glyni chiefjustice, and the court, and also IVmdbam,

at the bar, denied peremptorily the cafe of lord Coke to be law, unless

it is understood that the marriage was held before the statute ; for then

it is true thai it shall not be extended, fed non quia elt priviledge

for the infancy of the heir ; but because the wife is in by her husband,

and therefore has the better possession, and thus comes in paramount to

the statute ; but if thestatute was before the marriage, then clearly tht

dower of the 'wife is extensible; for the endowment -breaks the dt-

sent, and she is in by her husband of a posj'ession charged, and thure it

no prejudice to the infant heir ; so that the freehold is out of him,

'without any rent being incident to his reversion. Nota, the pojibiiity

that the wife might die during the minority, and before the extent was

satisfied, was not regarded. And nota. Al. 6. 7. Eliz. C. B. in

Egerton's Reports (cited by Noy in his lecture in Lincoln s-Inn), a

like cafe was adjudged. Feme tenant in tail confessed a judgment, took

husband and died. The baron was tenant by the curtejy, and the sta

tute was extended, and then hesurrendered to the heir, and was ex

tended still, and well, per curiam, for the reversion was not preju

diced. And afterwards Trin. 1656. resolved, that an extent lay well

againfi the lesjee, because the infancy os the heir is a personal priviledge.

s^uere, if the rent is gone. Itseems so; but the rent -was not ri

gorded.) Lord Nott. MSS.

[25O. D.J (1) In a former note, an attempt was made, to give the reader [Note 24.9. 1

an Elementary Outline of the Doctrine of Uses ; an attempt will now

be made, to give him like a elementary outline of some

LEADING POINTS IN THE DOCTRINE Of TRUSTS AFFECTING REAL

property. An extract from 1. Eq. Ca. Abr. 383. seems a proper

introduction to it.

I. By the 27. Hen. 8. cap. 10. it was provided, that, the

nse and possession should always be united ; by declaring, that,

" where any persons were or should be seised ofany lands, &c. to the

" use of, or in trust for any other person, by reason os any bargain 1

" or sale, feoffment, fine, recovery, contract, agreement, will, or

"' otherwise by any means whatsoever, cestuy que use, or he, to

" whose use the lands were settled, in fee simple, fee tail, for life,

" years, or otherwise, or he, who had any use in reversion or re-

" mainder, &c. should be deemed to be in possession os the land, to

" all intents and purposes ; and where one was seized of lands, to

" the use or intent that another should have a yearly rent out of

" the seme lands, cestuy que use, or he to whose use the rent was

" granted, should be dgemed in possession thereof, viz. of the rent

4 • " and
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[Note 249.] " anc* of like estate as he that had the use.** But, notwithstanding [200. b.|

this statute, there are three ways of creating a use or trust, which "■ ' '

still remain as at common law ; and this use or trust is a creature

of the courts of equity, and subject only to their controul or di

rection. First, where a man seized in fee, raises a term of years,

and limits it in trust for A. Sec. this the statute cannot execute, the

termor not being seized, adly, Where lands are limited to the use

of A. in trust to permit B. to receive the rents and profits, for the

statute can only execute the first use. 3dly, Where lands are li

mited to trustees to receive and pay over the rents and profits to

such and such persons, for here the lands must remain in them to

answer those purposes ; and these points were agreed to in Tri

nity term 1700 per curiam, in Simson v. Turner.

II. The best DErwiTioH or a trust m tsjjrrr is that, which

is given by the old writers, of an use at common law ; viz. " A

" confidence which is not issuing out of the land, but a thing col-

* lateral, annexed in privity to the estate and to the person toacb-

" ing the land, fed. that tefitty que use shall take the profits, and

** that the terretenant shall make estates according to his diree-

" tion." These are the words used in Chudleigh's case, 1st. Repi

izi. a. b. for the definition of an use. Thus he, who hath a

trust, hath neither jus in re nor jus ad rem ; but only a confi*

dence and trust, for which he hath no remedy at the common law,

but only a remedy by a subpœna in chancery. This is the im

portant distinction between trusts and commons, rents, and such

Eke hereditaments. These follow the lands, into whosoever bands

they come ; and therefore, if a person is disseised, dispossessed,

abated, or intruded upon, still the land in the hands of the difleisor,

dispossessor, abator, or intruder, is subject to the rent, common.

Sec.—But, generally speaking, it is otherwise with respect to a

trust, unless the estate of the disseisor, Sec. from his having notice

cf the trust, or upon some other ground, is, in the consideration of

a court of equity, considered as charged with the trust.

III. This doctrine is considered as particularly important, in

its influence on limitations to trustees for pxEiEJtrtue con

tingent remainders, and as it is the foundation of the doc

trines of equity on cafes arising from the destruction of those re-

. . mainders by the trustees. This was discussed at great length in

Chudleigh's case, 1. Rep. 120. a. The doctrine laid down in that

case, with respect to the destruction of contingent uses at common

law, appears to be, that, to the standing seized of an use at com

mon law, two things were necessary; one, that, the estate upon

which the uses were declared should subsist; this was called privity

of estate : the other, that, the party so standing seised mould have no

tice of the use ; this was called privity to the person. If either of

these failed, the use was gone. Whenever therefore, a person seized

of a life estate in possession, in trust for another, conveyed by sine,

feofftnentj or recovery, the person taking under that conveyance,

acquired, in consequence of the forcible nature of those modes cf

conveyance, a new estate, and thereby the privity of estate was

liecessarily loft. But if a person hating a fee, conveyed that fee,

then the privity of estate remained. Still, if the grantee had not

horiee of the trust, the privity to the person was gone. In the

latter instance, however, this important distinction was made, th.tr,

if the grantee was not a purchaser for a valuable consideration, the

law implied noti.e; that is, presumed him t» be acquainted with

ike
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the use ; this continued the privity to the person. Thus stood the

doctrine of the destruction of contingent remainders at the common

law. The statute of uses made no difference, as to the legal con

sequences of this doctrine, in those cases where the trustee had an

estate for life only. If he conveyed by sine, feoffment, or reco

very, the grantee necessarily took an estate in fee simple. This, as

was observed before, was a new estate. Privity in estate therefore

sailed. But in those cases, where the whole fee was conveyed to the

trustees to several uses in strict settlement, it was executed in the

<estuyt que use ; and then, where no use was limited to the trustees

themselves, nothing remained in them, so that, in this respect, there

was no difference between them and strangers to the deed. An actual

estate might, however, be limited to them. Of this petitioners

availed themselves, to support contingent remainders, and prevent

their being destroyed. This gave rise to the limitation, now so

frequently inserted in wills and settlements, of an estate to trustees

for preserving contingent remainders. To present this pointedly

to the reader's observation, it may be useful to state succinctly the

gradual progress of settlements. The first attempt at a settlement

appears to be, the creation of an estate in fee simple conditional.

This had two effects, that of suspending the absolute power of

alienation, till the birth of issue, and that of preserving the inhe

ritance in a particular line of succession, so as to make it devolve

through a particular line of heirs, in exclusion of others. Bracton

mentions, lib. 18. that, by this mode of limitation, the estate

might be settled by a person, on his eldest son and the heirs of his

body,—and if he had no heirs, or having heirs, if they afterwards

failed, then to his second son and the heirs of his body, with like

limitations to his other sons successively and their respective issue ;

and in default of all these, to the party himself and his heirs. This

appears the most extended and complicated plan of settlement, which

could be effected through the medium of this mode of limitation.

Then came the statute de donis couditionalibus. That statute took

away the power of alienation of the tenants in fee simple condi

tional, and thereby preserved the fee to the issue, and the reversion

t.o the donor. This naturally gave rise to the complex modifica

tion of property, to which the reversion of an estate, out of which

an estate tail is first carved, is now subject. By this mode of set

tlement land was at once completely taken out of commerce and

involved in the intricate fetters of multiplied entails. This mny

be considered as the second stage ossettlements. But entails were

again subjected to the alienation or the tenant in tr.i! by the intro

duction of common recoveries, about the reign of Ed. 4. and (he

introduction of fines by the statutes of 4. H. 7. and 32. H. 8. To

prevent this, in some measure, women seized of cstares tail of the

rift of their husbands, were prohibited by the 11. H. 7. ch. lo.

rom alienating these estates ; and husbands, seized in right of

their wives, were prohibited from alienating thole estates by the

,32. H. 8. ch. 28. To bring their estates within the protection of

these statutes, it became usual to limit the husband's estates, to the

husband and wife and the heirs of the body of the wife by the

husband,—and to limit the wife's estates, to the husband and wife

and the heirs of the hulband by the wife. The consequence of this

was, that, the estate was secured to the parents durir.g their lives,

aud was secured to the issur against the act ofeithor parent. No

thing short of the concurrent act of both 'parents could deprive the

f,

issue
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[Note 249] issue of the estate. A more rational system os. settlement, (par- f2Q0. b.l

ticularly after tiie statute of the 32. H. 8. ch. 28. had enabled

tenants in tail to lease), could not perhaps be devised. The estate

might be limited to the male or the female line, at the pleasure

of the parties. It Was protected against the caprice or extrava

gance of one of the parties, so long as the other refused to co

operate in unfettering the intail, while there was a provision for

unforeseen events, by their co-operation during their joint lives ;

and, during the life of the surviving parent, the same effects might

be produced by the co-operation of that parent and the issue ; and

after the decease of both parents the estate was restored to the

issue, with a complete power of alienating it. It may be a question

whether, even now, this mode of settlement be not the moll

proper for all those cases, where by reason of the smallness of the

property, or any other circumstance, the intricate system of settle

ment, now in use, is not proper. This may be described as the

thirdstage of settlements.—A fourth was effected by limiting life

estates to the parents, with remainders to their unborn children by

purchase. This was introduced, soon after it was discovered, how

completely estates tail of every description were subject to the

alienation of the tenant in tail by sine or recovery. But it did not

soon become general. It was obvious, that, in every cafe, where

the parent was himself the immediate reversioner, and in every

case, where, the parent not being the immediate reversioner, the

concurrence of the immediate reversioner could be procured, the

unborn children were at the mercy of the parent. This gave rise

to the introduction of trustees for preserving contingent remainders.

This limitation is supposed to have been first discovered and introduced

into practice by Sir Francis Moore, during the time of the usurpa

tion. Whatever doubts may formerly have been entertained on this

head, it is now settled beyond the reach of controversy, that, under

a limitation of this description, the trustees take a vested estate of

freehold. The interposition of this estate prevents the tenant for

life from surrendering to him in the reversion, and if he aliens his

estate by any of those modes of conveyance, which would other

wise destroy the contingent remainders, and by a necessary conse

quence, be a forfeiture of the estate, it authorizes the trustees to

enter for the forfeiture. This, to use one of the explanatory ex

pressions inserted in these limitations, " prevents the contingent re-

" mainders from being defeated or destroyed."—Such are the cir

cumstances which appear to have given rife to this most frequent

and important limitation, and the effects it produced; and thus it

stands with respect to the alienation of the tenant for life without

the concurrence or co-operation of the trustees. With respect to

those cases, where the trustees co-operate in the alienation, it is

obvious the estate of these trustees is that, which we have before

mentioned, of a person seized of a life estate in trust for another;

and conformably to what we have before observed upon the aliena

tion of a person so seized, his fine, fcoffment, or common reco

very acquires him an estate by disseisin, and vests the estate so

acquired by him in the purchaser. Here then the privity of estate

fails; but courts of equity again interfere. This alienation of the

trustees is evidently a breach of their trust. If, therefore, the con

veyance be without consideration, and without express notice, the

court implies notice. If it be with notice, then whether with or

without consideration, the courts make the purchaser hold the

lands
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lands upon the trusts to which they \yere subject in the hands of the

trustees. But if the conveyance is for a valuable consideration,

and without notice, then the courts punish the breach of trust, by

decreeing them to purchase lands of equal value to those, of

which, by their breach of trust, they have deprived the parties,

and to settle them to the uses and upon the trusts of the lands

conveyed. See Manscl v. Manse!, 2. l'eere Will. 67S. Pye v.

Gorge, 1. P. Wms. 128. and Mr. Fearne's Essay on Contingent

Remainders, sol. 241, Sec. It only remains to observe, that, though

the destruction of contingent remainders by the trustee is punished

in the manner we havfi mentioned ; still, where there is a bare

tenant for life for his own benefit, with remainders over in con-

tingency, rf he destroy the contingent remainders, it is no breach

of trust, for where there is no trust, there cannot be a breach of

trull; there is no ground consequently for a court of equity to in

terfere in that case. It is therefore left to its legal consequences.

Tides however depending on the validity of an act of this nature

can never be recommended. The power of tenant for life to destroy

contingent remainders is striSiJJimi juris. It certainly therefore

can never expect favour,—or any thing beyond mere support. It

i» to be observed, that it has not yet been decided, whether a le

gal estate of freehold created-by one deed, will support contingent

remainders created by anothei. The prevailing opinion appears

to be, that, if ever this point should come before a court, the de

cision will be for the affirmative. It sometimes happens that

contingent remainders are limited to the sons of a person who has

himself no life estate. Where this is done, it is proper to direct,

in what manner the rents shall be applied, during the suspence of

the contingent remainder, and the vacancy of a person beneficially

entitled. This may be done by directing the trustees, during that

vacancy or suspence, to pay the rents to the persons next entitled

for the time being, under the uses or trusts of the instrument, to a

veiled remainder in the estates, but without prejudice to the estate

of the children afterwards coming in existence. If no such di

rection is given, the settler and his heirs would probably be consi

dered a; intitlcd to the then intermediate profits, as an undisposed

part of the inheritance. The/fib and ultimate stage os settlements

appears to have been effected, by the introduction of powers under

the statute of uses. By these, as complete a dominion over the pro

perty which is the subject of the settlement is given, to the party

and his trustees, as if it were not the subject of settlement ; at the

same time, that, the property or its value, is completely secured to

the parties, to their issue, and to all other claimants. Considered

in this point of view, the plan and effects of a marriage settlement,

as such settlements are now usually framed in England, are very

striking ; and will bear a comparison with the marriage contracts

of any other country. These, generally speaking, either fetter the

property so much as to take it entirely out of_commerce, as is

done by the tailzies of Scotland 'with irritant find refiluti've clauses,

or, like their settlements of what is called,simple destination, leave

it so much under the controul and direction of the parents, as to

give little security for its fase transmission to the issue.

.IV. Trustees either are such, by the exprej's or implied declara* .

lien of the party, or are made such by a court of equity. — In a

court of equity it is sufficient that the trust appears ; and if the

party creating the trull has not appointed his own trustee, the

( B b ) court
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[Njtc 249.] court of equity will follow the legal estate, and decree the person f2Q0, hi

in whom it is vested to execute the trust. See ant. 113. note 2. ' ' ^

it being a rule which admits of no exception, that a court of

equity never wants a trustee.

V. Another rule which admits of no exception, is, that, equity

alls upin the person and not upon the thing. The consequence is,

_ that, if the estate, of which the party is actually seized, is not com

mensurate to the trust, equity cannot enlarge it. Supposing there

fore A. to be seir.ed of an estate in fee simple, in trust for B.

. and his heirs, and that A. conveys the legal estate to the use of C.

for life, with remainders over ;' C. and the remainder-man would

. be trailers for B. ; and B. biing entitled to the whole equitable

fee, would be entitled to a conveyance of it to him. If, therefore,

the modifications of the legal estate be such, as enable parties to

convey the fee, a conveyance must be made by the fame meRns

as if it were a conveyance for a valuable consideration. Conse-

. quently, if any of the parties should be seized in tail, a sine, or re

covery, as the cafe happens, would be necessary ; and it the tenant

in tail should happen to be an infant, the infant cannot convey

without levying a fine or suffering a recovery. The stat. 7. Ann.

chap. 19. authorizes infants to convey in the manner therein men

tioned, under the direction of the court of chancery. This ha?

been held to extend to their levying sines and suffering recoveries,

where the nature of their estates have required these assurances, to

• perfect die conveyances. See 3. Atlcyns 164.. 479. and 559. Com.

Rep. 615. Barnes 217. But sometimes the modifications of the

legal estate are such, that even fines and recoveries are not surfi-

. cient to convey a Ice. In this cafe application to parliament is

necessary.

VI. It is sometimes doubtful, whether an ejiate be lega! or equitable.

The leading authorities upon this point, are, Burchet v. Durdnnr,

z. Vent. 312. Broughton v. Langlcy, 2. Sa!k. 699. Shepherd's

Touchstone, 483. Simson v. Turner, 1st Equity Cas. Abr. 383.

Lady Jones v. Say and Sele, 8. Vin. 162. Silvester v. Wilson,

4. Term Rep. 44.4. ar.d Thong v. Bedford, 1. Bro. Cha. Cases,

313. The result of these cases seems to be, 1st, That, a devise to

A. and his heirs, in trust for B. and his heirs, without any ulterior

words, is an use executed by the statute in B. ; and so also would

. be a devise to A. and his heirs, in trust to permit B. and his heirs.

to receive the rents and profits. 2dly. That, a devise to A. and

, liis heiri, with directions to dispose of the estate, or of the rents in

such a manner as necessarily requirps the legal estate should refi&s

in him, will of couife vest the legal estate in him. 3<My, There

..seems ground to contend that a mere devise to A. and his heirs,

■pon trust to receive the rents and pay them over to B. ihould

..give the legal estate to A. To this the cafe of Silvester v. WtHbn-

nearly approaches, 4th'y, Where an estate is given to A. and

his heirs, upon trust to dispose of the rents in a particular manner

' during the life of B. and after the decease of B. id stand (eiled of

the lane's to the uses therein mentioned ; there, as the natore of

the trust docs not require that the legal estate (hall reside in A. for

, a longer term than the life of B. the court will not consider the

use to be executed in him, for a longer term than the fife of B. ;

.but will consider the use as executed in the trustee daring the life

les B. and afterwards: in the cestuy que use. 5thly, Where there is

a' limitation to one fur life, remainder to trustees and their heir*

for
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for preserving contingent remainders, and the estate of the trustees

is not restrained to the use of the tenant for life ; in a deed the

trustees would certainly be considered as taking the whole fee.

B it in a will, as the nature of their trust requires that they ihoistd

take the legal estate only during the life of the. tenant for life,

and the subsequent devise is generally introduced by the words,

** and after the death of the tenant for life," there seems reason to

contend, they should be considered as taking the legal estate for the

period of his life only ; that being evidently the testator's intention,

which in wills has so powerful an operation in controuling the legal

operation of the words. Sec Shapland v. Smith, i. Bro. Ch. Ca.

75. and Boteler v. Aldington, ibid. 72.

VII. There is a distin:tion between powers and trusts. Devises

arc sometimes framed in such a manner, as to make it uncertain

whether the legal estate is vested by them, in the trustees, upon

trust to dispose of it according tothe directions of the testator, or

whether the legal estate is suisered to descend upon the heir at law,

or i« devised to others, with a power to the peribns mentioned for

that purpose by the testator, to dispose of it. This is very im

portant, aud sometimes not clearly to be ascertained. See ante

so. 1 1 3. a. note 2. on the devise of an estate to be sold by exe

cutors where it veils the estate in the executors, and where it

merely gives a puwer to sell it. It is observable that where there

is a devise to executors to fell, the statute of 21. H. 8. makes it

lawful for one of the executors to sell without the other; and in

Bonifant v. Greenfield, Cro. Eliz. 80. it was decided, that, this

statute extends equally to those cafes, where the legal estate is de

vised to the executors, as to those, where a mere power is given

to sell. But the taking of the conveyance from one executor only,

is liable to objections. One is, thai the other executor may have

previously sold ; in which case the first vendee would be prefer

red. Tne other arises, where the will expressly requires, that all

■the trustees ihould join in the receipt ser the purchase money.

VIII. By the liar. 29. Cha. 2. cap. 3. sec. 8. it is provided,

" That all declarations and creations cf tr./jl in lands or beredi-

" taments must be in writing; signed by the party, or by his last

" will in writing, or elle void, except trusts arising by implication

" of law, and transferred and extinguished by acts oflaw." A

person purchasing land in the name of another, has always been

held to be within this description. But it has also been held, that

this implied trust may be rebutted by circumstances in evidence;

and therefore, where a father has purchased in the name of a

• son, or a grandfather in the name of a grandson, it has often been

held to be intended as an advancement for the son or grandson,

and not as a trust for the purchaser. This construction of trusts by

a court of equity, is conformable to the construction of uses by the

courts of law. There, a feoffment without consideration, when no

use was declared, was always held to operate to the use of the

feoffor. But when it was to a son or grandson, the consideration

of blood intervened, and it was held to operate to the use of the

son. or grandson. This doctrine is often resorted to in the case of

grants of copyholds where the son of a grantee is a nominee.

There the implication in favour of the son is not so strong, as there

is a necessity of mentioning some life, for the purpose ot silling up

the estate. Yet in these cases, with some exceptions, (fee paru-

cufarly Lane v. Dighton, Amb. 409.) it is considered so far an ad-

( B b 2 ) vancement
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f Note 249.] vanceraent for the child, that it is incumbent on the person claim- [ 2Q0i b»

ing against the child to shew that it was not so intended. In the*"

case of Dyer and Dyer, heard in the exchequer Nov. 20, 21, and

27, 1788, this doctrine was very fully entered into, and explain

ed with the greatest learning and perspicuity, by the then chief

baron Eyre.

IX. The favour which is shewn to old tenants, by granting them

A renewal of their leases, preferably to a stranger, has given them,

in the eye of the law, an interest beyond their subsisting term;

and this interest is generally termed their tenant right osrentv:el.

This is' particularly.applicable to leases from the crown, from the

church, from colleges, or from other corporations. In these cafes,

it often happens, that the situation of the parties is such, that,

there are successive renewals of the lease, or successive enlarge

ments of it by reversionary grants. On the one hand, the property

is more valuable to the actual tenant than any other person ; he

can therefore afford to pay more for the renewal than another.

On the other, there is a natural partiality in the lessors to the

present tenants, particularly if they, or those under whom they

claim, have long been tenants of the land in question. These cir

cumstances Lave produced what is called tenant right. Attempts

have been made to establish an obligation in landlords to renew,

but they have not succeeded. The renewal, therefore, is still a

matter of favour and of chance ; but is so far valuable, that, it

enhances the price of the property on sales. Provisions for re

newal are inserted in mortgages and settlements ; and the right of

parties to this chance of renewal is guarded by courts of equity.

In mortgages of this species of property, where this chance ot

renewal exists, there should always be inserted in the mortgage

deed a covenant from the mortgagor for the renewal of the lease,

and for veiling such new lease in the mortgagee ; -with an agree*

ment, that, if the mortgagor neglects to renew, it (hall be lawful

for -the mortgagee to renew, and that the fine and c.\pencej cf

renewal shall be a charge upon the premises, and bear inte

rest. In settlements also; there mould be a power authoriz

ing the trustees, from time to time, to renew the leases, and for

that purpose to raise money by mortgage. Where these provi

sions are not made, the fine and expences arc to be paid by the

persons having the actual life interest, and those entitled after

wards, each contributing proportionally to their respective inte

rests. If the actual tenant for life advances the whole of the mo

ney, and dies without having been repaid it, the whole is a charge

upon the leasehold premises, and the personal representatives of

the tenant for life are entitled to claim the whole. But if the

leasehold is charged with annuities, the annuitants arc not bound

to contribute, bee Pickering v. Bowles, 1. Brown's Chan. Ca.

197. and the cases there cited, and Nightingale v. Lawson, ibid.

440. As tp the protection afforded by the courts of equity to per

sons entitled to this tenant right, courts of equity have so far re

cognized the tenant right to be a real benefit, and as such, entitled

to their protection, as to decree, that, new or reversionary leases,

' (gained by undue means or supposition qf the tenant right of re

newal,) should be for the benefit of the persons interested in th«

ancient leases; and consequently, that those, who obtain such new

leases, and were thereby legally possessed of them, should be trus

tees for that purpose. The cases on this head may be divided into

" - ■ three
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three classes. The first, where the renewal has been obtained b)f

persons having no beneficial interest in the old lease, and no con

nection with the lessee, and has been obtained by a suggestion of what

was false, or a suppression of what was true. The second, where

the parties obtaining the renewal, have no beneficial interest, but

me connected with the old lessee, as guardians, trustees, or exe

cutors. The third, where the persons renewing, have only partial

and limited interests, as tenants for life, mortgagors, or mortga.

gees ; in all these cases, the parties renewing, have been uni

formly declared trustees for the persons beneficially i iterested, in

the antient lease, either wholly or in part, according to the parti

cular circumstance of the cafe : the court presuming that the nciV

lease was obtained by means of the connection with or reference to

the interest in the antient lease. The cases on the doctrine of the

tenant right of renewal arc numerous. One of the most important

of them is that of Rawe v. Chichester, Amb. 715. Another very

important case on thisjearnitig, is that of Lee v. Vernbn, heard

on appeal to the house of lords, 11 May 1 776. The reasons for

the appellant in that case were drawn up by the present editor's

jTiost learned predecessor in this work, and from them most of the

preceding observations under this head, are extracted.

X. It frequently happens, that, inhere a real esate is limited in

Jlriclsettlement , and a leasehold for years or other personal estate is

:»!endid to be j'etii.d upon corresponding truss, the settlement is made

by assigning the leasehold estate to trustees, and declaring they

shall stand possessed of it, upon such trusts as are previously de

clared of t;ie real estate, or as near thereto as may be, or as the:

rules of law and equity will permit. This should never be done.

The nature of real and personal' estate is so different, as to

make k almost impracticable to frame such a set of trusts as will

in every possible event, or even in the common contingencies, cany

the personal estate in the fame course of devolution as the real estate;

and the modes of doing it are so various, that hardly two professional

men would agree upon the fame plan. The best method, therefore,

is, to insert a complete set of limitations for the personal estate. If

however, from the smallness of the property, it is thought adviseable

to do it by way of reference to the limitations of the real estate, a

declaration may be inserted, expressing that the leasehold or personal

estate (hall not vest absolutely in any Child or childteh of any tenant

for life, unless or until he, she, or they shall attain the age of twenty -,

one years, provided however that such child for the time being

may during his minority be entitled to the rents and interest.

The nature of leasehold for liws is much more analogous to that

of estates of inheritance ; and therefore, generally speaking, may

be settled by reference to previous limitations of the fee simple

estate. The fliort mode of reference may be used in the power

of sale usually inserted in settlements, where the parties are autho

rized by it to puj-chase leaseholds for years. See Folcy v. Butrel!t

1. Bro. Cha. Cases, 274.

XL It was observed before, that one of the principal objects of

the legislature, in passing the statute of uses, was to restore, in some

jiieasure, the notoriety of the old common law conveyances; but

that, their views, in this respect, were almost totally defeated, by the

introduction of conveyances by lease and release, and by the pre-

servatis 1 of uses, under the appellation' of trusts. The legislature

jjasj as different times, made attempts- to rcmidj the mi/cl/icf arising

( B b 3 ) JrcH
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[Note 249.] from the secret transfer cfproperty to in-bicb this ftctutt'has p'texf 2Q0.'

rife. Among these attempts may be reckoned the statutes against L '

fraudulent conveyances and devises, 13. Eliz. c. 5. 27. Eliz. c. 4.

and 3- W. & M. c. 14. but particularly the statute of 29. Car. 2. c. 3.

commonly called the Statute of Frauds and Peijuries, which pro

vides against conveying any lands or hereditaments for more than

three years, or declaring trusts of them, otherwise than by writ

ing. See ant. 48. a. net. 3. With the same views have b;en

passed the acts for regiilering deeds respecting lands in the West,

East, and North Ridings of the county of York, and in the county

of Middlesex.—2. & 3. Ann. c. 4. 6. Ann. c. 35. 7. Ann. c. 20

and 8. Geo. 2. c. 6. Upon a similar principle was passed, the sa

lutary and beneficial act of the 17th os his present majesty, c. 26.

for registering the grants of life annuities. With respect to the

last statute, it is to be wished, that the legislature would enable

persons redeeming or re-purchasing annuities granted by them, to

enter an account of such redeinpt on or re-purchase upon the re

gister} for as it is an impeachment ofa person's credit, that, annuities

of this nature should be recorded against him, it is but reasonable,

that, when he has redeemed or re-purchased them, that (hould be as

publicly known and ascertained as his grant of them. But for

want of some regulation of this kind, persons lie under the imputa

tion of being subject to the payment of annuities, after they are

liberated from them. On the statute of the 29. Car. 2. c. 3. the

courts have decided, that as it was made with a design to prevent,

either in marriage or in any other treaties, uncertainty, perjury,

and contrariety of evidence, the cafes not liable to these incon-

veniencies arc not within it. Sec I. Eq. Ca. Ab. 19. The courts

seem to have favoured a like equitable construction of the statutes for

the registration of deeds. Thus in the case of Le Neve v. Le Neve,

1. Vez. 64. lord Hardwicke decreed, that, if a deed respecting

lands in any of the register counties is not registered, and after

wards the fame lands are sold or mortgaged, by a deed properly

registered ; if the person claiming under the second deed h.is notice

of the first deed., the person claiming under the first deed, tho' it is

not registered, shall be preferred to him. The general doctrine of

these decisions is founded on principles both just and equitable,

when applied to particular cases ; yet it may be doubted whether

a more rigid adherence to the letter of these statutes, particularly

that of the 29. Car. 2. c. 3. would not have been more beneficial

to the public. The French shewed a much more rigid and perti

nacious adherence to the letter of their laws respecting the regis

tration of deeds and wills. By laws of that kingdom as ancient as

the 1 6th century, particularly an ordonnance of Henry II. of the

year 1553, it was ordered, that all wills and deeds, containing sub

stitutions of estates, should be registered within a particular period

'of time. If they were not registered within that time, the courts

seem to have doubted whether they were binding even on the par

ties, in whose favour the substitutions were made; but it was al

ways settled, that the substitutions were of no force against credi

tors or purchasers. Several points of the laws respecting substitu

tions being unsettled, and the laws respecting them being different

in different parts of the kingdom, they were all reduced into one

law, by the celebrated ordonnance of August 1747. That ordon

nance was framed by the chancellor D'Acuesscu, after taking the

sentiments of every parliament in the kingdom upon forty-five

different
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different questions proposed to them upon the subject. The thirty-

ninth question is, " Whether a creditor or purchaser, having notice

** of the substitution, before his contract or purchase, is to be ad-

** mitted to plead the want of registration ?" All the parliaments,

except the parliament of Flanders, agreed, that he was; that, to

admit the contrary doctrine would make it always open to argu

ment, whether lie had or had not notice of the substitution ; that

this would lead to eiidless uncertainty, confusion, and perjury ; and

that it was much better that the right of the subject should depend

upon certain and fixed principles of law, than upon rules and con

structions ot equity, which mull be arbitrary, and consequently un

certain. The ordonnance of August 1747 was framed accord

ingly. Those who have commented upon that ordonnance lay it

down as a fixed aid undeniable principle, that, nothing, not even

the most actual and direct notice, countervails the want of registra

tion ; so that isa person is a witness, or even a party, to the deed

of substitution, still, if it is not regiliered, he may safely purchase

the property substituted, or lend money upon a mortgage of it.

See Questions ccnceinant les substitutions, Toulouse, 1 7 70; and Com-

meitune de I' Ordonnance dt Louis Xf', fur les Substitutions, far'Mr.

jFurgoie, a Paris, 1 767.

Xll. The courts have in part remedied the mischief arisingfrom

lie admission os lrujls, <witb rejpeii to the ceftuy que trust, by making

fer/oHi paying money to trustees, ivitb notice of the trust, answer

able, m Jome cases, sr the proper application os it. Lord Mans

field, in his very distinguished argument in the great cafe of Bur

gess v. Wheatc, observes, " that the ceftuy que trust is actually and

" absolutely seised of the freehold, in the consideration of a court

«« of equity ; that, the trust is the land, in that court ; and that, the

«« declaration of the trust is the disposition of the land." It is,

perhaps, to be wished, that the operation and consequences of

trusts had been confined to the trustee and ceftuy que trust. There

is no doubt but the doctrine in question is in many instances of-

great service to the ecstuy que trust, as it preserves his property,

from the peculations and other disasters to which, if it were left

solely to the discretion of the trustee, it would necessarily be sub

ject. Yet it may be questioned, whether the admission of it is

not, in general, productive of more inconvenience than real good.

For in Ionic cafes, if the ceftuy que trust is an infant, or otherwise

incapable of giving assent to the payment of the money to ths.

trustee, the persons paying it cannot be indemnified against th'-'

trustees misapplication ot it, but by paying it under the sanction of

a court of equity. This retards, and often absolutely impedes the

progress of business, involves the parties in an expensive and in

tricate litigation, and puts them to a very great, and, in other re

spects, an useless expence. To avoid this, it is become usual to

insert a clause in deeds or wills, that the receipts of the truifees

{hall, of themselves, discharge the persons to whom they are given,

from the obligation of seeing to the application of the money paid

by them. In seme instances, without any clause of this nature, a

person paying money to a trustee is not answerable for the misap

plication of it, though he has notice of the tiust. Perhaps the

fallowing distinctions and observations will be found of use towards

obtaining an accurate knowledge of the rules of equity i:pon this.

complex subject.— \jlly, With regard to personal estate, it is every

yyhere admitted, that if testator, possessed of perianal elate only,

(BM) die.
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[Note 249.] dies indebted, having by his will directed his estates to be fold for [290. K

the payment of his debts, whether he specif.es them or not, the

mortgagee or purchaser of any part of his personal assets, is not

bound to fee to the application of his mortgage, or purchase-mo

ney. See Elliott arid Merryman, Barnardilton Rep. in Cha. page

78. But if he charges aspecific part of his personalty with the pay

ment of a specific debt or legacy, it seems to have been a matter

of doubt how far the purchaser of that specific, part was answerable.

In the case of Bill v. Humble, 2. Vern. 444. the master of the

rolls decreed, that a rrortgagee of a term of years from an exe

cutor (which term of years w.as specifically bequeathed) was not

answerable for the misaDplication of his purchase- money.—This

decree was reversed in the house of lords in 1703-4 ; but from the

account given in Vincr, 7. vol. 43. pi. 13. and 18. Vin. 121.

pi. it. there is reason to suppose the reversal was founded on par

ticular proof of fraud. Two cafes in Peere Williams, Ewer v.

Corbett, and Bunting v. Stonard, vol. 2. p. 148. & 150. coincide

with the master of the rolls against the house of lords: And fee

Gilbert's Reports, 1 13. Mead v. lord Orrery, 3. Atk. 23c. Ithil

v. Bears, 1. Vez. 315. Plow. Com. 543. 545. It should, how

ever, be observed, that the principle on which the courts have

founded their opinion, that the purchaser or mortgagee cf any part

of the testator's assets specifically bequeathed is not answerable for

the misapplication of his purchase or mortgage money, is, that the

whole cf the personal estate beinf bound to pay the debts of the

testator, that specific part (though specifically charged) is liable

with the rest: it has therefore been held, that the purchaser mult

not have notice that there are no debts, or that the debts are pak!.

With the latter doctrine the modern practice of the profession ac

cords. It has been carried so far, that, even where an executor

has sold or mortgaged his testator's property, for his own debt,

it has been held good. The reason of these cases is, that, the

property of the testator vests absolutely in the executor, both at

Jaw and in equity ; so that the demand of the creditors and lega

tees a;e personal upon the executor; they are no lien upon the

property in his hands, or in the hands of the assignees, from

him; the executor is entrusted with the disposition of the pro

perty; and no third person, therefore, should be implicated in it.

Jt seems clear from Ewer v. Corbett, that though, by such notice of

there being no debts, or of the debts being paid, the purchaser makes

himself answerable for his purchase or mortgage money ; yet he is

net bcund, previously, to enquire and satisfy himself, that there are

debts unpaid, or that the parts of the assets not specifically be

queathed are sufficient to pay the debts ar.d legacies, zdly. With

respect to the devise of a real estatefor the payment cf debts : It mufi

first be observed, on the authority of the cases of Cutler and

Coxeter, 2. Vern. 302. French and' Chichester, z. Vern. 568. and

2. Vez. 590. that if a person charges both his real and personal

estates with the payment of his debts, the personal estate must be

first applied; and that it is therefore immaterial, whether the tes

tator charges the personal estate in the first instance, or not.—Now,

isa person devises a real estate to trustees to fell for the payment

of his debts, all the books agree (fee particularly the cafe above

cited of Elliott v. Merryman, Spalding and Shalmer, 1. Vern. 301.

Culpepper v. Aston, 2. Chan. Cafes, 115. 221. 1. Vez. 173. and

215. Coitrell v. Hampson, 2. Vern. 5. Smith v. Guyon, 1. Bro-. Ca*

in
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in Cha. 1 86.) that if the debts are specified or schedoled, the pur

chaser or mortgagee is bound to sec to the application of his mo

ney ; but that if they are not specified, or scheduled, he is Mt

bound to see to such application. As to legacies they, from their

nature, must be considered as specified or scheduled debts; how far

in those cases, where the trust does not extend to the payment ofdebts,

the purchaser of a real estate, is bound to fee the money applied in

' discharge of the legacies, is often a subjecl of discussion and doubt,

even with the most experienced practitioners.—But, if the trust is.to

fell for the payment both of debts and legacies, then, the trust to

pay the debts, intercepts thetrust to pay the legacies, and as the

purchaser is not bound to fee to the payment of the former, he ne

cessarily is not bound to fee to the payment of the latter. Thus in

lebb v. Abbott, heard in Chancery on the 9th February 1782,

lord chancellor Thurlow said, that, where debts and legacies are

charged on lands, the purchaser will hold free from the claims of

the legatees ; for not being bound to fee to the discharge of debts,

he cannot be expected to foe to the discharge of legacies, which

cannot be paid till after the debts. The present lord chief justice

of the king's bench, who was counsel in the cause, assented to

this position, and said it had been so determined by lord Hard-

wicke. Probably tha case alluded to by him was that of Rogers v.

Skillicorne, since reported by Mr. Ambler; fee his Rep. sol.

j 88 In Beynon v. Gollins, in the sittings after Hilary term

1788 ; the testator had charged his estate with the payment of his

just debts generally, and with a legacy of 800 1. for his daughter

for life, and after her death for her children. The trustee had

joined in a conveyance of part of the estate to a purchaser, and

permitted the 800 1. to come into the hands of the daughter's huf-

band, and it was wasted. The bill was brought by the w.fe and

children, to have the legacy made good by the purchasers of the

estate, and against the trustee. It was dismissed against the pur

chasers. Upon the hearing for further directions, it was pressed

by Mr. Ambler, that the trustee should pay the costs of the pur

chasers. But lord Thurlow refused this, saying, that, as there was

a general charge of debts, the purchasers were not liable to fee to

the application of the purchase money in payment of the 800I.

and that, if the plaintiff thought sit to make unnecessary parties,

the trustees ought, not to pay the costs of such parties, but that they

must receive them from the plaintiff.—Lands are sometimes deviled '

to trustees, upon trust to raise as much money, as the personal

estate shall fall deficient, in paying the testator's debts and lega

cies. It seems to be the general opinion, that, a purchaser or

mortgagee is not bound, in this cafe, to enquire whether the real

estate is wanted or not. It is a nicer cafe where the lands are

not devised 10 the trustees, but a mere power is given them to fell

for the purpose of raising as much money as the personal estate

shall fall short in paying. To the valid execution of such a power,

the deficiency of the personal estate seems to be a requisite circum

stance. It mav., therefore, be contended, that, if there be not the

deficiency in question, the power is not well executed, and a ne

cessary consequence of this appears to be, that, if the purchaser can

not give legal evidence of this deficiency, he cannot make out

his title under the power. To prevent questions of this nature

from arising, it is usual to insert in all instruments declaring trusts

of personal estate, and in all instruments by which real or personal.

• ■ r - estate
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[Note 249.] estates are vested in trustees, upon trust to raise money by sale or f 200. b.

mortgage, a clause expressly discharging the purchasors or mort- *■ '

gagees, from the obligation of feeing to the application of the mo

ney paid by them. A clause of this nature should seldom be

omitted. Where the trull is to raise, by sale or mortgage of the

real estate, so much monev as the personal estate is deficient in

producing, it seems sdvisea'olt: to extend this clause a degree fur

ther, by expressly discharging the purchaser or mortgagee from

the obligation of enquiring, whether the personal estate has

been got in and applied, and by expressly authorizing the trustees,

to raise any money they think proper by sale or mortgage,

though the personal estate be not actually got in or applied, for

it frequently happens, that, the getting in of the personal estate is

attended with great delay and difficulty: during which the real

estate cannot, perhaps, be resorted to. This will be obviated ef

fectually by insetting a clause to the above effect. It stiould, how

ever, be accompanied, with a further direction, that, so much of

the personal estate, and of the money raised under the trull, as

shall remain after answering the purposes of the trust, (hall be laid

out in land, to be settled on the devisees of the real estates.—It fre

quently happens, that, money secured upon mortgages is made

the subject of marriage settlements, and assigned, upon various

trusts. In this cafe, there should always be a separate deed, by

which the mortgage money and the estate in mortgage should

be assigned to the trustees of the settlement, with a declaration

that their receipt for the mortgage money shall be- a dis

charge to the parties paying it. In making the assignment by

a separate deed, an advantage is given to the mortgagor, by

his being kept from being implicated with the trusts of the set

tlement, and by having that deed in his custody, which preserves

the chain of the title, and which he probably otherwise would

not have : an advantage also is given to the persons interested

in the settlement, from having the contents and operation of the

settlement kept from the knowledge of the mortgagor and those

claiming under him.—In all these cases it stiould be observed, that,

the doctrines of equity with respect to the obligation of seeing to

the application of money, are involved in many nice distinctions.

Great care therefore should be taken to prevent ar.y questions

arising upon them, by inserting the clauses above mentioned, and

by such other precautions as the circumstances of the case re

quire.

XIII. As to the manner in ivbich eburts of equity have attempted to

prevent the mischiefs arisingfrom the admission of trujts, •with rtfpcil

to the public at large :—This has been eftected in some measure, by

its having been laid down as a general rule, that in any competi

tion of claims, where the equity of the parties is equal, he who has

the law shall prevail. See Francis's Maxims of Equity, 61. If

a person has the legal estate or interest of the subject matter in

contest, he must necessarily prevail at law over him whose right is

only equitable, and therefore not even noticed by the courts of

law. This advantage he carries with him, so far, even into a court

of equity, that if the equitable claims of the parties are of equal

force, equity will leave him who has the legal right in full pos

session of it, and not do any thing to reduce him to an equality

with the other, who has the equitable right only.—Perhaps the

following illustration of ;his \ery important rule of equity, by an

enquiry
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enquiry into the doctrines of courts of equity respecting terms of

jears, attendant upon the inheritance, will not be unacceptable to

the reader. Ac common law, leases for years were not sup

posed to transfer any property to the lessee, and were generally

of very short duration ; for, as they tended to prevent the crown

of its forfeitures, and the lord of the fruits of his tenures, they

were viewed with a very jealous eye. Besides, the possession of

the lessee was considered as the possession of the freeholder; and if

his lease was defeated or disturbed, though he could recover for da

mages, he had no means to recover the possession. Moreover,

leales for years were subject to be absolutely defeated, either by a

real or fictitious recovery against the freeholder; but in the rcigu

of Henry IV. or, at least, in that of Henry VII. the courts resolv

ed, that the lessee mould not only recover damages, as a recom-

pence for the loss of the possession, but should also recover the

possession itself. Afterwards the 21st Hen. 8. c. 15. protected the

lessee against the effect of fictitious recoveries. These alterations

of the common law gave the lessee for years an interest and stabi

lity which he had not before. Still, in the eye of the law, parti

cularly before the demolition of the military tenures, terms of years

were in every respect, except pecuniary emolument, far inferior to

estates of freehold. This stability on the one hand, and subordi

nate state of property on the other, made them very proper and

convenient modifications of property, for securing money or any

other charges upon the fee, or for giving a partial or temporary

right to the profits or beneficial property of the land, in those cafes

where the owner wilhed to have, not only the remainder or rever

sion, but the actual freehold. Hence we find mortgages for long

terms of years very frequent in the reign of queen Elizabeth.

Now, according to our notions of mortgages, if the mortgage debt

is not paid at the time appointed, the estate mortgag d is absolutely

forfeited to, and becomes the property of, the mortgagee, at law;

but courts of equity permit the mortgagor to redeem, on payment

to the mortgagee of his principal, interest, and costs. Still this is

merely a right in equity, the legal estate continuing in the mort

gagee. Thus, if an estate be demised for a term of years, with a

proviso making the term void on payment of a sum of money

with interest, before or upon a certain day, the condition is not

considered at law as complied with, unless the money is paid on or

before that very day; if it is not paid then, the estate belongs at

law to the mortgagee, for the remainder of the term. A court

of equity allows the mortgagor to redeem it, by paying the prin

cipal, interest and costs, after that time. But this subsequent pay

ment," though it gives the mortgagor the equitable right to the

estate, does not affect the legal continuance of the term. In this

'respect our law differs from the civil law; in which a mortgage is

considered only as an accessary of the debt ; and payment at any

time, by annulling the debt, extinguishes the mortgage. To ap

ply this doctrine to terms of years. After payment of the mort

gage debt, the term of years for which the mortgage is made, is, at

law, in the mortgagee; but, in equity, the mortgagor is entitled to

the benefit of it. By an analogy to the cale of mortgages, when

terms of years are created for (ecuring the payment of jointures,

portions for children, or for any other purpose, they do not deter

mine, without a special provision for this purpose, by the perform

ance of the ttals for which they are raised. Thus in all these cases,

tin
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JNote Z49-] the legal interest during the continuance of the term, is in the trus- s2QO.

tee; but the owner of the see is entitled to the equitable interest, *- *

or rather to all the benefit or advantage which can be made of the

term during its continuance. As the courts of common law held,

that the possession of the lessee for years was the possession of the

owner of the freehold, courts of equity held, that where the

tenant for years was but a truflce for the owner of the inheritance,

he should not oust his cistuy que iruj}, or obstruct him in doing any

act of ownership, or in making any assurances v.i his estate. In

these respect?, therefore, the term is consolidated with theinhsri-

tance. It follows the descent to the heir, and all the alienations

made of the inheritance, or of any partial estate or interest carved'

out of it by deed, by will, or by act of law. Whitchurch v.

Whitchurch, 2. P. W. 236. 9. Mod. IZ4. Gilb. Rep. 168. Villiers'

and Villiers, z. Atk. 7. Hccle v. Sales, 2. Wils. 329. Goodtitle

on the demises of Norris and others v. Morgan and David,

1. Term Rep. 755. Still, though the trust or benefit of the term

is annexed to the inheritance, the legal interest of the term remains

distinct and separate from it at law, and the whole benefit and ad

vantage to be made of the term arises from this separation. For

if two persons, or more, have claims upon the inheritance. under

different titles, a term of years attendant upon it is still so distinct

• from it, that if any one of them obtains an assignment of it, then

(unless he is affected by any of the circumstances which equity

considers as fraudulent) he will be entitled, both at law and in

equity, to the estate for the whole continuance of the term, to the,

utter exclusion of all the other claimants. This, if the term is of

long duration, absolutely deprives all the other claimants of every

kind of benefit in the land. Supposing, therefore, J. purchases aa

estate, which, previous to his purchase, had been sold, mortgaged,

leased, and charged with every kind of incumbrance to which real

property is subject ; in this cafe A. and the other purchasers, and

all the incumbrancers, have equal claims upon the estate. This is

the meaning of the expression, that their equity is equal. Hut if

there is a term of years subsisting in the estate, which was created

prior to the purchases, mortgages, or other incumbranecs, and A.

procures an assignment cf it in trust for himself, this gives him the

legal interest in the lands during the continuance of the term, ab

solutely discharged from, and unaffected by, any of the purchases,

mortgages, and other incumbranecs, subsequent to the creation ci

the term, but prior to his purchase. This is the meaning of the

expression in assignments of terms, that they are to protect the pur-

1 chasor from all mesne incumbrances. But it is to be observed, that

A. to be entitled in equity to the benefit of the term, must have

all the following requisites: he must be a purchaser for a valuable

consideration"; his purchase must in all respects be a fair purchase,

and free from every kind of" fraud ; and at the time of his pur

chase he must have no notice of the prior con\eyancc, mortgage,

charge, or other incumbrance. Jt is to be observed, that mortga

gees, lessees, &c. are purchasers in this sense, to the amount of their

leveral charges, interests, or rights. If any person of this description,

unaffected by notice or fraud, takes a defective conveyance or as

signment of the fee, or of any estate carved out of it, defective

either by reason of some prior conveyance, or of some prior charge

or incumbrance ; and if he also takes an assignment of a term to a

trustee for himself, or to himself, where he takes the conveyance
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of the inheritance to his trustee ; in each of these cases, he is en

titled to the full benefit of the term ; that is, he may use the legal

estate of the term to defend his possession during the continuance

of the term, or, if he has lost the possession, to recover it at common:

law, in preference to all claimants prior to his purchase, but subse

quent to his term. All this was laid down and explained by lord

Hardwic'ce, in the cafe of Willoughby and Willnughby in Cha.

Tnn. 30. Geo. 2. 1 7 56. 1. Term Rep. 763. Upon the fame

principles was decided the cafe of Stanhope v. earl Vernev, before

lord Northington, in chancery, July 27, 1761. The cafe there

was, that Henry Sayer, being seised in s^e of certain estates subject

to an outstanding term of years, in Rigby and Eyre, by indentures

of lease and release, bearing date the 4th and 5th days of June

I 737, conveyed them to lady Dysart and her heirs, for securing

the payment of 1000 1. and interest, and covenanted to produce the

deeds respecting the terms of years. Afterwards Rigby and Eyre

atligned the term to Cunningham and Clayton in trust for Sayer,

his heirs and assigns ; and then Sayer, by indenture dated the 19th

day of Dec. 1732, conveyed the fame eiiates to mrs. Na(h (under

whom lord Verney claimed) by way of mortgage, for securing to

her 3000!. and interest, with a declaration that Cunningham and

Clayton should stand possessed of the term in trust for her, and the

deeds respecting it were delivered to her, and neither she nor the

trustees had notice of the mortgage to lady Dysart. Lady Dysart

brought an ejectment; lord Verney defended, and set up the term,

with a declaration of the trust of it in savour ofmrs. Nasli, under

whom he claimed. Upon this lady Dysart brought her bill in

equity: The question was, which should be preferred ? lady Dy

sart, who had the first declaration of the trust of the term, or lord

Verney, who had the subsequent declaration of the trust, but had the

custody of the deed.—Lord Northington held, that a declaration

of trust in favour of an incumbrancer, was tantamount to an actual

assignment, unless a subsequent incumbrancer, bonajlJe, and with

out notice, procured an assignment; and that the custody of the

deeds respecting the term, with a declaration of the trust of it in

favour of a second incumbrancer, was equivalent to anaflual assign

ment ; and therefore gave him an advantage over the first incum

brancer, which equity would not take from him.—The protection

afforded by terms of years, against what are called, mesne incum-

brances, makes it safe, in some cases, to dispense with ascarcbfir

judgments. But this is never prudent, where there is any reason to

apprehend, notice of them will be proved, or will be attempted to

be proved, on the party or any of his agents in the business. Besides

no term or other outstanding estate should be relied on, unless

proof can be obtained easily and at a small expence, of the instru

ments and acts in law, which must be proved to establish the crea

tion and deduction of the term. It should also be ascertained,

that, its situation is such as enables the party entitled to it, to avail

himself of it in ejectment. This does not always appear suffi

ciently attended to. Generally speaking it is true, that, the pos

session of the cestuy que trust is the possession of the trustee. But

it is equally true, that, the extent and application of this rule aw

by no rneans settled. Great care, therefore, should be taken, in

these cases, where the outstanding estate is relied on, as a pro

tection against mesne incumbrances, that, the possession of the

actual terre-tenants has not been such, as to deprive the persons,

in
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[Note 249.] in whom the outstanding estate or interest is vested, of their f^oo b 1

entry —The advantages to be derived from terms of years, <- ' ' '^

being so considerable, it is an object of great consequence to

ascertain, when it is fate for the purchaser to leave them in

the trustee in whom he finds them, and when it is necessary

or prucseniial to require them to be assigned to a trustee of his

own.—But it is more easy to say where it is unsafe, than to say

where it is safe, for him to be satisfied without such an assign

ment of it-— 1st, It may be laid down, as a general rule, that

whenever a term has been raised for securing the payment of mo

ney, as the assignment of it by the trustee for the person intitled to

receive, to a trustee for the person obliged to pay, the money, is

the best possible evidence of the payment of the money, it may be

reasonably required as such.—zdly, ]n case a term of years has

been assigned to attend the inheritance, if, upon a purchase (taking

it in the above extensive sense) all the deeds (as well originals as

counterparts) by which the term was created or assigned, are deli

vered to the purchaser, and he is satisfied, that the trustee in whom

it is then said to be vested, has made no prior assignment of it, and

that the vendor has net charged the estate with any intermediate

incumbrance ; it is difficult to fay what possible use can be made of

the term against him, or what good can be answered by requiring

an assignment of it to a trustee of his own, unless it be to satisfy

the requisitions of those to whom he may afterwards have occasion

to mortgage or fell tiie estate.— idly, But if any of the deeds re

specting the term are not delivered to the purchaser, or if he is not

satisfied of the trustee's not having previously assigned it, or of the

vendor's having made no intermediate incumbrance ; it seems pru

dent to reqaire an actual assignment of it to a trustee for him.—

Few general rules, besides these, can be laid down upon this subject :

—and these must from their nature be subject to an endless variety

of modifications. In all cafes of this description, it is infinitely

better to err by an excess of care, than to trust any thing to ha

zard. There is no doubt but the precautions used for the security

of purchasers appear sometimes to be excessive, and satisfactory

reasons cannot always be given for requiring some of them : yat

the more a person's experience increases, the more he feels the

reason and real utility of them ; and the more he will be con

vinced that very few of the precautions required by the general

practice of the profession are without their use, or can be safely dis

pensed with.

XIV. It is to be observed, that, in most cases, particularly those,

which relate to real property, courts of equity have generally en

deavoured, that their decisions should bear the strictest possible ana

logy to the decifiont cf courts of law, in cases of a similar or corre

sponding impression. All the canons of law respecting the descent

or inheritance of legal estates in lands, have been applied to trust

or equitable estates. Some of these, as the exclusion of the half

blood, of the ascending line, of the paternal line from the maternal

inheritance, and the maternal line from the paternal inheritance,

are, evidently, of feudal extraction, and are generally supposed to

be contrary to reason and equity : yet, they have been admitted,

without any limitation, into the equitable code of England. There

is the fame division in equity, as there is at law, of estates of free

hold and inheritance, of estates of freehold only, and of estates ksi

than freehold ; of estates in possession, remainder or reversion, and

of
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of estates several and estates undivided. Tt has been observed

before, that every species of property is in substance equally capa

ble of being settled in the way of entail ; and that, the utmost:

term allowed for the suspence either of real or personal property

from vesting absolutely, is that of a life or lives in being, and

twenty-one years after, and perhaps in the cafe of a posthumous

child a few months more. The analogy between law and in equity,

is, in this instance complete. It may be laid down, without any

qualification, that, no nearer approach tD a perpetuity, can be made

through the medium of a trull, or will be supported by a court of

equity, than can be made by legal conveyances of legal estates or

interests, or will be admitted in a court of law.—In these leading

rules, we rind the analogy holds. In some instances, it fails.

Courtesy has been admitted,—Dower, though a more favoured

claim, has been refused, in equitable estates. An equitable estate,

is, by its nature, incapable of livery of seizin, and of every form

of conveyance which operates by the statutes of uses. In the

transfer, therefore, of equitable estates these forms of conveyance

have been dispensed with, and a mere declaration of trust in savour

of another, has been held sufficient to transfer to him the equitable

fee.—On the other hand, trust estates, are, by their nature, equally

incapable of the process of fines or recoveries. Yet fines are le

vied and recoveries are suffered of them ; and fines and recoveries

are as necessary to bar entails of equitable estates, as they are to

bar entails of legal estates. In the cafe of a feme inheritrix, law

and equity agree in veiling the fee in the husband in her right,

during their joint lives, and subject to that, in preserving it to the

wise : where the feme is possessed of personal property, the law,

speaking generally, veils it absolutely in the hulband, or, at least,

gives him the power of acquiring the absolute property of it. Courts

of equity have, in many cases, abridged the right of the husband to

the personal property of the wife, and qualified his power over it.—

In fixing the term for the redemption of mortgages, and in many

other cases, an analogy to the term for bringing ejectments, has

frequently influenced the decisions of the courts; in other cases,

an analogy to the term for ejectments, or the terms for bringing

• other writs, has not been attended to ; and in some instances, the

courts have not considered themselves bound, even by the statutes

of limitation. Smith v. Clay, 3. Bro. Cha. Rep. 639.—Bot the cases,

where the analogy fails, are not numerous; and there scarcely is a

rule of law or equity, of a more antient origin, or which admits of

fewer exceptions, than t!ie rule, that equity followetli the law.

XV. Having offered these observations on some of the leading

points in the doctrine of Trusts, a few remarks on the general

fH'Toxr of trusts, will terminate the annotation.—Two circum-

itances, in particular, gave them rise; (lit.) The first was, the

ivant, in many in/lances, of a judicial process to. enforce the performance,

er to recoverfatisfaSlionfor the non performance, ofseveral obligations

arising in cafes of trust, which were supposed, (and certainly in

many cases with reason), to be founded on the common rules of

natural morality and justice, but which, being unassisted by the com

mon law, often depended for their effect on the conscience or ho

nour only of a person, whose interest it was to leave them unper

formed. Thus, in the case of real property, (to which these anno

tations are naturally confined,) the transfer of land, in the simpli

city of the common law, commenced and terminated in the single

fact
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[Note 249.] fact of the transfer. Of the contract to make it, of an agreement [203,

to hold the lands, or apply the profits of them, for a particular "■

purpose, the law took no notice. The parties, therefore, bene

ficially interested in the performance of any such contract or agree

ment, were without remedy. Yet, in all these cases, a duty was

considered to arise, which, though unnoticed by law, was felt, and

admitted by all, to be an honourable, a moral, and a conscientious

obligation. Cafes of a similar description frequently arose. In all

of them a right was thought to exist, for which the courts of law

had provided, and for winch, the feudal policy could from its na

ture provide, no remedy.—For this grievance, the courts of com

mon law affording no redress, a remedy was necessarily sought

from another hand, and a resort to the chancellor, was, from

the peculiar nature of his office, his character and habits, ex

tremely natural. (2.)—This natural resort to chanciry for redress in

tasts of trusts, may be considered, as the other principal circum

stance, to which they owe their rife.—A description of persons,

probably in a subordinate rank of life, was known in the Roman

law, by the appellation of Cancellarii, as early as the period of the

first Cæsars".—In the Byzantine court, the chancellor was an officer

of the highest distinction. In the courts of the emperors of the

West, and almost in all the sovereignities, into which that empire

broke, upon it's fall, mention is made of an officer of the fame

name and character. An officer of the fame description, (but in

the early times, often found under the appellation of the Referen

dary), occurs in the historical monuments of almost every country

in Europe, where the feudal polity has prevailed. It was so much

considered an appendage of sovereignity, that, after the usurpation

of the vasials, every noble who pretended to sovereign power, ap

pears to have had -his chancellor. To this, the actual chancellors

of bishops and palatines probably owe their origin. See Gotho-

fred's Notes ad Leg. 3. de Assess, of the Codex Theodosianus, and

the edition, by the Maurifh monks of Du Cange, art. Cancellarias.

With respect to our dwn country,—in Hob. 63. it is observed,

that, the court of chancery is as antient as the kingdom itself.

Lord Coke, 4. Inst. 78. maintains, that, the British and Saxon

kings had their chancellors, and courts of chancery.—Mr. Selden,

Off. Can. Sect. 1. fays, the first authentic mention of a chancellor

is of the year 920, and that, many of the Saxon lineage, before the

conquest, had their chancellors. With us, as in almost every other

country, whose jurisprudence is of feudal extraction, the office cf

chancellor originally was, to supervise all public instruments, which

had the king's signature, to keep them in his custody, and, after

the custom of sealing deeds came in use, to have the charge of the

king's official seal. 3. Blackst. Com. c 4. f. 8.—To administer

justice is every where an appendage of royalty. This was the case

in the feudal system, on principles peculiar to itself. There, the

military command, and the administration of justice in the feud,

were always united in the fame person, and extended over the fame

territory. But subordination and habits of obedience, were often

wanting in the feud. From the boisterous spirit of that govern

ment, it most frequently happen, that, the judicial sentences of the

, courts -would fail of effect, if they were not actually executed by the

military power :—the military power was under the direction of the

chief:—to him, therefore, for his military aid, wherever the party

had ie^ootend with a powerful adversary, it was neceflary to re-

x cur,
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cur, in order to secure the effect of a judicial sentence. This was

actually purchased by fines, and became one of the m^st splendid

and lucrative prerogatives of fovereignity. The crown was always

attentive to secure to itself the exclusive use of it. This was prin

cipally effected by its assuming an exclusive right of issuing the

writ, which, from its being the beginning or foundation of the suit,

is tailed the original writ. This answered the double purpose, of

{hewing, that, all power of judicature originated with the king,

and of securing to him, the proper sines. See Gilbert's Forum

Romanum, p. 10. and Philipps on Fines for Original Writs.

This original writ is a mandatory letter from the king, on

parchment, sealed with his great seal, directed to the sheriffs

of the county where the injury is committed or supposed to be

committed, requiring hjm to command the wrong-doer or party

accused, either to do justice to the complainant, or else to appear

in court, and answer the accusation against him. 3. Blackst. Cam,

Sth ed. p. 273. In the early period of our law, injuries, which

•were the subject of judicial process, were few, and being few, were

well known. In the course of time, the forms of injuries were

multiplied, and new writs, of course, became necessary. Where

this was the cafe, it .was usual to petition parliament, and proper

femedies were given for the peculiar cafes ; but these petitions

multiplying, it was enacted, by the statute of Westminster z.

13. Edw. 1. ch. 24. that, where in one cafe, a writ should be found

in the chancery, and in a like cafe, falling under the fame right,

and requiring like remedy, no precedent of a writ could be pro

duced, the clerks in chancery should form a new one. This act,

undoubtedly, gave the chancellor a great degree of power, and in

the exercise of it.he usurped such an extent os remedial authority,

that, to use Mr. Reeves's expression (History of the Eng. Law,

8vo edit. so. 191.) every fort of relief seemed within his jurisdic

tion. It must be added, that, as the chancellor was generally an

ecclesiastic, every species of injury, arising from a supposed breach

of a religious, a moral, of a conscientious obligation, seemed pro

perly to fall within his cognizance.—Such was the office of chan

cellor, and such the character of the persons, by whom, it was ge

nerally silled, about that period of time, when the injuries we have

been speaking of, may be supposed to have become frequent. To

the chancellor, therefore, in cases of this description, it was natural

to have recourse. Still, however, while he confined himself to the

forming of new writs, his proceedings must fail of effect, as the

utmost he could do, was, to fend the parties to the courts of law;

where, as those courts could not. take cognizance of the supposed

injury, it was vain to fend them. He did not, therefore, rest here ; but

introduced a new judicial power into the jurisprudence of England,

by the invention, or rather by a new application, of the* writ of

subpœna. This writ compelled the party to appear in court : a

petition was, thereupon, lodged in chancery, containing the arti

cles, to which he wa,s obliged to answer upon oath. In the case,

therefore, of a trust, the party was obliged to disclose it; and the

court then decreed him to carry it into execution. This gave rife,

or at least, stability, to equitable estates. Nothing could ho more

contrary, than estates of this description to the genius of the feudal

law. Hence they frequently were a subject of complaint; and the

statute of uses, evidently, was intended to extirpate then\enurely.

They have, however, bean preserved. The consequence has been,

that, though they were, originally, a fraud upon "tenure; though;

(Cc) w
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in every stage os their progress, they were a subject os alarm and

jealousy; though their existence is a direct violation of the statute

of uses, and though the courts of law profess, in most cafes, (if the

expression may be allowed), a legal ignorance even of their exist

ence, still they form a considerable part of the jurisprudence of the

country ; they assect and regulate, directly or indirectly, almost all

the real, and a great proportion of the personal, property of the

kingdom; they have a judicature, and a form of process, of their

own ; and these, in many instances, control even the courts of law.

• To this, nothing has contributed more, than the exalted abilities of

many of the great personages, who have presided in the courts of

equity. The splendid panegyrick pronounced by Mr. Justice

Black stone, (3. vol. 8th edit. 544), on lord chancellor Nottingham,

by whom the present expanded system of equitable jurisprudence

and jurisdiction, was built, is universally known, and the justice of

it, universally acknowledged. The profound and comprehensive

knowledge of every branch of law and equity, which the earl of

Hardwicke brought with him to the office of chancellor, and his

luminous and copious display of it, in the infinite variety of causes,

which came before him, during the long period of his administra

tion of that office, and which, by their number, surround almost en

tirely, the whole system of equity, will serve for information and

precedent to the latest period of English law. The present times

have to boast of lord chancellor Thurlow, the might of whose mind

supported a throne, in its state of vacillation, and equally com

manded the reverence of his bar, the peerage, and the king

dom.

[Note 250.] . ( , ) Nota the diversity. Is A. releases to B. all his demands gene' s™ I. \

■rally, or all his demands out of the manor osD. there, rent and com

mon is released, whether present orsuture : hut is he releases to B. all

demands which he has upon him, there, no rent or common, present or

suture, is released, quia release est tantum personel. Trin. 5. sa.

Hancock v. Field.—Adjudged contra, that a release os all demands is

net a bar to a covenant before breach ;—hut it is agreed, that it bars

'warranty,for that lies properly on demand, because he may have war-

rantia chartæ. So also reservation os rent, by indenture, is a covenant

in law, viz. covenant real ; for it runs with the land, and does not

lie, after a duration, but against the tenant of the land : and it is

agreed that by a release of all demands a covenant real is released}

for the rent itself, upon which the covenant in law rises, is released.—

So 14. H. 8. 9. But however the law may be os covenants real, it

seems to be contrary of covenants personal;—andJo there is good differ

ence. Sed forsan, these passages are not to be understood of covenants

before the breach, though covenants before the breach are exprejsive.

Ld. Nott. MSS.

[Mote 25 1.] (2) But a release of all demands does not discharge rent before

it is due, if it be a rent incident to the reversion ; for the rent at

the time was not only not due, but the consideration, viz. the future

enjoyment of the lands, for which the rent was to be given, was

not executed. 1. Sid. 141. 1. Lev. 99. 3. Lev. 274. Note to

the 1 2th edition.

[Note 35 Z. J ( 1 ) Otherwise of a counsellor at law,for he cannot bring any aBion ; [295' 2

sir be is not compellablc to he counsellor, and his fee is honorarium,

/ • ntt
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not a debt. Ammianut, lib. 3.—Lord Nott. MSS. At Rome the

functions of the bar were divided between, I. The Patrons, or

Orators: II. The Advocates, who attended to inform or instruct

the patrons upon the points of law, which arose in the cause :

III. The Procurators: And, IV. the Cognitors. The two last

nearly resembled the Attornies of our courts. Besides these, were

the juris- consulti, who gave their opinions and advice upon mat

ters of law. Till the time of Augustus every person had this li

berty ; but he confined it to some particular individuals selected by

him, and made a regulation, that in future no one should enjoy

that privilege but under the authority of the prince. The opi

nions of the Juris-conjulti, called the Refponfa Prudentum, were of

great weight; and a considerable part of the Roman law is found

ed upon them. See Gravina de Ortu et Prcgreffu Juris Civilis,

lib. 1. sect. 42,43, 44. In the summary of the Roman Law, taken

from Dr. Taylor's Elements of the Civil Law, page 26, it is ob

served, that the Respon/u Prudentum seem to amount to what we

call Precedents, or Reports ; that it is common to them both to be

the determinations of lawyers to explain law : but that there is

this difference between them, fhat our precedents owe their autho

rity to their being the judgment of the court; but the Refponfa,

Prudentum, though admitted as law, were nothing more than the

private opinions of lawyers. See Cod. lib, 1. tit. 17. and the Cod.

Theo. lib. 1. tit. 4. wi^h the notes of Gothofred. It is supposed,

that, in the early days of the Roman Empire, the practice of the

law was merely honorary ; but it soon became an object of gain.

The Cincian law, which was pasted about the time of the second

Punic war, was intended to revive the primitive custom of honorary

advocation. But it was so often evaded, that the emperor Claudius

thought it more adviseablc to moderate, than to attempt to destroy

entirely, the salaries or emoluments of advocates. He accordingly

inhibited them from taking a larger fee than ten sesterces, about

Sol. 14s. 7d. English. The advocates, however, thought it an

indignity, that their fees should be considered as wages, and there

fore dignified them by the honourable title of presents, or gratui

ties; but as they might demand, and even maintain an action for

their fees, this distinction was merely nominal. See Gothofred de

Salario, and Dr. Beevor's History of the C.vil Law, page 444. In

England the fees of counsel arc honorary, in the strict acceptation

of the word. Thus in Moor v. Row, Cha. Rep. 38. a counsellor

brought a bill for fees due to him from the defendant, a solicitor.

The defendant demurred ; the demurrer was allowed, and the bill

dismissed. Sir John Davies thus expresses himself upon this sub

ject, in his preface to his Reports, pag. 22, 23. " The fees to court-

" fellors are not in nature of -wages, cr pay, or that which we call

" salary, or hire, which are duties certain, and grow due by contract,

" for labour or service, but luhat is given him is hor.crarium, not

" mercts ; being a gift which gives honour as well to the taker as

" the giver : nor is it certain or contracted ; for no price, or rate,

" can be set upon counsel, which is invaluable and inestimable, so

" as it is more or less, according to the circumstances, namely, the

" ability of the client, the worthiness of the counsellor, the weighti-

*' ness of the cause, and the custom of the country. It is a gift

" of such a nature, that the able client may not neglect to give it

" without ingratitude, for it is but a gratuity, or taking of thank-

" fulness ; yet the worthy counsellor may not demand it without doing

( C c 2 ) " wrong
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" ivrtmgte bis reputation, according to that moral rule, musta bvnrjt*

" sen'si poffitnt quie tamen peti non foffutit." In France the Roman

law respecting the fees of advocates formerly prevailed. Many

instances are found in their law books, of advocates bringing ac

tions for their fees, and recovering upon them-, but this has long

fallen into disuse. In the contest, in 1775, between Mr. Linguet

and the Order of Advocates, one of the charges against him was,

that he had written to the dake d'Aiguillon, to demand his fees;

and threatened him with an action for them ; and that his demands

upon the duke had been referred to arbitration. See Journal His-

tirique Au Retabliffemcnt t/n la Magijtrature, torn. 7. p. 190. Or-

donnances have been made at different times enjoining the advo

cates to subscribe, at the foot of their pleadings, a receipt for their

fees ; but the advocates never would obey them. The leading

crdonnance upon this head is that of Blois. In 1602, the parlia

ment of Paris gave an arret, enforcing the observance of that or-

donnance. This gave the advocates so much offence, that three

hundred of them renounced their profession upon it, with the usual

formalities. This put an entire stop to the proceedings of the

courts of justice. The matter was afterwards settled ; and the or-

donnance of Blois, in this respect, and the subsequent ordonnaneej

enforcing it, are now considered as virtually repealed. See

Loysel, Dialogue ties Avocats ; and Menagii Juris Ci-vilis Amacnh-

tatci, cap. 1 8.

[Note 253.] (j) A confirmation is an approbation of, or assent to, an estate s2Qy u-J|

already created; by which the confirmor strengthens and gives va

lidity to it, as far as it is in his power. It has' this operation onlv,

with respect to estates voidable or defeasible; but it has no ope

ration upon estates which are absolutely "void. Such words may

be used in a confirmation as may encrease or enlarge the estate ;

but that, as lord chief baron Gilbert observes, is by the force of

those words, and, strictly speaking, is foreign to the confirmation.

Gilb. Ten. 75. •

[Note z^if. } (2) For in this case, if the lessor released to the lessee for years, [296. 3.J

without using any further words, the operation of the release would

be to enlarge the estate of the lessee by giving him an estate of

freehold for his life. Now to make releases operate in this man

ner, it is necessary, not only that the releasec, at the time the re

lease is made, should be in the actual possessn n of, or have a vested

interest in, the lands intended to be released, but that there should

be a privity between him and the relcasor. In the case mentioned

by Littleton, there is no privity between the donor and the lessee

of the donee for life. A release therefore from the donor to the

lessee would be void. But a confirmation by the donor is good,

and gives a stability and permanency to the estate of the lessee dur

ing the whole term, which would otherwise determine by the de

cease of the donee. Ante 272. a. 273. b.

[Note 255-] (1) It >' to be observed, that a disseisor acquires by the. disteisirl [296. h.]

a tortious fee simple, notwithstanding at the time he makes the d\C- *■ '

seisin he claims a less estate; it being a rule, that a disseisor cannot

qualify his own wrong.

a •

[Note 2;6.1 si) The distinctions taken here by sir Edw. Coke are, that a ("207. 3.,

confirmation to a tenant of freehold or inheritance, cannor be Ib <- ''

worded
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■worded as to have a less operation than that of confirming his

whole estate; consequently, a confirmation to such a tenant, either

of the lands, or of his estate in them, for any term or period, is a

confirmation of his whole fee. A disseifor always acquires by the

disseisin a tortious fee simple ; a confirmation therefore to him, how

ever qualified, is a confirmation of his whole fee. It is otherwise

in the case of a term of years. A confirmation may be made of

part of the term only. The reason of this difference is, that art

estate of freehold or of inheritance is considered as integral arid

indivisible. But as years are several, the term which is composed

■of them is necessarily fractional and divisible, and may consequently

be confirmed in part only, by using proper expressions for this pur

pose. If a person confirms the estate of the tenant for years for

part of the term, as the word estate signifies all the interest or term

of years which the tenant has, the lubsequent words are not con

sidered as qualifications of the former words, but as absolutely re

pugnant to them ; and as both cannot stand together, the law pre

fers the first, which are the principal, to the other, which are only

secondary.

7. b. ] si) Forthongh a man cannot contract with his wife, or transfer [Note 257.3

any interest to her, yet Ihe may, by construction of law, take benefit

of a release made by him to a third person, and enuring by way of

extinguilhment. Hawk. Abr.

5. a. J (2) A rent is an incorporeal hereditament, and susceptible of [Note 258.]

the same limitations as other hereditaments. Hence it may be

granted, or devised, for life, or in tail, with remainders or limita

tions over. But there is this difference between an intail of lands

and an intail of rent ; that the tenant in tail of lands, with the im

mediate reversion in fee in the donor, may, by a common recovery,

bar the intail and the reversion ; whereas the grantee in tail of a

rent dc no-vo, without a subsequent limitation of it in fee, acquires,

■by a common recovery, only a base fee, determinate upon his de

cease, and failure os the issues in tail ; but if there is a limitation

of it in see, after the limitation in tail, the recovery of the tenant

in tail gives him the fee simple. This was resolvedin the cases of

Smyth v, Farnaby, Carter 52. Sid. 285. and 2. Keb. 29. 55. 84,

Weeks v. Peach, Lutw. 1224. and Chaplin v. Chaplin, 3. P. Wms.

829. And sec Lutw. 1218, 1224. The reason of this difference

is, that it would be unjust that the conveyance of a grantee of a.

rent, mould give a longer duration or existence to the rent, than it

ftad in its original creation. It is true, that the barring of an estate

tail in land is equally contrary ro the intention of the grantor. But

a rent differs materially from land. The old principles of the

feudal law looked upon every modification of landed property 1

which was considered to be against common right, with a very

jealous eye. Now, a rent-charge was supposed to be against com

mon right, the grantee of the rent-charge being subject to no feudal

services, and being a burthen upon the tenant who was to perform

them. Upon this principle the law, in every instance, avoided giv

ing by implication a continuation to the rent, beyond the period

expressly fixed for its continuance. Thus if a tenant in tail of land

die without issue, his wife is entitled to ddwer for her life out of the

land, notwithstanding the failure of the issue; but the widow of a

tenant in tail of rent is not entitled to hex dower against the donor.

(Cc3) §0
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So if a rent is granted to a man and his heirj-generally, and he

dies without an heir, the rent does not escheat, but sinks into the

land. It is upon this principle, that when there is not a limitation

over in fee, a tenant in tail of rent acquires, by his recovery, no

more than a base see. But is there is a limitation in fee, after the

particular limitation in tail, the grantor has substantially limned the

rent in see; and therefore, it is doing him no injustice that the re

covery should give the donee, who suffers it, an estate in fee simple.

The cafe of Chaplin v. Chaplin was, that lady Hanby, the grand

mother of Porter Chaplin, being seised in see, conveyed diverse

lands, to the use and intent that the trustees named in the deed,

should receive and enjoy a rent-charge of 30I. per ann. to them

and their heirs, with power to distrain for it, and to enter and hold

the land on non-payment for forty days ; and then the rent was

declared to be to the use of Porter Chaplin in tail ; remainder to

the use of the fame person who had the land in fee. It is stated to

have been afterwards disclosed to the court, that the legal estate of

the rent in see was in the trustees. But it is worthy of the attention

of the reader, that it was not necessary that any new matter should.

be adduced to disclose this to the court, as it appears on the face

of the deed: for a conveyance to A. and his heirs, to the use and

intent that B. and his heirs may receive a rent out of the estate,

gives B. the legal see of the rent ; so that if it is afterwards de

clared, that B. and his heirs are to stand seised of the rent to uses,

the intended cefluys que use take only trust or equitable estates. If,

therefore, it is intended to limit a rent in strict settlement, it is ne

cessary to do it by way of grant at common law, to some person and

his heirs, to the uses intended to be limited. This gives the grantee

the mere seisin to the uses, and the uses declared upon it will be

executed by the statute,

[Note 259.] (3) Formerly the doctrine of the necessity that the remainder

should veil at the very instant cf the determination of the particu

lar estate at farthest, was extended to the case of a posthumous son.

In the case of Reeve v. Long, 1. Salk. 227. an estate was limited

to A. for life, remainder to his eldest son in tail; A. djed, leaving

his wise tnjtint. She afterwards had a son. It was adjudged that

the son, not being in r£e at the time of the determination of the

particular estate, could not take under the limitation. This judg

ment was afterwards affirmed in the court of king's bench; but it

was reversid in the house of lords, against the opii ion of all the

judges. To obviate all doubts respecting the law in this cafe, the

statute of 10. Will. III. c. 16. was passed, by which it was enacted,

that where any estate is, by marriage, or any other settlement, set

tled in remainder to children, with remainders over, any posthu

mous child may take in the fame manner as if born in the father's

life-time. It is singular that this statute does not expressly men

tion limitations or devises made by wills. There is a tradition,

that, as the case of Reeve v. Long arose upon a will, the lord*

considered the law to be settled by their determination in that case;

and were unwilling to make any express mention of limitations or

devises made in wills, lest it should appear to call in question the

authority or propriety of their determination. Besides, in the

above case of Reeve v. Long, the words of the act may be

construed, without much violence, to comprize settlements of

estates
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estates made by will, as well as settlements of estates made by

deed.

(2) The nature of the estate which the husband acquires by • rNote z6e.l

marriage in his wife's real property, will be explained in a note to

fol. 325. b. With respect to his interest in her chattels real and

choles in action, an accurate, and, so far as it goes, a masterly ex

planation of it is given in Bacon's Abridgment, vol. i. fol. 268.

It is much to be lamented, that the author did not go more fully

into the subject. Mr. Vincr has collected most of the cafes respect

ing it with his usual industry.—But since the publication of that

useful compilation, several cases have been determined, by which

the law upon it has been greatly illustrated aud explained, and, in

some instances, altered. An attempt will be made to give a sue-

cinct view of it, in a note to fol. 351.

b.J (1) It is necessary to distinguish between the cafes mentioned [Note 261.]

by Littleton and fir Edward Coke, in this and the preceding chap

ter, where an estate for life is enlarged to an estate in fee, by the

release, or confirmation of the reversioner, or remainder-man, and

thole cafes where a person, being seised of an estate for life, the

inheritance is afterwards conveyed or devised to his right heirs, by

a subsequent deed, or will. It appears by the cafe of Moore v.

Parker, 1. Lord Raym. 37. 4. Mod. 316. Skin. 558. and Fon-

nereau v. Fonnereau, Doug. Rep. 1. vol. 470. that the estate of

the ancestor is not affected by the subsequent conveyance or devise

to his right heirs. For though it is a rule that, where the ancestor

by any gift or conveyance takes an estate of freehold, and in the

fame gift, or conveyance, an estate is limited, either mediately or

immediately, to his heirs in fee, or in tail, " the bein," in such

cases, are words of limitation of the estate, and not words of pur

chase ; yet this applies only to those cases where both the limita

tions are by the fame instrument. In some cafes, the freehold of

the ancestor has resulted to him by implication ; but still the deed

from which that implication resulted, was the deed in which the

limitation to his heirs was expressed ; so that the implied estate of*

freehold, and the expressed estate of inheritance, arose at the same

time, and under the same deed, which brings it within the general

rule. But suppose an estate is limited to A. for life ; remainder to

such uses as B. shall appoint, and afterwards B. in the life-time of

A. appoints the estate to A.'s right heirs j it is difficult to fay whe

ther, in that cafe, the estates wi'l unite or not. This cafe has

sometimes occurred in practice, but has not yet been the subject of

any judicial determination. To prove the union of the two estates,

it may be contended, that the deed by which the power is exe

cuted, must be considered as a part of the deed by which the power

is given ; that the use limited by the execution of the power de

rives its effect, and is fed, by the seisin of the releasees or feoffees

of the deed containing the power; that the uses limited in the ori

ginal deed, to take effect in default of an execution of the power,

are subject to that power ; that the uses limited under, or by virtue

of the power, precede and take place of them, in the lame manner

as if in the original deed, not the power, but the use executed by

virtue of the power, had been inserted ; and that though the uses

vest at different times, yet they may be considered as virtually

Created at the fame time. So that, in fact, it exactly resembles

(C c 4) the
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the case put, post. 378. b. that if lands be given to two, during

their joint lives, with the immediate remainder to the right heirs of

him who (hall die first, there both the estates are created at the

fame time, but the inheritance does not vest tin a subsequent period?

yet sir Edward Coke expressly soys, that the heir, in that case,

takes by descent. So that the case before us seems to uaite all the

qualities requisite for the union of these estates ; as both the limi-

rnations are made by the fame grantor, are created at the some

time, and are contained in the some deed. But these arguments

are open to some objections, particularly with respect to the posi

tion, that both the limitations are made at the some time. See

ant. 276. contin. note 1. p. 271. b. Since the publication ot

this note in the former editions of this work, the subject has re

ceived a masterly investigation by lylr. Fearne. See his Essoy on

Contingent Remainders, 4th edit, page 99.

[Note 262.] ( 1 y Isa man seised of a rent-charge in fee grants it over to a [3^®' a"

feme sole for a term of years, and the tenant attorns, tind (he

marries during the term, and^the grantor confirms the rent to the

husband and wife for their lives, or in fee, they become joint te

nants for life or in fee of the rent, and need uo new atturnnici,:.

Vaugh. 46.

[Note 263. J (2) Tenant in tail makes a lease for life, noip he hath gained, a

new fee by wrong, and afterwards he grants a rent-charge, or

makes a lease for years, and afterwards tenant for life dies, he

shall not avoid his charge or lease, although he be in of another

estate, because he had a defeasible possession and ancient right, the

which, if they be in several hands, should be good ; as the lease of

one, and the confirmation of the other, and being in one hand, shall

be as much in judgment of law. 7. Rep. 14.8.

[Note 264.] (1) A prebendary after admission and institution, and before in- s 3 QO. b.j

duction, or instalment, granted an annuity for him and his succes

sors, and the bishop confirmed it ; it was resolved, that a writ of

annuity lay not in that case, because the confirmation beirg made

before the induction, was void. Plow. 528. a.

[Note 265.] (2) Rut a lease and release cannot be pleaded as a grant of the [30 1, b.j

reversion. Noy 66.

[Note 266.] (1) Tenant for life, and he in the remainder in fee, make a lease I" 102. b.j

for years by deed indented; the lessee. being ejected, declared upon

the demise made by the tenant for life, and the remainder-man j

and adjudged again! the plaintiff; for, living the tenant for life,

}i is only the lease of the tenant for life, and the confirmation of

the remainder-man; and he ought to have so declared, 1. Inlh

45. b. So if two joint-tenants, two tenants in common, or tenant

for life, and he in the remainder, join in the grant of a copyhold,

one sine oniy is due, and it shall enure as one grant only ; so if 5

surrender be made, and after a common recovery is had by

plaint, on the nature of a writ of entry, for better assurance—one

fine only thai! be paid. Co. Copyholder, 162, 163.

[Note 2G7.] (1) This is altered by 4. Ann, cap. 16. sect. 4. & 5. by which [^03. a.j

it. is enacted, that it. ihall* be lawful for any defendant- or tenant, in L0

any
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any action or suit, or for any plaintiff in replevin, in any court of

tecord, with the leave of the same court, to plead as many several

matters thereto as he (hall think necessary so? his defence ; but it

is thereby also provided, that it" any such matter, upon a demurrer

joined, be judged insufficient, costs (hall be given at the discretion

of the court ; or if a verdict shall be found upon any issue in the

fc.id cause for plaintiff, or the defendant, costs (hall be also given in

Kke manner, unless the judge, who tried the laid issue, (hall certify

that the defendant, tenant, or plaintiff in replevin, had a probable

cause to plead such matter, which upon the said issue shall be found

against him.—Note to the i ith edition.

Od- a.l (l) It it natural to pleadfirst to the jurifdiSiou, and afterwards [Note 268.3

to the •writ of the count. Nota, The briefe ranked before the count,

IJ. Edui. 3. 74. Nota, Upon default in the count-, thejudgment pall

be that the briefJhall abate. 3. Hen. 6. 41. 9. Hen. 6. 10. Brooke

Count 78, Fide 303 . b. Therefore, as it sums, it is mare proper to

reserve the exception to the ivritfor 'be last place, if thefirstfails. In

special cafes the order ofpleading is not observed; asJar example, a

defendant in debt, in the custody of the sheriff) luas permitted to plead

a pica in abatement ofthe writ before any count luas made, and before.

any of the oilier defendants came in. 3. Hen, 6. Fitz. Debt. 20.

Lord Willoughby and other defendants in ajfife against Ifimbijh, plead

ed in abatement of the writ before any count ivas made, thinJ.

Com. 73 Lord Nott. MSS.

^O^. D.J (t) 3- Inst."47. A saving will serve for any thing that b im- [Note 269.]

piied in the judgment, as in cafe of felony to save the wife's

dower ; but a saving will not serve against the express judgment,

for that should be repugnant, as saving the life of the offender

should be void.

?07. b.l (0 To give a confirmation this effect, in the cafe of a lease at [Note 270.]

common law, the lessee mull have previously made an actual entiry.

But no entry is necessory for the purpose, if the lease is a bargain

and sale, under the statute.

"508. a. 1 (0 So 3d Wilson 234. Henry Blencowe and Mary bis wife, [Note 271. J

seised in fee, demised to William Alder for 2 1 years, with a pro

viso for re-entry on default of payment of the renr, or breach of

any of the covenants. Among other covenants, there was one from

William Alder,—" that he should not aflign, transfer, or set over,

" or otherwise do or put away the indenture of demise, or the pre-

" mises thereby demised, or any part thereof, to any person or

f persons whomsoever, without the consent ostne said Henry Blen-

" cowe and Mary his wife, their heirs and assigns, in writing, un-

" der bis, her, or their hands and seals, first had and obtained for

«■' doing thereof."—William Alder, without any licence, demised

10 John Busby for 14 years.—It was held, that there was no privity

of contract between the original lessor and Rugby, the under-lessee.

So that it was an under lease, and not an alignment ; and there

fore no breach os the covenant. And see Strange, 405. See also

Gregson v. Harrison, 2. Term Rep. P-. 425. Kinnerlley v. Orpe

and another, Dougl. 56.

[10a. a.l {••) ^'u Martin Wright and many other writers have laid it [Note 272.]
lJ '7* "J + down
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down .as a genera! rule, that by the old feudal law the feudatory could

not alien the feud without the consent of the lord; nor the lord

alien or transfer his seigniory without the consent of his feudatory :

for the obligations of the lord and his feudatory being reciprocal,

the feudatory was as much interested in the conduct and abdity of

the lord, as the lord in the conduct and ability of hi.i feudatory ;

and that as the lord could not alien, so neither could he exchange,

mortgage, or otherwise dispose of his seigniory, without the consent

of his vassal. See Sir Martin Wright's Introduction to the Law of

-Tenures, 30, 31.—It is certain that this doctrine formerly prevailed

in England, But, in general, it does not appear to have pre

vailed (at least in an equal extent) in other countries. It seems

there to have been admitted, that the lord might transfer the •wbtk

fee, without the consent of the vassal, and that the vassal imme

diately, by such a transfer, became the tenant of the new lord.—It

seems also to have been admitted, that the lord might transfer to

another the beneficial fruits of the tenure, without the consent of the

vassal. But it was a great question whether the lord could transfer

his vassal to another, without the vassal's consent, unless by trans

ferring the whole set.—See Basnage Commentaire de la Coutume dt

Normandie, des Fiefs et Droits feodaux, art. 204.—This necessity,

which subsisted in our old law, that the tenant should consent to the

alienation of the' lord, gave rise to the doctrine of attornment.—

At the common law, attornment signified only the consent of the

tenant to the grant of the seigniory ; or, in other words, his con

sent to become the tenant of the new lord. But after the statute

quia unptores ttrrarum was passed, by which sobinfeudation was pro

hibited, it became necessary that when the reversion or remainder

man after an estate for years, for life, or in tail, granted his re

version or remainder, the particular tenant should attorn to the

grantee; as the particular tenant must, otherwise, have held of the

remainder-man, and he of the chief lord; by which a new tenure

would be created.—The necessity os attornment was, in some mea

sure, avoided by the statute of uses ; as by that statute, the posses

sion was immediately executed to the use ;—and by the statute of

wills, by which the legal estate is immediately vested in the de

visee.—Yet attornment continued after this to be necessary in many

cafes. But both the necessity and efficacy of attornments have been

almost totally taken away by the statutes or' 4. and 5. Ann. c. 16.

and 11. Geo. 2. c. 19. By the former of those statutes it was

enacted, " That all grants and conveyances of any manors or

rents, or of the reversion or remainder of any messuages or lands,

should be good without attornment of the tenants ; provided that

no such tenant should be damaged by payment of rent to any such

grantor or conusor, or by breach of any condition for non-payment

of rent before notice given him of such grant by the conusee

or grantor." By the latter statute it was enacted, " That the at

tornments of tenants to strangers claiming title to the estate of

their landlords, should be absolutely null and void to all intents and

purposes whatsoever, and that the possession of their respective

landlord or landlords, lessor or lessors, should not be deemed or

construed to be any wise changed, altered, or affected, by any such

attornment or attornments ; provided that nothing therein con

tained should extend to vacate or affect any attornment made pur

suant to, and in consequence of, some judgment at Jaw, or decree,

os order of a court of equity, or mad* with the privity and consent

of
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of the landlord or landlords, lessor or lessors, or to any mortgagee, ,

after the mortgage is become forfeited."—Till the passing of these

statutes, the doctrine of attornment was one of the molt copious

and abstruse points of the law. But these statutes having made at

tornment both unnecessary and inoperative, the learning upon it is

so useless, that Mr. Viner has inserted nothing respecting it in his

voluminous compilation but an extract from lord chief baron Gil

bert.—Mr. Bacon has not the article Attornment in his work ;

and the learning and industry of lord chief baron Comyn have fur

nished him with little material upon it, that is not to be found

either in Littleton or sir Edward Coke.

b.T (0 Here the fee is supposed to vest immediately in the grantee: [Note 273.]

but when an estate is granted upon a condition precedent, the estate

does not vest, even by way of relation, till the performance of the

condition. Plo. 482. b.

. a.l (0 This is only to be understood of a rent at common law: but [Note 274.]

if the rent is limited, as an use under the statute;—as if lands are

conveyed by lease and release to A. and his heirs, to the use that B.

may receive out of them an annual rent ; the statute immediately

executes the use of the rent in B.

(1) Two reasons are given for this. One is, that the possession [Note 27c.]

of the tenant for years, is the possession of the immediate free

holder. See Brediman's cafe, 6. Rep. 56. b. The other reason

is, that as the termor for years holds of the reversioner, and pays

the services to him, so the tenant for life holds also of him.—

Thus, as both hold estates of the reversioner, either of them may

attorn.

J I O. a.l (1) In these cafes, the tenant for life enters only for a partial [Note 276.]

estate; he therefore only partially defeats the operation of the feoff-

ment ; so much of the fee as he does not defeat, necessarily remains

in the feoffee.

;20. a.l (1) The distinction in these cases seems to be, that the grantee [Note 277.]

is intitled, before attornement, to what the lord may seize; but not

to any thing which lies in action.

2 C. a.J (1) I. As to discontinuances in general:—In note 1. p. 239. a. it [Note 278.]

was observed, that in the case of a disseisin, while the posteiiion re

mains in the disseisor, it is a mere naked possession, unsupported by

any right ; and that the disseisee may restore his possession, and put

a total end to the possession of the disseisor, by an entry on the land,

without any previous action ; but that, if the disseisor dies, the

heir comes to the possession of the estate by a lawful title. It was

the fame, by the old law, if the disseisor aliened ; the alienee came

in by a lawful title. By reason of this lawful title, the heir, in the

first instance, and the alienee, in the second, acquired a presumptive

right ofpo£e£ion, which is so far good even against the person dis

seised, that he loses by it his right to recover the possession by en

try, and can only recover it by an action at law. V\ hen the right

of entry is thus lost, and the party can only recover by action, the

possession is said to be discontinued. This is the general import of

tjie word discontinuance ; but, in its usual acceptation, it signifies the

effect
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effect of alienations made by hnfbands seised jure axaris ; by eccle

siastics' seised jure ecclefia ; or by tenants in taile ; those being the

three instances adduced by Littleton of a discontinuance. But

other cases, where the party baring the right could not restore his

possession by entry, and was therefore left to his remedy by action

were also, in Littleton's time, termed discontinuance^. Thus, be-

sore the statute of the 1 1. H. 7. c. 20. the alienations of a woman,

seised of an estate in dower, or of an estate of the gift ofber huf-

b.md, or of any of his ancestors, were sard to be a discontinuance ;

and before the statutes of 32. H. 8. c. 31. and 14 EL c. 9. reco

veries suffered by tenants for rise, or tenants by the courtesy, or te

nants in tail, after possibility of issue extinct, ot even by the feoffee

of tenant for years, worked a discontinuance. See Sir William

Vclham's case, 1. Rep. 14. It is to be observed, that there is a

material difference between the situation or title of the alienee of

any person whose alienation makes a discontinuance, and the situa

tion or title of the heir or alienee of a disseisor ; for the heir and

alienee of a disseisor immediately claim under a person coming in

by a wrongful title, and their estates, though not defeasible by en

try, are immediately defeasible by action. But the alienee of every

person, whose alienation is said to be a discontinuance, claims by a

person having a lawful estate, and the estate of the alienee is un-

jmpeachable-during the life of the diseontinaor. It should also be

observed, that a dii continuance extends to those cases only, where a

person is dispossessed of an estate of freehold ; and where, thought

he has lost his right of entry, he can still recover the possession by

action. At the common law, if there was a term for years* and

the tenant of the freehold suffered a common recovery by covin, it

was a good bar to the termor; for, not having the freehold, he

could not falsify the recovery, so that all his term and interest in

the land was lost, and his only remedy was an action of covenant

against the fessor. His posseflion, therefore, or rather bis interest,

was absolutely lost, not merely interrupted. Even aster the statutes

of Gloucester, and the 21. H". 8. c. 15. which preserved the interest

of the termor for years, against a common recovery, as the pos

session of the termor for years is. considered in the lair as the pos

session of him who has the next estate of freehold, the recovery is

never said to discontinue the estate of the termor for years ; the ex

pression discontinuance being applied solely to those cases where the

jreehold is divested. The peculiar import of the word discontinu

ance, where applied to the cases mentioned by Littleton, is shortly,

but forcibly expressed by Mons. Houard, who explains the word dis

continuance " Interruption du dreit, qu'on a fur un fonds, par la

•vtnte. qu'vn autre charge de ean/erver ce dreit, en afaite." See An.

eicnnes Lax des Francois, 2 vol. 43 q. Our doctrine of discontinu

ance bears some analogy to the doctrine of interruption in the civil

law.—There, interruption, when applied to the real property^ sig

nifies the ousting of a person from the possession of hi?, land, From

that time, he ceases 'to be the possessor of it ; and if he does not re

new his posseflion, but permits the dispossessor to retain it, he abso

lutely loses his right to it, and the disseisor is said to acquire it by

prescription. It is observable, that by the laws of the Twelve Ta

bles, possession during two years formed a prescription for land ;

one year, ser personal estate. Dio. Sic. 20. In 3. Re*, sol. &. b.

o. a. Lord Coke observes, th it the reason why die law will not

permit a person who is in by judgment of law, to have his posses

sion
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4on disturbed by the disseisee, is, " to take away the multiplicity

** and infinkeneiss of suits, trials, recoveries, and judgments in one

" and the seme case j afcd therefore in the judgment and policy of

* the law, k was thottght more profitable to the commonwealth, and

" more for toe honour of the law, to leave some without remedy,

" and to put others to their writ of right, without any respect of

" coverture, &t. than that there mould not be any end of actions

" and seits."

b.J {») H. -di u diftantinimmiethp ecckf.ajtical persons .•*—It is gene- [Note 279. 1 v

rally supposed that ecclesiastical persons were permitted to acquire

real estates, as early as the reign of the emperor Conslantine. The

tenth century is commonly considered us the period when donations ^

to them were most frequent and considerable. Very soon after they

were permitted to acquire, they were restrained from alienating,

their property. See Dec. Gku Cas. tz. Q;_2. c. 3. Long leases

made by ecclesiastical persons, are declared to be null by the Coun

cil «f Trent, Sess. 25. de Res. ch. 11. For the teaming relating

to the leases made by ecclesiastical persons, the ediror begs ro reset-

to the much-admired collections on this subject in Bacon's Abr.

vol. 3. tit. Leases, supposed to be extracted from a manuscript of

Sir Geossry Gilbert. It is to be observed* that bistiflps and abbots

Were supposed to have the possession infee, and might therefore alien

in see ; but parfens were considered to have no more than a lift

estate. See Gilb. Ten. no.

(2) HI. At f» tditcenlhixamts by persons seised jure uxcris :—It is rfJote 283.1

generally supposed that women, by reason of their incapacity to

perform military duty, were not originally admitted to succeed to

proper fiefs: (p that if the fief, by its original constitution, were de

scendible to the females, it was, upon that very account, ranked among

imprvfe>- fiefs. See Craig de Jure Feud. 48. 50. 236. Stry. Ex. Jur.

Feud. cap. 4. z. cap. 15. 2. 3. By the Salic law, the females were

excluded from succeeding to estates, either lineally or collaterally.

—It may not be improper to mention here, that there are two dif

ferent codes of this law. One of them is supposed to have been

collected before Christianity was received into France.—The other

is of a later date; and appears to be a republication of the former,

with considerable alterations, both in substance and phraseology ;

and with several new regulations supposed to have been made by

the princes who silled the throne of that kingdom, after the intro

duction of Christianity. The former code contains the following

clause : " De terra -veri Salica in mulhrem nxlla firtio bœreditotit

" transit ; fed hoc virtlis fexus aequirit ; hoc eft, f.lii rn hatred;tale

" yucteduktt" In the latter, it is expressed in this manner: " De

" terra etuttm Salicd, nuila partis h/treditatis midieri tftniat, fid ad

" <Oirilem Jixum tola hareditas per-veniat." But in the course of

time, women were admitted, generally, to succeed to all sicss ; and

even the Salic law lost: all its. force, except as to the succession to

the crown, in which respect it has been invariably observed from

the earliest period of the French monarchy to the prelcnt time.

This exclusion of females and their descendants from the crown, is

now universally agreed to be a fundamental law of that monarchy.

—-Even in the dispute between Philip Valois and Edward the

Third, the validity of the law as to the daughters themselves, was

never questioned : the only dispute was,, whcther.it extended to tiw

tr.j!e
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male descendants of the daughters. Edward the Third contended it

did not; bat the decision of die assembly which was held upon this

affair, at Paris, and which was composed of the chief nobility, pre

lates, and burghers of the kingdom, being against him ; and the

wars which were undertaken in support of his right, proving un

favourable to the English ; it is now settled beyond all controversy,

that the descendants of the daughters are excluded from the throne

of France, as much as the daughters themselves. In consequence

of this doctrine, Henry the Ivth succeeded to the throne at the

distance of twenty-one degrees from his immediate predecessor.

See Rapin's Dissertation on the Salic Law, and Le Brun Traiti

des Successions, I. 2. c. 2. §. 2.— This exclusion from the throne

of France did not prevent women succeeding there to every

other dignity, so as even to become peers of France. Many in

stances are upon record of their personally presiding in their own

courts, even over judicial combats; of their being summoned to,

and sitting in, the court of peers; and, what is considered as the

highest: ot honours, of their affilling as peers at the consecration of

the king. Thus Mahaut, the countess of Artois, assisted not only

at the trial of Robert of Flanders, but at the ceremony of the coro

nation of Philip the Long, and with the other peers supported his

crown. So, in England the celebrated Ann countess of Pembroke

Dorset and Montgomery had the office of hereditary sheriff of

Westmoreland, and exercised it in person. At the assizes at Ap-

pleby, she sat with the judges on the bench. The reader will find

the revolutions in the laws and usages of France, in this respect,

stated with the most consummate learning and perspicuity by the

Chancellor D'Aguesseau (then Attorney-General) in his pleading

in the great cause of the Duke of Luxemburgh, torn. 3. p. 64.3.

and in his Requeste fur la Mowvance du Comte de Soijsons, torn. 6.

/. 1. W Observations fur les Pairies, torn. 7. p. 598. Proces verbal

de ce que s'est passe au Parlement de Paris en 17 16, au/ujet d'stn ac

cusation de duel, intentee par le Procureur general du Rot centre un

Pair de France, qui n'a-voit pas encore ete recu en Parlement. Ib.

616. and fee also Droit Public de la France, par Mons. Bouquet,

p. 332. The cause of the Duke of Luxemburgh gave rise to the

edict of 1711. By that edict it was declared, that in the letters

for the erection of peerages, whether granted before that time, or

to be granted afterwards, the words heirs and successors should

only comprise male children, descended from him in whose favour

the peerage was first erected, and males descended from, males,

without the intervention of a female : That those clauses, which

expressly comprised females, should be considered as having a con

dition, annexed to them, that the female becoming entitled under

them, should marry no person without the consent of the king, sig

nified by letters patent addressed to the parliament of Paris : That

in these letters patent the peerage should be confirmed to the hus

band, and his male descendants; and that the peer in whose sa

vour the peerage of his wife was thus confirmed, should take his

rank only from the day of his reception in parliament, under the

letters patent. In the fame manner the duchy and peerage of

Aubigny was granted in 1684, to the duchess of Portsmouth, the

duke of Richmond her son, and his heirs male ; but the letters pa

tent by which this grant was made, were not registered; for want

of which, though the title of duke of Aubigny had always been

admitted by the court of France, and the dukes and duchesses of

Richmond
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Richmond had always been allowed at Versailles the honours at

tached to that dignity, the peerage was not admitted by the par

liament. In 1779, his grace the present duke of Richmond ob

tained letters patent, confirming those of 1684, but with a clause

that neither his grace, nor any of the heirs male of his grandfather,

the first duke of Richmond, should be received in parliament, until

the possessor should be of the religion, and reside in the kingdom,

of France; and that the rank of the peerage mould take place from,

the date of the reception. These last letters patent have been duly

registered ; but his grace's rank and precedence will not begin till

his reception. In the mean time, the registry of the peerage in

parliament is a recognition of it, and entitles his grace to al! the

other advantages, honours, and privileges annexed to the dignity.

These, when the estate is considerable, are of very great importance.

There are in France other peers, whose ancestors have neglected

to be received in parliament, and who, being unwilling to take a

sank lower than that which the date of their peerage would give

them, decline to be received there now. It is said the due de

Bouillon, the due d'Elbeuf, the due de Montbazon, and the due de

Vallentinois, are in this predicament. Some of them claim to be

older than the due de Usez, who by his ancestors having been firff

received, is now, in fact, the first duke in France.—Both in England

and in France, females originally communicated their titles and

dignities to their husbands. Many instances of this are to be found

in the arguments on the claim of mr. Bertie to the barony of Wil-

loughby. But this has long since ceased ; and we may apply to

this circumstance the remark contained in the former part of this

work, respecting curtesy in titles of honour, that from the late crea

tions by which women have been made peeresses in order that the

issue of their husbands might have titles, yet the husbands them

selves continue commoners, it seems that this right in women to

communicate peerages to their husbands is considered as extinct.

See ant. 29. b. not. 1. Bat though, by our law, a woman does

not now communicate her Tank or titles of honour to her husband,

yet the freehold, or the right of possession, of all her lands of inhe

ritance, vests in him immediately upon the marriage, the right of

property still being preserved to her. 1. Inst. 35 1. a. 273. b. And

see Pothier Traiti des Fiefs, vol 1. p. 123. This estate he may

convey to another. An incorrect statement in the book called

Cafes in Equity, during the time of lord Talbot, sol. 167. of what

was delivered by his lordship in the case of Robinson is. Cummins,

seems to have given rife to a notion that the husband could not

make a tenant to the præcipe of his wife's estate, for the purpose of

suffering a common recovery of it, without the wise's previously

joining in a fine ; but it now seems to be a settled point that hs

can. Mr. Cruise, in his Essay upon Recoveries, p. 38. has given

an accurate state of lord Talbot's observations upon this subject,

which, in substance and almost in words, is agreeable to a manu

script report of the fame cafe, in the possession of the editor. The

same must be concluded from general reasoning.—For the interest

which the husband takes in his wife's chattels, real and personal,

fee 35 1. note.

(l) IV. As to discontinuances hy tenants in tail with reftcS to [Xote 281.]

their iffite :—\ t is to be observed, that though the estate of the te

nant in tail, as to his right of possession, or rather as to his bene-

4 fici.il
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ficial property in the lands, has only a duration for the term of

his life, only ; yet, in the eye of the jaw, he is considered as seised

of an estate of inheritance. To understand this, it should be re

membered, that, in the case of a fee simple conditional at common

law, the condition, from which that estate took its appellation, did

not suspend the see from vesting in the donee, immediately by the

gift. Thus, we find, that, if he aliened before he had issue, it not

only was no forfeiture, but, if afterwards he had issue, it was a bar

to them. SeePlo. 239. 2. Inst, 333. But the condition, though

it did not. prevent the fee from vesting in the donee, suspended

his power of alienation. To that power it was considered to be a

condition precedent, that the donee should have issue born. The

statute extinguished the power ; but did not affect the estate of the

feudatory, in any other respect : so that a tenant in tail was as

much seised of the inheritance, after the statute de dents, as a tenar.t

in fee simple conditional was, before it. Hence, if he made a

feoffment, it did not, during his life, affect or prejudice the issue.

Thus his alienation was, primarily, a lawful transfer of the freehold;

the alienee came in by right ; and his estate could not be impeach

ed, during the life of the donee. In conformity to the established

mle of the common law, that whenever any person acquired a pre

sumptive right of possession, his possession was not to be defeated

by entry, however slender or unlawful the title of the grantor him

self might be, the statute de dents did not absolutely nullify the

alienations of the donee in tail, but enabled the issue to defeat

them by the formedem in the descender.—It is generally said that

the writ of mortd'ancestor was the only remedy, at the common

law, for the issue, against the alienations of his ancestor, and that

the formedon did not lie, till the statute dt dtmis. This must be

understood with the two following qualifications. 1st, A writ of

mortd'ancestor could certainly be maintained against an abator;

but, as one of the three points in that writ, to be enquired of by a

jury, waSvr/f pater <vtl matersuit ftifitus, or ftifitti, in demhticofuo. ut

de/aodo, die quo cbiit, it could not be maintained against a dil-

scisor. See booth 207. 2d. Jn one case, a formedon was cer

tainly admitted at the common law ; that was, when a man had

.issue a son, and hrs wife died, and he afterwards took another wife,

and land was given to him and his second wife, and to the heirs of

their two bodies begotten, and there was issue of that marriage,

and both the wife and the father died, and a stranger abated ; there,

the issue of the second marriage could not maintain a writ of

mortd'ancestor ; for one part of the ivrit is to enquire, fi pettns Jit

propinquicr hares, to which description no issue of the second venter

could answer, while there was a son of the first venter. See Plo.

239. Booth 141. 207. Ant. 19. a. n. 5.

[Note 282.] (1) V. As to alienations by ttnants in tail, with resptd to the re- Vffl' *

vetyiener :—Upon the death of tenant in fee simple conditional

without issue, if the estate was withheld from the reveriioner,

either by the alienee of the tenant in tail, or by an abator, the re-

versioncr was entitled, at. the common law, to a formedon in the

reverter. It has been observed before, that if tenant in fee-simple

conditional at the common law, aliened before he had issue, and

afterwards had issue, the issue was barred by the alienation ; but it

docs not fern clear whether the, alienation in that case barred the

reversi ner. See Plo. 235, Ar.t. 19.—In general, when the ances

tor
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-tor aliened, it was with warranty ; in that cafe, the warranty de

scended upon the issue in tail, and therefore prevented his claiming

against the alienation of his ancestor. But nothing of this nature

could be opposed to the reversioner.

(2) VI. As to discontinuances by tenants in tail, -with refpeS to [NotC23j.;§

those in remainder .-—It has been observed before, that all estates of

inheritance were, at common law, either fees simple absolute, or

sees simple conditional; and that tenants in fee simple conditional

were, after the birth of issue, permitted to alien the fee, upon a

supposition, that, by the birth of issue, the condition was performed.

The statute de donis declares this to be manifestly contrary to the

form and intent of the gift, and therefore requires, that from

thenceforth the will and intent ofthe donor mould be observed, and

the fee revert to him, for want of issue. This statute did not

create any new estate, but, by disaffirming the supposed perform

ance of the condition, preserved the fee to the issue, while there

were issue to take it, and the reversion to the donor, when the issue

failed. An estate of inheritance therefore remained in the donee ;

but only a particular description of heirs being entitled to take un

der it, it received the appellation of an estate tail, that is, aa /

estate docked, cut off, or abridged, in contradistinction from the

estate of fee simple absolute, which remained in the donor.

Wright's Tenures, 1S6. Plo. 251. The expression estate tail doe*

not occur in the statute dt donis ; but it is to be found in a statute

of the fame year. See Stat. West. cap. 4. The statute de donis,

by thus securing the reversion to the donor, produced another ma

terial alteration in the law. For, by the common law, no remain

der could be limited upon, or after, an estate in see simple absolute

or conditional; but when estates in fee simple conditional were re

duced to estates tail, remainders after them were permitted : and

by analogy to what was done for the issue and the reversioner, a

sormedon in the remainder was given to the remainder-man;—

not, however, expressly, but by inference.—For the remainder-man

after an estate tail being by the discontinuance in the fame mischief

with the issue or the reversioner in tail, an equitable construction

of the statute brought him within the like remedy.—Five years

after the enacting of the statute dt donis, the statute quia emptores ter

ratum was passed ; by which all persons were enabled to dispose of

their lands ; but the feoffees were to hold them immediately of

the chief lord. Upon this statute, the courts took the following

distinction, with respect to estates tail, and other particular estates;

that, where a person seised in see granted for life, or in tail, reserv

ing the reversion to himself, the grantees of the particular estates

held of the reversioner, and he of the chief lord : byt, where a per

son granted for life, or in tail, with the remainder over in fee, boca

the tenants of the particular estates, and the remainder -man, hehl

of the chief lord. 2. Inst. 505.—Care must be taken to distinguish

between a remainder limited after an estate tail, and a conditional,

or contingent use, limited upon, or after such an estate. See page

203. b. note 1. and page 274.8. continuation of note 1. 271. b.

—There are few occasions where greater nicety, or skill, is re

quired, in limiting uses of this kind, than in the two following cafes.

—The first is, when a person, being seised of two estates, withes to

raise two families ; and with this view intends that on? of I'm

<.-il.it*.> (which (hall be called here, the family estate) ssull be let-

(Dd) -tied
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[Note 283.] tied on his eldrst soli and his issue ; and for want of such issue, on [127.

his younger ions, successively, and their respective issue; and, that '"5 '

the ether estate (which shall be called here the second estate) (ball

be settled on his second son, and his tffue ; and for want of such is

sue, on his other subsequent sons, successively,' and their respective

ilsue. In this cafe, by the death of the eldest son without issue, the

f..mily estate would descend on the second son, or his issue. This

union of the two estates would effectually defeat the settlor's inten

tion. To guard against it. therefore, it is necessary to provide,

that, if by the death of the first son, and failure of issue of his body,

the family estate descends upon the second son, or any other younger

son, or any issue of their bodies, the second estate shall, in that

case, shift from the person upon whom the family estate descends,

to the person next in remainder.—The other case is, when a per

son limits his estate in strict settlement, with an injunction that the

several persons taking under the settlement shall use his name and

bear his arms. These being cafes of difficulty, the rules of law

respecting them not having been settled till lately ; and the forms

for carrying them into execution being in general very imperfect;

the following observations, it is imagined, may be properly intro

duced here. 1st, As 10 clauses far foisting the secouJ ejhue, on the

accession cf'the family ejla'e. From what has been said before, it is

clear, that the provisoes and injunctions, in these cases, are misting

or secondary u(es ; and the point now before us presents us w ith a

curious and striking view of the gradual progress of the doctrines

of our courts respecting them.—One of the most remarkable adju

dications on this subject is the duke of Norfolk's cafe; 3d. Ca. in

Cha. The cale there was, that Henry eart of Arundel conveyed

his estates to the use of himself for his life; and, after his decease,

to the use of trustees for 200 years ; and, after the expiration of

that term, to the use of Henry Howard, his second son, in tail

male; remainder to Charles Howard, and his other subsequent

sons, successively, in tail male ; with a declaration that the term of

200 years was limited in trust to attend the inheritance, so long as

Thomas Howard, the senior's eldest son, or any issue male of his

body, should live ; but with a proviso, that if by his death without

iifuc male living at his decease, or by a subsequent failure of

that issue male, the earldom of Arundel should descend on the

second son, then the trust should cease as to the second son, and the

heirs male of his body ; and the trust should then be, for the benefit

of the third son, and the heirs male of his body. The eldest

son died without issue, in the life-time of the second son ; upon this,

the difficulty arose. The question was, whether the executory

trust for the benefit of the third son was not too remote ? It is

Clear, that the event upon which the trust was to take effect for

the benefit of the third son, must, if it took place at all, necessarily

take place within the compass of one life ; it being, that by event

of the death and fa'lure of issue of the first son in the secondfin's

life-time, the second son sliould become intitled to the earldom of

Arundel. The law upon this head is, new, Ib clearly settled,

that if a settlement were to be made now to this effect, all the

parties interested would immediatelyacquiesce in it. But it was

then a point so much questioned, that few cases have been heard in

the courts, either of law or equity, in which there has been a

greater difference of opinion. Lord Nottingham, before whom

it was heard, .was assisted by the three chief justices. His lordship*

held
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kdd the trust to be good. But the three chief just/ces differed from

his lordship ; and his lordship's decree was afterwards reversed by

lord keeper North : but the house of lords, on appeal, reversed

the reversal; and affirmed lord Nottingham's decree. Thus, by

this cafe, it was solemnly adjudged, tliat an executory trust of a

term of years was good, if so framed as to take effect within the

compass of one lift in biting. This reasoning extended by analogy,

to executory devises of legal estates; and to all stuffing and se

condary uses, whether created by deed, or will.—The next advance

in limitations of this nature was to extend them to a period within

the compass of os one or more life or lives in being, and tiventf one

jtears after. Upon this principle was determined the case of Lloyd

v. Carew, Prec. in Cha. 72. Show. Cases in Par. 137. In molt

cafes, till within these thirty years, the clauses in deeds or wills by

which these purposes were intended to be effected were framed

upon this plan; so that the event upon which the estate limited to

the second son was to shift from him and his issue to the subsequent

sons and their issue, vir. the accession of the family estate, was con

fined to the contingency of its happening within the above period

of one or more life or lives in being, and twenty-one years. Af

terwards, as it was observed that a common recovery suffered by

tenant in tail barred all limitations subsequent or collateral :o his

estate, it was concluded.- that there was no necessity to confine the

event, upon which the estate, was to shift, to any particular period

of time; and therefore it is now usual to express it generally, that

if any of the younger sons, or of the heirs male of their bodies,

shall come into possession of the Family estate, (without limiting the

period, when this happens, to any particular time) the second estate

shall shift from the person so becoming intitled to the family estate,

and go to the persons next intitled in remainder. An instance of this

kind may be seen in an act of parliament, passed in the year 175$,

intitled, " An act to enable Charles Bagot, now called Charles

" Chester, and his sons, to take the simame of Chester." idly.

As to clauses injoining persons, to <whom eflales are limited in Jlri3jeitle-

meni, to take the name and use the arms of thesettlor. Tnis, in some

respects, is nicer than the- former clause; because, in the former

clause, the intention of the settlor generally is, that the second

estate, upon the accession of the family estate, shall pass, not only

from the person himself upon whom the family estate descends, but

from his issue ; but, in the case now under consideration, it gene

rally is not the intention of the settlor, that tite issue shall be pre

judiced by the non-compliance of his parent with the condition or*

requisition annexed to his estate. Now suppose an estate is limited

to A. for life, remainder to trustees and their heirs, during his life,

to preserve the contingent remainders, remainder to A.'s sons suc

cessively in tail male; with a proviso, enjoining A. and his sons,

and the heirs male of their bodies, when tney become seised in pos

session of the estate, to take the name and bear the arms of the

settlor, otherwise the estates limited to them to determine : in this

case, if A. the first taker, Ihould not comply with the condition or

requisition annexed to his estate, before the birth of a son, his

estate would determine, and the contingent remainders limited to

his sons would either be void, or be preserved by the limitation to

the trustees. The former would be intirely contrary to the inten

tion of the settlor ; the latter also would be contrary to his inten

tion, so far, as by the words usually inserted in limitations of this

( D d 2 ) nature,
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[Note 233.] nature, the person refusing to comply with the condition, would be s ^2'

intitled to, the rents of the estate during his life ; and, if those word* *■ ■*

were not inserted, the rents, being undisposed of, would belong to>

the heir at law of the settlor. To prevent this, it is proper to di

rect, that the trustees for preserving the contingent remainder*

shall, aster the cesser or determination of the estate for life, and

during the suspence and contingency of the then next expectant re

mainder, stand and be seised of the estate limited to them ; in the

first place, to preserve the contingent remainders till they come in

tjst ; and in the next place, during the suspence of such remainder,

upon trust to pay the rents to those, who would be intitled to the

estate, if the persons taking under the contingent remainders then

in suspence were dead. It may not, perhaps, be unacceptable to

the reader to be presented with the following clauses, in which all

the above circumstances seem to be attended to. It must be sup

posed, that the estate is previously limited to A. (a feme sole) for

her life, with a power to limit a rent-charge to any person whom

she may marry, for his life, with a limitation to C. and D. and

their heirs during her life, to preserve the contingent remainders j

remainder to her sons successively in tail male; remainder to her

daughters, as tenants in common in tail, with cross remainders in.

tail between them ; with several remainders over : then the pro

viso in question immediately follows : " Provided always, and it is

" hereby agreed and declared between and by the parties to these

*' presents, that the person or persons whom the said A. shall

" marry ; and every person who by virtue of the limitations here-

«« inbesore contained, or of this proviso, (hall become intitled to

•' the possession, or to the receipt of the rents and profits of the

". manors and other hereditaments hereby released, or expressed

•* and intended so to be, shall and do, within the space of one year

«', next aster they respectively shall so marry, or so become intitled

*' to the possession, or to the rents and profits of the said manors

" and other hereditaments as aforesaid, take upon him and them

" respectively, and use in all deeds, letters, accounts, and other

•' writings, whereto or wherein they respectively shall be party, or

" parties, or which they respectively shall sign, the surname of

" Browne only, and take and use no other surname; and quarter

• the arms of Browne, with their own respective family arms; and

•'. also shall and do, within the space of one year next after they

" respectively shall so marry, or so become intitled, as aforesaid.

'" apply, sue for, and endeavour to obtain an act of parliament, or

"•* a proper licence from the crown, or take such other means as

•' may be requisite or proper to enable or authorize him* or them,

" respectively, to take and bear the said surname and arms : and

«' that, in case any such person and persons shall refuse or neglect

«'. to take such surname and arms, and to take and use the steps, or

" means which shall be requisite or proper to enable and autho-

" rize him or them so to do, within the said space of one ye3r ;

" then, if the person so refusing or neglecting shall be the husband

« of the said A. the limitation hereinbefore contained, to the use of

-*' the said A. shall cease, determine, and be utterly void; and any

** annual sum, which by virtue of the power for that purpose here-

«' inbesore contained, the said A. shall limit, or appoint, to th» use

«' of, or on trust for, or for the benefit of such husband fo refusing

■" or neglecting, and the powers, or remedies, and terms of years

.■" which &e shall limit, or create for securing the same, shall cease.

*' determine,
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" determine, and become utterly void ; and that if the person so

" refusing, or neglecting, (hall be any other than the husband of

** the said A., the limitation hereinbefore contained of the said

" manors and other hereditaments, to the use of him or them so re-

" fusing, or neglecting, shall cease, determine, and become utterly

" void : and that the same manors, and other hereditaments shall,

" in such cases, immediately thereupon go to the person next be-

" nesicially intitled in remainder, under the limitations hereinbe-

" fore contained, in the fame manner as if the person or persons,

'* whose estate (hall so cease, determine, and become void, being

" tenant or tenants for life, was or were dead, or being tenant or

** tenants in tail, was or were dead without issue inheritable under

" such intail ;—without prejudice, nevertheless, to any jointure or

*' jointures, portion or portions, annual sum or annual sums of mo-

«* ney, lease or leases, or demise or demises, which, previous to

" such cesser or determination, shall have been granted or demised

" of, or charged upon, the said manors and other hereditaments,

" hereby released, or expressed and intended so to be, or any part

" thereof, in pursuance of any of the powers hereinafter contained :

•* (except as to any annual sum, and the powers, or remedies, and

* terms of years for securing the same, which shall have been

** granted, limited, or appointed, by the said A. in pursuance of the

«• power hereinafter for that purpose contained.) And it is hereby

* funl»er agreed and declared between, and by, the parties to

" these presents, that the cesser or determination of the estate of

•* the said A., or of any other tenant for life, by force of the pro-

" viso hereinbefore contained, shall not operate to exclude, pre-

*' vent, or prejudice, any of the contingent remainders hereinbefore

•* limited to her, his, or their ion or sons, daughter or daughters,

" or any other person or persons ; but that the remainder limited

" to the said C. and D., and their heirs during the life of the laid

•* A., or such other tenant for life, (hall, after sucheessr or de-

** termination, take effect, and continue, for preserving inch con-

'* tingent remainders, and giving them effect as they may arise.

" And that immediately from and after such cesser cr determina-

" tion of such preceding estate for life, and during the suspence

" and contingency of such then expectant rema nder, the (aid C.

** and D., their heirs and afligns, (hall receive, pay and apply the

" rents and profits of the said manors and other hereditaments,

" which would belong to such tenant for life, if such cesser or de-

* termination had not taken place, unto the person or persons, for

" the intents and purposes, and in the manner, to, for, and in which,

" the fame rents and profits would be, or would have been payable

" and applicable respectively, under and by virtue of the limita-

" tions and provisoes hereinbefore contained, in case such tenant

" for life was actually dead; so that immediately from and after

" such cesser or determination, the issue of the said A., or of such

" other tenant for life, intitled for the time being, under the limi-

" tations aforesaid, to the said manors and other hereditaments, in

" remainder immediately expectant on the decease of the said A.,

«■ or of such other tenant for life, may be intitled to the rents and

" profits of the said manor and other hereditaments, for his and

* their own proper use and benefit respectively, during the life of

1 the parent, as if such parent were dead : and that in cafe no such

" issue be in existence, then, during the vacancy or contingency of

" such issue, the person next intitled for the lime being, under the

'£?;.,. (Dd 5) "limitations.
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" limitations aforesaid, to a vested remainder in the said minors and

«' other hereditaments, expectant on the decease of the said A-Kot

*' of such other tenant for life, and failure of such issue of her, or his

'< body, shall and may be entit'ed to the said rents and profits for

«* his and their proper use a^id benefit respectively, but without any

" exclusion of, or prejudice to the estate, interest, or right of any

" such iifoe, afterwards coming into existence, but only from, the

" time of the birth of such, issue respectively."

[Note 284. ] (j) VII. As to the modes tf conveyance which istork a difcoatipu. fllC

since, it may be laid duwn as a general rule, that no alienation

which is not made by livery. of seisin, or what is equivalent to it,

can work a discontinuance. It has been observed before, that the

ulual mode of conveyance at the common law, was a feoffheut ;

that feoftments were formerly made without writing ; and that

when writing came into use, the transmutation of the property wa»

effected, no; by the writing, but by the livery which it authenti-

c.itcd. Afir.i is often delined to be a scossment upon record, the

conulbr's acknowledgment upon record of the right of the cqnusee

to the lands, being considered as tantamount to actual livery. The

fines, therefore, which are said to be executed, in contradistinction

from those which are said to be executory, give the conusee the

immediate possession of the land ; and those which are called exe

cutory, enable him to recover it immediately, by an halve facia*

fttfenatn.—A comman naivety is the judgment of a court of record,

that the demandant mall recover against the tenant; upon which

he œ;iy immediately sue out the habere facias feifinatn. Consider

iog, therefore, fines and recoveries only as common assurances, the

acknowledgment upon record in the former, and the judgment to

recover in the latter, are supposed to equipoise the notoriety of li

very. Hence, both a fine and a common recovery are of force to

W.ork a discontinuance. With respect to releases,—-where the per.

fon whose estate is discontinued, releases to the alienee, his release,

must be considered as operating pur mitter le droit. Nov/, it has

b.een observed in a former place, that releases by persons disseised,

may be made cither to the disseisor, his feoffee, or his heir: and

that in all these cafes, the possession is in the releasee, the right in

the releasor , and that the union of the right to the possession com

pletes the title of the reiejsec, the notoriety of the disseisin counter

vailing the livery. But this can only be understood of those cases

> where the releasor his the fee simple. In both cases the possession

of the disseisor is equally notorious; but where the releasor, as in

the instance brought by Lit-leton, has only a partial estate in the

Linda, he has not in him the right of possession, and cannot, of

course, transfer, or cede it to anoiher. Hence, though the release

ef a disiiisee, who before the disseisin was seised in fee-simple,

completes the title of the disseisor; the release of a disseisee, who bei

fore the disseisin had only an estate tail, docs not complete his title,

and therefore does not amount to a discontinuance.—With respect

to conveyances ivhicb operate by the Jlatute of uses ; it is clear that

there cannot be a discontinuance, where the possession remains with,

the party ; for, in those cases, the possession is not disturbed, nor can

there be any livery cf seisin, or any thing tantamount to it;—but

it is equally clear, that if the uses are railed by a transmutation of

the possession, ;hat transmutation may produce a discontinuance.

This, in fact, is only repeating what has been observed before j

4 - for
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for it is not the creation or limitation of the use, but the operation

upon the possession, that produces the discontinuance.—Upon these

grounds, therefore, a bargain and sale, a covenant to (land seised,

and a lease and releaie, cannot work a discontinuance ; but a seoff-

ment executed, a fine levied, or a recovery suffered to uses, have

that power. See page 275. contin. of note, 271. b.— But if a

warranty is annexed to a bargain and sale, covenant to stand seised,

or release, it may produce a discontinuance. This will be better

understood after perusing our author's chapter on Warranty. At

present it is sufficient to observe, from lord chi.-f-baron Gilbert's

Ten. 120. that a release with warranty works a discontinuance;—

for at common law the warranty was a voluntary covenant of the

force of a feudal contract, repelling the warrantor from claiming

the land, and obliging him to defend it ; and though the statute

takes away the force of such covenants, that they shall not bar the

issue, yet the issue must claim in the method the statute prescribes*

viz. by action ; and, therefore, it works a discontinuance, since the

issue, in such case, cannot recontinue but by action only. >»

b.J (r) What possession is required in, the feoffor to make his feoff- [Note 285. ]

ment an aSual diffeifia of the freehold;—not merely- a disseisin,

which is such at the election of the party ; has been, of late, a sub

ject of much discuslion; and it is therefore supposed, that the fol

lowing attempt at a full investigation of the very abstruse, but not

useless, learning upon the subject, will not be unacceptable to thev

reader. By the doctnne of the feudal law, no person who had an,

estate of left duration and extent than for his own life, or for the

life of another man, was considered to be a freeholder; and none

but a freeholder was considered to have the possession of the land."

It is true, that estates were sometimes held ior terms of years. lr»

that cafe, the possession of the termor was considered to be the

possession of the freeholder ;—but still the termor held the posses

sion, though- he held it for the freeholder ; and the freeholder, by

trusting the termor with it, exposed himself to lose it, by the

^ferraor's negligence or treachery. If the termor left the posses

sion vacant ; if he permitted himself to be disseised of it ; if he un

dertook to alien it either by act in pais, or by matter of record ;

if he claimed the fee ; or if he affirmed it to be in a stranger ;—.

in all these cases, the freeholder exposed himself to the loss of the

possession, as much as if they were his own acts. Thus the termor

held the possession, bat he was said to hold it nomine alieno, in con

tradistinction to the freeholder himself, who was said to hold it

nomine proprio. Hence Britton expressly defines an estate of free

hold to be " tUe possession of the foil by the freeholder;" and rhe

author of the Doctor and Student fays, " that the possession of the

«' land is called in the law of England the franktenement or free-

« hold." Britt. C. 52. Doct. and Stud. b. 2. d. 22. So nearly

synonymous in those days was the possession to the freehold. In

this manner, the possession of the termor differed. from that of a

mere bailiff, who had no possession. The fame principles obtained

with respect to the transfer of the freehold. Nothing further was

necessary than a delivery of the possession, or, as it is called by our

law-writers, livery of seisin. The freehold could be transferred

by no other means. But here a difference is to be observed with

respect to the effect of the livery of a termor for years (such as

was mentioned before), and the livery of a mete bailiff. On ac-

( D d 4 ) couuj
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J.iVuii 285.] count of the solemnity, upon which the entry of the termor into s"i90. h,

the lands was grounded ; the connection between him and the re-1^0

versioner, and his actually holding the possession of the land

(though he held it for the freeholder) , the livery of the former

was a transfer of the possession ; but the livery of the latter was

absolutely without effect. In process of time, involuntary aliena

tion, or alienation arising from attachment for debt, was admitted.

This produced the estates of tenants by elegit, by statute-merchant,

and statute-staple. Long leases for years also came into use, and

more settled and accurate notions were had, of tenancies by suf

ferance and at will. All these were considered to be in the same

situation as the termor for years. Their possession was held to be

the possession of the immediate freeholder; but as they bad, or ra

ther held, the possession, and were in by the act of the freeholder in

some cafes, and by his privity or forbearance in all, they were cob-

sidered to be in, as of the seisin of the fee. It sometimes happened

that persons had the possession who had not the right ; such were

tenants by disseisin, deforcement, abatement, or intrusion. Still,

as they had the possession, they might, By livery of it, transfer it

to another. Thus, by the old feudal law, on the one hand, the tree-

hold could not be transferred but by livery of seisin : on the other,

livery of seisin could not be made by any person who had the pos

session, without transferring the freehold. This transfer of the fee

was called a feoffment. No writing was necessary for this pur

pose ; and when charters came into use, the transfer of the fee was

supposed to be produced (as has been already observed), not by

the charter, but by the livery which it authenticated. But the ma

terial variation with respect to the form of transferring property by

livery was that originally it was usual to make the feoffment on

the land before the peers of the court, who subscribed the charter

of feoffment with their names, and the entry of the feoffee upon

the land was afterwards recorded in the lord's court: but in pro

gress of time, the feoffment was allowed to he good, though it

were attested by strangers only; and the recording of the feoffee's

entry was dispensed ivith. This, undoubtedly, lessened, very con-

£derab!y, the solemnity and notoriety of feoffments : and we have

an opinion of the highest authority, delivered with much conside

ration and infinite ability, in a case of the highest moment, that it

had a very great effect on their operation and efficacy, with respect

to the circumstance before us The case alluded to is that of

Taylor on the demile of Atkyns v. Horde and others, i. Burr. 60.

e. Bro. Par. Ca. 247. Cow. 689.—As a minute and accurate

statement and examination of the doctrines laid down in that case

will serve greatly to illustrate the point now under consideration,

they shall be presented here to the reader. The case, so far as it

relates to the points in question, was, that sir Robert Atkyns was

tenant for life ; remainder to dame Ann Atkyns, his wife, for life;

temainder to sir Robert Atkyns (his eldest son by a former mar

riage) in tail male : remainder to Mr. Johp Tracy and his young

er brothers successively, in tail male ; remainder to Mr. Richard,

Atkyns and his heirs. Upon the death of sir Robert the father,

dame Ann his widow entered upon the lands. In Trinity term.

17 10 an ejefiment was brought, in the court of common -pleas,

against her ladyship, by John Phillips, upon the several demises of

fir Robert Atkyns the son, and of Joseph Walker, to whom several

terms of years attendant upon the inheritance had been assigned,

in
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in trust for sir Robert the son. A verdict was found for the plain*

tiff, and he recovered termimm fuum prædiBum, and had an habtre

facia* pojsejsiontm. It is to be observed, that no account of the case

states the grounds upon which this verdict was found for the plain

tiff. Most probably, it was merely in consequence of the terms of

years which had been assigned to him. On the ist of January

1710, John Phillips, the plaintiff,- surrendered the terms to sir

Robert the son ; and on the 17th of the fame month sir Robert

made a feoffment of the estates in question, with livery of seisin, to

James Earle and his heirs. In the deed of feoffment it was de

clared, that the feoffment was made, that James Earle might tie-

come perfect tenant of the freehold, in order for the suffering of *

common recovery ; which recovery.it was thereby declared, ihould

enure, to the use of sir Robert Atkyns the son and his heirs. The

recovery was suffered in Hilary term 1 7 10. Sir Robert died on

the 9th of November 171 1, without issue, and intestate. His ne

phew, Mr. Robert Atkyns, was his heir at law. In Hilary term

1711 an ejectment was brought against him by lady Atkyns; and

in Easter term 1714 a general verdict was given for her. She died

in the month of October following. Upon her death, Mr. Robert

Atkyns entered, and continued in possession of the estate till the

16th of March 1753, when he died, leaving issue only two daugh

ters ; Ann, the wife of Mr. Horde ; and Elizabeth, the wise of

Mr. Chamberlayne. The death of sir Robert Atkyns the son

without issue, necessarily brought into question the validity of the

recovery suffered by him ; for if it were good, it destroyed hw

estate tail, and all the remainders expectant upon it; and Mr. Ro

bert Atkyns, his nephew, and after his decease Mrs. Horde and

Mrs. Chamberlayne, his only children, became entitled to the

estates, as his heirs at law. But if it were not a good recovery,

then, upon the decease of dame Ann Atkyns, Mr. John Tracy be

came seised in tail of the lands devised by the testator's will, with

the several remainders over.—In the year 1752.au ejectment was

brought against Mr. Robert Atkyns, and Mr. and Mrs. Horde,

and Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlayne, by Cyprian Taylor, on the de

mise of Mr. John Tracy, who, in consequence of a direction con

tained in sir Robert Atkyns the father's will, had taken the name

of Atkyns. The jury found a special verdict. The case was ar

gued four times before the judges of the court of king's-bench.

A point arose, whether, supposing the recovery to be bad, the

. plaintiff's ejectment, not having been brought witain twenty-one

years after his title accrued, was not barred by the statute of limi

tations. The court was or opinion it was barred by that statute.

The case afterwards went to the house of lords : all the judges

were ordered to attend : their opinion was asked upon the point

arising from the statute of limitations ; it agreed with that of the

judges of the court of king's bench: the judgment of the court

was therefore affirmed. Afterwards, Mr. John Tracy Atkyns and

all his brothers ded without issue; and then, supposing the reco

very to be void, Mr. Edward Kinsey Atkyns, the then heir at tew

■of Mr. Richard Atkyns, became entitled to the estate. He claim

ed under a new title, and was not therefore bound by the statute

of limitation'-. An ejectment was delivered by him in Hilary term

1777. This brought the question of the validity of the recovery

once more before the court. It is to be observed, that though,

whea the case came before the court upon the ejectment brought

V
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[Note 2*5.] by Mr. John Tracy Atkyns., the matter went off on the points,,,, bl

arising from the statute of limitations, yet the questions anting up-"-* '

on the validity of the recovery were most elaborately argued by

the bar: and lord chief-justice Mansfield, when he gave the judg

ment of the court, entered into a very minute discussion of them,

and gave hi* opinion very fully and decisively npon them all: lo

teat what was said upon this subject, when the cafe came before

the: court in 1777, w^s, in general, only a repetition of what was

said upon it on the former occasion. As lord Mansfield's speech

in the report given of it by sir James Burrow, contains the most

methodical and comprehensive state of the arguments and opinions

intended to be discussed in this place, it is here particularly referred

W.—His lordship stated the question to be, Whether Earle was a

good tenant of the freehold ? He observed, that to prove he was a

good tenant of the freehold, it was necessary to stiew, either that

sir Robert Atkyns, by the entry under the judgment in ejectment

»n 1710, acquired the freehold by disseisin; or that, supposing he

did not acquire the freehold, he acquired the possession, and by his

xeoffrnem vdfcd an estate of freehold in Earle. His lordslrip de

wed both of these positions. As to the first, he laid it down, that

the dissejfm to ha effectual in this case, must be an actual disseisin,

not a disseisin, which was merely such, at the election of the party!

No cafe, therefore, or other authority from the books respecting

disseisins, was applicable to the present cafe-, if it did not relate to

»h .actual disseisin. He then proceeded to explain the nature of an

actual disseisin. He defined scifirt to be a technical term, to denote

the completion of that investiture, by which the tenant w« adynrt-

led inro tin tenure: disseisin, therefore, must mean the turning- the

tenant oat of his tenures and usurping his place and feudal-relation

He observed, that originally no tenant could alien without licenee

of the lord; and that, when the lord consented to the alienation,

she only form of conveyance was by feoffment, before the peers of

the court,: with the lord's concurrence, and with the ceremonies of

homage and fealty. That a disseisin differed from a dispossession,

it- was something more. The effect of it was to make the disseises

tenant to every demandant, and fret-holder de faclo, in spite oftbe

true owner. That, on the one hand, the lord must know upon

whom to call as his tenant ; on the other hand, the stranger most

know against: whom to bring his prxcipe. A difpostcffion, there-

core, did not ameunt to a disseisin, if it were not forcible, that h,

a,gamst th« will of the real owner; and if it were not such as, both

with respect to the lord and to strangers, introduced the difpossessor

into the tenure. These, he said, were the consequences of an ac

tual disleilin. A disseisin by election was attended by none of these

circumstances. In that case, the disseifor was neither tenant to

the lord nor the stranger ;—he was merely a disseifor at the will of

the disseisee, who might, if he thought the process of assise a more

eligible remedy than any of those to which he might have recourse;

without disclaiming his seisin, resort to it, and, for that purpose,

Vhoole to be considered as disseised. From this description of the

nature and consequences of the two different kinds of seisin, his

lordship inferred, that sir Robert's entry was not an actual disseisin.

Supposing it a real proceeding, a termer might recover against

the disieiior, or against the feoffee of the lessor; the possession he

recovered enured to himself, or for bis own benefit during his

term :—subject. to that, it enured to, or for the benefit of tie per.
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sons who had the right to the freehold ; that is, to the lessor, if he

continued the owner of the fee ; to his alienee, if he had infeoffed;

Co the heir or feoffee of his disseifor, if he had been disseised, and

his entry taken away.-»-Then, suppose the proceeding to be merely

iiititiouh, the judgment only entitled the party to recover the pos

se (Eon, without prejudice to the right. Now, by the special ver-

dict, it. appears he had no right to the possession: he had there

fore a possession without prejudice to the right. He was not in as

particular tenant; there was no privity of seisin; he had only a

raked possession.—But, fays his lordship, the cafe is still stronger:

the true owner cannot even elect to make a person in possession

pnder a judgment in ejectment, a disseifor: the entry is not inji:fii

l3finejudicio, but under authority of a court of justice. The true

owner might enter upon a disseifor. But after a judgment in

ejectment, an actual entry would not be permitted. Upon this rea

soning his lordihip establishes his first position, That sir Robert

Atkyns did not acquire, by his entry, an actual estate of freehold,

by disseisin. This brought his lorcilhip to the second question,

Whether ,the feossment to Earle vested an estate of freehold in him

by disseisin ? Here his lordihip concluded, from the principles laid

down by him in his discussion of the first question, that the .feoss

ment did not amount to an actual disseisin, but was such merely

at the will of dame Atkyns. In this part of the question he

fays, that except the special case of fines with proclamation,

which, he observed, stands upon distinct grounds, and the construc

tion of the flat, of 4 Hen. VII. c. 34. for the fake of the bar, he

could not think of a cafe where the true owner, whose entry is not

taken away, might not elect, by choosing a possessory remedy, to>

be deemed as not having been disseised. The judges of the king's

bench, in the opinion delivered by them in 1774, express them

selves still more strongly on this head. They fay, that " where the*

" books speak of feoffments in fee by tenants for years, and that

" the fee simple passes thereby, it is to be understood of those.

" feoffments of old, attended with livery, and actual transmutation

•* of the possession from one man to another ; that feoffments, from)

" having been the only conveyance of land, for a long term of

" years have languished into mere form, and are nothing now

" more than a common conveyance; that their grandeur and ef-

" ficacy is lost; and that without actually transferring of the estate

»' from one man to another, they mix with the community of all

** other assurances : that the name of these feoffments, and the re-

" membrance of them, remains, and survives them, however im-

" perfectly, after the practice of making them, and consequently

" their solemnity, is quite at an end." Lord Mansfield after

wards considered the case in a third point of view, which was,

That a tenant in tail in remainder could not, by the established,

law of the land, suffer a common recovery, without the consent and

concurrence of the immediate tenant of the freehold. Now, says

his lordihip, the law will never permit that to be effected by

wrong, unfair, or indirect means, which cannot be effected by right,

fair, and direct means: but sir Robert could not by right, fair, or

direct means, suffer a common recovery, in the life 01 dame Ann,

without her concurrence; he never had her concurrence; it fol

lows, that his recovery must have been covinous, and therefore

void. Upon these grounds, the court were of opinion, lit, that sir

Robert Atkyns the son by his entry under the verdict in 1710, was

not
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sNote 285.] not an actual dilTeisor, and therefore had not in him any actual s 5 10. b.]

estate of freehold : zdly, that his seoffment to Earle gave Earle aa L J

estate of freehold only at the election of dame Atkyns, but did not

give him an actual estate of freehold ; and, jdly, that the whole

transaction was fraudulent, and therefore void.—The doctrine opont

which the first of these points tarns, is not immediately the subject

of the present enquiry. But some of the principles laid down by

the court in giving their opinions on the zd arid 3d points, will be

investigated here, under two general questions. I. What estate in

the lands a feoffor must have to gi-ve thefeoffmettt efficacy.—It seems

to be admitted by the court, in the case referred to, that, erighnetij,

no greater estate was required to be in the seostbr than mere pos

session. This they attribute to the solemnities originaEy attending

both the admission of tenants into the tenure, and the transfer of

the see. But it seems to be their opinion, that, since most, if not

al!, of these solemnities have been dispensed with, the peculiar

efficacy of a feoffment has been lost. This has certainly been the

case in one very remarkable instance. Lord chief-baron Gilbert,

in his Treatise of Tenures, p. 43. observes, " that the feoffee of

" the disseisor that came in by title, after a year and a day was.

** expired, was anciently held, to have right of possession, and 10

«*• put the disseisee to his writ of entry, because the seofsee tame

" in by title. Hence, writs of entry against the seffsee in the per

" and cut :—but this was not held so in respect of dhTeisors, be-

** cause they themselves being the wrong-doers, had no law in their

" favour, left it should encourage such injuries. But afterwards,

" as feoffments became more secret, and nothing paid to the lord,

•* then they thought it too hard such feoffments should alter the

" right of possession ; and therefore they construed the feoffee, that

• came in by his own act, to be a wrong-doer, and net to- alter the

"• right of possession." But it will be difficult to find another in

stance in which feoffments have lost their efficacy. The arguments

brought to prove that they have lost their efficacy in creating an

estate of freehold, when k is not in the feoffor at the time, of the

feossment, are, 1st, that livery is not made now with the solemnity

with which it was made formerly ;—2dly, that the passages in the

books which speak of feoffments by tenants for years, and others

having estates less than freehold, creating estates of freehold in the

feoffee, by disseisin, are to be understood as referring only to- a dis

seisin by election.—As to the first objection. It seems to be every

where admitted, that the feoffments we are speaking of, once had:

the operation and efficacy in question ; and that this operation and

efficacy is ascribed to them in numberless passages in our law books:

so that the great, if not the only, difficulty is to shew, that, at the

time when it is universally agreed feoffments had this operation and1

efficacy, they were made with no other forms and solemnities than

those with which they are made now. It is certain, that the cus

tom of making livery before the peers of the court, and recording

the entry of the feoffee in the Records of the lord's court (if it

were ever absolutely necessary), was dispersed with very soon after

the Conquest, and was fallen completely into disuse at so early a

period as that of Henry II. ; so that in this reign, and from thence

to the present time, no other ceremony in making feoffments was

used, than that which is now practised, of the seossor and sceffee

coming upon the land, either in person or by attorney, and there

the feoffor in the presence of witnesses (all other persops being cut

3 of
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of the land) delivering the possession of it to the feoffee. The

form of making feoffments in the reign of Henry II. i» minutely

described in Bracton, lib. 2. cap. 18. Item, non valet dsnatie, mfi

Jubftquatur traditio, tune demum, cum donator plenam fecerit feifinatu

donatorio per se fi prtjcns fuerit, vel per procuratorem, Iff literal fi

otbfewsfuerit, ita quod charta donalionis 63" literal prncuraloria ccram

vieinis, ad hoc fpteialiter convocatis, legantur in publico, Cif etiam turn

donates carport & ammo recefiirit a pojfcffione. This is the account

given by Bracton of the mode of making feoffments in his time.

He makes no mention of the presence of the pares curi<e being ne

cessary ; or of its being necessary to record the entry of the feoffee

in the lord's court ; or of any other ceremony besides those now

practised. Hence we find that the account given by sir William

Blackstone, book 2. chap. 2. § 5. of the present mode of making-

feoffments, is no more than a transcript of the passage cited above

from Bracton. The next thing to be sliewn is, that as the cere

mony of making feoffments has been the fame during all this

period, the courts of judicature, and the writers upon our laws,

have, during all this period, agreed in ascribing to them the

effect and operation in question. Their language in this re

spect is perfectly uniform, that no freehold is required in the

feoffor, and that however tortious or slender his possession may

be, his feoffment, necessarily and unavoidably, gives an estate of

freehold to the feoffee. Nothing can be more decisive on this

subject, than the following passages transcribed frum Bracton :—

Poterit autem rer-tffe omnino aliena, & ex tete, quantum adjus c5" pro-

Jrrietatem, 13 ftodum, £sf liberurn tenementum, uj'um-fruclum, fcif nudum

ufum, & aliquis po/uerit fe inj'cyfinam, per dijfeyfinam, vel per intru-

Jienem, cum forte invenerit rem vacantem. EtJi talii, dum itafutrit

infeyfina, donalioncm fecerit, valebit quantum ad ipfum, &feoffatum

Jitum, & alios, quijus non halent, ut prius diflum eft, donee per ilium,

quijus habit, revocetur. Item poterit efft aliena, quantum ad omnia

J»-<edi3a, et alicujus in pefestione exiftentis, quoad nudum ufum, vel

quoad boe, quadferuitutem habeas in re, quoad ufumfruclum pereipien-

-dum,five ad cerium terminum vel ad voiuntattm. hem quoad hoe,

quod habeas cujlodiam, vel curam, vel hijujmodi ; in quibus cafibus, ji

dum Jicfuerit infeyfina, quali quali, donationem fecerit, jiatim fit res

data accipientis, quoad dantem & aceipientem, & quoad alios, quijut

non habent. Sed quoad vorum dominum, nunquam erit liberum tene

mentum, nisi ex longa 13 pacifica Jeyfina, t5f itnde Ji ir.continenli post

talefeoffamentum pofet verus dominus ponere fe infeyfinam, omnes quof-

cunque tenert pqffet exclufot a poffeJJione.—Sed quid dicesur de to qui

tmltam omnino Jeizinam habuit, nee aliquam juris fcintillam, Ji dona-*

tionemfecerit dt re quam alius tenet, perfe ipfum vel per alium nomine

fin, non saciet rem accipientis, cum ipfe nihil teneat, quia non potest

plus juris ad alium transferre quam ipfe habet, nee plus valebit ifta

donatio quam valeret fi aliquis transient per aliquod mantrium ab

■aliquo poffefiiim, dicerit fociojito viatori, Do tibi tale manerium, quod

talis pcfftdet, quia nihil aliud effet dicere quam dart ei plenam pugna-

Jam ex nihilo, cum pojfeffio non fit vacua.—Bract, lib. 2. c. 14..—

Sifiat donatio de re aliena.—So, in another place : Item licet liberum

tenementum nzn habuerit, potrft facert quis, dum tamen in Jeiziiid

fatrit aliqua justa de caujd, ficut ad terminum annorum, vel rations

cuftodia. Idem erit,fi'nullam justam caufam habuerit, ut fi per in-

trvjionem vel d'Jftixinam ; et cum fit in Jeizina alijs donare poterit.

Mill jten tun efft In et ali/s per aonalionemj'acert liberum tenementum,

JjMfd
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[Note 285.] quod quidtm ipse non babutrit.— Ibid. lib. 2. C. £. § 4.-~st seemsT-j^c}, JjJ

to be clear from these passages, that in Bracton's time, every person

who had the possession, however slender his possession might be, as

tcrmor for years, tenant at will, or guardian ; or however tortious

his possession might be, as a disseisor or intruder ; was nevertheless

considered to be in the seisin of the fee, and might by livery trans

fer it to another. Bracton frequently repeats this doctrine, and

illustrates it by many examples in the course of the second book,—-t

Such is the account given by Bracton of the operation of feoffments ;

and as the account given by him of the form of feoffmeiits has'

been contrasted with the account given of it by fir William Black-

ftone, the reader is desired to contrast the above account given by

him of the operation of feoffments with the account given of it by

fir Edward Coke, ant. 48. b. and 49. a. He expresses himself to the

same effect in his zd. Inst. sol. 413. Commenting on the statute of

Westminster 2. cap. 2. he observes, that though the act speaks of an

alienation by feoffment by a tenant for years, yet it extends to te-

. nants by statute-merchant, statute-staple, tenant at will, and tenant

by sufferance; because all these have a possession. But he observes,

that it is otherwise of a bailiff, for he has no possession at all.—*'

Several other authorities will be offered to prove this point in a

subsequent part of this note ; one more authority only ssiall be men

tioned here. Mr. Knowler in his argument for the defendant in

the cafe above referred to, seems, with reason, to lay great stress '

upon it. It is jo. Ed. IV. 8, 9. In trespass, the defendant said,-

that one M. was seised in his demesne as of fee, and leafed to him

for his life. The plaintiff said, that long before M. had any thing

in the land, D. was seised in fee, and leased to E. for life; that D.

died, and thereupon the reversion descended upon Jane his daugh

ter, who married M. ; that M. granted the reversion to the de

fendant for life ; that the tenant attorned; that M. died, and then

Jane granted the reversion to the plaintiff, and the tenant attorn

ed ; whereupon he (the plaintiff) entered, and was seised till the

defendant made the trespass without this, that M. whom the de

fendant supposes to have leased to him, was seised in his demesne

as of fee. It is to be observed, that the leases mentioned here,

being for lives, were necessarily created by livery. The question

before the court therefore was, Whether want of seisin in a feoffor

was a good plea? All the judges held it was not; and that the

plaintiff sliould have pleaded generally ne /■/'a pas. And Littleton

expressly fays there, that if a man pliads a feoffment, it is no plea

to fay, that the feoffor had nothing at the time ; he can only plead

n'enfeoffa pas.—Here then we have the most decisive evidence, that

from .the reign of Henry II. to the present time, the courts of ju

dicature and the writings of the professors of the law are perfectly

agreed, in considering feoffments as made with the fame cere

monies, and attended with the fame efficacy and operation. It

fellows from this, that it can be no argument against their having

the efficacy and operation contended for in the particular instance

row m question—that ac a period anterior to that mentioned here,

they were made (if that really was the cafe) with more notoriety

and ceremony than they are now.—-At to tb: second objection, that

the passages in the books which speak of tenants for years and

others having estates. less than of freehold, creating estates of free

hold in the fToffee by disseisin, are to be understood as referring

only to a disseisin by election ;—lord Mansfield, on his entering

iiito
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into this part of the argument, observes, that the precise definition

of what constituted that disseisin which made the dilleisor the te

nant to the demandant's proofs, though the right owner's entry

was not taken away, was once wall known, but that it is not now

tp be found. Moil unqueilionably there are many cases in which

it would now be difficult, perhaps impossible, to lay with certainty*

whether they amounted to an actual disseisin, according to the doc

trine of the old law; yet surely many cases may be iUted, which

by the most conclusive and satisfactory reasening m«y be »hewn to

be actual ditieilins, according to that law. Perhaps the following

observations may serve to eltablistj a general ride ser diilinguilhing

those acts which amount to actual disseisins, from those which are

such only at the election of the party. By a disseisin at the election

of the party, is not to be understood an act which in itself is a

disseisin, but which the party supposed to be disseised, ma.y, if h«

pleases, consider as not amounting to a disseisin : on the contrary,

every act which is susceptible of being made a disseisin by election,

is no disseisin till the party in question, by his election, makes it

such. It follows therefore, that every act which is said by the

writers to produce an immediate disseisin, necessarily implies an ac

tual disseisin. Now we find, that the disseisins produced by feoff-

rnents instantly gave the feoffee, agaialt every person but the dis

seisee* an immediate estate of freehold, with all the tights and inci

dents, annexed to it. To this effect Bracton writes, lib. 2. cli. j.

$ 3. Item valida potent (J/e dwwtit ilatim ab initio inter quasd^m

personal, et tnvalida tt sutfenja quantum, ad alias perjonas, ut Jt quit

rtm altenam dederii alicui ut supra diilum tfi. Hence we find eVecy

where, that the wise of the feoffee became immediately intitled to.

her dower; the huiband of the feoffee became ummtAiattly intitled

to his curtesy ; and the descent upon the heir of the feoffee imme

diately took away the entry of the disseisee. This is the constant

language of the books, when they speak generally of disseisins.

Now the books make no difference, whether the feoffment is made

by a person seised of an estate of freehold, or by a person having

only the bare possession, as tenant for years, at will, or by suffer

ance. The description given by Bracton in the passages cited

from him, answers every notion given by lord Mansneld of an ac

tual disseisin. Bracton fays, that immediately upon the feoffment

the estate becomes the property of the feoffee, as between him and

the feoffor, and every other per sen, except the rightful owner ; that

a long and uninterrupted polseilion of a certain duration, will make

the title of the feoffee good even against the rightful owner ; that,

to prevent this, the donor must restore his own seism.—Here the*

is what his lordship so justly considers as necessarily requisite to

form an actual disseisin—a person who has expelled the tenant from

his fee, and usurped his feudal place and relation ; a tenant to the -

precise of every demandant, though the true owner's right of" en

try upon him is not taken away. If the feoffee in this case were

only a dilieisor at the election of the disseisee, it would follow, that

he was not a disljeisor till the right owner made him such by his

election, and therefore, that the fee would not be in him, if the

rightful owner did not elect to make him a disseises. According-

to this doctrine, if the feoffee of tenant for years, dr any other

person making a feoffment without an estate of freehold in him,

died in the life of the rightful owner of the estate, the estate would ■

not be subject to dower or curtesy, nor would the entry of the

rightful
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{Note 285.] rightful owner be taken away. Bat we find, that in all cases s * -13 jT

in which oar law-writers treat of disseisins made by feotFments, *-3i *

they consider it as a matter of coarse, that the estate of the feoffee,

immediately, became an estate of freehold, with all the qualities

and rights of a freehold estate annexed to it. A similar argument

lies from the relation in which fach a feoffee stood with respect to

strangers. Bracton observes, that he immediately acquired the

seisin of the fee as against strangers ; which could not be, if he

were only a disseisor at the election of the party. It has been ob

served before, that the books make no difference between feoff-

ments made by persons having estates of freehold, and feoffments

made by persons having estates less than freehold. Bracton ex

pressly mentions guardians, tenants for years, by sufferance, at

will, by disseisin, or intrusion, as persons whose feoffhlents are at

tended with the effect described above. So does sir Edward Coke*

in the passage cited from the second Institute. So Perkins, sect.

a»2. " If lessee for years enfeoffe a stranger, the lessor being

" upon the land, yet the land shall pass by the feoffment ; but

" perhaps, if he continues upon the land, claiming the fame after

" the feoffment, this countervails an entry for a forfeiture : and

" the reason why it passed by such a feoffment, is because the les-'

" for had nothing to do, to meddle with the possession of the laad

■* during the term." So Dyer, 362. b. A termor for 1000

years made a feoffment, by the words dtii, enueffi, etfaffavi. It

was made a doubt, whether the lands passed by the feoffment, so

that the lessor might enter for the forfeiture ; or whether the term

passed by the first words. The very doubt Ihem that it was taken

for granted, that without those words the freehold would vest in

the feoffee. In the margin of that cafe it is said, that in the cafe

of Read and Morpeth v. Errington (reported in Cro. Eliz. 322.)

it was held, that the lessee for years might make a feoffment, not

withstanding the presence of the lessor; and that it was a for

feiture of the lease; for though the lessee had the •possession and

might dispose of it, yet the lessor might enter for the forfeiture.

Thus, in the case of Blundell v. Baugh, sir William Jones 315. the

judges held, that when tenant at will makes a lease rendering rent,

and he enters and pays rent, that is 110 disseisin, but at the election

of the first lessor ; for, say they, it never shall be a disseisin, unless

there be the claim of a stranger by entry to have the freehold, or

unless the owner of the land waives the occupation of the land, or

brings an action, or otherwise declares his intention, that he takes

it by disseisin. Here the two kinds of disseisin are contrasted in

the most direct and positive manner. The judges also, in the

case of Blundell v. Baugh, cited Matthew Taylor's case, 34. Eliz.

C B. Tenant at will, or for years, makes a feoffment in fee,

and dies, his wife brings dower against the feoffee, who pleaded

ne unque sti/ie que dottier : but the whole court was against him ;

for in the instant the fee was gained. In 12. Edw. 1 V. 12. ant.

31. b. Cro. Jac. 615. that doctrine is controverted, on the ground.

that the seisin of the feoifor was but momentary : but this proves

the position attempted to be established here ; tor if the feoffment

in this case only gave a freehold at the election of the reversioner,

the feossor had no seisin. The fame doctrine seems to be laid

down very expressly by lord Hardwicke. Having occasion to

mention a sine levied by tenant at will, he says, " If tney meant a

" wrong thereby, they muU have taken another method ; as this

*< COuld
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" could not work a disseisin on the trustees, and turn their estate

'* to a right, while they were tenants at will to the trustees. This

" way indeed they might do it, according to the distinction taken

•* in several cafes particularly in Dormer and Parkhurst, if they

" executed a feoffment on the land ; because it is a feoffment on

** livery which is a notoriety to the trustees, and puts it on them

" to make entry to avoid." In the fame manner, 3. Atk. 339.

his lordship fays, " Isa man enters as my tenant, he does not gain

" such a possession to levy a fine thereon, unless he continues in

" possession ; for a wrong-doer to gain a possession by disseisin,

** must not step on the land, and withdraw, and leave the rightful

" owner in* possession, which would be sufficient to give a seisin on

** a feoffment, but not to levy a fine."—In every stage of our law,

the most modern as well as the most ancient, the peculiar operation

of a feoffment, as to the divesting of estates, destruction of con

tingent remainders, and extinction of powers, has been recognised.

Citations and arguments to prove the point before us, might be

easily multiplied ; but they shall be concluded here, by some ob

servations upon the allowed effect of a sine levied by a tenant for

years, or even by a tenant at sufferance, who has previously made

a feoffment. No point of our law is more clearly settled, than

that, unless some one of the parties to a fine has an estate of free

hold in the lands, of which it is levied, it is totally void, as to all

strangers, and may be avoided at any time by the plea, quad partet

Jinis nihil habuerunt. Now, supposing a tenant for years to make a

feoffment, and the feoffee afterwards to levy a fine, it is clear, that

the fine would be without effect, unless the feoffment gave him an

estate of freehold. In the case of Whaley v. Tancred, 1. Vent.

241. fir Thomas Raymond, 219. 1. Leo. p. 2. 52. it was settled,

that where a fine is levied in this manner, the fine will bar the

lessor at the end of five years after the expiration of the term.

This would never be the case unless the feoffment had previously

created an estate of freehold.—In the case of Doe v. Proffer,

Cowp. 217. lord Mansfield expressed himself as follows:—" It is

" very true that I told the jury, they were warranted by the length

" of time in this case, to presume an adverse possession and ouster

" by one of the tenants in common, of his companion; and I con-

" tinue still of the fame opinion. Some ambiguity seems to have

" arisen from the term " actual ouster," as if it meatit some act ac-

" companied by real force, and as if a turning out by the shoulders

" were necessary. But that is not so. A man may come in by a

" rightful possession, and yet hold over adversely without a title.

** If he does, such holding over under circumstances will be equi-

*' valent to an aclual ouster. For instance, length of possession dur-

" ing a particular estate, as a term of one thousand years, or irnds-r

" a lease for lives, as long as the lives are in being, gives no title.

" But if tenant pur autre -vie holdover for twenty years after th»

" death of cefluy que vie, such holding over will in ejeilmtnt be a

•' complete bar to the rem tinder-man or rcvcrsioner; because it

"' was adverse to his title. So in the case of tenants in common :

" the possession of one tenant in common, co noT.in;, as-WfHtrrt m

" common, can never bar his companion; because such possession

" is not adverse to the right of his companion, but in support of

" their common title ; and by paying him his share, he acknow*

" ledges him co-tenant : nor indeed is a refusal to pay of itfelfivS-

" ficient, izithout denying his title. But -if upon demand by the co-

( E e ) " tenant
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.'W 2 85.] " tenant os his moiety, the other denies to pay, and denies bis title; s 330.

*• saying he claims the whole and will not pay, and continues in

" possession, such possession is adverse and ouster enough." By the

adverse possession mentioned in this cafe, his lordship never could

mean, a disseisin at the election of the party. What is there to

distinguish it from an actual disseisin ?—Upon the whole, therefore;

it is submitted to the learned reader's consideration, ist, that, as

feoffmcnts have not been made from the reign of Henry the lid.

to the present time, with any other solemnities than those with

which they are made at present, every operation and efficacy which

has been constantly and uniformly allowed or ascribed to them by

the courts of judicature, or writers of authority cotemporary with

or subsequent to that monarch's reign, down to the present time,

ought, notwithstanding the objection that they are not now made

with some of the solemnities with which they are said to have been

made in their very earliest institution, to be allowed and ascribed

to them now : idly, that by the passage cited from Bracton, and

the other authorities cited or referred to in the course of this note,

it appears, that the disseisin produced by feoffments must be under

stood to be an actual disseisin, and not a disseisin merely at the

election of the party : "$dly, that in many of these authorities it is

most expressly mentioned, and that in all of them it must be im

plied, that however slender, bare, or tortious, the possession of the

fcoffor is, Ills' feoffment necessarily and unavoidably vests the free

hold in the feoffee, till the disseisee by entry or action restores his.

possession: \thly, (to apply this abstruse' and antiquated learning

to the present subject matter of business) that copyholders, tenants

for years, by eltgit, statute-merchant, statute-staple, at will, or by

sufferance, are all considered to have the possession of the estate;

and that they may by seoffment vest an actual estate of freehsld in

the feoffee : $tbly, that a fine may be levied of, or a. common reco

very suffered upon, this estate of freehold : (sthly, that the feoffment

so executed, the sine so levied, and the recovery so- suffered, are

immediately good against every person except the rightful owner:

and, -jtbly, that in process of time they become good against the

owner himself.—To ascertain the exact period os time when fines

levied by persons of this description will be a bar to the rightful

owner, would be too great an extension of this note, the length of

which already requires an apology.—As to the second objection, that

the feoffment of sir Robert Atkyns was founded in fraud, and was

therefore void ; it is to be observed, that however that reasoning

applied to the particular case before the court, it does not apply

to the general question discussed in this note, which presupposes

previous possession in the feoffor, free from every circumstance of

fraud ; either fair and innocent, or acquired by the open and no

torious circumstances of disseisin, abatement, intrusion, or deforce

ment. Sir Robert Atkyns acquired his possession by the entry

made by him under the verdict obtained by him in 17 lo. He

lost it by ths" verdict given for dame Ann Atkyns in 17 12. It

may, therefore, be said (and the fact really was), that he obtained

the verdict given for him in 1710, and consequently the possession

under it, by a pretended title. He had not a fair or innocent pos

session. He did not acquire his possession by disseisin, intrusion,

abatement, or deforcement ; it did not descend upon him ; it did

jiot come to him by act of law; he was not in the seisin of the fee

by virtue of any gift or demise si\.m the freeholder: he obtained

§ his.
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his possession by the judgment of a court oflaw, under the colour of

a pretended title. Thus, in the language of the law, his original

possession was founded in fraud, practice, and stratagem. And to

use an expression of the judges, 3. Rep. 78. a. " the common law

«« does so abhor fraud and covin, that all acts, as well judicial as

«« others, which of themselves are just and lawful, yet being mixed

" with fraud and deceit, are in judgment of law wrongful and un-

" lawful."—In Burr. 1 17. great stress was laid on the resolution of

the judges in Fermor's case. The cafe there was, that Thomas

Smith being seised in fee of several lands, and holding others by

copy of court-roll, and others for a term of years, and others at

will (all of them lying in the fame vill), made a feoffment with

livery of all those held by copy, for years, and at will, to one

Chappell for life, and afterwards levied a fine. The question was.

Whether the fine was a bar to the owners of the fee, at the expira

tion of the first five years? It appeared that Smith continued in

possession of the land, and paid the rents. See 3. Rep. 77. 1. And.

170. Cary, 20. Crp. Eliz. 86. The j idges were of opinion, that

the feoffment was fraudulent. Upon an examination of the dif

ferent reports of the cafe, it will be found, that his continuing in the

pcffffjion of the land, and paying rent after he made the feoffment,

were the chief circumstances which induced the court to consider

the feoffment to be fraudulent. The lame may be observed of the

case of White v. Bacon, Saville 126. The continuing in the pos

session of the land aster the conveyance, has always been considered

in our law as a badge of fraud. Fermor's case therefore only

proves, that isa tenant for years, after making a feoffment, con

tinues in the possession of the land, and pays rent for it, the posses

sion acquired by him under the feoffment is fraudulent ; and there

fore a sine, and every other act which derives its effect from that

possession, is void. But Fermor's cafe does not apply to the ge

neral question, of the operation of a sine levied by tenant for

years, who has previously executed a feoffment, when the case is

not affected by circumstances of fraud. The case mentioned before

in this note of Whaley v. Tancred is directly in point, that a sine

so levied by lessee for years is a bar to the lessor after five years

from the expiration of the lease. And with respect to the feoffor's

remaining in the possession, if by the deed declaring the uses of the

fine it is expressed that the fine mould enure to his use, the posses

sion will be invested in him by the statute of uses'.—The editor

begs to conclude with an observation of lord Hardwicke (3. Atk.

631.) which seems to him to sanction, in some measure, the general

reasoning contained in this note:—" If it is a mere legal tit/e,

- and a man has purchased an estate which he sees himiclf has a

" defect upon the face of the deeds, yet the fine will be a bar, and

" not affect him with notice so as to make him a trustee for the

" person who had the right, because this would be carrying it

" much too far; for the defect upon the face of the deeds is often

" the occasion of the fine's being levied."

al (0 The 'ivery> •" this case, is secundum formam cbarta", and [Note 286.]

'J therefore, according to Sir Edward Coke's doctrine, ante 48. a. its

operation and effect are restrained to the quantity and quality of

the effectual estate contained in the deed. Thus, fays he, if a

man makes a lease for years by deed, and delivers seisin according

to the form and effect of the deed, yet he has but an estate for

( E e 2 ) years.
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years, and the livery is void. The expression in the text, that te

nant in tail cannot grant, or alien,- or make any rightful estate of

freehold to another person, but for the term of his own life, is not

to be understood literally, that the grantee has but an estate for

life, and that his estate is ipsofacto determined by the death of the

tenant in tail : all that is meant by it is, that his estate is certain

and indefeasible, no longer than the life of the tenant in tail ; for,

upon the death of the tenant in tail, it b defeasible by the issue,

either by action, or by entry or claim on the land, at his election.

Still it has a continuance till it is so defeated by the issue. In note

1. ante 326. b. it has been explained upon what principle, in the

cafe of a tenant in tail conveying by feoffment, it was held, that

the statute de donit did not absolutely nullify the alienation, butt

only took away the entry of the issue, and reduced him to his re

medy by forme Jon. Upon similar principles, in the cafe of a te

nant in tail conveying by bargain and sale, release, covenant to

il.1 r.d seised, or any other mode of conveyance operating by way

of grant, it has been held, that the statute does not nullify the

conveyance, but reduces the issue in tail to Sis entry; or, if he

prefers it, to his action, to avoid it. Thus, the grantee hath a base

fee ; his wife is entitled to her dower during the continuance of

the fee ; and if the grantee commits waste, the tenant in tail, hav

ing no reversion, has no right of action against him. 3. Rep. 84. b.

jo. Rep. 96. Sec Machel v. Clarke, 2, Salk. 619. Farrelley 18.

Com. 119. Lord Raym. 778. Goodright on the demise of

Tyrrell v. Mead and Shilson. 3. Burr. 1703. The pastage,

therefore, in Littleton must be understood in this qualified sense,

otherwise it is inaccurate. This was observed by lord chief-

justice Holt in the case of Machel v. Clarke, and by lord

chief-justice Hobart in the case of Sheffield v. Ratcliff, Hob. Rep.

33»» 339-

[Note 286V] (1) Sir William Blackstone, in his account of a deforcement, [33 ''

3. Com. c 10. observes, that it is nomen gtneralifflmum; being a

much larger and more comprehensive expression than any of the

former, and signifying the holding of any lands or tenements to

which another person has a right ; so that it includes as well an

abatement, an intrusion, a disseisin, or a discontinuance, as any

ether species of wrong whatsoever, whereby he that hath a right to

the freehold is kept out of possession. But, as contradistinguished

fiom the former, it is only such a detainer of the freehold from him

that hath the right of property, but never had any possession under

that right, as falls within none of those injuries. A deforcement

may also be grounded on the non-performance of a covenant peal :

as if a man seised of lands covenants to convey them to another,

and neglects or refuses so to do, but continues possession against

him, this possession bring wrongful is a deforcement. And hence,

in levying a fine of lands, the person against whom the fictitious

action is brought upon a supposed breach of covenant, is called a

(reforceant. Mons. Houard, Anc. Loix des Francois, torn. 1. p. 654.

mentions, that Du Cange refers to the laws of Alfred and other

kings of England precedent to the Conquest, for an explauation of

the word Deforcement ; but that he ought to have observed, that

it was. not introduced into the Latin translation of those laws till

artier the introduction of the Norman customs into England; that

deforce is ariwold French word, and tiiat/ew/a. is taken for force io

the 28th formula of Manculphns.

(1) viir.
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32. a.T (0 VIII. That nothing which lies in grant can besaid to be dis- [Note 2?7.]

J continued.—The term discontinuance is used to distinguish those

cases where the. party, whose freehold is ousted, can restore it by

action only, from those in which he may restore it by entry. Now,

things which lie in grant, cannot either be divested or restored by

entry. The owner, therefore, of any thing which lies in grant, has

in no stage, and under no circumstances, any other remedy but by

action ; consequently the distinction in queltion can never be ap

plicable to him. It is true, that the books often mention both dis

seisins and discontinuances of incorporeal hereditaments ; but these

disseisins and discontinuances are only at the election of the party,

for the purpose of availing himself of the remedy by action.—

Some observations on disseisins of this description are inserted in

note 285. commencing at page 330. b.— But a disseisin or dis

continuance of corporeal hereditaments necessarily operates as a

disseisin or discontinuance of all the incorporeal rights or incidents

which the disseisee or discontinuee has himself in upon or out of the

land affected by the disseisin or discontinuance.

32. D. J (1) It is frequently said in our law-books, that a fine has no ope- [Note 28J.J

ration upon any estate or interest, which is not previoufly divested or

turned to a right ; but this expression, considering it strictly, is inirt-

curate. By turning to a right, it is generally meant, that the per

son whose possession is usurped, cannot restort it by entry, and can

only recover it by action. See note 1. ant. 239. a. But in the

present case, the expression, turned to a right, mall be understood

in a more general sense. The import of it is, that the parties to

the sine, or some os them, have in them at the time of their levy

ing the fine, or acquire by it, a possession, adverse to, and incon

sistent with, the estate or right intended to be barred ; the real

owner, therefore, at the time of levying the sine, or by it: opera

tion, is disseised of his possession, but the right still remains in him.

In this general fense, his possession may be said to be turned to a .

right ; but this right may be such as enables him to restore his pos

session by mere entry, without his resorting to an action. See 2.

Atk. 631. In another sense it is inaccurate, as it seems to imply,

that the turning to a right is produced by the operation of the fine ;

but, generally speaking, this is not the cafe. Every disseisin, in

trusion, or abatement, turns the estate to a right, in the fense in

which that expression is explained above. If the disseisor, intrudor,

or abator, afterwards levies a fine, it operates by the statute, after a

non-claim of five years, as a bar to the right of the person whose

estate is disseised, intruded upon, or abated. But its operation in

these cases is merely as a bar, the ouster of the possession or divest

ing of the right being previously effected by the disseisin, intrusion,

or abatement. In some cases, however, it does not operate only as

a bar. As if tenant for life levies a fine, it is a forfeiture of his

estate; and if the reverfioner does not enter within five years afier

the forfeiture, or at the furthest within five years after the death of

the tenant for life, he is barred of his remedy to recover. Whei ley

and Tancred, 1. Ventris 241.

333* a,J (') }X. It has been observed before, that no conveyance by J Note 289.]

tenant in tail can operate as a discontinuance, unless it is created

by lii'ery, or by that which, in the eye of the law, is tantamount to

it.—Littleton now proceeds to lay down, that to make a discohtf-

( E e 3 ) nuance,
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nuance, the conveyance must be essuch an estate as in its original

creation may, by possibility, endure beyond the life of the tenant in tail.

When the estate so created is at an end, the discontinuance also is

at an end. «

[Note 290.] (z) h'ola, a proviso on 32. Hen. Fill, that the lease pall be made

in both their names, inhere the inheritance is in the •unman. AndJee

Cro. Car. 22. Smith v. Trender, •where there is a qucre, •whether it

ought to befe -where the inheritance is in both.—Lord Nott. MSS.

[Note 291.] '(') All tn's " a consequence of the doctrine laid down in the last [333' •

page. If the remainder or reversion is created at the fame time

as the particular estate, it necessarily must be created by the fame

livery. If it is created at a subsequent time, then to continue the

discontinuance after the determination of the particular estate, the

reversion or remainder must be executed in possession during the

life of the tenant in tail. The entry of the reversioner or remain

der-man in this cafe is tantamount to a second livery.

[Note 292.] (1) The estate of the lessee for years not being created by Ii- [334. bJ

very, does not displace the possession, and consequently does not

disturb the descent of the inheritance upon the issues inheritable to

the estate. It is otherwise where the lease is for life. That is

created by livery, and therefore displaces the possession, and gives

the tenant in tail a tortious estate in fee simple, in reversion

immediately expectant upon the life estate of his donee ;—that re

version must therefore descend on the daughter as heir general.

[Mote 293.] (2) X. As to discontinuances made to, or with the concurrence ofJ^A.i-

the remainder-man or reversioner :—The fcoffment of tenant in tail

to the immediate remainder-man or reversioner in fee, has the ope

ration of a surrender. In this light it cannot be considered to pass

a greater estate than the grantor may lawfully convey: it does not,

therefore, work a discontinuance. But if it is made to a stranger,

the mere concurrence of'the remainder-man or reversioner does not pre

vent the discontinuance, either with respect to the issues in tail, or

his own remainder or reversion, even though the tenant in tail die

without having issue. Thus, in Baker v. Hacking, 3. Cro. 387. 405.

J. C. bein£ tenant in tail, with the immediate reversion in fee to

R. C. both of them joined in a feoffment to A. for life. R. C.

made his will and died ; and then J. C. died witiiout issue. It was

admitted, that if it were a discontinuance of the reversion, the de

visor, not being seised, had no power to devise. Sir Geo. Crcke

was of opinion, that as there was no issue of the tenant in tail, his

feoffment was no discontinuance of the reversion : he considered it

ns the lease of the tenant in tail during his life, and afterwards, the

lease of the reversioner; and that the reversioner's joining (hewed

it was not the intention of the parties to displace his estate. But

the three other judges held it to be a discontinuance on the

ground, that the effect of a discontinuance is immediate, and does

not depend on the tenant in tail having or not having issue.—They

were also of opinion, that if the reversion in fee, instead of being

in a stranger, had been in the tenant in tail himself, the feoffmen-

would have been a discontinuance, as well of his own reversion as

of the estate of the issue in tail.—But where the tenant for life and

reversioner join in the conveyance, each of them is considered to

paft
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pass his own estate : the tenant for life, the freehold ; the rever-

sioner, the inheritance. Hence if tenant for life, remainder in

tail, remainder in fee, join in a fine, it is no discontinuance to the

remainder- man in fee. This was resolved in Peck v. Channell,

1. Cro. 827, 8a8. on the ground, that none shall make a disconti

nuance, but he who is seised of an estate tail in possession.

7. b.l (1) A surrender differs from a release in this respect, that the [Note ?J£- j

release operates by the greater estate's descending upon the less :

—a surrender is the falling of a less estate into a greater. As

there is necessarily a privity of estate between the surrenderor and

the surrenderee, no livery of seisin is necessary to a perfect surren

der. See 2. Bla. Com. ch. 20.—In Thompson v. Leach, 2 Salk.

618. the court held, that a surrender immediately divests the estate

out of the surrenderor, and vests it in the surrenderee ; for this is

a conveyance at common law, to the perfection of which no other

act is requisite but the bare grant ; and that, though it be true,

that every grant is a contract, and there must be an adus contra

a3um, or a mutual consent, yet that consent is implied ; that a gift

imports a benefit; that an assumpsit to take a benefit may well be

presumed ; and that there is the fame reason why a surrender

should viist the estate before notice or agreement, as why a grant of

goods should veil a property ; or sealing of a bond to another in

his absence, should be the obligee's bund, immediately without

notice.

(2) This doctrine, that to give a surrender legal effect, the sur- [Note Z04*.]

renderee must have the immediate estate in remainder or reversion

expectant on the estate of the surrenderor, evidently applies to the

common cafe of a tenant for life, with remainder to trustees during

his life to preserve contingent remainders. It is now fettled beyond

doubt, that, the estate of the' trustees is a vested estate of freehold.

It must therefore necessarily prevent a surrender from the tenant

for life to the ulterior remainder man. In cases of limitations to

the father for life, remainder to his sons successively in tail, it

was the practice formerly, particularly where it was intended to

suffer recoveries with single voucher, to make the father convey his

estate to the son. This was sometimes done by surrender. To

this there could be no objection, where there was no limitation to

trustees to preserve. But in those cases, where such a limitation

was introduced, it necessarily failed to operate as a surrender, for

the reason above mentioned. It has, however, been contended,

that, though in this cafe the deed was void as a surrender, it would

operate as a covenant to stand seized. That, an assurance, where

there is a proper consideration, will operate as a covenant to stand

seized, though the words used in the deed point at a different mode

of assurance, is placed beyond doubt by many authorities both an

cient and modern. But between those cafes and that now under

consideration, there is this striking difference ; that, in all those

cafes the estate vested in the party would be the fame both in quan

tity and quality, whether the deed operated in the mode imported

by the language of the deed, or in any other mode. But in the cafe

under consideration, if the deed operated by way of surrender, the

party would take one kind of estate ; if it operated by way of

covenant to stand seised, he would take another. For if it could

operate by way of surrender, the father's life estate would be im-

( E e 4 ) mediately
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mediately extinguished, and the son would become tenant in tail

in possession : if it operated by way os covenant to Hand seised, the

father's life estate would immediately, by the statute of uses, be

transferred to the son, and he would become tenant for Hfe of his

father, remainder to trustees to preserve, remainder to himself in

tail. Then supposing him to die without issue in the father's life

time, if the deed operated by way of surrender, the person intitled

i« remainder next expectant upon the estate tail of the son would

be intitled to enter immediately ; but if the deed operated by way

of covenant to stand seised, there would be an estate of special oc

cupancy during the father's life, and the next remainder man

would not be intitled to take until the father's decease. To this

it may be replied, that the object of the parlies was, that the son

stiould by virtue of the deed become seised of the lands for a par

ticular purpose. It is found, that, it cannot have that effect if its

mode of operation be that which the parties themselves intended,

but that, if the deed is held to operate in another mode, it will ac

complish the object of the parties. The courts therefore, it may

be said, conformably to their usual practice of effectuating the in

tent of parties, when it can be done, will construe the deed to ope

rate in that mode of assurance in which it can take effect, and

consequently consider the deed to operate by way of covenant. Jt

is observable, that when the tenant to the præcipe in a recovery is

made by bargain and sale, it so/netimes happens, that the bargain

and sale is not inrolled. But frequently in these cases the lands

are out upon leases for years, or in the hands of tenants at will}

where this is the case there seems room to contend, that the deed,

though void as a bargain and sale for want ofinrolment, may operate

as a grant of the reversion expectant on these particular estates.

[Note 295. ] (1) By the stat. 29. Cha. II. c. 3. sect. 3. no lease, &c. either |

of freehold or term of years, or any uncertain interest, not being

copyhold or customary interest, (hall be surrendered, unless it be by

deed or note in writing, signed by the party surrendering the fame,

or his agents thereunto lawfully authorized by writing, or by act

and operation of law. Upon this statute it was held, by lord chief-

baron Gilbert, in Magennis- v. Macculloh, Gilb. Ca. in Eq. 236.

that a lease for years cannot be surrendered by cancelling of the

indenture without writing ; because the intent of that statute was

to take away the manner they formerly had of transferring interests

to lands by signs, symbols, and words only; and therefore, as a

Jivery and seisin on a parol feoffment was a sign of passing the

freehold, before the statute, but is now taken away by the sta

tute ; so the cancelling of a lease was a sign of a surrender, before

the statute, but is now taken away, unless there be a writing un

der the hand of the party. In Farmer v. Rogers, 2. Wils. p. 27,

it was held, that the statute does not make a deed absolutely ne

cessary to a surrender ; for it directs it to be made either by deed

or note in writing ; and when it is made by a note in writing,

there is no occasion for any stamp duty, it not being a deed. But

sec 23. Geo. III. c. 58. sect. 1.

[Note 296.] (a) Fo* the first lease and the second cannot subsist together,

and the parties, by making a contract of as high a nature tor the

(ame thing, tacitly consented to dissolve the former ; for without

the dissolution of that, the lessor could not grant to the lessee that

f interest
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interest which was already passed from the lessor to the lessee by

the sirft lease. Note to the nth edition.

(4) Mergers were never favoured in courts of law, and still lek [ Note 297. ]

in courts of equity. Hence, even in a very early period of the

equitable jurisdiction of the court of chancery, it was admitted, that

a sine or feoffment to lessee for years to the use of a stranger, did

not extinguish the term ; because the ceftui que use had no method

to compel the exeention of it, but through the medium of the court

of chancery ; and the court would not compel him to execute it,

to his own prejudice, during the continuance of the term. The

statute of uses expressly saves the rights of the feoffee to the use ;

this preserves him the benefit of any terms which may be vested in

him. Even where a termor for years was made a tenant to the

pr/tcipe, it was determined, that the momentary freehold vested in

him, for the purpose of making him tenant, did not extinguish the

term. Cro. Jac. 643. It has by some been said dangerous to make

feoffees or releasces to uses, trustees for terms of years, if they are

also trustees for preserving contingent remainders ; for if they

should have occasion to enter for the forfeiture of the tenant for

life, it may be made a question, whether, at least in law, that would

not be a merger of their term. A complete and profound treatise

on the abstruse doctrine os Merger is much wanted. The profes

sion will hear with pleasure that they are to be favoured with one

by Mr. Preston, the author of the Essay on the Quantity of Estates.

(1) In the course of these notes, frequent mention has been [Note 29?.]

made of the necessity which there was at the old law, that there

should always be arr immediate tenant of the freehold, and of the

reasons upon which this necessity was grounded; but these reasons

did not apply, in the fame degree, agamst the suspence of the inhi-

ritante. Hence, tho' for the reasons mentioned, it was an esta

blished maxim, that the freehold never could be in suspence, or, as

it is generally called, in abeyance, it was admitted that the inhe

ritance might. But this suspence or abeyance of the inheritance

could not out be considered with a very jealous eye ; for tho' fiefs,

in their original constitution, were not hereditary ; still, when they

had once become hereditary, the consequences of their becoming

such were so numerous, and affected materially so many other parts

of the feudal system, that, tho' it was always admitted that the in

heritance might be suspended, it was agreed, that the suspence of

it should be discountenanced and discouraged as much as possible,

and allowed upon none but the most pressing and urgent occasions.

The chief reasons of the aversion of the old law from the suspen

sion of the inheritance are set forth in two late masterly and

profound publications, fir William Blaekstone's Argument on the

Cafe of Perryn and Blake, and Mr. Hargrave's Observations on

the Rule in Shelley's cafe.—To these reasons the modern law ha«

added hrr marked and unremitted odium of every restraint upon

alienation; it being clear, that no restraint upon the alienation of

property would be more effectual than the admission of a suspence

of the inheritance.— she same principles have, in some degree,

given rile to the well-known rule of law, that a preceding estate of

freehold is indispensably necessary for the support of a contingent

remainder ; and they influence, in some degree, the doctrines

respecting the destruction of contingent remainders. Mr. Fearne's

excellent Essay upon these subjects makes any farther investigation

of
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s "34-2 . b.l °^ tnem here quite unnecessary: but perhaps the reader will not [Note :g

Ljt * *J be displeased with the following short discussion of a subject inti

mately connected with them ;—thesuspension and extinction ospowers,

deriving their effect from the statute of uses, or the statute of wills.

Those powers which are given to mere strangers, that is, to persons

who were not owners of the land, at the execution of the instru

ment creating the power, and who do not take under it, either

a present or a future estate or interest in the land, are said to be

collateral to the land :—those which are reserved to the owner of

the land, or to a person deriving under the instrument creating the

power, either a present or future estate or interest in the land, are'

said to be relating to the land : and these again ar£ subdivided into

two classes, powers annexed to the estate in the land, and powers in

gross. The former are, where a person has an estate in the land,

and the estate to be created by the power is to take effect in

possession during the continuance of the estate to which the power

is annexed : such is the power usually given in settlements to tenants

for life, when respectively in possession, to make leases.— Powers in

gross are, where the person to whom they are given has an estate

in the land ; but the estate to be crented under, or by virtue of

the power, is not to take its effect till after the determination of

the estate to which it relates: such are the powers usually inserted

in settlements to jointure an after-taken wife.—I. As to the powers

collateral to the land,—it is said, that a release, line, feoffraent, or

common recovery, will not extinguilh or dellroy them. See ante

265. b. Albauie's case, l. Rep. no. b. Digges's case, I. Rep.

173. a. Moore 605. The reason why a releule docs not extin

guilh them, is said to be (ante 265. b.) that collateral powers are

not in the nature of rights or titles, and cannot therefore, from

their nature, be released, zdly, That where powers are given or

■ reserved to any person having any estate or interest, either present

or future, in the land, the exercise of these powers is considered

as advantageous to him j and there is no reason why he should not

be allowed to depart with, or exclude himself from the benefit of

them : but that, when they arc given to strangers, they are in

tended for the benefit of some third person; and therefore the ex

tinction of them is supposed to be injurious to some person intended

to be benefited by them. With respect to their not being destroyed

by feoffment, fine, or recovery ; every man, it is said, is estopped

from claiming any estate contrary to his own feoffment ; but if

a stranger, with a power of revocation, makes a feoffment, levies a

fine, or suffers a recovery, and afterwards revokes, the person

claiming the estate under the revocation is in immediately by, and

.makes his title immediately from, the original settlor or devisor,

and not by or from the feoffor, conusor, or recoveree : he is not

therefore bound or estopped by any act of the feoffor, conusor, or

recoveree. Thus, by the old law, if cejlui que use devised that hU

feoffees should sell his land, and died, and his feoffees made a

feoffment over,; yet it was held, that the feoffees might fell against

their own feoffment, because the power to sell was merely collate

ral to the right to the land, and the vendee took nothing by the

feoffment. II. As to powers relating to the land.—Such of those

powers as are in the nature of powers annexed to the ejlale, may, it

is agreed, be extinguished by release, feoffment, fine, or common

recovery. These powers also are liable to be extinguished or sus

pended I y any of the conveyances which zre said not to operate by

transmutation of the possession, as bargains and sales, leases and re

leases.
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leases, and covenants to stand seised : for whoever has any estate

in the land, may convey that estate to another; and it would be

unjust that he ihould afterwards be admitted to avoid, or to do any

thing in derogation from his own grant.—Any assurance of this

nature, therefore, which carries with it the whole of the grantor's

estate, is a total destruction of the powers appendant to that estate ;

and by parity of reason, any such assurance as carries with it only

a part of the estate (as a term for years, or an estate for life), sus

pends, during the continuance of that estate, the exercise of the

power, or, at least, the estate to be raised by it : and any such as

surance, which induces only a charge upon the estate (as a grant

of a rent), necessarily subjects the estate created by the power to

that charge. With respect to such of the powers relating to land

as are said to be powers in gross :—As the estates raised by them do

not fall within the compass of the estate to which they are said to

relate, there does not leem to be any reason why any alteration in.

that estate Ihould affect them. Hence, if tenant for life, with a

power to jointure an aster-taken wife, conveys a life estate by

bargain and sale, lease and release, or covenant to stand seised, this

conveyance will not affect the power of making a jointure. If he

even makes a conveyance in fee by any of these assurances, as it

is not their operation to pass a greater estate than the grantor has

a right to convey, the power in gross is not affected by it ; but if

he conveys by fine, feoffment, or recovery, as these assurances

not only pass the estate of the grantor, but convey a tortious fee,

(they necessarily disturb the whole inheritance, and consequently di

vest the seisin, out of which the uses to be created by the power

are to be fed. They therefore operate in extinction of the power.

A power in gross may also be released to any of those in remain

der :—And if the whole fee is in the terre-tenant, subject to the

power ; as where an estate is limited to A. for life, remainder to

such uses as he slia!l by deed or will appoint, remainder to A. in

fee ; there if A. conveys the whole fee by lease and release, his

power of appointment, notwithstanding it is in the nature of a

power in gross, is totally extinguished. See Ca. Temp. Talbot.4.1.

— It should be observed, that in mentioning above the effect of a

feoffment, line, or common recovery, the expression is, that powers

may be extinguished by those conveyances. But it is not intended

to imply, either with respect to powers collateral or powers relating

to the lands, that those conveyances necessarily and unavoidably

extinguish the powers in all cafes. In some cafes they do not.

Thus, in the earl of Leicester's cafe, 1 Vent. 278, A, being tenant

for life, with power to revoke by deed or will, executed a deed,

whereby he covenanted to levy a fine to several uses, and after

wards levied a fine accordingly ; it was held, that the deed and

jine (taken together) were a good execution of the power, and not

an extinction of it. Afterwards, in Herring v. Brown, Carth. 22.

1 Vent. 368. 371. Skin. 35. 184.. where A. being tenant for life,

with power of revocation, levied a fine, and afterwards declared

the uses, it was contended, that the fine was an extinction of the

power j and to distinguish that case from the earl of Leicester's

cafe, it was said, that in the former case the deed preceded, in the

latter it was subsequent to the fine. In the former case it was said,

the power was executed, and an estate created by the deed, so' that

no estate remained sorfeitable by the fine ; but that, in the latter

cafe, the sine being first levied, was ifJo fails a forfeiture of the

estate,
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estate, and the subsequent deed could not, by any intendment of

law, revive the power. Three judges against one, in the king's

bench, were of this opinion. But error was afterwards brought in

the exchequer-chamber to reverse their judgment ; and it was ac

cordingly reversed, by five judges against two, on the ground, thai

the fine and the subsequent deed, declaring the uses thereof, weie

but one and the fame conveyance.—These cases (hew, that where

a person is tenant for life, with a general power of revocation, a

line and a deed, declaring the uses of it, will be construed as a good

exercise of the .power. The principles of these cases may be ex

tended much farther in argument ; but it is by no means advis

able to do it in practice. In Carthew 23. it is expressly said, that

if an estate is granted to one for life, who afterwards levies a fine

fur csmzana de droti, and declares the uses to himself for life, re

mainder in fee to the grantor or lessor, this is a forfeiture, not

withstanding the declaration of the use.—The subject of this note,

and every other part of the doctrine of powers, is fully and ably

discussed in Mr. Powell's Essay on the Learning respecting the

Creation and Execution of Powers, Sec.

fNote 209.] (1) \. As to the general doBrine of remitter :—In note 1, p. 259. a. \\L"j>

notice was taken of the different degrees of title, which a person

disseising another of his lands acquires in them in the eye of the

law, independently of any anterior right: That if A. is. disseised by

B. while the possession is in B. it is a mere naked possession, unsup

ported by any right ; and that A. may restore his possession, and put

a.total end to the possession of B. by an entry on the land, without

any previous action : but that if B. dies, the possession descends on

his heir by act of law. That, in this cafe, the heir comes to the

possession of the land by a lawful ti:le, and acquires in the eye of

the law an apparent right of possession, which is so far good against

the person disseised, that he has lost his right to recover the pos

session by entry, and can only recover it by an action at law. That

the actions used in these cases are called possessory actions ; but that

if.r^. permits the possession to be with-held from him beyond a cer

tain period of time, without claiming it, or suffers judgment in a

possessory action to be given against him by default; or, if being

tenant in tail, he makes a discontinuance; in all these cases, B.'t

title is strengthened, and A. can no longer recover by a possessory

actkm, and his only remedy there is, by an action on the right.

That these last actions are called droiturel actions, and that they

are the ultimate resource of the person disseised. Now, if in any

of these three different stages of the adverse title, the disseisee,

without any default in him, comes to the possession of the estate by

a defeasible title, he is considered to be in not as of his new

right, but as of his ancient and better right; and consequently,

the right of the person, who, supposing the disseisee still to be in

as of his defeasible estate, would be entitled to the lands, upon the

cesser or determination of that estate, is gone for ever. In these

circumstances, the disseisee is said to be remitted to his ancient

estate. The principal reason for his being remitted is, that the per-

fon so remitted cannot sue or enter upon himself; so that in these

cases where the possession is recoverable by entry, the remitter has

the effect of an entry ; and in those cases where it is recoverable

by action, it has the effect of a judgment at law. But there is

no remitter where he who comes to the defeasible eilate, comes to

it
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it by his own act, or his own assent. Hence, the defeasible estate, to

intitle the party to be remitted, must be made to him during in

fancy or coverture, or must come to him by descent, or act of law :

neither is there any remitter, where the ancient estate is recover

able, neither by action, nor by entry. So that in those cafes where

the disseisee is beyond the three stages mentioned in the beginning1

of the note, if he afterwards comes to the estate by a defea

sible tide, he remains seised as of that estate, and is not remitted to

his more ancient title. These are the doctrines of the common

law respecting remitter. But they are greatly altered by the sta

tute of the 27. Hen. VIII. That statute executes the possession to

the party in the fame plight, manner, and form, as the use was

limited to him : It operates only with respect to the first taker, and

therefore the issue os the issue is remitted. By the statute of jz.

Henry VIII. it is enacted, that no fine, scossment, or other act by

the husband, of the wife's lands, shall be any discontinuance ; but

that the wife and her heirs, and such others to whom the right

shall appertain after her decease, shall, notwithstanding such fine, or

other act, lawfully enter into her lands, according to their rights

and titles therein. This takes from the wife, and tlwse claiming

under her, the effect of the statute of the 27. Hen. VIII. so that

she has her election to take by the 27. Hen. VIII. or to enter by

■ the 32. Hen. VIII. upon which she shall be remitted. See Dun-

combe v. Wingfield, Hobart 254.—Sir W. Blackstone, 3. Com.

Cha. 10, observes, that the doctrine of remitter might seem super

fluous to an hasty observer, who perhaps would imagine, that since

the tenant hath now both the right, and also the possession, it little

signifies by what means such possession (hall be said to be gained.

But the wisdom of our ancient law determined nothing in vain.

As the tenant's possession was pained by a defective title, it was

liable to be overturned, by (hewing that defect in a writ of entry ;

and then he must have been driven to his writ of right to recover

his just inheritance ; which would have been doubly hard, because,

during the time he was himself tenant, he could not establish his

prior title by any possessory action : the law, therefore, remits him

to his prior title, and puts him in the fame condition as if he had

recovered the land by writ of entry. Without the remitter, he

would have had jus et feifinam separate, a good right, but a bad

possession ; now, by the remitter, he hath the most perfect of all

titles,juris etfeifinte conjunciior.ern.

48. a.l (0 '• Here the ancient right and the defeasible estate come to- [*jcte -co.]

J gtthcr. It is immaterial whether they come by discent or by act

of law. See the instances brought by Littleton afterwards, Sect.

665, 666. and 67B.

(1) II. Here the ancient right comes after the defeasible estate. [Note 301,]

(1) III. By what fir Edward Coke fays here, ar<d in other parts [Note 302.]

of this Chapter, it appears, that there is no remitter ta a bare titlt,

to an immediate right, er to a tare right of aiiten, nor in those cast

•where the freehold dees not accrue to the right. It is upon the List

ground, that where tenant in tail makes a discontinuance, the

issue in tail is. not remitted; neither is there a remitter to a term

for years. Hence, if lessee for years to commenc:. at a future

day enters bcfjre thai day .(which is a disseisin), and continues

in
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in possession till the term commences, he fliall not be remitted, for

the diflVisor acquires by the disseisin an estate of freehold ; which,

though it be tortious, the law will not divest from him for a term

which is of no account. See 2. Roll. Abr. 420. 1. 25. Com. Dig.

vol. 5. 417, 418, 419, 420.

[Note 303.] (1) IV. By this and the following section it appears, that ifpart [350, ** 1

ef the estate comes to the right, it is remitted for that part.

[Note 304. ] ( I ) On the interest which the hustand takes in the chattels real and j_ 3 5 * ' ^' J

thhgt in action of bis ivife.—Some observations have been offered

to the reader, in a former part of this work, upon the nature of the

eltate which the hulband takes in his wife's lands of freehold or

inheritance. See ante 325. b. note 2. The following observations

are now submitted to his consideration, upon the nature of the in

terest which the hulband takes in his wise's chattels real and things

in action.— I. Where the bustandsurvives the ivi/i :—At the com

mon law no person had a right to administer. It was in the breast

of the ordinary to grant administration to whom he pleased, till the

statute of the 21st of Hen. VIII. which gave it to the next of kin ;

and if there were persons of equal kin, whichever took out admi

nistration first was entitled to the surplus. The statute of distribu

tion was made to prevent this injustice, and to oblige the admini

strator to distribute. In those cases where the wife was entitled

only to the trust of a chattel real, or to any chose in action, or con

tingent interest in any kind of personalty, it seems to have been

doubted, whether, if the husband survived her, he was entitled to>

the benefit of it or not. See the commentary above, and 4. Inst.

87. Roll. Abr. 346. All. 15. Wytham v. Waterhouse, Cro. Eliz.

466. 3. Rep. in Cha. 37. and Gilb. Ca. in Eq. 234.— By the

2Z. and 23. Car. II. c. 10. administrators are liable to make dis

tributions ; but as the act makes no express mention of the hus

band's administering to his wife, and as no person can be in equal

degree to the wife with the hulband, he was not held to be within

the act. To obviate all doubts upon this question, by the 29. Car.

II. c. 3. § 25. it is declared, that the husband may demand admi

nistration of his deceased wife's personal estate, and recover and

enjoy the same, as he might have dene before the statute of the

22d and 23d of that reign.—Upon the construction of these statutes

it has been held, that the hulband may administer to his deceased

wife, and that he is entitled, for his own benefit, to all her chattels

real, things in action, trulls, and every other species of personal

property, whether actually vested in her and reduced into posses

sion, or contingent, or recoverable only by action or suit.—It was,

however, made a question after the statute of 29, Car. II. c. 3.

§ 25. whether, if the husband, having survived his wife, afterwards

died during the suspence of the contingency upon which any part

of his wife's property depended, or without having reduced into

1 possession such of her property as lay in action or iuit, his repre

sentative, or his wife's next of kin, were entitled to the benefit of

it.—But by a series of cases it is now settled, that the representa

tive of the hulband is entitled as much to this species of his wife's

property, as to any other; that the right of administration follows

the right of the eltate, and ought, in case of the husband's death,

after the wife, to be granted to the next of kin of the husoand.

See Mr. Hargrave's Law Tracts, 475. And that if administration

dt
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de bouts mit of the wife is obtained by any third person, he is a

trustee for the representative of the husband. See Squibb v.

Wynne, i. P. W. 378. Cart v. Reeve, ib. 382.— II. Ifthenvife

survives the hujband :—As to this point, there is a material differ-*

cnce with respect to chattels real, and goods, cattle, money, and

other chattels personal. All chattels personal become the property

of the husband immediately upon the marriage; he may dispose of

them without the consent or concurrence of his wife ; and at his

death, whether he dies in her life-time or survives her, they belong

to his personal representative.—With resfelt to her chattels real, as

leases for years, there is a distinction between those which are in

the nature of a present vested interest in the wife, and those in

which she has only a possible or contingent interest. To explain

this fully, it seems proper to mention, that it was formerly held,

that a disposition of a term of years to a man for his life was such

a total disposition of the term, that no disposition could be made of

the possible residue of the term, or at least, that if it was made, the

first devisee might dispose of the whole term, notwithstanding the

devise of the residue. This is reported by Dyer 74. to have been '

determined by all the judges in a cafe in the 6th of Edw. VI.—

The court of chancery first broke through this rule, and supported

such future dispositions when made by way of trust. Their exam

ple was followed by the courts of law in Matt. Manning's cafe,

8. Rep. 94. b. and Lampet's cafe, 10. Rep. 46. b.—This disposi

tion of the residue of a term, after a previous disposition of the

terra to a person for his life, operates by way of executory devise,

and the interest of the devisee of the residue is called a possibility.

This possible interest in a term of years differs from a contingent

interest, created by way of remainder.— If a person limits a real

estate to A. for life, and after the decease of A. and if B. dies in

A.'s life-time, to C. for a term of years, this operates not as an

executory devise, but as a remainder, and therefore is not to be

considered as a possibility, but as a contingent interest. Now, if a

person marries a woman possessed of, or entitled to, the trust of a

present actual and vested interest in a term of years, or any other

chattel real, it so far becomes his property, that he may dispose of

it during her life; and if he survives her, it vests in him absolutely;

but if he makes no disposition of it, and she survives him, it be

longs to her, and not to bis representatives : nor is he, in this cafe,

entitled to dispose of it from her by will. If a person marries a

woman entitled to a possible or contingent interest in a term of

years, if it is a legal interest, that is, such an interest as, upon the

determination of the previous estate, or the happening of the con

tingency, will immediately vest in possession in the wife, there the

husband may assign it, unless, perhaps, in those cases where the

possibility or contingency is of such a nature, that it cannot happen

1 during the husband's life-time. It is an exception to this rule, at

least in equity, that if a future or executory interest in a term or

other chattel is provided for the wife, by, or with the consent of

the husband, there the husband cannot dispose of it from the wife ;

as it would be absurd and unfair in the highest degree that he

should be allowed to defeat his own agreement. But this supposes

the provision to be made before the marriage ; for if it be made

subsequent to the marriage, it is a mere voluntary act, and void

against an assignee for a valuable consideration. Prec. in Cha.

418. Tudor v. Samvne. z. Vern. 270. Ant. 46. b. lo. Rep.

v. 51.
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[Note 304.] 51.su Hatton, 17. i. Salk. 326. 1. Cha. Ca. 225. Lane, 54. for I, J

Sir Edward Turner's cafe, 1. Vern. 7. Pitt v. Hunt. i.Vern. 18.

Walker v. Sionders, 1. Eq. Ca. Abr. 58. With rtsptH to things

la aQion, they do not vest in the husband, until he reduces them

into possession. It has been held, that the husband may sue alone

for a debt due to the wife upon bond, but that if he joined her in

the action, and recovered judgment and died, the judgment would

survive to her. Oglander v. Baston, 1. Vern. 396. See Alleyn

36. 2. Lev. 107. & 2. Vez. 677. The principle of this distinc

tion appears to be, that his bringing the action in his own name

alone, is a disagreement to his wise's interest, and implies it to be

his intention that it should not survive to her ; but if he brings the

action in the joint names of himself and his wife, the judgment is,

that they both should recover : so that the surviving wife, not the

representative of the husband, is to bring the fein-facias on the

judgment. His bringing the action, therefore, in the joint names

of himself and his wife, does not, in effect, alter the property, or

shew it to be his intention that it should be altered. In 3. Atk. 2I«

lord Hardwicke is reported to fay, that, at law, if the husband has

recovered a judgment for a debt of the wife, and dies before exe

cution, the surviving wife, not the husband's executors, is entitled.

This appears to be the general principles of the courts of law, re

specting the interest which the husband takes in, and the power

given him over, the things in action of his wife : but the courts of

equity have admitted many very nice distinctions respecting them.

1st, a settlement made before marriage, if made in consideration

of the wife's fortune, entitles the representative of the husband

dying in his wife's life-time, to the whole of her things in action ;

but it has been said, that if it is not made in consideration of her

fortune, the surviving wife will be entitled to the things in action,

the property of which has not been reduced by the husband in his

life-time : so, if it is in consideration of a particular part of her

fortune, such of the things in action as arc not comprised in that

part, it has been said, survive to the wife. See Cleland v. Cleland,

Cha. Pise. 63. 2. Vern. 502. Adams v. Cole, Cas. Temp. Tal-

bot 168. In the case of Elois and the countess of Hereford, 2.

Vern. 501. a settlement was made for the benefit of the wife, but

no mention was made of her personal estate. Lord Keeper decreed

that it should belong to the representative of the husband ; and

said, that in all cases where there was a settlement equivalent to the

wise's portion, it should be intended that he is to have the portion,

though there is no agreement for that purpose. See Eq. Ca. Abr.

p. 6.j. ad, If the husband cannot recover the things in action of

his wife but by the assistance of a court of equity, the court, upon

' the principle that he who seeks equity must do equity, will not give

Jiim their alsillauce to recover the property, unless he either has

made a previous proyision for her, or agrees to do it out of the

properly prayed for; or unless the wife appears in court, and con

sents to the property being made over to him. 2. P. W. 641.

3. P. W. 12. Tanficld v. Davenport, Tothill 17-9. 2. Vez. 6oo>

Neither wiil the court, where no settlement is made for the wise,

direct the fortune to be paid the husband, in all cases where she

appear* in court personally, and consents to it. a. Vez. 579. It

appears to be agreed that tlie interest is always payable to the

husband, if lie maintains his wise, 2. Vez. 561. 2.; yet, where the

husband receives a great part of the. wjse's fortune, and will not

settle
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settle the rcsi, the court will not only Hop the payment os the re

sidue other fortune, but will even prevent his ici-ciun^ me irte-

rest of the residue, that it may accumulate for her benefit. 3. Atlc.

zi. 3d, Volun'ecrs and assignees on a commission of bankruptcy,

are, in cafes of this nature, subject to the fame equity as the huf-

band ; and are therefore required by the court, if they applv for its

assistance in recovering the wife's fortune, to make a proper provi

sion for her out of it. 2. A'k. 420. Jacobl'on v. Williams, 1.

P. W. 382. But if the husband ailigns either the trust term of his

wife, or a thing in action for a valuable consideration, the ccurt

does not compel the assignee to make a provision for the wife. See

sir Edward Turner's caie, 1. Vern. 7. Jn the cafe of Pitt v. Hunt,

1. Vern. 18. Lord Chancellor Nottingham expressed great sur

prize at the determination in sir Edward Turner's caie, but he

thought himself bound by it. Lord Thurlow, by the manner in.

which he is reported to have expressed himself in the cause of Wor-

ral v. Marlar, and Bushnan v. Poll, (see Mr. Cox's very valuables

edition of Pcere Willtams's Reports, note to page 459, vol. J.)

seems to be of the fame way of thinking. His lordship there said,

*' he had considered the several cases upon this subject, and did not

*' find it any where decided, that if the hulbnnd makes an actual

" assignment by contract for a valuable consideration, the assignee

" fliould be bouml to make any provision for the wife out of the

" property assigned; but that a court of equity has much greater

** consideration for an assignment actually made by contract, than fur

"■ an assignment by mere operation of law: for as to the latter, his

" lordship declared it to be hu opinion, that when the equitable in-

" terest of the wife was transferred to the creditor of the husband by

*' mere operation of the law, he should exactly be in the place os

" the husband, and was subject precisely to the (ame equity in respect

" of the wife." 4th, But, notwithstanding the unisotm and earnest

solicitude of the courts of equity to make some provision for t!i»

wife out of her fortune, in those cafes where the husband, or those

claiming under him by act of law, cannot come at it, without the

assistance of the courts, still it does not appear that they have ever

interfered to prevent its being paid the husband, or to inhibit him

from recovering it at law. 2. Mk. 420. In Cha. Prec, 414. it is

observed, that if the trustees pay the wife's fortune, it is without

remedy. 5th, Money due upon a mortgage is considered as a

thing in action. It seems to have been formerly understood, that

as the husband could not dispose of lands moitgaged in fee without

the wife, the estate remaining in the wife carried the money along

with it to her and her representatives ; but that as the husband had

the absolute power of a term of years, there was nothing to keep

a mortgage debt, secured by a term, from going to the iiulband's

representatives: but this distinction no longer prevails; and it is

now held, that though, in the cafe of a mortgage in fee, the legal

fee of the lands in mortgage continues in the wife, the is but a

trustee, and the trust of the mortgage follows the property of the

debt. See fiosaell v. Brandcr, ill Peere Williams, 458. Bates v.

Dandy, z. Atk. 207. 6th, If baron and feme have a decree for

money in the right of the feme, and then th- baron dies, the benefit

of the decree belongs to the feme, and not to the executor of the

husband. This was certified by Hyde chief-justice, and his certi

ficate confirmed by lord chancellor, Michaelmas, 15. Car. II.

Manners v. Martin, 1. Cha. Ca. 27. If the wife has a judgment,

(Ff) and
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and it is extended upon an elfgit, the husband may assign it without

a consideration : so if a judgment be given in trull for a feme sole,

who marries, and, by consent of her trustees, is in possession of the

land extended, the husband may assign over the extended interest;

and by the fame reason, if the feme has a decree to hold and enjoy

lands until a debt due to her is paid, and (he is in possession of the

land under this decree, and marries, the husband may assign it

without any consideration, for it is in nature of an extent. 3. Peere

Williams, 200.

[Note 305.] (1) But they (hall go to the administrator it lonis non ; forfjCI.D.

should they go to the husband, the creditors, legatees, &c. of the

deceased would be thereby wronged. Note to 1 lib edition.

[Note 306.] (j) The reasons why estoppels are allowed, seem to be these: [35^ *•

No man ought to alledge any thing but the truth for his defence,

and what he has alledged once, is to be presumed true, and there

fore he ought not to contradict it ; for as 'tis said in the 4. Inst.

272. allegans contraria non est audiendus. Secondly, as the taw can

not be known till the facts are ascertained, so neither can the truth

of them be found ont but by evidence; and therefore 'tis reason-

able that some evidence should be allowed to be of so high and

conclusive a nature, as to admit of no contradictory proof. Note to

the II tb edition.

[Note 307.] (1) V. From this passage, and others mentioned both by Lit- [353- a'

tleton and Coke, it appears to be a general rule, that the remitter

shall take effetl, though the estate •which made the remitter is voidable;

as if it be taken from an infant, a feme covert, or upon condition.

See Com. Dig. vol. 5. 415.

[Note 308.] (1) Since Littleton wrote, several statutes hare been passed, [353- ^

which have given rife to a great extension .of the doctrine respecting

alienations by husoands of their wives estates. These are chiefly

the statutes of the 4. H. 7. respecting the force and effect of sines,

the 27. H. 8. for transferring uses into possession, and the 32. H. 8.

for preserving the estates of wives against the alienations of their

husbands. The reader will find the effect of these statutes tipon the

doctrine of remitter, investigated in a very copious and masterly

manner in lord chief-justice Hobart's account of his argument on

giving judgment in the case of Duncomb v. Wingfield. See his

Rep. page 254.

•{Note 309.] (I) VI. Thus it may be laid down as another general rule, that s^fA.^

a remitter to the particular estate, it a remitter to him in the reversion L

or remainder. See Com. Dig. vol. 5. 417.

[Note 319.] (,) Co. MSS. zi$. p. 33. Elits. Elmer it. Thaciers. The east [tf$. *'

liias this. Elmer and his viift, tenant in do-'joer, brought quod ei de-

, forceat versus fP'. Tbacker, tube pleaded, that 30. Eliz. he brought

'waste against the demandants ivho appeared, and upon nihil dicit /f.

Thacker recovered damages and hadjudgment. The demandants re

plied, mil wast fair. The tciant demurred in lanv; and these piittt

a«r« moved, 1st, Whether quod ei deforceat lies upon recovery by de

fault against tenant in dower in iva/te. id, Admitting that it dvr,

■whether quod si deforceat lin :>pin the recovery by nihil dicit, as this

cust
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case is. J: to the second point, the whole court resolved clearly, that

quod ei deforceat does not lie; for in as much as the judgment upon

nihil dicit is after appearance, there the default is not the cause os the

judgment; and the statute says, per defakam : andfor this reason

judgment wqs given against the demandant, as appears afterwards in

page 356. But as to the 1st point it was objeSed, that quod ei

deforceat does not lie upon default of tenant in dower in •waste, as it

the cafe here ; for if it should lie in this cafe, he pall avoid the verdiil

r>ftwelve men, which was not the intention of the statute, but only to

relieve the tenant where he makes default ; therefore, in as much as the

tenant, notwithstanding the default, might give evidence to the jury,

then every person in policy might make default, if afterwards he might

prevail upon evidence to have quod ei deforceat : and the reajon of

F. JV. B, is, that the verdiil has found waste. 2. Hen. 2. If in

waste thejuryfindfalsely , attaint lies, and 21. Hen. 6. 56. 34. Hen.

6. 12.; so where the ajfise is awardedfor default, yet the tenant may

have attaint, ifit be found against him by false oath. 17. Ed. 2.

Attaint S9. 34. Hen. 6. 7. Prior recovers in waste, and has a -writ

ofenquiry in waste, and the sheriff returns the waste 20 marks, and

awards that heJhall recover the place toasted, and treble damages, and

that he Jhall have execution for the damages immediately, licet cesset

executionfor the thing wasted till the collusion should be enjuired into,

therefore she damans are the principal ; for it is no where fund that

execution Jhould be awarded of the accessory before the principal: and

for this reajon, 12. Rich. 2. Estrepement 6.judgment Jhall not be given

in the estrepement, because it is only the accejjury, until judgment Jhall be

given in the principal plea. And in Elmer's cafe, ante 3 5 yj it was

resolved, that this writ lies upon recovery by default in waste againjl

tenant in dower, or any other tenant for life.—Lord Nott. M3S.

"I (1) Sir Edward Coke, in his commentary on the statute of Gloa- [Note ill.}

cestcr, 2. Inst. 286. observes, that regularly in personal and mixed

actions damages were to be recovered at the common law; but that

in real actions no damages were to be reoovered at the common law,

because the court could not give the demandant that which he de

manded not ; and the demandant in real actions demands no da-

mages either by writ or count. The aflise was a mixed action ;

and therefore if upoTi the trial the demandant made out his title,

his seisin, and his disseisin by the tenant, he had judgment to re

cover his seisin and his damages for the injury sustained. But the

damages in these cases were awarded against the disseisors only, and

not against their alienees or tenants. The statute of Marlbridge,

52. Hen. III. c. 16. gave damages in a writ of mortauncestor against

the chief lord. The statute of Gloucester, 6. Ed. I. was a con

siderable extension of the law of damages. It ordained, that if the

disseisor should alien the lands, and should not have whereof da

mages might be levied, the person into whose hands the tenements

came should be charged with the damages, so that each should

answer for the lime he held them ; that the disseisee should recover

damages on a writ of entryyar disjiistn against him who was found

tenant against the disseisor ; that damages should for the future be'

recovered in a writ of mortauncestor, as in one of novel disseisin ;

and also in writs of cosinage, aiel, and besaiel; and generally, that

damages should in all cases be rendered where the land was re

covered against a man upon his own intrusion, or his pwn act.

The statute then mentions, that till that time damages had been

( F f 2 ) taxed.
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taxed only to the value of the issues of the land : it was therefore

provided, that a demandant in suture should recover the costs of the

writ purchased, together with the damages, not only in the above

instance?, but generally in cases where he was entitled to recover

damages. Tho' this statute only mentions the costs of the writ,

the Construction of it has been extended to the whole expence of

carrying on the suit. Before this statute the justices in eyre used,

where the plaintiff obtained a verdict, to compute the expences of

the suit, and in aiTesiing damages, assessed a sum sufficient to satisfy

that expence, as well as the damages. The statute of Marlbridge

gave ceils in. particular cafes to the defendant; so that it is a

mistake to fay, that the statute of Gloucester was the first statute

by which costs were given. See Sayer's Law of Costs, p. 3. The

geneial law oncosts still rests on the statute of Gloucester ; so that

w here colls were not recoverable before that statute, they r.re not

recoverable now, unless in those cases where they have beeD given

by some subsequent statute.

[Note 312.] (,) VII. The remitter defeats the wrongful estdte immediately [^-K

•without entry; yet where both estates are waiveable by a wife,

without prejudice to a third person, she may waive which she

pleases. But if a third person is interested, me must take her

ancient estate. Thus, if there be a feossment to the husband ar.d

wise in tail, remainder to A. the husband discontinues, and takes

back an estate to him and his wife in tail, remainder to B. though

the wife in respect to herself may take cither the original estate

tail, or the estate tail created by the seossment, both the estates

being after marriage ; yet stie ought to take the first, being for the

benefit of A. the rightful remainder-man. Hob. ~1. 255.

[Note 313.] (0 VIII. The remitter defeats entirely the wrongful ejlatt, [35l3,iJ

and consequently every thing annexed to or issuing cut cf it. See

ant. Sect. 659. 665, 666. and post. Sect. 680, 6S7. But an estate

made of the land itself by him who is remitted, as a lease for

years, is not defeated by the remitter.—See Com. Dig. vol. 5.

416.

[Note 314.] (1) Here Littleton begins to treat cf remitter to Udiei politic. [363. a

[Note 315.] (l) The doctrine of warranty was sol merly one of the most in- [3"5,:1'

terelling and useful articles of legal learning ; but the effect and

operation of warranties having, by repeated acts of the legislature,

been reduced to a very narrow compass, it is become in molt re

spects a matter of speculation rather than of use. In some in

stances, however, warranties have still a powerful influence on our

landed property; and there is no part of cur jurilprudcii e to whica

the ancient writers have more frequently recourse to explain and

illustrate their legal doctrines. Hence abstruse, and in molt respects

obsolete, as the learning respecting it unquestionably is, it continues

to deserve the attention of every person who wishes to obtain ac

curate notions of those branches of our laws, which are more im

mediately connected with the doctrines that respect the alienation

of landed property.

In the civil law warranty is defined, the obligation of the seller

to put a stop to the eviction and other troubles which the buyer suf

fers.
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fers, in the property purchased. Eviction is defined lo be the loss

which the buyer suffers, cither of the whole tiling that is fold, or of

a part of it, by reason of the right which a third person has lo iu

Tiic other troubles are thole which, without touching the property

cf the thing sold, diminish the ripht of the purchaser; as if any

cne pretends a right to the usufruct of the lands sold, to a rent issu.

ing out of them, to a service, or any other thing of the like nature.

The buyer being thus evicted or troubled in his possession, has his

recourse to the idler to warrant him. This warranty is either in

law, being that security which every seller is bound to give for

maintaining the buyer in the free possession and enjoyment of the

thing fold, although the sale makes no mention of it; or in d.ed,

being that kind of particular or conventionary warranty, which the

seller and buyer regulate among themselves. See Domat, 1. i . tit.

2. § 10. By the practice of the Roman laiu, the buyer might, im

mediately after the eviction or trouble, give notice of it to the feller,

who then, if he thought proper, might make himself a party to the

action, and defend it ; but till the sentence was pronounced, the

buyer could not bring his action of warranty against the seller : and,

the action was brought before the judge of the place in which the

seller was domiciliated. Hut the practice is different in the courts

of law in France. There, the buyer, when he gives notice of the

action to the seller, may bring his action of warranty against hirst

before the judge, before whom the original action is brought ; arid,

if he cannot defend fche action, the judge condemns him to indem

nify the seller, by the fame sentence by which he pronounces in

favour of the plaintiff in the original cause, See Pothier Traite dis

Contracts de Vente, partie 2. c. I. sect. 2. art, 5. §. z. The first

warrantor may call upon another to warranty ; he in the fame

manner may call upon a third. But to prevent the delays which,

mult unavoidably ensue from multiplying warranties, a fourth war

rantor is not permitted to intervene, except in particular circum

stances. The degrees also must be observed. Each person must

vouch his own immediate warrantor, as it is not lawful for him to

vouch any of the ulterior warrantors. After the warrantor has en

tered into the warranty, the person warranted may either proceed

in his defence jointly with the warrantor, or leave the cause to him

solely. The sentence binds them both equally. If the person

against whom the action is brought be evicted or troubled in his

possession by the sentence of the judge, he has a claim upon the

warrantor for a complete indemnification. Sometimes the precise

sum to be paid by way of indemnity is fixed and agreed to by the

parties upon the making of the contract ; but penal obligations of

this nature are greatly discountenanced by the laws of France. It

is always in the breast of the judge to moderate or encreale them S

but they cannot be encreased either by the express contract of thfe

parties, or the equity of the judge, to more than double of the pro

perty evicted. See Traite des Evictions ct dc la Garantit FormelU,

far Mons. Bertklot, 2. vol. oct. Paris, 1781.

The warranty treated ofby Littleton in this Chapter, is evidently

os feudal ixtraition, being derived from the obligation which thfe

lord was under, by that system of polity, to defend his tenant's

title to the land against all claimants. If the tenant was evicted,

the lord was bound to make him a recom pence, by giving him

lands of equal value to those evicted from him. The doctrine and

practice of warranty, jn the early ages of the feudal law is thus set

{ F f 3 ) fPi-tb.
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[Note 315] forth in the book of the Fiefs, tit. 25. It is there stated that a s*6{.

Vassal held a fief from the lord, and being disturbed in his possession

cf it, called upon the lord to defend him. The lord refused to ap

pear before the judge, by which the vassal lost his cause. The

vassal thereupon demanded a recom pence from the lord. The lord

said in answer that the vassal never held the fief, nor received the

investiture of it from him. The vassal replied, that he held the

fief from the lord, and had been invested with it by him ; that he

had called upon the lord to defend the possession on the trial, and

that the lord did not then deny the lands being held of him. All

this the vassal proved by proper witnesses. Upon this cafe it was

held, that when a vassal is disturbed in the possession of his fief, if

he calls on the lord to defend him, and it appears on the trial that 0

the lord invested him with a fief that did not belong to him, the lord

is bound either to give him another fief of equal value, or the price

of it in money ; and that he is bound to do this as soon as it clearly

appears that the vassal will be evicted of the fief: but that if the

lord denies that the fief is held of him, and that the vassal, or any

of his ancestors, were invested with it by him, and the vassal proves

those facts, either by an instrument, properly authenticated, or by

the peers of the court, the lord must give him another fief; or may

be put to his oath, that neither the vassal nor any of his ancestors

held the fief from, or were invested with it by him, or any of his

ancestors. If the lord does this, he is to be acquitted.—Sir Martin

"Wright seems to question whether the lord's obligation to protect or

defend the feudatory, made him anciently liable upon eviction

(without any fraud or defect in him) to compensate the loss of the

fief. He observes, that it can hardly be imagined that while feuds

were precarious, and held at the will of the lord, or indeed, that

while they were generously given, without price or stipulated

fender, the lord ihould be subject to such a loss ; especially since it

is likely that the lord's obligation upon eviction rather prevailed

upon the reason of contracted and improper feuds, than from the

nature of a pure original feud. He observes, that none of the

ancient feudists make any such distinction, but that all of them sup

pose the lord's obligation, upon eviction to have been general ; yet

he asserts they must be understood to speak of the times in which

* they wrote, when improper feuds chiefly prevailed. See introduc.

to the Law of Tenures, p. 38, 39, 40.—Upon a principle similar to

that upon which this distinction is grounded, it seems to have been

formerly made a question by the writers on the feudal laws of the

German and Italian states, whether investiture alone, without any

express promise or undertaking on the part of the lord, entitled the

tenant to claim an equivalent from the lord, in case of eviction.

Rosentall, a German feudist of great authority, has stated this

question, and the authorities upon which the two opposite opinions

respecting it are sounded. He mentions it to be his own opinion,

that investiture alone without any promise, entitled the tenant to an

equivalent; and he says, that the greatest part of those who main

tain the opposite opinion, admit that the lord, though he has made

no promise, is bound to give an equivalent, if the siefwerc originally

granted for services done; or otherwise, in the way of remunera

tion* See Kosentall Traclatus et Synopsis totius Jurisfeudalis, ColL

AUob. 1610. vol. 1. 469, 470.—In a more recent publication, ex.

bressly on the subject of gratuitous fiefs, it is held, that the lord is

buund to defend the fief} and to give the tenaqr, an equivalent, if jt
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is evicted from him. The author states the objection made by sir

Martin Wright; and in answer to it observes, that the feudal con

tract and connection between the lord and tenant is such, as distin

guishes it from a voluntary donation, and necessarily includes this

obligation upon the lord. See Pctri Scbidtzii Dissertaiio de Feudo

Gratiæ in Jenichen Thesaurus Jurisfeudalis, Francos urti ad Mænum,

torn. 2. 556. 567, 568. It should seem that with us anciently,

every kind of homage, when received, but not before, bound the

lord to acquittal and warranty; that is, to keep the tenant free

from distress, entry, or other molestation, for services due to the

lords paramount, and to defend his title to the lands against all

others; but that in subsequent times, the implied acquittal and war

ranty were peculiar to that species of homage which is known by

the appellation of homage ancestrel. See ant. 67. b. note I.

105. a. note 1. In another material quality, the warranty annexed to

homage ancestrel differed from express warranty. In the case of

express warranty, the heir was chargeable only for those lands which

he had by descent from the ancestor who created the warranty.

But in the case of homage ancestrel, the tenant was not driven to re

cover in value only those lands which the lord had from that

ancestor who created the warranty ; that would be impossible, as it

was essential to homage ancestrel, that the seignory should have

been created before time of memory. It being therefore impos

sible to ascertain which lands descended from the ancestor who

made the grant, the law charged all the lands. See ant. 102. b.

But defence and rccompcnce were not the only benefits which the

tenant derived from the lord's warranty ; it rebutted or repelled the

lord from claiming the land itself, or any profit or right from it,

but those which under the feudal contract were due to him as lord,

according to the fundamental maxim of the doctrine of fiefs, Ho-

tnagium repellit perquifitum. Such appear to be the outlines of the

system of warranty in the early ages of the feudal law. The

practice of subinfeudation necessarily occasioned a considerable ex

tension of it. That practice arose, in a great measure, from the

attempts, which, in every kingdom where the feudal polity has

prevailed, the higher tenants or vassals have made to render them

selves independent of the crown. In France, towards the end of

the Carlovingian race of their monarch?, the dukes or governours

ofprovinces, the counts or governours of towns, and even the subor

dinate officers of state, taking advantage of the weakness of the royal

authority, made hereditary in their families the lands, titles, and of

fices, which till then they had enjoyed for life only. They usurped

the sovereign propriety of the land, with civil and military authority

over the inhabitants: they granted out the lands to their imme

diate tenants, and these granted them over to others. By this

means, though they always professed to hold their fiefs from the

crown, they were in fact absolutely independent of it. They exer

cised in their territories every royal prerogative ; they promulgated

laws; they had the power of life and death; rticy coined money ;

fixed the standard of weights and measures; granted safeguards;

entertained a military force; and imposed taxes, with every other

right supposed to be annexed to royalty. It was even admitted,

(hat if the king refused the lord justice, the lord might make war

against him. In the ordonnances of St. Lewis, ch. 50, is this re

markable passage : " If the lord fays to his liege tenant, Come with

* me, 1, am going to make war against mv sovereign, who has rc-

( F f 4 ) " «« fused
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[Note 315.] " fused me the justice of his court: upon this the liegeman should an- si6c.

" swer in this manner to the lord : I would willingly go to the king

" to know the truth of what you fay, that he has denied you his

" court. And then he shall go to the king, saying to him in thia

" manner : Sir, the lord in whose liegeance and fealty I am, has told

" me that you have refused him the justice of your court ; and

" upon this account I am come expressly to your majesty to know

" if it is so ; for my lo^d has summoned me to go to war with you.

" And thereupon, if t .e king answers that he will do no judgment

*' in his court, the man shall return immediately to his lord, and his

*' lord must equip him, and sit him out at his own expence ; and if

" he will not go with him, he (lull lose his fief by right. But if the

" king answers that he will hear him, and do justice to the lord, ths

" man sh nil return to him, and shall say : Sir, the king has said to

" me, that ho will willingly do you justice in his court. Upon

" which, if the lord fays, I never will enter into the king's court,

*' come therefore with me, according to the summons 1 have sent

" you ; then the man should say, I will not go with you ; and he

" lhall not lose his fief for his not going." This shews how power

ful and absolute the great vassals were. The fame motive which

induced the vassals of the crown to attempt to make themselves in.

dependent of the crown, induced their tenants to make themselves

independent of them. This introduced an ulterior state of vassalage.

Tiie king was still called the sovereign lord; his immediate vassal

was called the lord suxereigh ; and the tenants holding of him were

called the arriere vassals. Hugh Capet owed the crown of France

to the extreme weakness to which this system of subinseudation had

reduced the crown of France ; but after fie had acquired the throne,

he used his utmost efforts to restore it to its antient splendour and

strength. His successors pursued the same plan with undeviating

attention and consummate policy. It was completed by the union

of the provinces of Lorraine and Bar to the crown of France in

1735. See Abrcrc Chronologize des Grands Fiefs de la Ceurtnne de

France, Paris 1759. But as to the common incidents of feudality,

subinseudation still prevails in France. In some parts of France,

certain portions ofthe fits descend on the younger children : they

are said to hold them os the eldest son by parage. The eldest son,

however, represents the whole fee, and does homage for it; and is

therefore bound to warranty the younger children, from the claims

ofthe lord for his rents and services. Subinleudaiion prevails allJ

in Germany. But it must be attended with three circumstances.

1st, It must be a real liibinfeudation, and not a sale, or other trans

action, under the appearance or colour of a subinseudation. zd,

The sub- vassal mull be, if no: of equal, at least of suitable rank and

circumstances, jd. The conditions, so far as the lord is interested

in them, mull be the fame as thole upon which the original investi

ture is granted. See Diferla.io de Subfeudis Imperii, Mich. Hen.

Gnbneni injenichen Tkej. Feud. t. i.p. 882. Differtafio Wencejldi

Xanjerii Neumann de Pucholtz, quid tranfeat in 'vajjallum per cmccjjiz-

r.emfeudi, <velj'ubseudi, ibi.J. t. 3. 5 12. Resentall Tract. t5? Synopsis

ntius Juris Feud. 10m. I. 549.—In England the practice of subin

seudation was totally inhibited by the statute made in the 18th year

of Edward I. commonly called the statute quia emptoris terrarum.

In the preamble to that statute it is recited, that, by the practice.es

subinseudation, the chief lords had lost their escheats, marriages,

and wardships : jt was therefore enacted, that it might be lawfiu1

for
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for every free man to alien all or any part of his lands, to be held

not of himself, but of the superior lord by the same services and

cultorr.s by which the tenant himself held them. This statute,

though evidently passed in compliance with the desires of the

greater lords, and designed by them to encrease their power and

•xtend their influence, had a very contrary effect; and was pro

bably one of the chief causes which prevented their acquiring that

independent and almost sovereign power, which was obtained dur

ing the feudal polity by the princes of Italy, Germany, and France.

Hence, though the power and influence of the nobles of England

were very great, and sometimes such as overshadowed royalty itself,

yet they were inferior in every respect to that of the higher nobility

of foreign countries. It is evident, that Nevil, the great carl of

Warwick, and the nobles of the house of Percy (the greatest

subjects ever known in this country) were, neither in strength,

dignity, power, or influence, or in any other point of view, equal to

the dukes of Brittany or Burgundy, or the counts of Flanders.

Besides the general influence of the statute quia emptores ttrraram, ic

had a particular influence both on the practice and the doctrine of

warranty. The free alienation of property which it authorized,

necessarily put an end to the homage ancestrel, and consequently to .

the implied warranty annexed to it. To remedy this, it the lord

aliened, the tenants, before they attorned to the new lord, required

a new warranty from him ; if the tenant aliened, it was with an ex

press clause ot warranty. This gave the new tenant the benefit of

the lord's obligation to warranty the old tenant; as the new tenant

might vouch the old tenant, and he in his turn might deraign the

lord. This subject will be pursued, and an attempt will be made

to investigate and explain the grounds of the distinction between

lineal and collateral warranty, in note i, 373. b.

(l) As to 'warranties commenting by dijfeifin :—Lord chief [Note 316. 1

baron Gilbert divides warranties into two forts ; first, those com

mencing by disseisin or wrong; and secondly, binding warranties.

The first are where the ancestor that makes the warranty is partner

to the wrong ; and such warranties are not obliging, because it

cannot be presumed that one who is so unjust as to do wrong, will

be so just as to leave a recompence to his heir ; wherefore such

contracts are wholly rejected as collusive, and founded on no con-

siJeration. In the Ancien Ccututr,:cr a'e Normandis, ch. 96. it it> said,

that in a writ of nowvelle dijjeijine there is no vouching u warranty ;

because it is not to be suffered that any one should retain the pos-

session of another, either by himself, or by the means osapother, or

that he should disturb it by his soolish hardihood ; and whoever

does so ought to restore it.

2^ 1 (1) The editor, in note 1. to page 330.8. has (he fears too [Note3i7.]

J prolixly) attempted to explain the difference between actual disseisin

and d:sseisin by election, and to prove that the disseisin produced by

a feossment, however slender or tortious the estate of the feoffor

any be, is an actual disseisin. It is submitted to the reader, that

what he has said on that subject is confirmed by what Littleton fays

in this Section, and lord Coke's commentary upon it. The dis

cussion, in the note above referred to, of the operation os a feoss

ment, and the discussion in note 1. p. 271. of the operation of con

veyances deriving their effect from the statute of uses, will, perhaps,

4 *&&
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assist the reader in forming accurate notions of the difference in the

operations and effect of feoffments, fines, common recoveries,

bargains and sales, releases and wills.

[Note 318. ] (1) It is greatly to be regretted, that fir Edward Coke has not [^67. b.]

expressed himself more fully on the subject hinted at by him in this

note, the defeating of the warranty by the heir's entry or claim in

the ancestor's life-time. It is thus mentioned by lord chief-baron

Gilbert, Ten. 135. The heir was presumed to receive a recom-

pence, and therefore was barred if he did not claim during ihe life

of his ancestor ; and this was the more reasonable, because such re-

compences were anciently in lands, which did of right descend to

the heir ; and if the ancestor did alien them, the heir must claim his

own during the life of his ancestor, otherwise he could never claim

it, inasmuch as this was the whole time of limitation for the heir to

challenge his own in this cafe; and if he slipped that time, he was

barred for ever, inasmuch as there might be secret conveyances to

alien the recompence for the benefit of the heir, which might turn

to the prejudice of the purchaser.

[Note 319.] (1) Whether an attorney's laying out money for his client be [068. M

maintenance, fee Pierson v. Hughes, Freeman 71. 81.—By the an- ^

cient Roman law, there were few cafes in which a person was ad

mitted to plead by an attorney, according to the rule, Nemo alitno

nomine lege agere poteft. Recourse was therefore had to a fiction at

Jaw, by which it was supposed that the property of the thing in con

test was made over to the attorney. The consequence was, that

the proceedings were carried on in the name of the attorney, and

even the sentence passed upon him. Hence he was called the

dhminus Jitis. See Btebmer de donvnio litis, I. 12. Pofhier PandtQx

'Jujiiuianat, lib. 3. tit. 3. \ 2,

[Note 320.] (1) As to the distinction between lineal and collateral warranty: s-yQ, a.]

—By the definitions given in this place of lineal warranty, it ap- *•*'

pears to be distinguished from collateral warranty chiefly by this

circumstance, that he on whom it descends might possibly have

claimed the land as heir to him that made the warranty, and whe

ther he claims as heir lineal or as heir collateral, the warranty is

equally lineal. But he must claim as heir ; for if au estate is li

mited to the sons of any person successively in tail,, and thp eldest

son aliens with warranty, and dies without issue, the second son is

hiir at law to the eldest son : he does not however claim- as heir,,

but as purchaser, and therefore the warranty is collateral to him..

So if an estate is limited to the father for life, and after his decease

to his sons successively in tail, and the father aliens with war

ranty and dies, the warranty descends on his eldest son and heir ;.

but as he claims as purchaser, not as heir, the warranty is colla

teral to him. But though he must claim as heir, it is not necessary

he should make his title immediately as heir to him, (fee Sect. 706.)

neither is it necessary he should derive from him ajone. See

Sect. 714.—An attempt will be made, note 2, page 372, b. to ex

plain the real distinction between lineal and collateral warranty.

[Note 331.3 (1) The king was in this cafe barred of the possibility of rever- [oJQ. I).]

ter descending to him in jure corona, by warranty and assets from LJ'

a subject
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tsubject descending on his body natural ; for in all likelihood those

nds will descend to the same person to whom the crown will

descend, and consequently will be a good recompence for the loss

of the crown lands ; but in the cafe of the parson, his successor

can have no benefit of what the predecessor has in his natural capa

city. Hawk. Abr. 474.

372. b.J (l) 29. H. 8. Dy. 34. accord, tail barred, but not discontinued, [Note 3«.J

because tie reverson is iu the king : so note the is/ut it barred by

A. H. 7. Hob. 382. for 32. H. 8. cas. 36. was not then made.

Note also, that 32. H. 8. cap. 36. excepts tenant in tail by gift of the

king. Lord Nott. MSS.

(3) Nota, 34. H. S. is mt offorce in Ireland, therefore the know- [Note 323,]

ledge of the common law in these points it necessary there,—B. being

tenant in tail by gist of king H. 8. of the manor of T. an. 1 4. Eliz,

contracted -with A. to convey it to him and his heirs in consideration of

asum of money, and the manner of assurance was this : queen Eliz. in

May 14. Eliz. grants her reversion to C. and D. and their heirs ;

June 14. Eliz. h. suffers a recovery to the use of C. and D. and their

heirs ', and in thefame term B. and A. levy afine of T. to C. and D.

which they grant, and render to A. ; and afterwards, in the fame

term, recowvey the reversion by sine, l3c. to queen Eliz, And new

whether this estate to A. was a gift in tail ex provisione from the

queen, -within thestatute of 34 H. 8. c. 20. was the question between

E. heir of the body of A. and F. who claimed by the fine levied by the

father of thesaid E. whose daughter be had married; and it was held

by Berkeley that it was not, 1st, because the grant of the reversion to

C. expresses no intent of the queen to create an estate tail to A. .*

id, •when the estate tail of B. was docked by the recovery, and upon

thefine levied Q. rendered the tail to A. he might have rendered the

fee simple if be bad wilted; and he. was the donor of the estate tail,

not the queen, except of the reversion afterwards reconveyed ; $d, this

reversion reconveyed was not in the queen her original reversion^ but

a new reversion expectant upon the tail of A. (for theformer tail was

docked) wherefore A. cannot bar the reverfion in the queen, but be may

bar his own ist'ue notwithstanding 34 //. 8. : 4/A, because altho' gist

in tail by asubject may be a provision of the king within the statute,

nevertheless the intent jbould appear, which is not the cafe here.

Hales made two questions, I. What stall be Jaid a provision by the

king within this statute, and this is que/lion of law. 11. Whether

this stall besaid to befueb a provision, which is matter offad. To

thejust itjeems, that if the queen be merely instrumental in procuring

an estate tail to be settled, but that the estate itself does not proceed

either from the charge, or from the bounty of the crown as a reward

forservice, it is no provi/iou within this statute ; and therefore it is

to be seen, is iu this cafe the entail was upon contrail between fnbjeS

and subject", aud is the queen were mcreiy instrumental to perfect the

conveyame and jave her own reversion, which is the second question,

and a quejtion 0/fad. To thesecond, that this is notsuch a provision,

there are ttiejt prcjumptioni. 1st, Nothing appears of record that such

provtsiou was intended, -which by Coke is here held to be necestary (but

Hales doubted hereof.) id, No land, money, or other consideration,

moved the queen to procure H. 10 grant this estate tail to A. $d, It

floes not appear that the quart took notice of any service done by A. er
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os anyfavour intended by her lo him. \tb, If the queen had intended

a provision -within thestatute, Jhe might have caused C. to convey the

sec simple first to herself, and then have granted to A. in tail, yh,

If it was intended that A. should have an entail, vjbicb should ntt

he a provision within the statute, no one can contrive any other luay

than this to effei? it. 6th, It appears that A. was to purchase, and

that the queen should not be prejudiced, nor any other person <wbi;b

is effected.—Note, At the common lavj, if the king grant lands in fie -

simple conditional, it -was doubted if donee post prolem suscitatam

might have aliened to bar his issue, Riley 4.38. supra 19. b. but

clearly net to bar possibility of reverter in the king ; no, not though the

alienation -were with warranty collateral, unless assets descended to the

king. Ante 19. b. and 370. in margine. Sed unde alienation •with

out -warranty c r ctssets bars subjetl donor, 4 H. 6. Rot. Par/, n. 5 1 .

Commons petition that feoffees voho buy lands of the king, tenant m

taile may enjoy them against the king. Resp. le roy s'avisera.—Note

also afer Wejtm. 2. and before 34.//. 8. recovery or fine barred the

tail of gift by the king, not the reversion to the king; so that by the

'wisdom of the common law, where the king raised the family, a kind

csperpetuity was intended ; for every man was discouraged to purchase

from the donee, for no act oj~ his could bar the king's reversion or pojfi-

bility of reverter, which was a good way to preserve the memory cs the

king's bounty. When this would not do, upon the dissolution of monas

teries, the crown having much land to bestow, began now to provide

by 34. H. 8. that no alienation Jhould bar the entail; for there needed

no lawfor the reversion, and no other way could preserve the memory,

&e. : and yet this is often eluded by a temporary grant of the rever

sion by the king, and a reconveyance, iffc—Lord Nott. MS§.

{Note 324.] (j) ||. Car. Cro. obiter in Wyafs cafe, tenant in tail, reversion [X]y^

in the king, is diffeijed, entry of the issue is barred; which perhaps is

so here, becawe in both cafes the tail is not barred.—-Lord Nott,

MSS.

[Note 325.7 t2} cro_ car. 430. Jones cited the cafe according to the report

in this place ; but it seems he was milled by this book. See the

note immediately following.—// seems to some that the case of Strat

ford and Dover above quoted is not law, for in 2. Rep. 11, Magd.

Coll. cafe, it is adjudged, that the fine does not bar the college, not be

ing parties, becuuje the 13 Eliz. makes void all aits which it suffers,

andsuch sufferance extends to the ad in which they are not parties, by

hr Orl. B.—And fir F. Moore 467. reports thefame cafe : and there

by Walmfiey it is j'aid, that this issue is only bound in the time thefine

is levied, but no other issue, and this by 34 //. 8. ; hence it stems, that

fir F. Moore or lord Coke have mi/reported the cafe, for they are con

trary to each other. Note, Mr. Palmer told Hen. Finch, afterwards

lord Nottingham and chancellor, that he. attended Walter chief ban*

upon a reference, and that Waller denied the above cafe, andsaid, that

the roll visas contra, and the judgment there contra to this report,

and that he and Palmer went to the house of lord Coke, then livingi

andshewed him the roll contra to bis report in this place, and that he

acknowledged it, and J'aid, that be trusted to serjeant Bridgman's re\

por: : whence it appears, that fir F. Moore's report is the better, and

shire he reports it to have been, 39. Elix. Ro, 19 14.—Lord Nott.

MSS. .

(3) This
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(3) This is to be understood of an acquittance under - hand [Note 326.!

and foal, which is an estoppel ; for if it be not under seal, the l.ivv

will admit of proof to the contrary : but an avo.vry for the IjA

day's rent is no discharge for the former; for by the avowry

the avowant says so much is due, but discharges nothing, no

other rent being mentioned in the avowry, but that for which

he acknowledges the taking the goods. See 1. Sid. 44.

1. Lev. 43. 1. Saund. 2S5, zS(5. Lutw. 1173. Kite to the nth

edition.

. (1) However, it hath been effected in our days; for by 4 Ann. ("Note 527.1

cap. 16. sect. 21. all warranties since the first day of Trinity Term,

anno dom. 1705, by any tenant for life, of any lands, tenements, or

hereditaments, coming or descending to any person in reversion or

remainder, are void and of no effect ; and all collateral warranties

made .since then of any lands, tenements or hereditaments, by any

ancestor who had no estate of inheritance in possession, the fame is

void against the heir. Note to the nth edition.

[2) The reader will recollect, that, previously to the statute dt rfjote -,gi

dims, al! estates were held either in fee simple, in fee simple condi- *

tional, for life, or for years; and that estates tail, in the light in

which we now consider them, had not then an existence. Is a

person seised in fee simple aliened his estate, the alienation was cer

tainly binding beth upon bis lineal and his collateral heirs; his

warranty therefore had effect ib far as it entitled the alienee to

vouch the heire of the warrantor, and, in case of eviction, to claim

a recompence from him, if any real assets descended upon him

from the ancestor: but with respect to the repelling or rebutting

of the claim of the heir to the estate itself, as the alienations of tenant

in fee simple bound the heirs as effectually without the warranty as

with it, the warranty, in that respect, could have no operation.

—As to the warranties of persons seised of estates held in feesimple

conditional, it has been observed before, p. 326. b. note I, that the

condition from which that estate took its appellation did not suspend

the fee from vesting in the donee immediately by the gift ; and there

fore if he aliened before he had issue, it not only was no forfeiture,

but if afterwards he had issue, it was a bar to them. Hence the

warranty of a tenant in fee simple conditional had the fame effect

with respect to his issue, as the warranty of tenant in tail in fee

simple had upon those who claimed from him ; that is, with assets,

it entitled the warrantee to vouch tiie issue as heirs at law of

the ancestor; but in other respects it had no operation, as- the issue

was bound by the alienation of the ancestor, as effectually without

warranty as with it. With respect to the donor or reversioner, the

alienations of tenant in fee simple conditional could not be bind

ing on him without assets, because he claimed to be in by title

paramount.—As to the alienations of tenant/or life or foryears: in

most cases they must have been void, as commencing by disseisin.

In those cases where they -were not void upon that account, it is to

be observed, that before the statute of uses an estate of freehold

could not be created without livery of seisin ; and that as the livery

of seisin of tenant for life or for years was a forfeiture of the estate,

the reversioner or remainder-man might enter immediately for the

forfeiture; but if he did not enter during the life of the person

aliening.
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[Note 328.] aliening, the warranty estopped him from entering afterwards. r-73, (j,

The reader will recollect, that if a disseisor, abator, or intrudor, died L J/ J"

in the possession of the estate, his heirs so far acquired a presumptive

title to the estate, that the disseisee could no longer restore his pos

session by-entry, bat was reduced to his action. By analogy to this

reasoning, and a rational extension of the principles on which it

was founded, the law supposed that the remainder-man or rever-

sioner would have entered for the forfeiture of the tenant for life

or years, if an equivalent were not given him : it was* therefore

presumed, that if he did not enter during the life of such parties

lar tenant, he had received from him an equivalent ; and this pre

sumption being admitted, he could not afterwards, with any colour"

of justice, be allowed to claim the estate itself. Such were the ef

fects and operation of warranty at the common law. The first

material alteration in it was by the statute of Gloucester, 6. E. 1.

ch. 3. by whish it was enacted, that the warranty of the father, te

nant by the courtesy, either in the life of his wife or afterwards*

mould not be a bar to the heir without assets. The next statute

which made any material alteration upon the effect and operation

of warranty, was the statute de donit. An attempt has been made

in note 1, page 326. b. and notes 1 and 2 to page 327. a. to explain

in what manner, and by what construction oflaw, estates tail derived

their origin from that statute. It is obvious, that if the warranty

of tenant in tail, without assets, had been permitted to be abarof the

estate tail, it would have been in the power of every tenant in tail to

have evaded that statute, and barred his issue. By a kind ofanalogy,

therefore, to what the legislature had done in passing the stat. of

Gloucester, the judges in their construction of the statute dt donit,

held, that the warranty of tenant in tail, without assets, should not

bind his issue ; but by the fame analogy, and to prevent the cir-

cuity which would arise if the issue had been permitted to recover

the estate from the alienee, and the alienee to recover the assets

from the issue, they held, the issue bound by warranty with assetsi

——With respect to those in remainder or reversion—it is to be ob

served, that the statute de donit extends only to the alienations of

tenants in tail ; the alienations, therefore, of tenants for life with

warranty, remained as they did at the common law, and therefore

bound all upon whom the warranty descended, either with or with

out assets. Neither did the statute de donit restrain the alienations

of tenant in tail, except so far as they prevented the land descend

ing upon the issue at his death, or reverting to thedorior for want

of issue in tail. There is nothing in it which, either directly or in

directly, restrains the tenant in tail from barring a remainder-man.

in tail, by his warranty descending on him, unless perhaps it should

be considered that every particular estate in remainder is carved

out of, and a part of the reversion, and consequently equally entitled

to protection. As to a remainder- man in tail, therefore, the ope

ration of warranty in rebutting the heir, remained as it was before

the statute : it barred him both with and without assets. This is

laid down and explained with great learning and force of argument

by lord chief justice Vaughan, in his argument in Bole v. Hortorr.

See his Reports, p. 360. The case there was, that William Vesey

devised to John Velcy, his eldest son, and the heirs male of his

body ; and for want of such issue, to Wm. Vesey, another of his

sons, and the heirs male of his body ;• and for want-of sach isste, to

hit
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his own right heirs. John, upon his father's death, entered and

died, leaving issue only two daughters : Wm. then entered and

aliened with warranty, and died without issue. The question was,

whether the warranty rebutted the daughters. Lord chief justice

Vaughan was of opinion, that the warranty, not being accompanied

with assets, would not have barred his own issues in tail, if there

had been any, or the two daughters, who claimed the reversion,

both issues in tail and the reveriioners being protected by the sta

tute dt donis : but he admitted, that if there had been any interme

diate remainder in tail, the warranty would have rebutted all who

claimed under that remainder, a remainder in tail not being un

der the protection of the statute. The only point before the court

in this cafe was, upon the operation of the warranty to rebut the

reveriioners. Upon this the court was divided: the chief justice

and justice Archer were for the demandant ; and justice Wyld and

justice Atkins, for the tenant.—The next statute which restrained

the operation of warranty, was 1 1 Henry 7. ch. 20. by which

the warranty of the wife of her husband's lands, either with or

without her succeeding husband, was held to be void. The last

statute which has been enacted for the purpose of restraining the

operation of warranty, is the 4. and 5 Ann. ch. 16. by which all

warranties of tenant of life are declared void; and all collateral

warranties of any ancestor who has not an estate of inheritance in

possession, are declared void against the heir. But this statute does

not extend to the alienation of tenant in tail in possession. The

consequence is, that even at this day, if a tenant in tail in posses

sion discontinues his estate with warranty, it is a bar with assets to

his issue, and without assets to those in remainder. Supposing,

therefore, the common case of a limitation to the first and other

sons successively in tail male ; if the first son, when in possession,

levies a fine, that is a discontinuance of the remainders to the othar

sons ; and by reason of the warranty contained in the concord,

it is a bar to them, even without assets. It is the fame if he

executes a feossment, and accompanies it with a warranty. It re

mains to observe, that no warranty extends to bar any estate,

either in possession, reversion, or remainder, unless before, or, at

least, at the time that the warranty is made, it is divested or dis

placed. See Seymour's cafe, 10. Rep. 96.—These, it is presumed,

are the general outlines of the doctrine of warranty. The reader

will observe, by what has been said on that subject, that at com

mon law, the operation of a warranty to rebut the heir could hold

in no case where the heir claimed the estate warranted from the

ancestor by descent ; for, at the common law, wherever the ances

tor had the inheritance, he could alien it from the issue ; therefore

the warranty, as to the purpose of rebutter, was perfectly inope

rative. The statutes have made no alteration in these respects.

Had it been held that the statute dt doxit did not restrain the ef

fect of the warranty to rebut the issue, this principle would hive

■been broken into, as the heir in that cafe would have been rebut

ted by his ancestor's warranty from an estate which he claimed

to take from him by descent ; but as the contrary construction

was received, the principle remains as it did at the common law.

The consequence is, that without assets the ancestor's warranty

■never did, and does not now bind the heir in nny cafe, except

^here he takes by purchase ; and that when he doe.; take by pur ■

3 chs!V
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[Note 318.] chafe, it. binds him, cither with or without assets, in ever)- cases 17-, [>

where the contrary has not been enacted by statute. Upon enquiry

it will be found, that the cafes where the operation of warranty

ilill prevails are reduced to two; the first, that by the construction

of the statute de donis, the ancestor's warranty binds the issues in

tail with assets; the other, that, at common law, the warranty of

the ancestor, tenant in tail in possession, still continues (unless the

contrary can be supported on the ground before hinted at) to bar

these in remainder without assets. It is observable, that all war

ranties are collateral, so far as they are extraneous to the estate,

i.nd by way of contradistinction to those rights, incidents, or quali

ties, which by their nature are inherent in, annexed to, or issuing

out of the estate which they accompany. In this sense the word

collateral frequently occurs in our law books. Thus, i. Rep. izr.

b. an use at common law is said to be a trust or confidence, not

issuing out of land, but a thing collateral, annexed in privity to the

estate. In the same sense it is used in the well-known distinction

between those powers which are laid to be relating to the land,

and collateral powers. Thus, whether the warranty descends lineally

or collaterally, whether the estate and the warranty descend from

the same person or from different persons, and whether the war*

j.inty is considered as to its operation of rebutting the heir, or of

end.ling the alienee to vouch the warrantor, it is, in its nature,

collateral to the estate which it accompanies. If in some cases it

bars the heir from claiming, and in others it does not, it is only be

cause the statute law has said, that in some cases where by the

common law it would have operated as a bar, it mall no longer

have that operation ; and if, by the statute de donis, the warranty of

tenant in tail did not bar the issue without assets, but barred it with

assets, thii is not from any pre-established distinction between lineal

and collateral warranty, but because the judges, upon the con

struction of the stature de donis, held the issues in tail and the rever-

iicr.cr should not be deprived of the estate by the indirect and cir

cuitous operation of warranty, when that statute had declared they

should not be deprived of it by the direct alienation of common-law

conveyances.—The chief part of the observations offered to the

reader in this nore, are grounded on what was said by lord Vaughan

in the argument above respired to : he concludes it by saying,

" The doctrine of the binding of lineal and collateral warranties,

" or their not binding, is an extraction out of men's brains and

«' speculations many scores of years after the statute de donis.—

•* And if Littleton (whose memory I much honour) had taken that

" plain way in resolving his many excellent cases in his Chap-

" ter of Warranty, of laying the warranty of the ancestor doth

" net bind in this case, because it is restrained by the statute of

" Gloucester, or the statute de dcnls ; and it doth bind in this case,

" as at the common law, because not restrained by cither statute

" (for when he wrote there were no other statutes restraining

" warranties, there is now a third, 1 1 H. 7,) his doctrine of war-

" rantics had been more clear and satisfactory than now it is,

" being intricated under the terms of lineal and collateral ; for

" that in truth is the genuine resolution of most, if not of all his

" cases; for no man's warranty doth bind, or not, directly, and

" a fnori, because it is lineal or collateral ; for no statute restrains

" any warranty ur.der those terms from binding, nor no law h-

" stuutcs
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" stitutes any warranty in those terms ; but those are restraints by

" consequent only from the restraints of warranties made by sta-

" tutes." Vaugh. 375.—Lord Holt is also reported to have said,

" The true reason of collateral warranty was the security of pur-

'' chasers, and for their encouragement ; as also, for the esta-

" blifhing and settling the estates of such as were in by title, or

" descent cast ; and this was the only security such persons could

" have at common law. And because the estate of such persons

" as are in by title are much favoured in law, these covenants

" that were fey strengthening of them were favoured likewise.

" And in those days there was no need of lineal warranty ; but,

" however the force of that is taken away by the statute of donis,

" and common recovery is not upon the supposition of recompence

" in value, and never was within the statute, but always as much

" out of it as if it were so mentioned by express words." And

this, he said, was my lord Hale's opinion. 12. Mod. 512.

6. D. 1 (1) in a late very distinguished publication it is observed, that, [Note 329.]

" where there is a gift to A. and his heirs for ever, or to A. and

" the heirs of his body begotten, the first words (to A.) create an

" estate for life; the latter (to his heirs, or the heirs of his body)

" create a remainder in fee, or in tail, which the law, to prevent

" an abeyance, refers to and vests in the ancestor himself, who

" is thus tenant for life, with an immediate remainder in fee or

" in tail; and then by the conjunction of the two estates, or the

" merger of the less in the greater, he becomes tenant in fee, or

" tenant in tail in possession." Ste/tr Wm. Blackstone'i argument

in the cafe of Perrin v. Blake, published by Mr. Hargrave among

his tracts, sol. 500. This exposition of the expression in question

he afterwards applies, with great ability, in his investigation of

the rule in Shelley's cafe.' He lays it down as the great funda

mental maxim upon which the construction of every devise must

depend, that the intention of the testator shall be fully and punc

tually observed, so far as the fame is consistent with the established

roles of law, and no farther. He makes a distinction between

those rules of law which are to be considered as the fundamental

rules of the property of this kingdom, and are therefore of that

essential, permanent and substantial kind, which cannot be ex

ceeded or transgressed by any intention of a testator, however

clearly or manifestly expressed; and those rules of a more arbi

trary, technical, and artificial kind, which the intention of a testa

tor may controul. He then supposes that there is a third class of

rules, of a still more flexible nature. ■ Among the rules of the first

class he reckons these: that every tenant in tee simple, or fee tail,

shall have the power of alienating his estates, by the several modes

adapted to their respective interests ; that no disposition (hall be

allowed, which in its consequence tends to a perpetuity ; that

lands shall descend to the eldest son or brother alone, or to all the

daughters or sillers in partnership. Among the rules of the second

class he reckons those rules of interpretation by which the courts

invariably construe particular modes of expression to denote a par

ticular intention in the testator. Thus, fays he, if a man devises

his land, being freehold, to another generally, without specifying

the duration of his estate, the courts consider it as evidence that he

intended the devisee should be only tenant for life ; but if he de

vises, in like manner, a chattel interest, the courts consider it to b*

( G % ) evidunce
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[Note 329.] evidence of his intention that the devisee should bave the totals--^

property. Among the rules of" the third class he reckons the rule^'

in Shelley's cafe. Having admitted that the second and third

class of rules ullow of exceptions, when it appears to be the tes

tator's intention that the operation of his dsvisc should be dif

ferent from that which the legal operation of the words in which

it is penned would be, he adds, that this intention shall not have

this effect, unless it is manifest and certain ; so that if his intention

that his words lhould operate contrary to their technical and legal

import, dc.es not appe.ir by express words, or by neceflary impli

cation, the legal operation of the words mull taxe effect. He ap

plies this rule to the cafe of Perrin v. Blake. He argues, that it

does not appear by any evidence that the testator intended his

words should not have their legal operation : he fays, the question

is not whether the testator intended the ancestor stiould or should

not have a power of alienating the lands devised to him, or should

have only an estate for his life. He admits it to be clear, that he

intended the ancestor stiould not have a power of alienating the

lands, and that he mould take only an estate for his life : but the

real question, he fays, is, how the heirs were intended to take, whe

ther as descendants or purchasers. If the testatpr intended they

lhould take as purchasers, the ancestor remained tenant for life;

if he meant they stiould take by descend or had formed no inten

tion about the matter, then, says he, by operation and consequence

of law the inheritance is vested in the ancestor. He fays, that in

the cafe of l'errin and Blake, it is neither clearly expressed nor

manifestly to be implied from any part of the testator's will, that

he intended the heirs should take as purchasers i he therefore con

cludes, that the words in question lhould be construed according to

their legal operation j and consequently* that in conformity to the

rule laid down in Shelley's cafe* they lhould operate not as words

of purchase, but as words of descent, and the ancestor therefore

take an estate in tail.—Mr. Hargrave, in his observations concern

ing the rule in Shelley's case, remarks^ that those who with to avoid

the rule, avow that they consider it as subordinate to the inten

tion of the testator, as a rule of interpretation, as merely a techni

cal construction of words, which yields so the intention whenever

they are opposed to each other } that as soon as they discover that

it is not the testator's intention that the first taker should have a

power of barring the entail to his heirs, they think the victory over

the rule is complete. On the other hand, those who wish to sup

port the rule infill, that it is a rule of interpretation, established

on decrees of the most authoritative decisions, which cannot be

departed from without levelling the great land marks, by which

the titles to real property are ascertained, and establishing in their

room a monstrous latitude of uncertain and arbitrary construction.

He fays, he finds something to approve and something to condemn

on both sides of these discordant comments upon the rule; and

that in both there is one common error. To the opponents of

the rule he admits, that where the rule would disappoint a lawful

intention sufficiently expressed, it ought not to be effected. But

he asks, whether the intention is lawful. The rule, as he considers

it, is a conclusion of law upon certain principle;—so absolute, as not

to have any thing to fay to the intention, if these premises really

belong to the cafe ; and these premises, he insists, are an intention

by heirs of the body, or other words of inheritance, to compre-

heflf
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hend the whole line of heirs to the tenant for life, and so to build

a succession upon his preceding estate of freehold. This being so,

if in such cafes the word heirs is used in that its large and proper

fense, jt is a contradiction to the rule, to intend that the remainder

to the heirs shall operate by purchase, and such intent is not law

ful ; so that it is incumbent on those who oppose this application of

the rule, to (hew, that the word heirs is used in a qualified fense,

and intended merely to describe certain persons, who, at the death

of the tenant for life, may answer that description, and to give a

succession of heirs to them : this being (hewn, the rule, he fays, no

longer applies. But nothing less than its appearing, that by the

heirs of the body or heirs genera), the whole line and succession of

heirs to the tenant for life, or, in other words, the whole of his in

heritable blood was not meant, can deliver the cafe from the rule.

He fays, that the genuine rule in Shelley's cafe, is part of an an

cient policy of the law to guard against the creation of estates of

inheritance, with qualities, incidents, or restrictions, foreign to their

nature. Thus it is one of the properties of an estate in fee simple,

that it may be alienated by the party seised, so that a condition not

to alien is void at law. Thus curtefy and dower arc incidents to

estates of inheritance, and inseparably annexed to them ; that these

known examples of incidents, inseparable from inheritance, lead to

a discovery of a foundation for the rule, which in a moment ren

ders it paramount to, and independent of private intention. It is

one branch of a policy of law, adopted to prevent annexing to a

real descent the qualities and properties of a purchase, and so is

calculated to render impossible the creation of an amphibious spe

cies of inheritance ; that is, an estate of freehold, with a perpetual

succession to heirs, without the other properties of inheritance ; in

other words, an inheritance in the first ancestor, with the privilege

of vesting in the heirs by purchase the succession of one to another,

without the legal effects of a descent, a compound of descent, and

purchase.—Such a commixture would, he says, have put an end to

all those lines of distinction by which we so easily and certainly

discriminate inheritances from mere estates of freehold. It would

have been a continual source of fraud upon feudal tenure. When

the heir Came into the tenure by descent, the lord was entitled

to those grand fruits of military tenure, wardship and marriage ;

but if he took by purchase, only the trifling acknowledgment

of relief was due to the lord. If the heir were allowed to suc

ceed by purchase, it would defeat the specialty creditors of the

ancestor; it would have suspended all actions for the inheritance

of land. If private intention had been permitted to annexto

real heirfhip the contradiction of taking by purchase, what prin

ciple of our law would have remained to resist stripping the title

by succession of all the other effects and consequences legally ap

propriated to it 1 Why might it not have given to purchase the

qualities of descent ? It is a positive rule of our law, that a man

cannot raise a fee simple to his own right heirs as purchasers,

either by legal conveyance, or by conveyance to uses. By this

it is meant, that where the ancestor wills that at his death his

heirs (hall, by gift from him, come to that very inheritance which,

the law of descent and succession throws upon them, it is con

strued as a vain and fruitless attempt to give that to the heirs which

the law vests in them. It amounts to a prohibition upon the an

cestor against making his heirs purchasers, by giving at his death

( G g z ) what
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[Note 329 .] what the law confers without his aid. But this rule applies only [076. b.]

to the acts of the ancestor; it was therefore requisite to have a like *-^'

barrier as to acts between persons not. standing in that relation to

wards each other. This is effected by the rule in Shelley's cafe.

Thus explained, fays he, the rule in Shelley's cafe can no longer

be treated as a medium for discovering the testator's intention.

The ordinary rules for the interpretation of deeds should be first

resorted to. When it is once settled that the donor or testator has

used words of inheritance, according to their legal import ; has

applied them intentionally to comprize the whole line of heirs to

the tenant for life ; has made him the terminus, by reference to

whom the succession is to be regulated ; then the rule in Shelley's

cafe applies, and the heir (hall not take by purchase. But if it

shall be decided that the testator or donor did not mean to involve

the whole line of heirs to the tenant for life ; did not mean to

ingraft a succession on his estate, and to make him the ances

tor or terminus ; but instead of this, intended to use the word

heirs in a limited, restrictive, and qualified fense; intended to point

at that individual person who should be the heir at the moment of

the ancestor's decease ; intended to give a distinct estate of freehold

to such single heir, and to make his or her estate of freehold the

ground-work of a succession of heirs; to construe him or her the

ancestor, terminus, or stock, for the succession to take its course

from :—in every one of these cases, the premises are wanting upon

which the rule in Shelley's cafe interposes its authority, and the

rule therefore becomes extraneous matter.—Previously to Mr.

Hargrave's publication, the rule in question had been discussed,

with infinite learning and ability, by Air. Feame, in his Essay on

Contingent Remainders. In this justly celebrated work, Mr.

Fearne observes, that the rule in Shelley's cafe is supposed to have

been originally introduced to prevent frauds upon the tenure ; and

that if such a limitation bad been construed a contingent remainder,

the ancestor might, in many cases, have destroyed it for his own

benefit ; if not, he might have let it remain to his heirs in as bene

ficial a manner as if it had descended to him, at the same time that

the lord would have been deprived of those fruit' . of the tenure,

which would have accrued to him upon a descent. He then mi

nutely and accurately examines all the cafes upon the subject,

which had come before the courts of law and equity, and investi

gates very fully the principles upon which they were determined.

He fays, " that in the cafe of Ferrin and Blake, the question is

" not whether the words, heirs of the body, may not, under certain

" circumstances, be taken as words of purchase ; but whether those

" words, standing perfect, independent, and unexplained, and pre-

" ceded by a limitation of the legal freehold to the ancestor in th«

" fame will, have ever been construed as words of purchase," To

this he replies, " that not one of the cafes, till that of Perrin and

'< Blake, can fairly be urged in support of an affirmative answer to

" that question." The three very masterly performances referred

to in this note, will make the reader fully acquainted with the ge

neral merits of the cafe in question, and of the several points of

legal learning, upon the discussion of which it either immedi

ately or incidentally depends. But as the subject is necessarily

of a very abstruse and intricate nature, and the arguments used in

support of the different opinions respecting it are necessarily

complicated and interwoven with one another, the following dis

crimination
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crimination of the leading points upon which the decision of the

cafe must ultimately turn, will, perhaps, be useful to those who

wish to obtain an accurate knowledge of the doctrine in dispute.

—I. Let us first suppose, that after a devise to a man for life, and

a subsequent devise to the heirs of his body, (he testator in ex

press words declares it to be his intention, that by the devises

in question he means to give the ancestor an estate for his life

only, and to give an estate in fee by purchase to his heirs : Is the

rule in question of that very rigid and forcible nature, as to be un

affected and uncontrolled by theft express words?—11. If the answer

to this question is, that the express declaration of the testator will,

in this case, controul the legal operation of the words, heirs of the

body, the next question is, Can any words short of an express

declaration have this effect ? or, in other language, Can that rule

be centroukd by words of implication ?—III. If the answer is in the

affirmative, the next enquiry is, Whether, to form such an implica

tion as will controul the rule, it is sufficient that it appears to be

• the testator's intention that the ancestor should take an estatefor his

life only ?—IV. Or, Must it also appear to be his intention that

the heirs should take, not as descendants, but as purchasers ?—

V. Must it also appear how or what estates he intends the heirs to

take ?—VI. And bow and what estates may the heir take by the

law of England, his ancestor takiiig by the fame instrument an

estate for his life only ?—Such, perhaps, will be the process of en

quiry, if it is admitted, that there are cases where, in devises of

this nature, the heirs will take by purchase : but if that is not ad

mitted ; if it is asserted, that where a testator has once devised to

a man for lite, and afterwards to the heirs of his body, no other

words, however positive and express, shall controul the legal ope

ration of the words, heirs of his body ; it will then remain to in

quire into the ground of the supposed inflexibility and rigidity of

the rule.—I. Is it that it is against the law of the land, that lands

should be conveyed to the ancestor for life with such estate or

estates in remainder to the heirs of his body, as those heirs mult

be supposed to take, if they take as purchasers }—To resolve

this question with accuracy, it should first be settled what estate or

estates the heirs of the body would take under this construction ;

and then it should be supposed that such estate or estates are de

vised by the most accurate and scientific legal expressions : if devises-

so worded would be held contrary to law, the necessary conclusion

is, that the object intended to be effected by the testator is against

law II. If it appears that such estate or estates are not contrary

to the law, but it still is contended that a devise to one for life, and

after his decease to the heirs of his body, shall make the heirs tako

by descent, contrary to the testator's intention, the only remain

ing ground to support that conclusion is, that to make the heirs

take by descent in devises of this nature, is a point of con

struction so fixedly and unalterably settled by judicial determination,

that it is not now in the breast of any court to deviate from it.

By investigating the rule in question under the above heads of

enquiry, a regular and distinct view may, it is conceived, be ob

tained of the different points of law which relate to it, and of the

different grounds upon which an opinion upon it may be framed.

—It is greatly to be lamented that there should be so much uncer

tainty and difficulty in the application of a rule of law, to which re«

sort must be so often had on the construction of wills. AH parties

(Ggi) agree,
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[Note 329-] agree that the rule has an existence ; but from the liberality which s 176. h.

i. allowed in he construction of wills, it has been contended that it

docs not extend lo those devises to which it cannot be applied,

without defeating the intention of the testator. It is certain that

no rule of law has a more ancient origin, or is more generally

established, than that isa testator expresses his intention defectively,

either by not using technical and artificial terms, or by using

them improperly, yet if his intention can be collected from his

will, the law, however defective his language may be, will construe

his words according to his intention ; and if the object of it is war

ranted by the established rules of law and equity, will admit its

full operation and effect. It is equally certain, on the other hand,

tli.it if the testator's intention appears to be to effect that which the

rules of law and equity do not admit, neither the courts of law

nor the courts of equity can allow its operation. The first thing,

therefore, to be ascertained, is, what the object of the testator is ;

the next, whether it is such as the rules of law and equity admit.

To determine the last point, as soon as it is settled what the testa

tor's intention is, let him be supposed to have expressed it, not in the

words actually made use of by him, but in the most accurate and

scientific language. If, when so expressed, its operation will be al

lowed, both at law and in equity, it must be admitted on all hands

that it should have its operation and effect, notwithstanding any

inaccuracy or impropriety used by the testator in his method of ex

pressing it. But if, when expressed in artificial and scientific lan

guage, the law will not give it effect, it must equally be admitted,

that it is no longer in the power of the courts to give it an opera

tion ; the fault of the testator's will being, not that he has expressed

his intention inaccurately, but that the object of his intention is

unlawful. To apply this reasoning to the case of Perrin v. Blake,

what was the testator's intention ? Supposing the heirs in that

cale to take by purchase, there are, it is conceived, but three con

structions to be put upon such a devise. The/r/? is, to suppose,

that the devise to the heirs of the body of the ancestor, to whom

the life estate is limited, gives estates to his sons successively in tail,

with remainders over in tail to his daughters as tenants in common.

Devises of this nature are, unquestionably, conformable to law.

They are the modifications of property most frequently introduced

in the settlements of real estates. It follows, that if the words of

the testator are construed in this fense, they are unobjectionable in

point of law. But the courts of law have not thought themselves

warranted to construe them in this fense ; this construction, there

fore, must be laid aside. Thesecond cunstruSion is, to suppose, that

the testator's intention is to give the ancestor an estate of freehold,

and to vest the inheritance in the person who, at the time of the

ancestor's decease, should be the heir of his body, and to make that

person the stock of the inheritance. It must be admitted, that this

is perfectly lawful ; and there is no doubt but a disposition of this

nature, if framed in proper language, would be good, not only in

a wiil, but in a deed. The question then will be, Whether that

was the intention of the testator ? It is obvious, that by the words

heirs of the body, the testator means to comprehend all the heirs

of the body of the devisee ; but if the construction here contended

for be admitted, only a particular series or line of such heirs will

be admitted. None will be admitted but the person who happens

at the time of the ancestor's decease to be the heir of his body,

and
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and the heirs of the body of that person ; all the other heirs of the

•body of the ancestor will be utterly excluded. Thus, supposing

him to have several sons, the eldest son would, at the time of the

testator's decease, answer to the description ot heir of his body ; lie,

therefore, would take an estate by purchase, he would be the stock

of the inheritance, and from him the lands would descend upon all

his issue. But the devise would reach no farther; it would not

comprehend the other sons of the ancestor, or their issue. Thus,

if this construction should be received, the intention of the testator

will be, to a great decree, absolutely defeated. If there are no

ulterior limitations or devises after the devise to the heirs of the

body of the tenant for life, the reversion in fee will descend on the

eldest son; and he may, consequently, dispose of it from his bro

thers and their issue. If there are any such ulterior limitations or

devises, the persons claiming under them would take before, and

to the total disinherison of the other brothers and their issue. Of

the seeond construction, therefore, must be repeated what was said

of the first, that it is unobjectionable in point of law, but that it is

not conformable to the intention of the testator. The third con.

Jiruflion is, to suppose, that the inheritance will first vest in the per.

son answering, at the time of the decease of the ancestor, to the

description of heir of his body ; and that, on failure of issue of that

person, it will vest in him who answers that description at the time

of such failure of issue, and so on, while there are any such heirs

remaining. This construction is conformable in some respects to

the cafe of John de Mandeville, mentioned by sir Edward Coke,

ante z6. b. and see note in p. 488. of Mr. Douglas's Reports.

The question then is, Whether there is any thing unlawful in this

intention i To ascertain this, let it be tried by the test above

mentioned, that is, let us suppose it expressed in the most accurate

and technical language. This will give the first son or his issue,

at the time of the ancestor's decease, an estate tail ; and upon,

failure of that line of issue, the lands will vest for an estate tail in

the person who, at the time of the failure of the issue of the first

taking heir, will answer the description of heir of the body of the

tenant for life, and so on till all the heirs of his body, and all their

issue, are exhausted.—It is obvious, that a limitation of this nature

differs materially from the limitations adopted in the first construc

tion, viz. to the sons successively in tail male, with remainder ta

the daughters ; for in that case the estate vests immediately in the

first taker, and the other sons, and all the daughters, take vested

remainders in tail. But according to the construction we are now

speaking of, all after the first taker must be considered as taking

ferformam doni ; supposing even that they take by purchase, all the

estates after that of the first taker must be contingent. In fact, ic

is not very easy to ascertain how they would take. But certainly

none of the other children, or their heirs, if this construction

should be received, would take vested estates during the life of the

first taker, or the continuance of issue of his body : for, till the

events in question happened, it must be uncertain who, at the par

ticular times in question, would answer to the description of heir of

the body of the tenant for life; whereas, according to the first con

struction, all the children would answer the description under which

they are designed, immediately upon their respective births. Such.

is the effect of this third construction.—Is there any thing in the

devise, construing it in this manner, supposing it to be properly and

( G g 4 } accurately
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accurately framed, that combats with any known rule of law ? It

is certain that such a limitation would be good, if the life estate,

instead of being limited to the ancestor of the persons to whom the

inheritance is afterwards limited, were limited to a stranger; as in

the common cafe of a devise to A. for life, remainder to the right

heirs, or the heirs of the body of /. S.—Why should its being a

devise to the ancestor make a difference r It may even be con

tended, that a limitation and devise of this nature have been allow

ed in equity. In the cafe of Tipping v. Cosin, Carth. 272. there

was a limitation; and in lady Jones v. lady Say and Sele, 8. Vin.

262. there was a devise of a trust estate to the ancestor for life,

with a legal remainder after his decease to the heirs of his body.

In both cafes it was admitted, that on account of the different

qualities of their estates, the freehold being equitable, and the in

heritance legal, they did not coalesce so as to be within the rule in

Shelley's cafe ; but it was allowed to be a goed remainder in tail,

in the heirs of the body of the ancestor; ana in the former of these

cafes the vrrdict was for the person claiming the remainder. It

may be answered (and certainly with a great appearance of reason)

that on account of the different nature and quality of the estates,

the mischiefs intended to be obviated by the rule in Shelley's cafe

could not follow from admitting the heirs to take in these cases by

purchase. Considering it with respect to the feudal principles,

which arc supposed to have given occasion to the rule, the lord

would not have lost the fruits of his tenure, nor would the fee have

been put into abeyance. This case, therefore, proves nothing in

favour of the legality of the estates to be raised by the construction

here contended for. This point is exhausted by Mr. Hargrave's

treatise upon it. If the reader is convinced by it that the estates

to be raised by this third construction arc not such as the law ad

mits, it follows, that supposing the devise in question to operate so

as to give the heirs an estate by purchase, it must be construed in

one of the three modes above mentioned. Now the two first of

these modes arc not reconcileable with what is acknowledged to be

the general scope and object of the testator's intention ; and the

third is not reconcileable with the laws of the land. The conse

quence is, that the devise must be left to its legal operation, and

the heir must take by descent. But if the reader should be of opi

nion that the estates which, if the third construction is admitted.

will be created by the testator's will, are such as the law allows,

Jti.ll there will remain a formidable objection to the admission of

that construction. It will appear, that by a series of adjudications,

from the 18. Ed. II. to the case of Coulson v. Coulfon, 17. Geo. II.

inclusively, devises of the nature in question have been construed

to vest the inheritance in the ancestor. Admitting therefore that

the reason or foundation of the construction in question is not now

discoverable, there still is great reason to contend that it is binding

on the courts. This is by no means peculiar to the rule in Shel

ley's case. There are many other rules of construction received

by the courts, which are arbitrary, and some of them not recon

cileable to plain reason. Still, being adopted as rules of construc

tion, the courts (sometimes even with an avowed reluctance) con

sider themselves to be bound to submit to them. It remains to ob

serve, that the observations here offered to the reader, are intended

to apply only to the devises of legal estates, and to those devises

only in which the argument to except them from the rule in Shel.

ley's
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ley's cafe depends at the most on the two following circumstances :

jst, that it evidently appears to be the testator's intention to give

the ancestor an estate for his life only ; and zdly, that it also evi

dently appears to be his intention that the heirs of his body stiould

take by purchase. If the testator's intention appears to be to

give the ancestor an estate for life only, and to give an estate by

purchase to the heirs of his body ; and if, besides this, his intention

is, that by the devise to the heirs the inheritance ihould vest in that

individual heir who, at the time of the decease of the tenant for

life, shall be the heir of his body, and the heirs -of the body of that

person, and that the devise stiould reach no farther ; or his inten

tion is, that the inheritance ihould descend upon the sons of the ter

rant /or life successively in tail, with or without remainders to the

daughters ; and this ulterior intention appears from any other pan

of the will, either by plain declaration, or clear implication; then,

as there is nothing unlawful in this disposition of his property,

there is no rule of law or equity that stands in the way ofsuch con

struction.—But this ulterior construction is not to be implied from

the mere circumstances of an estate for life only being given to the

ancestor, and its appearing either by express words or implication,

that it was his intention to give an estate by purchase to the heirs.

—It may be said this brings the matter to as much uncertainty as

attended it before : but surely that is not the case. Numberless

as the cases respecting the point in question are, there are sew in

deed in which this ulterior explanation of the words, heirs of the

body, occurs. See those cited by Mr. Justice Blackstone in Mr.

Hargrave's Tracts, 505, 506.—Since the publication of this note,

the rule in Shelley's case has again been elaborately discussed by

Mr. Fearne in the valuable additions inserted in his fourth edition

of his Essay. The learning respecting it, particularly with a view

to its application to decided cases, and to those which occur, or

are likely to occur on it, in practice, has been ably collected and

arranged by Mr. Preston, in his Succintl View of the Rule in

Shelley's Cast.

\v7q% b. 1 (0 I" 'ome °f tne former notes, there has been found occasion to [Note 330.!

•*"* *J anticipate many of the observations which otherwise would have *

occurred upon this and the three preceding Sections. See ante

203. b. n. 1. 216. a. n. 2. 223. b. n. 1. and particularly 327.3.

n. 2.—Jt may however be further observed, that this is one of the

many attempts which have been made at different times to prevent

the exercise of that right of alienation which is inseparable from

the estate of a tenant in tail. The chief of them are stated in a

very pointed manner by Mr. Knowler, 1. Burr. 84. He observes,

that the power to suffer a common recovery is a privilege in

separably incident to an estate tail : it is a poteftas alitnandi, which

is not restrained by the statute de donis, and has been so considered

ever since Taltarum's case [12. E. 4. 14. b. p. 16.] And this

power to suffer a common recovery cannot be restrained by condi

tion, limitation, custom, recognizance, statute, or covenant. That

it cannot be restrained by condition, appears, by Co. Litt. 223. b.

224. a. and Sonday's case, 9. Rep. 128.—That it cannot be re

strained by limitation, appears by Cro. Jac. 696. Foy v. Hinde,

and by Sonday's case, and other books.—That it cannot be re

strained by custom, appears by the case of Taylor and Shaw, in

Carter 6. and 22.—That it cannot be restrained by recognizance,

or
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t,r by statute, appears by Pool's cafe, cited in MoOre 810.—That

it cannot be restrained by covenant, appears by the cafe os Collins

• t. Plommer, 1. Peere Wms. 104.—That an attempt to (offer a

common recovery cannot be retrained, appears by Corbet's cafe,

in the 1. Rep. 83. Mildmay's cafe, in the 6. Rep. 40. and the case

of Pierce v. Wife, in 1. Ventr. 321. And that a conclusion to

suffer a recovery cannot be restrained, appears by Mary Portmg-

lon's cafe, in the 10. Rep. 55.—One of the last attempts to establish

a perpetuity was made in the will of John duke of Marlborough,

where a power was given to trustees, on the birth of the sons

of the several persons therein mentioned, to revoke the uses

limited to those sons in tail male; and in lieu thereof, to limit the

estates to the use of seen sons for their lives, with immediate re

mainders to the respective sons of such sons severally and succes

sively in tail male. Lord Northington, in 1759, declared this

tlausc, as it tended to a perpetuity, and was repugnant to the estate

limited, was void and of no effect. There was an appeal from this

decree to the lords. And after hearing counsel upon it, the judges

were ordered to attend, and their opinion was asked, " Whether by

•* the .rules of law an estate tail limited to the use of persons

«* unborn by any deed or will, can, by virtue of any power given

♦* by such deed or will to trustees, be revoked upon the births of

•* such persons, and a new estate limited to such persons for their

" lives respectively, with remainder to their issue successively in tail

«' male ?" The lord chief-justice of the common pleas delivered

the unanimous opinion of the judges in the negative. The utmost

stretch towards a perpetuity which the courts have hitherto allowed,

is through the medium of an exercise of a power of appointment

limited in a deed or will. If the objects of the power be not re

strained to any particular description ofpersons, but designed gene

rally to be such persons a% the party to whom the power is given

ihall appoint, there is no question but he may appoint life estates,

with remainders over, in the fame manner as he might do by a sub

stantive original conveyance, notwithstanding the persons to whom

the life estates are appointed were not in existence at the time of the

execution of the conveyance in which the power is contained. But it

seems tobeotherwise,if the objects of the power are restrained to any

particular description of persons, as to the children of the appointor.

See Alexander v. Alexander, 2. Vez. 640. and Robinson v. Hard-

castle, in Mr. Brown's Rep. of Cases determined in Chancery

during the 26th year of his present majesty's Reign, p. 22.-—In

note 2, to page 216, it was contended, that the estates created by

the exercise of powers of appointment preceded from the time of

their coming into existence,- all the uses limited to take effect in

default of appointment, and all the rights and incidents annexed to

them ; and consequently, that in the cases where estates are limited

to such uses as a person shall appoint, and for want of appointment,

to the use of his right heirs, the appointment will be good against

the wife's right of dower; but in the fame note it is observed, that

there are reasons why such appointments should not always be

depended upon. The modes generally used to prevent the wife's

dower seem open to objection. Sometimes the estate is limited to

a purchaser and a trustee and their heirs, but as to the estate of the

trustee and his heirs in trust for the purchaser and his heirs. This

exposes the purchaser to the chance of the trustee's dying in his

Use j in which case the right of dower will attach upon tha estate.

4 Sometimes
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Sometimes the estate is limited to the purchasor and a trustee, and tho

heirs of the trustee, but in trust for the purchasor. Sometimes it is

limited immediately to the trustee and his heirs, in trust for the pur

chasor and his heirs ; but each of these modes is objectionable, as

they keep the legal fee from the purchasor, and expose him to all

the inconvenience of its escheating to the crown for want of heirs

of the trustee, or of its becoming vested in infants, married women,

or persons residing at a distance, not easily discoverable, or not

willing to join in the conveyances required to be made of it.

Sometimes even it may be considered to pass in the general devise

of the trustee's will, and, by that means become settled at law to

uses in strict settlement, and therefore not to be regained but by a

fine or common recovery, and till the existence of a tenant in tail

not to be regained without the aid of parliament. It cannot

therefore be desirable that the legal fee Ihould be outstanding in a,

trustee. To prevent this, the estates may be first limited to such

uses as the purchasor shall by deed or will appoint, and for want of

appointment, to the use of a trustee, his heirs and assigns, during

the life of the purchasor, in trust for him, and subject thereto to the

use of the purchasor, his heirs and assigns. If this method be

adopted, no doubt will remain of the wile's right of dower being

effectually prevented ; the purchasor during his life will have the

absolute command of the legal fee, and at his death it will descend

upon his heir.—Another mode is suggested by Mr. Fearne in his

Essay on Contingent Remainders, 4th edition, sol. 509. note,

'* The lands," fays he, " may be limited to the appointees of the

" purchasor in the fullest manner; and on default of appointment,

*' to the use of him and his assigns during his life; and from and

" after the determination of that estate, by any means, in his life-

** time, to the use of some person and his heirs, during the natural

*• life of the purchasor, in trust for him and his assigns ; and from

" and after the determination of the estate so limited in use to the

** said trustee and his heirs, to the use of the purchasor, his heirs

*' and assigns, for ever."

(1) Since our author wrote, the law seems to be otherwise un- [Note 331.]

derstood ; for 'tis now the common practice for infants, having ob

tained a privy seal for that purpose, to suffer common recoveries ;

and the law seems to have been so settled ever since Blunt's case,

which is reported in Hobart's Reports, page 1 96 ; which recovery

was afterwards held good on a writ of error brought, and infancy

assigned for error; as may be seen in W. Jones 318. Cro. Car.

357, where the case is reported under the names of the earl of

Newport v. sir Henry Mildmay. See Salk. 567. Note to the 1 ub

edition.

(1) What is said by sir Edward Coke in this place, and the de- [Note 332.]

termination of the judges in Nokes' case, 4. Rep. 80, and lord chief

justice Vaughan's argument in Hayes v. Bickerstaff, in his Reports,

page 1 26, should remove the scruples too often entertained on the

part of trustees, respecting the propriety of their conveying by the

word grant. From the passages here referred to, it most clearly ap

pears, that the word grant, when used in the conveyance of an estate

of inheritance, does not imply a warranty ; and that if it did, the

insertion of any express covenant on the part of the grantor, v/ould

qualify and restrain its force and operation within the import and

effect;
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[Note 332.] effect of that covenant, as the law, when it appears by express words [084..

how far the parties designed the warranty should extend, will not '"' *"

carry it farther by construction. There is therefore no reasonable

ground for trustees objecting to convey by the word grant; but

serious objections may be raised in some cases to purchasers taking

a conveyance from them without it. These are stated in the fol

lowing passage from Bridgman's Complete Conveyancer, vol. 1.

323.—" Sir Jeffrey Palmer's resolution concerning the words give

" and grant in a conveyance. " Sir, I conceive that care ought to

" be taken in a conveyance, of what nature soever it be, that there

•♦ be not therein give and grant ; for they imply a general •warranty,

" and shall not be qualified by the special warranty following ; as

•* hath of late been thrice adjudged. H. I."—Sir Jeffrey Palmer's

answer. " Give implies a personal •warranty, and so is not always

" used. The word grant, in a lease for years, is a covenant in law ;

*' or (as you may call it) a. general •warranty, if it be not qualified

•* by a covenant or w/irranly in fait : buc if there be a covenant or

" warranty infait, then it is restrained to the words of the covenant

" subsequent. But in an estate of inheritance where theset passeth,

«* there the word grant is neither a covenant in law, nor warranty.

" For if it should be a covenant in law, or warranty in itself, it would

*' be there restrained and qualified by the warranty and covenants in

** fait. And a deed to pass an inheritance where common is cannot be

*• without it ; for if it be common in gross, it cannot pass by the

'* livery, but must pass by the word grant. And I never yet saw a

" feojment without it. Jeffrey Palmer." This dictum of Sir

Jeffrey Palmer has been sometimes cited to prove that it is not safe •

for purchasers to take a conveyance by lease and release, or bargain

and sale enrolled, if the conveyance be from the trustees, and they

do not convey by the word grant. It is said that commons, or ad-

vowsons, or other things which be in grant, will not, if they are

fevered from the inheritance, pass without the word grant. But

this is a mistake, and by no means warranted by Sir Jeffrey

Palmer's dictum, which evidently applies only to conveyances by

feoffment ; in which case commons in gross, &c. lying in grant

would not pass by the livery, and therefore without the word grant,

or some other word of a similar operation, would not pass by the

tharter of feoffment. But in the case of a lease and release, there

is no doubt but any thing which lies in grant, will vest in the

vendee, by the lease for a year, and that a release, without the

word grant, would operate by way of enlargement to give the re-

leasee the fee. So in the case of a bargain and sale enrolled, any

thing which lies in grant will vest in the bargainee by the statute of

uses without the word grant. Upon the whole therefore there is no

such peculiar operation in this famous monosyllable, as to make it

cither dangerous for a trustee to convey by it, or essential for a

purchaser to require it. How a covenant shall be expounded with

regard to the context, or to synonimous or other words, fee Com.

Dig. Cov. (D.) Vin. Abr. Covenant (L. 4.)

To explain more fully, what is said above, it may be proper to

state at length, the operation of the word " grant " or " give,"

in conveyances of estates in fee simple, in gifts in tail, in leases

for life, and in leases for years.— 1st. As to the operation of the word

♦' grant " or "give," in conveyances of estates in fee Jimple, it is

to be observed, that, till the practice of subinfeudation was esta-

blislied by the statute guia emstores terrarum, lands mignt be granted,

cither'
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either to be held of the grantor himself, or to be held of the chief

lord of the fee. When they were granted to be held of the grantor

himself, at lealt if the grant were made by the word " dedi," there,

without any other warranty, the feoffor and his heirs were bound to

warranty. This is enacted by the statute de bigamis, ch. 6. and we

have lord Coke's authority that this statute was only declaratory of

the common law, in this respect. The reason for implying warranty,

in this cafe, is by his lordship said to be, that, " where dedi is ac -

" companied with a perdurable tenure of the feoffor and his heirs,

" there dedi importeth a perdurable warranty for the feoffor and his

** heirs to the feoffee and his heirs." 2. Inst. 275. The warranty

in this instance was therefore a consequence of tenure, (ant. tot.b.)

and so necessary a consequence of it, that, where an express and

qualified warranty was introduced, it did not restrain or circum

scribe the express warranty. Where lands were granted to be held

Of the chief lord of the fee, there the tenancy was of the chief lord,

and no tenure subsisted between the grantor and the grantee. War

ranty, therefore, being a consequence of tenure, did not hold in these

cases between the grantor and grantee, as there was no tenure be

tween them to raise it. Still, the grantor was supposed to be bound

by his own gift. The word " give," therefore, imported, in this cafe,

a warranty to him. But this was personal to the grantor ; it did not

apply to the heir, and it could not affect him without working that

involuntary alienation, which, in a case of that nature, the jurispru

dence of those times did not readily admit. The statute " qui*.

" emptores 1errarum,''1 put an end to the subinfeudation of fee simple

estates, and of course put an end to the warrancy we have been speak

ing of, as incident to grants of lands in fee simple, to be held of

the grantor and his heirs. The consequence was, that, after the sta

tute quia tmptorts terrarum, there was no cafe, except that of homage

auncestrel, in which warranty, unless it arose from the express

contract of the parties, bound more than the donor, or bound him

longer than the term of his life. 2dly, But nuitb rrspect to estates

tail and leases for life, the judges took this important distinction,

that, where a person seized in fee granted for life or in tail, re

serving the reversion in himself, the grantees of the particular

estates held of the reversioner, and he of the chief lord : where a

person granted for life or in tail, with the remainder over in fee

simple, both the tenants of the particular estates, and the remainder

men, held of the chief lord. In the former cafe, therefore, the

tenure between the donor and the donees still subsisting, the law re

mained as it did before the statute, that is, when those estates

were created by the word " dedi," both the donor and his heir*,

were, in consequence of the tenure, obliged to warranty. Thus it

stood in respect of grants in fee simple, in tail, or for life; and in alt

these cafes the warranty must be understood in its strict legal import,

as implying an obligation in the lord to acquit his tenant against

the superior lord, where there was a seignory paramount, and to

give the tenant a recompence in case of eviction, idly, Bat in

leasts fer years, (to which the subject now leads), the cafe is very

different. A lease for years, (See Bacon's Abr. tit. Leases and

Terms for Years), is a contract between the lessor and the lessee for

the possession and profits of land on the one side, and a recompence,

sent, or other income on the other. As the lessor contracts, that,

the lessee shall hold the land, he cannot claim it in opposition to his

covenant.—Thus he parts with the land during the term ; but

his
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[Note 332.} his supposed parting with the land, and the interest of the leflbr in it, [ ■784. 2. j

during the term parted with, was rather a consequence of law ac

cruing from the contract, than the contract for the enjoyment, a

consequence of law, accruing from the parting with the land.

The tenant, therefore, had only the perception of the profits, and

was considered to hold the possession for the reversioner. The con

sequence was, that whoever recovered the freehold, reduced the

term whether the recovery were true or feigned. As the posses-

. lion was not considered to be in the lessee, there was originally no

means by which he could recover it. His only remedy was in

consequence of the contract, which constituted the lease. By virtue

of that, the words " yielding and paying," &c. were construed a

covenant in favour of the lord, which enabled him to recover his rent

by an action of covenant or an action of debt, and the words,

" grant, demise, &c." were construed a covenant in favour of the

tenant,, which enabled him to recover damages as a recompence for

the possession lost. In this fense they are said to imply a warranty.

From the warranty of freehold estates it differs in its nature, as

that arises from tenure, this from contract ; and in its operation, as

that, being a consequence of tenure, is not modeled by express

warranties, this, arising from the contract of the parties, is consi

dered to be modified and regulated by any express covenants in

setted in the lease. See Spencer's case, 5. Rep. 17. 1. Lev. 57.

1. Mod. 113. and Clarke v. Samson, 1. Vez. 101. Lord Coke,"'

ant. io 1. b. 309. a. expressly fays, that, warranty cannot be an

nexed to chattels real or personal; for, says his lordship, isa man

warrants them, the party shall have covenant or action upon the

cafe. Thus, therefore, the law stands since the statute quia emptcres.

In all cafes of homage auncestrel, if any such now exist, (which is

at least doubtful), the doctrine of warranty remains as it did before

the statute, that is,—if the grant was made by the word " dedi," it

imports a warranty. In other cafes it may be expressed as the

parties think proper : if it be not expressed, then, in conveyances

in fee simple, it is not implied by the word " grant " or any other

word, except the word " give ;" and then it holds only during the

life of the grantor: in gifts in tail, and in leases for life, by the word

" g've," where the reversion is left in the donor, die tenure between

him and the donee or lessee still continues. Of that tenure it is a

necessary consequence of law, and is not considered to be re

strained by any express covenants. In leases for years rendering

rent, warranty, considering it to import a covenant for the quiet

enjoyment of the term, is of the essence itself of the lease; but the

lease being originally founded on contract, any of its terms may

be varied by the parties themselves at their pleasure, and is in

fact considered as vari"ed pri tanto by the insertion of any express

covenant. But the effect of an express covenant in restraining the

effect of an implied general covenant is not to be confounded with

the effect of a particular covenant in restraining the effect of an ex

press general covenant, as the latter is not restrained by a subse

quent covenant, unless it can be considered as part of the general

covenant. See Nokes's cafe, 4. Rep. 80. and 1 Saund, 60.—It

may happen, that, a person having a term osyears only, conveys the

lands as an ejlatt insecsimple to another and his heirs, by the word

•' grant." But this cannot amount to a warranty of the lands, for

the term. The operation of the word " grant " in implying a war

ranty i:i the creation or alignment of a term, arises from implica

tion
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tion only> that is, from the law's presuming, by the party's using

the word " grant," that he intended to warrant the lands as a

tern. But his expressly treating the land in the deed as a fee

simple estate, and expressly conveying it as such, necessarily rebutcj

every implication os its being his intention or undertaking to con

vey it as a term of years. In what has been said above, the

grantor is considered as the real owner of the land, receiving the

purchase money, or other consideration of the estate or interest

parted with, in this cafe, independently of all construction of

particular words, there is great reason to consider him bound to

warranty the property he parts with, as he receives the benefit of

it. In the cafe of a trustee, this ground of raising or implying

an, obligation of warranty necessarily fails. Upon the whole, to

apply what has been said to the point mentioned at the beginning

of the note, it appears clear, that whenever there is a deed, on

the face of which the trustee is party, and conveys, merely

as trustee, there is no substantial objection to his conveying by

the word " grant." If the lands are freehold, it is clear that

no warranty or covenant is imported by it; if it happens that

they are held for a term of years only, all implication of an inten

tion or undertaking to convey them for the term, is necessarily

rebuttal by their being treated in the deed, and conveyed by the

party, as a fee simple estate ; and if any such warranty or cove

nant would otherwise be implied, it would be restrained, by his

covenant, that, he himself has done no act to encumber, to a war

ranty or covenant against his own acts. To obviate, however, every

doubt which may be entertained on this ground, it is usual to make

the trustee convey " according to his estate, right, or interest, but

" not further or otherwise,"—or to express that he grants, <fcc. " not

" as warranting the title, but in order to pass or convey the lands."

Whenever the former words are inserted, care should be taken to

make them resemble to the trustee only, and not to the owner of

the fee ; who, in express contradiction from the guarded mode of

conveyance applied to the trustee, should be made to "grant," &c

" fully and absolutely."

It remains to enquire, what remedy a person purchasing under a

defective title, has, exclusively of the purchaser's warranty or co

venants, or where the title is subject to a detect, which the warranty

or covenants do not reach. In every cafe where the seller con

ceals from the purchaser the instrument or the fact which occasions

the defect, or conceals from him an incumbrance to which the

estate is subject, it is a fraud, and the purchaser has the remedy of

an action on the cafe, in the nature of an action of deceit. But

a judgment obtained after the death, of th« seller, in an action of this

nature, can only charge his property as a simple contract debt,

and will not, therefore, except under very particular circumstances,

charge his real assets. A bill in chancery, in most cafes, will be

found a better remedy. It will lead to a better discovery of the

concealment, and the circumstances attending it, and may in some

cafes enable the court to create a trust in favour of the injured

purchaser. But where the instrument or the fact, which occasions

the defect of the title, or the instrument creating the incumbrance,

i» produced, the purchaser has fair notice given him of it, and if

the covenants do not extend to it, he appears to be without re

medy, unless he can avail himself of the covenants of the earlier

vendors, many of which are inherent to the lands, aud to some of

which,
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which, as the covenant for quiet enjoyment, there is no objection,

on account of their antiquity, where the breach is recent. It

sometimes happens, that, a purchaser consents to take a de

fective title, relying for his security on the purchaser's covenants.

Where this is the cafe, this should be particularly mentioned to be

the agreement of the parties ; as it has been argued, that, as the

defect in question was known, it must be understood to have been

the agreement of the purchaser to take the title, subject to it, and

that the covenants for the title should not extend to warrant it

against this particular defect.

sNote im-l CO Tenant by the curtesy cannot vouch, because he shall not [384. b.

recover in value, 10. H. 7. 10. b. but he may pray in aid of him

in the reversion. Hob. Rep. 21.

[Note 334. ] (2) The other may vouch for his moiety, as is observed in the ["08 C. b.

preceding page : but if they make partition, both have lost it.

Hob. 25.

[Note 335.1 (3) A man enfeoffeth three by deed, and warranteth the land to

them, it cuilibtt eorum, this is a joint warranty, because the estate

or interest was joint ; but if the estates were several, the warranty

would be several. 5. Rep. 19.

[Note 336.] (4) Upon a similar principle it was held, that a person could not

devise land in frankmarriage, because the donee could not hold of

the donor. Ant. 21. b.

[Note 337.] (1) It is a general rule, that the heir cannot take any thing by [3 * *"J

descent when the ancestor is secluded from taking. Ant. 99. b

If a father and his heir apparent join in a warranty, the heir is

doubly bound, by his own warranty, and as heir to his father.

Moore 20.

[Note 338.] (1 ) This seems to be contradicted in Moore 20, where it is said, [386. b.]

that if two are vouched, and one of them makes default, the grand

cape ad valentiam shall issue against him who made the default;

and if one of them dies, the heir and the survivor of them may be

vouched, or the survivor of them only, at the election of him who

hath the warranty.

[Note 339.] (0 From this it appears, that the warranty ceases on the ex- [3"7'a'->

piration of the estate to which it is annexed. In Smith v. Tyndal,

Salk. 68;, 686. it was resolved, that no warranty extinguishes a

right, but only binds or bars it so long as the warranty conti

nues in force; for if the warranty be released, the ancient right

revives.

[Note 340.] (2) Though the warranty be temporary, yet the thing warranted

and to be recovered is perpetual ; for it is a warranty of a fee,

though not a warranty in fee. Hob. 126.

[Note 341.] (1) In the former cases put by Littleton, the warranty deter- [388. b.J

mined, upon the natural expiration of the estate to which it was

annexed : here it determines by the estate being defeated. But if

•n estate be bound by a warranty, and afterwards the estate to

.

which
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which the warranty is annexed be defeated as to a particular estate

cnly, the warranty shall not be defeated. As if tenant for life,

remainder to A. be disseised, and an ancestor os A. releases to the

tlisseisor with warranty a\id dies, and afterward* tenant for life en

ters or recovers, yet the remainder will be bound by the warranty,

See 2. Rol. Abr. 740. 1. 40. 741. 1. 5. And fee Com. Dig. vol.

3- 434» 43S-

?0. a. "J (') The feoffee with warranty cannot take any advantage of [Note 54.2.!

the warranty, unless he be tenant of the land. 26. H. 8. 3. b.

(2) Isa man makes a feoffment with warranty, non feossment is [Note 343-1

a good plea; for if the feoffment be avoided, the warranty also is

avoided, for that depends upon the feoffment. But if the man

makes a lease for years, and covenants that he will warrant and

defend the land to the lessee ; if the lessee be ousted, whether it be

by one that hath or that hath not title, he shall have a writ of co

venant. Brownlow Rep. pare 2. sol. 165.

00 bl (') But cltarly,if the warranty were never executed, at in the case [Note 344.]

9ffine fur render iaith 'warranty and assets, there shall be a remitter.

Lord Hale's MSS.

(2) In Lambarde's Justice of Peace, ch. 10. it is said, that isa [Note 345.]

man be attainted of murder Or felony, it is needless to arraign him

of new of any other felony, because it is needless to condemn him

who already is attainted, except in special cases, either for the ad

vantage of the king, or the commodity of the subject. The au

thor then proceeds to state several examples of both the exceptions.

In 4. Rep. sol. 57. sir Edward Coke observes, that though a man

be killed in rebellion, he shall not forfeit his lands nor goods ; hue

if the chief-justice (soveraign coroner of England) upon the view

of the body, make record thereof, and return it into the king's

bench, he (hall forfeit lands and goods, as Fincux, chief-justice, did

temp. H. 7.

01. 3.1 The ontence of præmvntre, is called from the words of the [ ^0te 346.]

writ preparatory to its prosecution. It is described, by Mr. jus

tice Blackstone, book 4. c. 8. to be, " introducing a foreign power

" into the land, and creating imperium in imperio, by paying that

" obedience to papal process, which constitutionally belonged to the

" king alone." To explain fully this offence, and the laws of re

cusancy mentioned in this place, by lord Coke, it is necessiry, I. to

Hate the laws, which were p.ist before the Reiormation, to restrain-

what, in the law of England, was termed, papal provision, or

the pope's presenting to English benefices,—and papal process, jor

the pope's interfering in the process of the ecclesiastical courts of

England. This will lead, II. to a statement of the laws, which,

since the division ot the churches at the Reformation, have been past

against those, who, from their remaining in communion with the see

of Rotne, have received, in the laws of England, the appellation of

papists, and persons professing the popish religion. Us. After this,

will be shewn the effect and operation of the laws, which have been

past, in the present reign, to relieve persons of thit description. IV.

Some general observations will then be offered, to point out the

particular laws, to which his majesty's English subjects in commu-

( H h ) ' men
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[Note 346.] nion with the sce of R°me are (rill exposed, but which do not, in r,QI

any respect, affect English protestant dissenters; and some re- L-W

marks on the operation of the toleration ad, and the act for quiet

ing corporations, so far as they affect Roman catholics,—on the

right or obligation of Roman catholics to serve in the militia, and

to serve on juries, and on their right to be admitted to factories,

and to hold offices exerciseable abroad.

I. With respect to patal provisions and papal process :

—The 31..Edw. i.is said to be the foundation of all the subsequent

statutes of præmunire. It recites, that, the abbots, priors, and gover

nors, had, at their own pleasure, set diverse impositions upon the mo

nasteries and houses in their subjection ; to.remedy which, it was en

acted, that, in suture, religious persons should fend nothing to their

superiors, beyond the sea ; and that, no impositions whatsoever should,

be taxed by priors aliens. By the 25. Edw. 3. stat. 6. 27. Edw. 3.

flat. 1. c. 4. and stat. 2. c. 1, 2, 3, 4. it was enacted, that, the

court of Rome should present or collate to no bishoprick or living in

England : and that, ifany one disturbed any patron, in the presenta

tion to a living, by virtue of papal provision, such provisor should

pay fine and ransom to the king, at his will, and be imprisoned,

till he renounced such provision. The same punishment was in

flicted on such, as mould cite the king or any of his subjects, to an

swer in the court of Rome. By the 3. Richard 2. ch. 9. and

7. Richard 2. ch. 1 2. it was enacted, that, no alien should be ca

pable of letting his benefice to farm ; and that, no alien should be

capable of being presented to any ecclesiastical preferment, under

the penalty of the statute of provisors. By the stat. 12. Richard 2.

c. ij. all liegemen of the king, accepting of a living, by any

foreign provision, were put out of the king's protection, and the

benefice made void. To which, the 13. Richard 2. stat. 2. c. 2.

adds banishment and forfeiture of lands and goods 5 and by a 3.

of the fame statute, it was enacted, that, any person bringing over any

citation or excommunication, from beyond sea, on account of the exe

cution of the foregoing statutes of provisors, should be imprisoned, for

feit his goods and lands, and moreover suffer pain of life and member.

In the writ for the execution of these statutes, the words præmunire

facias, being used, to command acitation from the party, have deno

minated, in common speech, not only the writ, but the offence itself

of maintaining the papal power, by the name of præmunire. The

16. Richard 2. c. 5. which is the statute generally referred to by

all subsequent statutes, is usually called the statute of præmunire.

It enacts, that, whoever procures at Rome, or elsewhere, any

translations, processes, excommunications, bulls, instruments, or

other things, which touch the king, against him, his crown, and

realm, andall persons aiding and assisting therein, shall be put out

of the king's protection ; their lands and goods forfeited to the

king's use ; and they (hall be attached by their bodies, to answer

to the king and his council, or process of pramunirc facias (hall

be made out against them, as in other cafes of provisors. By thar

2. Henry 4. c. 3. all persons, who accept any provision from ih*

pope, to be exempt from canonical obedience to their proper ordi

nary, were also subjected to the penalties of præmunire. This U

said to be the last antient statute concerning this offence, till the

separation of the church of England from the church of Rome,

*i the reign of Henry 8. The penalties of præmunire have been

Snee applied to other offences, some of which, bear mote, some less,

S and
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and some no relation to this original offence. Its punishment is to

be gathered from the foregoing statutes, and is thus shortly sum

med up by sir Edward Coke, " That, from the conviction, thede'

" fendant (hall be out of the king's protection, and his lands and

" tenements, goods and chattels, forfeited to the king ; and that,

" his body (hall remain at the king's pleasure, or, as other autho-

■* rities have it, during his life." Such is the offence of præmu-

nire, and such its punishment by the law of England. Whenever

it is said, that, a person, by any act, incurs the penalties of a præ-

znunire, it is meant to express, that, he thereby incurs the penal

ties, which, by the different statutes we have mentioned, are in

flicted for the offences therein described. This account of the

offence of præmunire, and it's punishment, is taken, or rather co

pied, from sir William Blackstone's 4th Commentary, chap. 8.

II. WlTH RESPECT TO THE LAWS, WHICH, SINCE THE SEPARA*

TION OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND FROM THE CHURCH OF RoME,

JIT THE TIME OF THE REFORMATION, HAVE BEEN PAST AGAINST

THOSE, WHO REMAINED IN COMMUNION WITH THE SEE OF RoME,

—the laws against them may be reduced under five heads :—

II. 1st. The first, are those, -whichsubjeB them to penalties and punijk-

mentsfor exercising their religious ivor/hip ;—under which head, may be

ranked, the laws respecting their places of education, and the mi

nisters of their church. By these laws, if any English priest of the

church of Rome, born in the dominions of the crown of England,

came to England from beyond the seas, or tarried in England "

three days, without conforming to the church, he was guilty of

high treason ; and those incurred the guilt of high treason, who

were reconciled to the see of Rome, or procured others to be

reconciled to it. By these laws also, papists were totally dis

abled from giving their children any education in their own reli

gion : if they educated their children at home, for maintain

ing the school-master, if he did not repair to church, or was noc

allowed by the bishop of the diocese, they were liable to forfeit

£. 10. a month, and the school-malter was liable to forfeit forty

(hillings a day ; if they sent their children for education to any

school of their persuasion abroad, they were liable to forfeit £. ico.

and the children so sent were disabled from inheriting, purchasing

or enjoying any lands, profits, goods, debts, duties, legacies, or

sums of money.—Saying mass was punishable by a forfeiture of

zoo marks : bearing it, by a forfeiture of 100. See 1. Eliz. ch. 2.

23. Eliz. ch. 1. 27. Eliz. ch. 2. 29. Eliz. ch. 6. 35. Eliz. ch. 2.

2. Jac. i.eh. 4. 3. Jac. i.-ch. 4, 5. 7. Jac. 1. ch. 6. 3. Car. 1. ch. 2.

25. Car. 2. ch. 2. 7. & 8. W. 3. ch. 27. I. Geo. 1. ch. 13.—II.

zd. Under the second head were those laws, which punished the Eng

lish communicants with the church of Romesor not conforming to the

islabliJheJ church. These are generally called the statutes of recusancy.

It should be observed, that, absence from church, alone, and unac

companied by any other act, constitutes recusancy, in the true sense

of that word. Till the statute of the 35. Eliz. chap. 2. all noncon

formists were considered as recusants, and were all equally subject to

the penalties of recusancy : that statute was the first penal statute

made against popish recusants, by that name, and as distinguished

from other recusants. From that statute arose the distinction be

tween protestant and popish recusants ; the former were subject to

such statutes of recusancy, as preceded that of the 35 th of queen

Elizabeth, and to some statutes against recusancy, made subse-

( H h 2 ) quently
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[Note 346.] quently to that time ; but they were relieved from them all, by the si/jT,

act of toleration, in the isl year of king William's reign. From the '■J'

35th Eliz. c. z. arose also the distinction, between papists and

persons professing (he popisti religion, and popish recusants, and

pop. Hi recusants convict. Notwithstanding the frequent mention ia

the statutes., of papists and persons professing the popish religion,

neither the statutes themselves, nor the cafes adjudged upon them,

present a clear notion of the acts or circumstances that, in the eye

of the law, constituted a. papist, or a person profiling the popijb re

ligion. When a rerson of that description absented himself from

church, he filled the legal description of a popish recusant : When he

was convicted in a court of law of absenting himself from church,

he was termed in the law a popish recusant conoid : to this mull

be added the coi:flr;t3i<ve retusancy hereinafter mentioned to be;

incurred by a refusal to take the oath of supremacy.—With re

spect to the statutes against recusancy ; by these statutes, popish

recusants convict were punistuble by the censures of the church, ar.oV

by a fine of £. 20, for every month, during which, they absented

themselves from church ; they were disabled from holding offices or

employments ; from keeping arms in their houses ;. from maintain

ing actions or suits at law or in equity ; from being executors or

guardians; from presenting. to advowfons; from practising in tbo

law or physic; and from holding oirices, cVvil or military; they

were subject to the penalties attending excommunication, were nor

permitted to travel five miles from home, unlels by licence, upon

pain of forfeiting all their goods ; and might'not come to ccurt undc*

p.iin of jT. 100. A married woman, when'convicted of recusancy,

was liable to forfeit two thirds of her dower or jointure. Sh«

could not be executrix or administratrix to her husband, nor have

any part of his goods; and, during her marriage, she might he

kept in prison, unless her husband redeemed her at the rate ot*

£. 10. a month, or the third part of his lands; jropiflt recusants

convict were, within three months after conviction, either to submit

and renounce their religious opinions, or, if required by four justices,

to abjure the realm ; and if they did not depart, or if they returned

without licence, they were guilty of felony, and were to suffer

death as felons.— (bee the statutes referred to under the former

head.).—11. 3. As to the penalties or disabilities attending the refusal

es Raman catholics to take the oath of supremacy, the declaration

agr.insl tranjulsanitation, and the declaration against popery : It mtift

be premised, that, the Roman catholics make no objection to take

the ca.'b oj allegiance, 1. G. 2. C. 1 3. or the oath es afjtiratu/t,

6. Geo. 3. c. $$.~Witb respecl to the oath ossupremacy,—by th«

111 tlizabeth, ch. 1. the persons therein mentioned were made

Coir.pellable to take the oath of supremacy contained in that act:

by the 3d of king James the 1st, ch. 4. another oath was pre

scribed to be taken, commonly called the oath of allegiance and

obedience : these oaths were abrogated by the 1st of king William

ami queen Mary, fess. 1. ch. 8. and a new oath of allegiance;

ana a new oath ef supremacy were introduced, and required to-

. be taken in their stead: the statute made in the 2d session of the tst.

yearef king Georgethe ist,ch. 13. contains an oath of supremacy, in

tt-c same words, as the oath of supremacy, required to be taken by

the tst ot kn-.g William and qi ten Mary. By that oath, persons ate

wade to (wear, that " no foreign prince, person, prelate, stnte or

" potentate, hath, or ought to have, any jurisdiction, power, supre-

f . " macy.
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■" macy, pre-eminence or authority, ecclesiastical or spiritual, with-

" in the realm." It was required to be taken by the persons there n

named ; it might be tendered to any person, by any two justices of

the peace ; and persons refuse:* the oath so tendered were ad

judged to be popish recusants convict, and to forfeit and to be

proceeded again It, as such. This was the constructive recu

sancy referred 10 above. It was not the essence itself of recusancy,

which, as we have already observed, consisted merely in the party's

absenting himself from church: it was the offence of not taking

the oaths of supremacy, and the other oaths prescribed by the act of

J. Geo. 1., the resets I Gf which, was, by that statute, placed on the

.fame footing, as a legal conviction on the statutes of recusancy,

and subjected the party refusing to the penalties of those statutes.

This was the most severe of all the laws against papists. The

punishment of recusancy was penal in 'he extreme ; and the persons

objecting to the oath in question, might be subjected to ail the

penalties of recusancy, merely by their refusing the oath, when

tendered to them. It added to the penal nature of these laws,,

that, the oath in question might be tendered, at the rr.ere will of

<iwo justices of peace, without any previous information or com

plaint before a magistrate, or any other person. Thus, bv refus

ing to take the oath of supremacy, w-aen tendered to them, they

•became liable to all the penalties of recusancy : and the same

-refusal, by 7. & 8. Wm. 3. ch. 4. and 1. Geo. 1. st. 2. ch. 13.

•restrained them from practising the law as advocates, barristers,

■solicitors, attomies, notaries, or proctors, and from voting ac

elections. — If. 4. H'itb relpeil to receiving the sacrament of our

■Lota's sniper : By the 13. Charles 2. (commonly -called the

xorporation act), no persons can be legally elected n> any

office, relating to the government of any city or corpcrjflon, un

less, within a twelve month before, he has received the sacra

ment of the Lord's supper, according to tiie rites of the churcti

•of England ; and he is also enjoined to rake the oaths of allegiance

and supremacy, at the same time, that, he takes' the oath of office,

or, in default of either of these requisites, such election shall be void.

—II. 5. As to the declaration against traasalstantiation : Bv the

25th Car. 2. ch. 2. (commonly called the tell ait), all officer-,, ci.-il

and military, are directed to take the oath, and make the dee: ir.a.iaa

against transubstantiation, in the court of King's Bench or Chancery,

the next term, or at the next quarter sessions, or (by subsequent

.statutes), within six months, after their admission, and also, within

the fame time, to receive the sacrament of the Lard's supper, ac

cording to the usage of the- church of England, in some public

church, immediately aster divine service and sermon; and to de

liver into court, a certificate thereof, ligred by the miaii'ser and

church-warden; and also to prove the tame, by two credible v.--t-

nesses, upon forfeiture of £. 500, and disability to hold the orhe'e.

—II. 6. With rtj'peS to the declaration against '/oJ>ety ; The r.ct

past in the 30th year of Car. 2. ft. 2. en. 1. contains the declara

tion, and prescribes it to be made, by members of either house

of parliament, before they take their seats. By it, they declare

their disbelief of the doctrine ot transubllantiation, and their belief

<nat, the invocation of saints, and the sacrifice of the mass, are

idolatrous.— II. 7. With respeii to the laws affeiling their lam'.cdp> 0-

p:riy : — How this wasaltected by the laws against recusancy, has

been already mentioned. By the 11- & 1:. W. 3. ch. 4. it was enact

ed, that, a peifou educated in the popisli tcligio.,, or preseffiag tha

(Hh 3 ) fame,
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[Note 346.} same, who did not in six months, after the age of sixteen, take (""jqj,

the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and subscribe the declaration *• >* *

of the 30th Cha. 2. should, in respect of himself only, and not of

his heirs or posterity, be disabled to inherit, or take land* by

descent, devise, or limitation, in possession, reversion, or remainder:

and that, during his life, till he took the oaths, and subscribed the

declaration against popery, his next of kin, who was a protestant,

should enjoy the lands, without accounting for the profits ; and

should be incapable of purchasing ; and that, all estates, terms,

interests, or profits out of lands, made, done, or suffered to his ose,

or in trust for him, should be void. By 3. Jac. 1. ch. 5. i.W. ic M.

c. 26. is. Ann, st. 2. c. 14. and 11. Geo. 2. c. 17, papists, or

persons professing the popish religion, were disabled from present

ing to advowsons, and other ecclesiastical benefices, and to hos

pitals and other charitable establishments. By annual acts of the

legislature, papists being of the age of 18 years, and not having

taken the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, were subjected to the

burthen of the double land-tax. Ly a statute made in the second

session of the 1st year of Geo. 1st, ch. 55. they were required to re

gister their names and estates in the manner, and under the penalties,

therein mentioned; and by the 3d Geo. 1. c. 18. continued by se

veral subsequent statutes, an obligation of enrolling their deeds and

wills was imposed on them. Such were the principal penal laws

against Roman catholics, immtnsus aliarum super aliat aceruatarum

Ugum cumulus (Liv. 3. 34.), at the time of the accession os the

house of Brunswick.

III. Wrru respect to the iajcs which have eeeh ia*t

IV THE PRESENT REICH FOX THE RELIEF OF ROMAN CATHOIICS:

III. 1. Trie only act of any importance, which, till the reign of his

present majesty, was past for their relief, (and that operated but in

an indirect manner for their benefit), was the a3 of the 3^ Get. I.

t- 18. On the construction of the 1 1. & 12. Wm. 3. ch. 4. it had

been held, that, as it expressly confined the disability of papists

tp take by descent to themselves only, and preserved their heirs

and posterity from its operation, it was not to be construed as pre

venting the vesting of the freehold and inheritance in them, in cases

of descent, or transmitting them to their posterity : but that, the

disability respected only the pernancy os the profits, or beneficial

property of the lands, of which it deprived them, during their non

conformity. Whether that part of the statute, which relates to their

taking by purchase, should receive the same construction, was a fre

quent subject of discussion, the statute being, in that branch ofit, with

out any limitation. To remedy this, the act, we are speaking of, was

past: it enacts, that, no sale for a full and valuable consideration,

by the owner cr reputed owner of any lands, or of any interest

therein, theretofore made, or thereafter to be made, to a protestant

purchaser, shall be impeached, by reason of any disability of such

papist, or of any person under whom he claims, in consequence of

the 11. & 12. W. 3. unless the person taking advantage of luch dis

ability, shall have recovered before the sale, or given notice of his

claim to the purchaser, or before the contract for sale, shall have en

tered his claim at the quarter sessions, and bona fide pursued hi*

reircdy. The act then recites the clauses of the 12. it. 13. W. 3.

disabling papists from purchasing ; and afterwards enacts, that,

these clauses shall not be thereby altered or repealed, but shall re

main in full force. This proviso is couched in such general words,

tk«».
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that, it created a doubt in some, whether it did not nearly frustrate;

the whole effect of the act. To this it was answered, that, notwith

standing the provtso, the enacting part of the statute was in full force

for the benefit of a protestant purchaser ; and that, the proviso ope

rated only to declare, that, papists themselves, should not derive any

benefit from the act, in any purchases they should attempt to make,

under the foregoing clauses. This was considered the better

■ opinion, and on the authority of it, many purchases of considerable

consequence were made. See also 6. Geo. z. ch. 5. Thus the

laws against the Roman catholics stood at the time of the accession

of his present majesty. During his reign two acts, each of great

importance, have been past in their favour.—III. 2. By that of

the \ith of his reign, ch. 6a. it was enacted, that, so much of

the 11. & iz. W. 3. as related to the prosecution of popish priests

and Jesuits, and imprisoning for life papists, who keep schools,

or to disable papists from taking by descent or purchase, should

be repealed, as to all papists or persons professing the popish reli

gion, claiming under titles not thentofore lrtigated, who, within six

months after the act past, or their coming of age, should take the

oath thereby prescribed. Upon th'.s act, a case was decided in chan

cery, on the 1 8th of December 1; 83, under the name of Bunting v.

Williamson. In that case, a bill had been filed, claiming an estate

given to a person professing the popish religion, by will, alledging

the incapacity occasioned by the act of the 1 1 th and 1 2th of king

William. The testator died many years before, and after his death,

a suit had been instituted by another person, who claimed as his heir

at law, and that suit was depending at the time, when the statute of

the 18th Geo. 3. c. 6:>. was passed ; but was afterwards dismissed

for want of prosecution. The plaintiff filed his bill, some time after

the act, claiming in lit; ht of his wife, as heir at law. The de»

fendants pleaded their title under the testator's will; and that, the

defendant, who was beneficially interested, having or claiming the

estate under that will, had taken the oath prescribed by the act,

and concluded with an averment, that, the title had not been before

litigated by the plaintiff, or any person under whom he claimed.

The plaintiffs, on argument of the plea, contended, that, the words

net hitherto litigated, extended to the case then before the court, be

cause the title had been litigated, and was in litigation at the time

the act passed. But the lords commissioners, Astuirst and Hotham,

were clearly of opinion, that, the plaintiff not having before litigated

the title, nor claiming under any person who had litigated it, the case

of the defendants was within the benefit of the act, notwithstanding

the prior litigation ; and the plea was allowed.—III. 3. With rejpeil

to the aft of the 3 \st of his present majesty, cap. 3 2. That statute

may be divided into six parts : The lit, contains the declaration

and oath afterwards referred to in the body of the act, and prescribes

the method of taking it : The zd, is a repeal of the statutes of

recusancy, in favour of persons taking the oath thereby prescribed ;

The 3d, i: a toleration, under certain regulations, of the religious

worship of the Roman catholics, qualifying in like manner, and of

their schools for education: The 4th, enacts, that, in future no one

shall be summoned to take the oath of supremacy prescribed by the

1st W. and Mary, sect. 1. c. 8. and 1st Geo. 1. sect. 2. cap. 13.

or the declaration against transubstantiation required by the 25th

Ch. 2.;—that, the 1st W. and Mary, sect. 1. ch. 9. for removing

papists or reputed papists from the cities of London and Westmin-

( H h 4 ) ster
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[•"■• j^J.] ster (hall not extend to Roman catholics, taking the appointed l»gi,a.

o.nh;—and that, no peer of Great Britain or Ireland, taking that •"•3'

03th, shall be liable to be prosecuted far coming into his majesty's

presence, or into the court- or house where his majesty resides,

under the 301)1 Car. 2. ftat. z. ch. 1. : The 5th part of the

act, repeals the laws requiring the deeds and wills of Roman catho

lics to be registered or inrolled : The 6th dispenses persons

acting as a counsellor at law, banister, attorney, clerk, or notary

from taking the oath of supremacy or the decl.ra'.ion against

transubiiaixiation. — The first part of the act gives rife to two

observations. The declaration prescribed by the act, is contained

in these words : " I. A. B. do hereby declare, that I do profess

" the Roman catholic religion." Till the pasting of this act, the

persons, who were the subject of it, were known in the English law,

by the name of papists, reputed papisii, or prisons professing the

popiih religion. By requiring this declaration from tnem, the law has

imposed en them, and probably will in suture recognize them by, the

aamt of Roman catholics. Still, when the antient penal laws against

them are to be mentioned with professional accuracy, it may iome-

times be found necessary, (and this necessity has been experienced in

the course c*f this annotation), to mention them, under the name

app'icd to them by .the abrogated law. The other observation is of

mere importance. As the bill was originally framed, and as it stood,

when, having past the commons, it was brought ioio the house of

lords, the first clause in it directed, that, the oath contained in the

act of the 18th year cf the reign of his present majesty, should be

taken no longer ; but that, the oath appointed by the bill, snould,

in future, be administered in i:s stead, and slioLld give the fame be

nefits and advantages, and should operate to the ianie effects and

purposes, as the oath contained in the 18th of his present majesty.

This clause was altered, in the house of lords, to the form, in which it

now stands. It does not express, that, the oath contained in it (hall

entitle the persons taking it, to the benefits* of the act of the 18th of

his present majesty: it only expresses, that, it shall be lawful for ca

tholics to take the oath of the 31st of his present majesty, at the

places and times, nr.d in manner therein mentioned. Thus, it is

very uncertain, whether persons taking only the oath prescribed

by the 31st of his present majesty, will be entitled to the benefit

of the act of the 18th of his present majesty, so as to he relieved

from the penalties and disabilities, from which, the persons taking

the oath prescribed by that act, were released by it. The chief

cf thc-:e penalties and disabilities were those insisted by the nth

and 121I1W. ?., which disabled ■them from taking by descent or

purchase. From these penalties and disabilities they are exposed

to much real grievance. It seems, therefore, adviscable for every

Roman catholic, who wishes to be secure in the enjoyment of his

landed property, to take both the declaration and oath prescribed by

the act os the 31st, and the onth prescribed by the iSth of his

present majesty.—111. 4. As to the dcuile lend tax, thavbeing im

posed by the annual \c.nd tax act, a repeal of it could not be

effected by any prospective ?ct. It is repealed by omitting from

the annual land tax act, the clause imposing it. The land tax act

of the year 1794 contains also a clause, which, aster reciting, that,

lands formerly liable to a double assessment, were then possessed by

protestant:, enacted, tbatj where any place, in conseqiiev.ee cf that

circumstance, should be rated, at more than feur sitil'ings in the

peued,
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pound, the commissioners might, on complaint, examine into the truth

of the complaint, aud certify the fame to the barons of the exche

quer, before the 29th of the following September, who were to dis

charge the excess by the following November.

IV. WlTR RESPECT TO TUB COMPARATIVE SITUATION OF THE

PROTESTANT DISSENTERS AND THE RoMAN CATHOLICS, AS TO THE

PENALTIES AND DISABILITIES TO WHICH THEY AXE SUBJECTED

tr LAtV, IN CONSEQUENCE OT THEIR RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES ;—it

has been already shewn, how the law stands on the corporation and

test aits.—IV. 1. The statute of the ist William and Mary, (com*

monly called the toleration ailJ, exempts all dissenters except papists

and Uich as deny the Trinity, from all penal laws relating to religion,

provided they take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and sub

scribe the declaration against popery, and repair to some congre

gation registered in the bishop's court, or at the session;. But

there is nothing in this act, which dispenses, either with the tell

act or the corporation act, so far as they impose the obligation

of receiving the sacrament cf cur Lord's supper on persons serving

in offices, or elected to serve in corporations ; and there is nothing

in the act of the 31st of his present majesty, which dispenses ca

tholics from that obligation, in cafe of their serving in offices, or

being admitted into corporations. With respect therefore to the

test ail and corporation ail, these are the only acts which subject

the protestant dissenters to any penalties or disabilities ; to these

the Roman catholics are subject equally with the protestant dissen

ters : there is, therefore, no penalty or disability that affects the

protestant diiienters, to which Roman catholics are not subject

equally, but there still remain several penalties and disabilities to

which Roman catholics are subject, that do not in any respect af

fect the protestant dissenters. The principal of these are, that by

the 30. Car. 2. Roman catholics, in consequence of refusing the

cath of supremacy or the declaration against popery, are dis

abled from sitting in either house of parliament ; by the 7th and

8th of Win. 3. ch. 27. those who refuse to take the oath of supre

macy, are disabled from voting at elections ; and by several statutes,

Roman catholics are disabled from presenting to advowsons. This

is peculiar to them, quakers and even jews Having the full enjoy

ment of the right of presentation. It is to be observed, that, ,0

person can be presented to a living who has not been ordained ac

cording to the rites of the church of England. Previously to his or-

dioaticn, he is examined on his faith and morals by his bishop; he

takes the oath of allegiance and supremacy, and subscribes the 39

articles ; and previoully to his admission, he subicribes the three arti

cles respecting the supremacy, the Common Prayer, and the 39 ar

ticles ; and hemakes the declaration of conformity. Ev the ail of

uniformity, 13. end 14. Car. 2. c. 4. he is bound to use the"Common

Prayer and other rites and ceremonies of the church 0/ England.

r— IV. 2. Upon the corporation ail, it seems to have bevn :ae prevail

ing opinion, that, the election of a person, who did not comply with

the requisites of that statute, and all the acts done bv him, were void.

To prevent the consequences of this, the statute of the ^tb Gts. 1.

was past, intituled, " An act for quitting and efiablijhing corpora-

" tions," by whicn it v> as enacted, that, no incapacity, disability,

forfeiture, or penalty should be incurred, unless the perion were ro-

moved, or a prolecuticn against him commenced, within six?

ponths after his election. It was also enacted, that, the acts of i1\*

p-'rt'on.
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[Note 346.] person, omitting to qualify, should not be avoided. Upon this act, sigi.

an important question arose, whether dissenters, being ineligible to

public offices, could be obliged to sine for not serving them. This

point came to a direct issue, in the cafe of Allen Evans, esq. It

was finally heard, in the house of lords, on the 4th February

1 767. when it was determined in favour of the dissenters. For the

relief of those, whoomit to qualify for serving in offices, or for being

elected into corporations, an act of parliament is past annually, by

which, after mentioning the corporation and test acts, and some

others, which do not relate to the point under consideration, it is

enacted, that, persons who, before the palling of the act, have omit

ted to qualify in the manner prescribed by those acts, and who shall

properly qualify before the 25th of the ensuing December, shall be

indemnified against all penalties, forfeitures, incapacities, and

disabilities, and their elections, and the acts done by them, are

declared to be good. There is nothing in this act which excludes

catholics from the benefits of it—IV. 2. By the militia ail, it is

enacted, that, no person shall be enrolled in the militia, unless he

takes the following oath : " I. A. B. do sincerely promise and swear,

" that, I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to his majesty

" King George, his heirs and successors. And I do swear, that

" I am a protestant, and that I will faithfully serve in the militia,

" within the kingdom of Great Britain, for the defence of the

* fame, during the time for which I am enrolled, unless I shall be

" sooner discharged." It seems to deserve consideration, whether,

under the existing laws, catholics may not claim to be exempted

from serving in the militia, upon the same ground, as, in the cited

cafe of Allen Evans, the protestant dissenters claimed, and were al

lowed, to be exempted from the obligation of serving in offices, viz.

That by law they are ineligible, and consequently are not compei-

lable to fine for not serving.—IV. 3. With resfe3 it lie right of

Roman catholici to serve on juries, there does not appear" to have

ever been any law, which subjected them to any such disability, ex

cept the statutes, generally called the statutes of recusancy. The

statute of the 13 Car, 2. commonly called the corporation act, re

lates to those offices only, which concern the government of cities

and corporations. The llatuteof the 25th Car. II. commonly call

ed the test act, (since explained by the 9th of Geo. H.), regards

only civil and military offices. Neither of these acts, therefore,

abridges catholics of the right in question. With respect to the

statutes of recusancy, among other penalties to which these sub

jected popish recusants convict, one was, that, they became liable,

upon conviction, to all the consequences of excommunication, and

it has been generally understood, that, persons excommunicated

are disabled from serving on juries. We have more than once

observed, that, in the proper sense of the word, not attending the

service of the church of England alone, and unaccompanied by any

o;her circumstance, constitutes recusancy. Os this non-attendance at

church, every Reman catholic, necessarily, was guilty, and he might

be convicted of it by a very summary process. But till his guilt

was established in a judicial manner, the law did not take notice of

it ; and therefore, unless an actual conviction had taken place, he

was not subject to any of the penalties consequent to recusancy.

But it has been mentioned, that, there was besides this, a species

of constructive recusancy, to- which every catholic was liable, by

rUuling to male the declaration against popecy, and to take the

oath,
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oath of supremacy. This had a more direct operation on their

ability to serve as jurors. Now as well the declaration against

popery as the oath of supremacy might be tendered to a ca

tholic in the very court where he presented himself to serve 23

a juryman. A refusal amounted to conviction ; on conviction

he became subject to all the penalties of excommunication, and

one of those penalties, (at least, by the opinipa of the old law

yers), was a disqualification to serve on juries. Thus, it was al

ways in the power of the court, and perhaps of any two ma

gistrates present, to convict, on the spot, a catholic os recusancy,

and thereby render, problematical at least, his capacity to serve as

juror. Such appears to have been the situation of catholics, in

this respect, previously to the act of the 31st of his present majesty.

Since the pasting of that act, they stand, as to the serving upon

juries, in the fame predicament, as the rest of his majesty's sub

jects. By that statute, they are freed from the penalties incident

either to positive or to constructive recusancy. It is observable,

that the 8th section exempts the ministers of Roman catholic

congregations from serving on juries; it seems so follow, that,

without this clause, they would have been liable to serve, and

consequently, that, all persons out of the reach of this clause,

are in the eye of the law subject to the duty, and have, of course,

the capacity of serving.—IV. 4. With respect to the right os

Roman catholic merchants to be summoned to the meetings of Britijh

facloriet abroad, it appears, that they have, and always had,

a right to be admitted to them. The meetings of the factory

in Portugal were regulated by the 8. Geo. 1. c. 17. but that

act contains nothing, which discriminates Roman cathol c, from

other merchants. All the foreign factories are, therefore, in this

respect, in the same predicament. Now, if Roman catholics are

excluded from factories by any act, it must be, either by the

corporation act, or by the test act. But with respect ta» the

corporation act, it is to be observed, that, a factory is not a

corporation, in the legal acceptance of that word; and even

if it were, it would not fall within the operation of the cor

poration act, as that is confined to cities, corporations, &c.

within England and Wales, and the town of Berwick upon

Tweed. The operation of the test act is more extensive than

the operation of the corporation act; it expressly mentions his

majesty's navy, the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, and per

sons, who should be admitted into any service or employment in

his majesty's or his royal highnefs's household, within the districts

therein mentioned. A factory abroad does not, therefore, fall within

the operation of that act. Besides, the privilege of being admitted

to the meetings of a foreign factory, is not an office, or even a

right, of that description, which falls within either of those acts.

There is reason to suppose, that, in point os fact, Roman catholics

have not generally been summoned to attend meetings of fac

tories, since the year 1720. But no person, who is acquainted

with the code of penal law against Roman catholics, particularly

the statutes against recusancy, will be surprized at this circumstance,

or draw any argument from it against the right contended for, as

the operation and tendency of those statutes were such, as induced

Roman catholics to forbear asserting some of their most valuable

lights, even such as were of the molt indisputable nature, rather

than obtrude themselves into public notice. \i they wilh to en-

fore*
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[Note 346.] force their right of admission, or their fight of voting, they should s^gi,

give notice of their desire to be summoned, and offer to attend at '"'

the meetings ; then, if admittance should be refused them, or their

votes rejected, the proceedings will be illegal : and not only they, bat

all other persons subject to the proceedings of the factory, will be

justified in refusing to pay their contribution- money, or to comply,

in any other manner, with the resolutions or orders of the meeting.

Besides, a ref.:s.il to admit them to the meetings, is certainly a personal

injury ; and wherever a personal injury is done to an English subject

abroad, the remedy mull be sought in the jurisdiction where the cause

ef a-'tbn happens,if it is subject to the king's jurisdiction ; if the king

has no jurisdiction in that place, this necessarily givs the king's courts

a jurisdiction, within which it is brought, by the known fiction of

laying the venue in some county of England. This is explained

by lord Mansfield, with his usual clearness and ability, in his ar

gument in Fabrigas v. Mostyn, Cowp. 170. See also Philly-

brown v. Ryland, in Stra. 624. Lord Raymond, 1388. and

8. Mod. 354. It is to be observed, that, in the great case of Ashby

v. White, where an action was brought against an officer, for re

fusing a man's Vote at an election; the only ground for questioning;

the action was, that, there, the house of commons had special juris

diction. See 6. Mod. 45. 1. Salic. 19. 1. Bro. Parl. Ca. 4;.

This, it is evident, does not apply to the cafe now under discussion.

What has been said of the right of Roman catholics to insist on

bfing admitted to the meetings of English factories, abroad, and oP

their means of redress, in cafe of refusal, applies, with proper qua

lifications, to every other cafe, of a similar description, where- meir

right of admission, acting, or voting, is refused them.—IV. 5. Il'ttb

refptS to the right ■ os^Roman catholics to hold offces extrcijeable abroad :

—It has been observed, that, the corporation act extends only to

cities, &c. within England and Wales, and the town of Berwick

upon Tweed ; that, the test act mentions only those places, and

his majesty's navy, and Jersey and Guernsey; and that, the 31st

of his present majesty repeals the statutes of recusancy, and re

lieves from the penalties imposed on Roman catholics refusing the

oath of supremacy, and the declaration against popery: it leems

therefore to follow, that, there is now in force, no law which dis

ables Roman catholics from holding offices wholly exerciseable

abroad, or from serving or holding offices under the East India

company, in their foreign possessions. Besides, upon the construc

tion of these laws, and of every 6ther law supposed to affect the

Roman catholics, there seems reason to think, that, the same spirit,

which induced the legislature to repeal so large a proportion of the

penal code against them, will influence the judicature in their

construction of the unrepealed part of that code, or of any other

statute unfavourable* to them, in its apparent tendency or operation,

fa far as it may be open to a doubtful inierpretation.
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A.

ABEYANCE, of tides of honour, 165, a. n. 6.

...... „t what words will put the fee in, 191. a. n. 1.

... * ---> freehold at common law cannot be in, 216. a, n. 2.

ABJURATION, penalties of, 92. b. n. 2.

ACCOUNT, award to make, effect of, 139. b. n. 1.

---, jointenants and tenants in common may have, inter se, 19)31.

b. n. 1,

ACCESSORIUM, to what terms in our law it answers, 121. b. n.6.

ACRE, contents of, 3. b. n. 4.

.ACTIONS on the cafe, where they lie, 56. a. *n. 2. 56. b. n. 2. 57. 3.

n. 1, 2. 4. 81. b. n. 2.

_ - — - - -, real, division of, 239. a. n. I.

.-....., whether personal or mixed, 285. a. n. 1.

ADMINISTRATION, who intitled to, 10. b. n. z.

ADVANCEMENT, what by custom will exclude a child, 176. b. n. 5.

7, 8.

ADVOWSONr whether infant may present to at any age, 89. a. n. 1.

..-.--..-, void in the life-time of a bilhop, who afterwards dies,

why the king, and not his executors, shall present to, 90. a. n. 4.4

...._...., appendant to a manor, will not pass by the king's grant

of the latter without express mention, 1 21. b. n. 2.

AFFIANCE, whether synonymous with marriage, 34. a. n. 2.

AGE, who mail have, 24. b. n. 2.

AGREEMENT, parol, where allegeable in explanation of a deed, or net,

222. b. n. 2.

AIDS, abolished by 12. Car. 2. 76. a. n. I.

ALIEN, where he may takiand hold, or not, 2. b. a. 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7, 8,9.

39. b. n. 9. 129. b. n. 4.

, who, 128. b. n. 2.

-, friend or enemy, hew triable, and capacities of, 129.0. n. 2, 3.

ALIENAGE, how it affects the course of descent, 8. a. n. 4, 5.

ALIENATION, before the stat. of quia tmptores, state of, 43. a. n. 2, 3,

.-..-...„„, fines for, abolished, except by custom, 43. b. n. 2.

ALIENATION,
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ALIENATION, restraints imposed upon by the feudal system, and how

eluded, 191. a. n. 1. s. v. 6, 7, 8. 224. a. n. 1.

........ , -, involuntary, state of, 191. a. n. 1. s. V. 9.

... ., condition restrictive of, whether good, 223; a. n. t.

223. b. n. 1.

r. ......... what a forfeiture, 233. b. n, r.

.-.._....., observations on attempts to restrain, 379. b. n. 1.

ALLEGIANCE, old oath of, 68. b. n. 1 .

- -, fee offices, 233. a. n. 1.

ALMONER, office of, usually given to the archbistiop of York, 94, a,

n. 6.

AMERCEMENTS, formerly an object of attention, 127. a. n. 1.

ANCESTOR, on several limitations, one to the ancestor, the other to his

heirs. See Shelley.

-.-....., unless there is an interest in, the heir cannot be entitled

by descent, 386. a. n. 1.

ANNUITY, of inheritance, its properties, 2. a. n. 1. 20. a. n.4.

........ whether assignable, 144. b. n. 1.

APPEAL, effect of proceedings in, 13. a» n. 8.

APPENDANTS, are ever by prescription, 122. a. n. 2. See Appur

tenant.

APPOINTMENT, uses limited under a power of will, after appoint

ment, precede the estates existing subject to that appointment, 379. b.

n. I. and seeDowER.

APPRENTICES, interest of masters in their acquired property, 117.3.

n. 1.

APPURTENANT and appendant, what things may be to what, 121. b.

n. 6, 7. 122. a. n. a.

.... ...., common, where it need not be prescribed for, 1 22. a.

D. 4.

ARGUMENTS, from inconvenience, their weight, 66. a. n.-i.

ARMS, assize of, 71. a. n. 1.

ARRESTED, import os the term, 173. b. n. 2.

ASCENT, lineal, reasons for excluding, 11. a. n. 1.

1 whether excluded in the Roman law, 1 1. a. n. 2.

ASSETS, advowson is, 17. b. n. 3.

ASSIGNEE, who is, 210, a. n. 1. 215. b. n. 1.

ASSIGNMENT, of what it may be, 90. b. n. 1. 144. b. n. 1. 26c a.

n. 1. »

ASSISE, what seism will maintain, 202. b. n. I.

ATTAINDER, of issue in tail, in vita patris, 22. a. n. 3.

ATTORNIES, different functions of, in the English and the Roman law.

368. b. n. 1.

ATTORNMENT, where formerly compellable, 148, a. n. 3.

ATTORNMENT,
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ATTORNMENT, nearly abolished by stat. 215. a. n. z. 309. a. n. x.

._.__._...-, what it gave title to, 320. n. 1.

AUTHORS and WORKS explained or charaaeriscd : Viner's Abr. 9. a.

11. 3. Lord Bacon's reading on Hat. of uses, 13. a. n. 2. 271. b.

n. 1. English edition of Plowden's Comment. 13. a. n. 1. Noy's Rep.

54.2. n. 10. Sullivan's lectures, 68. a. n. 3. Ockam, <;8. a. n. 2.

b8. b. n. 7. Black Book, Red Book, and Dialog, of the Excheq:

68. b. n. 7. Litdeton, MS. introduction to the third book of, 163. a.

n. 1. Sanders on uses and trusts. Preston on estates. Preston on the

rule in Shelley's cafe.

_ . - -, unjustifiable mode of treating, 176. b. n. 5, 6.

AUTHORITY, where exerciseable after the death of the party creating

it, 52. b. n. 7.

B.

BAILIFF, not liable ;n B. R. to a fine for a false claim, 145. b. n. 1.

BAILMENT of goods, several points respecting, 89. a. n. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10. 89. b. n. 1, 2,3,4.

BAR, functions and fees of, under the Roman, French, and English juris

prudences, 295. a. n. 2.

BARON and FEME, where the latter can take of the gift of the former,

3. a. n. 1. 297. b. n. I.

.... .--., tenants in special tail ; if divorced a •vineido, &c.

become tenants for life only, 25. b. n. 2.

.... ....... limitations to, and to the heirs, &c. of them, or

one of them, how construed, 26. a. n. 3. 26. b. n. 1. 219. a. n« 3.

224. a. n. 2.

........--.--, rights of and actions against the former, in respect

of the latter, 46. b. n. 5. 154. b. n. 1. 184. b. n. 6. 299.8. n. 2.

350. b. n. 1.

-, exile of former, how it affects the latter, 133. a. n. 3.

- - , deceit lies for the latter against the former, where,

133. a. n. 4.

.... ...... lease by, how it shall be made, 333. a. n. 2.

... ., interest of the former in the chattels real and things

in action of the latter, 350. b. n. 1.

_. , how, when the latter takes in autre droit, 351. b.

n. 1. ........ alienation by the former of the real estates of the

latter, how affected by statutes, 353. b. n. 1.

, See pleading, 26. a. n. 1 ; partition, 17. a. n. 2;

release, 264. b. n. 2.

BARONET, dignity of, is part of the name, 16. b. n. 8.

BARONY by writ, whether it may be surrendered, 16^ b. n. 2.

. , by what triable, 16. b. n. 3.

BASTARD,'*
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BASTARD, not in tsse, whether capable of taking, 36. n. f.

, use in favour of, where good, 123. a. n. 8.

, etymon of the word, 243. b. n. 2.

.r civil state of on the continent, ib.

- > rule, that one (hall not be adjudged such pest morttm, extend

only to a single instance, 244. b. n.

BATTLE, trial by, authors upon, 294. b. n. 1.

BIGAMY, frequent misapplication of the term, 80. b. n. I.

BISHOPS, by what right they sit in parliament, 70. b. n. 2. 134. b. n. r.

1 sustragon, nature of, 94. a. n. 3.

f precedence os, inters:, 94. a. n. 5.

- - » not now the practice of the crown to charge with corodies and

pensions, 97. a. n. 3.

f how elected in the Saxon æra, and afterwards, 134. a. n. 1, 2,

3. 4« 5-

BOCKLAND and FOLKLAND, distinction between, 6. a. n. 6.

BOROUGH, origin of the word, 109. b. n. 2.

., whether, unless corporate, it may be a city, 109. b. n. 2, 3.

, See Te n u r es.

EOROUGH ENGLISH, extent or restriction, and instances of, no. b.

n. 3, 4. 140. b. n. 3.

- , what culloms in, must be specially pleaded,

17,-. b. n. 4.

BREHON law, in Ireland, abolished, 141.1. n. 5. 176.8. n. 1.

. . C

CARRIER, on what ground answerable, is robbed, 89. a. n. 6.

CARTÆ, de libertatibus, 43. a. n. 4.

CHAMBERLAIN, Great, office of, 20. a. n. I. 165. a. n. 8.

CHAPTER, to what ecclesiastical bodies the name appropriate, 9$. a, n. 2.

CHARTERS, detinue of, where it will lie, 20. a. n. 2.

CHILD, when either of two persons may be its legitimate father, whether

it (hall choose, 8. a. n. 7.

. . , where it shall take jointly with the parent, and where in remain

der, 9. a. n. 2, 3.

- - - - ••, follows the condition of its father, 123. a. n. 4, 5.

, posthumous, limitation to, secured, 298. a. n. 3.

CHIVALRY, court of, criminal jurisdiction of, 74. b. n. I.

CHURCHWARDENS, for what purposes they are capable of purchasing

lands, 3. a. n. 4.

CH1ROGRAPHUM, what, 14.3. b. n. 4.

CHOSES in action, assignable thro' the medium of equity, 232. b. n. I. •

COMMISSION,
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COMMISSION, in chancery, mode of proceeding in, 167. b. n. 3.

COMMON, appurtenant, where it need not be prescribed for, in. a. n. r.

1 in gross, whether it can be/airt mmbre, 122. a. n. 5 .

. . , appendant or appurtenant, recovered with the land, I5 1, a. n. 3.

. - -, tenants in, fee jointenants, 189. b. n. 3. 190. b. n. 4.

COMMON PLEAS, court of, when it commenced, 71. b. n. 2.

CONDITIONS, who shall enter for breach of, 12. a. n. 3.

. . .-, destroyed or not, 46. b. n. 4. 277. b. n. 2.

.. , may be apportioned, where, 148. b. n. 4.

. , for payment of a sum nomine pan*, strictness required

in, 1 : 3 . b. n. 2.

.... , origin and application of the doctrine of, zoi. a. n. I.

-, saved, 2C2. a. n. 3. 207. a. n. 1. 225. a. n. I.

----- , properties and effects of, 202. b. n. 2. 218. b. n. 3.

353. a. n. 1.

, for re-entry, different kinds of, 203. a. n. 3.

--- , distinguished from a remainder, and a conditional limita

tion, 203. b. n. 1.

._ -, performed or not, 205. b. n. 1. 207. a. n. 3. 212. b.

n. 1. 213. a. n. 1. 219. a. n. 1.

....... , impossible, 206. a. n.'<*'. . . . : . .

, against law, 206. b. n. 1. See alienation, 223. a. n. I.

223. b, n. 1.

....... , who may take advantage of, 215. b. n. 1.

..<... ., performance of, cy fret, 219. b. n. I.

..... ., precedent and subsequent, observations upon, 237. a. n. 1.

...__- , precedent estate granted on, vests not till performance ofy

310. b. n. 1., cannot restrain power of tenant in tail to make a lawful

alienation, 379. b. n. 1.

CONFIRMATION, from lord paramount to tenant paravail, effect of,

152. b. n. 1, 2.

. --_--, what is its operation, 295. b. n. I, 2, 3.

-. .-.---.., in what it differs from a release, 296. a. n. 2. *

.. . , where of the whole, and where of part of an estate,

297. a. n. 1.

..._.«.. , good or void, 3:0. b. n. I.

..-.-. -., by ecclesiastics, 301. a. n. I.

CONSANGUINITY, different degrees of in the canon and civil law,

23. b. n. 3.

. -., authors upon, 24. a. n. 1, 2.

CONSTABLE, High, office of, 74- b. n. 1.

CONVEYANCES, at common lawand to uses, difference between, 188. a.

a. 43. 271. b. n. 1.

(Ii) COPARCENERS,
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COPARCENERS,. what may be divided between, 16$. a. n. (. ft

...... _ ., what seisin of one will give possession jo the •ther»

186. b. n.6.

...-...-..., acts interfe, effects of, 199. b. n. 1.

-...__....., interfs, what amounts to an ouster of one, 2413, b. n. 1.

COPYHOLD, how it (hall be pleaded, 58. a. n. 1.

.... -., surrender of, where it /hall be taken, and by whom/ 58. a.

n. 4, 5, 6.

. ................. what estat: passes by, 59. b. n. 2.

..-......, grant of, by whom it may be made* 58. b. n. 3, 4, 5. 6.

..... w, destroyed, by What, 5S. b. n. 7. •

... — •---, grantable, as what, 58. b. n. 9.

.... ., release of, by and to whom it may be made, 59. a. n. 1.

....... ..'., forfeiture of, what amounts to, 59. a. n. 3, 4. 63. a. n. 1.

..... .......... when relieved against in equity, 63. a. n,j.

.._...,..., leases of, 59. a. n. 4.

...... ...., what, and what a customary freehold, 59. b. n. 1.

... -•-, admission to, how compilable, 59. b. n. 6.

.._....-., fine upon admission to, by whom, and what payable, 59. k

n. 8. 302. b. n. I.

..... ......... what reasonable or noty 60. a. n. 1.

..... -i, bow affected by the surrender, 60. a. n. 2, 62. a. n. I.

........-, entail of, how barrable, 60. a. n. 3. 60. b. n. I,

.... .; trees upon, whether trespass lies against the lord for caning,

60. b. n. 4. '

._£."..,.., propriety of receiving fealty for, 68-. b. n- $,.•

COPYHOLDER, whether <3ebt lies against for his rent, 57. b. n. I.

CORODY, where grantable to more than one, 190. a. n. 1.

CORPORATION, sole or aggregate, may take lands in fee without word;

of succession, where, 8. b. c. 7. 9. b. n. 7. 94. b. n. 1.

. --.. , sole, may take chattels in succession, where, 9. a. 0. U

190. a. n. 2.

... ..--, whether lands given to shall, upon dissolution of, rtret

or efcheat, 13. b. n. 2. - ; •

- --, sole, description of, 94. a. n. 5. '• ■■ -

- , successors of, bound without being specially Dialed,

144. b. n. 2.

COSTS, where recoverable, 355. b. n. i*

COVENANT, to repair,- generally, whether it extends to the cafe of firs,

within 6 Ann. c. 31. 57. a. n. i.

...... , who, not a party to the deed, may enter into or be bene-

fitted by, 231. a. 11. I.

. .t . ... ., not to assign, extends not to an under lease, 308. a. n. I<

._. . ... Sec Warranty.

COUNTIES,
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COUNTIES, different, remedy for hereditaments in, 154. a. n. i.

- - - . . » . ., antiquity of the division by, 168. a. n. 6.

CURRENCY, of what country money i» payab'e in, zi 1. h. n. z.

CURTESY, of what seisin, 29. a. n. 3, 4, 5. 29. b. n. 2, 3.

--.-...., of a trust, where, 29. a. n. 6.

......... whether of rent, reserved on an estate of freehold, 29. a. n. 6i

, whether of a title of honour, 29. b. n. 1. 165. a. n. 7.

-..-...., to ihtitle to, what (hall be proof of issue born alive, 29. b. n. 3.

f - - • -, in gavclkind estates, 30. a. n. i .

. _ . -, of rent in tail de nova, 30. a. n. 2.

. 1 whether, of estates aliened and regranted, 30. a. n. 4.

.-......, whether, if office found before marriage, 30. b. r. 2.

..... \ tenant by, cannot vouch; but may pray in aid, 584 b.

n. t.

CUSTOM, essentials to, no. b. n. 1.

_......, extent of, 1 10. b. n. 2. 4.

<. - -, its effects upon testamentary dispositions of personalty, iy51 b«

n. 5.

CUSTOMARY FREEHOLDS, cases of instanced, 49. a. it. 6.

............ ., what, and what copyholds 59.' b. n. t,

i>,

DAMAGES, where recoverable, 355. b. n. I.

DEANS, various kinds of, 95. a. n. 1.

DEANERIES, account of, and of the mode of election to, 95. a. n. 2.

DEEDS, to whom the custody of belongs, 6. a. n. 4. See Chart** s,

» , where one not a party to (hall take by or not, 26. b. n. 4.

, prosert of, where necessary, 35. b. n. 6. 226. a. n. 1.

, non fftfaRum, where plcadable to, 35. b. n. 7.

. _": , of bodies corporate, when complete, 36. a. n.^.

'., delivery of; whatis, 36. a. n. 6.

, of feme coverts and infants, difference between, 42. b. n. 4.

, things incorporeal will not pass without, 47. a. n. 2.

, of infant's, on what grounds they ate construed voidable only;

51. b. n. 3.

. , different kinds of; 143. b. n. 3. 5. 229. a. n. I, 2, 3.

..., interlineations, defacing, kc. of, ^25. b. n. I.

1 , who bound by without sealing, 230. b. n. 1.

, . . , who, not a party to, may be bound or benc fitted by, 131. ai n. 1.

. - -, court will not detain, tho' found not to be those of the party*,

331. b. n. 1.

1 , void as intended by the panics, where they (hall take effect

otherwise, 337. b- n. 2.

(I» 1) £EFEASANSIS,
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DEFEASANCE, when it may be made, 236. b. n. 1. " )

DEFENCE, legal import of the term, 127. b. n. z.

DEFORCEMENT, import of the term, 331. b. n. 1.

DEGREES,, in writs.of entry, 139. a. n. 2.

., of consanguinity, 23. b. n. 3.

DEMAND, wkere necessary or not, to give title to re-enter, &c. 202. 1.

11. 3. 203. a. n. 1.

. , at what place it may be made, 2 to. b. n. t.

DESCENT, authors upon the law of, 10. b. n. 1. 14. a. n. 2.

, what, and what a purchase, 12. b. n. 2. 1 3. a. n. 5,

_ - . . , where prevented by seignory and homage, 13. b. n. 3.

.... , by the half blood, why excluded, 14. a. n. 3.

- -, how fir excluded, 14. a. n. 5.

, where course of enlarged by having issue, 19. a. n. 2.

DEVISE, where for life, and where in fee, 9. b. a. 2.

.-...., history of the power of disposing by, 1 1 1. b. n. 1. 3, 4.

... ., requisites to within, 29. Car. z. c. 3. and extent of that slid

in. b. n. 3.

. . -, by custom, where it need new be resorted to, ui.b. n. 4.

.„...-, effect of two inconsistent ones in the fame will, 112. b. 11. 1.

----- -1 general words in, what they pass, 205. a. n. I.

DIGNITIES, titles of may be granted without naming a place, 20. a. n. 5,

.-.., whether intailable, ib.

DISCONTINUANCES, whether for life or in fe*, 42. b. n. 2.

- - , in general, nature of, 325. a. n. I.

, , by ecclesiastical persons, 325. b. n. 1,

. . , by persons seised jure uxoris, ib. n. 2.

_ , by tenants in tail with respect to their issue,

326. b. n. 1.

.. the rever-

sioner, 327. a. n. 1.

.. . , those in re

mainder, ib. n. z.

, , modes of conveyances which work, 330. a. n. 1.

.... , pr not, what, 333. b. n. 1. 334. b. n. 1.

... . , to or with concurrence of the remainder-man or

reversioner, 335. a. n. 2.

DISSEISEE, avowryofthe lord upon, 268. a. n. 2.

DISSEISIN, actual or by election, where, 57. a. n. 3. 153. b. n. 7.

330. b..n. 1. ,

. , by election, what is, 57. b. n. 5. 239. a. n. 1.

j actual, what amounts to, or not, 160. b. n. 3.

. , effect of, 1S0. b. n. 7. 233. u. n. 1.

DISSEISIN,
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DISSEISIN. See Entry, 57. b. n. 6. &c. feoffmenr.

DISSEISOR, the nature of his interest, 194. b. n. 3. 238. a. n. I. 264. a.

n. 1.

, donee and feoffee of, is out of 37. H. 6. c. I. 238. *. n. 2.

, heir of, what estate the law will deTend nis possession of, zti

why, 239. b. n. 2. 250. b. n. J.

. , assignment of dower to widow of, by disseisee, 241. a. n. 3.

., who is, or not, 271. a. n. i, z.

, joint, effect of release to in exclusion of his companion, 275. b.

n. 1.

, , what he may plead, 285. b. n. 1.

, ., cannot acquire less than a fee, 296. b. n. 1.

. f See Release, far miller le dreit.

DISTRESS, in what cafes it may be made, 47. a. n. 6. 47. b. n. 6.

162. a. n. 4. 162. b. n. 1.

- , of what things it may be made, 47. a. n. II, 12, 13, 14. 16,

17, 18. 47. b. n. i,2.

r , where, of beasts which escape, 47. b. n. 2, 3.

. , may be impounded on the land, 47. b. n. 4.

, authors and statutes relating to, 47. b. n. 7.

-, difference between acts of law and acts of the party respecting

power of, 150. b. n. 3,

, in what place it may be made, 161. a, n. 4.

DIVORCE, reversal of sentence of, how certified, 33. a. n. 11.

DOWER, reason of, 30. b. *. 8,

, how attendant in respect of services, 31. a. n. 2.

, of what seisin, 28. a. n, 7. 31. a. n. 4, 31. b. n. 3. 7. 33. a.

n. 10. 239. b. n. 3.

, of how much, on eviction of part by title, paramount, 31. a.

. n. 6.

- , not of a trust, 31. b. n. 3. nor of a castle, ib. d. 5. nor of the

capital mansion of a barony by tenure, ib. n. 6.

, alien, intitled to, where, 31. b. n. 9.

. , assignment of, by whom, what, and how, 32, a. n. 3. 5. 8.

32. b. n. \. 34. b. n. 1, 35. a.- n. 1, 2. 38. a. n. 4.

. . , of rent reserved on gift in tail, 32. a. .n. 4.

, whether in case of divorce, causa adulttrii, 31. a. n. 9. 10.

_'--.- -, charges upon, 32. b, n. 2. 208. a. n. I.

, damages in, 32. b. n. 4. 33. a. n. I.

, election in, where the baron had two distinct seisins, 33. a. n. 3.

, whether of sands purchased, and aliened during the time-feme

was not dowable, 32. b. n. 8., by custom, 33. b. n. 7. 10, 11. authors upon, 39. b. n. 5.

III. a. n. 1.

(I13) DOWER.
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DOWER, ad ostium, &c. at what time it must be made, 34. a. ft. |. 5.

» , may be of after-purchased "lands, 34. a. n. 4.

- - „-. - -, when once assigned, tenant in, notwithstanding refuse], may af

terwards enter upon, 34, b, n. 5.

-, what lands may be holden in, though not subject to, 35. a.

n. 1.

. , bar or satisfaction 06 or not, what, 34. b. n. 10. 36. b. n. u

3- S« 6.

- , entry upon lands, assigned in, when it may be made, 37. b.

n. z.

-, dt la sluts beale, virtually abolished, 39. b. n. I-

, alien may have, 39. b. n. 9. 129. b. n. 4.

..--._, whether defeated in the hands of ttje feoffee before treason

committed by the husband, 41. a, n. 3.

, ex ajsnfu patris and by custom, whether defeated by the hus

band's offences, 41. a. n. 4, 5.

... , whether executors of tenant in shall pay rent in respect of

emblcments, 55. b. r.. 3. also, sec Emblements.

«. ., rot of land: in jo'ntcnancy, 1 85. a. n. 3.

, of cstatij ::i wi.ich there is an outstanding term, where, 208. a.

n. 1.

, tcr.ar.t i: , how (he (hill hold, and be said to be in, 241. a,

n. :•

, where ■ it shall continue or not aster the see is determined,

201. a. ii. 4.

, doubtful whether the exercise of a power of appointment that

determines an estate of which a woman is dowable, defeats her right of

dower, 379. b. n. 1.

- - - , the means frequently usei for preventing the attachment as a

title to by limitations.

1. to the purchaser, and a trustee, jointly in feer

2. to the purchaser, and a trustee, and the heirs of the trustee, an

objectionable, 379. b. n. 1.

- * - , plan for preventing suggested

by Mr. Butler, 1 _ . 1- » "by Mr. Fearne. J 379- *>■■ ft. r.

E.

EARL MARSHAL, office os, 30- a. n. 1.

EJECTMENT, remedy of, extended by statute en noa-payment of reft,

202. a. n. 3. • '

- , fcos.br may have, under 3 title of re-entry till payment,

&c. 203. a. n. 2.'

ELECTION, of the manner in which an estate shall pass, where itmaybr,

49. a. n. 1. 144. b. n. 3.

ELEGIT, tenant by, cannot hold over, if interrupted by war,, 249. b.

D. I. "

EMBLEMENTS,
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SMBLEMENTS, who (hall have or not, 32. a. n. 7. 5$. a. n. 1. 4, j;

55. b. n. l, 2. 5. 7. 11.

ENTAIL, within star. <fc dents, requisites to, zo^a. n. e. See Tail.

ENTRY, for forfeiture, when it may be made, 42. a. n. i.

. , totted or not, 57. b. n. 6. 239. a. n. 4. 240. a. n. X, 2. 240. b.

n. 2, 3. 241. b. n. 1. 242. a. n. 1. 248. a. n. I. 273- a. 11- I.

• - - - -, for condition broken, effect of, 202. b. n, 2.

- , different kinds of powers of, 203. a. n. 3..

-----, or claim, by whom it may be made, 21S. a. n. 3*

, when it may be made, 245. b. n. z.

, limitation of right of, 250. a. n, I.

- , of lessor for life, 251. a, n. 1.

, whose necessary or not, 254. b. n I.

, forcible, penalties of, 257. 3. n. I.

EQUITY, construction of statutes by, and authors upon; 24. b. a. !•

, analogy of decisions in, to courts at law, 290. b. n. 1- f. xiv.

EQUITY of redemption. See Mortgages.

ESCHEAT, what will prevept, 236.3. n. 1.

ESCUAGE, assessment of, 69. b. n. 3. 72. b. n. 3.

. 1 arbitrary before magna cbarta, 72. b. n. I.

, when and how payable, 72. b. n. 4, 5.

-.--.-* whether a tenure of itsijjf, or merely an incident to it, 73. a.

11. 2. 106. b. n. 2.

__ ..-, whether due fpr service out of the realm, 74. a. n. I.

- - -'» - - y, not an inseparable incident to knighti-service, 106. b ' n. 2.

ESSOIGN, deser-vilio regis, manner of casting, 65. b. n- 5.

ESTATES, pur auirt vie, capable of being fettled by way of intail, 20. a.

n. 5.

. . - - -, for life, pafe under what, 42. a, n. 1 1.

.... , what legal, and what equitable, 290. b. n. 1. f. yi;

See Fee—Tail.

ESTOPPEL, what amounts to, i7a..b. n. 3, 4.

ETYMOLOGIES, &c. of names by which things are passed, observations

on Cote's enquiries into, 6. a. n. 3.

...... T- -, false taste with respect to reprobated, 1 10. a...n. 1,

EVIDENCE, admiffible or not, of persons infamous, 6. b. n. 1.

... . infidels, 6. b. n. 2.

............ . baron or feme, against each other, 6. b.

n. 3.

»........- persons interested, 6. b. n. 4.

. . •-» .. .... infants, 172. b. n. 2.

,..._-._., learning and.authors upon, 7. a. n. 1.

... ... - Tt copy of a record is, 1 17- b. n. 4.

( I i 4 ) EXCIIANGS,
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E}$CHANGE» cannot be between more than two parties* $r.-b£ n. i.

51. a. n. 1.

" • " -.». n "• T ~J °^ freeholds or terms exceeding three years, m-st be :a

writing, 50. b, n. 2.

" * - -. - - - - ■» whether the subject of need be in tffe, 50. b. r. 4.

1 1 -, if by the king, must be by wi icing recorded, 51.2. f. 2.

. ,.., what will operate, as, 51. b. n. 2.

EXECUTORS, account against, when it lies, 90. b. n. 2, 3, 4.

- -• PP*er of felling given to, whether it shall survive, 1 13. a.

n. 2, 236. a. n. 1. .

* debtor or creditor^ how privileged, 264. b. n. I,

F.

FEALTY, to what estate incident, 67. b. n. 2. 93. a. n, 1.

- -, difference between it and homage, 68. a. n. 1, 2.

---...., whether it may be done by attorney, 68. a. n. 5.

... , distinction between it, when done to the king, and the old osth of

allegiance, 68. b. n. I.

, the law upon the same as when Cote wrote, 68. b. n. 5.

FEE, Litilttan's explanation of, defended, 1. a. n. i.

, simple or tail, 21. a. n. 3. 7.

, determinable, 27. a. n. 6.

, conditional at common law, 224. a. n. 1, 2.

FEE FARM, what, 143. b. n. 5.

FELONY, or the time thereof, where it may be traversed, »?. b. n, l.

- , arraignment for, how, 39a b. u. 2.

FEME COVERT. See Baron akd Feme.

FEMALES, their age of discretion, 79. a. n. 3.

FEOFFMEN'T, with condition, difference between it and an obligation,

2zo. b. n. 1.

j its effect to pass a freehold by disseisin, 330. b. n. 1.

FEUDS, origin and history of, and authors upon, 64. a. n. 1. 191. a.

n. 1.

-, import of terms relating to, 266. b. n. i.

FINE, by tenant in tail before conviction, effect of, 2. b. n.- 101

, by disseisee, effect of, 49. a. n. 4.

, history and effects of, 121. a. n. 1,2. 373.3. n. 2.

- - - -, levied by persons under disability, 247. a. n. 2.

, how avoidable, 252. b. n. 1.

, at common law, when a bar, 262. a. n. 1.

, what estates, &c it operates upon, 232. b. n. t.

FIRE, accidental, who answerable for, 57. a. n. 1.

FISHERY,
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FISHERY, several, wlio may have it, 4. b. 112. 122. a. n. 7.

fOLDCOURSE, import of, 6. a. n. 1.

POLKLAND, and bockland, distinction between, 6. a. n. 6.

FORFEITURE, effect of, 1 3. a. n. 7.

. ..----, may be of a remainder expectant upon an estate tail,

14. b. n. 4.

..... , what amounts to, 52. a. n. 4.

........... where or not, of the property of a man killed in rebellion,

390. b. n. 2.

....... , Mr. Yorke's treatise on referred to, 391. b. n. I.

FORMEDON, in descender, whether it lay at common law, 19. a. n. 3.

...... limitation of writs of, 1 15. a. n. 2.

....--, who intitled to, 173. a. n. 4.

FRANKALMOIGN, not affected by 12. Car. 2. <n 24. 100. b. n. 1.

FRANKMARRIAGE, different from gift to baron ami feme, how, 19. a.

n. 2, 3. .

......-.---.-, remedy of the issue in, after fourth degree, 23. a.

. n. 6.

..„-. , issues of donor and donee in, may intermarry dur

ing the degrees, 23. b. n. 1.

..---•, cannot be created by devise, 385. b. n. 4.

FREEHOLD, estate, of what is or not, and when, 42. a. n. 6, 7. 203. a.

u. 2. 2661. b. n. 2.

....-.--, upon condition broken, is not vested till entry, 218. b. n. 3.

FREEHOLDERS, by what names they were anciently designated, 64. b.

D. 1.

FUTURITY, words of, their effect, 20. b. n. 3.

G.

GAVELET, import of the term, 142. a. n. 2.

GAVELKIND, how far the cullom of applies to estates tail, 10. a. 8. 3.

.-.._...., etymology of the term, 140. a. n. 1.

.._......, extension of custom of to collaterals, 140. b. n. 1.

....... statutes for abolishing in particular lands, 140. b. n- 2.

. ......... what customs in mult be specially pleaded, 175. b. n. 4.

GENTS, Ccie's translation os erroneous, 66. b. n. 3.

GIFT, legal import of the term, 384. a. n.- 1.

GRANT, legal import of the term, ib.

- -, the effect of this word, to create a warranty or covenant real,

see Warranty.

.. GRANTS, royal, how concluded, 7. a. n. 2.

-,.----, good, though grantee not named in the premises, 7. a. n. 3.

7 GUARDIAN,
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GUARDIAN, iasocage, 87. bw n. 1. 88. b. n. -2. 6... , fur cause tie •ward, where, 88. b. I). 3.

r - J , to what extent the half blood excluded from being, 88. b,

n. 9.

, by nature, and in socage, difference between, ib.

_ .t in chivalry, nature and privileges of, 88. b. n. i,i.

.. ., by nature, objects- and power of. 88. b. n. 1 3.

, appointment and privileges of under 12. Car. 2. c. 24.

89. a. n. 1 5.r, kinds of not noticed by Coke, and how appointed, 89. a.

n. 16.

, account against, where it lies, 89. a. n. 2, 90. b. n. 2.

- ---» how chargeable in account, 89. a. n. 3,

... f jn socage, cannot assign, 90. b. n. I.

GUINEAS, whence they took their name, 207. b. r.. I.

H.

ItABENDUM, its effect in correcting the premisses, 21, a. n. 1. 26. b,

u. 4. 180. b. n. 1. 299. a. n. j. _

HALF BLOOD, where not excluded, 26. b. n. 3. See Seisin.

IILiR, fogu'.ar, where nemen colleilii-um, 8. b. n. 4. 22. a. n. 4.

- - - -, by custom or in customary land, who, 10. a. n. 3, 4.

-, male, cannot deduce his descent through females, et vice •versa,

19. a. n. 4.

, where he (hall take by descent or purchase, 22. b. n. 4. 26. b.

n. 2.

, female, whether, ta take by purchase as, one must be heir as well at

female, 24. b. n. 3. 164.8. 11.2. . .'

- - - -, where not bound unless specially named, 144. b. n. 2. 209. a,

n. 1.

- - - -, where he (hall take, 148. a. n. 1.

- - . -, nature of in the Roman and the feudal^ laws contrasted, 191. a. n. 1.

s. v. 3.

, how triable who is, 243. a. n. 2.

, cannot take by descent, unless there is an interest in his ancestor a|

tbe time of his decease, jco. a. n. I.

- - - -, when a father and his heir apparent join in a warranty, after the

father's death, the son is ljaye in his own right, and as heir, 386. a,

n. 1.

HEIR-LOOMS, by custom, not alienable by devise, 18. b. n. 6.

. , authors upon, 18. b. n. 7.

HERIOTS, distinction between them and /eliefs, 83. a. n. f.

HIGHWAY, cafe lies for not repairing, on special damage, as also for the

damage, 56. b. 11. 2.

HOLDING OYER, penalties of, 57. b. n. z.

HOMAGE.
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^iOMAGE, to the king, special act cited to excuse the kissing.in, by reafcqi

os pestilence, 64. b. n. 3.

— -----, by the king of England to the king of France for his French,

possessions, 6j.a. n. 3.

B Ugeum and non ligeum, difference between, ib.

,. f importance of the express saving to the king on performing^

66. b. n. i. 68. a. n. 3.

-, for the feme's land, hpw the lord might avow for, 66. b.

n. z.

- -, whether it might be received by a parson, 67. a. n. 1.

t abolished by iz. Car. z. c. Z4. 67- b. n. t. 100. b n. 1.

t. — . , different kinds of referred to, 68. b. n. 1.

j. , auncestrcl, expired long before iz. Car. z. jcj. a, n. I.

HONOUR, nature of an, 108. a. n. I.

HOTCHPOT, law respecting, 176. b. n. 8. 9. 10.

I.

^DEOTS, who, 246. b, n. 1.

INCIDENTS, separable and inseparable, 151. b. n. z. 15Z. a. n. 6.

INDENTURES, mode of making, and effect of, 14.3. b. n. 3. 229. a.

n. 1.

, what deeds must be, 229. a. n. I.

INFANT, what office capable of holding, 3. b. n. 4.

, deeds and acts of, 42. b. n. 4. 51. b. si. 3. 171. b. n. 2. 172. a.

n. 2. 246. a. n. 1.

, age of marriage, yg. b. n. I.

.- - -, whether he may present to a church at any age, 89. a. n. 1.

, at what age he may make a will of personal estate, 89. b- u. 6.

171. b. n. 6. 264. n. 3.

------, how he may sue, 135. b. n. 1.

r . .*. . ., capable of aliening land, where, 171. b. n. 5.

------, at what age examinable as a witness, 172. b. a. 1.

- -, may reverse his fine, when, 247. a. n. 2.

, may suffer a common recovery under a privy seal, 380. b. n. I.

INFRA QUATUOR. MARIA, royal dominion and jurisdiction there,

107. a. n. 6.

INHERITANCE, nature of in the Roman and the feudal laws contrasted,

191. a n. 1'. 1". v. 3.

.. _ r - , conveyed to the heirs of tenant for life, how it (hail

affect his estate, 299. b. n. 1. See Shelley.

INTEREST, present rate of, 4. a. n. 1.

JOINTENANTS, power of attorney from to deliver seisin good, though

one afterwards die, 52. b. n. 6.

I .. , remedy of one against the other, 172. a. n. 8.

JOIN-
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JOINTEN'ANTS, right of survivorship of, where good or not, 180. h.

It. 2. 182. a. 11. 1.

..... , severance of estate of, what amounts to, i8z. b. n. 2.

... , for life, remainder in fee to one ; for what purposes the

two estates of die latter are distinct, 184. b. n. *.

, 4 . . _ , what seisin of the one will give title to the other, i»6.b.

n. 6.

_ , or tenants in common, where, 189. b. n. 3. 100. b.

n. 4.

. . . -r release of interse, 193. a. n. I.

. : •_, and tenants in common, may have account initr Je,

199. b. n. 1.

. , one, keeping his parr, may vouch after severance by the

other. By partition both lose the benefit of the warranty, 385. b.

B. 2.

.-., warranty to three, who are jointcnants, & crilibct it-

rum, is a joint warranty : otherwise when they are tenant* in common,

385. b. n. 3.

JOINTENANCY, what words will make, or put the fee in abeyance,

191. a. n. 1. »

t severance os, what amounts to, 192. a. n. 1.

, whether severable by an infant, 246. a. n. 1.

JOINTURES, what good as in equity, or not, 36. b. n. 5. 7.

. , whether infant bound by, 36. b. n. 7.

IRELAND, what laws extend to, 30. a. n. 5. 372. b. n. 3,

, legislative power over and appellant jurisdiction from aLo.'i!htd,

141. b. n. 2.

, mode of descent and customs in, 141. a. n. 5. 176. a. n. f.

JUDGES, whether the king may consult them extrajudicial!)', no. a. n. 5-

, province of on trials, 155. b. n. 5.

JUDGMENT, in real actions, where against heir, and where ajainrl

vouchee, 39. a. n. 6.

, interlocutory and firraf, difference between, i63. a. n. 2.

. , false remedy for, 259. b. n. 1.

, in a writ of right, when a bar, 262. a. n. 1.

. , saving in, good or void, 305. b. n. 1.

JURY, from the visne, law respecting, 125. a. n. 2.

- - - -, number of in different cases, 155. a. n. 3. 159. a. r. 2.

- - - -, must be de carport comitatus, where, 155. b. n. 2. 157. a. n. 4.

, province of, 1 55. b. n. 3. 6.

, challenge to, causes, kinds, and mode of, 1 jsi. a. n. i, 2, 3, 4, 5.

156. b. 1. 4. 157. b. n. 6. 8. 158. a. n. 1. 158. b. a. 2, 3.

- - - -, qualifications of, 272. a. n. 1.

£. KING
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K.

KING OP GREAT BRITAIN, titles of, 7. b. n. 2. 3.

. - - -, purchases by, or descents upon, now they

shall devolve, 15. b. n. 4. 16. a. ru 2.

- , though an alien, shall take the crown,

16. b. n. 1. - - - -, how he shall be in, on forfeiture of donee

in tail of his grant, 1 8. a- n. 4.

, dispensing power of, 1 20. a. n. 3. 4.

, may give or take by assignment a cltji

in a3io*, 232. b. n. I..'. , cannot be disseised, 239. a. n. j.

. . , see leases 44. b. 11. 4. rent, 47. a. n. 1.

exchange, 51. a. n. 2. lienage, 65. a. n. 3. nullum temput occurrit

regi, 119. a. n. 1. advowson, 121. b. n. z. re-entry, 201. b. n. 3. jut

marts, 261. a. n. 1. wardlhip, warranty, 370. b. n. I.

KING'S BENCH, judicature of belongs to the judges only, 71. b. n. 1.

KNIGHT'S FEE, amount of, 69. b. n. 1.

KNIGHTHOOD, who formerly compellable to accept, 69. a. 11-7.

L.

LAND, descriptions and admeasurements of, 69. a. n. 2.

, how it may be acquired, 18. b. n. 1. 2.

, where it may pass by either of two ways, 49. a. n. 1.

_-.-., history of testamentary power over, 1 1 1. b. n. 1.

LANDLORD and TENANT, 57.0. n. 1. 202.3. n. 3.

LAW, rules and maxims of, 152. b. n. 6. 7. 186. a. ru 3.

, of Edward the confessor, authenticity of discussed, 168. a. n. 8.

LEASES, by corporations sole and aggregate, difference between, 10. b.

•n. -■

- -, by baron and feme of the latter's land, 42. a. n. 2. 46. b. ru 3. 4.

, commencement of, 44- a. n. 4. 46. b. n. 8. 9. 10.

, by tenant in tail, 44. b. n. I. 46. b. n. 2.

_.._.., of tythes, by ecclesiastics, 44, b. n. 3. 47. a. n. 3.

. 1 by the king during the vacancy of a fee, 44. b. n. 4.

, reservations upon, good or not, 44. b. n. 6. 7. 213.. b. n. 1.

_._._-, by ecclesiastics and corporations, good or not, and against whom,

44. b. n. 8. 9. 45. a. ru 2. 4.

» .-..-, by tenants in common, not good if made jointly, 45. a. n. 7.

...---, by infants, voidable only, 45. b. n. I.

_ . -, aided by livery, though otherwise void, 45. b. n. 2.

.....-, duration of, 45. b. n. 3. 46. a. n. I.

------, by coparceners, 45. n. n. c.

_...-., by estoppel, what will turn to an interest, 47. b. n. 1 1.

LEASES,
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LEASES, what they affect, and are affected by, 167. a. n. ll

., entry, after not requisite for survivorship of, 182. a. n. t.

....... by two having different estates, whose it (hall be, 302. b. n. 1 ,

_ - _ , tenant, right of renewal of, 290. b. n. 1. f. IX.

., fee surrender, terms of years, statute, 47. a. n. 4.

LEASE and RELEASE, effect of conveyance by, 207. a. n. 3.

... i. .-----, not pleadable as a grant, 301. b. n. 2.

LEETS, frequency of hoIding> how affected by mag. chart. 115.2. n. let

II. 12.

LEGACIES, vested Or lapsed, 237. a. n. 1.

LEGITIMACY, observations upon the criterion and proofs of, 123. b.

n. 1. 126. a. n. 2. 244.3. n. 2.

- , by subsequent marriage, canon law respecting, 244- h.

n. 2. 245. a. n. 1.

_ , - * -, rejected by the Engliih legisla

ture, ib.

LESSEE, effect of entry by, upon the estate os the reversioner, 249. a. n. I.

. , debt lies not against, after acceptance of rent from his aslignee,

269. b. n. 3.

LIMITATION of TIME, to what cafes 32. H. 8. extends, 115.3. n. 45.6.

--, right osentry how affected by, 250. a. n. |i

LIMITATIONS, proximo Janguinis et confanguinitatii of the devisor, who

sliall take by, 10. b. n. 2.

... , to posthumous children, 2981 a. n. 3.

--, introduced under stat. of uses, 290. b. n. 1. s. 1 \\. z.

LITIGATION, vexatious, remedy son 161. ai n. 4.

LIVERY of SEISIN, nearly superseded by conveyances to uses, and upoo

trusts, 48. b. n, 3.

_. -, what amounts to, 48. a. n. 5.

... -, good or void, with respect to the deed, 4S."b." n. 1.

331. a. n. 1.. . - . -t cannot be given or taken by attorney created by

parol, 48. b. n. 2.

.-.., good or voidj not upon the land; 48. b> n. 3.4.

» , good or void by attorney, and when exerciseablr,

48. b. n. 6. 50. a. n. 1.2. 52. a. n. 3. 9. 5;. b. n. 2. ;,. 7. y.

. . , good or void, on account of the possession, 48. b. d.j-

8. 52.3. n. 9.

_ , bad to pass a remainder expectant on a lease fa

years, if made after delivery of the deed, 49. b. n. 5.

LOCI LEX, to what extent allowed, 79. b. n. 1.

M.

MADMEN, who, 246. b. n. 1.

MAGNA CHARTA, 43. a. n. 4.

6 MAIDED
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i&AIDENS under sixteen, carrying away, object of, 4 aad 5. Ph. and M.

respecting, 89. a. n. 4.

MAIMING, a capital offence, where, 127.8. n. 2.

MAINTENANCE, formerly an object of enquiry into by juries, 140. a.

d.3.

1. ---, what, 368. b. n. 1.

MARRIAGES, degrees of affinity within which prohibited, 24. a. n. 2.

235. b. m J.

, Scotch, validity of, 79. b. n. I.

, difference between contracts of per <vcrla de prœsenti

et per <verba defuturo, 79. b. n. z.

.a--- , not dissoluble prieconlretclus causa, ib.

. . , of ideots and lunatics, 80. a. n. |.

.-..---.-----, of the royal family, 133. b. n. 1.

• , fee release, 264. b. n. 2.

MERGER, what union of estates is not, 33 S. b. ri. 4.

._ 1 a treatise en this subject to be published by Mr. Preston, 34S. h>

n. 1.

MESNE PROFITS, whether heir ot posthumous son intklcd to when an

estate io divested by the latter's birth, 1 1. b. n. 4.

. , who shall have, 55. b. a. 8.

MESSUAGE, what passes by, 5. b. n. 1.

MONUMENTS, remedy for defacing, 1 3. b. n. c.

MORTGAGES, nature and history of, 205.8. n. t.

. ----, estates in, where they pass by general words in a will, ih.

. , who may or shall redeem, and ip what proportions,

208. a. n. 1. ..

.... f - ., how considered in equity, 208. b. a. I.

..-..->. ---, money secured bv payable to th? executor, ib.

MORTMAIN, licences to alien in, 99. a. n. 1.

H.

NATURAL-BORN SUBJECT, who, 8. a. n. 1, 128. b. n. 2. 129. a.

D. 2.

NATURALIZED PERSONS, incapacities of, 129.3. n. t.

NATURAL CHILD, improperly contrasted to legitimate, 244.3. D.I.

NOBLE, one may be/«r autn ntii, 16. b. n. 7.

NON-COMPOS, whether he can plead his own disability, 2. b. n. 12.

KOTA, observations on Ccit's inferences from this word, 22. a. n. 2.

NOTICE to quit, where necessary or not, 270. b. n. 1.

mjLLVM TEMPUS OCCURR1T REGI, how the rule at present stands,

119 a. n. 1.

& OBLIGATION,
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O.

OBLIGATION, what payment ispleadable as a bar to, 212. b. n. t. ■

-......, difference between it and a feoffment on condition, 220. b.

n. 1.

1 discharge os, what is, 232. a. n. 1.

OCCUPANCY, of what things it maybe, 41. b. n. 2, 3, 4, 5.

. , general, abolished, 41. b. n. 5. 298. a. n. 1.

OFFICES, judicial, whether grantable in reversion, 3. b. n. 5.1 grant of by ecclesiastics, 44. a. n. I.

f civil and military, forfeitable for omitting to take the test oaths,

233. a. n. 1.

, fee infant, 3. b. n. 4.

ORDINANCE, its difference from a statute, 159. b. n. 2.

OUSTER, forcible, remedy for, 257. b. n. 1.

OUTLAWRY, whether awardable upon merely constructive breaches of

the peace, 128. b. n. I.

P.

PARAGIVM, import of the term, 1 75. b. n. 5.

PARCENERS, of copyhold, cannot make partition without licence, 59. a.

n. 1.

PARLIAMENT, whether on an election for, an action lies against a re

turning officer for refusing a vote, 81. b. n. 2.

, etymon, and first use of the word, 1 10. a. h. i. 3.

, ., Scotch, history os, ib. n. 2.

, origin and weight of the commons in, no. a. n. 4.

260. a. n. 1.., duration of, 1 1 o. a. n. 6.

, records of, 260. a. n. I.

PARLIJMENTUM TENENDI MODUS, remarks on its antiquity,

69. b. n. 2. no. a. n. 3.

PARTITION, effect of, 165. b. n. 2. 4. 166. b. n. 2.

, how it should be made, 16.7. b. n. 3.

. , different modes of, 169. a. n. 2. 170. a. n. 3. 4.

, binding or not, where, 170. a. n. 3. 4. 170. b. n. I.

171. a. n. 2. 171. b. n. 2. 172. b. n. 4.

, who may have, 187. a. n. 2.

PASTURA SEPARAL1S, against whom prescribabie, 122. a. n.6.

PEER, nature of stipend sometimes allowed upon creating, 83. b. n. j.

PEERESS, by birth, her style how affected by marriage, 16. b. n.6.

PERPETUITY, observations on attempts to create, 37^. b. n. 1.; and fee

Tail.

PERSONALTY,
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PERSONALTY-, how far capable of settlement, iS. b. n. 7. 20. a.

n. 5. , testamentary power over, 176. b. n. 5.

PETITION, right of; how it at present stands, 257. a. n. 3. "*

PLEADING, IN, who shall be said to be seised in his demesne 15.2.

n. 3. 17. a. n. 3. 17. b. n. 2.4.

.... , Comyns Dig. referred to, 17. a. n. I.

........... count and plea, diversity between, J ib. n. 3.

. , no diversity between ad medieiaitm rtBoriæ, and rc3*riam

pudietatis, 17. b. n. 5.

---' --, how of a gift to baron and feme, and the heirs of feme

by baron, 26. a. n. 1.

....... , where froftrt of a deed should be made, 35. b. n. 6.

. .-, where non ijlfaSum pleadable, 35. b. n. 7.

. . , diversity between pleading a lease, and count in debt for

rent, 47. b. n.-o., , leflee for years and at will, in count in

debt against, 57. b. n. 1.

, of copyhold, how it (hall be, 58. a. n. 1. 176. a. n. 1.

-, specially stated or not, what should be, 89. a. n. 7.

_' , where customs must be specially stated, 1 10. b. n. 3.

, necessity of alleging the locus in quo in issuable facts,

125. a .n. 2.

.. , a defeasance, what should be stated, 207. a. n. 2.

.... , what matter that may be given io evidence, may also be

pleaded, 283. a. n. 1.

, double pleas allowed by stat. 303. a. n. 1.

, where surplusage does not vitiate, 303. b. n. 1.

. , order of, 304. b. n. I.

. , estoppels, why allowed, 352. a. n. ?.

........... fee Obligation, Lease and Release, nen-compot.

POLYGAMY, import of the term, 80. b. n. \.

POPISH RECUSANTS, disabilities of, 8. a. n. 8.

PORTIONS, vested or lapsed, 237. a. n. 1.

POSSESSIO FRATRIS, may be of copyhold before admittance, 14. b.

n.6. , what will amount to, 15. a. n. 2. 4. 6. 7. 15. b.

n. 1. 29. a. n. 3.

. , may be of dignities, 15 b. n. 3.

POSSIBILITY, DOUBLE, instance of, 184. a. n. 1. J

POWER, where exerciseable by an infant, 52. a. n. 2.

. -, how an act shall operate as an execution of, 1 12. a. n. 1.

. ., naked, exerciseable by feme covert, without her baron, 1 1 z. a.

(Kk) POW£R,
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POWER, os selling, given to executors, whether it Ihall survive, 113. a.

n. 2. 236. a. n. 1.

, of leasing, extent of, 210. a. n. 1.

, of appointment, its effect upon the estates subsequent to it, 216. a.

r. 2.

- , execution os, good or not, 258.8. n. 1.

, deriving effect from the stat. of uses, 271. b. n. I. s. III. 4.

-----, what, and what a trust, 290. b. n. 1. s. VII.

, how far uses limited under clerive their effect from the original

deed, 299. b. n. 1.

-, suspension and extinction ns, 342. b. n. I.

PRÆMUNJRE, is so called from the words of the writ, 3gi.a. n. I.

.'__.-, defined by MY. Justice Blackllone, ib. See Romas

Catholics.

FREGNANCY, probable period of, 123. b. n. 1. 2.

PRESENTATION, whether grantee of eldest coparcener in titled to

priority of, 166. b. n. 2.

— -, fee Symony. •

PROFESSED PERSON'S, 3. b. n. 7. 33. b. n. 6.

PROSECUTION, MALICIOUS, remedy for, 161. a. n. 4.

PROTECTIONS, women in c:imp intitled to, 130. a. n. 1.

..... ---, fallen into disuse, 131. b. n. 2.

PUER, imports a child of either sex, i;6. b. n. 3.

QUARE IMPEDIT, where it lies of a moiety, 18. a. r. 1.

fc ----. nonsuit iu, after appearance, bar to a second, 139. s.

n. i.

R.

REBELLION", one killed in, forfeits his lands only when a record of

the fact, upon a view of the body, is made by the ch. j. of K. B. aud

returned into that court, 390. b. n. '2.

RECEIVER, where he may charge his expences, 89. a. n. 4.

RECOVERY, COMMON, where tenant in special tail cannot suffer,

28. b. n. 1.

. ...... ; may be falsified by grantee for years, of a

rent charge, 46. a. n. 4.

--.-...... j return 0f wrjt 0f summons in, 135. a. r. 1.

'* --..-, mode of preserving the old estate of tenant

for life joining in, 203. b. n. 1.

....... ,f recompence in value, is not the true reafco,

in thnt it bars the intail, 379. b. n. 1. Vide Tail.

' * • RECOVERY,
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RECOVERY, COMMON, tenant to the [recipe in, good or not, ib. and

241. a. n. 2.

_ . , vests no freehold till execution served, 266. b.

n. 2.

REDISSEISIN, lies not in ancient demesne, 154. a. n. 11. •, lies against baron and feme for the act of the la:ter,

154. b. 11. 1.

RE-ENTRY, for nonpayment of rent, where it may be without demand,

201. b. n. I- 3.

, may be for a part only unpaid, 21 1. b. n. 1.

REEVELAND, nature of, 86. a. n. 2.

•RELEASE, of a copyhold, by and to whom it may be made, 59. a. n. 1., from lord paramount to tenant paravail, effect of, 152. b.

n. 3.

. ... ., where it passes a fee, without the word " heirs," 193 a.

n. 1. 273. b. n. 2. 274. b. n. I.

.....--, its mode of operating under different circumstances, 264. a.

n. 1.

.-..-.., what amounts to, 264. b. n. I. 2., of a mere right or title, to whom it may be, 265. a. n. 1.

274.8. n. 1.

, how it enures, 267. a. n. I. 275. b. n. 1.

. - - -, which operates by enlargement, does not require an actual

estate in possession to operate upon, 270. a. n. 3.

. - . - , observations upon, 273. a.

n. 1. , which operates by milter restate, observations upon, 273. b.

n. 2. , by mitter le droit, observations upon, 274. a.

n. 1. 274. b. n. 1. 275. a. n. I. 277. a. n. 1.

, of all demands, what passes by, 291. b. n. 1. 2.

, jn what it differs from -a confirmation, 296. a. n. 2.

RELIEF, distinction between it and a heriot, 83, a. n. 1.

-, is not a service, 83. a. n. 2.

, remedy for, 83. a. n. 3.

- , at what time payable, 91. b. n. I.

------, several kinds of, 93. a. n. 2.

. . -, what seisin of tenant will give title to, 239. a. n. 1. i

REMAINDER, may be forfeited, 14. b. n. 4.

..... , what is, and what a reversion, 22. b. n. 3.

...... ., tenant in, remedies of, 1 84. b. n. 1 .

. . ., cross, what words will create, 105. b. n. I.

..„_._...., vested, what, and what contingent, 265. a. n. 2.

REMITTER, outline of the octr ine of, 347. b. n. 1.

( K k 2 ) REMITTER,
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REMITTER, to what estate or title it may be, 349 b. n. I.

. ., may be to a part only, 350. a. n. I.

.-. , shall take effect, though made by a voidable estate, 35 > 1.

n. I.

, effect of statutory laws upon, 353. b. n. 1.

. -, to the particular estate, extends to the remainder, 354-b.

n. 1.. - , defeats the wrongful estate without entry, 357. a. *n. 1.

RENT, may be reserved by the king out of an incorporeal hereditament,

47. a. n. 1. * ■

- . , whether debt lay for, on freehold leases, at common law, 47. a.

n.4.

- , where it shall go to the heir or successor, 47. a. n. 8, 9.

- charge, in eji, formerly controverted, whether devisable, 1 1 1. J*

n. 5.

----- services, remedy for, 142. a. n. 2.

----- charge and service, extinct or not, how, 147. a. n. 5. 149. a. r. 3.,

267. b. n. 2.

• -, to whom payable, 148. a. n. 1. 214. a. n. 1.

-----, service, position, respecting the suspension of, denied, 148. b. 0. 1.

----- charge or seek, what, 153. a. n. 1.

-----, issuing out of more than one county, whether one adze lies for,

154. a. n. 2.

-----, statutory provisions respecting, 1 62. b. n. 6.

.-.--, distinctions between modes of reserving, 202. a. n. 3: 213. b.

n. 1.

.----, deriving its effect from stat. of uses, observations upon, 271. h,

n. 1. s. iii. 4. 298. a. n. 2. 315. a. n. 1.

-•---, limitations of, their effects 298. a. n. 2.

. _, discharge from arrears of, what amounts to, 373. b. n. t.

RESCUE, of an innocent person, where not justifiable, 161. a. n. 3.

RESERVATION, import of the term, 143. a. n. 1.

, See Rent.

REVERSION, what is, and what a remainder, 22. b. n. 3.

- ---, grant of, perfect without attornment, 1 1 g. b. n. :'.

'...... , cannot be extended, 153. a. ri» 4.

RIOT, what is, 257.8. n. 3.

ROLLS OF PARLIAMENT cited.

6 Ed. 2. M. 27. ... 69. a. n. *.

8 Ed. 2. M. 7. - . 43. a. n. 3.

9 Ed. 2. M. 4. - - . iaj. b. n. 1.

14 Ed. 2. 8 M. 4. . 7a. b. n. 5.

19 Ed. 2. M. - - - 69. a. n. 7.

9 E<1. 3. M. 17. a E 69. a. n. 7.

so Ed.
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ROLLS OF PARLIAMENT cited, continued.

20 Ed. 3. N. 13. - 69. b. a. \.

21 Ed. 3. N. 16. 44- 69. b. n. 3;

25 Ed. 3. N. 23. • 69. b. n. 3.

5 Rich. 2. N. 67. 69. b. n. 3.

ij Rich. 2. N. 32. • • - 15. b. n. 4,

5 Hen. 4. N. 24. - 71. a. n. 1.

1 Hen. 5. N. 17. . - 69. b. n. 3.

5 Hen. 5. pars a» N. 9. 69 b. n. 3.

8 Hen. j. N. ic. • 31. b. n. 9. 129. b. n. 4.

9 Hen. 5. N. pro comitissa Arund 11 129. b. n. 4.

N. 9. . - • - 51. b. n. 9.

3 Hen. 6. N. 29. SpecialI act of parlia-

ment for giving mesne

value to the wife in casu

4. Hen. 6. N. 51.

comitissas Marchie - 33. a. n. 4.

372. b. n. 3.

9 Hen. 6. N. 30. Indenization of one

born in Wales - 129. b. n. 6.

1 1 Hen. 6. N. 57. - •- 77. a. n. 1.

18 Hen. 6. N. 42. - 77. a. n. 1.

N.43. - 69. a. n. 7.

N. 58. - 64. a. n. 3.

20 Hen. 6. N. 18. C.2. 120. a. n. 1.

«3 Hen. 6. N. 26. 129. b. n. 6.

28 Hen. 6. N. 12. . - 69. a. n. 7.

38 Hen. 6. N. 29. - 42. a. n. 3.

3 and 4 Ed. 4. N. 42. - - 133. a. n. 4.

ROMAN policy, similarity of with the Saxon, imaginary, 168. a. n. 5. 7,

» . law, instances of similarity of with the English, 176. b. n. 10.

-.- , contrasted with the feudal, 191. a. n. 1. s. v. 3, 4, 5,

ROMAN CATHOLICS. The offence of premunire arises from paying

to the papal process that obedience which belongs to the king

alone, 391. a. n. 346.

On the laws past prior to the reformation for restraining papal pro

vision, ibid.

The several statutes and regulations against offenders in this respect,

stated from mr. justice Blackstone, ibid. '

On the laws, which, after the reformation, were past against those who

continued in communion with the see ofRome, ibid.

These laws enumerated, with the penalties for enforcing them;

1. against their religious worship ; ~\

2. - - - - the education of their children in their tenets; I ...,
3. - - - - non-conformity to the religion of the established (l

church. J

The distinction between popish recusants and recusants generally arose

from 35. Eliz. c. 2.

Other dissenters relieved by 1. Will.

The difference, under 35. Eliz. c. 2, between

1. Papists, "}

2. Popish recusants, S ibid.

3. Popish recusants convict, J

(Kk 3) Penalties
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ROMAN CATHOLICS continued.

Penalties on recusancy, 391. a. n. 346.

Penalties and disabilities following the refusal to take the oath of

supremacy, and against transubstantiation, and the declaration

against popery.

Refusal to take the oath of supremacy, on requisition by two ma

gistrates, amounted to a conviction of recusancy.

The persons refusing, disqualified from being counsellors, &c.

Refusal to make the declaration against transubstantiation disqualifies

from all offices, civil and military.

Refusal to make the declaration against popery disqualifies from

being a member of either house of parliament.

Refusal to take the oaths of allegiance, supremacy, &c. created a

personal inability in recusants above the age of sixteen, to take

landed property, in favour of the protestant next in kin to them.

Did not extend to prevent the right of succession to their heirs.

All purchases by, or in trust for, such recusants, made void.

Papists incapacitated from presenting to churches, hospitals, &c.

subjected to double land-tax.

obliged to inroll their deeds and wills.

Cn the laws past in the present reign of king G. 3.

The 3d. Gco. ill. had establilhed the purchase of protestants

from papists prior to claim, &c.

It left papists personally becoming purchasers, &c. under the

disabilities of the act of 1 2. and 1 3. W. 3.

By the 18. Geo. 3. papists taking the oath in that act relieved

from prosecution, imprisonment, and from forfeiture of lands

purchased or derived by descent, and not previously claimed

as forfeited.

Case of Bunting -v. Williamson under this act settled, that no

person could claim under the previous litigation, unless he was

the person who had litigated at that time.

On the stat. 31. Geo. 3. c. 32.

The oath to be taken.

Repeals the stat. ofrecusancy as against these who take the oatb.

Tolerates their religious principles under restrictions.

Exempts them from taking the oath of supremacy and declara

tion against transubstantiation.

Allows of papists, taking this oath, to be in London, Westminster,

&c. irremovable.

No peer taking that oath to be prosecuted for coming into his

m.ijefly's presence, &c.

Repeals the laws requiring the register of the deeds and wills cf

Roma 1 catholics.

A"> Ws them to be barristers, &c. without taking the oath of

supremacy, or making the declaration against transubstantia-

iio;i, ibid.

Probability
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ROMAN CATHOLICS tontinued.

Probability that, those formerly called papists, and taking the

oath, will for the future be distinguished by the name of

Roman catholics, 591. a. n. 346.

Adviseable to take the oath of the 18. Geo. 3. to prevent alt

• doubts on ability to take by descent or purchase.

Relieved from double land tax by an omission of that clause in

the annual act.

Comparative situation of protestant dissenters and Roman catholics.

All penalties against such dissenters, under the toleration and cor

poration acts, equally assect papists.

Some disabilities are peculiar to Roman catholics from their per

suasion ;

I. Theycannotbe members os Parliament.

z. They cannot vote at elections for members of parliament.

3. They cannot present to advowsons.

" I*- erS I may present to advowsons.

Reasons submitted evidently to shew there is no policy in denying to

Roman catholics the privilege of presenting to advowsons.

Legislative provisions for establishing the election and acts of persons

elected contrary to the corporation act.

Dissenters not eligible to an office, are not sineable for refusing to take

that office upon themselves.

Annual act of indemnity for persons not qualifying for offices.

Whether Roman catholics are liable to serve in the militia, considered.

Whether liable to serve on juries.

Appear to be entitled to be summoned to the meetings of British

factories.

A factory no corporation within the corporation act.

This act, and the test act, confined to particular limits.

The non-attendance of Roman catholics at former periods raises no

objection against their right.

Means to be pursjed to assert it.

Remedy and consequence in case of refusal.

Whether Roman catholics may hold offices exerciscable abroad.

Opinions drawn from the test and corporation acts, that they may be»

1 st. Ambassadors to foreign courts.

2dly. Officers under the East India company, &c, ibid,

S,

SCILICET, import and effect of the term, 180. b. n. 1.

SEA. See Infra o^uatuor maria, Jus maris.

SEAMEN, apprentices, wages of, belong not to their masters, 117. a. n. 1.

(Kk4) SECK,
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SECK, different imports of the term, 15 1. b. n. 1.

SEIGNORY, suspended and revived, 13. a. n. 4.

- - , extinguished or not, by what, 52. a. n. 7, 152. b. n. 4.

SEISIN, of a reversion, will not take away the disability of half blood,

14. a. n. 6.

. . , of remainder expectant on estate tail, sufficient to make it grant-

able or forseitable, 14. b. n. 4.

... - -, what sufficient to intitle to curtesy, 29. a. n. 3.

-. See Pleading, 15. a. n. 3, Sec. Jointenants, 186. b. n. 6.

SERJEANTS at LAW, 17. a. n. 2.

SERJEANTY, grand and petit, their several natures, 106. b. n. 2.

, how aifected by 12. Car. 2. 108. a. n. 1. 108. b. n. I.

SERVANTS, free, interest of masters in their acquired property, 117. a.

n. 1.

SERVICES, how affected by the lords purchase of part of the land, 148. b.

n. 5.

... ., grant of, what passes by, 152. a. n. 6.

SETTLEMENTS of PROPERTY, account of their origin and progress,

290. b. n. 1. f. III. , , shifting uses in, 3Z7. a. n. 2.

SHELLEY's CASE.

Observations of Mr. Justice Blackstone, in his argument on Per-

rin and Blake, defining analytically, the effect of a limitation to a

man and his heirs, or heirs of his body, 376. b. n. I.

His conclusion to the rule in Shelley's cafe, ibid.

His deduction of the principles of that rule, ibid.

Reference of it to a rule flexible in its interpretation, and governed

by the clear intention, ibid.

The question, according to this writer, is, whether the heirs are in

tended to take as purchasers or descendants, ibid.

Mr. Hargrave's statement of the different ways in which the rule is

interpreted by its advocates and its opponents, ibid.

His opinion that the rnle rs imperative, and opposes the intention

when there is a concurrence of the circumstances to which the

rule applies, ibid.

The rule applies as often as the ancestor takes an estate of freehold,

and the htirs are to take under that name, in its general unqua

lified fense, ibid.

Policy of the rule, to avoid the confusion of giving to a real descent)

the qualities of a purchase, ibid.

The rule is no medium for discovering the intention, ibid.

Means of discovering whether the rule is applicable or not, ibid.

It is applicable as often as the limitation to the heirs does, by that

term, embrace all the successive descendants of the ancestor, ibid.

Not applicable, when particular individuals are the objects intended,

and the term heirs is manifestly used, or clearly explained, in that

iei.se, ibid.

Mr.
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SHELLEY's CASE, continued.

Mr. Fesrnc's observations on the rule, 376. b. rt. 1.

He refers its origin to prevent frauds upon tenure, ibid.

His comments on the determination of Perrin and Blake in K. B,

and his reasons for questioning the grounds of that determination,

ibid.

Mr. Butler's discussion of the grounds of this rale, ibid.

String of enquiries : .

1 . Whether the express declaration, that the heirs shall take by

purchase will exclude the rule.

2. Whether words of implication will have this effect.

3. Whether it is sufficient, that it is the intention that the an

cestor (hall take for life only.

4. Or it must also appear that the heirs are to take as pur

chasers.

5. Whether it must {appear how, and what estates, they are to

take.

6. How, and what estates, the heirs can take when the ancestor

has an estate of freehold, ibid.

Examination of these heads, and of the different effects of which the

several limitations admit under different points of view, ibid.

Strongest objection against excluding the rule, when the freehold is

limited to the ancestor, and the inheritance to the heirs, by the

name of heirs, is, that it will be in opposition to a series of adjudi

cations from 18. Ed. 2. to 17. Gco. 2. ibid.

Observations confined to legal estates, ibid.

». and to those cases in which there is no clear

reference to the heirs as individuals, jbid.

The fourth edition of Mr. Fearnc's Essay on Contingent Remainders,

and Mr. Preston's Succinct View of this Rule, mentioned.

S1ENS, import of the word, 123. a. n. 2.

SIMQNY, presentation void for, tho' clerk not privy to, 120. a. n. I.

_. void or voidable for, ib. n. 2.

, after clerk's disability for, he cannot be again presented,

ib. n. 3.

SLAVERY, domestic, repugnant to the law of England, 117. b. n. 3.

SOCAGE, etymon of contested, 86. a. n. 1.

f guardianship in, whether confined to a descent, 87. b. n. 1.

_ . , guardian in, who shall be, 88. b. n. 2.

- - , effect of 12. Car. 2. upon, 93. b. n. 3.

STATUTE, construction of by equity, 24. b, n. 1.

, where one may elect to take by, or at common law, 49. a.

n. 1.

. 1 preamble of, its influence in expounding, 79. a. n. 2.

1 public and private, distinction between, 98. b. n. 1.

« . , of iz. Car. 2. e. 24. framing of, unjustly attributed to lord

chief justice Hale, 108. a. n. 1.

» STATUTE,
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STATUTE, rules of construing, 115. a. n. 8, 9.

, negative, whether prescribable against, if merely declaratory,

115. a. n. 15.

, criterion of, 159. b n. 2.

STATUTES cited.

9 Hen. 3. C. 3. Wards - - 67. b. n. 1.

C. 4. Charta de Foresta 115. a. n. 13.

20 Hen. 3. C. 2. Stat. Merton - 55. b. n. 3.

115. a. n. :.

52 Hen. 3. C. 8. Stat. Marlbridge 161. a. n. 4. sect. 1.

C. 16. ... 355. b. n. r.

C. 22. - - 47. a. n. 4.

3 Ed. 1. Stat. Westm. I. c. 48. - 35. a. n. 3.

C. 49. - - 135. b. n. 1.

4 Ed. 1. ft. 1. s. 4. - - - 4. b. 11. 1.

C. 5. - , - 80. b. n. 1.

6 Ed. 1. C. 1. Stat. Gloucester, 32. b. n. 4. 325. a. n. 1.

355. b. n. 1. 373. b. n. 2.

C. 4. 47. a. n. 4. 142. a. 11. a. 143. h. n. 5.

7 Ed. 1. st. 2. Stat. Mortmain - 2. a. n. 1.

13 Ed. 1. Stat. Westm. II. ci.de Donis 2. a. n. 2.

19. a. n. 1. 19. b. n. 2. 2. a. n. 1.

191. a. n. 8. sect 5. 326. b. n. 1. sect. 4.

373. b. n. 2.

C. 1?. .... 135. b. 1.

C. 18. - 191. a. n. 9. sect. 5.

C. 21. 4r. ... 142. a. n. 2.

C. 23. ... 90. b. n. 4.

C. 24. - - 290. b. n. 1. sect. 14.

13 Ed. 1. st. 2. C. 25. s. 10. - 4. b. n. 1.

18 Ed. 1. Stat. Westm. III. Quia emptores m.b. n. r.

34 Ed. 1. Conjuncti; feotfatus - 180. b. n. 3.

1 Ed. 2. Stat. de Militibus. - - 69. a. n. 6.

1 7 Ed. 2. stat. 2. 67. a. n. 2.

C. 6. - - 191. n. 6. sect. 5,

1 Ed. 3. st. 1. C. 2. . 1 15. a. n. 13.

,4 Ed. 3. st. 3. C. 3. -

'• 1 10. a. n. 5.

99. a. n. 1.

i8Ed. 3. st. 4. .

25 Ed. 3. st. 2. . 8. a. n. 1.

st. 3. C. 2. - 119. a. n. 1.

C. 3. - 115. a. n. 1 j.

st. S. c. s. - 90. b. n. 4.

st.6. - 391. a. n. 2.

C.:7. - 191. a. n. 9. sect. 5.

27 Ed. 3. st. 1. C. 4. - 391. a. n. 2.

st. 2. C. 1, 2, 3. 4» 391. a. n. 2.

c. 9. - 391. a. n. 2.

31 Ed. 3. C. 11. - 90. b. n. 4.

34 Ed. 3. C. 16. • 121. a. n. 1.

> Rich. 2. C. 9, - 191. a. n. 1 1. sect. 5.

12 Rich. 2. C. 15. . 391. a. n. 2.

13 Rich. a. st. i.C. 1. - 2 19. a. n. z.

st. 2, C. 2. - 391. a. n. 2.

st.2. C. J. * • 391.3. .0. a.

16 Rici.
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STATUTES cited continued.

i6Rich. 2. C. 3. • . 391. a. n. a.

1 Hen. 4. C. 14. - - 74. b. n. 1.

4 Hen. 4. C. 8. - - 357. a. n. I.

C. 22. - - 119. a. n. 1.

8 Hen. 6. C. 29. . 159. b. n. 1. 257. a. n. 1.

1 Rich. 3. C. 7. - - 121. a. n. 1.

4 Hen. 7. C. 17. - - 88. b. n. 11.

C. 24. - 121. a. n. 1. 330. b. n. 1.

1 1 Hen. 7. C. 20. 290. b. n. 1. sect. 3. 32;. a. n. 1.

373. b. n. 2.

3 Hen. 8. C. 39. - - 191. a. sect. V. 8.

21 Hen. 8. C. 15. 290. b. n. 1. sect. 13. 325. a. n. 1.

22 Hen. 8. C. 10. - - 159. b. n. 1.

C. 15. - 161. a. n. 4. sect. 1.

23 Hen. 8. C. 11. - - 11a. b. n. 2.

C. 14. - - 257. a. n. 1.

C. 39. - - 191. a. n. 9. sect. 5.

26 Hen. 8. C. 13. - - 74. b. n. 1.

C. 14. - - 94. a. n. 3.

27 Hen. 8. C. 10. - - 290. b. n. 1. sect. 1.

C. 16. - 147. b. n. 4. 48. a. n. 3.

229. a. n. 2.

31 Hen. 8. C. 9. - 134.8. n. 5.

C. 10. s. 3. - - 94. a. n. 5.

32 Hen. 8. C. 2. - - 83. a. n. 2.

C. 16. s. 13. - - 2. b. n. 7.

C. 37. - - 146. b. n. 1.

33 Hen. 3. C. 23. - - 74. b. n. 1.

C. 39. - - J 59. a. u. 4.

34&35Hen.8. C. 5. s. n. - - 174.8. n. 3.

C. 26. s. 74. - - 135. a. n. 3.

35 Hen. 8. C. 2. - - 74. b. n. 1.

C. 3. - - 7. b. n. 4.

37 Hen. 8. C. 20. s. 2 3, 4. - 108. a. n. 3.

1 Ed. 6. C. 2. 41. a. n. 4. 134. a. n. 3 & 5.

C 4. s., 1, 2, 3. - 108. a. n. 3.

5 & 6 Ed. 6. C. u. • - 41. a. n. 4.

1 Ma. Stat. 2. C. 20. - - 134. a. n. 5.

, 1&2P.&M. C. 8. - - 134. a. n. 5.

4&T5P.&M. C.8. - - - 88. b. n. 12.

1 Eliz. C. 1. - - 134 a. n. 5.

C. 2. - 391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

2 Eliz. C. 4. s. 1. - 95. a. n. 4.

8 Eliz. C. 2. - •• 161. a. n. 4. sect. 1.

13 Eliz. C. 4. - 191. a. n. 9. sect. 5.

C. 5. 3. b. n. 9. 290. b. n. 1. sect. 11.

C. 7. - - 229. a. n. 2.

C. 10. ... 45. a. n. 2.

14 Eliz. C. 8. - 325.8. n. 1.

C. 11. - - 4j. a. n. 2.

23 Eliz. C. 1. - •? 391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

27 Eliz. C. 3. - - 191. a. n. 9. sect. 5.

C. 4. - - 290. b. n. 1. sect. 11.

C. 5. - r 72. a. n. 3.

C. ' 9. - - 225. b. n. 3.

29 Eliz, C. 1. • t 391. a> n. 2. sect. 2

I Jvo,
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STATUTES cited centime:!.

I Jam. i. C. 4. - 391. a. n. z. sect. 2.

C. 11. » - 80. b. n. 1.

C. 25. - - 134. a. n. 5.

3 Jam. 1. C. 4. - - 391. a. n. a. sect. 2.

4. Jam. 1. C. 3. - 161. a. n. 4. sect. 1.

7 Jam. i.C. 6. - - 391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

»i jam. 1. C. 2. - - -' 119. a. n. 1.

C. 13. - - 125. a. n. 2.

C. 15. - 257. a. n. 1. 257. b. n. 1.

C. 16. - 115. a. n. 2. 115. a. n. 7.

250. a. 11. 1.

C. 28. ... 71. a. n. 1.

C. 28. s. 7. - - 92. b. n. 2.

16 Car. 1. C. 20. - - 69.8. n. 7.

12 Car. 2. C. 24. 91. a. n. 1. 4. a. n. 1. 67. b.

n. 1. 68. b. n. 5. 71. a. n. 1.

74. b. n. 1. 76. a. n. 1. 85.3.

n. 1. 88. b. n. 13. 89. a. n. 1 j.

169. a. 11. 2. sect. 5. 191. a.

n. 11. sect. 5.

C. 24. s. 5. - * - 162. a. n. 6*

C. 24. s. 1.2. - 105. a. n. 1.

C. 24. s. 7. 100. b. n. 1. 141. b. n. 4.

391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

13 Car. 2. ft. 2. C. 2. - 161. a. n. 4. sect. 1.

16 Car. 2. C. 1. - - no. a. n. 6.

16 & 17. Car. 2. C. 8. 125.0.11.2. 127. a. n. 1.

22 & 23. Car. 2. C. 10. 176. b. 11. 5. 351. a. n. 1.

C. 10. s. J. - 176. b. n. 10.

sj Car. 2. C. 2. - - 233. a. n. j.

C. 2. § 25. - - 351. a. n. 1.

29 Car. 3. C. 3. - 48. a. n. 1. 298. a. n. 1.

41. b. 11. 4. 48. a. n. 3.

50. b. n. 3. 1 1 1. b. n. 1 & 3.

1 70. a. n. 4. 290. b. n. 1. sect. 1 1.

338. a. n. 1.

290. b. n. 1. sect. 8.

41. b. n. 5.

- - 351. a. n. 1.

391. a. n. 2. sect. 3.

391. a. n. 3. sect. 3.

391. a. n. 3; sect. 3.

f. ;2. 120. a. n. 4.

391. a. n. 2. sect. 3.

47. a. n. 16. 47. b. n. 7.

162. b. n. 6. sect. 3.

• 290. b. n. 1. sect. 1 1.

176. b. n. 5.

272. a. n. 1.

no. a. n. 6.

203. b. n. 1.

161. a. n. 4. sect. 1.

169. a. n. 2. sect. 1.

159. a. n. 4.

391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

C. 3. s. 3-

C. 3. s. 8.

C. 3. s. 12.

C. 3. s. 25.

30 Car. 2. st. 2. Ci. 3.

1 W.&Ma. sect. 1. C. 8.

C. 9-

sess. 2. C. 2.

c. 26.

3 W. & Ma. C. 5. -

3 W.&Ma. C. 14.

4 W.&Ma. C. 2.

4&5\V.&.Ma. C.24.

6 W.&Ma. Ca. .

7 W.&Ma. C.2;.

8 & 9 W.&Ma. C. 11.

C.31.

7&8W.3. C. 6.

C.2 7.

;&8
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STATUTES cited continued.

7 & 8 W. 3. C. 34. 1 59. a. n. 4.

C.37.

C.38.

99. a. n. 1.

- 176. b. n. 5.

io&ii W.3. C. 16. 11. b. n. 4. 55. b. n. 8.

11&12W. 3. C. 6. 8. a. n. a.

12 & 13 W. 3. C. 2. 129. a. n. 1.

13 W. 3. C.6. 92. b. n. 2.

13&14W. 3. C. 6. 233. a. n. 1.

1 Amn. st. 1. C. 22. - '92. b. n. 2. 233. a. n. 1.

a & 3 Ann. C. 4. 290. b. n. 1. sect. ix.

C. 5. 176. b. n. 5.

C. 6. s. 17. 117. a. n. 1.

4 Ann. C. 14. 162. b. n. 6. sect. 2.

C. 16. 72. a. n. 3. 157. a. n. 4.

C. 16. s. 4&$. 303. a. n. 1.

C. 16. s. 6&7. 155. b. n. 2.

C. 16. s. 16. 252. b. n. 1.

C. 16. s. ai. 373. b. n. 1.

C. 16. s. 27. 172. a. n. 8. 199. b. n. 1.

C. 18. s. 27. 90. b. n. 5.

»- 4 L 5. Ann. C. 16. ► 125. a. n. 2. 161. a. n. 4.

sect. 1. 215. a. n. 2. 244.

a. n. 1. 250. a. n. 1. 309. a.

n. 1. 373. b. n. 2.

i Ann. C. si. 95. a. n. 4.

C.31. 53. b. n. 5. 53. a. n. 7.

1

5;. a. n. 1. 129. a. n. 2.

C.35. 290. b. n. 1. sect. 11.

7 Ann. C. 3. 129. a. n. 2.

C. S. - 8. a. n. 1.

C.17. 171. b. n. 5.

C. 18. 43. a. n. 1. 344. b. n. 1. 349.

b. n. 2 . 11 5. a. n. 6. 166. b. n. 2.

C. 19. 271. b. n. 1. sect. 3.

C. 20. 290. b. n. 1. sect. 11.

S Ann. C. 14. 47. a. n. 4. 47. b. n. 7.

162. b. n. 6. sect. 1 & 3.

C. 14. sect. 1. - 162. b. n. 6. sect. 4.

9 Ann. C. 5. 203. b. n. 1.

C. 16. sect. 9. 1 19. b. n. 2.

12 Ann. C. 14. 391. a. n. 2. sect. 3.

st. 2. C. 16. 4. a. n. 1.

1 Geo. 1. 2 sets. ■ 391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

C. 2. 391. a. n a. sect. 3.

st. 2. C. 4. s. 2. 129. a. n. 1.

C. S. - 257. a. n. 3.

C. 13. - 391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

sect. a. C.J3. 391. a. n. 2. sect. 3.

st. a. C. 13. 92. b. n. 2.

C. 38. - • • 1 10. a. n. 6.

3 Geo. 1. C. 18. 391.3. n. 2. sect. 3.

6 Geo. 1. C. j. ■ 141. b. n. 2.

8 Geo. i.C. 17. - 391. a. n. 2. sect. 3.

9 Geo. 1. C. 7. - 3. a. n. 4.

11 Geo. 1. C. 18. - ; -176. b. n, 5.

3 Geo.
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STATUTES cited continued.

3 Geo. 2. C. 25. s. 8. - - 155.8.11.2,

C. 25. s. 9. - - 155.8.11.3.

4 Geo. 2. sect. 1. - 270. b. n. 1.

C. 19. - - 47. b. n. 7.

C. 21. . S. a. n. 1. 129. a. n. 2.

C. 28. 47. b. n. 7. 57. b. n. 2. 142. a.

n. 2. 162. b. n. 6. sect. 2 & 3.

C. 28. s. 2 & 4. - 202. a. n. 3.

6 sico. 2. C. 5. - - 391. a. n. 2. sect. 3.

8 Geo. 2. C. 6. - 390. b. n. 1. sect. 11.

11 Geo. 2. C. 1 7. - - 391. a. n. 2. sect; 3.

C. 19. 47. b. n. 1. 57. b. n. 2. 142. a.

n. 2. 162. b. n. 6. sect, j & 3.

309. a. lit 1.

C. 19. s. 10. - - 47. b. n. 4.

14 Geo. 2. C. 20. - 298. a. n. 1. 41. b. n. 4.

C. 20. s. 9. - - 41. b. n. 5»

18 Geo. 2. C. 18. s. 4. - - 156. a. n. 3.

C. 80. . - - 391. a. n. 2. sect. 3.

24 Geo. 2. C. 18. - 125. a. n. 2. 157. a. n,. 4.

C. 48. - - - 135. a. n. 2.

■25 Geo. 2. C. 40. - - - 8. a. rr. 2.

zb Geo. 2. C. 33. - - 79. b. n. 1, 2, & 4.

C. 33. s. 1 1 . - - 89 a. n. 16.

31 Geo. 2. C. 10. - - 117. a. n. 1.

5 Geo. 3. C. 17. 44. b. n. 3. 162. b. n. 6. sect. 1.

6 Goo. 3. C. 53. - - 92. b. n. 2.

9 Geo. 3. C. 16. - - 1 19. a. n. 1.

12 Geo. 3. C.i 1. - - 133- b. n. 1.

13 Geo. 3. C. 14. - - - 2. b. n. a.

C. 21. - - - 129. a. n. 2.

14 Geo. 3. C. 79. - - 4. a. n. 1.

17 Sc iSGeo. 3. C. 49. sect. 1. - - 176.8. n. 1.

22 Geo. 3. C. 53. - - 141. b. n. 2.

23 Geo. 3. C. 28. • - 141.11.11.2.

C. 58. sect. 1. - - 338.3. n. 1.

25 Geo. 3. C. 25. - . 191. a. n. 9. sect. 5.

31 Geo. 3. C. 31. - - 391. a. n. 2. sect. 2.

STEWARDS, of manors, who may be, and how created, 3. b. n. 4.

61. b. n. 1.

SUCCESSION, by the civil and feudal laws, difference between order

of, 1 9 1 . a. n. 1 . s. V. 4.

SUFFERANCE, tenant ar, who is, 57. b. n. 5. 270. b. n. 1.

SURRENDER, what, and effect of, 337. b. n. 1.

, requisites to, ib. n. 2.

.... , of lease, &c. not good without writing, 338. a. n. 1.

- - - -, by implication, 338, a. p. 2.

T. TAIL,
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T.

TAIL, whether donee in may stand seised to an use, 19. b».n. 3/

- - - -, of what it may be, or not, zo. b. n. 1. 3. 4, 5-.or not, by devise, 20. b. n. 2.

„ ,or fee, by deed, 21. a. n. 3. 7. 21. b. n. 2. 27. a. n. u

- - - -, general or special, 2 1 . a. n. 4.

, donee in, how he (hall hold, 23. a. n. 2, 3, 4.

, female, whether allowable by law, 25. a. n. 1.

, or not, for uncertainty or remote poffibility, 25. b. n. 2, 3.

- - - -, vested, or in remainder, 28. a. n. 7.

, tenant in, after poffibility, &c. make lease after, 32. H. 8. 28. b. n. 1.

-, power of barring by recovery and fine, inherent to tenant in,

223. b. n. 1.

-, effect of wrongful alienations by tenant in, 269. b. n. 1. 300. a.

n. 2. 331. a. n. 1. 333. a. n. 1. 373. b. n. 1.

, of rent and of land, difference between, 298. a. n. 1.

, of die gift of the king within, 34* H. 8. what, 372. b. n. j.

-, what limitations will create or not, 376. b. n. 1.

- - - -, power of donee in to alien cannot be restrained by

Condition,

Limitation,

Custom, J. 579. b. n. 1.

Recognizance,

Covenant,

Recompence in value is not the true reason that a common recovery

bars, ibid.

A condition against an attempt to suffer a recovery, or a conclusion

to suffer a recovery, cannot be annexed to an estate in, ibid.

A provision for trustees, on the birth of children to whom estates tail

are limited, to determine these estates, and limit estates to them for

life, and to their children in strict settlement, is within the rule of

perpetuities, and void, ibid.

Under a power to appoint the fee generally ; as to all persons, estates

for life to children unborn at the creation of the power, and re

mainders to their children in strict settlement, are allowed, ibid.

Otherwise when the objects of the power are specified, ibid.

TENANTS in COMMON, remedy osone against the other, 172. a. n. 8.

_. ,, grant of, 267. b. n. 1.

See Jointenants, Leases, 45. a. n. 7,

TENDER, effects of, at different times, 160. b. n. 4.

> good or not, 207. b. n. 3. 21 1. a. n. 1.

TENEMENT, import of the word, 154. a. n. 7.

TENURES, origin and history of, 64. a. n. 1. 191. a. n. 1.

TENURES,

]
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TENURES, of lands in the hands of subjects, universally feudal in log-

land, 65. a. n. 1.

.. ^ 1 allodial and feudal, distinction between, ib.

, military, abolished by 12. Car. 2. 67. b. n. 1. 76. a. r. 1.

85, a. n. I.

.__...., royal, distinctions between different kinds of, 77. a. n. I.

108. a. n. 2, 3.

, whether known in England before the conquest, 83. a. n. 1.

, by rent for castle guard, their nature, 87. a. n. 1.

, their several incidents, 73. a. n. 2. 106. b. n. 2. 107. a.

n. 2. 5.

1 in capite, improperly destroyed by 12. Car. 2. 108. a. n. 5.

1 burgage, not affected by iz. Car. 2. 1 16. a. n. 1.

. See Serjeanty.

TERMS of YEARS, what things upon the land shall go with, 8. a.

n. 10.

.._.........., pass by what words, 42. a. n. 9.

... ----, trusts of, 290. b. n. 1. s. X.

_. -, attendant upon the inheritance, observations upon,

ib. s. XIII.

. ... See Lease.

TERM, All Saints and All Souls not within Michaelmas, 135. a- n. 2.

TERMS, legal, import of several explained,' 266. b. n. I.

THANELAND, nature of, 86. a. n. 2.

TITLE, defective, remedy in case of, 384. a. n. 1.

TOURNS, frequency of holding how affected by mag. chart. 115. ;-

n. 11, 12, 13.

TRESPASS, procurers of, statutes relative to, i8i.a. n. 1.

TRUSTS, whether discharged by forfeiture, 13.8. n. 7.

, affecting real property, doctrine os, 290. b. n. I.

, what estates or interests the subject of, ib. s. VI. VIL

- - - - - -, of leasehold estates, ib. s. X.

- - , application of money produced by, who answerable for, ib.

s. XII.

- - > general history os, ib. s. XV.

TRUSTEES, discharged, if robbed without their wilful default, 89. a. n. e.

- . , for preserving contingent remainders, 290. b. n. 1. s. 111.

. . f how created, ib. s. IV.

_ _t conveyances by, how th:y slicull be qualified, 384. a. n. 1.

TYTHES, remedies for, 159.3. n. 4.

, general jurisdiction of the e*chequ;r over, doabted, ib.

U. USE Sr
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U.

USES, where they ensue the nature of the land, 13. a. n. 2.

, whether discharged by forfeiture, ib. n. 7.

, subtle distinction in feoffments to, H2. a. n. 1.

, superstitious, 112. b. n. 2.

!■ --., observations on instruments deriving effect from stat of, 188. a.

n. 13. 271. b. n. 1.

- - - -, what not executed by stat. of, 271. b. n. 1. f. III. 5.

. See Power, 299. b. n. 1.

USURPATION, effect of, 249. a. n. 2.

USURY, what, 4. a. n. 1.

V.

VESTURE, of land, what pastes by, 4. b. n. 1.

VILLENAGE, whether marriage with a freeman liberated a woman from

for ever, 123. a. n. 3,

V1SNE, from a wrong place, by assent of parties, how, 126. a. rt. I.

VOUCHER, in wardship in dcwer, how, 38. b. n. 2.

_._„.-. .°, one of two who are vouched, makes default, the grand cape

may issue against the defaulter, 386. b. n. 1.

.... , one of two who are vouched dies, the survivor only, or the

survivor and heir jointly, may be vouched, ibid.

. . See Waslr akty.

W.

WALES, gavelkind descent in abolished, 175. b. n. 3.

WAR, how triable. 249. b. n. 1.

WARDSHIP, father lhall have in preference to the king, 84. 2. n. 2.

WARRANTY, binds not before entry, 1 1. b. n. 3.

_ . . 1 whether it (hill descend to the heir, or attend the !and,

12. a. n. 1.

.... , lineal, barrable or not, 173. a. n. 3.

---, collateral, by ancestor having no estate, void by stat.

224. a. n. 1.

- ------ — , its effect, 265. -b. n. 1.

, , outline of the doctrine of. 365. a. n.f.

... . ., commencing by disseisin, 366. b. n. I,

-.._.-..., how defeated, 367. b. n. 1.

-- --, lineal and collateral, difference between, 370. a. r. 1.

---, and assets, king bound by, 370. b. n. 1.

.'....._--, estate tail br.r.-cd by, where, 372. b. n. I.

,-.-...--, by persons having partial estate-,' effect of, 3-5. b. n. 2.

.(LI) Colhtcv.il
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WARRANTY contimui.

Collateral Warranty is allowed to be a bar, for the security of pur

chasers and persons in possession under a title by descent, 384. a. n. 1.

Trustees may safely convey by the word grant, 384. a. n. I.

It implies no covenant when there is an express covenant ;—or, im

plying a covenant, the express covenant qualifies its import, ib.

In fome conveyances, the word grant is necessary as the operative

word, ibid.

Sir Jeffery Palmer's opinion on the necessity of using this word in

some particular cases, and that in conveyances in fee it is nei.her

a covenant in law or a warranty, ibid.

Conveyances that may have effect without the word grant, ibid.

On the operation of the word grant, or give :

I. In conveyances in fee, ~)

2- j." xf' \ ibid.

3. tor life, s

4. for years, J

The word give in feoffments creates a warranty from the person of

the feoffor, under the statute de bigamis, ibid.

The word grant originally created a warranty only when there was

a tenure between the party granting and the party to whom the

grant was made, ibid.

It extends to assignments of icrms for years, ibid.

May be qualified by any express covenant which has any part of

the fame object with tne covenant in law, ibid.

Question considered, whether the word grant, in an instrument pur

porting to convey the fee while in fact it conveys a term, is a war

ranty for the term, ibid.

fiie reason of the implied covenant is a presumed contract, to give

a recompence to a purchaser taking a defective title, and paying

a valuable consideration, ibid-.

Trustees conveying as trustees, cannot be presumed to warrant, ibid.

Trustees, to prevent all question, mould, by words of declaration, nega

tive the effect of the word grant, to create a warranty, ibid.

Observations on the remedy of purchases for defect of title, from

facts or circumstances to which the express words of the covenant

to them, do not extend,

1. By action of deceit, 1

2. By bill in chancery, > ibid.

3. Under inherent covenants froril former vendors, 3

"When a purchaser consents to take a defective title, his agreement t#

do this, mould be expressed/ ibid.

Warranty to three, who are jointenants & cuilibet nr;iir. is a warranty

to them jointly, otherwise when they are tenants in common,

385- b. n. 3.

Warranty determines with the estate to which it is annexed, 387. a.

n. 1.

Warranty does not extinguish the right ; it only suspends Ae exer

cise
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WARRANTY continued.

cise of it; and a release of the warranty leaves the right at large,

387. a. n. 1.

Warranty is temporary—the thing recovered may be of perpetual

duration. A warranty cfasce is not a warranty inset, 387. a. n. 2.

When the estate to which a warranty is annexed is defeated, the

warranty is also defeated, 388. b. n. I.

Warranty is not defeated, if the estate to which it is annexed is de

feated partially, 388. b. n.

Fecftee cannot take advantage of the warranty to him unless he is

tenant, 389. a. n. 1.

To deny that a feoffment, upon which a warranty is expressed, is a

good feoffment, is to defeat the warranty, 389. a. n. 2.

Upon a covenant to warrant, and defend the land to a lessee, cove

nant lies whether the lessee is evicted rightfully or tortiously,

3 89. a. n. 2.

Where there (hall be a remitter because the warranty is not exe

cuted, 390. b. n. 1.

WARRANTY, what amount to, or not, 384. a. n. I.

.......... who may vouch to, or not, 384. b. n. I. 385. b. n. 2.

_.._., joint or several, where, 385. b. n. 3.

..._..-.-, default on voucher to, 386. b. n. !■

........-, determination of, what, 387. a. n. I. 388. b. n. 1. 389. a.

n. 2.

... .., recovery upon, how, 387. a. n. 2.

....-..-., who may take advantage of, 389. a. n. I.

WASTE, by or against donee in tail after possibility, &c. 27. b. n. 2.

--.---, how it shall be brought or assigned, 53. a. n. 2. 53. b. n. 7. 10..what is, 53. a. n. 3,4, 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1. 55. b. n. 1.3,4.

. ., whether it lay, at common law, by or against tenant by the cur-

tesy, 53. b. n. n.

..... ., where, though it does not lie, equity will interpose, 54. a. n. 5.

- -, where it lies, or not, 54. b. n. 1. 57. a. n. 4. 218. b. n. 2. 273.3.

n. 2.

-. permissive, action on the cafe lies not for, 57. a. n. I.

. . , subject of belongs to the owner of the fee, even when action lies

not, 218. b. n. 2.

..----, exemption from, is annexed to the privity of estate, 220. a. n. I«

.....-, .---.-.., what it authorises, ibid.

WESTMINSTER, is a city by express creation, 109. b. n. 3.

WILL, TENANT AT, who is, and how his estate may be created, .55. a.

n. 1. 3. 57. b. n. 5.

.......-..--..., privileges of, 55. a. n. 4.

- <■ -, what is a determination of his estate, 55. a.

11.13,14,15.

WILL,
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WILL, TENANT AT, rent, when payable by aster estate determined,

55. b. n. 16.

.-, what actions he shall have, 57. a. n. 2.

-. -» . , defined, 270. b. n. 1.

, of personal estate, at what age it may be made, 89. b. n. 6.

, hiflcry of its power over land, in. b. n. 1.

WITNESSES. SeeEviDBNCE.

WRIT de venire inspiciendo, where grantab'e, and proceedings in, 8. b.

n. 1, 2, 3. 123. b. n. 1.

de himine rcplegiando, two may join in, 145. b. n. 2.

de rationabiii parse bonorum, whether it lay at common law, or by

custom, 176. b. n. 6.of quid ci de/ofeeat, where it lies, 355. a. n. I.

of rediffeisin, where and against whom it lies, 154-a. n.n. 154. b.*

n. 1.

F J N I S.
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